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\

DEBRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

[SMALL VOYAGES.] FRANCOFVRTI, etc., 1598-1633. [205-246]

As no history of the discovery of America is complete unless it contains some

account of the various voyages made by the Portuguese, Dutch, Spanish, and other

nations, to find the East Indies or Cathay, by way of the Cape of Good Hope, so

no collection of Americana, especially if it contains any of the great collections of

voyages, such as De Bry, Hulsius, etc., is complete unless it contains the narratives

of these voyages. The Small Voyages of De Bry are almost wholly devoted to the

voyages made by Europeans to the East Indies.

These voyages were made in the interests of trade. When the Ming Dynasty

came into power, China was closed to foreigners. The capture of Constantinople by
the Turks and the gradual spread of their power throughout the eastern Mediterranean,

closed to the merchants of Venice and Genoa the avenues by land through Central

Asia, and across the Isthmus of Suez and the Red Sea, by which they had carried on

trade with the East.

It was because of these hindrances to trade that Prince Henry the Navigator

turned his attention to the discovery of some route by which the East Indies could be

reached by sailing to the south and east along the coast of Africa. For a period of

some thirty years (1432-1460) explorations were pushed southward from Cape

Bojador, which for a long time previous had been the farthermost point known, until

in 1487 the Cape of Good Hope was passed by Bartholomew Dias, and, in 1498,

Calicut was reached by Vasco da Gama. Dias was accompanied on his voyage by

Bartholomew, the younger brother of Christopher Columbus, who, it has been

recorded, was one of the first to suggest to his brother a western route to the Indies.

This discovery of an eastern route secured to Portugal a monopoly of the eastern trade,

which was firmly established by the viceroys Francisco de Almeida and Alfonso de

Albuquerque, who from 150410 1515 wrested from the Arabs or Moors the en

trances and exits to the Indian Ocean, which they held. This monopoly, confirmed

by Pope Eugenius and succeeding popes, remained in the hands of the Portuguese for

a hundred years, after which it was taken from them by the Dutch.

The first Dutch voyage to the Indies by this route was made by Cornelis Hout-

man, with four vessels, in 1596; three years later Houtman and Van Neck visited

Sumatra and Java with eight ships; and in 1600, less than five years after Houtman's
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1598-1633 Tbeodor De Bry NOS. 205-246

first voyage, no fewer than forty Dutch ships rounded the Cape, and almost completely

supplanted the Portuguese in the spice trade. Two years later the Dutch East

India Company was formed.

As DC Bry's Small Voyages were published during this period, he naturally in-

eluded many accounts of their voyages in this series, as is shown by the following

test of contents :

Part I. Pigafetta's account of Odoardo Lopez's voyage to the Congo; 1578.

Part II. Linschoten's voyages to Africa and the East Indies ; 1583-1592.
Part III. (i) Linschoten's voyages continued. (2) Cornells de Houtman's voy

age to the East Indies; 15951597. (3) Gerrit de Veer's

journal of three voyages made by the Dutch, to reach the East

Indies by the North ; I 5941 597.

Part IV. (i) Linschoten's voyages concluded. (2) Houtman's voyage con

cluded. (3) Voyage to the East Indies, by Jacob Cornelisz.

Neck and Wybrandt van Warwijck ; 15981599.
Part V. Voyage of Neck and Warwijck to the East Indies; 15981600.
Part VI. Description of Guinea in Africa, with a history of the early voyages

thither by the Portuguese, French, and Dutch.

Part VII. (i) Joris van Spilbergen's voyage to Ceylon; 1601-1604. (
2
)
The

voyage of Gasparo Balbi, a Venetian, to Pegu, via Syria; 1579-

1588.

Part VIII. Five voyages by the Dutch to the East Indies : ( i ) Van Neck, to

Ternate, Macao, and Patane ; 16001604. (2) De Weert and

Pietersz ; 1602-1604. (3) Nicolas' voyage to China. (4) Van

de Venne, to China. (5) Van der Hagen, to the Moluccas ;

1603-1606.
Part IX. Pieter Willemsz. VerhoefF's voyage to the Moluccas; 1607-1612.

With Supplementum, containing Vercken's description of the islands

of the East Indies.

Part X. (i) Discovery of Hudson Bay. (2) Linschoten's two voyages to the

North. (3) De Quir's discovery of Terra Austraits incognita.

(4 and 5) Massa's description of Liberia.

Part XI. (i) Americus Vespuccius' third and fourth voyages to America,

(z) Robert Coverte's travels in Persia and Mongolia. (3) A

geographical description of Spitzbergen, with the journals of Barentsz

and Rijp's voyage in 1 596.

Part XII. The Latin Edition of this Part contains short descriptions and accounts

of voyages which had previously appeared in the German Edition

of Parts XII. and XIII.

Appendix to Congo. The five voyages of Samuel Bruno to the Congo.
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No. 205 Tbeodor De Bry 1598

SMALL VOYAGES IN LATIN.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (*. 1528, d. 1598.)

VERA DESCRIPTIO REGNI AFRICANI, QVOD TAM AB INCOLIS

QVAM LVSITANIS CONGVS APPELLATVR. FRANOOFVRTI, yVolff-

gangus Richter, 1 598. [2 5l

LATIN INDIA; PART I; FIRST EDITION. 1598.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : )(, A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves; H, 6 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ;
Aa to Dd,

each 4 leaves (the last blank and genuine) ;

total 54 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title,
as

reproduced ;
See No. 205], recto of [)(];

[blank], verso of [)(]; [dedication,

with heading] |

ILLVSTRISSIMO
|

PRIN-
CIPI AC DOMINO, DOMINO FRIDERICO

IIII. CO-
|

MITI PALATINO AD RHENVM : . . .

| [3 lines] | [his
coat of arms]

|
[dated] |

Datse Francofurti poftridie Calend. Augufti.

Anno 98. ftilo veteri. |, recto of )(z to

recto of
) ( 3 ;

|

Praefatio ad Leftorem.
|

[signed] |

loan. Theodoras, & loan. Ifrael
|

de Bry, ...
|

... [dated] |

Datum Franco-

fordij, Kl. Marlij Anno M. D. XCVIII. / ,

verso of )(3 to verso of [)(4]; [text,

with heading] |

NAVIGATIO EX LV-
j

SITANLffi VLISSIPONA
|

IN REGNVM

AFRI-
I

ex CONGO.
|
, pp. 1-60

; |

INDEX
RERVM ET

|

VERBORVM MEMO-]
RABILIVM. , recto of Hj to verso of [ H 5] ;

[i blank leaf], [H6].
[Letterpress title-page to plates] |

ICONES
| O^iibus |

AD MAIOREM LE-
|

CTORIS RECREATIONEM
|

PRIMVS
LVSITANORVM CVM REGE

|

CON-

GRESSVS, ...
| [3 lines] |

IN JES INCISE

PER / Johannem Theodorum & Johannem

Ifraclem de Bry, / . . .
| [conventional orna

ment] FRANCOFORTI
|

Excudebat

Wolffgangus Richter, impen- |

fis loannis

Theodori & loannis Ifraelis de Bry, |

fratrum.

| |

M. D. XCVIII.
|

, recto of [Aa] ;

[blank], verso of [Aa] ; [14 plates,

versos blank, as described below], folios i-

14; [i
blank leaf], [Dd 4].

PLATES : 14 Plates and z Maps, as

follows :

I.
|

Primus Lufitanorum cum Sogni

praefeclo congreflus, eiufdemque Ba-
| ptif-

mus, ...
;

ii lines of text, the ist end

ing "eius"
;

recto of Aa z.

II.
|

Lufitani regem Congi falutant, eique

legationem fuam exponunt. |

. . .
| ;

i z lines

of text, the 4th ending "f/5/f"; recto of Aa 3.

III. |Ediai Regii, ...
|

. . . executio.

|;
10 lines of text, the ist ending "Rex," ;

recto of [Aa4].
IV.

|

Habitus tarn magnatum quam ple-

beiorum ...
|

. . .
|
; 13 lines of text, the

ist ending "/><?/"-" ; recto of Bb.

V.
|

Armatura tarn nobiliorum quam

gregariorum mi-|litum ... |;
10 lines of

text, the ist ending
"
ponuntur.

"
; recto of

Bb*.
VI. De modis quibus de loco in locum,

feruorum aut condu-| ftitiorum humeris

transferri folent.
|
;

1 1 lines of text, the i st

ending "neque in-"
;

recto of Bb 3.

VII.
|

Alius portandi mos.
| ; 3 lines of

text, the ist ending "par-"; recto of

[Bb 4].

VIII.
|

Alius portandi mos.
| ; 3 lines

of text, the ist ending "combella" ; recto

of Cc.

IX.
|

Zebra . . . inter animalia Congi

precipue in Pamba
| prouincia reperta, . . .

| ;

iz lines of text, the ist ending
" mentio-'" ;

recto of Cc 2.

X.
| Triplex mulierum veftitus, . . .

|

...
| ; 10 lines of text, the ist ending

"decla-"
;

recto of Cc 3.

XI.
|

Alia quaedam diuerfa animalia

noftris regionibus incognita ...
|

. . .
| ;

13 lines of text, the zd ending "pert-";

recto of [Cc 4].
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1598 Tbeodor De Bry No. 205

XII.
|

De Regni Coangani incolis & size, upper sheet, io?l8 x isHie inches;

Anziquis, ...
|

. . .
| ;

16 lines of text, lower sheet, iiVz x 151^6 inches; scale,

the i st ending "Jimiles, ar-' ;
recto of Dd. 3% inches = 200 Milliarium Italica; be-

XIII.
|

De Giachis, . . .
|

. . .
|

; n tween verso of
[ ) ( 4. ]

and recto of A.

lines of text, the 2d ending
"
nigerrimo" ; [2] Folding map of the Kingdom of

recto ofDd2. Congo; inscription, at top: |

TABVLA
XIV. |De foeminis Monomotapanis, . . . GEOGRA-REGNI CONGO.

|
; size, 12 y.

|

...
| [i i lines of text] |

FINIS.
|

;
the 141^6 inches; scale, % of an inch = i of

ist line of text ending
" multos-" ; recto latitude; between verso of [)( 4] and recto

of[Dd 3]. of A.

The number of each plate is preceded CONDITION : Size of leaf, unfte x 71^0

by the word: " ARGVMENTVM." The inches. Bound in red levant morocco, gilt

catchwords to the plates are in small capi- panelled sides and corner ornaments, gilt

tals: "ARGV-". inside borders, gilt edges, by Pratt for H.

MAPS: [i] Folding map of Africa, on two Stevens, 1884. Binding uniform with the

separate sheets; inscription, lower right-hand: Latin and German America. Maps backed

/ Tabulam hanc Aegypti, . . . / (8 lines) [
; with muslin.

In the First Edition of this Part the catchwords to plates are in small capitals.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation. The two sheets of the map
of Africa are not pasted together in this copy.

The First Part of the Small Voyages contains the relation of the visit of Odoardo

Lopez, a Portuguese, to the Congo in the year 1578. It was written by Fillipo

VERA DESCRfc
PTIO REGNI AFRI
CAN i, QJOD TAM AB iN-
COLis QVAM LVSITANJ&

Congus appellacur.
E R.

PIQAFETTAM,

ItnguAltaBcaexcerpta ; nuncLatfo

Jermonedon&tAob

AVGVST. CASSIOD. REINIO.
Ifonitus $imaginiltu rerum memtraktlium
f>JHtstepera &induftrta loan. Tbeoden& I

FRANCOFVRTI
ExcudebatWolfFgangus Richter,impen-

fisIo.Theo.&Io. Iiracl.de Bry,frat.

M. P. XCVIII.

No. 205. TITLE OP DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART I., IST EDITION; 1598.

Within the same engraved border as No. 226.
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No. 205 Tbeodor De Bry 1598

Pigafetta, from the dictation of Lopez, and was published at Rome, in 1591, under

the title, Relationt del Reame di Congo e delle circonvicine contrade. The Latin

translation, here used, is the work of Cassidore de Reyna.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum;
Crawford

;
Huth

; Bibliotheque Carnavalet,

Paris
; John Carter Brown

;
Yale Uni

versity ; New York State
;
American Geo

graphical Society ;
Lenox ; Halsey ;

New-

berry ;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : NewYork Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 238 ; La Collection Dutuit, p.

241, No. XXXIV.
; Crawford, Collations,

p. 159 ; Huth, Catalogue, 2 : 432* ;

John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 372,

No. 427 ; Graesse, 7 : 128
; Unmet, i :

1334; Tiele, Memoirt, p. 316 ; Camus,

Memoire, p. 182.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

VERA DESCRIPTIO REGNI AFRICANI, QVOD TAM AB INCOLIS

QVAM LVSITANIS CONGVS APPELLATVR. FRANCOFVRTI, Erasmus

Kemffer, 1624. [206]

LATIN INDIA
;
PART I. SECOND EDITION. 1624.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically

the same as that of No. 205, except that

the blank leaf [ H 6] is lacking in this

copy.
COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced ;
See No. 206], recto of

[ ) ( ] ;

[blank], versoof[)(]; [dedication, with

heading] |

ILLVSTRISSIMO
[

PRINCIPI
AC DOMINO,

|

DOMINO FRIDERICO
IV. ...

| [4 lines] [his coat of arms]] [i

line and catchword] [dated] |

. . . Datas

Francofurti poftridie Calend. Augufti.
Anno 98. ftilo

|

veteri.
|
, recto of )( 2 to

recto of )( 3 ;
|

Prasfatio ad Leflorem.
|

[signed] |

loan. Theodorus de Bry, |

. . .
|

[dated ] |

. . . Datum Fran- / cofordij,

Calend. Martij, Anno M.D.XCVI1I./, verso

of
) ( 3 to verso of [ ) ( 4] ; [text,

with

heading] |

NAVIGATIO EX LV-
|

SI-

TANIAE VLISSIPONA IN / RECNVM
AFRICA CONGO./, pp. i_6o;

|

INDEX
RERVM ...

| [2 lines] |
, recto of Hj to

verso of [H 5]; [i blank leaf], [H 6].

[Letterpress title-page to plates])
ICONES / AD PRIMAM PARTEM INDISE

ORTENTALIS / Quibus
I

AD MAIOREM
LE- CTORIS RECREATIONEM

|

PRI-
MVS LVSITANORVM . . .

|[ 7 lines]
|

[conventional ornament] / FRANCOFORTI
|

Excudebat Erafmus Kempffer, impenfis
|

hsredum loannis Theodori de Bry, | j

M. DC. xxiv.
|,

recto of [A a]; [blank],
verso of [A a] ; [ plates, with versos

blank, as described below], folios 114 ;

[i blank leaf], [Dd 4].
PLATES : Plates and maps, identically

the same as in No. 205, except that :

I.
|

Primus Lufitanorum . . . eiufdemq;

| Baptifmus, . . .
| ; 13 lines of text, the

ist ending
" f e-

"
; recto of Aa 2.

II.
[

Lufitani . . . fuam
| exponunt. . . .

|
;

13 lines of text, the 4th ending "//";
recto of Aa 3.

III.
|

Ediai Regij, ...
|

... executio
| ;

the ist line of text ending
"
Congi" ; recto

of[Aa4].
IV. Has 14 lines of text, the ist end

ing
" intel-

"
; recto of Bb.

V.
|

Armatura . . . militum
| defcripta

. . .
|

;
the ist line of text ending

"
ponu-

tur" ; recto of Bb 2.

VI. The ist line of text ends "nefy
in-"; recto of Bb 3.

VII. The ist line of text ends " ab

iitra-
'

; recto of
[ Bb 4] .

VIII. The i st line of text ends " com-"
;

recto of Cc.
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1624 Theodor De Bry No. 206

IX. Has 13 lines of text, the ist end- Orient.
|

, at foot of text. Plates I., II.,

ing "men-" ; recto of Cc 2. IV.-VL, VIII. -X., XII., and XIII. have

X. The ist line of text ends " de-' ; the catchwords,
| Argu- 1 ; plates III., VII.,

recto of Cc 3. and XI.,
| Argumen- ]

. Plates IX., X.,
XI. {Alia. . . incognita |

de . . .
|

;
the XII., XIII., and XIV., in this copy are

2d line of text ending
"

rtgioxilntlf'* ; recto supplied from the First Edition.

of [Cc4]. MAPS: identically the same as those in

XII. Has 17 lines of text, the ist No. 205.

ending "Jimiles," ;
recto of Dd. CONDITION: Size of leaf, n'Me x 7%

XIII. The 2d line of text ends inches. Unbound. Title inlaid
; p. 57

"niger-" ;
recto of Dd 2. extended on inner margin; maps both

XIV. Has 12 lines of text, the ist mounted and have the graduated margins

ending
"
potentijpmus," ; recto of [Dd 3]. cut into. Plates IX., X., XII. -XIV.,

Plates I., IV., V., VIII. , IX., XII., and in this copy are supplied from the First

XIII., have,
|

Icones ad I. partem Indiae Edition.

In this Edition some of the signature-marks of the text are preceded by the words,

Ind. Orient, prima pars, or their equivalent ; and after the plates are the words " Icones

ad i. partem Indias Orient ", which are not in the First Edition. The catchwords to

the plates are in lower case. Plates IX., X., XII., XIII., and XIV. in this copy have

VERA DESCRt
PTIO REGNI AFRICA*
NI, QVOD TAM AB INCOL1S

qium Lufitanis Congus appel-
latur.

PER
fH 1 L J P P VM PIGAPMTTAJtA

dimexEooAR.D i LOPEZacrMmatu Knpta
ItabcA cxcerpta ; minelath ferment

donataab

AVGVST. CASSIOD.
iltu rirum mtmoratittum quafi-vi

ms , cpirM & itidujlrin lota. Ikufari 6> lotat,

Indiae Oriental^ Pars I.

f RAN C OfV RT tt

Excudcbat ERASMVS KEUPFFER , Impcnfls
iiarrtdum Io A N. TH i op. de B & y;

"M. DC. XXIV.

No. 206. TITLE OF DE DRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART I. ; 20 EDITION ; 1624.
Within the same engraved border as No. 226.
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No. 206 Tbeodor De Bry 1624

been supplied from the First Edition ; otherwise this copy corresponds with the

Crawford collation.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw- REFERENCES: New York Public Li-

ford
;
Huth

; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris ;

John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer
Libraries.

brary, Bulletin, 8: 238 ;
La Collection Dutuit,

p. 242, No. XXXVI.; Crawford, Collations,

p. 159; Huth, Catalogue, z: 433*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, i: 373; Brunei,

I: 1336.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

II. PARS INDITE ORIENTALIS, FRANCFORDII, Ex Officina yVolffgangi Ricbteri,

1599. [207]
LATIN INDIA; PART II. FIRST EDITION. 1599.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: (:),
6 leaves;

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N,

O, P, each 4 leaves (the last blank and

genuine); A to K (repeated), each 4
leaves ;

total 1 06 leaves.

Leaves P 2 and P 3 are wrongly marked

a 2 and aj, respectively; K 3 (repeated) is

K 2
;
and leaves [P 2] and [P 3] have the

additional signature-marks, a 2 and a j.
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter

press title, as reproduced ;
See No. 207],

recto of [(:)]; [blank], verso of [(:)]; |

PR^EFATIO SVPER INDIAE ORIEN
TALIS

|

DESCRIPTIONEM
|

NOVAM. |,

recto of
(:) 2 to verso of [(:) 3]; [dedica

tion, with heading] |
ILLVSTRISSIMIS,

...
|

...
|

... DOMINIS REPR^-/
fentantibus Status confederates prouincia-

/ rum Belgij. / [signed] / "Joan Hugo Lindt-

fconus / ex Harlemo. / [dated] |

. . . Data;

Enchujii, Kl. Ian. An- / no 1596. /, recto of

(:) 4 to recto of [(:) 5]; [blank], verso

of [(:) 5];/LINTSCOTANI\ PRMFA-
TIO AD LECTOREM.

| [copperplate

portrait of Linschoten]|, recto and verso of

[(:)6]; [text, with general heading] |

II. PARS INDIAE
|

ORIENTALIS. ,

pp. 1-114; |

INDEX. IRERVM ET VER-
BORVM IN

|

HOC SECVNDO TOMO ...
I

... , recto of [P 2] to verso of [P 4];

[i blank leaf], [P 4].

[Letterpress title-page to plates]//COJV5'

|
VIVAE, VERAE ET

|

GENVINAE
...

| [8 lines] / Omnia elaboratifsime fciti-

fsimequc in ara reprafentata, opera, /ftudio

fumtuque la. Tbeodori, lo Ifraelis de /
Bry fratrum. / [conventional ornament] |

FRANCOFORTI
|

Exudebat VVolffgangus

Richter, impen- [

fis loannis Theodori, &
loannis Ifraelis de Bry, |

fratrum.
|

-
|

M. D. XCIX.
|
, recto of [A] ; [blank],

verso of [A] ; [38 plates, versos blank,

except K 2, which has the recto blank, as

described below], recto of A 2 to verso of

Folio XXXIII. of plates is wrongly
numbered XXXII.

PLATES : 39 Plates and 3 Maps, as fol

lows:

I. [BATAVORVM primus ad Gabam
flumen appulfus. |

; recto of A 2.

II.
| QyjE Batauis apud Cermentinum

pagum acciderunt.
| ; recto of AJ.

III.
|

EFFIGIATIO ^Ethiopum, qui funt

in MofTambica, CaflFres
|

nominatorum.
| ;

recto of [A 4].

IV. |DE Caffrorum militia, deque forti-

tudinis praeftitae infigniis & |

remuneratione.
|

;

recto of B.

V.
|

ABYSSINORVM deformatio, viuunt

ill! fub Praetonis lani imperio :
|

Arabum

item, qui in India remos impellunt, |

vera

effigies. |;
recto of 62.

VI.
|
QVOMODO incolse Armufij noftu in

lintribus dormiant. & de pro- 1 pinquis regum
excaecandis.

| ;
recto of Bj.

VII.
|

CONGREGATIO nnnua mercatorum

negociantiumque, bis quotan-| nis ab Alepo
ad Armufium initrucla acie per Arabiam

|
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1599 Tbeodor De Bry No. 207

profeftionem inftituentium.
|

; recto of

[B 4 ].

VIII.
|

DE Brachmanis fme Sacerdotibus

Indorum, item de merca-|toribus eorandem.

|
; recto of C.

IX.
|

DE funere in demortui cremandique
Brachmani honorem inftituto: in

| quo fimul

eorum vxores viuse in rogum ardentem
|

in-

filiunt.
|
;

recto of C 2.

X.
|

RITVS Nuptiales in Ballagate, quae

poft Goam eft, recepti. | ;
recto of C 3.

XI.
|

FORMA prasftandi iuramenti in Bal

lagate. |
;

recto of [C 4].

XII. ]LEGATIO Regis Hildalcam in Goa.

|
; recto of D.

XIII.
|

EPFIGIATIO circumforanei fiue

ludionis Indi: item Soldati ex Balla-|gate, &

Ruftici Indi cum vxore & liberis.
| ;

recto of

D2.
XIV.

|

TRIA Nauigiorum genera pifca-

toribus in Goa & Cochino vlitata.
| ; recto

of D 3.

XV. |DELiNEATio .flithiopum mahume-

tanorum,

Polyas. |

:

XVI. I FORMA

& Malabarorum

recto of [D 4] .

Vicorum,

laycorum fiue

j*Edificiorum

recto of E.Tuguriorumque in India.

XVII.
|

DE nauigiis Liifitanorum &
Malabarorum, quorum in expedition!- [bus
vfus eft, quibufque mercatores vtuntur.

|
;

recto of E 2.

XVIII. REX Cochinus in Elephante

obequitat. ; recto of E 3.

Penekays tumente altero crureXIX.

II PARS
INDITE ORIENTALIS,

IN QJ A

lOHAN. HVGONIS LlNTSCOTANI
Nauigatio in Orientem,

item regna, littora, portus, flumi-

na, apparently,
habitus moresque Indorum & Lufitano-

rum pariter
in Oriente degentium : pratterea raerces > mo-

nets, menfurae, & pondera, qua: quibus in locis, quove

compendio proftent, accurate proponuntur. Ea LINT-
SCO TVS ipfe fpe&atoratq; autor primum vernaculo fibi

idiomateBelgice in publicum dedit : t)einde fuperioribus

Germanis Germanice,& nunc Latinis item auribus

Latinevtcunq; reddita enunciauit

TEFCRIDJES ANNAVS ION1CERVS PRI-

, CtuisFrancfordienJis.

Opus&nauigantibus&raercatoribusHiftotiarumque
ftudiods appnme v tilt.

font pafiim D, Taludam 4nnot*tiones litemlcontt artifch*

Jtiatrefafi* ferleh. Thtodarttm, $ ioh l/railem de Bry,

Jrittres, efuarumfumftttiti ofm ipfuitt recent

itirnm foras dttum.

FRANCFORDII,
ExOfficinaWolffgangi Richteri.

M. D. xcix.
No. 207. TITLE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART II. ; I ST EDITION; 1599.

Within the same engraved border as No. 228.
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nati, natio oriunda ex prouincia S. Tho-|
mas. Molucani item & Peguani hie reprae-

fen-
1

tantur.
|

; recto of [E 4] .

XX.
|

EFFIGIES eorum, qui Malacam

quique lauas Infulas habitant. ;
recto of F.

XXI.
|

IDOLVM Indorum Pagodes, &

Templa Mahumetanorum.
| ; recto of F 2.

XXII. PROCESSVS inftitutus, quando

Pagodes idolum per Narfingae rc-| gnum
folenniter circumuehitur.

|
;

recto of F 3.

XXIII. HABITVS Chineniium vtriufque

fexus.
|

; recto of [F<|.].

XXIV.
|
QVOMODO primores in China

fnper fellis circumferantur, &
|

de nauibus

genialibus. | ;
recto of G.

XXV.
|

MODVS mulieres per publicum
in lefticis deportandi : item currus quijvento

ati per ficcum feruntur.
| ;

recto of G 2.

XXVI. NAVES Chinenfibus vfitatas velis

arundineis & anchoris ligneis. |
j

recto of

Gj.
XXVII.

I

DE refignatione Loitiorum fiue

Nobilium in China.
| ;

recto of [64].
XXVIII.

|

MlR.ffi Chinenfium ceremo-

nia:, quibus in facris & diuino
|

cultu vtuntur.

|
; recto of H.

XXIX.
|

DE Summorum iudicum gefta-

tione per publicum, & de tortura cui
|

adhi-

bentur malefic!.
|

;
recto of H 2.

XXX.
|

IVDICIA Criminalia, & carceres

apud Chinenfes.
|

; recto of H 3.

XXXI.
[

DE Chinenfium conuiuiis, &
quomodo aegrotos confolentur.

| ;
recto of

[H 4]-

XXXII.
I
DE Chinenfium fepultura &

precibus pro defundlis fundendis.
| ; recto

of I.

XXXIII. STATVS Officiatorum Lufita-

norum in India.
| ;

recto of I 2.

XXXIV.
|

LVSITANI in India deferuntur

in Lefticis.
| ;

recto of I 3.

XXXV. QVOMODO Lufitanorum vxores

& filiae deferantur per publicum. | j
recto of

P 4]-
XXXVI.

I

PEREGRINATIONES noftu

deuotionis ergo a Lufitanis in
|

India fufceptas.

|
; recto of K.

XXXVII. Two-page plate :
|

De foro

Gox frequentato, Leylon illis difto, vbi

varias negociationes exercentur.
| ;

10 lines

of text
;
verso of [ K 2] and recto of Kj

[wrongly marked K
.?].

This plate also

appears in the Second Edition, where it is

unnumbered, has the signature-mark K 3,

and should be placed at p. 77.

XXXVIII.
| Qyo habitu vulgus Lufita-

norum in India per publicum incedat.
|

;

recto of [K 4].

All the plates have Arabic numbers en

graved on the coppers except 37 which is

unnumbered. These numbers are in the

lower left-hand corner except 4 and 7 which

are in the lower center portion, and i, 26,

28, and 36 which have the numbers in the

lower right-hand corners.

[XXXIX.] Folding plate; inscription at

bottom : / Muntxen fo in den Orientalifchen

Jndien als in CAMSATA ORMVS MALAVAK.
COROMANDEL BENGALA SUMATRA MALAGA
IAVA MOLyco <vnd in den omligenden/Infeln

gebraucht <werden. / ; facing p. 96.

MAPS : [i] Two-page plan; with in

scriptions in Latin and German, at the left-

hand
;
the Latin : / Infulte et arcis Mocam /

bique defcriptio ad fines / Melinde Jita ehano

purifs,/\c, lines] ; size, 814 x io%6 inches;

no scale ; between pp. 1 8 and 1 9.

[2] Folding map; with inscriptions in

Latin and German, 4 lines each, upper right-

hand
;
the Latin : / Nova tabula Infularum

Ia<va, Sumatra, Borneonis/et aliarum Mal-

laccam usqua, delineata in insul / Java,
...

|

...
|

;
also inscriptions in uppe and

lower left-hand; size, i4i (1
x 17^6 inches;

scale, i%6 inches =30 miliaria Germanica;

facing p. 48.

[3] Folding plan, city of Goa; inscrip

tion, at top: |

AlLHAE CIDADE DE GOA
METROPOLITANA DA INDIJE PARTES ORIEN-

TAIS QVE ESTA EN 15 GRAOS DA BANDA

DO NORTE
| ;

coat of arms, upper right-

hand; inscriptions in Latin and German,

upper right-hand and left-hand
; size, 15^4 x

161^6 inches; no scale; facing p. 73.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 12 x 7 l%g
inches. Bound same as No. 205. Map [i]

mounted on a guard; [2] and [3] backed

with muslin.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that in the dedication

Linschoten's name is spelled Lindtfconm, not Lindtfcottus; page 9 of the text is num-

AMERICANA
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bered ; and the map of Java, etc., is placed between pages 48 and 49 instead of be

tween 50 and 51; and plate XXXVII. is mounted on a guard and numbered as one

folio.

This Part contains the relation of the voyages of Jan Huygen van Linschoten to

Africa and the East Indies from 1583-1592. The work was first published in

Holland in 1596, and was first translated into German by the De Brys in 1598 and

afterwards by them into Latin. This Part, translated by Annaeus Lonicerus, con

tains the first forty-four chapters ; chapters 92-99 appeared in Part III. ; and chapters

45-91, in Part IV. of the Small Voyages. A Latin edition, which appears to be the

work of Linschoten himself, was printed at the Hague in 1599. Camus considers

this edition much preferable to that of the De Brys.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Crawford; Huth
; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Bulletin, 8: 138; Crawford, Collations,

Paris; John Carter Brown; Yale Uni- p. 165; La Collection Dutuit, p. 242, No.

versity ;
New York State ; American Geo- XXXVII.; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 434*;

graphical Society; Lenox; Halsey ;
New- John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 374, No.

berry; and Ayer Libraries. 429; Graesse, 7: 128; Tiele, Memoire,

p. 83; Brunei i: 1335; Camus, Memoire,

p. 189.

LATIN INDIA; PART II. SECOND EDITION. 1628.

Not in the present collection.

There is a second edition of this Part which has the imprint :
"

Francfordiae, Typis
Erasmi Kempffrri, Impensis Wilhelmi Fitzeri. M.DC.XXVI1I." The plates, still

numbered on the copper, with a single exception (37), are printed in the text; but

are differently arranged from the First Edition. Crawford gives a collation, and

copies are to be found in the Crawford ; Halford ; John Carter Brown ; and Lenox

Libraries.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (.1528,^.1598.)

TERTIA PARS INDLE ORIENTALIS. FRANCOFVRTI, Mattb<eus Becktrus,

1 60 1. [208]

LATIN INDIA; PART III. FIRST EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1601.

Folio. COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: **, 4 press title, as reproduced; See No. 208],
leaves (the last blank and genuine); A, B, recto of [**]; [blank], verso of [**];

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,
|

BENEVOLO LECTO-
|
RI, RERVM

Q, R, S, T, V, each 4 leaves ; X, 6 leaves NOVARVM
|

STVDIOSO. S. [signed] |

(the last blank and genuine) ;
a to h, each 4 loan. Theodoras & loan. Ifrael.

|

de Bry,
leaves ; i, 2 leaves ;

k to q, each 4 leaves Fratres.
|

, recto of ** 3 to verso of **j ;

(the last blank and genuine); total 152 [i blank
leaf], [**4]; [text,

with

leaves. Leaves e 2 and i have no signature- heading] |

TERTIA PARS
|

INDLfli

marks. ORIENTALIS,
|
QVA PARS ALTERA

AMERICANA
fj
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NAVI-] GATIONIS IOAN. HVGONIS fcribuntur.
|
, pp. 55-118 ; [preface, with

DE
|
LINDTSCHOTTEN, IN ORiEKTEM IN- heading] |

TERTIA PARS
|

NAVIGA-
STITVT.S:, | [j lines] |

. . . accurate
|

TIONES TRES
| DISCRETAS, . . .

|

defcribitur.
|

, pp. 1-54 ; [voyage of the ... PER SEPTENTRIONEM
|

SVPRA

Hollanders to the East Indies, 1595-1597, NORVEGIAM, ...
|

... deteflis, . . .
|

with heading] |

INDICA HISTORIA,
| [3 lines] |

PR-ffiFATIO / GERJRDI DE

QVA HOLLANDICA-
|

RVM NAV- VEER AMSTELREDJMI. / , pp. 129-131 j

IVM CVRSVS, SVC-
|

CESSVS ET [text, in several sections, the first with head-

ACTA CVM EXPLICATIO-
|

NE RE- ing] |

TERTIA PARS
|

NAVIGA-
LIGIONIS, ...

| [3 lines] |

accurate de- TIONES TRES
|

HOLLANDORVM

TERTIA PARS
INDITE ORIENTALIS:

Qua contmentur

I. secundit pan naitigationum 4 I o A N N E HVGONE LINT-
SCHOTANO Hollando in Orientemfufceptarum ; 6- maxintejttus
ilLtrunt regionum ,& in his infutaruntifluminum, riparum,fortuum,

&c. turn in tranfitu, turn iffa INDIA Jttorum : vbi iuxta etiam vni-

uerft, <]iu autorillic, &poftet in redituverfasHoHandiam vidit&

notauit, diligenter dejtgnantur. r

II. Natttgatio IIoilandorurn in infulis Orientales, IAVAN & Sv-
M A T R A M : vbi pariter de moribus > vita > c^ religione iucolarum

qutdam haudiniucunda traduntur.

III. Tres nauigationes Hollanderurn in tnodb diflamlndiamperSepten-

trionalem/euglacialemOceanum, vbi mtra qu<tdam drftupendade*
narrantur.

FIDE LI STVDIO ET OPERA DE GERMA-
nico in Latinum tranflata, & bono ordine

clifpofita
a

BILIBALDO STROBED SILESIO.
ADIECTJE SVNT HVIC OPERl MVLTJE EJEQVE AC-
curttijftmitabultfiu tnafftchorografbict, eumiconilnuali/s quo/jut elegaintifli-

mis,cxatlaindn/lria in tsiticifaperloAU. THEODOR. & IOAN.
ISRAEL, de %*tfratres -.quorumfumftibwquoque

hoc
ofni editurn eft.

1LLVSTRISS1MO PRINCJPI, AC DN. DOMINO FR1DE.
RICO IV. ComitiPalatir.oadRhenum.S.Iinp. Archidap.

& EleA.&c. nuncupata.

FRANCOFVRTI excudebatMatthzus Beckerus ,

Ann M. DC I.

No. 208. TITLE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART III.; IST EDITION,

1ST ISSUE ; 1601.

Within the same engraved border as No. 230.
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ET ZELAN-IDORVM VERSVS SEP-
TENTRIONEM

|

IN CATHAY ...
|

...

An. 1594. 1595. 1596. failas
|

defcribens.

|
, pp. 132-170 ; [i blank leaf] , [X 6].

[Letterpress title-page to plates]] ICONES

|

SIVE
|

EXPRESS^ ET ARTIFI-
|

TIOSAE DELINEATIONES QVA-
RVNDAM MAPPARVM, LO-

|

CORVM

MARITIMORVM, INSVLARVM, VR-
|
bium, &

populorum : . . . ha-
| bituumque . . . naui-

| gatione . . . adeo-
| que . . . defcri-

| ptx
libris inferta funt.

|

VBI MAPPIS ET
ICONIBfS SINGVLIS/ breuis qu*dam &
nectj/aria explicatio feor/im / fubdita est. /
OMNIA ...

|

... IN MS INCISA,
...

|

... a IOAN. THEOD. & IOAN.

ISRAELE de BRY ...
|

...
| [conventional

ornament] | FRANCOFVRTI, / EXCV-
DEBAr MATTHJEVS BECKER. / ANNO

| |
M. DCI. / , recto of [a];

[blank], verso of [a]; [58 plates (versos

blank, except e
; i, which has the recto

blank ; and q z), with accompanying text, as

described below], recto ofa 2 to verso ofq 2;

[index to map, with heading] |

PRAE-
MISSA TABVLA

|

SEV MAPPA INS-
VLA NOVA ZEM-

|
BLA, . . .

| [8

lines] |
, recto and verso of y j>; | [colo

phon] |

FRANCOFVRTI IMPRIM-
EBAT

|

MATTHvEVS BECKER
SVMPT1BVS

|

IOAN. THEODOR. ET IOAN.

ISRAEL.
|

de Bry, fratrum.
|

ANNO
|

/ M. DCI. /, verso of yj; [i

blank leaf], [q-j.]. Page 99 is wrongly
numbered 89 ; and plate XXVIII. is num
bered XXIIX.

PLATES: 60 Plates and 4 Maps, as follows:

I.
|
VICEREX CLASSEM EX GOA

|

AD EDOMANDOS PIRATAS
| quofdam

amandat.
| ; 14 lines of text, the ist ending

' '

STaf-
'

i recto of a ^.

II.
|

NAVIS QVAEDAM PRAETO-
RIA

|

EX PORTVGALLIA SOLVENS, ET GOAM

|

in Indiam traiiciens, frafta mergitur. | ;

iz lines of text, the ist ending "An.";
recto of a 3.

III.
|

LVSITANICA CLASSIS
|

A
TVRCIS STRATA.

| ; 9 lines of text, the ist

ending
"
fira-" ; recto of [34].

IV.
|
DESIGNATIO HORRENDI

CVIVS-
I

DAM LATROCINII, IN GOA CIVI-

TATE PA-
|

trati : ad quod obtruncati viri

coniux turn opem fuam,
|

turn confilium

proterua contulit.
| ; 23 lines of text, the

i st ending
' ' Ada- ' *

; recto of b.

V.
|

INVISITATA TERRAE CON-
CVS-

I
SIO, IN INSVLA S. MICHAEL FACTA.

| ;

10 lines of text, the ist ending
" ob-"

;

recto of b 2,

VI.
|

SAEVISSIMA TEMPESTAS
|

AD TERCERAM.
| ; 15 lines of text, the ist

ending "quorum" ;
recto of b

j>.

VII.
|
SEQVENTES HAE FIGVRAE

HI-
|

STORIAM HOLLANDICJE NAVIGATIONS,
ET

[ primo, in Infulas lauam & Sumatram

fufceptas ad-
|
probe defignant. | Effigies

T

habitus earum gentium, qua ad promonto-
rium feu / Capo Bona spei habitant. I. / ;

10 lines of text, the ist ending "pal-'";
recto of

[
b 4] .

VIII.
|

INSVLA MADAGASCAR, |

ALIAS S. LAVRENTII DICTA :
|

& huius Con-

ditio. z.
| ; map with 4 insets; 10 lines of

text, the zd ending
"

mifi-" ;
recto of c.

IX.
|

IMAGO INCOLARVM
|

IN-

SVLJE MADAGASCAR SEV
|

S. Laurentij. 3.
I ;

10 lines of text, the ist ending
"
quibui" ;

recto of c z.

X.
| QVO RITV INCOLAE

|

s. LAV

RENTII INSVLJE
|

choreas agant. 4. | ;
10 lines

of text, the 3d ending
" mu-"

; recto of c 3.

XL
|

ICON REGIS INSVLAE
|

MAD
AGASCAR. 5. | ; 13 lines of text, the 6th

ending
" Re-"; recto of [04].

XII.
|

VERA DVORVM INDI-
|

CORVM IN INSVLA S. MARIA
| Oppidorum

delineatio. 6.
|

;
10 lines of text, the ist

ending "gemi-" recto of d.

XIII.
|
INDIANORVM, INSVLAE

|

PVGNATAN INCOLARVM, ET
|

item Abexini

effigies. 7.
| ; 8 lines of text, the zd ending

" etiam
"

; recto of d z.

XIV.
|

HABITVS MORESQVE IN-

SV-
I

LJE SVMATRA INCOLARVM. 8.
| ; 13

lines of text, the ist ending "ad"; recto

ofd 3 .

XV.
|
QVAE RATIO CONDITIOVE

|

PORTVVM ET NAVIVM STATIONIS
[

ad ciui-

tatem Bantam, infulasque & flumina
]

cae-

tera finitima fit. 9. |
;
n lines of text, the

ist ending "A."; recto of [d 4].
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XVI.
|

CIVITAS BANTAM TOR-
MEN-

|

TIS NOSTRIS OPPVGNATA, ET PI-
|

neas cum fuftis 24. confliftata. 10.
|
;

12

lines of text, the ist ending "com-'";
recto of e.

XVII.
|

SITVS CIVITATIS BAN
TAM. II.

| ; 7 lines of text
;

title and

text on verso of e
; plate on recto of [e ].

XVIII. |SOLEMNITAS NVPTI-
ALIS

|

BANTAM 1NCOLARVM. 12.
|

; 13

lines of text, the 2d ending "ad-"; recto

of ej.
XIX.

| QVO RITV HABITVVE
DV-

|

CES SEV CAPITANEI PER VIAM
| pub-

lice incedant. 1 3.
|

;
1 1 lines of text, the

4th ending "me-"; recto of [04].
XX.

|

MILITES IN BANTAM CRE-

GARII CVM svis armis. 14.
[

;
n lines of

text, the ist ending
"

inter-"; recto off.

xxi. IEXTRANEORVM MER-
|

CATORVM IN BANTAM PRAE-
| figuratio.

15. |
; 8 lines of text, the ist ending

" conti-"
;

recto of/ 2.

XXII.
|

MERCATORVM EXTRA-
|

NEORVM IN BANTAM ALIA
| effigiatio. 1 6.

| ;
i o lines of text, the zd ending "faciunt" ;

recto of f 3.

XXIII. MERCATORVM EX
CHINA IN

[

BANTAM NEGOTIANTIVM

SCHEMA.
|

;
12 lines of text, the ist ending

"'urgent,"; recto of [f 4].

XXIV.
|

CHINENSIVM IN BAN-|
TAM SVPERSTITIO ET

|

idololatria. 1 8.
|

; 9

linesoftext,the3dending<<<fr/>o-"$ recto ofg.
XXV.

|
QVO RITV BANTANI

CON-
|

CILIA M1LITARIA AGANT. 19.
|

;

10 lines of text, the 5th ending
" O-"

;

recto of g 2.

XXVI.
| RVSTICORVM, QVI PRI-

DEM
|

IVXTA CIVITATEM BANTAM CON-
|

federunt, & Sclauorum aliorum
|

idea. 20.
|

;

10 lines of text, the ist ending
" Bantam";

recto of g 3.

XXVII.
I

TRIREMES SEV GALI-

|
cmvE, ET FVSTAE IAVE- nenfium. ii.

I
;

8 lines of text, the 6th ending
"
nojlrarum

"
;

recto of [g 4].

XXVIII.
| NAVIVM, QVIBVS BAN-

|

TANI VTVNTVR, GENERA
| quatUOr. 22.

| j

9 lines of text, the ist ending "<vfu";
recto of h.

XXIX.
I

CHOREA SEV TRIPV-
|

DIVM IAVANORVM. 23.
|

;
ii lines of text,

the 2d ending "incolis"; recto of h 2.

XXX.
|

CHARAGMA PELVIVM
SIVE

|
CYMBALORVM, QVIBVS IAVANI CAM-

PANA-
|

rum & Muficorum inftrumentorum

aliorum
|
loco vtuntur. 24.

|
j 9 lines of

text, the 3d ending "ex-"; recto of h 3.

XXXI.
|

NEFARIA OBTRVNCA-
TIO

|
QVORVNDAM IN NAVi HOL-

|

landia

difta, a lauanenfibus in-
|

ftituta. 25.
|

; 14
lines of text, the ist ending "alias";
recto of [h 4] .

XXXII. Folding plate: |ACCV-
RATA DESIGNATIO BAZAR SIVE
FORI IN

|
BANTAM, CVM SVIS MERCIBVS,

26.
|

: 5 lines of text, the ist ending
" Fa-"

;

verso of
[i ]

and recto of i 2.

XXXIII. INSVLAE BALY CON-
1

TRAFACTVRA. 27.
|

; 13 lines of text, the

ist ending
" Jaua

"
; recto of k.

XXXIV.
|

QVOMODO REGES IN
SVLAE

|

BALY CVRRV VEHANTVR. 28.
|

;

12 lines of text, the ist ending
" &f /'-" ;

recto of k 2.

XXXV.
I
QVOMODO PRIMATES

IN- SVL.S BALY GESTENTVR. 29.
|

; 9 lines

of text, the 2d ending
"
qua

"
;
recto of kj.

XXXVI. |SEQVVNTVR IAM ELE-
GAN- TISSIM./E QV.SDAM FIGVR.7E ET HIS

TORIC
|

memorabiles triplicis Hollandorum

nauigationis per Norwegian!, RufTiam &

| Lappiam verfus Septentrionem per glacia-

lem Oceanum fufce-
| ptas : expreffiffime &

integerrime ex ipfo Ori-
| ginali alTertae.

|

Vrfus cymbam no/lram inuadit, & quid ei

euenerit. /./; 9 lines of text, the 3d ending
"

rapidifsi-
' '

; recto of [
k 4] .

XXXVII.
|

VERA EFFIGIES MON-
STRO-|RVM MARINORVM ROSMARORVM,

|

feu VVallreuflen diclorum. 2.
| ;

ii lines of

text, the ist ending "mon/lro-"; recto of 1.

XXXVIII.
|

EFFIGIES SINVS, SEV
AN-

1

GVSTIJE NASSAV, CVM AD- iunitis

caeteris. 3.
|

;
8 lines of text, the ist ending

"<vbi"; recto of 1 2.

XXXIX.
I

HORRENDAE ET INV-
SITA- TIE VASTITATIS VRSVS SOCIORVM

|

noflrorum duos dilaniat. 4.
|

;
10 lines of

text, the ist ending "af-"; recto of Ij.
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XL.
|

PHOENOMENON IN COELO.

|

VRSVS IMMANIS CAPTVS. 5. | ; 13 lines of

text, the ist ending "r/r-"; recto of [14].
XLI.

|

VIVA SAMOGITHIO-
|

RVM
SPECIES. 6.

[ ;
10 lines of text, the ist

ending "quada/a," ;
recto of m.

XLII.
|

NAVI NOSTRA GLACIEI
|

CVMVLIS DEFIXA, NOSTRVM
|

tres prope
merfi. 7. [ ; 9 lines of text, the ist ending

"pro?-'"; recto of m 2.
'

XLIII.
|

DVORVM VRSORVM, NOS

|

IMPETENTIVM HISTORIA. 8.
|

: 9 lines of

text, the ist ending "elu"; recto ofmj.
XLIV.

|

RVPTA ET SVCCVMVLA-
|

TA GLACIES NAVIS NOSTRJE PRO-
|

ram

furrigit. 9. |
;
10 lines of text, the ist ending

'

'ftaret,
' '

; recto of [m 4] .

XLV.
|

DOMVS A NOBIS EXTRV-
|

CTA ET ERECTA, QVA PER HYEMEM COm-

mode lateremus. 10.
|

; n lines of text,

the ist ending
" Ocea-"

; recto of n.

XLVI.
|
QVID TRAHAM VLTI-

MAM
|

IN TERRAM EXTRAHENTIBVS
|

euen-

erit. 1 1. |; 9 lines of text, the ad ending

"<i>0-"; recto of n 2.

XLVII. |EXPRESSA DOMVS NOS-
TRAE

|

HYBERNJE FORMA SEV SPECIES.

12.
|

; ii lines of text, the ist ending
"
erat," ; recto of

j>.

XLVIII. EX STRATO VRSO ADI-

|

PIS PONDO 100. COLLECTA. 13. \
;

IO

lines of text, the 2d ending "ftru-"; recto

of [n 4].

XLIX.
|

QVO PACTO NOS AD RE-

|

VERSIOMEM IN HOLLANDIAM
| prasparaui-

mus. 14. 59 lines of text, the zd ending
' ' dein-

' '

; recto of o.

L.
|

QVA ARTE ET OPERA NO-|
BIS VIAM STRVXIMVS, AD NA-

|

uem noftram

cum mercibus rnari nun-
| cupandam. 15. ;

6 lines of text, the ist ending "ad"
; recto

of o 2.

LI.
|

NAVIGATIONS NOSTRAE
|

PRINCIPIVM. i6.|; 6 lines of text, the id

ending "binis"; recto of oJ.

LII.
|
QVO PACTO VIX MA-

|

GNA

AGILITATE NAVFRA-|gium euitauimus. 17.
1
5

9 lines of text, the ist ending "no-"; recto

of [04].
LIII.

|

GLACIEI IMMODERATO
IN-

|

SVLTV COACTI, NAVEM RVRSVS
|

in

folidum extraximus. 18.
| ; 9 lines of text,

the 6th ending "ex "
; recto of p.

LIV. QVALE NAM NAVI NOS
TRAE

|

A ROSMARIS SEV VVALLREVSSEN
|

periculum impendent. 19.
|

;
10 lines of

text, the ist ending "quaj"; recto of p. 2.

LV.
|

QVO LOCO TANDEM HO-|
MINES ITERVM IN CONSPECTVM

|

nobis dati

fint. 20.
1
;

12 lines of text, the ist ending
" tan-"

;
recto of p. 3.

LVI.
|

QVO PACTO NOCTVRNA
|

TEMPESTATE O^VADAM NAVES NOSTRAE
|

difieftae & feparatse fuerint, & quae deinceps

|

fecuta fint. 2 1 .
|

; 9 lines of text, the i st

ending "facia"; recto of [p. 4].
LVII. O^VO PACTO MARE AL-

BVM
|
TRAIICIENTES, IN LAPPIAM APPV-

[

lerimus : vbi fub cafis fuis quofdam Ruflbs

Lap- | posque offendimus. 22.
;
10 lines of

text, the 2d ending
"
ingredi

"
;

recto of
q.

LVIII.
|
QVOMODO CVRSVM NO

STRVM
|

IN COLAM PORRO PROMOVERI-

MVS. 23.
|
; 15 lines of text, the yth ending

" man-" ; recto of q z.

[LIX.] Two-page plate ; inscriptions in

Latin and German; the Latin, at upper

right-hand : / Infula D. Helenafacra . . /

[2 lines] / . . . fita in altitudine 16. gra-

duum, ad aujlrium li- / ne<t aquiuoctialis. / ;

coat of arms at upper left-hand
;
between

pp. 30 and 31.

[LX. ] Folding plate ; inscriptions in

Latin and German
;
the Latin, at upper left-

hand : / Vera effigies et delineatio / Infula

Afcenstio nuncupate / [3 lines] |
; four lines

in Latin, at lower right-hand ; facing p. 33.

MAPS: [i] Folding map; inscriptions

in Latin and German
;
the Latin, at upper

right-hand: IDESCRIPTIO HYDRO-
GRARHICA / accommodata ad Battavo-

rum navagatione in Javam .../...
1595 / 159770 lines

] I
5 size

.

14 X 25i?ia inches
; scale, ii^iu inches 40

to 50 N. Latitude; facing p. i.

[2] Folding plan; inscription, at top:|
A CIDADE DE ANGRA NA ILHADE IESV XPO

DA TERCERA.
;

with coats of arms and

Latin inscriptions in the upper corners, and

Latin and German inscriptions in the lower

portion; size, 15^0 x 21% inches; no scale;

facing p. 44.
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[4] Nova Zembla; inscription, upper
left-hand -./Tabula terra Nou<? ZembU, /

[9 lines] \AVTHORE GERHARDO DE YEER./$

size, 6i% 6 x 9V3 inches
; scale, 2%6 inches =

5 o Theutfch meylen ; verso of q 2.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, IHM x 7%
inches. Bound same as No. 205. Plate

number XXXII. mounted on a guard ;

maps [i] and [2] backed with muslin

and mounted on guards.

[3] Two-page map ; inscriptions in

Latin and German ;
the Latin, in upper

center : / Deliniatio cart<e trium na<viga-

tionum per / Batavos ad Septentrionalem

. . .

| [5 lines] |

... Autore Wilhelmo
|

Ber

nardo Amstelrcdam Expertifimo Pilots/ ; size,

lo^ie x '4Vi inches; equidistant polar pro

jection, scale, i%, inches = 5 of latitude,

or 2 inches = 100 Miliaria Germanica ; be

tween pp. 128 and 129.

With a map of Nova Zembla on the verso of plate LVIII.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that the 1 7th and 1 8th

lines of the title read:
|

. . . ordine
| difpofita a|; and maps [3], [4],

and
[5]

are

differently placed.

This Part contains: (i) Chapters 9299 of Linschoten's voyages, translated by

Bilibaldus Strobaeus.

(2) The first chapters of an account of a voyage made to the East Indies in 1595-

97 under the direction of Cornells de Houtman. This is a translation of the German

Edition which the De Brys published in 1598. A Latin Edition was printed at

Amsterdam in 1598, but was not used in this translation, which is inferior to it.

(3) A Journal of three voyages made by the Dutch in 1594-97, in their attempts

to reach the East Indies by the North. This relation, written by Gerrit de Veer,

was published in Amsterdam in 1598. A translation into the Latin by Carolus

Clusius Atrebatensis (Charles de 1'Ecluse, d' Arras), which was published in the

same year, was used, with many omissions, in this Part.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford
;
Huth

; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris ;

John Carter Brown
;
New York State

;

Lenox
; Halsey ; Newberry ;

and Ayer
Libraries.

REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 239 ;
La Collection Dutuit,

p. 243, No. XXXIX. ; Crawford,
"

Colla

tions, p. 167 ; Huth, Catalogue, 2 : 434*;
John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 375,

No. 430; Graesse, 7: 128; Tiele, Me-

moire, pp. 116, 103 ; Bibliotheca Grerpvil-

liana, i : 188; Brunei, I : 1336 ; Camus,

Memoire, p. 197.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

TERTIA PARS INDITE ORIENTALIS. FRANCOFVRTI, Matthaus Beckerus,

i 60 i. [209]
LATIN INDIA; PART III. FIRST EDITION; SECOND ISSUE. 1601.

Folio. PLATES: identically the same as in the

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically First Issue,

the same as in No. 208. MAPS: identically the same as in the

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: identically First Issue, except that:

the same as in No. 208, except that the [4] Map of Nova Zembla is lacking on

two blank leaves [X6] and [44] are the verso of q 2, which is blank,

lacking in this copy. CONDITION: Size of leaf, 1 2 x 7% inches.

Bound same as No. 205.
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This Issue differs from the First only in the omission of tne map of Nova Zembla

from the verso of plate LVIII. (leaf q 2) ; that page being blank.

OTHER COPIES. Crawford
; John Carter REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Brown; Yale University ;
and Lenox Libra- Bulletin, 8:139; Crawford, Collations, p.

ries. 167; Brunei, i : 1336.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528,^. 1598.)

TERTIA PARS INDLE ORIENTALIS. FRANCOFVRTI, Mattb<eus Beckerus,

1601. [210]

LATIN INDIA; PART III. FIRST EDITION; THIRD ISSUE. 1601.

Folio. printed on this folio; but the correct plate

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically has been tipped in.

the same as in No. 108. LVI. Plate XLVI. is incorrectly printed
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : identically on this folio

;
but the correct plate has been

the same as in No. 208. tipped in.

PLATES: identically the same as in the MAPS: identically the same as in the

First Issue, except that : First Issue, except that :

VI. Plate II. is incorrectly printed on [2] Lacks the Latin inscriptions and all

this folio; but the correct plate has been names of localities on the plate; and has

tipped in. only the German inscription in panel in

XXIV. Plate XXVIII. is incorrectly lower central portion, besides the inscription

printed on this folio; but the correct plate in panel at top; between pp. 40 and 41.

has been tipped in. [3] Lacks the Latin inscription in the

XXV. Plate XXIV. is incorrectly printed panel at the left of the German one at the

on this folio; but the correct plate has been top, and the scale in lower right-hand cor-

tipped in. ner; between pp. 132 and 133.

XXVI. Plate XXVII. is incorrectly CONDITION: Size of leaf, ii^xyifte

printed on this folio; but the correct plate inches. Bound same as No. 205. Plate

has been tipped in. XXXII. extended on the lower margin;
XXVII. Plate XXXI. is incorrectly LVI. extended on lower and inner margins ;

printed on this folio; but the correct plate maps [i] and [3] backed with muslin

has been tipped in. and mounted on guards; map number [2]
XXXV. Plate XXXIV. is incorrectly mounted on a guard.

This is the Third Issue, with several plates varying from those in the First Issue.

The inscriptions on the maps are only in German.

OTHER COPIES : We are unable to locate any other copy having these variations.

LATIN INDIA; PART III. SECOND EDITION. 1629.

Not in the present collection.

There is a Second Edition of this Part which has the imprint :
| FRANCOFVRTI,

fumptibus VVilhelmi Fitzeri, excude-
|
bat Cafpar Rotelius, Anno 1629. , on the first

title-page, and, / FRANCOFPR TI, / Excudebat Erafmus Kempffer. / / Anno

M DC XXIX. /, on the title-page to the plates; with the collation by signatures, as
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follows: ):(, 2 leaves; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, each

4 leaves ; Q, 6 leaves; a, b, c, d, each 4 leaves; e, z leaves; f, g, each 4 leaves;

b, 6 leaves; total 100 leaves. The plates are printed on the recto and verso of

each folio, and the text below each, though the same, has been reset. The Earl of

Crawford could find no unmixed copy and so only gives the actual differences that he

has seen. The Lenox and John Carter Brown Libraries each have an unmixed copy,

and the Lenox Library also has a copy having the text of the First Edition with the

plates of the Second.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

PARS QVARTA INDITE ORIENTALIS. FRANCOFVRTI, apud Mattb<eum

Becker, 1601. [211]

LATIN INDIA; PART IV. SOLE EDITION. 1601.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: (:), A,

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,

a, b, c, d, each 4 leaves
; e, 6 leaves ;

total 8z leaves.

COLLATION By PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 211], recto of [(:)] ;

[blank], verso of [(:)] ; [dedication,

with heading]] ILLVSTRISSIMO AC PO ~

|

TENTISSIMO PRINCIPI AC DO-|
MINO, DOMINO FRIDERICO IV.

COMI-|ti Palatino ad Rhenum : . . .
|

[2 lines] [ [signed] |

IOAN. THEOD. &
IOAN.

|

ISRAEL de BRY fratres. [dated ]|

. . . Fran- / cofurti ad Mcenum, 6. die

Aug. Anno i6or./, recto and verso of

(:)2-, \

CANDIDO ET BENEVOLO
|

Leftori S.
|

, recto of
(. J 3 to recto of

t(:)4]5 [blank], verso of [(:) 4 ] ;

[Linschoten's description of the East Indies,

with heading] |
QVARTA PARS

|

VT
BREVIS, SIC IV- CVNDA, VTILIS,
ET VERA DESCRIPTIO VARII
GENERIS ANI- MALIVM, ...

|

...
|

... in INDIA ORIENTALI nafcentium : . . .
j

[2 lines] |

PER
|

IOANNEM HVGONEM
LINTSCHO-|TANVM Leaoris . . .

| pre-
miniftrata.

| , pp. 1-90; [description of

the Island of Java] |

BREVIS ENAR-
RATIO|EORVM ANIMALIVM,
FRV- CTVVM, ARBORVMQVE,
QVJE IN

|

diuerfis India; locis, comprimis
vero in laua In- I fula funt & inueniuntur. I ,

pp. 91-103 ; [voyage to the Dutch East

Indies, with heading] |
QVARTA PARS

|

QVAE EST
|

VERA DESCRIPTIO
|

PO-
STREM^ NAVIGATIO-

| NIS, AB
HOLLANDIS IN INDIAM / ORIEN-
TALEM SVSCEPTAE: .....

! 1599....... l> PP- J04-111 ;

[blank] , p. [112].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] |[ con

ventional head-piece] ICONES|sEv|
GENVIN^E ET EX- PRESS^E DE-
LINEATIO-

|

NES EORVM OMNIVM,
QV.ffi IN HAC QVARTA INDITE ORIENTALIS

DE-
| fcriptione fingularia offeruntur : . . .

|

[2 lines] / SiVM OMNIA ET SVMPTVO-
SIS IM- / pen/is, & opera accurata in as

incifa, . . .
|

. . . funt / a
|

IOANNE THEO-
DORICO ET lOANE ISRAELE DE BRY [2

lines] | [conventional ornament] FRAN
COFVRTI, JMPRIMEBAT MAT-
TH&VS BECKER. /ANNO

|

-
|

M. DCI. / , recto of a
; [blank], verso of

a
; [21 plates, versos blank, as described

below], recto of a 2 to verso of [e 6],

PLATES: 21 plates, as follows:

I.
|

MEMORABILIS ET MISERA-

|

BILIS HISTORIA NAVTJE CVIVSDAM,
[ apud

Cochinum a graflatore immani pifce quodam

|

foede mutilati & difcerpti. |
;

recto of a 2.

II.
|

DE GRANDIBUS ADEO ET
|

VASTIS CANCRIS, VT HOMINES QVO- [ que

obtruncare & vorare potuerint. |
;

recto

of aj.
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III.
|
QVOMODO HOLLANDI IN

|

MAVRITII INSVLA INGENTES TE-
|

ftudines

inuenerint.
|

;
recto of [34].

IV. |QVA INDVSTRIA BARBARI
|

IN s. MARIJE INSVLA CETOs
[ capiant. I ;

recto of b.

V. |QVO PACTO IAVANI GAL-
|

LOS GALLINACEOS IN pvcNAM
|

committant.

I
;
recto of b 2.

VI.
I

EFFIGIES ILLIVS ARBORIS,
|
QVAM TRISTEM VOCANT.

|
; recto of b J.

VII.
|

CONTRAFACTVRA QVO-
|

RVNDAM ANIMALIVM, IN INDIA
|

celebrium.

I
;
recto of [04].
VIII. |DE AVE, EEME DICTA,

ET
|

ANIMALIBVS QV1BVSDAM INDITE
|

aliis.

|
; recto of c.

IX. |AVIVM QVARVNDAM, VT
|

ET PISCIVM NONNVLLORVM, NA-
|

uibus

in Indiam currentibus nonnullibi occurren-]

tium, delineatio.
| ; recto of c 2.

X.
|

DE HERBIS QVIBVSDAM ET
|

AVIBVS ALIIS, IN INDIAM NAVI-
| gantibus

fefe ofFerre folitis.
[

;
recto of c J.

XI. FICVS INDICAE CVM SVO
|

coqyos FRVCTV, NEC MINVS IL-
|

lius arbo-

ris, quas Arecca fruftum gignit, piftura. |
;

recto of [c 4].
XII.

|

DE ALGA SEV ARVNDINE
|
INDICA, BAMBVS DICTA, ITEM DE

|

arbore

radicofa : & tandem de arbore
| Duryoens.

I ; recto of d.

XIII.
|

DE ARBORIBVS CAYOS ET
|

IAMBOS FERENTIBVS, ET DE FRV-
|

ftiblis

quibufdam aliis.
|

; recto of d 2.

XIV.
|

ADVMBRATIO ANANAS,
BET-

|
TELE, PALM.S DACTYLIFER.S, SA-

|

macae & Mangos. | ; recto of dj.
XV.

|

IDEA LANTOR, ASSA,
PIMEN- TA DEL RABO, TALLASSE, MANGO-

|
(tans, & Piperis. |

;
recto of [04].

XVI.
|

ALIARVM QVARVNDAM
AR-

|

BORVM ET FRVCTVVM INDICO-
|

rum

delineatio.
;
recto of e.

XVII. |DE CARCAPVLI, CA-
NELLA

|

DE MATO, ET CASSIA SOLVTIVA.

|
j

recto of e 2.

XVIII. DE LANCVAS, FAGA-
RAS,

|

LACCA ET CVCIFRVCTA.
|

;
recto

of e j.

XIX.
I

DE ALOE, MANGVEY,
MEXI-

|

CANO ET SYCOMORG.
|

;
recto

of 14.

XX. JEXOTICORVM QVORVN-
DAM

|

AROMATVM EFFIGIAT1O, VT CANIOR,

| Diringuo, Pucho & Chiabe.
| j

recto

of [e;].
XXI. EXPRESSIO GERMINVM

|

QVOQVE ALIORVM, IN S. LAVRENTII
|
Infula,

& locis aliis quoque nafcentium : quorum
nomina literis alphabeticis defignata funt.

[10 lines] FINIS. ; recto of [e6].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, in% x 7^*

inches. Bound same as No. 205.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

" La Bibliotbeca grenvtl., I, p. 1 88, 2 col., indique un exemplaire, non-seulement

des trois parties de la 2 e
edition, qui sont bien connues, mais aussi la z e edit, des parties

IV a IX, sous les memes dates que dans la premiere edition ; mais ce ne sont la, nous

le croyons, que des exemplaires d'une seule edition, avec quelques differences analogues

a celles que nous avons signalees dans plusieurs de ces memes parties." Brunet,

I : 1337. In other words, these Second Editions are probably our Second Issues.

This part contains : (l) Chapters 45-91 of Linschoten's voyage; translated by
Bilibaldus Strobaeus.

(2) The remaining part of Houtman's voyage containing a description of the

animals and fruits of the East Indies ; continued from Part III.

(3) A very brief account of a voyage to the East Indies made by Jacob Cornelisz.

Neck (or Van Neck) and Wybrandt van Warwijck, in 1598-99. This relation

was published in full in Part V., q. v.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum
; Craw

ford; Huth; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris;

AMERICANA

John Carter Brown
; New York State

;

Lenox; Halsey; and Ayer Libraries.
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P B i M v M
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turn
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Per

10ANNEM HVGONEM LINTSCHOTA.
man, &nmnuttosxlioi.

DeCcrlptionihuic adieft* non'nullibi font Annotations
ClariffDn.BERNHARDl PAL VD A v. i Dofl.

apud Enckbufanos Medici, apprime vti-
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fe^r:c;

No. 211. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART IV.; SOLE EDITION; 1601.

Reduced ; original lo^e x (> lVi> inches.
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REFERENCES : New York Public Li- John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 376,

brary, Bulletin, 8: 239; La Collection No. 431; Graesse, 7: 128; Tiele, Me-

Dutuit, p. 244, No. XLI.
; Crawford, Col- moire, p. 136; Brunei, i : 1337; Camus,

lotions, p. 169; Huth, Catalogue, 2 : 435 *; Memoire, p. 208.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

QVINTA PARS INDITE ORIENTALIS. FRANCOFVRTI, apud Mattb<eum Becker,

1601. [212]

LATIN INDIA : PART V. SOLE EDITION : FIRST ISSUE. 1601.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: )(, 4 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ; A, B, C, D,

E, F, each 4 leaves; G, 6 leaves; a to d,

each 4 leaves
; e, 6 leaves (the last blank and

genuine); total 56 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letterpress

title; See No. 212, as reproduced], recto of

[)(] ; [blank], verso of [)(]; [preface

to the reader, with heading] |

LECTORI
BENEVOLO

|

SALVTEM ET PROSPE-

|RITATEM. | [dated] |

. . . Francof.ad
Mcenum 20. Aug. An. / 1601. / , recto of

)( 3 to verso of )( j>; [i blank leaf],

[)(4]i [text,
with heading] |

QVINTA
PARS INDLE ORIENTALIS.

|

VERA
ET GENVINA RELATIO DESCRIP-
TIOQVE NAVIGATIONS, AB HOL-
LANDIS

|

. . .
|

in Infulas lauanas & Mol-

luccanas fufceptx .../... An. iJjgS. . . .

& An. 1599. atque / 1600. . . . / [2 lines]

|
, pp. 1-56; [Malay vocabulary, with

heading] DECLARATIO ET EXPLI-|
CATIO VOCABVLORVM QVORVN-

|

DAM MALAYCORVM, QVAE LINGVA VNI-
|

tierfae Indiae Oriental! vfitatior eft, . . .
j

[4 lines] |, pp. 57-60.

[Letterpress title-page to plates] |

ICO-
NES

|
ARTIFICIOS^, VE-| RJE ET

ACCVRAT^, PR^-
|

C1PVARVM
INSVLARVM, ...

|

. . . ET RERVM
|
caeterarum, in nauigatione ab Hollandis

vifarum, obferuatarum, gefta- | rumque :

...
| [2 lines] / SINGPLIS JCONIBFS

SVA SEORSIM / explicatio & inlerpretatio

fubdita est, . . .
\

. . . QVJE OMNIA
...

|

... in aes incifa & edita funt.

|

a
|

IOAHANNE THEODORICO ET IOHANNE

ISRAELE DE BRY
|

fratribus.
| [conventional

ornament] |
FRANCOFVRTI, / JM-

PRIMEBAT MATTHJEYS BECKER. /

ANNO
I

/ M. D C I. / , recto of [a] ;

[blank] , verso of [a] ; [20 plates,

versos blank, as described below] , recto

of a 2 to verso of [e 5] ; [i
blank leaf],

[e6].
PLATES : 20 Plates, as follows :

I.
|

DELINEATIO INSVLAE DO
|

ALIAS MAVRITIVS DICIVE. I ; rectoCERNE,
of a 2.

II.

INSVLA

fmt.

QVAE AB HOLLANDIS IN
|

MAVRITII TVM VISA TVM
| gelta

; recto of a j.

III.
|

DECVRSIONES LVDICRAE,
|

SEV LVDI TROIANI, qVO MODO A
|

Tu-
banis celebrentur.

|
;

recto of [a 4] .

IV.
|

DESCRIPTIO INSVLAE MA-
| VVS.JE, ET QVID HOLLANDIS iBi accident.

I
; recto of b.

V.
|

INSVLAE AMBOYNAE SITVS

|

ET CONDITIO.
|

; recto of b 2.

VI.
I

BANDAE INSVLAE DE-
|

SIGNATIO
| ;

recto of b J.

VII. A NERAE INCOLIS QVOMO-
|

DO HOLLANDI EXCEPTI SINT.
|

;
TCCtO of

[b 4].

VIII.
|

BANTAE INHABITA-
TORES,

| QVOMODO AD RES SERIAS ET

MAGNAS
|

traftandas conueniant.
[

;
recto

off.

IX.
| DOMVS, NEGOTIATIONI-

|

BVS AVT COMMERCIIS HOLLANDORVM
|

agitandis attributa.
|

;
recto of c 2.

X. BANTANORVM QVORVN-
|

DAM EFFIGIES.
|

;
recto of C J.

XI.
|
QVOMODO BANTANI PI-

|

LAM MITTERE AVT AGITARE
|

foleant.
| ;

recto of [c 4].
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XII.
|
QVO PACTO HOLLANDI XVII.

| QJO RITV REX DE
A REGIS TERNATES KARKOLL1S CIN-

|

ft! feu TVBAN,
|

HOLLANDOS EXCEPERIT. |;
circumdati fuerint.

| 5 recto of d. recto of e 2.

XIII.
|

DESCRIPTIO CIVITATIS
|

XVIII.
|

REX HOLLANDIS PAL-
GAMM./E LAMMJE.

\
;

recto of d 2, ATII
I

SVI V1DENDI COPIAM FACIT.
|

;

XIV.
|
QVO HABITV AVT RITV recto of e 3.

REX
|

PER PLATEAS iNCEDAT.
|

; recto of XIX.
|

CONCLAVIA QVAEDAM
|

d J. IN AVLA REGIS SINGVLARIA.
|

;
recto of e 4.

XV.
I
PVGILES, ET FOEMINAE

|

XX.
|

CONIVGES ET CONCVBI-
|

MOLVCCANI.
I

; recto of [d 4]. NJE REGIS TVBANi.
| [8 lines] |

FINIS.
|;

XVI. QVALES NAVES BANTA- recto of [e 5].

|

NI ET TERNATENSES HABEANT. CONDITION : Size of leaf, xn%, x 7%
| ;

recto of e. inches. Bound same as No. 205.

QJMNTA PARS
INDITE ORIENTALS:

Quacontinetur

Vtr & aecurata defcnptio vniuerft nauigtitnisiUiw,qu*m
Hottandi cum cBonu nauibttstn terras Onentales.prtciput ve

to in lauantu& Molaccantu Infulas.'S.k NTAM,BANDANA
TERNATEM, &c.fufceperunt : qui An. 159* Amfttlredn-

mofiluentes, partimpo/lert anna 1199, partim huncfeqmnte
1600 cumingentibutdiuitiis,piperif,nucummyrtftutirum,Gii-

ryophyltorum t &ctttrernm pretiojorum aromatum^feliciter

confedo ttincrcredterunt : 'vbituxta,qutcunquetnitinereab

ipjisgefla,"vifa &> otferuatafunt tfyillatimptrcenfentur.

OpusBelgicalingua primo editum : poftea Gcrmanico
Idiomatc punore rcdditum : & ex hoc iam

Latiodonatuma

BlUBALDO STROB&O SILESIO.

Jttliecl& funt hitsc dcfignationi illuftres& artifictoft, turn Infula-

rum,tumf.ummum , -vt& vrbium,populorum,negotia~
ttonum& rerumjim;lium tabttUftu Ico-

ntsjubttli opera tn tsinctfi

& editi a

lo. THEOD. ^>IO.ISRAEIE deBRv.frauibns.

Fr*ncefitrti,pH<lM\-[TH&EVM BECKER. M. DCI.

No. 212. TITLE OF DE Bay's LATIN INDIA; PART V.; SOLE EDITION;

FIRST ISSUE; 1601.

Within the same engraved border as No. 234.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that lines 8 and 9 of

the title-page read, / . . . fequente / 1600 . . . / ; and line 7 of the title-page to

the plates reads, | rumque : Cum . . .
|

.

In all the copies seen by Camus, the reference letters on plate XX. had been cor

rected by hand to agree with the text, as they have been in this copy.
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This Part contains the relation of a voyage made by eight Dutch ships, under the

command of Jacob Cornelisz. Neck and Wybrandt van Warwijck to the East Indies

during the years 1598-1600. This work, which is really portions of two different

journals, was first printed in Amsterdam in 1600. The De Brys made use of this

edition in making the German translation of this Part, which appeared the same

year. This Latin Edition was translated from the German translation of Gothart

Artus, by Biblibaldus Strobseus, and, as pointed out by Camus, makes considerable

omissions.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ;
Craw- 245, No. XLII.

;
Crawford Collations, p.

ford
;
Huth

; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris
;

John Carter Brown ;
New York State

;
Lenox

;

Halsey ; Newberry ;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8: 240; La Collection Dutuit, p.

171 ;
Huth Catalogue, 2: 436*; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 377, No. 432; Graesse,

7 : 128; Tiele, Memaire, p. 136; Brunei ,

i : 1338; Camus, Memoire, p. 213.

LATIN INDIA j PART V. SOLE EDITION
;
SECOND ISSUE. 1601.

Not in the present collection.

There is a Second Issue of this Part in which plates VIII.-XV. are printed on

both sides of the leaves (recto of c to verso of
[c^.]), and the descriptions of the plates

vary from the usual form. Crawford mentions this Issue. There are copies in the

Crawford ; Huth ; John Carter Brown ; and Lenox Libraries.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (*. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDI.E ORIENTALIS PARS

Wolfgangi Richteri, 1604.

VI. FRANCOFVRTI AD MCENVM, ex Officinu

[213]

LATIN INDIA; PART VI. SOLE EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1604.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES :

(?), 4
leaves (the last blank and genuine) ; A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,

Q, A to G, each 4 leaves (the last blank

and lacking) ;
total 96 leaves. Leaf

(?) 3

is marked )?( 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced ;
Set No. 213], recto of

[(?)] ;

[blank], verso of
[(?)]; [dedication,

with heading] |

REVERENDISSIMO IL-

LVSTRISSIMOQVE|pRiNciPiACDOMiNO,
DOMINO IOANNI

|
ADAMO, ARCHIEPISCOPO

MOGVNTINO, . . .
| [3 lines] | [his coat of

arms, as reproduced; See No. 213 A] |

[signed ]
loan. Theodorus &

|

loan. Ifrael

de Bry fratres.
| [

dated
] |

. . . Francofurti

ad Mcenum, / Anno l6oj. JJibus Augujti. / ,

recto of
(?)

2 to verso of
)
?
( j> ; [i blank

leaf], [(?)4]; [text, with heading] | [2

lines] i

VERA ET HISTORICA DE-
SCRIPTIO AVRIFERI REGNI

j

GVI-
NEM AD AFRICAM PERTINENTIS,
/ quod alias littus de MINA <vocant

;
. . .

|

[5 lines] ,pp. 1-127; [blank], p. [128].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] |

ICO-
NES / Sea

\

VERM ET VIVJE RE-
|

PR^SENTATIONES OMNIVM
|

PR -

CIPVARVM RERVM, DE gVIBVS IN HOC|libro

pertraaatum eft, ...
| [7 lines] |

ELEGAN-
riSSIME IN &S INCISE, / . . .

|

Studio

& opera |

IOHANNIS THEODORI, ET
IOHANNIS ISRAE- lis de Bry, . . .

|

[conventional ornament ] j
FRANCOFORTI./

Ex OfficinaTypographica VVolffgangi Rich

teri, Sumptibus
|

Fratrum prjedicSlorum. [
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ORIENTALIS
'PARS VI.

VERAM ET HISTO-
RICAM DESCRIPTIONEM
AVRIFERI REGN1 GVINE^, AD AFRICAM
PER.TINENTIS, QJV.O D ALIAS LITTVS DE MINA VO-
canc, contincns, Qua fitus loci, ratio vrbium& domorum, portus

item& flumifu varia
, cnra variis incolarum (uperftitionibus, c-

ducatione,forma, commerciis, linguis Scmoribus,
fuccincta breuitate explicantur& per-

ccnfcntur.

LATINITATE EXGERMANICO DONATA
Studio& opera

M. GOTARDI ARTHVS DANTISCANI.

lohanncTheodoro & lohannc IfraeldeBry fratribus.

Francofurti ad Mocnum ex OfficinaWolfgangi Richteri,fumpti*
bus Iohan.Theodori &Iohan.IfraeldeBry fratribus.

No. 213,7. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART VI.; SOLE EDITION, IST ISSUE; 1604.
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M. DCIII.
| , recto of [A] ; [blank],

verso of [A] ; [26 plates, versos blank,

as described below] , recto of A 2 to verso

of [G 3] ; [i blank leaf] , [G 4] .

PLATES : 26 Plates, as follows :

I. |REPR^SENTATIO VIRO-
|

RVM QVORVNDAM IN AVRIFERO
|

Guineas

littore habitantium.
|

; recto of As.

[II.] [REPR^SENTATIO MVLIE-

|
RVM, ET VESTIMENTORVM, gVI-

|

bus

vtuntur.
I

;
with

|

2 in upper right-hand

corner, on the copper ;
1 2 lines of text, the

i st ending
"

*vefti-" ; (the plate representing

the men has been wrongly marked 2
|

and printed on this space, the number at

the top is
|

III.
|

instead of
|

II.
| ) ; recto

of [A 3].

III.
i

REPR^SENTATIO VESTI-
|

MENTORVM, QyiBVS viRi IN HOC littore

vtuntur. ;
with

|
3 in upper right-hand

corner, on the copper ;
1 2 lines of text,

the ist ending "//'-"; (the plate repre

senting the women has been wrongly
marked 3 |

and printed in this space) ;

recto of [A 4] .

IV.
|

REPR^ESENTATIO FORI
|

CELEBERRIMI IN CABO
|

CorfTo.
|

; recto

of B.

V.
I

REPR^ESENTATIO VARIA-

|

RVM CEREMONIARVM, AD RELIGIONEM
|

ipforum pertinentium. | ;
recto of B 2.

VI.
|

REPR^SENTATIO BELLO-

|
RVM, ET QVOMODO SE AD ILLA

| praspa-

rent.
|

;
recto of B 3.

VII. |REPR.ffiSENTATIO PRO-
CES-

|

svs IN IVDICIIS CIVILIBVS ET |crimi-

nalibus vfitati.
|

;
recto of [84].

VIII.
|

REPR^SENTATIO COM-
MER-

|

CIORVM ET NEGOT1ATIONVM, QVAS

Ni-
| gritas cum Batauis exercent.

|
;

recto

of C.

IX.
|

REPR^SENTATIO PISCA-
|

TIONVM DIVRNARVM.
| ; recto of 2.

x. IDELINEATIO PISCATIO-

|NVM NOCTVRNARVM.
| ; recto of 03.

XI.
I

REPR^SENTATIO PECO-
|

RVM ET ANIMALIVM IN GVI-
]

nea cicura-

torum.
; recto of

[
C 4] .

XII. |DELINEATIO VENATI-
ONVM,

] QVOMODO NIMIRVM OMNIS GENE

RIS
|

feras capiant. |
;

recto of D.

XIII.
|

REPR^SENTATIO BESTI-

ARVM
|

FERARVM OMNIS GENERIS, QVALES
IN

|

Guinea reperiuntur. |
;

recto of D 2.

XIV.
[

REPRESENTATIO AGRI-
CVLTVR^E ET FRVCTVVM VARIORVM ex

terra nafcentium,
|

;
recto of D 3.

XV. I^DIFICIORVM, ET REI
FAMI- LIARIS ADMINISTRANDJE RATIO.

|;
recto of [D 4].
XVI.

|

DELINEATIO SOLEN-
NITA- TIS, QVA NOBILES CREARI SOLENT.

|

recto of E.

XVII. |REPR^SENTATIO MV-
LIE

|

RVM VARIE EXORNATARVM, ET QVO-
modo matrimonium contrahant.

|
;

recto

of 2.

XVIII.
|

REPRjESENTATIO
CERE-

j
MONIARVM, QVIBVS IN SEPELIENDIS

|

defunftis fuis vtuntur.
|

; recto of Ej.
XIX.

[

REPR^SENTATIO MAI-
ESTA- TIS, QVA REX IN CABO LOPO

GONSALVES
|

coram peregrinis fefe oftentare

folet.
|

;
recto of [4].

XX.
|

REPR^SENTATIO EORVM
|
QVJE PR^TEREA IN CABO LOPO CON-

|

falues notatu digna cernuntu.
|

;
recto of F.

xxi. IREPR^SENTATIOBELLO-
|
RVM, QVJE .ffiTHIOPES INVICEM

| gerere

solent.
;

recto of F 2.

XXII.
|

REGIME IN GVINEA
SEPVL-

|

TVRJE REPRJESENTATIO.
| ;

recto

of Fj.
XXIII.

|

REPR^SENTATIO ^DI-
FICIO- RVM IN BENYN, ET gVID PR^-

TEREA
|

notatu dignum ibi occurrat.
|

;
recto

of [F 4]-

XXIV.
I

DELINEATIO CASTELLI
ET

|

PROPVGNACVLI LVSITANORVM, / La

Mina, &c. / ; recto of G.

XXV.
|

DELINEATIO TOTIVS
|

INSVLA: s. THOM^E.
|

;
recto of G 2.

XXVI. |REPR^SENTATIOCAPI-
TVM

|

PRjSCIPVARVM ALIgVOT PERSON-

ARVM
|

in Benyn. | [8 lines] / FINIS. /
Maneat Gloria Altiflimo Deo.

|
;

recto of

[Oj]-
These plates are all numbered in Arabic

numerals in the upper right-hand part of the

coppers ; 22 and the 2 of 24 reversed.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, iiuft x /ifte

inches. Bound same as No. 205.
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No. 213^. COAT OF ARMS, PAGE 7, OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA ; PART VI.; SOLE EDITION,

IST ISSUE ; 1604.

Armorial bearings of Johann Adam, Prince Elector and Archbishop of Mayence.

In this Issue plates II. and III. are wrongly printed, as usual ; the plate of the

women being printed with the text for the men, and vice versa.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that it lacks the last

blank leaf. He says the title-page is also to be found with the so-called Neptune plate,

but that he did not have a copy with this variation.

This Part contains a description of the kingdom of Guinea in Africa, the results

ofobservations made in a voyage, undertaken by the Dutch, in the years 16001601 ;

together with a history of the early voyages to that coast by the Portuguese, French,

and Dutch. The original account, which is the first description of that country in

Dutch, was written by Pieter de Marees and published at Amsterdam in 1602. It

was translated, with changes, into German by Gothardt Artus for the German Edition

of Part VI. which appeared in 1603, and into Latin for this Edition.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris; John
Carter Brown

;
New York State Library ;

American Geographical Society (incom

plete) ; Lenox ; Halsey ; Newberry ;
and

Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 240 ; La Collection Dutuit,

p. 246, No. XLIII.
; Crawford, Collations,

p. 173 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i:

378, No. 433 ; Graesse, 7 : 129 ; Tiele,

Memoire, p. 148 ; Brunet, i : 1338 ;

Camus, Memoire, p. 117.
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DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDITE ORIENTALIS PARS VI.

Wolfgangi Ricbteri, 1604.

FRANCOFVRTI AD MCENVM, ex Officina

[2I 4J

LATIN INDIA
;
PART VI. SOLE EDITION

; SECOND ISSUE. 1604.

Folio. on the copper, and the plate numbered III.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically |

over its title,

the same as that in No. 213. III. Has the plate printed in its correct

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : identi- space ;
but still with

|

2 in upper right-

cally the same as that in No. 213. hand on the copper.

PLATES: 26 Plates identically the same CONDITION: Size of leaf, i2^le x 7%
as those in the First Issue, except that : inches. Bound same as No. 205.

[II.] Has the plate printed in its correct

place ;
but still with

|
3

|

in upper right-hand

In this Issue plates II. and III. are printed with the correct text.

* * l * * *

tJfHEii COPIES: British Museum; Craw- REFERENCES: Huth, Catalogue, 2:436*.
ford

; Huth } John Carter Brown
;

and
'

.J.fcno< Libraries.

DE BRY, THEODOR.
<J>. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDLE ORIENTALIS PARS VI. FRANCOFVRTI AD MCENVM, ex Officina

Wolfgangi Ricbteri, 1604. [2I S]

LATIN INDIA; PART VI. SOLE EDITION
;
THIRD ISSUE. 1604.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically

the same as that in No. 213.
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : identi

cally the same as that in No. 213, except
that the blank leaf [64] is genuine.

PLATES : 26 Plates identically the same

as those in the First Issue, except that :

[II.] and III. are the same as in No.

214.

XXV. This plate is reengraved. It

differs from that in the First Issue in being
much darker

;
the needle of the compass

points vertically ;
the ship at the right of and

a little above the compass has three flags,

one at the top of each mast
;
and the ani

mals in the lower margins have land en

graved beneath.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 11% x 71^,

inches. Bound same as No. 205.

In this Issue plate XXV. has been reengraved and is much darker, with land under

the animals on the lower portion of the plate; and plates II. and III. are printed with

the correct text.

OTHER COPIES : John Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.
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DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDITE ORIENTALIS PARS SEPTIMA.

Ricbteri, 1606.

FRANCOFVRTI, typis Wolffgangi

[216]

LATIN INDIA; PART VII. SOLE EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1606.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: (:), 2

leaves, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L,

M, N, O, P, Q, a, b, each 4 leaves (the

last blank and genuine); c, d, each z leaves;

e, f, each 4 leaves
; g, 6 leaves (the last

blank and genuine) ;
total 92 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter

press title as reproduced; See No. 216 a],

recto of [(:)] ; [blank], verso of [(:)];

[dedication, with heading] |

REVEREN-
DISSIMO ILLV-

|

STRISSIMOQVE
PRINCIPI

|

AC DOMINO, DOMINO IOANNI

SVVICHARDO, | Archiepifcopo Moguntino,
...

| [2 lines] [ [his coat of arms, as repro

duced; See No. 21 6 i] | [signed] |

loan.

Theodorus & loan. Ifrael
|

de Bry, fratres.
|

[dated]/. . . Francofurti ad Mcenum, /

Anno 1606. Calend. Septemb. / , recto and

verso of ( : ) 2; [text, with heading] |

IN-

DIM ORIENTALIS,
|

BREVIS ET
DILVCIDj*E

1
EORVM, QVK TRIBVS NAVI-

BVS EX
| Campovera Selandiae, fub imperio &

adminiftratione Georgii Spilbergii in Indiam

Orientalem proficifcentibus, . . .
] [3 lines] |

,

pp. 1-42 ; [text, with heading] |

NAVI-
GATIONIS EX

|

ALEPO AD REGNVM
PEGVI

| vsqyE, ...
|

a Cafparo Balby &
aliis abfolutae ! defcriptio. |, pp. 43-126 ;

[i blank leaf], [Q4].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] |

ICONES, / Hoc est: / VERJE VARIO-

RVM,
|

POPVLORVM ET REGNVM,
|

...
|

... HOC
|

TOMO SEPTIMO com-

memoratarum, effigies & imagines,/ QVIEVS

TAM / Georgii Spilbergii, quam Cafpari

Balbii
j
nauigationes illuftrantur. / Studio 6f

o/wa/IOANNIS-THEODORI, ET
IOANNIS-ISRAELIS

|

DE BRY, FRA-

TRVM, IN JES PVLCHERRIME
|

INCISE.
| [con

ventional ornament] |
FRANCOFORTI,

|

In Officina Typographica VVoLfGAUGi

RICHTERI. / M. DC. vi.
I

,
recto of

[a] ; [blank], verso of [a] ; [22 plates;

versos blank, except c, and d
;
with accom

panying text, as described below], recto

of a2 to verso of [g 5]; [i blank leaf],

Page 50 is wrongly numbered 54; 59 is

69; the numbers 91-92 are omitted; and

95-96 are duplicated in the pagination.

PLATES : 22 Plates, as follows:

I.
|

DELINEATIO CIVITATIS
VERE, IN SELANDIA

|
fitae, vna cum

tribus nauibus ad nauigationem | primam
deftinatis.

;
recto of a 2.

II.
|

DELINEATIO EORVM, QV^;
NAVARCHO IN /Porto Dale & Refrifco

acciderunt.
| ; tecto of a 3.

III.
|

DELINEATIO SINVS ILLIVS,

O^VEM HOLLANDI
|
menfalem, fua lingua

Taffel Baje, nominarunt.
|

;
recto of [a 4] .

IV.
|

DELINEATIO EORVM, QVM
GALLIS O^VIBVS- dam in regione Anna-

ban acciderunt.
|

; recto of b.

V. ICON CIVITATIS MATE-
CALO, VNA CVM|aliis circumftantiis.

| ;

recto of b 2.

VI.
|

DELINEATIO CIVITATIS

VINTANE,
|

in Celon fitee.
|
; recto of b 3.

VII. DELINEATIO EORVM,
NAVARCHO SPIL- bergio,

Matecalo haereret, acciderunt.

dum ad

recto of

VIII. Two-page plate: |

DELINEATIO
REGIME CIVITATIS CANDY, |& eorum,

qua? Admirali ibi acciderunt.
|

; text, recto

of c; plate, verso of c and recto of [c 2].

IX. Two-page plate: |

TABVLACOS-
MOGRAPHICA, REGIONIS SIVEjIn-
fulas Celon delineationem exhibens.

|
; text,

recto of d
; plate, verso of d and recto of

[d.].
X.

|

REGIS IN CANDY ET ADMI-
RALIS

| effigies. ;
recto of e. The cor

rect plate is here pasted over an impression

of plate XIII., incorrectly printed on this

page.

AMERICANA C503: CHURCH CATALOGUE
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XI.
|

INSIGNIA ET SIGILLA XIV.
|

FESTVM POENITENTLE
REGVM IN CEYLON,

\

vnde Idololatria APVD POPVLOS, QVl\Amoc<:hi & Chiaui

eorum patet. | ;
recto of e 2. dicuntur.

|
; recto of f.

XIL
|

NAVIS QJ/^EDAM LVSI- XV.
|

RATIO HOMINES EX VNO
TANICA AB ANGUS & Hollandis ex- LOCO IN alium geftandi. | ;

recto off 2.

pugnatur. |; recto of e 3. XVI. MAGNIFICENTI^E REGIS
IN PEGV, ET QVO-| modo ille pro tribu-

XIII. SEQVVNTVRIAM ICONES nali fedeat, delineatio.
; recto of f 3.

AD AL-|TERAM HVIVSOPERIS NAVIGATIO- XVII.
|

PRODITORVM IN PEGV
nem pertinentes. |

. . . |QVA RATIONE SVPPLICIVM
|

; recto of [f 4].
POPVLI AD EVPHRATEM HABI- XVIII.

|

PVGNA INTER REGEM
|

tantes agros fuos humeftare foleant.
|

;
IN PEGV ET

| Regem in Auua.
1

6.
[ ; recto

recto of [e 4]. of g.

INDITE ORIENTALIS
PARS S E P T I M A*

Primam , trium Annorum , a Georgio Spilbergio > triutn

nauium prse fe&o,Ann. 1601. ex Selandia in Indiam

Oricntaletnfufceptam :

AIteram>nouemAnnQrum,aCafparoBalby,Gemmario
Veneto, Anno 1 5 75. ex AlepoBabyloniam verfus,

&inde porro ad rcgnum Pegu vfque concinuatam,
continens*

Omnium > qu& Hitquidem adAnnum 1604-. httic vcroadAnnum
jj88. nifyue acciderunt, commemora.tione\ Regum ifem,

locoruni) popularum , rituumc[ue variorum deferif
ttone

addita.

Autore

M. GOTARDO ARTHVS Dantifcano.

Omn'u elegnntifimit
in us incifis iconil/us illujlrata&

in lucent enttjjlt,
\

a

IOANNE THEODOR.O ETIOANNE
Ifraele de Bry,fratribus germanis.

Francofurti typu Vyolffgangt Richteri.

(^fnno 1606.

No. 216 a. TITLE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART VII.; SOLE EDITION,

IST ISSUE; 1606.

Within the same engraved border as No. 237.

AMERICANA 504 ~\
CHURCH CATALOCUI
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XIX.
I

VENATIO ELEPHANTVM
IN PEGV. / ; recto of g 2.

XX. |FESTVM REGIS IN PEGP
SOLENNE.

|
;

recto of g 3.

XXI.
|

FESTORVM QVORVNDAM
ALIORVM

|

in Pegu adumbratio.
|

;
recto

of [g4]-

Tbeodor De Bry 1606

XXII.
|

SEPVLTVR^: REGVM ET
SACERDOTVM IN

| Pegu delineatio.
|

[13 lines] / FINIS. / ;
recto of [g 5].

These plates are numbered in Roman
numerals on the coppers, each folio, except

the last, also has a catchword.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, ii"i e * 7'?i

inches. Bound same as No. 205.

This Issue has the coat of arms of Archbishop Schwichardt at the head of the

dedication (as reproduced).

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

This Part contains :
(

I
)

An account of a voyage made under the command of

Joris van Spilbergen to Ceylon in 1601-1604. It was first published at Delft in

1 60 1 ; was translated into German, for the German Edition of the Small Voyages,

No. 2\6l>. COAT OF ARMS, PAGE
[iii-],

OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART VII,;

SOLE EDITION, IST ISSUE; 1606.

Armorial bearings of Archbishop Schwichardt.

AMERICANA CS05] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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Camus shows thatby Gotthardt Artus ; and again into Latin for the present work,

these translations are much abridged and mutilated.

(z) The relation of the voyage of Gasparo Balbi, a Venetian, to the kingdom of

Pegu, via Syria, in 1579-1588. This translation was made from the Italian edition,

published at Venice under the title, Viaggio dell' Indie Orientate, di Gasparo Balbi.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris; John
Carter Brown; New York State

; American

Geographical Society (imperfect); Lenox;

Halsey; and Newberry Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 240 ; Crawford, Collations,

p. 175; La Collection Dutuit, p. 246, No.

XLIV. ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

379 ; Tiele, M'emoire, i : 154; Brunet, i .

1339; Camus, M'emoire, p. 224.

DE BRY, THEODOR.
(b. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDLE ORIENTALIS PARS SEPTIMA. FRANCOFVRTI, typis VVolfgangi

Ricbteri, 1606. [217]

LATIN INDIA; PART VII. SOLE EDITION; SECOND ISSUE. 1606.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identi

cally the same as in No. 216.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : identi

cally the same as in No. 216, except that the

coat of arms accompanying the dedication,

is that of Johann Adam, Prince Elector and

Archbishop of Mayence, as reproduced (See

No. 113*).

Plates : identically the same as in the

First Issue, except that plate X. is cor

rectly printed on the recto of leafe.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 12% x j%
inches. Bound same as No. 205. Title-

page and dedication supplied from a slightly

shorter copy, these leaves measuring ni^8

inches in height ; plates VIII. and IX.

mounted on guards.

In this Issue the coat of arms of Johann Adam, Archbishop of Mayence, is printed

at the head of the dedication.

OTHER COPIES: Huth; Lenox; and REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Ayer Libraries. Bulletin, 8:240; Huth, Catalogue, 2:437*.

LATIN INDIA; PART VII. SOLE EDITION; THIRD ISSUE. 1606.

Not in the present collection.

Camus and other writers record a Third Issue of this Part, in which, instead of

the coat of arms in the dedication, there is found an engraving of the great ruby, the

same as that which appears at the end of the Vorrede in the German Edition of this

Part (No. 238).

AMERICANA C5063 CHURCH CATALOGUE
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DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

ORIENTALIS PARS OCTAVA. FRANCOFORTI, Jn Officina Typo-

graphica Wolfgtingi Ricbteri, 1607. [218]

LATIN INDIA; PART VIII. SOLE EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1607.

Folio. VNT, . . .
| [z lines] | fcripta a

|

B. P. B.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, M. D.
|

, pp. 6-12; [text, giving an ac-

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4 count of the voyage of Van Neck, with head-

leaves ; O, 6 leaves (the last blank and ing] |

INDLffi ORIENTALIS
|

PARS
genuine); A, B, C, each 4 leaves; D, E, OCTAVA: / HISTORIC'A DESCRIPT1O
each i leaves; F, 4 leaves; G, 2 leaves; NAPIGA- / TIONIS, A IACOBO NECciocria
total 80 leaves. Leaves D 2 and E 2 have NAriBrs ALIQYOT/ in Orientalem Jndiam
no signature-marks. fufcepta, & ab Anno i6or. vfqut ad An-/

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter-
num 1604. peraia, . . .

|

. . .
|

, pp.

press title, as reproduced ;
See No. 218

;
fol- 13-44; [voyage of De Bree, with head-

lowed by the imprint :
| FRANCOFORTI, ing] HISTORIAE, A QVODAM

|

Anno M. DC. VII.
| ], p. [i]; [blank], HERMANNODE BREE,NA-| viscvivs-

p. [2]; |

LECTORI BENEVOLO S.
\, DAM, O.VAM SEPTEM HOLLAN-

|

DICAM vo-

PP- 3-Si PRJEFATIO
|

DE CAVSIS, CANT, MERCATORE, IN NAV1GATIONE
[

verfus

QVIBVS
I

INVITATI HOLLANDI
|

Orientalem Indiam ab Anno 1602, vfque

NAVIGATIONESHASCESVS-|CEPER- ad Annum
|
1604. ...

|

. . . defcriptio.

INDLE ORIENTALIS
PARS OCTAVA:

NAV1GATIONES QV1NQVE,
IACOBO

adAnnum ttoj.

ab Anno 1602. ifyadAnnum 1604.

Gjuariam,aC o R N s L I o deV E N A, iuobuiAmis.

^uintam,fubSxEPHANodeHAGBN tribut Annis,

inlndiamOrientalemfufctftat&feraftiucontinctu.

iocorum , R.egum , Populorum , rituumijae variorum dc-

fciiptione, viftoriarum item ^ Lulitanisiepoitatarum*
& Araboinr.Tidoiisijuc czpugnationit ccmmcmott-
tioneaddita.

M.GOTARDO ARTHVS Dantifcano.

Omni* ilefanilfimlt in ti incifi iaiatiu iUuflrtu if

in iwent im>Q* frf

IOAMNEM THEODORVM&IOANNEII
Jls&ALudc Biy,fratres Germanos.

No. 218. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART VIII.j Sole Edition,

IST ISSUE; 1607.
Within the same engraved border as No. 239.
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I
, pp. 45-100; [voyage of Nicolas, with

heading] |

DESCRIPTIO NAVI-
|

GA-
TIONIS A CORNELIO

|

NICOLAO AD

ADMIRALITATEM SIVE
|

PR^FECTVRAM IA-

COBI NECCII PERTI-
|
nentis, quatuor anno-

rum decurfu in Orien-
|

tali India perfeilae.

|, pp. 101-104; [voyageof De Veen, with

heading] |

BREVIS DESCRIPTIO |NAVI-
GATIONIS, QVAM CORNE- LIVS DE

VENA IN INDIAM ORIENTALEM
|

duorum an-

norum fpatio perfecit. |
, pp. 105-106;

[voyage of Van der Hagen, with heading]

|

DESCRIPTIO NAVI-
|
GATIONIS,

QVAM ADMI-
|

RALIS STEPHANVS AB

HAGEN CVM XII. NAVIBVS IN INDIAM

ORIENTALEM SVSCEPIT, ([3 lines] |
, pp. 107-

114; [
i blank leaf], [O 6].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] |

ICONES

/&/GENVIN^ ET EX-
|

PRESS^

DELINEA-] TIONES OMNIVM ME-
MORABILIVM

|
QVM IN MAC OCTAVO

INDITE ORIENTALIS PARTS
|

annotata funt,

...
| [2 lines]/ACCVKATO STCDIO ET

OPER4 IN / <is incifx, .../.../ A /
IOANNE THEODORICO ET IOANNE
ISRAE-

|

LE DEBRY, FRATRIBVS
GERMANIS.

| [conventional ornament] |

FRANCOFORTI, / Jn Officina Typo-

graphica WOLFGANGI RICHTERI. / |

M. DC. vn.
, recto of [A]; {blank], verso

of [A]; [18 plates; versos blank, except

D, E, and G ;
with accompanying text, as de

scribed below], recto of A 2 to verso of[G z].

Page 63 is wrongly numbered 83; and

79 is 81.

PLATES : 1 8 Plates, as follows :

I.
|

DELINEATIO CONVIVII A
TERNATENSIVM REGE

|

General!

Neccio exhibit!.
|

; recto of A 2.

II.
|

DELINEATIO PISCATVR^
TERNATENSIS.

;
recto of A 3.

III.
|

DELINEATIO PVNIENTIVM
ADVLTERIA

|

IN INSVLA PATANE.
|

;

recto of [A 4],

IV.
|

DELINEATIO PROCESSIONIS
REGIN^E

|

PATANIENSIS. ;
recto of B.

V.
|

DELINEATIO VENATIONIS,
QVA ELEPHAN-|tes in PATANE capi-

untur.
|

; recto of B 2.

VI.
|

DELINEATIO ANNABONjE
AB HOL-

|

LANDIS expugnatae. |
; recto of

PJ].

VII.
| QVORVNDAM OB DELICTA

SVA MISERE
|

mutilatorum effigies.
|

;

recto of [64],
VIII.

|
DELINEATIO REGIS IN

MATECALO HOL-
|

landos in littore ex-

cipientis. ; recto of C.

IX. DELINEATIO TRAGOEDI^E
ILLIVS, O^A VICEAD-

|

miralis Sebal-

dus de VVeert cum multis aliis trucidati
|

occubuerunt.
| ; recto of C 2.

X. Plate, without title, representing the

wives of the son of the king of Achins

serving the Hollanders within a walled en

closure; recto of [C3].
XI.

|

DELINEATIO ADVENTVS
HOLLANDORVM

|

in terram PATANE.
| ;

recto of [C4].
XII. Two-page plate :

|

DELINEATIO
CIVITATIS AMACAO.

|
; title and text,

recto of D; plate, verso of D and recto of

[D2]. The usual plate with six rocks in

the upper left-hand corner.

XIII. Two-page plate: DELINEA
TIO PVGN^ NAVALIS HOLLANDO-
|

rum cum Lulitanis in fluuio Batufabar.
|

;

with inscription, left-hand center : / CoN-

TRAFACTYR DES ScHARMPTZ /ell der Hol

lander iiaider die Portigefen in dem flus

Batusabar/ [12 lines] | ; title and text, recto

of E; plate, verso of E and recto of [E z].

XIV.
|

DELINEATIO NAVIS LVSI-

TANICffi AB
|

Holland! expugnatae. | ;

recto of F.

XV.
|

DELINEATIO FOEDERIS
HOLLANDORVM

|
cum Rege Calecuta-

norum pacli. |
;

recto of F 2.

XVI.
|

DELINEATIO CIVITATIS
ET CASTELLI

|

AMBOINAE.
| ; recto of

[F3).
XVII.

I

DELINEATIO ADVENTVS
HOLLANDORVM & Regis Ternatenf.s

ad Caftellum Tidore.
| ;

recto of [F4].
XVIII. Two-page plate :

|

DELINEA
TIO EXPVGNATIONIS CASTELLI

|

Tidorenfis& duarum nauium Lufitamcarum.

|
;

title and text, recto of G
; plate, verso of

G and recto of [G 2].

Plates I -XI. are numbered i-u, on

the coppers; and XIV.-XVIIL, 3-7.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, n>% 9 x 71?^

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Plates

XII., XIII. and XVIII. mounted on guards.

AMERICANA [508] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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This Issue has the original plate XII. of Amacao, which may be distinguished by

the six rocks in the upper left-hand corner and the two water-carriers in the left-hand

center margin ; and plates III., V., VIII., and XI. which have been retouched.

This copy agrees with the Crawford collation.

This Part contains accounts of five voyages made by the Dutch to the East Indies

to counteract the influence of the Portuguese and Spaniards who had sought to estab

lish themselves there. They are as follows :

(1) The voyage of Jacob van Neck, from 1600-1604, during which he visited

the islands of Ternate and Macao, and the city of Patane. The narrative of this

voyage was written by Roelof Roelofsz and was translated by Artus for both the

German and Latin editions of De Bry.

(2) Jan Harmensz. Bree's account of the voyage to the East Indies in 1602-1604,

under the command of Admirals De Weert and Pietersz.

(3) A short relation made by Cornells Clzsz of that part of the expedition, under

the command of Admiral Van Neck, which was detached from the main fleet, placed

under the command of Corneille Nicolas, and visited China.

(4) The voyage of two vessels detached from the fleet under the command of

Wibrandt van Warwijck and placed under the command of Cornells van de Venne,

who sailed with them to China. This relation was published in the Small Voyages

for the first time.

(5) An account of the second voyage of Steven van der Hagen to the islands of

the Moluccas in 1603-1606; first published in Rotterdam in 1606.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris ; John Carter Bulletin, 8 : 141 ;
La Collection Dutuit, p.

Brown; New York State; American Geo- 247, No. XLV. ; Crawford, Collations, p.

graphical Society (imperfect); Newberry; 177 ; Huth, Catalogue, 2:438*; John Carter

Halsey; and Ayer Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, 1:380, No. 435; Tiele,

Memoirs, pp. 162, 167, 164, 169, and 170;

Brunet, 1:339; Camus, Memoire, p. 235.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDI.E ORIENTALIS PARS OCTAVA. FRANCOFORTI, Jn Offidna Typo-

grapbica YVolfgangi Richteri, 1607. [219]

LATIN INDIA; PART VIII. SOLE EDITION
;
SECOND ISSUE. 1607.

Folio. in having but three rocks in the upper left-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES AND PAGi- hand corner, but one water-carrier in the

NATION : identically the same as those of center of the left-hand margin, and in other

No. 218. minor details.

PLATES: identically the same as in the CONDITION: Size of leaf, 12% x 7%
First Issue, except that Plate XII. is re- inches. Bound same as No. 205. Plate

engraved. It differs from the original plate XII. extended on the lower margin.

AMIRICANA
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This Issue has the reengraved plate XII., with only three rocks in the upper left-

hand corner ; the ship at the left in the upper left-hand corner with but three masts ;

the plough with a wheel attached to it ;
and with verdure along the shore at the bottom

of the plate.

REFERENCES : Crawford, Collations, p.OTHER COPIES : British Museum ;
and

Lenox Libraries. 177.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

IX. FRANCOFVRTI, Ex officina Typographies

[220]

LATIN INDIA; PART IX. FIRST EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1612.

INDI.E ORIENTALIS PARS

Richteri, 1612.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 2 leaves,

without signature-marks ; A, B, C, D, E,

each 4 leaves ; F, 6 leaves (the last blank

and genuine) ; a, b, each 4 leaves
; c, 6

leaves ;
A to K, each 4 leaves; L, 6 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ; A, 6 leaves
;

total 94 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter

press title, as reproduced ;
See No. 220 a] ,

p. [
i.

] ; [ blank] , p. [ ii.
] ;

|

LECTORI
BENEVOLO S. |, pp. [iii.]-[iv.] ;

[text, with heading] |
[2 lines]/ NAVIGA-

TION1SAB HOLLAND1SETSE-/LAHD1S
IN INDIAM ORIENT4LEM, SVB IMPERIO /

Petri-Guilhelmi Verhuffii, Annis 1607. 1608.

& 1609. / perafta, &c. defcriptio. / , pp.

1-49; [blank], p. [50]; [i blank

leaf], [F6].
[Letterpress title-page to plates] |

ICONES,
|
OMNIA, QVM ME- MO-

RATV MAXIME DIGNA IN
|

HAC
NAVIGATIONE CONTINENTVR, . . .

| [3 lines]/ TABVLIS AL13VOT EXIMIA
DEXTERITATE / in as incifis dedarat* &
illuftrata, / Opera & ftudio,

|

IOANNIS
THEODORI DE BRY.

| [conventional

ornament] |
FRANCOFVRTI,

|

Ex officina

Typographica VVolfFgangi Richteri.

|

M. DC. XII.
|

, p. [ i] ; [blank] , p.

[2] ;
|

LECTORI BENEVOLO S.
|

,

p. 3 ; [blank], p. [4]; [12 plates,

versos blank, with accompanying text, as

described below] , recto of [33] to verso

of
[c 6] .

[Letterpress title-page, as reproduced ;

See No. 220 b] , recto of [A]; [blank],
verso of [A]; [text,

with heading] |

SVPPLEMEtiTVM NONAE PARTIS IN-

DIAE / Orientalis, / Hoc eft,
|

CONTIN-
VATIO PRIORIS ITINERIS SIVE
NAVIGATIONS, AB HOL-

|

landis &
Selandis, fub Admirale Petro-Guilhelmo

Ver- huffio, in Indiam Orientalem
| fufcep-

tx.
|

, pp. 1-30.

[Letterpress title-page] | [conventional

head-piece] |

COLLOQVIA LA-
|

TINO-

MALAICA, / Seu / VULGARES QU/E-
|

DAM LOQUENDI FOR-
|

MULJE
LATIN A, MALAICA ET MADAGA- fcarica lin-

guis, ...
I

... con-
| fcriptas. / Studio &

ofera / M. GOTARDI ARTHVSII|Dan-
tifcani.

| [conventional ornament
] / FRAN

COFPRTI, / Typis viduze Matthiae Beckeri.

| 1

M. DC. XIII. /, p. [31]; [blank],

p. [32] ; [text, in double columns], pp.

33-88 ; [i blank leaf], [L6].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] |

ICONES I Seu I IMAGINES, PRJE-
\

CIPVAS HISTORIAS ET
|

RES AB HOL-

LANDIS IN BANDICIS INSV- lis porro geftas,

...
I

... ad viuum reprasfentantes : / TAB
PUS AL1S}VOT IN &S ELE- / ganter

incifis illuftratix, / Studio & opera / loannis

Theodori de Bry. / [conventional ornament]

/FRANCOFVRTI,/ Typis viduse Matthia;

Beckeri.
| |

M. DC. XIII. /, recto of

[
A

] ; [
blank

],
verso of [

A
] ; [5 plates,

versos blank, with accompanying text, as de

scribed below], recto ofA 2 to verso of[A 6].
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PLATES : 17 Plates, as follows : DEMORTVIS
|

mantis in ignem fe prascipi-

I.
|

DELINEATIO MIRABILIS tant.
|

; with
] 9 |

in the lower left-hand corner

CVIVSDAM ARBO-
|

ris in Infula El ferro on the copper ; recto of
[
b 3 ].

Used before,

repertse. | ;
recto of [a 3].

Used before, as as Plate IX., in No. 207 (LI z-i).

Plate 28, in No. 158 (LA 6-1). VI.
|

LVSITANI AD MALACCAM
II.

|

DELINEATIO PROMON- AB HOLLAN-
|

dis in fugam aguntur. |
;

TORII, QVOD CABO
|

de bona Efper- recto of [b 4]. Town at the right ;
battle

anca vulgo vocatur.
|

;
recto of [a 4]. Used at the left.

before, as Plate III., in No. 216 (LI 7-1 1). VII.
|

REX GOERENSIS QJ/-
III.

|

OBSIDIO VRBIS ET CAS- MODO AD NAVES
|

Hollandorum pro-

TELLI
| Mozamb'tquenfis. |

;
recto of b. feilus fit.

|
;

recto of c. Land, with palm-
Four trees in upper right-hand corner ; the trees, at the right.

word
| Caftel/ , above the fort; and

|

VIII.
|

DELINEATIO CIVITATIS

Monzambinque /, in upper left-hand.
|

Bantamenfis.
|

; recto of c 2. Used be-

IV. HOLLANDI A CJESARE fore, as Plate XV., in No. 208 (LI 3- i
1

).

CALECVTENSE
| pneclare admodum ex- IX.

|

REX BALIVS PRECIOSIS-

cipiuntur. | ; recto of B . With the sea at SIMO CVRRV
|

ab albis Bubalis circumue-

the right-hand ;
the house at the left. hitur.

| ; recto of c 3. Used before, as Plate

V.
|

FOEMIN-ffi CALICVTENSES XXXIV., in No. 208 (LI 3- ii).

I N D ! &
ORIENTALIS

PARS IX.

HISTORICAM DESCRIPTIONEM N A-

Itigaionis ab HoUandu & Sdandis in Indiam Orunta*

lcm,fub tmpmo Petri-Guilidmt Verbuffit , cum noaeni

mtiorunt drquatuor minorum natrium dafle,

perattti&c.continens:

Additaomnium ,quz hoc tcm p ore eis obu'gcrun:,
annotation^

AuSore

M. GOTARDO ARTHVSIO
D A N T I S C A N O.

ElcganttJJimu in ts incifislconibus Mtiflrata tfy i

lucent emiffaptr

loann. TheodorumdeBry.&e.

FRANCOFVRTI,
Ex officinaTyp ographica 'Welffgangi

Richteii

M. DC. XII.
*>

No. 220 a. TITLE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART IX.; IST EDITION,

IST ISSUE ; 1612.

Within the same engraved, border as No. 240.
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X.
|

PR^EFECTVS HOLLANDICVS
INDIANIS ORTAT-

|

tani & Londorae

habitantibus literas Comitis Mauri-
|

tii exhi-

bet
|

; recto of [c 4]. With land at the left.

XI.
|

DELINEATIO DVORVM
OPPIDORVM, ORTAT-

|

tani & Lon-

dorse in Banda Infula fitorum. ;
recto of

XII.
|

HOLLANDI PROPVGNAC-
VLVM SIVE CASTEL-

|

lum aliquod in

Neronis Infula aedificant & ab ,/*Ethio-
|

pibus opprimuntur. | [n lines] |

FINIS.
;

recto of [c 6]. Burning town, / kyach /,

at left-hand near the top ;
the words / Ve-

ftung Na/au/ , over the fort, at the right.

I.
|

LABETACCA AB HOLLAN-
|

DIS EXPVGNATA.
|

; recto of A i. With

land at the right.

II.
|

^ETHIOPES CONANTVR
|

CASTELLVM NASSOVICVM OPPVGNARE
|

&
deftruere.

| ;
recto of A 3. Crowd of

natives at the left.

III. SLANGA CIVITAS AB HOL-
|

LANDIS EXPVGNATA ET INCENDIO
|

deleta.

| ; recto of A 4. Town at the left.

IV.
|
QVA SOLENNITATE NV-

|

PTI.ffi IN CHRISSE ET IAVA MAIORE IN-
|

fula inchoentur.
|

;
recto of [A 5]. Bride

in doorway at the right.

V. QVA SOLENNITATE SPON-
SA A SPONSO DOMVM DEDVCATVR,

|
& nup-

tias finiantur. [15 lines] |

FINIS.
| ;

recto

of [A 6]. The horse walking toward the

right.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 12 x 7% inches.

Bound same as No. 205.

With plates HI., IV., VI., VII., X., and XII. of the first series and the five plates

of the second series, as they are usually found.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that it has not the

maps, Insula S. Helena and Mozambique, with the bi-lingual inscriptions. Crawford

in assigning these maps to this Part, differs from Brunei, who says :
" Camus place

entre le second avis [recto of a 2] et les planches une carte de Sainte-Helene et

une carte de 1'ile Mosambique qu' announce formellement cet avis. Pourtant la

premiere de ces deux cartes est deja dans la 2e
part, des Petits Voyages [our No. 207,

Map No. l], et la seconds dans la 3" part, [our No. 208, Plate LIX.] du meme

recueil." I : 1340. The map on the second title-page (as reproduced, See No.

220 b) was used before in No. 164 (LA 8-i 5
), p. 78.

This Part contains the relation of a voyage to the Moluccas, or Spice Islands,

made by Admiral Pieter Willemsz. Verhoeffin 1607, for the purpose of wresting them

from the Portuguese. It was written by Johann Vercken, one of the officers of the

fleet, who went out with the expedition but did not return to Holland until 1612.

Th"e Supplementum contains a description of the country seen by Vercken during his

stay in the East, particularly of the islands of Celebes, Java, Sumatra, Mauritius, and

Madagascar.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Craw

ford
;
Huth

; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris ;

John Carter Brown; Lenox; Newberry; Hal-

sey; and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

248, No. XLVI. ; Crawford, Collations, p.

179; Huth, Catalogue, 2 : 438*; John

Carter Brown, Catalogue, 1 : 380, No. 436 ;

Graesse, 7: 129; Tiele, Memoire, p. 174;

Bibliotheca Gren<villiana, i: 188; Camus,

Bulletin, 8 : 241 ; La Collection Dutuit, p. Memoire, p. 246.
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SUPPLEMENT?** NONAE VARTIS JNDIAE
Oruntalis,

Hoc eft,

CONTINVATIO
PRIORIS ITINERIS SIVENA-
VIGATIONIS, AB HOLLANDIS ET SELAN-
DIS1N 1NDIAM ORIENTALEM,SVB ADMIRALE

Petro GuilhelmoVetrhuffio, cuitinouemmaiorum&rquatuor
minorBmnauiumclafle,ab Aftno 1^07. vfquead

COMMEMORATIONS OMNlfM,
qu<s ifftsporro

in Bantttcts Infulu& alibi

tcciderunt.

ACCESSERVNT COLLOQVIA LATINO-
MA L A I C A, SEV VVLG ARES Q.V^DAM LO-

qucndi formulae, Latina, Malaica& Madagafcarica linguis.ingratiam

corum j qui nauigationcttt
force in Orientalem Indiam

ipfimecfufcepturifunr,confcriptz.

Au&ore

M. Gtttreio Anbvfio THntt/ctne.

Omnia elegantiffimis
in aes incifis iconibus illuftrata fin

lucememifla.pcr

johannem -Theodorum de Bry.

FRAN C^OTT1CT T,

Typu Vidue MATT HIM BECKER I.

~M. DC. XIII.

No. 220^. SECOND TITLE-PAGE OF DE DRY'S LATIN INDIA ; PART IX. ; IST EDITION ;

IST ISSUE ; 1613.

Reduced ; original 9 v>A, x 5 'At inches.



1612 Tbeodor De Bry NO. 220

LATIN INDIA; PART IX; SUPPLEMENTUM. SECOND EDITION (?). 1632.

Not in the present collection.

Brunei says (1:1341) respecting a Second Edition of the Supplementum of

this Part: "Ces planches [I.-V.] ne se trouvant plus en la possession de 1'editeur,

celui-ci les a fait regraver, mais en contre-epreuves, en sort que ce qui dans la pre

miere gravure se presentait a la droite du spectateur est a sa gauche dans la copie.

II y a des exemplaires de cette seconde edition (avec les 5 pi. refaites) dont le

frontispice porte : Francofurti apud Guilkrmum Fitzerum M. DC. XXXH. Les pi. I,

II, III et IV sont tirees au recto et au verso de 2 ff. et la Ve au recto d'un autre

feuillet. . . . Quoique le supplement que nous venons de decrire ait etc reimprime en

1632, on ne connait pas de reimpression de la 9' partie a laquelle il fait suite."

Graesse says (7:129):
" II existe une reimpr. du supplement faite en 1632, dans

laquelle ces 5 pi. ont etc regravees, mais la IXe
partie elle-meme n'a pas etc

reproduite."

None of the bibliographies or catalogues, so far as we can find, locates a single

copy with this imprint. Crawford could find no copy of it, and the John Carter

Brown Catalogue contents itself with citing Brunet and inserting the date in the

column of the second editions in its conspectus. The British Museum Catalogue

records five copies of the Supplementum and the New York Public Library Bulletin

seven, all of which are of the First Edition. There are copies with the same

title-page and text as the First Edition, but with variations in the plates (See our

next entry).

DE BRY, THEODOR. (. 1528,^. 1598.)

INDI/E ORIENTALIS PARS IX. FRANCOFVRTI, Ex officina Typographic*!

Wolfgangi Ricbteri, 1612. [221 ]

LATIN INDIA; PART IX. FIRST EDITION; SECOND ISSUE. 1612.

Folio. XII. Has been reengraved. With in-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES AND PAGi- ferior drawing and without engraved words

NATION : identically the same as those in over fort and at the burning town.

No. 220. Part 2 : Plate I. Has been reengraved

PLATES : identically the same as in the and reversed. With land at the left.

First Issue, except that: II. Has been reengraved and reversed.

Part i : Plate III. Has been reengraved. With crowd of natives at the right.

With six trees
;
no word above the fort. III. Has been reengraved and reversed.

IV. Has been reengraved and reversed. With town at the right.

With the sea at the left and house at the right. IV. Has been reengraved and reversed.

VI. Has been reengraved and reversed. With the bride in the doorway at the left.

With the town at the left. V. Has been reengraved and reversed.

VII. Has been reengraved and reversed. With the horse walking towards the left.

With the land at the left; trees not palms. CONDITION : Size of leaf, 11% x 7 1!frt

X. Has been reengraved and reversed. inches. Bound same as No. 205.

With the land at the right.
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Plates III., IV., VI., VII., X., and XII. of the first Part and all of those of the

Supplementum have been reengraved ; all but III. and XII., of the first series, in

counter-proof.

Crawford in his Collations (p. 88) has noted the distinctive points of these plates.

The Huth Catalogue explains the presence of the reengraved plates as follows : "The

coppers appear to have been lost after a certain number of the edition had been printed,

as the letterpress beneath the copies and the originals is precisely the same." See our

note under the previous number.

OTHER COPIES : Crawford
;

Huth
;

and New York State (?) Libraries.

REFERENCES : Crawford, Collations, p.

179; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 438*.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDI.E ORIENTALIS PARS X. FRANCOFVRTI, Typis vidu<e Mattbix Beckeri,

1613. [222]
LATIN INDIA; PART X. FIRST EDITION. 1613.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, a, each 4 leaves; total 20 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 222], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; |

LECTORI BENE
VOLO S.

|, pp. 3-7 ;_[ blank], p. [8];

[discovery of Hudson's Bay, with heading] |

[2 lines] [

HISTORICA RELATIO SIVE

|

DESCRIPTIO NOVI AD AQUI-
LONEM TRANSITVS, ...

I

... quemadmo-

|

dum is ab Henrico Hudfono Anglo
|
nuper

inuentus eft. |, pp. 910; [extract from

Linschoten's voyage, with heading] /COM-
PENDIOSA ET SVCCltiCTA 1NSV-
LARFM / LQCQRVMSiyE ALIQUVM, . . .

/ ... ex lohan-/nis Hugonis Lintfchottani

nauigationibus de-/fumpta commemoratio. /,

pp. 11-12; [De Quir's voyage Terra Au-

itralii incognita'] \ DISCVRSVS/Sa*/ RE
LATIO MEMORABILIS

|

CVIVSDAM
LIBELLI SVPPLICIS, REGIME HISPAN.

MAIESTATI, A PRJEFECTO QVODAM SIVE

CA- pitaneo Petro-Ferdinando de Quir, in

caufa deteftionis quintae Orbis ter-
|

rarum

partis, Terrae nempe Auftralis incognita?,

immenfarumq; |

eius opum & fertilitatis opta-

tiflimae, &c. oblati.
|

, pp. 13-19 ; [de

scription of Russia, etc., with heading] |

HISTORICA DESCRIPTIO RE-

GIONVM
| SIBERIA, . . .

| [3 lines] |
,

pp. 20-24 ; [second extract concerning

Russia, with heading] |
ITINERARIVM,

|

^a/BREVIS OMNIVM ITINERVM
ET FLV-|VIORVM ORTVM ET
AQVILONEM VERSVS E

|

Mofcouia . . .

|

... defcriptio. |

ADDITA OPP1DORVM
A MOSCISIN SIBERIA CONDITO-/RyM
NOMENCLATVRA, . . . / [3 lines] |

, pp.

25-32.

[Letterpress title-page to
plates] | [con

ventional head-piece] |
ICONES, / Seu /

TABVL^; CHORO- GRAPHICAE,
SITVM ET

|
QVALITATEM RE-

GIONVM, QVARVM in explicata haae-

nus defcriptione mentio facia eft, ad
|

viuum

reprjefentantes,//JV AES PFLCHERRIME
INCISAE, IN SVE/lucem <fo//a|Iohanne-
Theodorico cle Bry. | [conventional orna

ment] |
FRANCOFVRTI, / Typis widux

MA TTHIM BECKERI./ 1

M. DC. XIII.

|
, recto of [a] ; [blank], verso of [a];'

[3 plates, as described below], recto of a 2

to verso of [a 4]. Page 29 has head-line

|

PARS NONA.
|

, instead of
|

PARS
DECIMA.].

PLATES: 3 Plates and 3 Maps, as follows:

I.
|

ICON SEV DELINEATIO
|

IN-

SVLJE VVARTHVSII IN
| Lappia fitas.

| ; 10

lines of text, the ist ending "terraumq;,";

AMEE CHURCH CATALOGUI



1613 Tbeodor De Bry No. 222

title and text, recto of a 2
; plate, verso

of ai.

II. |CHILDVYNVM LAPPIAEjIn-
fula.

| ; 9 lines of text, the irt ending "pri-";
title and text, recto of a 3 ;

verso of a 3.

Plate in two compartments, the upper show

ing the entire island, the lower the station and

its surroundings.

III. [SAMOIEDARVM IDOLO-I
latria & veftura.

| ; 19 lines of text, the ist

ending "fimpli-"; recto of [a 4]; verso

blank.

MAPS : [i] Two-page map of Hudson's

Bay, Greenland, etc.
; inscription, upper

right-hand : / TABVLA NAVTICA, / qua

eprtffentdtur ora maritima / meatus, ac

freta, no-viler a / HHudfono .../.../ in-

dagata Anno i6l2./\, size, 5% x 13 inches;

scale, ift 8 inches = 10 of longitude ;
at

end.

[2] Two-page map of the Northern part

of Scandinavia, Russia, etc. j inscription,

lower right-hand : / Vera delinatio to- / tius

tractus ex Hollandia / Septentrionem <uerfut

per /fretum Naffbuicum, ad flu<vi-/um Oby

ducentes, ex Annotations / lohannis Hugouis

Lintfchottani,/de Annis 1594. et IJQJ- etc. / ;

size, 5%x i3V's inches; scale, n%, inches

60 Milliaria Germanica; at end.

[3] Two-page map of the Northern part

of Russia, Siberia, etc.; inscription, at top:

/ Tabula Septemtrionalis Rufsitt, . . . ab

Ifaaco Mafsa defcripta eft. / ; size, 5x13
inches

;
no scale

;
at end.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 1 2 x 77/8 inches.

Bound same as No. 205.

The present copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

This Part contains four short chapters as follows: (i) An extract giving an

account of the discovery of Hudson's Bay.

(2) A short account of the two voyages made to the North by Jan Huygen van

Linschoten ; taken from the Latin edition of his voyages, published in 1599.

(3) An account of De Quir's voyage and discovery of the new continent, "Terra

australis incognita".

(4 and 5) Extracts relative to the Samoiedes and other peoples of the North ;

with a description of Siberia by Isaac Massa.

All of these, but the chapter devoted to Linschoten's voyages, were translated

from the collection of Hessel Gerritsz, by Gothard Artus.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; 248, No. XLVII. ; Crawford, Collations,

Crawford; Huth
; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, p. 181; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 439*; John

Paris; John Carter Brown
; Lenox; Halsey; Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 381, No.

and Newberry Libraries. 437 ; Graesse, 7 : 129 ; Tiele, Memoire,
REFERENCES : New York Public Library, pp. 179-190; Brunei, i: 1341; Camus,

Bulletin, 8 : 242; La Collection Dutuit, p. Memoire, p. 253.

LATIN INDIA; PART X. SECOND EDITION. 1633.

Not in the present collection.

There is a Second Edition of this Part which bears the imprint: | FRANCOFVRTI,
/ apud Guilielmum Fitzerum. /

|
M. DC. XXXIII.

|
. The collation by signatures

is as follows: A, B, C, D, each 4 leaves (the latter wrongly marked C) ; total 1 6

leaves ; with 3 two-page maps, identically the same as in the First Edition. Craw

ford (p. 181) gives a collation of this Edition as does the John Carter Brown

Catalogue (1:382) ; though there is no copy in either of those collections. The

only copies we can trace are those in the British Museum ; Holford ; Dutuit; and

Lenox Libraries.
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INDITE ORIENTALIS
PARS X.

Qitit CiHttnetur,

HJSTORICA RELATIO SIVE
DESCRIPT1O NOVI AD AQVILO-
MEM TRANSITVS, SVPRA TERRAS AMERICANAS
in Chmam atq; laponem dufturi , quemadmodum is

ab HenncoHndlono Anglo nupennuentus eft, addita breui In-

fularum& locorum aliorum,in itinere ifto occurrentium.ex

lohannis-Hugonis
Liinfchottam inncrario defumpu

commcmorauonc.

Item

D1SCVRSVS AD SERENISS. HISPANIjE KEGEM
fitper deleft* nttper quint* orbtsptrtt, Terra nttnpc Aujlrali inct-

gmttt,a Cupitaneo quodan Petr-Ferdmaad

de Quir,&c. confcriftw.

Addita

DESCR.IPTIONE REGIONVM SIBERiyC, SA^

moiedizatqueTingocfiz,in Tartariavcifusortum freti'Wcigat-
1 1 1 Jlcaium, qiirc

mi per a Mofcis dctcdtl&
occupatz funt.

Auftore

M. Gotardo Arthufio Dantifcano.

Tabula in its trnficroie incifts

lolianne- Theodore dc Bry.

FRANCOFVRTI;
Typtt W#<e MATTHIJE BECKER!;

M. DC. XIII.

No. 222. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART X.; IST EDITION; 1613.
Reduced ; original loft, x 6?!, inches.
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DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

INDITE ORIENTALIS PARS VNDECIMA. OPPENHEIMII, Typis Hieronymi

Galleri, 1619. [223]

LATIN INDIA; PART XI. SOLE EDITION. 1619.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, each 4 leaves (the last

blank and genuine) j a, b, c, each 4 leaves

(the
last blank and lacking) ;

total 44
leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 123], p. [i] ;

[blank], p. [2] ; |
Leftori Benevolo.

|
,

pp. 3-4; | TERTIA/DW./ AMERICI
VESPUTII,

|

...
|

... IN INDIAM
|

Anno

1501. fufcepta navigatio. |, pp. 5-8;

QUARTA |

Dx.
|

AMERICI VESPUTII,
|

...
|

... IN INDIAM
|

Anno 1503. fufcepta

navigatio. |
, pp. 9-10; [description of

Asiatic countries, by Robert Coverte, with

heading] |
VERA, ATQUE HACTE-

|

NUS INAUDITA RELATIO ANGLI-
|
CUJUSDAM, qui NAV1 QUADAM, CUI

|

Afcenjionis nomen, in extremam India? Ori-

entalis oram, ...
|
[5 lines] |

, pp. 11-46 ;

[description of Spitzbergen, with head

ing] |

HISTORICA DESCRIPTIO
|

REGIONIS SPITSBERG^, . . .
| [3

lines] |

ADDITA
[ Trifti relatione injuriam,

quas Pifcatores noftri, . . . / . . . Anni

l6rj. ab Anglis perpejji funt. / ET
|

Pro-

teftatione contra Anglos, . . .
| [2 lines] | ;

pp. 47-60; [discussion of British rights

to whale fisheries, with heading] |

SOLIDA
REFUTATIO PROPOSITIONUM ET
PRjETEN-| SIONUM ANGLICARUM, . . .

|

[3 lines] |
, pp. 60-62

; [i
blank leaf],

[H-43-

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con
ventional head-piece]

VER^E ET GENUINE RERUM
PR^CIPUARUM, QUARUM IN

|

AMERICI VESPUTII VERSUS INDIAM ORIEN-

TALEM navigationibus, ut & reliquis duabus

in Cambajam & Spitzbergam expeditionibus

|

fit mentio, reprsefentationes, ad XI. India;

Orientalis
| partern referenda; / ADD1TJE

SVKT BREVES ET VNIVS

figura defcriptiones. / Nunc primum ele-

ganter in ass incifae & in lucem editae.
|

Studio & opera / JOHANN-THEODORI de

BR Y Ci<vij ac Bibliopoltt Oppenheimenfu. /

[conventional ornament] /OPPENHEIMII /

Typis HIERONYMI GALLERI.
|

ANNO
[

/MDC XIX. /, recto of [a]; [blank],
verso of [a]; [10 plates, versos blank,

as described below], recto of a 2 to verso

f [c 3]i [i blank leaf], [c 4] .

PLATES : i o plates, as follows :

I.
|
Quid Americo Vefputio, ejufque

comitibus, in
|

India oriental; inter Barbaras

evenerit. ;
recto of a 2.

II.
|
Quo modo Robertus Caverta Capi-

taneus
| Anglus a Rege Gomorae exceptus

fuerit. . . .
|

;
recto of a 3.

III.
|
Quomodo Pembse incolas Anglos

aliquot nefarie trucidarint, hique iftam

injuriam ulti
|

fint. ... ;
recto of [a 4].

IV.
|

Bannianorum idololatrica fuper-

ftitio . . .
| ;

recto of b.

V.
|

Potentiflimi Tartarorum Imperato-
ris Chami

|

Canavvae in ampliflima civitate

Bramporta apparatus |

bellicus.
|

;
recto of

b2.

VI.
| Anglorum una cum Tartarico

quodam equite in
j fylvis caftrametatio,

quomodo noftu contra ferarum
|

rabiem fefe

defenderint.
| ;

recto of b 3.

VII.
|
Quomodo in Pythagorasorum

regione, uxores
| poft maritorum mortem

comburi foleant. . . .
|

; recto of [b 4].

VIII.
|
Qua Pompa Magni India;

Mogolis thefaurius in
| publicum prodire

foleat
;
de elephantorum item coram

|
rege

pugna . . .
|

; recto of c.

IX.
|

Aliarum ferarum certamina
;
item

nobilis
| cujufdam cum Leone coram magno

Mogole |

duellum.
|

; recto of c 2.

X.
|
Quomodo in feptentrionalibus in-

fulis prope
|
Spitzbergam balenas capi fole

ant.
|

; recto of [c 3]. Used before, as

plate IV. in No. 211 (LI 4 SOLE ED.).
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I N D I M ORIENTA LI S
TARS VNDEClM.A t

qua, continetur

\. Duarumnavigatiotium.quas jufTuEmariuelisPortugallia: Regis in Indiam Oricn-

talemAnn. 1501. Do. Americus Vcfpuciusinftituitjhiftona.

II. VeraatquehadeniisinauditaAfiglicuiufdamrelatiOjquinavequadam.cui/Vfcen-
fionisnomen.inextremam India: Orientals oramC^^y<wwvedus,acnaufragium
ibidem pafTus.pofteaquamplurimasnobis incognitas regiones,amplifltmasq>ur-
bes peragravit.inque iis multa iedu audituque jucunda obfervavit.

III. Defcripeto regioais^'/2,^r^:additafimulrelationeinjunarum,qujs Ann. 1613. a-

liipifcatoresabAnglisperpeflifuntt&proceftationc contra Anglos, quifibifoliso-

mnej us in iftam regionem vendicaruot.

O^uncprtmum latto (toaata>atq; elegantijfime
in xs iact/isimagim&uf iUuftrat*.

Sumptibus atcjj opera

JoHARRIS TBEODORI de Bsr cevis AC
Btbliopok Oppenhemenfo.

Typis Hi. ER.ONYMI G A L L B it t>

M. DC. XIX.
No. 223. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART XI.; 1619.

Reduced ; original 9% x 6 inches.



1619 Tbeodor De Bry No. 223

Above the number and title of each plate

appears, |

PARS UNDECIMA ORIENTALIS.
[

.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, niyie x 7%
inches. Bound same as No. 205. Page

3 extended on outer, lower corner; plates

I., II., III., IV., VII., IX., and X. extended

on outer margins ; plate VIII. extended on
lower and inner margins ; plate X. extended

on lower margin. Plates I., II., III., IV.,

VII., VIII., IX., and X. supplied from a

slightly shorter copy.

This copy contains the rare Plate VII., of a woman being carried in state to be

burned with the body of her husband. This is often replaced by the plate, in which

a woman is represented as throwing herself into the funeral pyre of her husband,

used as plate IX., in No. 207 (LI 2-1).
This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that it lacks the last

blank leaf. He says that the title is often found with the picture of the two ships

(see reproduction of the title-page for No. 236), but that he lacks it.

This Part contains three narratives : (
i ) The relations of the third and fourth

voyages of Vespuccius to America, in 1501 and 1503.

(2) An account of Robert Coverte's travels by land through Persia and Mongolia,

after his shipwreck off Surat. This relation was first printed in English, at London

in 1612.

(3) A geographical description of Spitzbergen and a refutation of the claims of the

English to the northern whale fisheries, with the journal of the voyage of Willem

Barentsz and Jan Corneliszoon Rijp, 'in 1596. The latter portion is a translation of

Hessel Gerritsz' Histoire du Pays nomm'e Spitsbergbe ; Amsterdam, 1613.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford; Huth; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris;

John Carter Brown
;
New York State ;

Lenox
; Halsey ; and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 242 ; La Collection Dutuit, p.

249, No. XLIX. ; Crawford, Collations, p.

183; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 439*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 383, No.

438; Graesse, 7: 129; Tiele, Memoirs, p.

195 ; Brunei, i : 1341 ; Camus, Memoire,

p. 259.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

HISTORIARVM ORIENTALIS INDLE TOMVS XII. FRANCOFVRTI, Apud
Wilbelmum Fizzerum, 1628.

[224]

LATIN INDIA; PART XII. SOLE EDITION. 1628.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: ):(, 2 leaves;

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N,
O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa, Bb,

Cc, each 4 leaves; total 106 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 224], recto of [):(];

[blank], verso of [):(]; [dedication, with

heading] |

ANTIQVA NOBILITATE
|

GENERIS, VIRTVTE AC MVLTI-
PLICI

|

rerum vfu praeftantiflimo Domino,
IOSVJE VON DER THANN &c.

|

. . .
|

. . .

Pa-
1

trono fuo eximio.
|

. . .
| [signed ]|

Gui-

lielmus Fizzerus, Anglus, Bibltopola Fran-

/ cofurtenfis. / [dated] |

. . . Francofurti

Kalendis Septembribus anno AN. C. M. DC.

|

XXVIII. |, recto and verso of ):( 2;

[text, in two books, the first with heading]

AMERICANA [520] CHURCH CATALOGUE



HISTORIARVM

ORIENTALIS
INDITE
Tomus XI I.

In tres Libros fiuc Tra&atus diftributus.

Q_V O R V M

PJUMPS ttntintt defcriptionti Chorographiu6- Topographic^ Regnorumt Proumciarumjnfubrum, Vr-

bium,C<iftelli>riim,r.mpi>riorunt,Mi>ntium atqtte Fluuiorum , tottin illius Com incutis , qu& vulgo ORIENTA
LIS INDI/E nimtnc cenfetur : inprimii Cherfonefi Auret,Sin4rum,l*ptnum,Sinw Pnfia& Gmgetia, O-

ctMi E & Littoris Afruttni-.xdieais
Incolarum mortbus&rutbus^fiufyuefalt tngtnia&N<fr*.

StcVN&VS babel tJurrttuntt txquifitM aliquot Hatttgationum& Exfeditionum Morintrttm, al> Anglis Sa-

tMifauepot(/>imum,inomMsill.iiOneMii&Aullripartes(itllcpttfUM

tutntu commiffonim -.quibus accept PER1PLVS Orbit TerrwlacoboErtmita, NtUUnhtBatauottbfolutitt:

qiuhifnUmiifttabanno
AN.C. M..PC. XI/I. termiiMtttrytetnUiiitnni M. DC. XXVI.

TERTIVS tribuitur defcripttont qunrundtm Septtntrionalium Regtonum atqtte Inful4rum,ante nonfittit (tgmtt-

rum tnempepartu Scythit, Mofcavi*,qu magntpars e!t Sarmttiit Europtt& Afiarict, nee ntn Samtgttit, lilitn-

di4,Gr<>nUntit&Alixrum4U*rmplenimnotat*,t^editumbwKAUAT(borum^^^^^

us confe(lit,aini>iperuentt:aprimis Aquilonarium Nauigationum
minis ad nojlra rempora.

I. LVDOVICVS GOTOFRIDVS EX ANGLICO ET
Bclgico

fcrmone in Latinum tranftulit , nouis acceflionibus
locupletauit,

ordincm &: concinnitatem addidic.-non fmeTabulis Chorogu*
phicis & Figucis zneis.vnde lumen t o:i hi-

ftoris.

FR^NCOFFRTJ
Apud WiiHELMVM FIZZERVM Anglum^Bibliopolam,

ANNO M. DC. XXVllL
No. 224. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; PART XII.; SOLE EDITION; 1628.

Reduced
; original 9% x 5% inches.



1628 Tbeodor De Bry No. 224

/TOMI DFOZ)C/M//HISTORIARVM
ORIEN-

|

TALIS INDITE ET VICINA-

|

RVM REGIONVM |, pp. 1-144; [text of

second book, with heading] |

CONTIN-

F^T'/OOTi'/HISTORIARVM ORIEN-

|

TALIS INDITE,
|

LIBER SECVNDVS

|, pp. 145195; [text of third book, with

heading] |

HISTORIARVM ORIEN-
|

TALIS INDLE LIBER TERTirS./,

pp. 196-208. Page 132 is wrongly num
bered 32 ;

and 133 is 33.

PLATES: 14 Plates, printed in the text,

as follows :

[i] Page 26. Three figures ;
with in

scriptions across the top of the plate :

|

Sultan Coroone. Famina captiua. Selim

Shah Magnus Mogul. / ;
and an Oriental in

scription below.

[2] Page 31. Indian king, surrounded

by 4 others, on the left; group of boys
and 2 apes on the right, all but one with

rings in their outstretched hands ; the names

of 1 1 lawgivers, on scrolls lying on the

ground.

[3] Page 9i- Used before, as Plate

XXIX., in No. 207 (Ll2-i).

[4] Page 94. Used before, as Plate

XXIV., in No. 208 (LI 3-1 1).

[5] Page 95. Used before, as Plate

XXVIII. , in No. 207 (LI 2-1).

[6] Page 97. Used before, as Plate

XXXII., in No. 207 (Ll2-i).

[7] Page 130. Used before, as Plate X.,
in No. 1 68 (LA 9-1

), also on p. 119, of

No. 173 (LA 12 SOLE ED.); but reengraved
in reverse and smaller (original 6%, x 7

inches; this 5^ x 6% inches).

[8] Page 132 [wrongly numbered 32].

Two circular buildings, one at left with bell

in belfry ;
deer and birds in foreground.

[9] Page i 34. Used before, as Plate V.,

in No. 208 (LI 3-I
1
).

[10] Page 147. Used before, as Plate

VII., in No. 207 (LI 2-1).

[n] Page 152. Used before, as Plate

IX., in No. 212 (LI 5-SOLE ED. 1
).

[12] Page 160. Used before, as Plate

XVII., in No. 207 (Ll2-i).

[13] Page 163. Used before, as Plate

XII., in No. 216 (LI 7-SOLE ED. 1

).

[14] Page 202. Two sea-monsters, one

resembling a unicorn, in center foreground ;

pigmy man and woman at left, the former

with beard to the knees.

MAPS: [i] Empire of the Great Mo
gul; inscription, at top: |

DESCRIPTIO
CHOROGRAPHICA INDIA; ORIEN-

TALIS, DELINEATIONEM JMPERJI,
SIPE REGNI MAGNI MOGOL EXHI-

BENS./; size, nV's x 14 inches; scale, 1^4

inches=4 of latitude; facing p. 10.

[2] Empire of China
; inscription, at

top: |

DE SCRIPTIO CHOR OGRA
PHICA REG NI CHI N^E.

j
;

with 2

insets showing clothing of natives and por
trait of

|

MATHAEUS
|

RICIUS.
| ; size,

n 7Ae x 13^6 inches; scale, i% inches = 5

of latitude; facing p. 69.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, H<KX7%
inches. Bound in green cloth. Pages 91

94; 121-152, 177-184, and 201-202 con

taining plates [3], [4], [7-11], and [14]

lacking, as are also the two maps; p. 207
extended on the inner margin.

This copy is incomplete, wanting pages 91-94, 121-152, 177-184, 201-202,
and the two maps, also the lower half of the title ; but includes the eight plates, on

pages 91, 94, 130, 132, 134, 147, 152, and 202. Except the portions wanting,
this Part corresponds with Crawford's collation.

Brunei says (1:1342) of this part: "La douzieme partie latine est, apres le

seconde edition de la dixieme partie, le volume le plus rare de la collection".

Part XII. of the Small Voyages was published by Wilhelm Fitzer, a son-in-law

of Johann Theodor De Bry. The three sections of which it is composed had been

previously published in German, forming Parts XII. and XIII. of the Small Voyages,
in which they had been divided into fifty-one distinct chapters. Fitzer in publishing

this volume, which contains the results of new voyages undertaken by the English
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No. 224 Tbeodor De Bry 1628

and Dutch in Oriental countries, had a desire to bring the collection published by

his family down to date. The greater part of these voyages had already been pub

lished by Purchas in his collection. Tiele (pp. 198-202) gives the titles of some

of the chapters which had been published separately in Dutch ; and Camus (pp. 272

273) gives the contents of both the English and Dutch voyages.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw- REFERENCES. New York Public Libra-

ford; Huth; Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris; ries, Bulletin, 8:241; La Collection Dutuit,

John Carter Brown; New York State; p. 250, No. L.
; Crawford, Collations, p. 185;

American Geographical Society; Halsey ; Huth, Catalogue, p. 440*; John Carter

and Lenox Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, i : 384, No. 439; Graesse,

7:129; Tiele, Memoirt, pp. 198202;
Brunet, 1:1342; Camus, Memoire, p. 271.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

APPENDIX REGNI CONGO. FRANCOFVRTI, Typis Cafpari Retelij, 1625. [225]

LATIN INDIA; APPENDIX TO CONGO [PART I.]. SOLE EDITION. 1625.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: )(, A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4 leaves

(the last blank and lacking) ;
total 48 leaves.

Leaf L 3 is wrongly marked ^3.
COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced; See No. 225], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [dedication, with head

ing] / Magnified Prxftantifsimoq; 1//V0, /
DOMINO IOHANNI FA-

|

M^E IVNI-

ORI, ...
| [i i lines] ([signed] |7.

Ludoui-

cus Gotfridus, ...
|

...
| [dated] . . .

Fran-
[

cofurti primus Anni Noui Calendis,

qui a partu virginis currere incipit fupra |

millefimum fexcentefimum vigefimus quin-

tus.
|
, pp. 3 -[5] ; |

BENEVOLO LEC
TORI

|

...
| [signed] |

loh. Theodori

de Bry, felicis
|

recordationis haeredes.
|

[dated] Francofurti ex Bibliopoleio Bryano
Kalend. Martij 1625.!, pp. [6]-[7];

[10 lines of Greek verse, signed, |

I. L.

Gottfridus.
| ] , p. [8]; [Braun's first

voyage, to Africa, in 1611, with heading]
SAMUELIS BRUNO-

|

NIS CIVIS . . .

|

... PRIMA
| navigatio Africana, . . .

|

[2 lines] |
, pp. 1-18; [Braun's second

voyage, to Guinea, in 1614, with heading]

|SECVNDA NAVIGATIO
|

SAMUELIS
BRUNO-

|

NIS ...
|

... IN AFRI-
|

cae

regna, . . .

|

. . .
|

, pp. 19-33 ; [Braun's

voyage, to Guinea, in 1617, with heading]

|

SAMUELIS BRUNO-
|

NIS ...
|

...
PERITIS- fima Nauigatio tertia in Gui-

neam ad prouinciam |
More, . . .

|

. . .
|

,

pp. 34-54; [Braun's voyage, to the

Mediterranean, in 1620, with heading] ]

SAMUELIS BRUNO-
|

NIS ...
|

...

O^VARTA NAVIGA-
|
tio, qua per fretum Her-

culeum mare mediterraneum
| ingreflus, . . .

|

adiit.
| [6 lines] |

, pp. 55-68;

[Braun's voyage, to Africa and ship

wreck, in 1616, etc., with heading] |

SAM
UELIS BRUNO-

|

NIS ...
|

... EXPERI-

ENTISSIMI NA-
| uigatio quinta, quam animo

in Afiam proficifcendi fufcepit, |

fed in iti-

nere naufragium perpelTiis, cum in Lufitanias

|

littus vix euafiflet, ibi fubfiftere, & poft in

|

Germaniam redire coaftus eft.
|

, pp. 69-

86; [i blank leaf], [L 4]. Page 82 is

wrongly numbered 62
;
and 85 is Si.

PLATES : 12 Plates, in the text, as

follows :

[i] Page 4. Used before, as plate IX.,

in No. 211 (LI4-SOLE ED.).

[2] Page 7. Used before, as plate XL,
in No. 211 (LI4-SOLE ED.).

[3] Page 17. Used before, as plate

XIII., in No. 205 (LIi-i).

[4] Page 38. Used before, as plate

XXIV., in No. 213 (LI6-SOLE ED. 1
).
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APPENDIX REGNI
CONGO.

QJ/A CONT1NENTVRNAVIGA-
tiones quihqite Samuelis Bruttonis.Ciuis& ChirurgiBa-

fikenfis,quas recenti admoduto metnoriaani'

rtiosefufcepit & feliciter

pcrfecit.
1. In African ,cixfifcrignaacprot<iueiM Congum , Ban/am Litngim*

jfttgclam& Infultu , Mederttm,'Ciin*riafifa t

1 1. Intiafilem Afritt rtgnu, Guir.tum , Bcninum , JEtkiopiam, Amtc-

pm, InJulaiij^Prmcifii,\nnabonnm, tfS.ThomtLi/iliMrj,.
III. lniitndemj1fricam r *dCajlillu/n munitifiimum NaffiuwmjnPrtf-

umci* MmxjiRcgni Cmnit.
1 V. la Qritnttki m.irtiMtititirr*ntittz

:

.(ir.ti.,Syritm,l.zyftU!r.,Jtltx*n-

driam,ln]tiltiq,M*Itiim,Crttm,Cyprum.
V. laLH/iianim,vliiN*iifragiHtr>fa]Jui,,nre:iiriiGrfnittaiv, tt*li*mt

jlfulitm , CUtri*m , Vmttim, freturn Hereuleum ,& Infutmt
Sicilian , SfriMum, Carcjrm,G4t1 tulimi, tanUtmc/. in But*-
ilium reutrfia tjl.

OMNIA AB IPSO QVIDEM AVTHO-
K Geimanico Idiomate

conffiripta,nuhc
ver5 in Latinam

linguamtranslaca,tabuliique ac figudsancis

elcgantilTnnc adornaca

FRANCOFVRTI
Studio& fumptibushzredum lohan. Theod. De Bry

Typis Cafpari Rotclij, Anno 1645.

No. 225. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S LATIN INDIA; APPENDIX TO CONGO; SOLE EDITION; 1625.

Reduced ; original io?i6 x 6uH8 inches.
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[5] Page 39. Used before, as Plate II.,

in the Supplemcntum, No. 221 (LI g-sOLE
ED. 2

).

[6] Page 43. Used before, as Plate XV. ,

in No. 213 (LI6-SOLE ED. 1
).

[7] Page 45. Used before, as Plate VII.,

in No. 208 (LI 3-I
1
).

[8] Page 49. Used before, as Plate VI.,

in No. 207 (LI 2-1).

[9] Page 51. Used before, as Plate

XXL, in No. 213 (LI6-SOLE ED.I).

[10] Page 56. Used before, as Plate I.,

in No. 208 (LIj-il).

[n] Page 6 1. Used before, as Plate

XIV., in No. 218 (LI 8-sOLE ED. 1
).

[12] Page 71. Used before, as Plate

II., in No. 208 (LI3-I
1

).

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 1 1% x

inches. Bound same as No. 205.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that it lacks the last

blank leaf. He omits to mention the plate on page 45. This copy has a plate on

page 39, on which he states that a blank space appears in some copies. On this point

see the Huth Catalogue.

The Appendix was first published as a continuation of the Second Edition of

Part I. of the Small Voyages. It is customary, however, to bind it with the First

Edition. It contains an account of the five voyages to western Africa made in the

years 1611-1621 by Samuel Bruno, or Braun, a physician of Basle.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Craw

ford; Huthj Bibliotheque Carnavalet, Paris;

John Carter Brown
;
Lenox ; Halsey ;

and

Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8: 238; La Collection Dutuit, p.

241, No. XXXV.; Crawford, Collations,

p. 163; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 433*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, I : 373, No. 428 ;

Graesse, 7 : 128 ; Brunet, i : 1335 j Camus,

Memoire, p. 183.

SMALL VOYAGES IN GERMAN.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528,^. 1598.)

WARHAFFTE VND EIGENTLICHE BESCHREIBVNG DESZ KONIG-
REICHS CONGO IN AFRICA. FRANCKFORT AM MAYN, durch Johan Saur,

IS97- [226]

GERMAN INDIA ; PART I. FIRST EDITION. 1597.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, Aa, Bb, Cc,

each 4 leaves (the last blank and genuine) ;

*, 6 leaves (the last blank and lacking);

total 62 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [letter

press title, as reproduced ;
See No. 226], recto

of [A]; [blank], verso of [A]; [dedica

tion, with heading] j

Den Wolgebornen Graf-

fen vnd
|

Henn / Herm Hans Georgen Graffen

zu Solms/ ...
|
... vnd Hen Georgen

Graffen
|

zu Erbach . .
|

. . .
| [signed] |

Auguftinus Cafliodorus Rei-
|

nius . . .
|

[dated] |

. . . Datum Franckfort am Mayn
den 15. Fe-|bruarij Anno 1597. |,

recto and

verso of A
ij. ;

|

Voriede vber die Befchrei-

|
bung defz K6nigreichs Congo / an den

|

Gunftigen Lefer.
| [signed]] Hans Dietherich

vnd Hanslfrael
|

von Bry ...
|

... |[dated]

|

... Datum
|

Franckfort am Mayn/ den i.

Tag Martij Anno 1597. |,
recto of A iij. to

recto of [Aiiij. ]; [blank], verso of[A iiij.];

[text, in two books, tlie first in 1 5 chap-
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1597 Theodor De Bry No. 226

vnd Burger zu

[conventional or-

zu Franckfort am

ters, the first chapter with heading] |

Die Schif-

farth aufz Lifbo- na ins Konigreich Congo. |
,

pp. 1-74; [index, with heading] | Regifter

etlicher frembden
|

W6rter vnd denckwur-

diger Sachen / fo in difen
| zwey Buchern der

Relation/ von dem Konig- |

reich Congo

begriffen. |
, recto of L ij.

to recto of
[
L

iiij. ] ;

|

ERRATA.
| [5 lines] |,

recto of [Liiij. ];

[blank], verso of
[Liiij.].

[Letterpress title-page to
plates] | [con

ventional head-piece] |
Erklirung etlicher

Capitel / de-
1

ren . . . der
| Portugalefer . . .

Erfcheinung vor dem
| K6nig/ . . . vnd

|

Kleidung . . . frembde
|

Thier . . . Kun-

ftreichen
| Kupfferftucken . . . vor

| Augen
geftellt wirdt.

|

Alles . . . Be-
1 fchreibung

|

Gebruder

Franckfort am Mayn.

nament] |

Gedruckt

Mayn/ durch Johann |

Saur/ in Verlegung
Hans Dietherich vnd Hans

|

Ifrael von Bry /

Gebruder.
|

M. D. XCVII.
j
, recto of [A] ;

[blank], verso of [A]; [
i o plates, versos

blank, as described below], recto of Aa
ij.

to verso of [Cciij. ]; [blank], [Cciiij.];

[half-title to remaining plates] | Folgen noch

etliche
| Figuren vnd denckwurd'ge Hifto-|

rien deren diefe Congianifche Befchreibung |

meldung thut. , upper part of recto of *
;

[address
to reader] |

Vnderricht. ([15 lines] |,

recto of *; [blank], verso of *; [plates

11-14, versos blank, as described below],
recto of *

ij. to verso of
[
* v.

] ; [i blank

leaf], [vj.].
PLATES: 14 Plates and z Maps, as

follows:

T .
|

Die erfte Figur von Ankunfft
|

der

Portugalefer in die Landtfchafft Cogno. | ;
16

lines of text, the 5th ending
"
gehandelt /";

recto of Aa ij.

2.
|

Die ander Figur/ wie die Por-|

tugalefer vor dem K&nig in Congo er-

fcheinen.
| ; 18 lines of text, the ist ending

" den
"

;
recto of Aa

iij.

3. |

Die dritte Figur von der
| Kleidung

der Mans Perfonen.
|

;
16 lines of text, the

ist ending "der"
;

recto of [Aa iiij.].

4.
|

Die vierdte Figur / wie die
|

Inwohner

der Infel Congo bekleidet zu Krieg zie-|

hen / vnd waflerley Feldtfpiel oder lautenden

Inftrumen-
1

ten fie fich gebrauchen. | ; 14
lines of text, the i st ending

' ' vnnd
* '

; recto

of Bb.

5. |

Die funffte Figur von der
|

Weiber

Tracht.
| ; 16 lines of text, the ist ending

"dreyerley" ;
recto of Bbij.

6.
|

Die fechfte Figur wie fich die
|

Con-

gianer tragen laffen.
|

;
i 3 lines of text, the

ist ending "keine"
; recto of Bbiij.

7. Die fibende Figur fo die an- dere

Form defz tragens erklart.
|

;
1 5 lines of

text, the ist ending "vn-"; recto of

[Bbiiij.].

|

Die achte Figur zeigt die dritte
|

,

Ait der Congianer tragen an. lines of

text, the 2d ending "abge-" ;
recto of Cc.

9. Die neundte Figur/ von
|

dem Thier

Zebra.
|

; 17 lines of text, the ist ending

"fin-"; recto of Cc ij.

10.
|

Die zehende Figur von etli-|chen
frembden Thieren der Ini'el Congo. | [17

lines]|ENDE. |
; recto of

[Cciij.].

11.
|

Wie der Konig von Congo in fei-

nem gantzen Land die Teufelsbilder zuver-

brennen
|

befihlet / aufz dem III Cap. defz

andern Buchs. ;
n lines of text, the ist

ending "hatte"; recto of *
ij.

12. I Von den Innwohnern defz K5nig-|
reichs Loango / auch von den Anziguern /

aufz dem V Capitel defz erften Buchs.
|

;

17 lines of text, the ist ending "wa-" ;

recto of *
iij.

13.
|

Von denen fo Giagas genannt wer-

|

den / im IX Capitel defz andern Buchs.
|

;

ii lines of text, the ist ending "ift";
recto of *

iiij.

14. Von den Weibern in Monomota-[

pa / aufz dem IX Capitel defz andern Buchs.

|
; 13 lines of text, the ist ending

" mach-

tiger" ;
recto of [* v. ].

Plates 1 1-14 have Roman numerals above

their titles.

MAPS : identically the same as those in

No. 205, except that:

[i] Has the two sheets pasted together;

facing verso of [A iiij.]. ,

[2] Faces verso of [A iiij.]
.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 1234,, x 8

inches. Unbound. Plates 12 and 13

strengthened in the lower margins.
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No. 226. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART I.; 1ST EDITION; 1597.

Reduced ; original I o% x yvi inches.



1597 Tbeodor De Bry NO. 226

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that the line at the

bottom of the border on the title-page reads, |
. . . de br'y . . . /, not

|
. . . de Bry

. . .
|

; line 6 of the title to plates reads,
|

Thier diefes Landts/ mit fchonen vnd

Kunftreichen
| , not

|
. . . fchonen 1

vnd . . .
| ; and the blank leaf at the end is

lacking.

Brunei says of the plates of this Part: " 10 planches, et dans une partie des ez-

emplaires 14. Ceux qui n'ont que 10 pi. ont paru les premiers, et avant le texte

latin, qui a les 14 pi.
chiffrees differemment ". This copy appears to have been of the

earlier issue, with plates 11 14 added from the later issue, for signature
* follows Cc,

and the last six leaves, comprising this signature, or all after plate 10, have been sup

plied from a smaller copy (size of leaf, inMex 7% inches). Plates i-io are num

bered in large figures at the upper right-hand corners of the leaves. Plates 11-14 are

numbered at the top in the center of the page with small Roman numerals and also

with smaller Arabic numerals at the upper corners of the leaves.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum; Craw- REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

ford; Huth
; John Carter Brown ;

American Bulletin, 8: 238; Crawford, Collations, p.

Geographical Society (incomplete); and 55; Huth, Catalogue, 2 : 440*; John Carter

Lenox Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, i : 386, No. 440;

Brunei, i : 1355.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (*. 1528, d. 1598.)

WARHAFFTE VND EIGENTLICHE BESCHREIBVNG DESZ KONIG-
REICHS CONGO IN AFRICA. FRANCKFORT AM MAYN, durcb Matthias

Becker, 1609. [227]

GERMAN INDIA
5
PART I. SECOND EDITION. 1609.

Folio. iherich vnd Hans Ifrael
|

von Bry ...
|

...
|

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, [dated]|. . . Dalum Franck-
1

fort am Mayn/

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, Aa, Bb, Cc, den i. Tag Martij Anno 1597. | , recto of

Dd, each 4 leaves (ihe lasl blank and Aiij. lo recto of [A iiij.] ; [blank], verso

genuine); lolal 60 leaves. of [A iiij.] ; [text,
in two books, the first

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as in 15 chapters, the first chapter with head-

reproduced ;
See No. 217], recto of [A]; ing] |

Die Schiffart aufz Lifzbo-
|

na ins

[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication, KSnigreich Congo. |, pp. 1-74; [index,

with heading] |

Den Wohlgebornen Graffen with heading] | Regifter . . .
| [3 lines] |

,

vnnd Henn/ Her;n Hans Georgen Graffen recto of Lij. to recto of[L iiij.]; [blank],
zu Solms/ ...

|

... vnnd Hertn Georgen verso of [L iiij.].

Graffen
[

zu Erbach ...
|

...
| [signed]] [Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con-

Auguftinus Cafliodorus Rei-
|

nius Francof. ventional head-piece] | Erklirung etlicher

ad Moen.
| [dated ] |

. . . Datum Franck- Capitel / deren hie-
|

vor . . . Portugalefer |

fort am Mayn den 15. Fe-
|
bruarij Anno in ... Erfcheinug . . . Kriegsruftung |

1597. |
, recto and verso of A ij.; [preface,

der Inwoner/ . . . Weibs-
| perfonen/ . . .

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

fch&nen
[

vnd Kunftreichen . . . vnd
|
zier-

Vonede vber die Befchreibung |

defz . . . lich . . .
|

Alles . . . Befchrei-
| bung . . .

Gun-
| ftigen Lefer.

| [signed] |

Hans Die-
|

...
|

... Gebruder vnd
| Burger zn
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Franckfort am Mayn. | [conventional orna-

ment] Gedruck zu Franckfort am Mayn/
durch Matthias Becker/ in Ver-

| legung

Hans Dietherich vnd Hans Ifrael von Bry |

Gebruder.
|

M. D.C. IX. , recto of [Aa] ;

[blank] , verso of [Aa] ; [14 plates,

versos blank, as described below], recto of

Aa
ij.

to verso of [Dd Hi.] ; [i blank

leaf], [Dd. iiij.].

PLATES: 14 Plates and 2 Maps, as

follows :

1. The 5th line of the text ends "ge-
han-" ; recto of Aa

ij.

2. With 17 lines of text, the ist ending
"
Portuga-" 5

recto of Aa iij.

3. [Die dritte Figur von der Klei-
|

dung der Manns Perfonen.
| ; 15 lines of

text, the ist ending
" Klei-" ; recto of

[Aa iiij.].

4.
|

Die . . . In-
1

wohner . . . ziehen/

|
vnd . . . fie

|

fich gebrauchen. |; the ist

line of text ending
"
Kleydung

"
; recto

ofBb.

5. With 15 lines of text, the ist ending

"Trach-"; recto of Bb ij.

6.
|

Die fechfte Figur/ . . .
|

. . .
|

;
12

lines of text, the ist ending "zufinden/" ;

recto of Bb iij.

7.
|

Die fiebende Figur/ . . .
|

. . . er-

klart.
|

; 14 lines of text, the ist ending

"vnder-"; recto of [Bb iiij.].

8.
|

Die achte Figur/ ...
|

...
| ; the

zd line of text ending
"
abgebilde-" ;

recto

of Cc.

9. With 16 lines of text, the ist ending
"findet"

;
recto of Cc ij.

10.
|

Die zehende Figur/. . .
|

. . .
|

;

with catchword "Wie" ; recto of [Cc iij.].

n. With 10 lines of text, the ist end-

ing "ange-"; recto of [Cc iiij. ].

12.
|

Von . . . K6-
| nigreichs . . . aufz

|

dem
|

> '4 l'nes f text tne Ist en <l-

ing "ver-"; recto of Dd.

13. With 10 lines of text, the ist end-

ing"einvn-"; recto of Ddij.

ro'dj$omo tit Africa/ un t> fcemt an*

in

faf>fen/in portugalt fifc^tr Qptaat^ QtfttUu

AVGVSTINVM CASSIODORVM.

tit wift 3 lirgcr ju grawtfurt.

3frn>

AL D. C. IX.

No. 227. TITLE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART I.; 20 EDITION; 1609.

Within the same engraved border as No. 226.
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14.
|

Von . . . Monomo-
| tapa/ . . .

|

[12 lines] |

ENDE.
|

;
the ist line of text

ending
" Key-" ;

recto of [Dd iiij.].

MAPS : identically the same as those in

No. 205 (LI i i), except that both maps
face the verso of [A iiij.].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, iii/a x 7%
inches. Bound same as No. 205. Map [2]

extended on lower left-hand margin ; map [i ]

(upper sheet) extended on lower margin ;

map [i] (lower sheet) extended on upper

margin ;
all three sheets backed with muslin.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that the map, Tabula

jEgypti, is on separate sheets ; the head-lines to the text, on the rectos read, |
defz

Konigreichs Congo |
, not " Des "; and the imprint to the title-page to the plates

reads:] ... in Ver-
| legung . . .

| , not "Verlegung".

The plates, in both Editions, have Arabic figures at the right-hand corners, but

those for plates 11 14 f l^e First Edition are decidedly smaller than those pre

ceding them.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford
;

Huth
j

Boston Athenaeum ; John

Carter Brown ; Yale University ; American

Geographical Society (imperfect) ; and

Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8: 238; Crawford, Collations, p.

55; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 441*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 386; Brunei,

i : 1355.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

ANDER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFVRT AM

MEYN, durch Joban Saur, 1598. [228]

GERMAN INDIA; PART II. FIRST EDITION. 1598.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: (?), 6

leaves; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L,

M, N, O, P, Q, each 4 leaves, R, 6 leaves,

a to k, each 4 leaves ; total 1 1 6 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as re

produced; See No. 228], recto of
[(?)];

[blank], verso of [(?)] ; Vonede vber die

Orienta-
|

lif'che Indien/ an den gunfti-|gen
Lefer.

|
, recto of

(?) ij. to verso of (?) iij. ;

[dedication, with heading] |

Den hoch vnd

wolgebornen/ | Geftrengen / Edlen/ Ern-

veften/ Weyfen vnd furfichti-
| gen Herm

reprefentirenden die gemeine Stende der

vereinig- |

ten Niederlandifchen Prouintzen.

| [signed] | Johan Huygen von Lindfchot-
|

ten von Harlen.
|

, recto of (?) iiij.
to verso

of
[(?) v.

] ;
|

Vorrede an den guthertzi- 1 gen
Lefer.

| [copperplate portrait of Linschoten]

|
, recto and verso of [(?) vj.]; [text, with

general heading] |

Der ander theil der Orienta-

|

lifchen Indien. |, pp. 1134; | Regifter

vber den Andern
|

Theil der Befchreibung

der Orientalifchen
|

Indien/ ...
|

. . .
|,

PP- [
I 3sH'39]i [blank], p. [140].

[Letterpress title-page to
plates] | [con

ventional head-piece] | Folgen hernacher
|

Eigentliche vnd warhaffte Furbil-
|
dungen

. . . Orient/ . . . anfang Africae bifz . . .

Geftaden defz . . . derfelben
|

vnd . . . die

| Portugalefer . . . Sclauen
|

fich alda ver-

halten.
[

Beneben ...
|

. . . ordent-
|

lichen

gefetzt. |

Alles . . . vnd
| jetzo . . . ge-

ben/ Durch
[

Hanz . . . Gebruder
|

vnd

. . . Franckfurt.
|

Getruckt zu Franckfurt

am Meyn/ durch
|
Johann Saur.

| |

M. D. XCVIII. |, recto of a; [blank],
verso of a; [38 plates; versos blank, ex

cept [kij.], which has the recto blank; and

accompanying text, as described below],
recto of a

ij. to verso of [k iiij.].

Page 39 is wrongly numbered 37; 40 is
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38; and 66 is 64. In some copies p. 18 is

wrongly numbered 20.

PLATES: 39 Plates and 3 Maps, as de

scribed below :

I.
|

Erfte Ankunfft etlicher Hollander

|

in Gabam.
|

; 13 lines of text, the ist end

ing
"
K&nigreich" ; recto of a ij.

II.
|

Was den Hollandern bey einem
|

Dorff Cermentyn genandt/ begegnet. | ; 15
lines of text, the ist ending "hinauff"

;

recto of a iij.

III.
| Beschreibung der Moren in der

In-|fel Mofambigue/ fo Caffres genennt
werden.

; 15 lines of text, the ist ending
"Aethio-" ; recto of [a iiij.].

IIII.
|

Wie die Caffres einander bekrie-

gen/ [

vnd wo mit fie jhre Helden That fur

dem K&nig bezeugen. [ ;
1 1 lines of text,

the ist ending "vntereinan-" ; recto of b.

V.
| Figuren der Aberinen aufz Prie-

|

fter Johans Landt/ wie auch der Arabier/ fo

in In- dien fur Schiffknecht dienen.
|

;
1 1

lines of text, the ist ending
" their '; recto

of b ij.

VI.
|

Wie die Inwohner in Ormus fchla-

|

fen/ vnd der Konig feine Verwandten defz

j

Gefichts beraube.
|

;
i o lines of text, the

ist ending "win/"
;

recto of b
iij.

VII.
| Zugder Perfianifchen Kauffleut/

fo Jahrlich zwey mahl von Alepo nach

Ormus
|

reifen vnd handlen.
| ; n lines of

text, the id ending "September"; recto of

[biiij.].

VIII.
|

Von den Brahmanen/ das ift/

In-
1

dianifchen Pfaffen/ Item von jhren Kauff-

leuten. |; 16 lines of text, the ist ending

"ge""
i
recto of c.

IX.
|

Wie die verftorbene Brachmanes
|

verbrandt werden / vnd jhre Weiber fich

lebendig zu-
|
gleich mit verbrennen laflen. ;

10 lines of text, the ist ending "gemeldet/";
recto of c ij.

X.
|

Hochzeitliche Ceremonien deren

von
| Balagate/ fo da ligt hinder Goa.

| ;

12 lines of text, the ist ending "Indian!-"
5

recto of b
iij.

XI.
|

Wie die Inwohner Balagete |

jhren Eydt thun.
|

;
i 3 lines of text, the id

ending "kehren"
; recto of [b iiij.].

XII.
|
Der Legal defz K&nigs Hidal-

1

cam in Goa.
|

;
10 lines of text, the ist end

ing "vnd"; recto of d.

XIII.
|

Abrifz einer Indianifchen Bauck-

|

lerin. Item eines Soldaten von Balagate :

So auch eines Indianifchen Bauwers mit

Weib vnd Kindt.
|

;
i 3 lines of text, the ist

ending "Balliadera/" ; recto of d
ij.

XIIII.
| Dreyerley art Scruff/ deren fich

die
|

zu Goa vnd Cochin zur Fifcherey ge-

brauchen.
|

;
10 lines of text, the ist ending

"dar-" ; recto of d iij.

XV.
|
Abbildung der Mahometifche

Mo-
1

ren/ wie auch der Malabaren/ fo

Polyas | genannt werden.
|

5
10 lines of text,

the ist ending "Meers"; recto of [d iiij.].

XVI.
|

Indianifche D6rfer vnd
|

Hutten.

[
;

10 lines of text, the ist ending "der"
;

recto of e.

XVII.
|

Der Portugalefer vnd Mala

baren
| Kriegs vnd Kauffmansfchiff in Indien.

| ;
10 lines of text, the ist ending "ge-

brau-"
; recto of e ij.

XVIII.
|

Der Konig von Cochin reitet
|

auff einem Elephant. |
; 10 lines of text, the

4th ending "von" ; recto of e iij.

XIX.
[

Warhaffte Abbildung der Pene-

| kays von S. Thoma. Item der Molu-

caner
|

vnd Peguaner. |
; 14 lines of text,

the ist ending "einer" ;
recto of [e iiij.].

XX.
[ Figuren deren von Malaca

|

vnd

laua.
|

; 10 lines of text, the ist ending
"die"

;
recto off.

XXI. Indianifcher Abgott Pagodes/ |

fampt der Mahometiften Tempel. |
;

1 1 lines

of text, the ist ending "armen"; recto of

fij.

XXII.
|

Proceflion vnd Imbfuhrung defz

| Pagodes/ fo in dem Konigreich Narfinga
in Indien ift.

|
;

10 lines of text, the ist end

ing "oder"; recto of f
iij.

XXIII.
|

Geftalt vnd Kleydung der

Manns
|

vnd Weibsperfonen in China.
|

; 14
lines of text, the ist ending "haben" ; recto

of [f iiij.].

XXIV.
I

Wie die I.egenten in China

auff
|

Stulen getragen werden/ fampt den

Spielfchiffen/ |

darinnen fie fpatzieren fahren.

|
;

10 lines of text, the ist ending "Man-";
recto of g.

XXV.
|

Wie die Weiber in China in

Stulen
j getragen werden/ fampt den Wagen/

fo mit dem
|

Windt fortgehen. |
; 9 lines of

text, the ist ending "Stand" ;
recto of

g'j-
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XXVI.
I

Schifffo in China gebrauchlich/

<le-
1

ren Scgel von Rohr/ vnd die Ancker

von Holtz gemacht. |
;

1 3 lines of text, the

ist ending "fon-"
;

recto of giij.

XXVII.
|

Wie die Loitti oder Regenten
in

|

China gemacht werden.
| ;

18 lines of

text, the ist ending "folgende"; recto of

[g'iij-]-

XXVIII.
|

Wunderbarliche Ceremonien

der Chiner fur jhrem Abgott. |
;

16 lines

of text, the ist ending "denn" ; recto of h.

XXIX.
|

Wie die Oberzichter vber die

Straf-
|

fen reitten / vnd auff was weifz die

Mifzthater ge-
|

foltert werden.
| ; 14 lines

of text, the ist ending "Stangen"; recto

of h
ij.

XXX.
|

Der Chinen Gefengnufz vnd
[

Halfzgericht. ; 1 5 lines of text, the i st end

ing "welchen"; recto of hiij.

XXXI.
|

Auffwas weifz die Chinen jhre

Ga-
] ftungen halten / auch wie fie die fter-

benden tioften.
j

;
12 lines of text, the ist

ending "vnd"
;

recto of
[hiiij.].

XXXII.
|

Wie die in China jhre Tod-

ten be- graben/ vnd fur die verftorbene

Seelen bitten.
| ;

16 lines of text, the ist

ending "jhre"; recto of i.

XXXIII.
|

Standt der Portugalefifchen

Re- genden in Indien.
| ;

8 lines of text,

the ist ending "o-"
;

recto of iij.

XXXIV.
| Portugalefer in Indien laflen

fich
|

in Senfften tragen.
|

;
8 lines of text,

the ist ending "laflen" ; recto of i
iij.

XXXV.
|

Wie der Portugalefer in In

dien/
|

Weibervnd TSchter getragen werden.

| ; 9 lines of text, the ist ending "wer-";
recto of

[i iiij.].

XXXVI.
|

Wallfahrten der Portugalefer

|

in Indien.
|

; 6 lines of text, the ist end

ing "bey" ; recto of k.

XXXVII. Two-page plate :

|

Der Marckt

zu Goa/ genannt Ceylon/ fampt dem Ge-
|

werb fo dafelbft getrieben wirdt.
|

; 13 lines

of text, the ist ending "India/"
;

verso of

[kij.] and recto of k
iij. (wrongly marked

kij.).

XXXVIII.
I

Wie die gemeine Portu

galefer vber
|

die Garten gehen.
|

;
i o lines

of text, the ist ending "For-"
;

recto of

[Kiiij.].
These plates all have numbers engraved

on the coppers, as in No. 207 (LI 21).

[XXXIX.] The plate of coins:
|

Mua-

tztenfa in den Orientalifchen Indien . . . /
. . .

|
, identically the same as in No. 107

(Ll2-i); facing p. no.
MAPS: Maps [I.], [II.], and [III.] of

Mozambique ; Java, Sumatra, etc. ;
and of

Goa ; identically the same as in No. 107

(LI 2-1)5 at pp. 1 6 and 17, 54 and 55, and

So and 81 respectively.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 14% x 8 inches.

Bound same as No. 205. Map [i] mounted

on a guard; [2] and [3] backed with mus

lin and mounted on guards.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that page 1 8 is correctly

numbered ; the numbers on the coppers of Plates XXIII. and XXXII. are correct, and

they are printed with their appropriate text ; this and all of the other copies of this Part

here described have Plate IV., which, owing to its shocking realism, is often wanting.

Of plate XXV., Crawford says (p. 65) : "There is a peculiarity about Plate No.

25 which deserves particular mention. It is that, to be perfect, the palanquin should

have a small curtain engraved and gummed by its upper edge to the plate. This being

raised, the figure seated inside can be seen. This lappet or curtain appears on one

only of the seven copies of this plate that I have. It is, probably, extremely rare."

In the present copy there is no such curtain. There is, however, a copy of this plate

with such a curtain in the Lenox Library.

This Edition of the German version appeared before the Latin, which is dated 1599.

Chapter III. contains the same matter that is to be found in chapters III., IIII., and

V. of the Latin Edition.
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OTHER COPIES: British Museum
; Craw

ford; Huth
; John Carter Brown; Ameri

can Geographical Society (imperfect) j
and

Lenox Libraries.

REFEREN CES. New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8:139; Crawford, Collations, p.

61; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 4.42 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 1:387, No. 441 ; Graesse,

7:132; Brunei, 1:1355.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

ANDER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFVRT AM

MEYN, durcb Erajmum Kempffer, 1613. [229]

GERMAN INDIA; PART II. SECOND EDITION. 1613.

I. Has 14 lines of text, the ist ending
"Hoi-".

II.
|

Was . . . Dorff
| Cermentyn ge-

nandt/ begegnet. | ; the ist line of text

ending "gefchif-".
III.

| Befchreibung . . . Infel Mofam-

bigue . . . werden.
| ; 14 lines of text, the

ist ending
" Ae-".

IIII.
|

Wie . . . vnd
|

wo . . . be-
|

zeu-

gen. | ; 10 lines of text, the ist ending
" vnter".

V.
| Figuren ... Jo- |

hans Landt / . . .

fur
|

Schiffknecht dienen.
|

;
the ist line of

text ending "welche".
VI.

|

Wie . . . fchlafen/
|
vnd ...

Gefichts
|

beraube.
| ;

the ist line of text

ending "erwehlt".

VII.
| Zug . . . / fo

| Jlhrlich . . . rey- |

fen vnd handlen.
;

10 lines of text, the 2d

ending
" Kauff-".

VIII.
|

Von . . . Indian!-
|

fchen . . .

Kauffleuten.
| ; 15 lines of text, the ist

ending
"
gemeinlich".

IX.
|

Wie . . . ver-
|

brandt ...
|
...

laflen.
| ; the ist line of text ending "Figur".

X. Has ii lines of text, the ist ending
" India-".

XI. Has 1 1 lines of text, the 2d ending
"mil".

XII. Has 9 lines of text, the ist ending
" einen ".

XIII.
|

Abrifz . . . Baucklerin.
|

Item

. . . fo auch eines In-
|

dianifchen . . .

Kindt.
| ;

the ist line of text ending
"Bal-".

XIIII.
| Dreyerley . . . zu

|

Goa . . .

ge- |
brauchen.

| ; 9 lines of text, the ist

ending
<< fie".

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : a leaves,

without signature-marks; A, B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, each 4
leaves ; R, 6 leaves ; a to k, each 4 leaves

;

total 112 leaves. Leaves [ka] and [k3]
have no signature-marks ; and R iiij.

is

wrongly marked R iij.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter

press title, as reproduced; See No. 229],

p. [i.]; [blank], p. [ii.]; ,|
Vorrede

an den guthertzi- | gen Lefer.
| [copperplate

portrait of Linschoten] | , pp. [iii.]-[iv. ] ;

[text,
with general heading] |

Der ander

theil derOrienta-
1

lifchen Indien. |, pp. 1-134;

[index, with heading] Regifter vber den

andern Theil
|

der Befchreibung der Orien-

talifchen In-
|

dien / . . . |. . . |,pp. [135]-

[139] ; [blank], p. [140] ; [letterpress

title] | Folgen hernacher Eigentliche vnd

warhaffte Furbildun-|gen . . . bisz in China

. . . Infu-
|

lanern . . . fampt | jhren . . .

Selauen fich allda
[

verhalten.
|

Beneben . . .

|

... orden-
j

lichen gesetzt. |

A lies . . . jetzo

|

von ...
|

Durch
|

Hans Dietherich vnd

Hans Ifrael von Bry Gebruder vnd
| Burger

zu Franckfurt.
| [diamond-shaped ornament]

|

Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am Mayn durch

Erafmum Kempffer. |

M. DC. XIII. ,

recto of a; [blank], verso of a; [38

plates; versos blank, except [kij.], which

has the recto blank; with accompanying text,

as described below] , recto of a
ij.

to verso

of [kiiij.].

Page 39 is wrongly numbered 37; and

40 is 38.

PLATES: 39 Plates and 3 Maps, identi

cally the same as in No. 228, except that :

AMERICANA CS34] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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XV. The ist line of text ends "defz". XXII.
|

Proceflion vnd vmbfuhrung defz

XVI. Has 9 lines of text, the ist ending Pa-
| godes/ ... In-

|

dien ift.
| ;

the ist

"India-". line of text ending "o-".

XVII. The ist line of text ends XXIII. Has 15 lines of text, the ist

"fich". ending "breite ".

XVIII.
|

Der Konig von Cochin reitet XXIV.
|

Wie . . . Stu-
|

len . . . darin-

auff| einem Elephant. | ;
the 4th line of text |nen . . . fahren.

;
n lines of text, the ist

ending "leich-". ending
" Mandori-".

XIX.
|

Warhaffte . . . Penekays |

von XXV.
|

Wie . . . ge- | tragen . . .
|

. . . vnd
| Peguaner. | ; the ist line of text . . .

|
;

10 lines of text, the ist ending

ending
" ei-". "ftandt".

XX. The ist line of text ends " h&ff- XXVI.
|

Schiff . . . deren
[ Segel . . .

lichfte". Holtz
|
gemacht. |

j
12 lines of text, the ist

XXI.
|

Indianifcher . . . fampt |

der ending "ha-".

Mahometiften Tempel. | ; the ist line of XXVII.
|

Wie . . . Chi-
|

na gemacht
text ending

" Teu-". werden.
| ;

the ist line of text ending "ge-".

ft fcrnt>n&an&mn>rtfli/ fo on P
aufi/ fcngf? t>em <ffabm Tfrbtica/

Vcnftfbm

Kiel Die puveugefittt/ tuitdje

s iti^eimifc^

Icinanlangt.

vScfofctdjett von Der Ovcfj&m^b^ e^tttfc^ti Vice-

i-oys n6 anbercr pankr In'^oa /3t<m t>on aUcn Dritnn*

lifchcn/3>^idiiifcfich SQSaaren nC Kummcrf^ajftcn:fampt tereij

ti*t<n/ Jafcn/ MIuHtjcn wi> i ^rtm Valoi otst

ftUgo t>oh Jttnbfc^otten auf;

ttclcber in i}.3&rm foKfecs metnfl all perfonl^ jugegen

r on ncttttm in ftocfitctiffc^ ferac^f/ b

f*nen3<gurm / in Xupffer gc|lo4)n/ fltjictec an

Zag ge&tn/

tbrwcff au SMntffurt am
fKraftnum Z^empjfcr"

No. 229. TITLE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART II.; 2D EDITION; 1613.

Within the same engraved border as No. 228
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XXVIII. The ist line of text ends XXXVI. Has 7 lines of text, the ist

"et-". ending "nachtlicher".

XXIX.
|

Wie . . . Straflen
|

reitten/ . . . XXXVII. Two-page plate :
|

Der ...

gefol- |

tert werden.
| ;

the ist line of text Gewerb
|

fo . . . wirdt.
| j

the ist line of

ending "fil-". text ending "In-".

XXX.
|

Der ... vnd
|

vnd Halfzgericht. XXXVIII. Has 8 lines of text, the ist

|

the ist line of text ending
" Luft-". ending

"
Portugalefcr ".

XXXI. Has 13 lines of text, the ist All the plates are numbered on the cop-

ending
" be-".

XXXII.
|

Wie . . . begraben/ |

vnd ...

bitten.
|

;
the ist line of text ending

"fch&nfte".

XXXIII. The ist line of text ends

" reich
"

.

XXXIV. The ist line of text ends

"fich".

pers as in the First Latin Edition.

[XXXIV.] Faces p. 100.

MAPS: [i] Between pp. 18 and 19.

[2] Faces p. 54.

[3] Faces p. 80.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, ni%9 x

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Folio

XXXV. extended on lower and outer mar

gins ; plate XXXVII. mounted on a guard ;XXXV.
|

Wie . . . Wei-
|

ber .

werden.
| ;

10 lines of text, the ist ending map [i] mounted on a guard, and maps
"werden". [2] and [3] backed with muslin and

mounted on guards.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that it lacks the first

"Vorrede" and dedication, of four leaves, which are described by him (p. 61), as

follows: "2. Vorrede. 2 folios. Signatures ):( ii, and ):( iij.
Not mentioned

by Brunet. 3. Dedication as in first edition. At the end of the second folio a

diamond-shaped ornament, which is not found in the first edition. Signature

OTHER COPIES : British Museum; Craw

ford
;
Huth

; Boston Athenaeum
; John Car

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8: 239; Crawford, Collations, p.

ter Brown; Yale University; American 61
; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 443*; John

Geographical Society (104 leaves); and Carter Brown, Catalogue, i: 387; Brunet,

Lenox Libraries. The copy described in i: 1356; Graesse, 7: 133.

the John Carter Brown Catologue corre

sponds with this copy.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528,^. 1598.)

DRITTER THEIL INDITE ORIENTALIS.
Mattbitum Becker, 1 599.

FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb

[230]

GERMAN INDIA
;
PART III. FIRST EDITION. 1599.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : )(, 6

leaves (the last blank and lacking) ; A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,

Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Ee, each

4 leaves ; Ff, 6 leaves (the last blank and

lacking); a to h, each 4 leaves; i, 2 leaves;

k to q, each 4 leaves (the last blank and

lacking); total 186 leaves. Leaf K iij. is

wrongly marked K
ij. ;

and e
ij.

and i have

no signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title,
as

reproduced; SeeNo. 230], recto of [)(];

[blank], verso of [)(];
An den grofzgun-
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1NDIAE ORIENTALIS,
U
crt

o[

<n^

Sfacrpfort wc.fo t>meriwgen miffffo||cn/wi& fcann i

In/Iauannb Sumatra, fflmpf @ittt/f<&J n6 upcrffl*

III. K ciarfot b otrrmdttm

M D. XGIX.

No. 230. TITLE-PACE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART III.; IST EDITION; 1599.

Reduced ; original 1 1 x 7% inches.
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ftigen Lefer /
1

vnd Liebhabcr frembder newer

Hiftorien.
| [signed] | Joan Theodor/ vnd

|

Joan Ifrael de Bry /
1

Gebruder.
|
, recto of) ( ij.

to recto of [)(v.]; Nothwendige Errata.

| [8 lines] |
, verso of [)(v.]j [text,

with

heading] |

Dritter Theil
|

INDITE ORIEN-
TALIS.

|

Darinnen Erftlich das ander
|

Theil

der Schiffahrt Joann Huygens von Lindt-|

fchotten aufz Holland / fo er in Orient gethan/

begriffen. . . .
| [5 lines] |

, pp. 1-83 ;

[blank], p. [84]; [text,
with heading]

|

Indianifche Historia/
|

Darinnen erzehlet

wirdt/ was
|

den Holl&ndifchen Schiffen wider-

fahren/ . . .
| [4 lines] , pp. 85-172; -

[preface, with heading]] GERARDVS DE
VEER

|

von Amfterdam. L. S. [dated] |

. . . Penult.
| Aprilis, Anno 1598.

|
, pp.

173-175; [text, with heading] |

Befchrei-

bung der Hollendifchen
|

vnd Seelendifchen

dreyen Schifffahrten nach Mit-
1

ternacht in

Cathay oder Chinara zufahren/ Anno 1594.

I
'595- vnd '596- gefchehen. |, pp. 176

333 ; [list
of names, with heading] |

Vnnd

find difz die Namen der|zw61ff Manner/ fo

zu Amfterdam wider [ankommen. ([13 lines],

p. [234].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con

ventional head-piece] | Warhafftige / Eygent-
liche Contrafaytung vn Furbildung / der

|

See Mappen/ . . . de-
|

ren . . . gan- [

tzen

Schiffart . . . diefen
| dreyen Buchern . . .

Befchreibung |

aufzfuhrlich erklart werden.

| Sampt . . . kurtzer
| Explication . . . jedes

|

Stuck angefugt. |

Schon / zierlich vnd klar-

lich in Kuptfer geftochen / von neuwem an

| Tag geben / vnd fur Augen geftelt / durch

Hans Dieterich/ vnd Hans
|

Ifrael de Bry
Gebruder / vnd Burger zu Franckfurt

|

am

Mayn. | [diamond-shaped ornament] |

Getruckt zu Franckfurt am Mayn / durch
|

Matthes Becker.
| |

M. D. XCIX.
| ,

recto of [a]; [blank], verso of [a]; [58

plates ;
versos blank, except e, i (which has

recto blank), and q ij. ; with accompanying

text] , recto of a ij. to verso of q ij. ;

[index, with heading] |

In vorgefetzter

Mappen ift die In-
1

fel Noua Zembla / auch

das Ort Waygat / vnd das Ge-
|

flatten an

Tartarey vnd ReufTen hin / bifz gen Kildein

| eygentlich furgebildet / . . .
| [5 lines]]

ENDE.
|
, recto and verso of q iij. ; [colo

phon] Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am Mayn/
durch Matthes Be-

1

cker / In verlegung Jo-
hann Theodor / vnd Johann If- rael de Bry /

gebruder.
|

ANNO CHRISTI,
| |

M. D.

XCIX./, verso of qiij. ; [i blank leaf],

[qiiij.]. Page 145 is wrongly numbered 146 ;

201 is 101
;
and folio XXXIX. is XXIX.

PLATES : 60 Plates and 4 Maps, as fol

lows :

I.
|

Wie der Viceroy zu Goa eine Arma-

|

da aufzgefchickt/ etliche Seerauber zu

bekriegen. ; 15 lines of text, the ist end

ing "in" ; recto of aij.

II. Wie ein Amiral Schiff/ fo aufz

Por- tugal nach Goa in Indien fahren wolt /

zu-
] grund gangen. | ; 1 1 lines of text, the

ist ending
" von

"
; recto of a iij.

III.
|

Eine Portugalifche Armada / von

|

dem Turcken erlegt. |
;

10 lines of text,

the ist ending "der"; recto of [aiiij.].

IV.
| Furbildung einer Morderifche that /

|

in der Statt Goa / darzu defz, ermordten

Ehefrauw
|

selbften hulff vnd raht gethan. |
;

21 lines of text, the ist ending "Demant-";
recto of b.

V.
|

Ein grofles Erdbeben / in der In-
1

fel S. Michael gefchehen. |
;
10 lines of text,

the ist ending "Michae-"; recto of b ij.

VI.
|

Ein groffer Sturm in der Infel
|

Tercera.
|

; 14 lines of text, the ist ending
" 140." ;

recto of b iij.

VII.
|

Hernacher folgen die Figuren vnnd

|

Hiftorien der Hollandifchen Schiffarten :

Vnd erftlich de-
1

ren / welche in der Inftilen

laua vnd Sumatra gewefen find /
|

alles auffs

trewlichft vnd fleiffigft furgebildet. |

Contra-

fayt der Volcker / fo an dem Vorgebirg /

oder
| Capo borne fpei wohnen. i. ; 10

lines of text, the ist ending "fich"; recto

of [b iiij.].

VIII.
|

Die Infel Madagafcar/ fonften

S. |Laurentij/ fampt deren gelegenheit. 2.
|

;

12 lines of text, the ist ending
" trucke-

nen/"; recto of c.

IX.
[ Contrafaytung defz Landt Volcks|

in der Infel Madagafcar oder S. Laurentij.

3. | ;
12 lines of text, the ist ending "Mada

gafcar" ; recto of cij.

X.
|

Wie das Volck in der Infel S. Lau-

| rentij oder Madagafcar ein Tantz fuhret. 4.

AMERICANA CS383 CHURCH CATALOGUE
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1
5 1 1 lines of text, the i st ending

" wilde ";

recto of c iij.

XI.
| Contrafaytung eines Konigs der

|

Infel Madagafcar. 5. |
; 13 lines of text, the

ist ending "groffe"; recto of
[ciiij.].

XII.
| Eygentliche Abcotrafaytung

zweyer|Indianifchen Flecken in der Infel S.

Maria. 6.
|
;
n lines of text, the ist end

ing
" wa-"; recto of d.

XIII.
|

Die Indianer der Infel Pugna- 1

tan/ fampt einem Abexin. 7. ; 9 lines of

text, the ist ending
" der"

;
recto of d ij.

XIV. |Wie das Landvolck in der Infel]

Sumatra befchaffen. 8.
|

;
10 lines of text,

the ist ending "Sunda:"; recto of d iij.

XV.
|

Was es mil der Meerpforte Schiff-

ftell / vnd der Statt Bantam / fampt den

vmbligenden |

Infulen / vnd Waflerbachen

fur eine gelegenheit hab. 9.
[

;
12 lines of

text, the ist ending "fchone"; recto of

[diiij.].

XVI.
|

Wie wir die Statt Bantam befchof-

|

fen/ vnd die Pinas mit 24. Fuften ftritte.

10.
| ; ii lines of text, the ist ending

"
der"; recto of e.

XVII.
|

Wie die Statt Bantam gelegen.

11.
| ; 9 lines of text, the 4th ending "be-

fchlief-" ;
title and description on verso of

[e], and plate on recto of [eij.].

XVIII.
| Hey rath vnd Hochzeitliche

folennitet /
|

deren in der Statt Bantam. 12.

|
; 14 lines of text, the 2d ending "was"

;

recto of e
iij.

XIX.
|

Wie die Hauptleut vn Oberften

auff
|

der Straffen eynher tretten. 13.
|

; 13

lines of text, the ist ending "Straf-"; recto

of
[eiiij.].

XX. Die Kriegsleut zu Bantam/ mit
|

jhrer Ruftung. 14.
|
;

10 lines of text, the ist

ending "auch"
;

recto off.

XXI. Eygentlicher Abrifz der fremb-

den
|

Kauffleut zu Bantam. 15.
|
;

8 lines of

text, the ist ending
" Kauffleut /

"
; recto

of f
ij.

XXII.
| Folgen noch etliche andere

frembde
|

Kaufftleut zu Bantam. 16.
| ;

10

lines of text, the ist ending "frem-"; recto

of f
iij.

XXIII.
| Contrafaytung der Kauffleut

aufz
|

China/ fo zu Bantam handeln. 17.
|

;

13 lines of text, the ist ending "Handel/";
recto of [f iiij.].

AMIRICANA

XXIV.
|

Der Chinefer Abgotterey vnd

G5-| tzendienft zu Bantam. 18.
|

; 9 lines

of text, the ist ending
" befonderen

"
;

recto of g.

XXV.
|

Wie die zu Bantam jre Verfam-

lung |

halten/ welche fie den Kriegsraht

nennen. 19. ;
10 lines of text, the ist end

ing "ver-"; recto of gij.

XXVI.
| Contrafaytung der Bauwren /

fo fich ohnlengft / hinder der Statt nieder

gelaflen haben/ fampt anderen Slauen. 20.
| ;

ii lines of text, the ist ending "ohnlengft";
recto of g iij.

XXVII.
|

Galiotten vnd Fuften der Ja- 1

uaner. 21.
; 9 lines of text, the ist ending

"jhnen" ; recto of
[gi'tij.].

XXVIII.
|
Folgen hernacher viererley

Schiff/
1

deren fich die zu Bantam gebrauchen.

22. ;
10 lines of text, the ist ending "ei-";

recto of h.

XXIX.
|

Ein tantz der Jauaner. 23.
]

;

9 lines of text, the ist ending "die"
;

recto of h
ij.

XXX.
|

Geftalt der Becken oder Keflel /

wel- die fie fur jhre Glocken / vnd fur jhre

Muficalifche In-|ftrument gebrauchen. 24.

|;
10 lines of text, the ist ending "auff";

recto of h
iij.

XXXI.
|

Ein verrahterlicher Mord / der

Ja- 1

uaner/ auff dem Schiff Hollandia. 25.
|
;

16 lines of text, the ist ending "hatten/" ;

recto of [h iiij.].

XXXII. Two-page plate :
] Eygentliche

Contrafaytung defz Bazars oder Marckts zu

Bantam / fampt alien |feinen Wahren. 26.
|
;

6 lines of text, the ist ending
" Honig" ;

verso of [i] and recto of i
ij.

XXXIII.
| Contrafaytung der Infel Baly.

27.
| ;

ii lines of text, the ist ending "In

fel"
;

recto of k.

XXXIV.
|

Wie fich die K&nige in der

Infel
|
Baly fuhren laffen. 28.

|
; 13 lines of

text, the ist ending "vnd" ;
recto of k ij.

XXXV.
|

Wie fich die Furnemften in

der In-
1

fel Baly tragen laflen. 29.
|

;
ii

lines of text, the ist ending "zu"
;

recto

of k iij.

XXXVI.
| Folgen hernacher etliche

fchone Fi-
| guren vnnd gedenckwurdige

Hiftorien / fo die Hollander auff
| dreyen

Schiffarten / gegen Norwegen / Reuffiam vnd

539 "1 CHURCH CATALOGUE
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Lappenlandt / in
|

Norten / durch das Eyfz
Meer furgenommen / begegnet find / alles

zierlich vnd nach dem rechten Original

furgetragen. Erftlich i wie vns ein Bar an

vnfern Nachcn kam / vnd
|

was fich mil jm

begab. i.
;

10 lines of text, the ist ending

"ei-"; recto of
[kiiij.].

XXXVII. |Warhafftige Contrafaytung /

der
|

Walreuffen / fo da find monftra oder

Meer-
1

wunder. 2.
| ;
n lines of text, the

ist ending
" eine

"
; recto of 1.

XXXVIII.
|

Abrifz der Straffen Naffau /

mil al-|ler gelegenheit. 3. |
; 9 lines of text,

the ist ending "defz
"

; recto of 1
ij.

XXXIX.
|

Wie ein erfchrecklicher grau-

famer /
| groffer Bar/ zween vnferer mitge-

fellen
|

zerrifle. 4. ;
n lines of text, the ist

ending "genannt/" ;
recto of liij.

XL.
|

Ein Wunderzeichen am Hirnel /

vnd
|

wie wir einen Bam fiengen. 5. | ; 12

lines of text, the ist ending "einen" ; recto

of [liiij.].

XLI. Eygentliche Contrafaytung der

wil-|den Samuiten genannt. 6.
; 9 lines of

text, the ist ending "Fufzveften:"
;

recto

of m.

XLII.
|

Wie vnfer Schiff im Eyfz ftecken

|

blieb/ vnd bey nahe drey der vnferen

daruber[verdorben. 7. | ; 9 lines of text, the

ist ending "f&rde-"
;
recto of m ij.

XLIII.
|

Von zween Biren/ welche fich

zu vn-
1

ferem Schiff naheten / vnd was fich

mit den-|felben begab. 8.
|

;
10 lines of

text, the ist ending "etwas" ; recto of

m
iij.

XLIV.
|

Wie das Eyfz vnfer Schiff

vornen|in die h&he auffhube. 9. |
;

10 lines

of text, the ist ending "gleich-"; recto of

[miiij.].

XLV.
|

Wie wir ein Haufz zimerten /

darin-
1

nen wir vns den Winter vber erhalten

mSchten. 10.
|

;
12 lines of text, the ist

ending "aufz" ;
recto of n.

XLVI.
|

Wie wir vnfern letzten Schlitten

ans
|

Landt fchleifften / vnd was vns damals

begegnet. n.
|

;
10 lines of text, the ist

ending "den "
;

recto of n ij.

XLVII.
| Eygentliche manir defz Haufes/

dar-
|

innen wir winterten. 12.
|;

12 lines

of text, the ist ending "be-"; recto of

niij.

XLVIII.
|

Wie wir einen BSrn fchoffen /

darvon
|

wir wol hundert pfundt Schmaltz

bekamen. 13. ;
n lines of text, the ist

ending "vnd"; recto of
[niiij.].

XLIX.
|

Wie wir zurichten / widerumb

nach[ Holland! zu fahren. 14.
|
;
n lines of

text, the ist ending "vnd"
;

recto of o.

L. Wie wir den weg zurichten / dar-

durch
|

wir vnfer Schiff vnd Wahren in das

Meer
|

fchleifften. 15. ; 9 lines of text, the

i st ending
" wir

"
; recto of o

ij
.

LI. Befchreibung defz Anfangs vnfe-

|

rer Wider Reifz. 16.
] ; 9 lines of text, the

ist ending "das" ; recto of o
iij.

LII.
|

Wie wir beynahe einen Schiff-

bruch erlitten / vnd vns mit groffer gefahr

Eyfz begeben mufzten. 1 7.
| ;

ist ending "gewe-'

auff das

lines of text, the

recto of [oiiij.].

LIU.
|

Wie wir von wegen defz Eyfes

vnfer|Schiff/ widerumb auff das Eyfz zogen/
vnd was fich

|

alda zugetragen hat. 18.
| ;

10 lines of text, the ist ending "mufz-"
;

recto of p.

LIV. Ware Abcotrafaytung vnfer

Schiff/
|

vnd wie wir bey nahe mit den Wal-

reuflen in ge- 1

fahr kommen. 19. |;
12 lines

of text, the ist ending "vn-" ; recto of

pij.

LV.
|

Wie wir endtlich widerumb zu

Leu- ten kamen / fo Reuffen waren. 20.
|

;

12 lines of text, the ist ending "das" ;

recto of p iij.

LVI.
|

Wie wir durch einen Sturm in

der
|

Nacht vns verlohren / vnd von einander

kamen /
1 fampt andern zuftinden. 21.

|
5 10

lines of text, the ist ending "einen";
recto of [piiij.].

LVII.
|

Wie wir vber das weifle Meer

kom-
1

men / vnd an Lappiam angelandet /

da wir etliche Hut-| ten mit Reuflen vnd

Lappen funden. 22.
| ;

12 lines of text, the

ist ending "ka-"; recto of q.

LVIII. Wie wir vnfere Reife bifz gen
Cola

[

befurderten. 23.
|

; 15 lines of text,

the ist ending
" Waf-"; recto of q ij.

Plates [LIX.] and [LX.] and the four

Maps identically the same as in No. 208

(LIs-i
1
); between [Ffv.] and [a]; the

Map of Nova Zembla, verso of qij.
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No. 230 Tbeodor De Bry 1599

CONDITION: Size of leaf, nnHa x7%
inches. Bound in brown cloth. Maps
mounted on guards ;

folio IV. and XLI.

strengthened on lower margins ;
folio

XIII. mended on lower margin, part of

text lacking ;
folios XXXVII. and XLV.

strengthened on lower margins; folio XLIX.

extended on lower outer corner, a portion

of the plate and nearly all the text lacking.

Plates closely trimmed, and some cut into

on the outer margins. The plates and maps
have been supplied from a smaller copy

measuring 11% x 7% inches ; many of the

former in poor condition.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that it lacks the blank

leaves required to complete signatures ) (, Ff, and q ;
and maps 36 in this copy

have both the Latin and German inscriptions. Copies with all the maps (six, accord

ing to Crawford, and eight, according to Graesse and Brunet) are rarely found, as is

shown by the following list: British Museum, 6; Crawford, 6; Huth, 4; John

Carter Brown, 5 ; Lenox, 7 and 5 respectively.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ;
Craw

ford ; Huth
;

Boston Athenaeum
; John

Carter Brown ; American Geographical

Society (189 leaves) ;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 239 j Crawford, Collations, p.

67; Huth, Catalogue, i : 444*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, 1:388, No. 442 5

Graesse, 7: 133; Brunet, i: 356.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

DRITTER THEIL INDLE ORIENTALIS. OPPENHEIM, bey Hieronymo Gal-

lern, 1616. [23 J ]

GERMAN INDIA
;
PART III. SECOND EDITION. 1616.

von Lind-
|

fchotten . . .
| [5 lines] |

, pp. i-

75; [blank], p. [76]; [text, with head

ing] |

Indianifche Hiftoria/ Darinnen erzeh-

let wirt / was
|

den Hollandifchen Schiffen

widerfahren . . .
| [4 lines] |

, pp. 77-156;

[preface, with heading] |

GERARDUS
DE VEER

|

von Amfterdam. L. S.
| [dated]

|

... Penult.
| Aprilis, Anno 1598. |, pp.

157-159; [text, with heading]] Befchrei-

bung der Holl&ndi-
|

fchen . . . Schiffahrten

nach . . . zufahren/l Anno 1594. . . .

gefchehen. |, pp. 160219 i [list
of

names with heading] [

Vnd . . . Namen
der

|

zw61ff Manner/ fo zu Amfterdam

wider
|

ankommen.
| [12 lines] |

, p. [220];

[i blank leaf], [Ddiiij.].

[Letterpress title-page to
plates] [con

ventional ornament] |
Warhafftige/ Eygent-

liche Contrafaytung vnd Furbildung/ ]

der

See Mappen/ . . . auch
[

deren . . . Gettalt

. . . gantzen |

Schiffart . . . Vnd . . . dreyen
1 Buchem . . . aufzfuhrlich erkllrt werden.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: )(, 2

leaves , A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L,

M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa
to Dd, each 4 leaves (the last blank and

genuine); a to h, each 4 leaves; i, 2 leaves;

k to q, each 4 leaves (the last blank and

genuine); total 171 leaves. Leaf eij. is

wrongly marked e
iij. ;

and e iij. has no

signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter

press title, as reproduced ;
See No. 231],

recto of [)(]; [blank], verso of [)(];

[dedication, with heading] Dem Wol
Edlen / Geftrengen vnd Veften

| Philipps

ChriftofFeln von vnd
|

zu Frankenftain/ . . .

| [3 lines] | [signed] | JoHANNES-THEODORUS
cle BRY

|

von Strafzburg/ . . .
|

Buchhandler

zu Oppenheim. |
, recto and verso of

) ( ij. ;

[text, with heading] |

Dritter Theil
|

IN-
DUE ORIENTALIS Darinnen Erftlich das

ander
|

Theil der Schiffart Johann Huygens

AMERICANA C541] CHURCH CATALOGUE



1616 Tbeodor De Bry No. 231

I Sampt . . . kurtz er
| Explication . . .

Stuck
| angefugt. Sch5n/ . . . Tag [ geben/

...
| geftcllt/ . . . Ifrael

|

de Bry gebohren
zu Straszburg. | [conventional ornament] |

Getruckt zu Opppenheim bey Hieronymo
Gallern/

|

In Vorlegung Johann Dieterichs

de Bry. | |

M D C XVI.
|

, recto of
[a] ;

XIV. Has 9 lines of text, the ist ending
"an ".

XV. Has ii lines of text, the ist

ending
"

Meerpfortten/".
XVI.

|

Wie . . . befchlof-
|

fen/ ...
| 5

10 lines of text, the ist ending "jh-".
XVII. The 4th line of text ends " der

"
.

-[blank], verso of [a] ; [sSplates; versos In binding, leaves [c ij. ]
and c iij. have been

blank, except e, i (which has recto blank), and wrongly folded, thus bringing Plate XVIII.

qij. ;
with accompanying text, as described between Plate XVII. and its title and text,

below]; recto of a
ij.

to verso of qij. ; [in- XVIII. jHeyrath vnd hochzeitliche

dex, with heading] |

In vorgefetzter Mappen Solen-
[

nitet / deren in der Statt Bantam,

ift die In-
|

fel Nova Zembla/ ... [7

lines] | , recto and verso of q iij. ; [
i

blank leaf], [q iiij.].

Page 121 is wrongly numbered 123 ;

12.
|

; 15 lines of text, the ad ending
"ohn ".

XIX.
|

Wie ... vnd Oberften
|

auff

. . . einher tretten. 13. I ;
n lines of text,

and the numbers 161166 are omitted in the ist ending "wirt".
the pagination.

PLATES : 60 Plates and 4 Maps, identi

cally the same as in No. 230, except that :

I. Has 14 lines of text, the ist ending
"Hiftorien ".

II. Wie ...
|

... zugrund | gangen.

|
; 9 lines of text, the ist ending "ab-".

XX. Has 9 lines of text, the ist ending
"Ron-".

XXI. Has 7 lines of text, the ist end

ing
" be-".

XXII. Has 9 lines of text, the ist

ending "Kauff-".

XXIII. Has ii lines of text, the ist

III. Has 9 lines of text, the ist end- ending "Wah-".
XXIV. Has 8 lines of text, the ist

ending "ift".

XXV. Has 9 lines of text, the ist

24 lines of text, the ist ending "fo".
XXVI. Has 10 lines of text, the ist

ending
" erlaub-".

[X]XVII. Has 7 lines of text, the ist

ending "in". This plate is wrongly

mg "zu .

IV.
| Furbildung . . . MSrderifchen

|

That . . . Ehe-
|

frauw . . . Hulff vnd

Raht gethan.
|

ending "der".

V.
[

Ein . . . Infel
|

S. Michael ge-

fchehen.
|

;
8 lines of text, the ist end

ing "er-".

VI. Has 13 lines of text, the ist ending numbered XVII.
" zu-".

VII.
|

Hernacher . . . vnd
|

Hiftorien

. . . deren/
|

welche . . . Java . . . trew

lichft
]

vnd ...
|

...
| Capo bonae fpei-

wohnen. i.
|

;
the ist line of text ending

"mil".
VIII. Has 10 lines of text, the ist

ending
" Stein-".

IX. Has ii lines of text, the ist end

ing
" befchaffen /

"
.

X. Has 10 lines of text, the ist ending
" tantzen/".

XI. The ist line of text ends "oder".
XII. Has 10 lines of text, the ist end

ing "folgender".
XIII. Has 8 lines of text, the ist end

ing "StrafTen".

XXVIII. Has 8 lines of text, the ist

ending
" Maft ".

XXIX. Has 8 lines of text, the ist

ending "dar-".

XXX. Has 9 lines of text, the ist end

ing "Ma-".
XXXI. Has 15 lines of text, the ist

ending "hat-".

XXXII. Has 5 lines of text, the ist

ending "feyl.".
XXXIII. Has 10 lines of text, the ist

ending "zu ".

XXXIV. Has ii lines of text, the ist

ending "wer-".

XXXV.
[

Wie . . . Fflrnembften in der

|

Insel . . . laflen. 29. | ; 9 lines of text,

the ist ending "Feld".
AMERICANA C542] CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 231 TbeodorDeBry 1616

XXXVI. Has 9 lines of text, the id XLI.
| Eygentliche . . . der

|

wilden . . .

ending "durch.
"

genannt. 6.
[

; 8 lines of text, the ist end-

XXXVII. Has 9 lines of text, the ist ing
" dem ".

ending
" Meer-". XLII. Has 7 lines of text, the ist end-

XXXVIII. Abrifz . . . rait
]

aller Ge- ing "kunten/".

legenheit. 3. ;
8 lines of text, the ist XLIII.

|

Von . . . zu vnferem . . . mit

ending "fur".
|

denfelben begab. 8.
|

; 9 lines of text, the

XXXIX.
|

Wie . . . graufamer/ | grof- ist ending
" vora ".

fer . . . zerrifle. 4.
|

; 9 lines of text, the XLIV. Wie ... in die H6he auff-

ist ending
" anlandeten/ ". hube. 9. ;

8 lines of text, the ist ending

XL.
|

Ein . . . Himmel/
|

vnd . . . "Eyfz".

fiengen. 5. | ; n lines of text, the ist

ending
" zu-".

INDITE ORJENTALIS
Wrmitm etftltd? DatfanlwX$eil
Der @c$flfajjm tyfam #ut$eti# wri

iijj J^60and / fo cr

fuifom
mm/ 5Bie aitd^ aHe^/tt as? titt %Mt>otatit><i im ianb/vnbna$ma(*

fluff fdn<r

Javan vnb Sum3tta,famp t im/ &&wtm5 6pr|?in
:

on/; c.

III.

Dim/turd) batf 0)2(wm4(g((^ o&t
vncrf)

2tUea uff0
arim(n)e

8wfmmn dcfugr*

OHAN-THEODOR.
de BRY,

M DC X V it

No. 231. TITLE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART III.; 2D EDITION; 1616.

Within the same engraved border as No. 230.
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1616 Tbeodor De Bry No. 231

XLV. Has ii lines of text, the ist LVI. Has 9 lines of text, the ist ending

ending
"
Eyfz". "dafz".

XLVI. Has 9 lines of text, the ist LVII.
|

Wie . . . Meer
|

kommen/ . .

ending "Schlitten". mit
|

ReufTen . . . funden. 22.
]

j
n lines

XLVII. Has ii lines of text, the ist of text, the ist ending "an",

ending
" mufz-". LVIII. Has 14 lines of text, the ist

XLVIII. Has 10 lines of text, the ist ending "hal-".

ending "hinaufz". [LIX.] Between pp. 44 and 45.

XLIX. Has 9 lines of text, the ist [Lx -] Between pp. 46 and 47.

ending "die-". MAPS: [i] Between the verso of
)( ij.

L. Has 8 lines of text, the ist ending and p. i.

"darvon". [2] Between pp. 62 and 63.

LI.
|
Befchreibung . . . vnferer

[

Wider [3] Between pp. 160 and 161 (wrongly

Reifz. 1 6.
|

;
8 lines of text, the ist ending numbered 167).

"Meer". [4-] Printed so as to biing the inscrip-

LII.
|

Wie ...
|

erlidten/ Gefahr . . . tion in the upper inner corner. It usually

|

. . .
|

;
8 lines of text, the ist ending occurs in the lower outer corner ; verso

"etlich-". ot" q ij.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 11% x 7%

LIII. Has 9 lines of text, the ist end- inches. Bound same as No. 205.

ing
" endt-". Maps [i] and [2] backed with muslin

LIV. Has n lines of text, the ist and mounted on guards ; map [3] and folio

ending "Bot". XXXII. mounted on guards; folios XVII.

LV.
|

Wie . . . Leuten
|

kamen/ ... and XVIII. have been transposed by the

waren. 20.
| ; ii lines of text, the ist binder,

ending "Eck".

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that the maps are the

same as in No. 230. Copies of this edition vary in the number of the maps, having

from five to nine.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum; Craw- REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

ford; Huth ;
Boston Athenaeum; John Bulletin, 8 : 239 ; Crawford, Collations, p.

Carter Brown ;
Yale University ;

and Lenox 67; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 446*; John

Libraries. Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 389 ; Brunet,

1 : 1357.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528,^. 1598.)

VIERDER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFVRT AM

MAYN, Bey Wolff. Richter, 1600. [232]

GERMAN INDIA; PART IV.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: (.-.), A,

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,

P, A, B, C, D, each 4 leaves
; E, 6 leaves ;

total 86 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letter

press title, as reproduced ;
See No. 232 a],

rectoof [(.-.)]; [blank], verso of [(.-.)];

FIRST EDITION. 1600.

[dedication,
with heading] |DEm Durch-

leuchtigen Hochge- |

bornen Furften vnd

Herren/ Herren Friderichen/ Hertzogen

zu Wurtembcrgk/ ...
|

... [his coat of

arms; with supporters] | [signed] |
Johan-

Dieterich / vnd
| Johan-Iirael de Bry, Ge-

bruder.
| [dated] |

. . . Geben in Franckfort

am Mayn/ den er-|ften Tag February, . . .

AMERICANA C544U CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 232 Tbeodor De Bry 1600

taufent fechshundert.
|

, recto of
(. )

2

to recto of [(.-.) 3] ;
|

Voraede an den

gutwilligen |

Lefer.
|

, verso of
[(.'.) 3] to

recto of [(.-.) 4]; |

Errata fo hierinn zu

Corrigieren. | [i 3 lines] |
, verso of [(.

-

.)4] ;

[Linschoten's description of the East In

dies, with heading]] Kurtzer vnd warhafftiger
Be-

|

richt/ von allerley Thieren/ . . .
|

. . .
|

. . . fo in Oft-Indien ge- ]

funden

werden/ ...
|

...
|

Befchrieben durch
|

Johan Hugen von Lintfchotten.
|

, pp. i

98 j [description of the Island of Java,
with heading] |

Kurtze erzehlung wz fur

Thier/ fonderlich aber in der

Infel laua
| gefunden werden. , pp. 99-

113 ; [voyage of the Dutch to the East

Indies, with heading] | Warhatftige Befchzei-

bung der
|

letzten Reife / fo die Hollander in

Oft Indien gethan
|

haben / .. . .
| [ 3 lines] |

,

pp. 114-121 ; [blank], p. 122.

[Letterpress title-page to
plates] | [con

ventional head-piece] | WarhafFtige vnd

eygentliche | Contrafaytung oder Abbil-

dungen/ [5 lines] Alles luftig vnd zier-

lich in Ku]>ffer geftochen/ |

. . .
|

Durch
|

Joliann Dieterich/ vnd Johann Ifrael de

Bry Gebruder/ ...
|

. . .
| [conventional

ornament] Getruckt zu Franckfurt am

Mayn / durch
| Wolffgang Richter.

| |

Anno M. DC.
|

, recto of[A] ; [blank],
verso of [A] ; [21 plates, versos blank, as

described below
], recto of A 2 to verso of

[
E 6

]
. The numbers 8 7 and 8 8 are omitted

in pagination ; and page 105 is wrongly
numbered 108.

PLATES : 2 1 Plates, as follows :

I.
|

Eine erbarmliche Hiftoria/ fo lich

zu
|

Cochin mit einem grofien Fifch zuge-

tragen hat.
; 14 lines of text, the ist end

ing "ehe"; recto of A 2.

)er Orientalim

turn aflcrlfyXfycnn/$m
mm/

fo (n (jcmei t> ten 3nMw gfun(cn wcttm / c nS ( fie ,!$

fi

Bernardum Paludanum MedicinzD.

$odjr<u(f(()e vttfKjef fur* M. G. A. V. D.

. M. DC.

No. 232 a. TITLE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART IV; IST EDITION; 1600.

Within the same engraved border as No. 211.
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1600

II.

welche

nen.
| ;

"alle/'

III.

Tbeodor De Bry No. 232

I

Erfchreckliche groffe Krebs/

auch die Leute vmbbringen kon-

13 lines of text, the 2d ending

'; recto of A 3.

I Wie die Hollander auff der Infel I

Mauritius, fo vbergroffe Schiltkrotten ge-

funden.
|

;
12 lines of text, the 4th ending

' ' vnver-
' '

;
recto of

[
A 4] .

IV. Wie die Wibde Barbarifche Leute

|

in der Infel S. Maria die Wallfifche fan-

gen. | ;
12 lines of text, the ist ending

"jhre "; recto of B.

V.
|

Wie die Jauaner jhre Hanen in

die
|

Wette mil einander kampffen lalfen.
| j

12 lines of text, the ist ending "zie-";
recto of B 2.

VI.
|

Contrafactur oder Abbildung des

|

Baums Arbore trille genant. ;
1 1 lines

of text, the 2d ending "fo"; recto of B 3.

VII.
| Abbildung etlicher Thiere/ fo in

|

Indien gefunden werden.
|

;
12 lines of

text, the ist ending "in -E-"; recto of

[B 4].
VIII.

|

Von dem Vogel Eeme, vnd

etlichen
|

andern Thieren in Indien.
| ;

1 1

lines of text, the ist ending
" wunder-

"
;

recto of C.

IX. Abbildung etlicher V&gel vnd Fi-
|

fche/ fo den Schiifen vnter Wegens in Indien

|

auffftofien.
;
n lines of text, the ist

ending "feltzame"; recto of C 2.

X.
|

Von etlichen Kreutern vn Vogeln/
fo den Schiffen vnter Wegens in Indien/

auff dem
|

Meer auftTtoflen.
|

;
1 1 lines of

text, the ist ending
"
fegeln/"; recto of C 3.

XI.
| Furbildung der Indianifchen Co-

|

cus vnd Feigenbaum/ fampt dem Baum/

da der
|

Arecca auffwachfet.
|

;
1 1 lines of

text, the ist ending "In-"; recto of

[C4]-
XII.

|

Von dem Indianifchen Riet oder

|

Roher Bambus genant. Item vom Wurt-

zelbaum
|

vnd Durioens.
|

; 13 lines of text,

the ist ending "ge-"; recto of D.

XIII. Contrafactur der Baume/ da

die
| Cayus vnd lambos an Wachfen / fampt

andern
|

Fruchten mehr.
|

; 8 lines of text,

the ist ending "bey-"; recto of D 2.

XIV.
|

Abrifs der Ananas, Bettele,

Palma daftyli- |
fera, Samaca, vnd Mangos.

|
; 1 1 lines of text, the ist ending

" eflen
"

;

recto of D 3.

XV.
| Abbildung der Gewachs Lan-

tor, Ada,
|

Pimenta del Rabo, Talafle, Man-

goftans, |

vnd Pfeffer.
[

;
10 lines of text, the

ist ending "hat"; recto of [D 4] .

XVI.
| Eygentliche Furbildung des

Palm
|

Baums / vnd anderer Baume mehr
|

in Indien.
|

;
n lines of text, the ist end

ing
" fon-

"
;

recto of E.

XVII.
|

Von den Carcapuli, Canella de

Mato,
|

vnd Caffia folutiua.
|

; 7 lines of

text, the ist ending "Frucht"; recto of

2.

XVIII.
|

Abrils des Lancuas, Fagaras,

Lacca, vnd Cu-
|

ci frufta.
| ; 8 lines of

text, the ist ending
" man "

;
recto of E 3.

XIX.
| Furbildung defs Aloe, Maguey,

Mexica-
|
num, vnd Sycomorg. |

; 7 lines

of text, the 2d ending "wirdt/"; recto

of E 4.

XX.
| Furbildung etlicher frembder

Be- wachs / als Canior, Diringuo, Pucho,

vnd Chiabe.
[ ;

n lines of text, the ist

ending
" wel-"

; recto of [E 5].
XXI.

|

Etliche andere Gewachs/ fo in

der
|

Infel S. Laurentii, vnd an andern

Oertern wachfen mit
|

A. B. C. angedeutet

vnd bezeichnet.
| ; 14 lines of text, the ist

ending
"

klei-"; recto of [E 6] .

The Plates in this Edition have no

catchwords at the foot of the page.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, iz%t * 7%
inches. Bound in brown cloth. Title-page

and many of the plates mended and torn ;

plate XXI. supplied from a much shorter and

narrower copy.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

Inserted are two leaves from a slightly shorter copy having the signature-marks

(.-.) 2 and [(.')3]. They differ from the corresponding sheets in this copy, only,

in having a smaller coat of arms, without supporters (See reproduction; No. 232 l>).

The shield is of a different shape, but the device is the same in both. The measure-
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No. 232 Tbeodor De Ery 1600

ments of these two plates are as follows : this copy, 4% x 5% inches ; the inserted

leaves, 3%, x 4 inches.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Craw- REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

ford
; Huth; John Carter Brown; American Bulletin, 8: 239; Crawford, Collations,

Geographical Society ;
and Lenox Libraries. p. 73 ; Huth, Catalogue, z: 446*5 John

Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 389, No.

443 j Brunei, i : 1357.

No. 232 b. COAT OF ARMS OF FREDERIC, DUKE OF WURTEMBURG.

INSERTED LEAF IN DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART IV.; IST EDITION; 1600.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528,^. 1598.)

VIERDTER THEIL DER ORIETALISCHEN INDIEN. OPPENHEIM, bey

Hieronymo Gallern, 1617. [233]

GERMAN INDIA; PART IV. SECOND EDITION. 1617.

[(.'.)]; [blank], versoof [(.-.)]; [dedica-

tion, with heading] |

Dem Durchleuchtigen
Hoch-

| gebomen Furften vnd Henn/ Henn
Friderichen /

| Hertzogen zu Wurtemberg
. . .

|

unferm Gnadigen Furften vnd Henn.

| [signed], |
Johan-Dieterich/ vnd Johan-

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically

the same as that in No. 232, except that leaf

C iii. (repeated) is wrongly marked C ii.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [letterpress

title, as reproduced; See No. 233], recto of
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1617 Tbeodor De Bry NO. 233

Ifrael de Bry, Gebrflder.
| [dated] |

Geben in Franckfort
|

am Mayn/ den erften

Tag Februarii, . . . tau-
|

fent fechshundert.

|,
recto of

(..) ij.
to recto of

[(.'.) iij.] >

|

Vorrede an den gutwilligen |

Lefer.
|

, verso

of [(..) iij.] to verso of
[(.-.) iiij.] ; [Lin-

schoten's description of the East Indies, with

heading] j

Kurtzer . . . Bericht/) Von allerley

Thieren/ . . .
| [2 lines] |

. . . fo in Oft-

Indien gefunden werden/
|

wo ...
|

...

|

Befchrieben durch
| Johann Hugen von

Lintfchotten. I , pp. 1-98 ("wrongly numbered
/ -i j r T

86]; [description of the island of Java,

with heading] Kurtze erzehlung/
|

Was fur

Thier/ Obs/ fruchte
|

vnd. . . in
|

India/

. . . Java | gefunden werden.
|

, pp. 991 13 ;

[voyage of the Dutch to the East Indies

with heading] |
Warhafftige Befchreibung |

der letzen Reife/ ... in Oft Indien gethan
. . . Fruhling defz 1598. Jahres/ vnd

|

mil

gelanget/ im . . . 1599.
|
Jahrcs.

|
,

pp. 114-121 ; [blank], p. [122].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [conven-
tional head-piece] | Warhafftige vnd eygen-
tliche

| Contrafaytung oder Abbildun-
| gen/

. . . vierdten . . . Oriental!-
|

fchen . . . dar-

innen alle frembde vnd vnbekandte . . . vnd

|

Kriuter/ fampt . . . Befchreibung |

Mel-

dung . . . vnd
| abgeriflTen feynd. |

A lies .

Johann Dieterich

Johann Ifrael S.

f Oppenheim.
Gebruder vnd Burger zu i , ,.

(^
Franckfort. '

[conventional ornament] |

Gedruckt zu Op-

penheim bey Hieronymo Gallern/
]

-.

|

M DC XVII.
|
, recto of [A] ; [blank],

verso of [A]; [21 plates, versos blank,

as described below] , recto of A ii. to

verso of [E vj.]. The numbers 87 and 88

are omitted in the paging; p. 62 is wrongly

.

"1

/

ft>cfdxn crfHtd) gcjjanclf ftnrf/wn allo

ton afftrjjanb SBitrijV pecewpm nb$tf<wrtaUn/

Cfa,1> i>on pedro tmb allttlcp iCbdqrf if lnw/fo in gmult i

fcfjdy
et/atraufft unb gataptwtbtn t

3Q?it f<t cncn AnnotatiouibusJ^i( t bnb Irtiattt

Sur^ Bernardum PaludanumMcd D. In Scffjaufeil.

nCtru/ v drtj t mi f;gefaf>n tm Jrflling tt^ 15.9 8.

mtt 4.0<4<f(ntt>it)aum69lAcrild) ano

.G.A.V.D.

fn

de BRY,

<5rttHcf ju OppfiWm tr; J9((r?nytr,9 nHtrn/i 617,

No. 233. TITLE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART IV. ; 20 EDITION; 1617.

Within the same engraved border as No. 211.
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numbered 26; 79 is 76; 84 is 86; 87 is

86; 88 and 89 are omitted in the pagina

tion; 98 is 86
; 103 is 10; and 105 is 108.

PLATES: 21 Plates, as follows:

I.
|

Eine . . . fo
|

fich . . . hat
| ;

1 3

lines of text, the ist ending "fie" ; recto of

Aij.

II.
|
ErfchrocklichegrofleKrebs/|welche

. . . konnen. |;
11 lines of text, the 2d end

ing "fo im"; recto of Aiij.

III.
|

Wie ... In-
1

fel ... Schiltrotten

gefunden. |
;

12 lines of text, the 4th end

ing "jh-" ;
recto of [Aiiij.].

IV.
|

Wie . . . Barbarifche
|

Leute . . .

fangen. ;
n lines of text, the ist ending

"Wall-"; recto of B.

V.
|

Wie die Javaner ... in
|

die ...

laflen.
|

;
n lines of text, the ist ending

"vnd" ; recto of B
ij.

VI.
|

Contrafactur oder Abbildung |

defz

. . . genant. |
; 9 lines of text, the xd end

ing "Arbo-"
;

recto of Biij.

VII.
| Abildung ...

|

. . . werden
| ;

10 linesof text, the ist ending "Ethiopia" ;

recto of
[
B iiij. ]

.

VIII.
|

Von ... vnd
|

etlichen . . .

Indien.
|

; 9 lines of text, the ist ending
" wunderl'eltzame" ; recto of C.

IX. Abbildung ... vnd
|

Fifche/ . . .

vnterwegens in Indien auffftoffen.
|

; 1 1 lines

of text, the ist ending "V6gel"; recto of

Cij.

X.
I

Von etlichen Kriutern vnd
|

V6-

geln / . . . vnterwegens in Indien /
1

aufF dem
Meer auffftoflen.

|
; 9 lines of text, the ist

ending "werden" ; recto of Ciij. (wrongly
marked C

ij.).

XI.
| Furbildung der Indianifchen

|

Co-

cus vnd Feygenbaum/ ... da
|

der Arecca

auffwachfet.
| ;

10 lines of text, the ist

ending "Indianer"
; recto of [C iiij.].

XII.

"wirt/"

XIII.

. . .
|

.

"em" ;

XIIII.
|

Abrifz . .

. . . vnd Mangos. | ;

ist ending "find/"
;

XV.
|
Abbildung

|

Von . . . Riet
]

oder Rohr . . .

12 lines of text, the ist ending

recto of D.

|

Contrafactur ...
|

. . . Jambos
.

|
; 7 lines of text, the i st ending

recto of D ij.

Palma
| daftylifera,

9 lines of text, the

recto of D
iij.

, . . Lantor, | Afla,

8 lines of text, the ist ending

"Blatter"; recto of [D iiij.].

XVI.
| Eygentliche . . . defz

j
Palm

. . . Blums
|

mehr in Indien.
|

; 9 lines of

text, the ist ending "fondern" ; recto of E.

XVII.
|

Von ...
|

... folutiva.
|

;
6

lines of text, the ist ending "der"
;
recto

of E ij.

XVIII.
|

Abrifz . . . Lacca,
|

vnd Cuci

frufta.
|

; 7 lines of text, the ist ending

"das"
;
recto of E iij.

XIX.
| Furbildunng defz Aloe, Maguey,

|

Mexicanum vnd Sycomorg. ; 7 lines of

text, the 2d ending "wirt in"; recto of

E iiij.

XX.
| Furbildung . . . frembder

|

Ge-

wichs/ . . . Chiabe.
|

; 9 lines of text, the

ist ending "ift" ; recto of [E v.] .

XXI.
|

Etliche ... in
|

der ... wachfen/
1

mit A. B. C.
| angedeutet vnd bezeichnet.

|
;

12 lines of text, the ist ending
" kleine" ;

recto of
[
E vi.

].

The Plates in this Edition have catch

words at foot of each page.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, n%x 71^6
inches. Bound same as No. 205. Leaves

(. .) ij.
and [(.'.) iij.]

extended on lower

margins; plate I. extended on outer and

lower margins ; II., V., VI., XIII., XIIII.,

and XVI. extended on lower margins ; XXI.

extended on lower and inner margins.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that the engraved

border is a fine, sharp impression ; and not much worn, as he remarks of his own copy.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Craw

ford; Huth; Boston Athenaeum; John
Carter Brown; Yale University ;

and Lenox

Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Li

brary, Bulletin, 8 : 240 ; Crawford, Collations,

p. 72; Huth, Catalogue, 2:447*; Jonn

Carter Brown, Catalogue, 1:390; Brunei,

1:1357.
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DE BRY, THEODOR. <J>. 1528, d. 1598.)

FVNFFTER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN.
durch Matthes Becker, 1601.

GERMAN INDIA; PART V. FIRST EDITION. 1601.

FRANCKFVRT,

[234]

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : )(, 4 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ; A, B, C, D,

E, F, G, each 4 leaves
; H, 6 leaves (the last

bhnk and genuine); a, b, c, each 4 leaves;

d, 6 leaves (the last blank and substituted);

e, 4 leaves; total 60 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced ; See No. 134] , recto of [) (] ;

[blank], verso of [)(] ; [preface, with

heading] |

An den gutwilligen Lefer.
|

[dated] . . . Da-
|

turn Franckfurt am

Mayn/ den lo. Martij Anno
|

1601. |,

recto of
) ( ij.

to verso of
) ( iij. ; [i blank

leaf], [Aiiij.]; [text, with heading]]

[2 lines] | Warhafftige Hiftorifche Re-
|

lation vnd Befchreibung der gantzen Schiffart

oder
| Reyfe/ fo die Hollander mit g. Schiffen

in die Oft Indien/ vnd fon-
|

derlich in die

Jauanifche vn Molukifche Infeln gethan
haben/ . . .

|

. . . 1598. . . . 1600. . . .
|

[2 lines] |
, pp. 1-6 1

; [vocabulary of

Malay words, with heading] | Erklirung et-

licher Maleyfchen |

Worte/ welche Sprache
durch gantz Oft Indien ge- |

briuchlich ift

...
| [4 lines] |, pp. 62-66; [i blank

leaf], [Hvj.].

[Letterpresstitle-page to plates] , [conven
tional head-piece] | Warhafftige vnd Eygent-
liche Fur-

| bildungen / aller furnembften

Infeln / . . . V61cker
|

vnd Gefchichte /

. . . be-
| gegnet / . . . Cere-

|

monien . . . fur

An-
|
gen geftellet.

| Sampt Summarifchem

Inhalt vnnd Befchreibung der Hi-
|

ftorien/

. . . an-
1
gehefftet/ alles in Kupffer geftochen

vnd an Tag geben |

Durch Johan Theodor /

vnd Johan Ifrael de Bry/ |

Gebruder.
|

conventional type-ornament] Gedruckt zu

Franckfurt am Mayn/ durch
|

Matthanim

Becker. I ANNO M. DCI. recto

of [a]; [blank], verso of [a]; [16

plates, versos blank, as described below],

recto of a ij. to verso of [dv.]; [i blank

leaf], [dvj.]; [plates XV. -XX., versos

blank, as described below] , recto of e to

verso of
[eiiij.].

PLATES : 20 Plates, as follows :

I.
|

Conterfactur der Infel Do Cerne

fonft
|

Mauritius genannt. | ;
1 7 lines of text,

the ist ending
" Do"; recto of a ij.

II.
| Anzeigung defz jenigen fo die Hol

lander in der Infel Mauritius gefehen/ vnd

was fie
|

dafelbft aufzgerichtet haben.
| ;

zz

lines of text, the ist ending
" nicht

"
; recto

of a iij.

III.
[

Turnier vnd Rennfpiel deren
|

zu

Tuban.
|

; 9 lines of text, the zd ending

"haben"; recto of [aiiij.].

IV.
|

Verzeichnufz der Infel Madura

vnnd was vns alda begegnet ift.
| ; 13 lines

of text, the zd ending "gefchiffet/" ; recto

of b.

V.
|

Die Infel Amboyna fampt deren
|

Gelegenheit. |
; 15 lines of text, the zd

ending "defz"; recto of b
ij.

VI.
| Abbildung der Infel Banda.

| ; 9

lines of text, the 8th ending
" ha-"

;
recto

of b iij.

VII.
|

Wie die von Nera den Holland-

ifchen
|

Vice Admiral empfangen haben.
[ ;

12 lines of text, the ist ending "Vice-"
;

recto of [b iiij. ].

VIII. Welcher geftalt die von Banda

jhre |
Verfamlungen / fo fie etwas wichtiges

fur-
|

nemmen wollen/ halten.
| ;

16 lines of

text, the ist ending "beraht fchla-" ;
recto

ofc.

IX.
|

Kauffhaufz darinn die Holl&nder

zu
|

Banda jhr Gewerb getrieben haben.
| ;

12 lines of text, the ist ending "Gewerb";
recto of c ij.

X.
| Eygentliche Furbildung etlicher

|

Perfonen zu Banda.
|
;

1 1 lines of text, the

ist ending "mit"; recto of c iij.
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1601 Tbeodor De Bry No. 234

XI.
|

Weife vnd Art defz Ballfpielens

de-
|

ren von Banda.
| ;

1 3 lines of text, the

ist ending
" fte-" recto of [c iiij.].

XII.
|

Wie die Holllnder von defz

K&nigs |

von Ternate Karkol, vmbgeben
worden.

|
;

12 lines of text, the ist ending
" den"; recto of d.

XIII.
| Befchreibung der Stadt Gamme

lam-
1

me fampt andern Gelegenheiten. ;

17 lines of text, the ist ending "Hoi-";
recto of d

ij.

XIV.
|

Wie der Konig zu Ternate vber

die
|

Gaflen gehet | ;
i o lines of text, the

ist ending "ein "; recto of d
iij.

XV.
|

Fechter vnd Weiber in
|

Moluco.
|
;

13 lines of text, the ist ending "genant";
recto of d

iiij.

XVI.
|
Schiff deren von Banda vnd I

Ternate.
|; 15 lines of text, the ist ending

"Ca-"; recto of [d v.].

XVII.
|

Wie der K&nig von Tuban
die Hoi-

|

lander empfangen habe?
; 14

lines of text, the ist ending "der"; recto

ofe.

XVIII.
|

Der K&nig ffthret die Hol

lander
|

mit fich/ vnd zeiget jnen feinen

Pallaft.
|

;
ii lines of text, the ist ending

" Landes"; recto ofe ij.

XIX.
|

Etliche Gemach in defz K&nigs

|

HoflF.
|

; 19 lines of text, the ist ending
"al-" ; recto ofe

iij.

XX.
|

Weiber vnd Kebfzweiber defz
|

K&nigs von Tuban.
; 9 lines of text, the

ist ending "das"; recto of [e iiij.].

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 111%, x 7 1tt.

Bound same as No. 205.

This copy corresponds to the Crawford collation, except that it lacks the blank

leaf necessary to complete signature d. The Vorrede is dated loth of March, 1601.

The Latin Edition was issued in August of the same year.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum
;
Craw

ford
;

Huth ; Boston Athenaeum
; John

Carter Brown
j
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, $ : 240 ; Crawford, Collations, p.

75 ; Huth, Catalogue, 2 : 447 *
; John Car

ter Brown, Catalogue, i : 390, No. 444 ;

Brunei, i : i 357.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

FVNFFTER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFVRT AM

MAYN, durcb Joban-Friedericb Weifz, 1623. [235]

GERMAN INDIA; PART V. SECOND EDITION. 1613.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, each 4 leaves
; G, 6 leaves (the last

blank and lacking) ; a, 4 leaves (the first blank

and lacking) ; b, c, each 4 leaves
; d, 6 leaves

(the last blank and lacking) ; e, 4 leaves (the

third lacking); total 52 leaves. Leaf G is

wrongly marked H.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [letterpress

title, as reproduced; See No. 235]; p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [text, with heading] |

[conventional head-piece ; upside down] [ [2

lines] |
Warhafftige Hiftorifche Re-

|

lation

...
|

... fonder-
|

lich . . . Javanifche vnd

. . . Amfterdam
| abgefahren . . . Reich-

|

thumb . . . Wurtze
|

wider heimgelanget. ,

pp. III.-53 ; [vocabulary of Malay words,
with heading] | Erklarung etlicher Maley- |

fchen Worte/ ... In-
|

dien ...
| [4 lines]

| , pp. 54-58 ; [ i blank leaf], [Gvi.].

[Title to plates] | [conventional head

piece] Warhafftige vnd Eygentliche |

Fur-

bildungen/ aller furnembften Infeln/ Statte/

Waffer/ . . . Reyfe j

furkommen ... et

licher
|

Schiffe/ . . . alles eygentlich fur

Augen ge-
|

ftellet.
| Sampt Summarifchem

Inhalt vnd Befchreibung [

der Hiftorien / . . .

Verftandts
|

willen/ angehefftet/ alles in Kup-
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ffer geftochen \
vnnd an Tag geben |

Durch

|
Johan Theodor/ vnd Johan Ifrael de

Bry/ |

Gebruder.
| [triangular conventional

ornament] |

Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am

Mayn / durch
|
Johan- Friederich Weifz.

)

Anno
|

-
|

M. DC. XXIII.
|

, recto of

[a]; [blank], verso of [a]; [17 plates,

versos blank, as described below], recto

of a ii. to verso of [d v.]; [i blank leaf],

[d vi.]; [3 plates, versos blank, as de-

scribed below], recto of e to verso of [e iv.
].

Page 36 is wrongly numbered 38; 37 is

39; and 38 is 40.

PLATES : 10 Plates identically the same

as in the First German Edition, except that :

I. Conterfactur . . . Cerne
|

fonft Maur-

itius genandt. | ;
the ist line of text ending

"id/"; recto of a
ij.

II. Has 20 lines of text, the ist ending
" denn

"
; recto of a iij.

III. Has 10 lines of text, the zd ending

"ha-"; recto of [a iiij.]
.

IV.
|

Verzeichnufz . . . vnd
|

. . .
|

;

the zd line of text ending "haben"; recto

ofb.

V. The id line of text ends "Admiral";
recto of bij.

VI. The 8th line of text ends "gefehen" ;

recto ofb iij.

VII.
|

Wie . . . Holland!- fchen . . .

haben
| ;

the ist line of text ending
" Vi- ";

recto of [b iiij. ].

VIII. The ist line of text ends "be-

raht-"; recto of c.

IX.
|

Kauffhaufz . . . Hollander
|

zu

. . . haben.
|

;
the ist line of text ending

"Ge-"; recto of cij.

X. The ist lineof text ends "gemacht/";
recto of c iij.

Cmnv
fatifdjc 3'itN rn/fon Slicft afcr in tic ^at>amf4 t>nb Woluf ifcl)

c

guftln/ afo Bantam, Banda/bnn&Tana:?, &c. gttfyan fya&mf

p3dcf>f bou yCuijffv&ain a&gefa^reiitm^a^r 1598. bnnb$w
(r)eit Vdiuo i r o 9. Jttm thdl abtv in jungR aC^daujfenen 1600.

f(in/t>nt> ant i-rer CdfMic^mSBAr^ w\v aw h&ijm

jf

cDnifff 511 gwncffiirfam SQfap/un 3rt|r
M. DC. XXJ/7.

No. 235. TITLE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART V.; ZD EDITION; 1623.

Within the same engraved border as No. 234.
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XI.
|

Weife vnnd . . . Ballfpielens |

deren von Banda.
| ; the ist line of text

ending
" ftehen

"
;

recto of [c iiij.].

XII.
|

Wie . . . K6-
| nigs . . . wor-

den.
|

; 13 lines of text, the ist ending
" die"; recto of d.

XIII.
| BefchreibungderStatt . . .

|
...

Gelegenheiten. ;
16 lines of text, the ist

ending
" Statt

' *

; recto of d
ij.

XIV. Has ii lines of text, the ist end

ing
" meldet /

"
; recto of d

iij.

XV. The ist line of text ends "tra-";
recto of d

iiij.

XVI. The ist lineoftext ends"genen-";
recto of [d v.

].

XVII. Wie ...
|
... habe.

|
;
the ist

line ends "vn-"; recto of e.

XVIII.
|

Der . . .
|

. . . jhnen feinen

Pallaft.
| ; the ist line ends "hat"; recto

of e ij.

XIX.
|

Etliche Gemach in defz K6-|

nigs Hoff.
| ; 17 lines of text, the ist ending

"aller-" ; recto of e iij.

XX. The first line of text ends < ' auch
* '

;

recto of [e iiij.].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, iiy4 x 7 ',4

inches. Unbound. Plates III. and XII.

strengthened on outer and lower margins ;

V. strengthened on outer margin ;
VI. and

XVIII. strengthened on outer and inner

margins; VIII., XL, XIV., and XV.

strengthened on lower inner margins ;
XVII.

and XX. strengthened on upper and outer

margins.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation ; except that it lacks the blank

leaf to complete signature G; the title to plates ; the blank leaf to complete signature d ;

and plate XIX.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Craw
ford

; Huth
; John Carter Brown

;
Yale

University ; American Geographical Soci

ety (incomplete) ;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 240 ; Crawford, Collations, p.

75 ; Huth, Catalogue, 2:448*; John Car

ter Brown, Catalogue, 1:391 ; Brunei, i:

'357-

DE BRY, THEODOR. (. 1528, rf. 1598.)

SECHSTER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFVRT AM

MAYN, bey Wolfgang Ricbtern, 1603. [236]

GERMAN INDIA; PART VI. FIRST EDITION. 1603.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES:
)(, 4

leaves (the last blank and substituted); A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,
P, Q, R, S, each 4 leaves ; T, 6 leaves ; V,

X, Y, Z, Aa, each 4 leaves
; Bb, 6 leaves

;

total 1 08 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION:
[title,

as reproduced; See No. 236], recto of
[)(] ;

[blank], verso of [)(]; |

An den

grofzgunftigen Lefer. [dated] |

. . . Den
i. Aprill in Franck-

|

furt am Mayn / Anno
1603. |,

recto of
)(ij. to recto of [)(iij.];

[blank], verso of [)(iij.]; [i blank

leaf], [)( iiij. ]; [text, with heading]]
. . .

| WarhafftigehiftorifcheBe-[ichreibung

[5defz Goldreichen Konigreichs Guinea,

lines] |
, pp. 1-154.

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con
ventional head-piece] | [Warhafftige vnd

eigentliche Abbil-j dungen oder Conterfey-
ten aller vornembftcn frembden Sa-

1

chen /

...
| [3 lines] |

... Friichten /
|

Baumcn
vnd Wurtzeln / fo an dem Goltgeftadt

|

Guinea gefunden werden. Alles auffs zier-

lichfte in KupfFergeftochen / . . .

|

. . .
|

Durch
| Johann Dieterich vnd Johann Ifrael

von Bry / Gebruder.
| [conventional or

nament] Getruckt zu Franckfurt am

Mayn / durch Wolffgang Richtern.
[

ANNO
M. DCIII. , recto of [T vj.]; [blank],
verso of [Tvj.]; [26 plates, versos blank,

AMERICANA CHURCH CATALOGUE
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No. 236. TITLE-PAGE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART VI.; IST EDITION; 1603.

Reduced ; original 91^0 x 7% inches.



1603 Tbeodor De Bry No. 236

as described below], recto of V to verso of

[Bbvj.].
PLATES : a 6 Plates, as follows :

I.
| Abbildung etlicher Mansperfonen |

an dem Goltgeftatt Guinea. ; recto of V.

II.
|

Wie fich die Mannsperfonen |

defz

Orts bekleyden. |
;

recto of V ij.

III.
|

Von den Weibern vnd jhrer
|

Kleydung dafelbft.
|
; recto of V iij.

IV.
| Abbildung des Marckts zu

|

Cabo

Corflb.
| ; recto of

[Viiij.].

V.
|
Abbildung mancherley Cererao-

|

nien / fo fie in jhrem Gottesdienft ge-

brauchen.
| ; recto of X.

VI. Wie fie fich zum Kriegruften |

vnd

wider einander ftreiten.
| j

recto of X
ij.

VII.
|

Was fie fur ein Procefz in welt-|

lichen Gerichten halten.
| ; recto of X iij.

VIII.
|

Von der Indianer Schiffahrt/

vnd
|

welcher Geftalt ftemit den Hollandern

handlen.
| ;

recto of [X iiij.].

IX.
|

Von jhrer Fifcherey / fo sie bey |

Tag treiben.
| ; recto of Y.

X.
|

Von jhrer Fifcherey / fo fie bey ]

der

Nacht auff dem Meer verrichten.
|

; recto

of Yij.

XI.
| Abbildung der zahmen Thiere /

|

fo zu Guinea gefunden werden.
| ; recto

of [Y iij.].

XII.
| Abbildung der Jagten / wie fie

[

nemlich die wilden Thiere fangen. |
;
recto

of [Y iiij.].

XIII.
| Abbildung allerley wilden

Thierer /
|

fo in Guinea gefunden werden.

| ;
recto of Z.

XIV.
| Abbildung jhres Landbauwes

|

vnd etlicher Gewachs.
|
;

recto of Z ij.

XV.
| Abbildung jhrer Haufer vnd

|

Haufzhaltung. | ;
recto of [Z iij.].

XVI.
|

Wie fie einen Edelmann machen.

| ; recto of [Ziiij.].

XVII.
| Abbildung der Kleydungen /

wie fie
|

fich nemlich zieren vnd fchmucken.

|
; recto of Aa.

XVIII.
|

Was fie fur Ceremonien bey
den

|

Todten brauchen / vnd wie fie diefelben

| begraben. |
; recto of Aa

ij.

XIX.
|

Wie fich der K&nig zu Cabo

Lopo |

Gonfalues fo prichtig erzeige. |
; recto

of [Aaiij.].
XX.

|

Was zu Cabo Lopo Gonsalues

mehr|denckwurdiges gefehen wirdt.
|
; recto

of [Aa iiij.].

XXI.
| Folgen noch etliche Figuren /

wel-| che nicht in den Holllndifchen ge-

macht / fondern aufz der
| Befchreibung

gezogen / vnd hie zu Ende gefetzet findt.
|

...
|

Streit der Indianer wider einander.
| ;

recto of Bb.

XXII.
| Begrabnufz der K&nige. |

; recto

of Bb ij.

XXIII.
| Abconterfeytung/ wie die

Edelleut
[

zu Benyn zu Hofreyten / vnd

andere Ceremonien. ;
recto of Bb iij .

XXIV. Die Feftung der Portugalefer

in
|
Guinea, de Mina genandt. [

;
recto of

[Bbiiij.].
XXV.

I

Die Infel S. Thomas.
| ;

recto

of [Bbv.].
XXVI.

| Haupter etlicher Stande
|

in

Benym. ] ; recto of [Bbvj .].

These plates are all numbered in Arabic

figures in the upper right-hand part of the

plate; 22 and the 2 of 24 reversed.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 11% x 7%
inches. Bound same as No. 205. Plates

X. and XI. extended on lower margins ;
and

XII. extended on upper, outer margin.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that the blank leaf

necessary to complete signature ) (
has been substituted ; and that the title to the plates

reads,
|

. . . / Fruchten/
|
Baumen . . .

| , and not
|

. . . / Fruchten, Baumen . . .
|

.

In this Edition, an address to the reader takes the place of the dedication to the Arch

bishop of Mayence, which is found in the Latin Edition. The Latin Edition ends with

chapter 57, but the German has a 5 8th chapter containing a Glossary which is not in Latin.

Though this is the first folio edition, the text of this Part had already been printed in

quarto, in 1 603, with the title :

|
Wahrhafftige Hiftorifche

| Befchreibung defz gewaltigen

Goldreichen Konigreichs Guinea, . . . |[n lines] |

Durch
| Johann Theodor vnnd

Johann Ifrael
[

von Bry / Gebruder.
| [copperplate engraving] |

Getruckt zu Franckfurt am

AMMICANA H556H CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 236 Tbeodor De Bry 1603

Mayn/ bey, Wolfgang Richtern.
[

Im Jahr M. D C III. |. It contains
[vi.] + 228 pp.,

26 plates, and one map, and the text is substantially the same as in the folio edition

though the translation of the first two chapters differs from that here given. There is

a copy in the Lenox Library.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford; Huth
;

Boston Athenaeum ; John
Carter Brown ;

and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 140 ; Crawford, Collations, p.

79; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 448*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, i: 391, No. 445;

Brunei, i : 1358.

1630.GERMAN INDIA ; PART VI. SECOND EDITION.

Not in the present collection.

There is a Second Edition of this Part, with the imprint :
|

Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am

Mayn/ In verlegung Wilhelm Fitzers/
| |ANNO M DC XXX. |; with 22 plates

printed in the text. Plates XXI., XXII., XXV., and XXVI. were not repeated.

Crawford gives the collation, and copies are to be found in the John Carter Brown,

Yale University, and Lenox Libraries.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

SIEBENDER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFORT AM

MAYN, aurcb Matthias Beckern, 1605. [237]

GERMAN INDIA; PART VII.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: ):(, a, b,

c, d, e, f, g, A to G, H, I, K, L, M, N,

O, P, Q, R, a, b, each 4 leaves; c, d, each

2 leaves; e, f, each 4 leaves; g, 6 leaves

(the last blank and genuine); total 126

leaves. Leaves c ij. and d ij. have no sig

nature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION:
[title,

as re

produced; See No. 237], recto of [):(];

[blank], verso of [):(]; [dedication, with

heading] Dem Durchleuchtigen Hochge-
bor-

|

nen Fursten vnd Henn/ Henn Mau-

ritio, Landtgraven zu
|

Heflen/ ...
|

...
|

[
his coat of arms, over which is an en

graving of the great ruby ;
with inscription,

at top :
| Dif iff

die grofe eines Robins auf
Celon gebrocht. / ] | [signed ] [

lohannes

Theodoras, vnd lohannes Ifrael, de
| Bry,

Gebruder/ Burger zu Franckfurt.
| [dated] |

. . . Gegeben zu Franck- fort am Mayn/
den 20. Martii, . . . taufendt

|

fechshundert

vnd funff.
|
, recto of

)
:
( ij. to recto of

)
:
(

SOLE EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1605.

iij. ; |

An den gunftigen Lefer.
|
, verso of

):( iij.
to recto of [):(iiij.]; [blank],

verso of [):( iiij.]; [text, with heading] |

...
|

Hiftorifche Befchreibung alles
|

deflen/

fo den 3. Schiffen/ der Widder/ das Schaaff

|

vnd das Lamblein genannt/ welche von der

Statt Campovere in
|

Seelandt gelegen/ vnter

der Verwaltung Georgij von Spielbergen als

Gene-
|

rain/ nach den Oft Indien gefahren

feyn/ Im Jahr 1601. aufF
|

der Reyfe be-

gegnet vnd widerfahren. |, pp. 1-52;

[index, with heading] ] Regifter oder Ver-

zeichnufz aller nohtwendigen Ding/ fo in

diefem fiebendten Theil Orientalifcher In

dien
| begriffen werden.

[
, recto of g iij.

to recto of [giiij.]; [blank], verso of

[g iiij.] ; [text,
with heading] Warumb

der Author nit auch
|

dero Wegs oder

Reifz von Venedig auff| Halepo gedencke?

|, pp. 1-134; [index, with heading]]

Regifter vber den fiebendten Theil der

Orientalifchen Indien: . . .
|

. . .
|

, recto

and verso of [Riiij.].

AMERICANA LSS71 CHURCH CATALOGUE



1605 Tbeodor De Bry No. 237

[Letterpress title-page] | [conventional

head-piece] | Warhafftige Vorbildung der

V61-
|

cker/ ...
|

... beyder Reyfen oder

Schiffarten
|

fo in diefem Buch befchrieben

findt
|

Vnd erftlich deren V61cker/ fo jhm

J6rg von Spielberg |

auff feiner Reyfe begeg-
net vnd auffgeftoflen [

findt.
|

Alles zierlich

in KupfFer geftochen vnd an Tag geben/ |

Durch
|
Johann Theodorum vnd Johann

Ifrael de Bry. | [conventional ornament] |

Getruckt zu Franckfort am Mayn durch

|

Matthias Beckern.
|

-
|

M. D. CV.
| ,

recto of [a]; [blank], verso of [a]; [22

plates ; versos blank, except c and d
;
with ac

companying text, as described below], recto

of aij. to verso of [gv.]j [i
blank leaf],

Page 15, second pagination, is wrongly
numbered 17; 16 is 18; the numbers 19-
20 are omitted; and 23-24 are duplicated

in the pagination. Pages 113-134 are num
bered at the top, in the center of the page.

PLATES : I.
| Abcontrafeytung der Statt

VERE
|

in Seelandt gelegen/ fampt den

dreyen Schiffen fo
|

diefe Schiffart venichtet

haben. |; recto of aij.

II.
|

Was dem Admiral fur PORTE
|

Daele vnd Refrifco begegnet ift.
| ;

recto of

aiij.

III.
| Warhafftige Abbildung defz Bu-

|

ferns Toffel Baije genannt.
|
;
recto of [aiiij.].

IV .
|

Was etlichen Frantzofen in der
|

Landtfchafft Anabon widerfahren.
|

; recto

of b.

V.
| Abcontrafeytung der Statt MA-

1

tecalo, fampt anderen Vmbftanden.
|

;
recto

of b
ij.

VI.
| Eygentlicher Abrifz der Stat VIN-

|tane auch in Celon gelegen. | ; recto of

biij.

VII.
|

Was dem Oberften Spielberger |

dieweil er vor Matecalo gelegen/ fur aben-

theuer begegnet. |
;

recto of [biiij.].

VIII. Two-page plate :
| Abcontrafeytung

der K&niglichen |

Statt Candij, fampt den

jenigen fo fich alda mil dem Ad-
|

miral

Spielberger zugetragen. |
;

title and 23 lines

of text on the recto of c ; plate on the verso

of c and recto of
[cij.].

IX. Two-page plate: |MAPPE diefer

Landtfchafft
|

oder Infcl Celon.
|

;
title and

1 9 lines of text on recto of d
; plate on the

verso of d and recto of [dij.].
X.

| Contrafeytung vnnd Bildtnufz defz

| Konigs von Candij vnd defz Admirals.
|

;

recto of e.

XL
|

Pitfchafften vn Wapen der K6nige

|

von Celon fampt jhrer Abgotterey. |
j
recto

of e
ij.

XII.
|

Eine Cracke von S. Thome wLrdt

|

von den Engellandern vnd Hollandern
|

erobert.
|

;
recto of e

iij.

XIII.
| Folgen die Figurn defz zweyten

Theils diefes fiebenden Buchs
|

der Oriental-

ifchen Indien.
|

. . .
|

Vnnd erftlich wie die

V&lcker fo am
| Euphrat wohnen jre Felder

pflegen zu be-
| feuchtigen/ Figur i.

|
; recto

of [eiiij.].

XIV.
|

Ein fonderlich Fed der Bufz der

|
Volcker Amocchi oder Chiaui, Figur 2.

| ;

recto off.

XV.
|
Deren von PEGV weifz zu-

1

tra-

gen/ Figur 3. |
; recto of fij.

XVI.
| Hoffhaltung defz Konigs in PE-

| gu vnd wie er zur Audientz fitzet / Fig. 4.

|
; recto of f iij.

XVII.
|

Wie der K&nig zu PEGV et-

liche
|

Venather Exequiren left/ Figur 5. | ;

recto of [f iiij.].

XVIII.
|

Schlacht zwifchen dem K5nig
von

| Pegu vnd dem von Auua Figur 6.
|

;

recto of g.

XIX.
| Jagt der Elephanten zu PEGV,

| Figur 7.
|

; recto ofgij.

XX.
|

Feft defz Kfinigs in PEGV, |

Figur 8.
[ ;

recto of g iij.

XXI.
|

Andere Feft defz K&nigreichs |

Pegu/ Figur 9. | ; recto of g iiij.

XXII.
| Begrabnufz der K5nige wie auch

|

der Paffen in Pegu / Fig. i o.
|

;
recto of

[gv.].
All the plates have Roman numerals on

the coppers.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, n 1%, x 7ft e

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Folio

VIII. extended on lower margin ;
VIII. and

IX. mounted on guards; X.-XX. extended

on the inner margins.
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1605 Tbeodor De Bry NO. 237

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

This Issue has the rare ruby plate and coat of arms on the same copper, at the

beginning of the dedication.

At the same time that Becker published this Seventh Part, he also brought out an

edition in quarto, with the following title :
|

Newe Schifffahrt
|

Einer Dreyjlhrigen Rey- |

fe/ fo durch Georgen von Spielbergen/ ...
| ...]... von Anno 1601. bifz in

1604. ...
| [8 lines] |

. . . mil wahren Contrafeyturen gemelten Konigs in Candy
...

| [2 lines] |

Durch Johann Theodoren vnd Johan Ifrael de Bry Gebruder.
|

[copperplate engraving] |

Gedruckt zu Franckfort am Mayn durch Matthias Beckern.
|

Im Jahr 1605. |
. It contains

[viii.j + 78 pp., and 12 plates. There is a copy in

the Lenox Library.

OTHER COPIES: Crawford; and Lenox REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Libraries. Bulletin, 8 : 240 ; Crawford, Collations, p. 8 3.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (*. 1528, d. 1598.)

SIEBENDER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFORT AM

MAYN, durcb Matthias Beckern, 1605. [238]

GERMAN INDIA; PART VII. SOLE EDITION; SECOND ISSUE. 1605.

Folio. bracht / welches eines vnaufzfprechlichen |

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically Schatzes werth feyn foil / vnd jhme von dem

the same as No. 237, except that 2 leaves, Konig aufz
| Candy verehet worden itt.

|
;
and

without signature-marks, take the place of the following, on the upper part of the plate :

the first 4 leaves marked ):(; total 124 / Dif ift
die gr'ofe eines Robins auf Celon ge-

leaves. brocht./~\, lower part of p. [iv.].
From

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as this point onward the collation is identical

reproduced; See No. 237], p. [i.] ;
with that of No. 237.

[blank], p. [ii.]; |

An den gunftigen PLATES: identically the same as in the

Lefer.
|

, p. [iii.]- [iv.]; [copperplate First Issue, except that Plate IX. has the

engraving of the great ruby, without the upper portion of the plate printed on the

coat of arms; with letterpress inscription, recto of [dij.] instead of the verso of d.

above the plate :
| Warhafftiger Abrifz vnd CONDITION: Size of leaf, 11% x 7%

Furbildung eines grofTen fch6-
1

nen Robins/ inches. Bound same as No. 205. Folios

fo der Admiral J&rg von Spielbergen aufz VIII. and IX. mounted on guards,

der Inful
| Zeylon mil fich in Holland ge-

In this Issue there is no dedication, and the plate of the ruby is found at the foot

of the preface. This is by far the more common form.

OTHER COPIES: Crawford; Huth; REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Boston Athenaeum ; John Carter Brown ; Bulletin, 8 : 240 ; Crawford, p. 83 ; Huth,

American Geographical Society (im- Catalogue, 2:449*; John Carter Brown,

perfect); and Lenox Libraries. Catalogue, i : 392, No. 446; Brunei, i :

1358.
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No. 239 Tbeodor De Bry 1606

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

ACHTER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN. FRANCKFVRT AM

MAYN, durcb Wolfgang Richtern, 1606. [239]

GERMAN INDIA; PART VIII. SOLE EDITION. 1606.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 2 leaves,

without signature-marks, A, B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4 leaves; M, 6

leaves
; A, B, C, A, B, each 4 leaves ; C,

6 leaves
; A, [B] , each 2 leaves ; C, 4

leaves
; D, 2 leaves

;
total 88 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,

as reproduced; See No. 239 a], p. [i.] ;

[blank], p. [ii. ]; |

An den Lefer. , pp.

[iii.] [iv. ] ; [text, voyage of Jacob
Cornelisz. Van Neck, with heading] |

Achter Theil der Orientalifchen Indien.
|

Hiftorifche Befchreibung der
| Reyfe oder

Schiffart/ fo der Admiral Jacob von
|

Nek mil

etlichen Schiffen aufz Holland in die Orien-

talische In-|dien/ von Anno 1601. bifz in

Anno 1604. ...
| [2 lines] [

, pp. 1-40 ;

[voyage of De Bree, with heading] |

Be

fchreibung der Hiftori / fo
|

von Johann Her

man von Bree/ aufz dem Land zu
| Luyk

burtig/ oberften Handelsman auff einem

SchifF/ der Hollan- difche Zaun genannt /

auff der Reyfe in die Orientalifche Indien

von Anno
|

1602. bifz in Anno 1604. .
|

...
|, pp. 41-100.

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con
ventional head-piece] | Folgen hernacher

|

Eigentliche Furbildungen aller|denckwurdi-

gen Sachen / fo fich in hieuorn befchriebenen

|

Hiftorien mit dem Admiral Jacob von

Neck/ wie auch Johann Hermans /
1 gegen

den Indianern verlauffen vnd zugetragen
haben / sampt |

etlichen Ceremonien / Sitten

vnd Trachten/ in Ter-| nate, Patani, vnd

andern Ortern
|

brauchlich.
|

Alles fein zier-

lich in Kupfferftucken furgebildet/ . . .
|

[2 lines] |

Durch
|
Johann Dieterich vnd

Johann Ifrael von Bry/ Gebruder.
| [con

ventional ornament] |

Getmckt zu Franck-

furt am Mayn / durch WolfFgang Richtern.

|

ANNO M. DCVI.
|

, recto of [A] ;

[blank], verso of [A]; | [n plates, versos

blank, with accompanying text, as described

below], recto of A ij. to verso of [Civ.].

[Title-page of Appendix, as reproduced ;

See No. 239*] , p. [i]; [blank], p. [*] 5

|

An den gutwilligen Lefer.
|

, pp. 35 ;

|

Voriede an den gunftigen Lefer/
|

Belan-

gendt die Vrfachen der Hollander diefe

weitgelegene Oerter zuerfuchen /
1 [3 lines] |

,

pp. 6-12 ; [voyage of Nicolas, with head

ing] | Befchreibung der Schiffart /
|

fo Corne

lius Niclas / zu der Admiralfchafft Jacob |

von Neck gehorig/ in den Orientalischen

Indien die
|

Zeit von vier Jahren / verrich-
[

let hat.
|

, pp. 13-16 ; [voyage of De
Veen, with heading] |

Kurtze
| Befchreibung

der Schiffart /
|

fo Cornelius von der Ven
in der Orientalifchen Indien / die Zeit von

zweyen Jahren / verrich-
|

let hat. , pp. 1 7-

18; [voyage of Van der Hagen, with

heading] Befchreibung der Schiffart/ fo

vnter dem Admiral Stephen von der Hagen
mit

|

1 2. Schiffen in die Orientalische Indien

verrichtet/ ...
| [3 lines] | , pp. 19-26

[wrongly numbered 22].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con
ventional head-piece] | Folgen etliche Figu-
ren vnd Con-

| terfeytungen / fo zum theil in

das vorige Achte Theil/ als
|

nemlich die

Stadt Amacao, vnd die Schlacht in dem
Flufz Batufabar

| gefchehn / zum theil in

diefen Appendicem geh6rig/
| [2 lines] |

Alles in Kupffer geftochen . . .
|

Durch
|

Johan Dieterich vnd Johan Ifrael
|

de Bry

gebruder.
| [conventional tail-piece] |

, recto

of [Evj.] ; [blank], verso of [Evj.];

[7 plates ; versos blank, except A, [B], and

D
;
with accompanying text, as described

below], recto of A to verso of [D ij.].

PLATES : 1 8 Plates, as follows :

I.
|

Ein Bancket / welches der Konig |

von Ternate dem Admiral von Neck hilt.
|
;

recto of A
ij.

AMERICANA. CHUCH CATALOGUE
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1606 Tbeodor De Bry No. 239

II.
|

Wie die VSlcker zu Ternate zu
|

fifchen pflegen. |
;

recto of A iij.

III.
|

Strafle des Ehebruchs deren
|

in

Patani.
|
;

recto of [A iiij.].

IV.
| Zug der Konigin von

|

Patani.
| j

recto of B.

V.
| Elephantenjagt deren in

|

Patani.
| ;

recto of B ij.

VI.
|

Wie die Hollander die Inful
|

An-
nabon erobert haben.

[
; recto of [Biij.].

VII.
| Abconterfeitung zwoer Perfonen

|

an welchen man Juftitiam geubet hat.
| ;

recto of [B iiij.].

VIII.

den

Wie der Konig von Matacalo zu

Hollandern an das Geftatt kompt | j

recto of C.

IX.
|

Wie der Vice Admiral Sebald de

Weert
|

verrahterlicher weife vberfallen / vnd

mil all denen / fo bey jhm waren/ hingericht

wirdt.
|

; recto of C ij.

X.
|

Wie jhm defz K6nigs von Achins
|

Sohn von Weibern dienen laft.
| ; recto of

Ciij.

XI.
I

Ankunfft der Holllnder in
|

Pan-

tani.
| [7 lines] [ENDE. |

;
recto of [C iiij.].

I. Two-page plate :
| Conterfaytur der

Stadt I Amacao. I ; title and i z lines of text

on recto of A, plate on verso of A and

recto of [Aij. ].

II. Two-page plate or plan ; inscription

in panel, at center of left-hand side of plate :

/CONTRAFACTUR DES SCHARMVTZ/ els der

Hollender Wider die Portigefen in dem flus

Batfubar. / [12 lines of explanation] |
;

verso of [B] and recto of [B ij. ].

III.
| Eroberung eines grofTen |

Portu-

gefifchen Schiffs.
| ;

recto of C.

IV.
|

Verbundnufz der Hollander mit
|

dem KSnig zu Callecut.
|

; recto of C
ij.

V.
| Conterfeytur der Stadt vnd

|
Feftung

Amboina.
|

;
recto of [Ciij.].

VI.
|

Wie die Hollander fampt dem
|

Konig von Ternate mit feinem Volck vor

Tidore geruckt. ; recto of [Ciiij.].

VII. Two-page plate :
| Einnehmung der

Feftung |

Tidore vnd zweyer Kracken.
| j

title and 25 lines of text, recto of D; plate,

verso of D and recto of [Dij.].
CONDITION: Size of leaf, ii^Ha x 7V4

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Plates

X. [Ciij.] and XI. [Ciiij.] extended on

lower and outer margins ; plate I. (second

series)
extended on upper and lower margins

and mounted on a guard ; II. and VII.

mounted on guards.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

The first section of this work appeared in quarto in 1605, with the title :
|

Zwo
vnderfcheidliche newe Schiffarten /

|

Nemlich
[

Ein Hiftorifche Befchrei-
| bung

der Reyfe / fo der Admiral Jacob von
|

Neck aufz Hollandt in die Orientalifchen In-

dien
|
von Ann. 1600. bifz An. 1603. gethan.

|

Darnach
|

Ein Hiftoria / fo von Johan

Herman von Bree, ...
| [7 lines] ] [copperplate engraving] |

Gedruckt zu Franckfort

am Mayn bey WolfFgang Richtern /
|
Im Jahr 1605. |

. It contains
[viii.] + 1 36 pp.,

and 10 plates. In this, the folio Edition, there are 1 1 plates, but the list in the quarto

edition calls for only 10. There are copies of the quarto edition in the Huth and

Lenox Libraries.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford
;

Huth ; Boston Athenasum
; John

Carter Brown; Yale University; and Lenox

Libraries.

REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 241 ; Crawford, Collations, p.

85; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 450*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 393, No. 447;

Brunei, i : 1359.
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No. 240 Tbeodor De Bry 1612

DE BRY, THEODOR. (*. 1528, d. 1398.)

NEVNDTER THEIL ORIENTALISCHER INDIEN. FRANCKFVRT, durcb

Matth. Beckern, 1612. [240]

GERMAN INDIA 5 PART IX. SOLE EDITION 5
FIRST ISSUE. i6iz.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: (:), 2

leaves ; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, A, B (re

peated) , each 4 leaves
; C, 6 leaves

; A, B,

C, each 4 leaves ; D, A, each 6 leaves
;

total 68 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 240 a], recto of

[(:)];_ [blank], verso of [(:)] |

An den gunftigen Lefer.
|

, recto and verso

of (:) ij. ; [text, with heading] | [2 lines]

|

Hiftorifche Befchreibung der
| Reyfe oder

Schiffart/ fo die Hollander vnd See-
|

lander

mit neun groffen vnd vier kleinen Schiffen/

vn-
|

ter der AdmiralfchafFt Peter Wilhelm

Verhuffen/ in
|

die Orientalifche Indien gethan

[habenzc. | ,pp. 1-55; [blank], p. [56] .

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con
ventional head-piece] | Folgen hernacher

|

Etlich eygentliche Fur-
| bildungen aller

gedenckwurdigen Sa-
|
chen/ deren in vor-

gefetzter Schiffart gedacht wird/ vnd die

fich zwi-
|

fchen den Hollandern vnd Fremb-

den/ als Portugefen vnd
|

Indianern oder

Mohren begeben vnd zuge- | tragen haben.
|

Alles fein zierlich in Kunftlichen Kupffer-
ftucken

| furgebildet/ mit Figuren erklaret/

vnd jetzo von
|

newem an Tag geben/ |

[conventional ornament] |

Durch
| Johann

Theodor de Bry. |
, recto of [A] ;

[blank] , verso of [A] ; [preface, with

heading] |

An den gutwilligen |

Lefer.
| ,

recto ofA
ij. ; [blank], verso ofA

ij. ;

[12 plates, versos blank, with accompanying

text, as described below], recto of Aiij. to

verso of [C vj.].

[Letterpress title-page of the Continuatio,

as reproduced; See No. 240 A], p. [i ];

[blank] p. [2] ; [text,
with heading] |

Ergantzung defz neundten Theils der
|

Orientalifchen Indien/
|

Das ift/
| Verfolg

vnnd Continuirung |

der vorigen Reyse / . . .

| [alines] |, pp. 3-35 ; [blank], p. [36].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con

ventional head-piece] | Folgen etliche
|

Schone

Figuren vnd KupfFer- |

ftucke/ deren die

furnembfte Hittorien vnd Gefchichte/ fo

|

fich ferjner zwifchen den Hollandern vnd

den Innwohnern der Ban-
|

difchen Infeln

zugetragen/ davon in diefer Continuation
|

Meldung gefchehen. |

Alles fein zierlich in

KupfFer geftochen vnd man-
|
niglich fur Au-

gen geftellet/ |

Durch
| Johann-Theodor de

Bry. | [conventional ornament] |

Gedruckt zu

Franckfurt am Mayn / durch Matthias
|

Beck

ers feligen Wittib /
| |

M. DC. XIII.
|
,

recto of [ A] ; [blank] , verso of
[A] ;

[5 plates, versos blank, with accompanying

text, as described below]; recto of Aij. to

verso of [A vj.] .

PLATES : 17 Plates, as follows:

I.
| Abbildung eines wunderbaren

|

Baums
in der Infel El ferro.

| ;
recto ofA iij. Used

before, as plate 28, in No. 188 (GA 6-1).
II.

| Abbildung der Cabo de
|

bona

Efperanca. |
; recto of [A iiij.]

. Used be

fore, as plate 3, in No. 237 (GI7-
1
).

III.
| Bellgerung der Statt vnd

| Feftung

Mozambique. |
;

recto of B. Four trees in

upper right-hand corner
;
the word / Caftel /,

above the fort.

IV.
|

Hollander werden vom Keyfer |

zu Calecuth ftattlich empfangen. |
; recto of

B ij.
With the sea at the right-hand ; the

house at the left.

V.
|

Liebe der Weiber in Calecut
|

gegen jhre verftorbene Manner.
|

; with
| 9 j

in the lower left-hand corner on the plate ;

recto of B iij. Used before, as plate 9, in

No. 228 (Gla-i).
VI.

| Portugefen werden von den
|

Hollandern bey Malacca in die Flucht
|

gefchlagen. |
; recto of [Biiij.]. Town

at the right ;
battle at the left.

VII.
| Abbildung wie der K8nig von

|

G8er zu den Hollandern auff die Schiff
j

AMIRICANA uses: CHURCH CATALOGUE
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1612 Tbeodor De Bry No. 240

kommet.
| ;

recto of C. Land, with palm-

trees, at the right.

VIII.
| Abbildung der Statt

|

Bantam.
|

;

recto of C ij.
Used before, as plate 15, in

No. 230 (GIs-i).
IX.

|

Der Konig von Bali wirdt auff
|

einem ftattlichen Wagen von weilTen
|

Buf-

feln heimgefuhrt. |
; recto of C iij.

Used

before, as plate 34, in No. 230 (GI 3-1).
X.

|

Der Admiral laft den India-
|

nern

zu Ortattan vnd Londor ein Mandat
|

von

Graff Moritzen vorlefen.
|

;
recto of C iiij.

With land at the left.

XI.
| Abbildung der zwo Statte

|

Or

tattan vnd Londor, in der Infel Banda
|

gelegen. | ; recto of [Cv.].
XII.

|

Hollander bawen ein Veftung |

in der Infel Nero, vnd werden von den

Mohren
|

dafelbft vberfallen.
| ;

recto of

[ C vj.] . Burning town, / Kyach / ,
at left-

hand near top, the words / Veftung Naffau / ,

over the fort at the right.

I. Labetacke von den Hollandern
|

eingenommen vnd verhert.
|

; recto of A ij.

With land at the right.

This Issue has the Plates III., IV., VI., VII., X. and XII. and the five plates

at the end as they are usually found. Plates IV. and V. at the end are transposed,

being printed with the wrong text.

This corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that, as in the Latin Edition,

there are no maps in this copy; p. 21, first series, is correctly numbered, but p. 21

of the Continuation wrongly numbered 12 ;
and Plates I.-V., in the Continuatio, are

those which he assigns to the Second State (or Issue).

The title-page of this Part is found printed within four varieties of borders, as

follows: (l) The border reproduced with this number.

(2) The same border, but without the word
|

ARCHITECTVRA
|
in the

cartouche at the top.

(3) The same border as that used in No. 211 (See our reproduction).

(4) An architectural border described in the Huth Catalogue, as follows :
" On

each side is a female figure ; beneath that on the right, but in a separate compartment,

is inscribed,
|

PRAEMIVM VIR
|

TVTIS HONOS
| ;

beneath that on the left, |
FAMA VIRTVTIS

|

STIMVLVS I ."

The Crawford and Huth copies appear to be alike in having the plates of the

Continuatio unlike those in this copy.

II.
|

Mohren vnterftehen fich das Caftel

NalTaw zu
|

fturmen
|

vnnd die Hollander

zube-
| kriegen. [

;
recto of A

iij.
Crowd

of natives at the left.

III.
|

Statt Schlangen wirdt von den

Hollandern einge- |

nommen vnd mit Fewr

verbrandt.
| ; recto of A iiij. Land at the

left..

IV.
|

Wie die Hochzeiten zu Chriffe vnd

auff der Infel
|

lava Maior angeftellet wer

den.
[ ;

recto of [Av.]. Plate V.; with

horse walking towards the right ;
is incor

rectly printed on this leaf.

V.
|

Wie der Breutigam zu ChrilTe die

Braut heimfuh-
|

ret/ vnd die Hochzeit ver-

richtet. |; recto of [Avj.]. Plate IV.;

with bride in doorway at the right ;
is in

correctly printed on this leaf.

The plates in this copy are printed from

the same coppers as those in No. 220

(LI 9 -SOLE ED. 1
).

CONDITION : Size of leaf, mvie * 7 lVi

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Title-

page extended on inner margin.

OTHER COPIES : John Carter Brown ;

Yale University ; and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Li

brary, Bulletin, g: 141; Crawford, Colla

tions, p. 87; Huth, Catalogue, 2:451*;

John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i: 394, No.

448 ; Brunei, 1 : 1360.
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No. 241 Tbeodor De Bry 1612

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d, 1598.)

NEVNDTER THEIL ORIENTALISCHER INDIEN.
Mattb. Beckern, 1612.

FRANCKFVRT, durcb

[24I]

GERMAN INDIA; PART IX. SOLE EDITION; SECOND ISSUE. 1612.

Folio.

COLLATIONS BY SIGNATURES AND PAGI

NATION: identically the same as those in

the First Issue.

PLATES : identically the same as in the

First Issue, except that :

Part i : plate III. Has been reengraved.

With six trees and no word above the fort or

in the upper left-hand.

IV. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With the sea at the left and house at the

right.

VI. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With the town at the left.

VII. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With the land at the left ; trees, not palms.

X. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With the land at the right.

With the reengraved Plates III., IV., VI., VII., X., and XII. in the first section

and the five plates at the end. The plates in this copy are printed from the same

coppers as those in No. zzi (LI 9 SOLE ED. *).

The Crawford and Huth copies of the German Edition seem to be bound up dif

ferently from these. In our copies the plates in Part IX., First Issue of the Latin

Edition (No. 220), agree exactly with those of the First Issue of the German Edition

of the same Part (No. 240). The same is true of the Second Issues of both Editions.

OTHER COPIES : John Carter Brown ; and Lenox Libraries.

XII. Has been reengraved. With in

ferior drawing and without engraved words

over fort and near the burning town.

Part 2 : plate I. Has been reengraved
and reversed. With land at the left.

II. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With crowd of natives at the right.

III. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With land at the right.

IV. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With the bride in the doorway at the left.

V. Has been reengraved and reversed.

With the horse walking toward the left.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 1 1^46 x 7?,i

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Title-

page extended on inner margin ; Plate VIII.

extended on outer margin.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

ZEHENDER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN.
AM MAYN, durcb Matthias Beckers feligin Wittit, 1613.

GERMAN INDIA,- PART X. SOLE EDITION. 1613.

FRANCKFVRT

[242]

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, each 4 leaves (the last blank and

genuine) ; a, 4 leaves
;

total 24 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [letter

press title, as reproduced ; See No. 242] ,

p. [i] ; [blank], p. [2]; |

An den

gunftigen Lefer.
| , pp. J-[9]; [discovery

of Hudson's Bay, with heading] |

Hifto-

rifche Relation vnnd
|
Entdeckung der ncwen

SchifFart/ gegen Nordo-
|

(ten/ vber die

Amerifche Infeln/ in Chinam vnd lappo- |

niam fuhrende/ fo von einem Engellander
mil Nahmen I Heinrich Hudfon newlich

AMERICANA C5693 CHURCH CATALOGUE
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crfunden worden.
| , pp. lo-n

; [extract

from Linschoten's voyage, with heading] |

Eygentliche vnd kurtze An- deutung oder

Vermeldung der Infeln vnd Oer-
|

ter/ . . .

|

. . . H. Johann Heygens|von Lintfchotten

Befchreibung genommen. |, pp. 1213;
[De Quir's voyage to Terra Australis incog-

nita] |

Difcurfz/ oder
|

Relation einer wun-

derbarli-
|

chen Supplication/ Ihr. Konigi.

Maj. in Spani- |

en/ von einem Capitein
Petrus Ferdinandes de Quir genannt/ |

Be-

langendt die Entdeckung defz funfften

Theils der Welt/ Terra Au-
|

ftalis incog-
nita genannt/ ...

|

... , pp. 1421 ;

[description of Russia, with heading] |

Befchreibung der Landten
|

Siberien/ Samo-

gedien vnd Tingefien/ . . .
| [4 lines] |

,

pp. 21-17; [second extract concerning

<tnc futile 95efc$wlwng fro? ttotfwn

3nfc!n in Chinam wi& lapponiam, uotj ct

cnt Decf t aorten / au ^ofiann {)<d<n von ifn(f^om

. i

funfften 2i^i{6
Oer33&U/Terra Auftralis incogni

tagmantU /Wn n<m Sopitcin Petro Ferdinandes de

fitter SMittMft'on

Q36c t ff)t < ben22?tggate gelcgen/fo iKj(id> toon 6e Wwfjco
tvitctn aucccU t t>nb cingenommm.

Witt t)n j}mcinti ^if erian bi um bc|tcn in ^octfcut*

M.

No. 242. TITLE OP DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; PART X. ; SOLE EDITION; 1613.

Within the same border as No. zzz.
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Russia, with heading] |
Itinerarium, oder

|

Kurtze Befchreibunge der
| Wege vnd

WafTerfluflc / fo aufz der Mofcaw gegen |

[9 lines] |, pp. 28-375 [colophon] j

Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am
| Mayn bey

Matthias Beckers feligen Wittib/
|

in Ver-

legung Johann Theodors de Bry. | |

M. DC. XIII.
| [conventional type-orna

ment] |
, p. [38] ; [i blank leaf],

[Eiv.].

[Title to
plates] |

Folgen etliche
| Mappen

oder Landttaffeln/ vnd
| Kupfferftuck / darin

die Gelegenheit der Landtfchafften /
|

da-

von in dieser obgefetzten Schiffart Meldung
gefchehen/ . . .

| [2 lines] |

In Kupffer

geftochen vnd an Tag gege- [

ben durch
|

Johann-Theodor de Bry. [conventional

ornament] |

Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am

Mayn / durch Matthias Beckers feligen

Wittib.
| |

M. DC. XIII.
| , recto of

[a] ; [blank], verso of
[a] ; [3 plates,

as described below], recto of a
ij.

to verso

of [a iiij.].

PLATES : 3 Plates and 3 Maps, as

follows :

I.
|

Abrifz der Infel Warthufz
|

in

Lappenlandt. |
j title and 9 lines of text,

recto of a ij. ; plate, verso of a
ij.

II.
| Kilduyn eine Infel in

| Lappen
landt.

|
;

title and 10 lines of text, recto

of a iij. ; plate, in two compartments, verso

of a
iij.

III.
|

Der Samojeden Cotter
|
vnd

Schlittenfahrt.
|

; recto of [a iiij.] j
verso

blank.

MAPS : identically the same as those in

No. 222 (LI IO-SOLE ED.), except that:

All three maps are placed between the verso

of [E iiij.]
and the recto of

[a]
.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 12% x 7%e
inches. Bound same as No. 205.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that the maps are all

placed together before the tide-page to the plates.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw
ford ;

Huth
; John Carter Brown

; Yale

University ;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 142 5 Crawford, Collations, p.

91; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 452*5 John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 395, No.

449 ; Brunei, i : 1361.

DE BRY, THEODOR. (b. 1528, d. 1598.)

EILFFTER THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN.

bey Hieronymo Gallern, 1618.

GERMAN INDIA; PART XI. SOLE EDITION. 1618.

OPPENHEIM,

[243]

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: )(, A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves (last blank

and genuine) ; a, b, c, each 4 leaves ;
total

44 leaves.

COLLATION BV PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 243], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; |

An den gunftigen
Lefer. , pp. 34 ; [third voyage of Ves-

puccius, with heading] |

Herln Americi Vef-

putii |

dritte Schiffart in Oft Indien / . . .
|

. . . Anno
|
1501. vorgenommen. |

, pp. 5-

8; [fourth voyage of Vespuccius, with

heading] |

Herm Americi Vefputii Vierdte

SchifFahrt
|

in Indien/ . . .
|

Anno 1503.

vorgenommen |
, pp. 1-2;

|

An den gun

ftigen Lefer.
| , p. 3 ; [description of

Asiatic countries, by Robert Coverte, with

heading] | Warhafftiger vnd zuvor nie
|

er-

h&rter Bericht eines Engelifchen/ welcher/

nach
|

deine er in einem Schiff die Auffarth

genandt in Cambaja dem euf- ferften Theil

Oft Indiens Schiffbruch gelitten zu Land
durch viele vnbe- kante Konigreich vnd

grofle Static gereifet/ vnd was jhme |

vberall

begegnel vnd zuhanden geftoflen.
|
, pp.
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4-37; [description of Spitzbergen, with

heading] |

Hiftorifche Befchreibung/ |

Von
der Landtfchafft Spitrberg/| [4 lines] |Neben

|

Kurtzer Erzehlung / was vnfere Fifcher /

...
| [2 lines] | Sarapt |

Einer Proteftation

wider die Engelllnder/ ... [2 lines] |
,

pp. 38-5 1
; [discussion of British rights to

whale fisheries, with heading] Grundtliche

Widerlegung der Englifchen | Scheingrunde /

vnd vergeblichen Furbringens/ dadurch fie

fich des Rechtens der Fifcherey in der Infel

Spitzberg/ oder Newen Land
|

biszhero al-

lein angemaffet. |, pp. 52-53; [blank],

P- [54]; [i blank leaf], [G 4].

[Letterpress title-page to plates] | [con
ventional head-piece] | Folgen hernacher

|

Eigendtliche vnd warhafFtige fur-
| bildung

der Hiftorien vnd Gefchichte/ ...
|

...
|

... in das Eilffte Theil der Orientalifchen

Indien gehorig. |

Beneben warhafFtiger Be

fchreibung vnd Erklarung |

der Bildnuflen /

...
|

...
|

Alles zierlich in fchSnen Kupffer-
ftucken vor Augen geftellt/ |

. . .
|

Durch
|

Johann. Theodorum de Bry Kunft. vnd

Buchhandlern zu Oppenheim. | [conventional

type-ornament] |

Gedruckt zu Oppenheim

bey Hieronymo Gallern.
|

ANNO
| |

MDC XVIII.
|

, p. [i] ; [blank], p.

[2] ;
An den gunftigen Lefer.

|
, p. 3 ;

[blank], p. [4]; [10 plates, versos blank,

as described below], recto of a
iij.

to verso

of
[ciiij.].

PLATES: 10 Plates, as follows:

I.
|

Wie es Americo Vefputio vnd
|

feinem Volck in Oft Indien bey einem

Leutfluchtigen wilden
|

Volck ergangen. | ;

recto of a
iij.

II.
|

Wie der Englifch Capitein Robert

Caverte von dem K&nig der Infel Gomora
|

empfangen worden. . . .
| j

recto of [a iiij.].

III.
|

Wie die Innwohner der Infel
|

Pemba etliche Engellinder ermordet/ vnd

wie fich
| diefelbigen widerumb gerachet/

. . .
|

; recto of b.

IV. Wie die Engellander zu einem
|

Volck/ die Bannians genandt / kommen/ vnd

was fie
|

da fur ein G&tzendienft gefehen. |
;

recto of b
ij.

V. Der grofzmachtige Feldzug defz
|

Tartarifchen Keyfers Cam Canawe in der

grofTen |

Statt Bramport. | ;
recto of b

iij.

VI.
|

Ein Feldliger der Englifchen |

mil einem Tartarifchen Ritter in einer

Wildnufz / wie sie fich defz Nachts vor

den wilden Thieren bewahret.
|

; recto of

[biiij.].

VII.
|

Wie fich in der Pythagorien
|

Landtfchafft die Wieber nach jhrer Manner
Todt

[ pflegen zuverbrennen / ... j recto

of c.

VIII.
| Prachtiger Auffzug defz Schatz-

|

meifters defz groffen Mogols in Indien/

vnd ein Elephantenftreit |

vor dem K5nig/
. . .

| ; recto of c
ij.

IX.
|

Anderer wilden Thier Streit/
|

defzgleichen eines Menfchen mit einem

Lowen vor dem
| groflen Mogol/ . . .

|
;

recto of c iij.

X.
|

Wie in den nordifchen Infuln vnd

bey Spitzberg gehorig die Fifcher die Wall-

fifch pflegen |

zu fangen. |
; recto of [c iiij.].

Used before as plate 4, in No. 232 (GI 4-1).
Above the number and title of each plate

appears |

Eilffter Theil der Orientalifchen

Indien.
|

.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 12x7% inches.

Bound same as No. 205. Plate IX. ex

tended on lower, outer corner.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Craw

ford
;
Huth

; John Carter Brown
; Yale

University ;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8:242; Crawford, Collations, p.

93; Huth, Catalogue, 2:452*; John Car

ter Brown, Catalogue, 1:395, No. 450;
Brunei, i :i^6i.
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1628 Tbeodor De Bry No. 244

DE BRY, THEODOR. (L 1528, d. 1598.)

DER ZWOLFFTE THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN.
FVRT AM MAYN, bey Co/par Ratel, 1628.

GERMAN INDIA ; PART XII. SOLE EDITION. 1628.

FRANCK-

[244]

Folio

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 2 leaves,

without signature-marks ; A, B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, each 4 leaves
j I, 6 leaves

;
total

40 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
("title,

as

reproduced; SeeNo. 244], p. [i.]; [blank],

p. [ii-]j [contents, with heading] [

Ver-

zeichnufz vnd Innhalt aller Reyfen vnd Schif-

farthen / ...
|

... , p. [iii. ]; [blank],

p. [ iv.]; [text, with heading] |

Warhaffte /

vnnd eygentliche Be- fchreibung etlicher

newer / kurtz verwiechener Jahren / in
|

Oft-

Indien/ vnnd deren vmbliegende K6nig-
reiche / Lander vnnd

|

Infuln / angeftelter vnd

verrichter Schiffahrten : So vornemblich von

den Engellindern vnd Hoi-
1

landcrn vorge-

nommen vnd verrichtet worden.
|

Alles jetz-

under zum erften mahl aufz der Englifchen /

in die La- teinifche / vnd dann in die Hoch
Teutfche Sprach |

vberfetzet. , pp. 1-77;

[blank], p. [78].

Page 45 is wrongly numbered 43 ;
and

the numbers 57 and 58 are omitted in the

pagination.

PLATES : 4 Plates, in the text, as

follows :

[
i

] Page 3. Used before, as Plate

XII., in No. 237 (GI7-SOLE ED. 1
).

[
2
] Page 1 3. Indian king, surrounded

by 4 others on the left, group of boys and

2 apes on the right, all but one with rings

in their outstretched hands, the names of

1 1 lawgivers, on scrolls lying on the ground.

[3] Page 26. Used before, as Plate

XXIV., in No. 230 (GI 3-1).

[4] Page 28. Used before, as Plate

XXVIII., in No. 228 (GI 2-1).
MAPS: [l] Empire of China; inscrip

tion, at top: |

DE SCRIPTIO CHOR
OGRA PHICA REG NI CHI N^E.

|
;

with 2 insets
;
one showing the clothing of

the natives
;

the other, a portrait of
|

MATHAEUS
|

RICIUS.
| ; size, 11%, x

13<H6 inches; scale, nifte inch 5 of lati

tude; between pp. 18 and 19.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, i2y8 x y'^i

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Page 35

extended on inner and upper margins ;

pp. 3538 extended on upper margins ; map
mounted on a guard.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford
;

Huth ; John Carter Brown
;

Yale

University ;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 242 ; Crawford, Collations, p.

95; Huth, Catalogue, 2:453*; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 396, No. 451 ;

Brunei, i : 1361.
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1628 Tbeodor De Bry No. 245

DE BRY, THEODOR.
(b. 1528, </. 1598.)

DER DREYZEHENDE THEIL DER ORIENTALISCHEN INDIEN.
FRANCKFVRT AM MAvN, bey Co/par Rbtell, 1628.

[245]

GERMAN INDIA
;
PART XIII. SOLE EDITION. 1628.

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : (?), z

leaves ; a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, 1, m, n,

0, p, q, r, s, t, u, x, y, z, each 4 leaves ;

total 94 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION:
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 245], recto of [(?)];

[blank], verso of [(?)]; [dedication,

with heading] |

Dem Hoch Ehrwurdigen/
Wol Edlen/ Herin/| Herien Johann Lud-

wigen |

von Hagen / . . .
| [7 lines] [[signed]

|

Wilhelm Fitzer Buchhindler.
| [dated] |

. . . Geben
|

Franckfurt den 4. April.

1628.
|

, recto of (?) ij. ; [table of con

tents, with heading] |

Verzeichnufz deren

Reyfen/ SchifFarthen/ vnd Befchrei-
|

bungen / fo in dem dreyzehenden Theil der

Oft Indianifchen
|

Hiftorien begriffen feyn.

1, verso of (?)ij. ; [introduction, with

heading] |

Warhatfte/
|

Vnd
| Eygentliche

Befchreibung etli-
|

cher denckwurdigen
Reifen / vnd Schiffarthen / fo aufz vn-

|

der-

fchiedtlichen Landfchafften in Oft Indien/

...
| [7 lines] |

Erfte Vorrede
| [3 lines] |

,

pp. 1-3 ; |

andere Vorrede an den gunfti-

gen Lefer/ . . .
| [4 lines] |

, pp. 4-8 ;

[extracts from various voyages and dis

coveries, the first with heading] |

Verzeich

nufz der Reyfz fo von ZwfilrF Schiffen / vnter

|

dem Capitein Chriftoff Newport im Jahr

1613. in Oft-
|

Indien abgefahren. |
, pp.

9-184.

Page 1 6 is wrongly numbered 8; 56 is

42; 74 is 72; 80 is 44; 88 is 82; and

1 10 is 112.

PLATES : 10 Plates, in the text, i Fold

ing Plate, and i Map, as follows :

[i] Page ii. Used before, as Plate

VII., in No. 228 (Gl2-i).

[2] Page 17. Used before, as Plate

IX., in No. 234(615-1).

[3] Page 27. Used before, as Plate

14, in No. 226 (GI i
i).

[4] Page 50. Used before, as Plate

XVII., in No. 228 (Gl2-i).

[5] Page 72. Used before, as Plate

XXIX., in No. 228 (Gl2-i).

[6] Page 86. Used before, as Plate

XXXII., in No. 228 (Gl2-i).

[7] Page 1 02. Two circular buildings,

one at the left with bell in belfry ;
deer and

birds in foreground.

[8] Page 107. Three figures, with in

scriptions across the top of the plate, |

Sultan

Coroone. Fcemina captiua. Setim Shah

Magnus Mogol./, and an Oriental inscription

below.

[9] Page 148. Two sea-monsters, one

resembling a unicorn in center foreground j

pigmy man and woman at left, the former

with beard to the knees.

[10] Page 157. Bears killing monks

in background ; Russian official on throne,

in foreground, superintending execution.

[i] Two-page plate of Amacao
;

Sec

ond state; between pp. 54 and 55. Used

before, as Plate XII., in No. 219 (LI 8 -

SOLE ED. 2
).

MAP : Two-page map of the Empire
of the Great Mogul ; inscription at top :

/ DESCRIPTIO CHOROGRAPH1CA IN
DIA ORIENTALIS, DELINEATIONEM
JMPERII, SWE REGNI MAGNI MOGOL
EXHIBENS. / ; size, nU x 14% inches;

scale, i% inches = 100 Militarium Anglico-

rum; between pp. 106 and 107.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, iztyi x 7iV4

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Pages

153 and 155 extended on lower margins;

147 extended on lower, outer corner; 157

extended on upper margin.
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1628 Tbeodor De Bry No. 245

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, except that page 3 8 is correctly

numbered ; the plan of Amacao is bound in at page 54 instead of at page 24 ; and

there is no map of Cambodia.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Craw

ford
;
Hum

; John Carter Brown 5 Yale

University ;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

Bulletin, 8 : 241 ; Crawford, Collations, p.

97; Huth, Catalogue, 2: 453*; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, \ : 397, No.

452; Brunet, i: 1361.

DE BRY, THEODOR. 1528, d. 1598.)

ANHANG DER BESCHRE1BVNG DESZ KONIGREICHS CONGO.
FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Cafpar Roteln, 1625. [246]

GERMAN INDIA; APPENDIX TO CONGO [PART I.].
SOLE EDITION. 1625.

each

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES :

leaves; A, B, C, D, E, F, G,

leaves; total 30 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [letter

press title, as reproduced ;
See No. 246 ],

recto

of [) = (];-[ blank
]>

vers of [)'(]5-
|

An Chriftlichen Lefer.
| [

in verse, signed] |

Johannes Grofz. Pfan.
| bey S. Leonhardt/

in Bafel. |,
recto and verso of ):( ij. ;

[Braun's first voyage, 1611, with heading]

|

Die erfte Reyfz/ |

Nach den Infulen/ vnd

land- [fchafften Canaria/ Madera/ ...
|

...

Congo/ ic.
|

, pp. i ii; [Braun's second

voyage, 1614, with heading]

Reyfz/ |

So ich/
|

mil Gotteshulff/ An-

1614. ...
|

...
|
... Guina/

|

... vnd Affine.
|

, pp. 13-22 ; [Braun's

voyage to Guinea, with heading] |

Die dritte

Rey fz/
1

Naher Guinea/. . .
| [2 lines]), pp.

23-38; [Braun's voyage to the Mediter

ranean, with heading] |

Die vierdte Reyfz. |

So iclj. gethan Anno 1620. in dem Schiff

'jfcdW/: ;./ .
| [5 lines]|, PP- 3 8-47

[Braun's voyage to Africa and his ship-
'

wmk/ytfthreading] |

SchifFahrt/ Jc. Welche

an'de Zahl die funffee ift: In der Ord-

nung aber
|

die dritte feyn foil.
|
, pp. 48-56.

PLATES : 1 1 Plates, in the text, as

follows :

Die andere

no

[i] Page 3. Used before, as Plate IX.,

in No. 232 (614-1).

[2] Page 6. Used before, as Plate XL,
in No. 232 (Gl4-i).

[3] Page 22. Used before, as Plate

XXIV., in No. 236 (GI6-i).

[4] Page 26. Used before, as Plate II.,

in the Continuatio of No. 241 (GI 9 SOLE

ED. 2
).

[s] ?age *9- Used before, as Plate

XV., in No. 236 (GI6-i).

[6] Page 31. Used before, as Plate

VII., in No. 230 (GI 3-1).

[7] Page 34. Used before, as Plate VI. ,

in No. 228 (Gl2-i).

[8] Page 35. Used before, as Plate

XXL, in No. 236 (GI6-i).

[9] f"age 39- Used before, as Plate I.,

in No. 230 (GI 3-1).

[10] Page 42. Used before, as Plate

III., in the Appendix of No. 239 (GI 8-

SOLE ED.).

[n] Page 49. Used before, as Plate

II., in No. 230 (Gl3-i).
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 12^4 x 7%

inches. Bound same as No. 205. Page 21

is mended in outer margin ;
a minute portion

of the plate on p. 22 wanting; p. 27 ex

tended on upper, outer corner.

This copy corresponds with the Crawford collation, and has the original signatures

C
ij.

and C
iij.;

line I on page 19 ending
" Sta-

"
and the first line on page 21 ending

" wird/".
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3n3fMtam wtt> teflm <pri>w!tcfcn ott$o/^<rofa loan*

ban S
tint/in

ant?futtam CWpn/f p
CafpatOWttfw.

M. DC. XXV.

No. 246. TITLE OF DE BRY'S GERMAN INDIA; APPENDIX TO CONGO; 1625.
Within the same engraved border as No. 225.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ;
Craw- REFERENCES: New York Public Library,

ford; Huthj John Carter Brown
j
and Lenox Bulletin, 8:238; Crawford, Collations, p.

Libraries. 59; Huth, Catalogue, 1:441*; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 1:386; Brunei, i :i 355.

In our attempts to locate copies it may be found that those designated do not pre

cisely correspond with our collations, nor the authorities cited describe copies which

correspond in every respect to those here described. It has not been felt that the

time necessary to particularize every minute difference which might arise could be

spent; and could the time have been found, it is almost certain that nothing but a per

sonal inspection of the copies themselves would have proved sufficient for the purpose.

The more carefully the matter is studied, the more is one convinced, that, but for the

carelessness of the printers and binders, and the enthusiasm of collectors, who in their
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zeal have inserted matter which does not properly belong to the Issue or Part in

which it is placed, the subject would have been shorn of many of its difficulties. As

it is, almost any copy may, upon a critical inspection, prove to be unlike any other

that has been described, and there is no certainty that the last word on the subject has

been written until some one goes over the entire ground and makes a thoroughly criti

cal inspection of every known copy, faithfully recording each variation found, and

locating the copy in which it is to be found.

DRAKE, Sir FRANCIS, and NORREY or NORRIS, Sir JOHN.

NARRATIONES
Hofmanni, 1590.

NORIBERG^E, Typis Cbristopbori Locbneri, & lobannis

[247]

Small 410. Printed in roman
; pages 21 -

36 with side-notes carrying the dates of the

narrative; the first "15. Mart", the last

"3. lulii ", all of the same year.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

each 4 leaves ; D, 6 leaves ; total 1 8 num
bered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as

reproduced; See No. 247], p. [i] ;

[blank], p. [2]; [text, with heading] |

[conventional head-piece] / EXPEDITIO /
FRANCISCI DRAKI

|
EQVITIS AN-

GLI
|

IN
|

INDUS OCCIDENTALES /
^NNO M D LXXXV.

| , pp. 3-20;
|

BREVIS

ET FIDA
|
NARRATIO, ET CONTI- /

nuatio rerum omnium a DRAKO & A^ORREY-

|

sio (postfdicem ex Occidentalibus Infulis,

/ reditum) infua txpeditione POKTV-
\

GAL-

LEHSI fagulij diebus / gejiarum. / , pp. 21

36 ;
|

FINIS.
|

,
bottom of p. 36.

MAPS : [i] Two-page map ; inscription,

upper left-hand : |CARTHAGENA VRBS
IN

|

INDITE ORIENTALIS CONTI-
|

NENTE SITA.
|

; size, 6i%a x 10% inches;

no scale; between pp. 12 and 13. With

an inset, a curious illustration of an alligator,

at the lower right-hand.

This work contains two distinct narratives, the first, of Sir Francis Drake's voyage

of 1585-86, in which he captured the Spanish cities with much gold ; the second, an

account of Drake and Norrey's expedition, in 1587, against the Spaniards in Europe.

[2] Two-page map ; inscription, upper

left-hand : CIVITAS S. DOMI
|

NICI

IN HISPANI
|

OLA SITA.
|

; coat of

arms, at upper right-hand ; size, 7^ x 10%
inches ;

no scale.

[3] Two-page map ; inscription, at left-

hand :
|

S. AVGVSTINI
|

PARS EST
FLORI-

|

DM LAT. 30 GRAD. |
; and,

at right-hand :
|

OPIDVM S.
|

AVGVS
TINI

|

IN AMENISS.
|

ET F^CVN-
|

DISSIMO LO-
|

CO.
|

; size, 6i^9 x 10%
inches ; no scale.

[4] Two-page map ; inscription, at upper

left-hand :

|

OPIDVM D. IACOBI
|

EVS-
DEM NOMINIS

|

CVM INSVLA
|

; and,

at upper right-hand: |

INSVLA D. IACOBI
CE-

|

LEBRIS EX ADVERSO
|

CAP.
|

VIRIDIS.
|

; size, 7% x 101%. inches; no

scale. The last three maps, all mounted

on guards, are placed at the end of the

volume.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 6^ e

inches. Bound in red crushed levant

morocco, gilt panelled sides, gilt inside

borders, gilt edges ; by Lortic Fils.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) ;

John Carter Brown ;
and Lenox Libraries.

Only one of the British Museum copies has

the maps, and the John Carter Brown Cata

logue makes no mention of them.

REFERENCES: Sabin, 5, No. 20834;

Brunei, Supplement, 1:418.
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NARRATIONES
ADMODVM MEMORABILES,

QVARVM PRIMA
CONTINET DIARIVM EX-
PEDITIONISFRANCISCIDRAKI

E cxv,i T i s A N G L i IN I N D i A s o c-

C I D E N T A L E S SVSCEPTjE,
ANNO MD Lxxxv.

L T E R A

OMNIVM RERVM AB E
DEM DRAKO ET NORREYSIO

in LVSITANICA irruptionegeftanim
fidclem continuationem

'fubjicit.

Smendatiusquamantea editA.

Additis fnfupcr tabulis Geographicis
accuratifsfmis*

KORIBERGR,
riftopbori Lochneri,& Io-

hannu Hofm*nni.
N N O M O X C.

No. 247. TITLE-PAGE OF DRAKE'S AND NORREY'S NARRATIONES Dvx ; 1590.
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1594 Natban Cbytrceus NO. 248

CHYTR^US NATHAN, in German NATHAN KOCHHAFF.
(b. 1530, d. 1600.)

VARIORVM IN EVROPA ITINERVM DELICTI. HERBORN* NASSOVIO-

RVM, 1594. [248]

Small 8vo. [*vi!j.]; [address to the reader, with head-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : *, 8 leaves; ing] |

EIDEM
|

CANDIDO LECTORI.
|
,

*
*, 2 leaves ; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, recto of *

; [verses by the author and

I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, others], verso of * to recto of [** ij.] ;

Y, Z, Aa to Zz, Aaa to Ggg, each 8 [synopsis of things to be observed by
leaves (the last blank and genuine) ;

total travellers, with heading] |

IN ITINERIB.

434 leaves. OBSERVANDORVM
|

, verso of [**ij.];
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as [text, in several sections, the first with

reproduced; See No. 248], recto of [*]; heading]] ITALICA, |

ET QVIDEM PRIMO

[blank], verso of [*]; [dedication, with
|

MONVMENTA
|

Romana.
| [3 lines] |

,

heading] |

2YN8EQ.
|

CHRISTIANI III. pp. 1-846; [i blank leaf], [Gggviij.].

ET|FRIDERICI II. DANLffi, NOR-
1

Page 271 is wrongly numbered 1715

WEGI.ffi, GENTIVMQ^ SEPTEN-
|

TRIONIS RE- 307 is 309; 443 is 447; 525 15425; and

MOTISSIMARVM
|

AMPLISSIMA-
| RVMQ^ |

843 is 840.

REGG. . . .
I [21 lines] I

, recto of [*ij.];
CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6/i x 3%

[preface, with heading] |

LECTORI inches. Bound in the original vellum.

BENE-
|

VOLO S. D.
|

NATHAff Pages 135 and 136 mended in center of

CHYTRjEVS. /, verso of [* ij.]
to verso of page ;

a few letters wanting.

The Deane copy.

This work was reprinted in 1599 and again in 1606.

This book gives the inscriptions on the Cabot Mappamundi, copied by Chytraeus

from the map which he saw at Oxford in I 565. These inscriptions differ from those

on the only known copy of this map, now preserved in the Bibliotheque Nationale at

Paris. From Chytraeus' version of inscription No. XVII., there is reason to suppose

that a new edition of the map was published in I 549, as he gives that date instead of

1544, which is that of the Paris copy.

His inscriptions are given wholly in Latin and number but nineteen, whereas in the

Paris map there are twenty-two, five of them in Spanish only. Chytraeus prefixes a

title to each. In the Paris example they are, as a rule, lacking. These inscriptions

occupy pages 773795 of this work, and have the general heading:
" LECTORIS.

SVb tabulis geograpbicis fequentes infcriptiones leguntur ; quas nan tarn propter

latinltatis, qua nun magna eft, elegantiam ; quam propter res ipfas cognitione indignas

bicJubiicere voluimus.
' '

" The Chytrzus map presents some difficulty. It was seen in England and was

dated 1549, Me tne Purchas map, but the Latin inscription (No. 8) is that of the

Paris map of I 544, excepting that he corrects the date to June 24. He puts the

year of the discovery at 1494, as in the Paris map, but gives it as 1594 by an

evident misprint. Chytrsus in his book does not reproduce the map but gives all

the Latin legends of the Paris map and makes no mention of the Spanish ones. He

AMERICANA
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gives also headings to the legends ; differing in that respect from the Paris map

which has only three headings. He also quotes from Pliny direct, and does not

follow the erroneous citation of the Paris map. The conclusion would follow that

the map Chytrzus saw was an edition of the Paris map printed in 1549 on which

some minor changes had been made." Dawson in his Voyages of tie Cabots, Pro

ceedings and Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, 1 894, Vol. 1 2, Sec. 2

(Ottawa, 1895), p. 105. A facsimile of the Paris map together with the Spanish

VARIORVM IN EVROPA
I T IN E R V M

DELICTI
SEV, EX VARIIS MA-
NV-SCRIPTIS SELECTIO-

RA TANTVM INSCRI-
PTIONVM MAXIME

recentium

OT^V M E

Quibus pafTim in

l^t ET
l^t ET
ET
ET
A E T ,T C

TEMPLA, ARAE, SCHOLAE, BIBLIOTHIICAE,
mufHa.arces.palatia.tribunalia.portaE.arcustriumpha-

les, obeli fci.pyramidcs.nofodochia,armamentaria,pro-

pugnacula, portus.afyla, xdes.coenacula.'horologia,

pontes , limites , horti , villz , apiaria , thcrmas, fontes,

monctx, ftatus, tabula:, cmbtemata, cip-

pi,
facclla , fcpulchra, &c. con-

fpicua funt.

frtmiflis in elariorts vrkes Epigrammatil/ttf
lulit Cif. Scaligert.

Crania nuper collects& hoc m odo

digefta a

Hcrborna; Naflbuiorum.

No. 248. TITLE-PAGE OF CHYTR-EUS' VARIORVM IN EVROPA ITINERVM; 1594-
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and Latin inscriptions and an English translation of the legends may be found in

the Report on the Canadian Archives, 1897 (Ottawa, 1898), pp. 106-125.

OTHER COPIES : Watkinson; John Carter REFERENCES: Winship, Cabot Bibliog-

Brown; and Lenox Libraries. raphy, pp. 20, 33; Harrisse, John Cabot,

p. 43 8
; Winsor, 3 : zi, 45 ; Stevens,

Bibliotheca Geographies, No. 673.

DAVIS or DAVYS, JOHN. (b. ,
d. 1622.)

THE WORLDES HYDROGRAPHICAL DISCRETION. LONDON, Thomas

Dawfon, 1595. [249]

Small 8vo. Text printed in gothic; from / Sandrudg by Dartmouth this 727. of

title-page and head-lines in roman; dedica- May 1595 |
, recto of A 2 to recto of A 3 ;

tion in italics. [text, with numerous sub-headings,the first] |

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, Obieilions againft al northerly difcoueries. ,

each 8 leaves; total 24 unnumbered leaves. verso of A 3 to verso of [C 8]; |

FINIS.
[
,

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title,
as verso of [C 8].

reproduced; See No. 249], recto of [A]; CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6<Ha x 4 inches,

[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication, with Bound in half red calf; enclosed in a red

heading] |

TOTHE RIGHT HO-
|

norable crushed levant morocco case. Several names

Lordes of her Maie-
|

fties moft Honorable written in ink on title-page and annotations,

priuie |
Confayle. /[signed]] Tours in all duti- in ink, on the margins of several pages;

full feruice to commaund I D./[dated']\. . . paged in ink, but incorrectly.

The author of this work was the discoverer of Davis Straits, and here gives an

account of his three voyages in search of the Northwest Passage ; closing with a

reference to the globe made by
" Mullineaux," as follows :

" So coafting towardes the South I came to the place wher I left the fhippes to

fiflie, but found, them not. Then being fojfaken and left in this diftrefle referring

my felfe to the merciful! pjouidence of God, fliaped my courfe foj England and

vnhoped foj of any God alone releuing me I ariued at Dartmouth, by this laft dif-

couerie it feemed moft manifeft that the paflage was free and without impediment towards

the Nojth, but by reafon of the fpanifti fleete and vnfonunate time of mafter Secretoryes

death the voyage was omitted and neuer fithens attempted. The caufe why I vfe

this particular relation of all my pjocedinges foj this difcouery, is to ftay this obiec-

tion, why hath not Dauis difcouered this paflage being thjife that wayes imploied :

how far I pjoceeded and in what fourme this difcouery lyeth, doth appeare vpon the

Globe which mafter Sander/on to his verye great charge hath publifhed whofe

labouring indeuour foj the good of his countrie, deferueth great fauour and commenda

tions. Made by mafter Emery Mullineux a man wel qualited of a good Judgement

and verye expert in many excellent pjactifes, in my felfe being the onely meane with

mafter Sanderfon to imploy mafter Muttneux therein, whereby he is nowe growne

to a moft exquifite perfection." recto and verso of [B 5].

He also gives, in part, the arguments of Sir Humphrey Gilbert, showing the

probability of a Northwest Passage to China.
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This work was reprinted in the Hakluyt Society's edition of Davis* Voyages

(pp. 191-228), and in the 1812 edition of Hakluyt's Principal Navigations. The

Lenox Library copy has inserted at the end a folio manuscript sheet, formerly sup

posed to be in the handwriting of Davis, but now believed to have been written by

Sir Dudley Digges. It has been reprinted in Miller Christy's Voyages of Captain

Luke Foxe and Captain Thomas James (Hakluyt Society Publication, No. 88,

vol. 2, pp. 639641).

THE
WORLD ES HY-
DROGRAPHICAL

Di/cMan, & >:~ J.

Wherein is proued not onclyby aufthorl-

tieofwriters, butalfobylacc experience otf

crauellers and reafons of fubflantiall pro.
babilitic. that the worlds in all his Zones

Ciymatssnd placcs.is habitable and inhabi

ted and the Seas likewife vniuerfally Naui-

fable

without any natural! anoyance to bin-

er the fame whereby appearcs that from

England there is a fliort and fpcedic paflage
into the South Sea&jK)hin*tMotMccjtt TA;/,

/ipiaa, and /W/x, by Northerly Nauiga.-

tion.to the rcdownchonour and be-

piRtaf herMaieftksilatc,and.
'

CommunaltyV

PubliflieJbyl.DauisofSandrudg by Dartmouth ia

Imprinted at London by Tho-
nusDavfon dwelling at the three

cranet ia the vinefrie.

And arc there to be fold.

No. 249. TITLE-PAGE OF DAVIS' WORLDES HYDROGRAPHICAL DISCRETION ; 1595.

OTHER COPIES : We know of but three REFERENCES : Winsor, 3:99, 205; Mark-
other copies, those in the British Museum; ham, A. H., Voyages and Works of John

Lenox; and Ayer Libraries. Davis (Hakluyt Society Publication, No.

6
1), p. Ivii.

;
Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, 1:183.
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1596 Lawrence Keymis No. 250

KEYMIS or KEMYS, LAWRENCE, (b. , d. 1618.)

A RELATION OF THE SECOND VOYAGE TO GVIANA. LONDON,
Thomas Dawson, i 596. [251

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves; total 32 un

numbered leaves. Leaves A 3 and G 3 have

no signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 250], recto of [A];

[Raleigh's coat of arms], verso of [A];

[dedication, with heading] TO THE AP-
PROOVED,

|

... and woorthy Knight, Sir

|

Walter Ralegh, Lord Warden of the Stan-

ner'tes, / [3 lines] | [signed] |

Law : Keymis.

|
, recto of A 2 to recto of [A3]; [ pref

ace to the reader, with heading] To the

Fauourers of the Voyagefor Guiana.
| , verso

of [A 3] to recto ofA; [poem, in English,

with heading] |

De Guiana, carmen Epicum.

| [signed] |

G C. /, verso of A to recto of

[A 4]; [Latin poem, with heading] |

Ad
Thomam Hariotum Mathefeos, & vniuerfae

|

Philofophiae peritifsimum de Guiana Carmen.

|

Dat. Anno, 1595. | [signed] |

Tui Aman-

tifs, L. K.
| , verso of \A4~\\ [text, with

heading] |

Thefecond Voyage /to Guiana.
|
,

recto of B to recto of [F +];/ A Table of
the names of the Riuers, and Tcnunes that in

|

this fecond Voyage were difcouered, To
gether |

ivith the Nations, and Cajiques or

Captaines /that doe inhabite them.
| , recto

of [F 4] to recto of G 2
;

|

Heere followe

the names, of thofe worthie
| Spaniardes that

haue fought to difcouer and conquere |

Gui

ana: Extracted out of the writinges of luan

/ de Cajiellanos clerigo, who compiled
|

the

booke, intituled, Primera parte de las Ele-

gias de iiarones / illuftres de Indias. /, verso of

62 to recto of [64]; |

An aduertifment

to the Reader.
|
, recto and verso of [G 4].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, yvie x $*&,

inches. Bound in red crushed levant mo
rocco, gilt inside border, gilt edge; by
Riviere.

There are two copies of this work in the Lenox Library, in which the title-pages

vary. One is identical with our reproduction ; the other reads:
| By Lawrence Kemys,

Gent. /. The Dictionary of National Biography (30: 399) enters his name under the

latter form, which it adopts from his signature.

The author of this Relation was a sea-captain who accompanied Sir Walter

Raleigh in his voyage up the Orinoco in 1595. Raleigh, being unable to go himself

the next year, sent Keymis to continue the explorations. He was imprisoned with

Raleigh in the Tower, in 1603, and being his pilot and captain, was frequently exam

ined in hopes that something might be extracted from him to compromise his master.

This is called the Second Voyage because Raleigh's own, made in 1595, which

was in fact the first, was not published until this same year. Castellanos, from whose

work Keymis extracted the names of " worthie Spaniardes ", wrote a versified history

of the discovery of America, which was published at Madrid, in 1589, in which he

recounted the deeds of heroism performed by Spanish leaders during the first sixty

years of American discovery.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) ;

Harvard University; John Carter Brown;
and Lenox

(2)
Libraries.

REFERENCES: Winsor, 3:1245 Collier,

Rarest Books, 1:200.
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ARelation of th

feconJ Voyage to

Guiana.

Perfourmcd and written in the yeare

<By Ltfrrence

Imprinted at London byTkomat Ttawfon,

dwelling atthe
three Cranes in the Vintrce,

aodarc thereto bcfolde.

No. 250. TITLE-PAGE OF KEYMIS' RELATION OF THE SECOND VOYAGE TO

GVIANA; 1596.
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LAS CASAS, BARTOLOME DE. (. 1474, d. 1566.)

SPIEGHEL DER SPAENSCHER TYRANNYE, IN WEST INDIEN.
T'AMSTELREDAM, By Nicolaes Biejlkens de Jonge, 1 596.

Small 410. Printed in black-letter
;
with

side-notes in the same ; 43 lines to the full

page.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4 leaves (the

last blank and genuine) ;
total 44 unnum

bered leaves. Leaf [E iij.]
has no signature-

mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced; See No. 251], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [preface, with

heading] |
O-verfetter tot den Lefer. / , recto

of A ij. ; [prologue, with heading] |

Pzo-

loghe vanden Biflchop don Bartholome de

las Cafas/ oft Cafaus/ aenden feer hoogen

van Spanjen / Don Philips onfen Heere.
|

,

verso of Aij. to recto of A iij. ; [text, in

numerous sections, the first with heading] |

Cozt verhael vande deftructien
|

van Indien.
|
,

verso of A
iij.

to verso of
[liiij.]; [text

continued, with heading] |

De voojf. BifTchop

geeft op defe materie noch
|

ander tractaten

teghens Sepulneda ghemaeckt / ende zijn

t'famen
|
ghedzuckt/ daer hyfeydt inde elffte

replique / als volcht tot defen
|
, pzopoofte. ,

recto of K to the verso of [Liij.]; [i

blank leaf], [Liiij.].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5%
inches. Bound in red crushed levant mo

rocco, gilt inside borders, gilt edges ; by
Pratt for H. Stevens.ende feer machtigen Heere / de Pjince

This is one of the numerous Dutch editions of the translation of Las Casas' Breuif-

Jima Relation, Seville, 1552, to which the translator has added extracts from Aqui

fe iotiene treynta propojiciones, and Entre los remedos, by the same writer.

There were two editions printed this year, both of which are in the British

Museum. They may be distinguished by their imprints ; one reads : By Nicolaes

Biejlkens de Jonge, the other Bieftkens de jonge.

The map ofAmerica on the title-page is from the octavo atlas published by Claesz.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John

Carter Brown; Lenox (Jonge edition) ;
and

Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Winsor, 2 : 341 ; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 417, No. 495 ;

Tiele, Memoire, p. 322, d.

LINSCHOTEN, JAN HUYGEN VAN. (.1563,^.1611.)

ITINERARIO, VOYAGE OFTE SCHIPVAERT, . . . NAER COST OFTE
PORTVGAELS INDIEN. T' AMSTELREDAM, By Cornells Claefz., 1596. [252]

[Part II.], Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg,

Hh, li, Kk, LI, each 6 leaves
; Mm, 8 leaves

(2 leaves, without signature-marks, inserted

between Mm and Mm 2). [Part III.], A,
8 leaves; B, C, D, E, F, each 6 leaves;

G, 8 leaves ; total 206 leaves, as follows:

[Part L], 84 leaves
; [Part II.], 76 leaves

;

[ Part III.] , 46 leaves.

Folio. First Edition ; in three Parts,

dated 1596, 1595, and 1596, respectively;

printed in black-letter, in double columns,

with side-notes in the same
; 74 lines to the

full page ; plates, maps, and vignettes on

title-pages colored by hand.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : [Parti.],

(.?.), 4 leaves; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,

I, K, L, M, each 6 leaves ; N, 8 leaves.
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nmcn*mm tone bet!)neit tbozw de
vouUJcInckfffptcn/DicDefclue
bcu m&e fcltoc lUnbnu

?rbrn niticantDan be fclfUcUnnDm niD c l?olrhni.

In SpaoiffherTalen belchrcueji,door den E.Bifichop Don Fray Bajtholoroe
dc las Cafusjvau SDo minicus Ootdcn.

ltiMB*>fv
_. j>8mtBieWodfcfmW*W'*l!r*liet6tf*W*A''M*

aantouanbant bloctnirttoKCooit towOcn/DatDattliBKbetBOtoitoOit/rontctDoet Oat bbM txg

(ftccnffDfettacrgotaibttft.

cnOc batfti twvtis tc bclpsr.

26?j3tcolacg Bicftltens De onae.enDemen DtnAle

No. 251. TITLE-PAGE OF LAS CASAS' SPIEGHEL DER SPAENSCHER TYRANNE; 1596.
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ITINERARIO,
ofte ^tljtptoacrt / *att

trim inljouDmBe etn tojte bcfcfpubmgljc Dec ftluer HanDen cnDc 2frc-cu&rn nut ant-.

tupfingeuan allc Deboo;naeniDep;tnctpaIe ^abtntf/UcUimii/ljoccUciuiiDcpIactfm tot norli

c^o^ugcfcnontbeclittnDe btbtnti iattbpgljctoo(jt5ijn/ iHrtaIIccnDic[=
aliDe Sabpten/b^atljtfn enfie toefnvfo ttanfie ^ojtugeren aloact tcfidcrcnDc/ ,ii

Mianicrtn bt$ felfOtn iDolcbr^fo in Ijnnncn 5oDte- Oicnftcn / aijs in politic
f i)pubmgl)fniumooe ten co^trbetfjaltngeban be <Coopljmi;

tdtngen -fjoc en toaec bte g(jcb?cucn en gdtbcnb.m tuojcnu
met bit oOeOcntUujcErbirljrtr gcfcfuebctiiOcn/

teftbtuttealbacr.

Allcslwfcfarcven cnde by een vergadert, doorden fclfden, feernut, oorbacr>

code oockvermakelijcken voor allecurieufeende Licf-

hebbcrs van, vreemdighedcn.

t'AMSTELREDAM.

Anno C1D. ID. XCV1
No. 252. TITLE-PAGE OF LINSCHOTEN'S ITINERARIES; 1596.

Reduced; original 10% x 6nH inches.
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COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [Parti.]:

[title,
as reproduced; See No. 252], recto

of [(.?.)];| Extraa uyt't Regifter der

refolutien van mijn Heeren die
|

Staten

Generael der vereenighde Nederlanden.

/Sabati 8. Ofiobris 1594 ./ [signed ] /Aerf-

fens./, verso of [(?)]; [dedication, with

heading] |

AENDE HOOGH
|

ENDE
VVELGHEBORENE,

|

...
|

... MYN

HEEREN, REPRE- Centerende de Generale

Staten der Gheunieerde Nederlandfche

Provintien.
| [signed] \

Ian Huyg/ien iian Lin-

fchoten, / . . . / [dated] |

Ghedaen in Enck-

huyfen, den i. lanuarij, An. 1596. |, recto

and verso of
(. ?.) 2 ; [preface, with head

ing] |

PROHEMIO OFTE VOOR-] REDEN

TOTTEN LESER.
|,

recto of
[(. ?.)$] j [tWO

Sonnets, in Dutch, signed, |

P. H.
|

and
|

C. T.
|
, also a poem in Latin, with heading

|

In India; defcriptionem lohannis Hugonis a

Linfchoten.
[ [signed] |

Th.Velius Hornanus.
] ],

verso of [(.?) 3] ; [Ode, in Dutch, signed

|C. T.
|],

recto of
[(.?.) 4] ; [portrait of

Linschoten, with his arms, and inscription] |

SOVFRIR POVR-PARVENIR IOAN-
NES HVGONIS. A. LINSCHOTEN
HAERLEMENSIS JETA 32 A 1595
LCfe/, with views of

|

GOA
[
,

|

MOSSANBYCKE
|
,

and two of
|

Helena /in the four corners;

two lines, in Latin, beneath
|

Eoum nobis ke'ic

dat Lynfcotius Orbem, / Lynfcotum, artifici

sculpta tabella manu. /, verso of [(?.) 4];

[text, in 99 chapters, with heading] |,

ITINERARIO,
|

VOYAGE OFTE
SCHIP-|VAERT, VAN IAN HVGHEN VAN LIN-

|

SCHOTEN NAER OOST OFTE PORTVGAELS
[

Indien, inhoudende een corte befchryvinge
der felver Landen ende Zee-

1
cuften, met

aenwyfinghe van alle de voornaemde princi-

pale Havens, Revieren, Hoe-| ken en Plaet-

fen, tot noch toe vande Portugefen ontdet

en bekent; ...
| [9 lines] |

, pp. 1-160.

[Part II.]: [title-page] |

REYS-GHE-
SCHRIFT

|

Vande Navigation der Poztu-

galoy- |

sers in Ozienten / inhoudende de

Zeevaert / foo van Poitu-
| gael naer Ooft

Indien / als van Ooft Indien weder naer

Pojtugael ; Infgelijcx van Poz-
| tugaels In

dien / nae Malacca, China, lapan, d'Ey-
landen van lava ende Sunda,

|

. . . van

China nae Spaenfchs Indien / . . .
|

Cuften

van Bjafilien / . . . ende die vooz Eylanden

(Las Antillas
| ghenaemt) van Spaenfchs In

dien / met noch de Navigatie vande Cabo

de Lopo Gonfalues, naer Angola toe / . . .

| [8 lines] |

Alles . . .
|

. . . uyt die Portu-

galoyfche ende Spaenfche ...
|

... Tale . . .

|

... o<verg/iefet,/Door IAN HVYGHEN
van LINSCHOTEN.

| [copperplate engrav

ing, same as on first title-page] |

'

tAMSTEL-
REDAM.

| | By Cornells Claefz. oft
Water, in't Schrijfboeck, by de oude Brugghe.

/AnnoM.D.XCV. |, p. [i] ; [blank],

p. [2] ; [dedication, with heading] |

AENDEN HOOGH-GEBO-|REN
VORST ENDE HEERE MAVRITZ

|

GHEBOREN PRINCE VAN ORAN-
GIEN, GRA-|ve van Naflau, Catzenelle-

boghe, &c. ... [6 lines] | [signed] |

Ian

Huygheniian Linfchoten/ . . . /, pp. 34;
[five Sonnets, in Latin and Dutch, the first

with heading]
|

AD IO. HVG. LINSCOTI-
VM IN DETECTIONEM FRETI ARCTI-

|

CI VAKATS BARBARIS, AB EO NASSOVY
|

NVNCVPATI.
|

, pp. 5-6; [ode, with

heading] |

Aen mijn Heeren / mijn Heeren
|

de Superintend ente Raden vande Admirali-

[teyten in Holland!/ Zeelandt / ende Weft-

viieflandt / tot lof vanden
|

Aucteur. ([signed]

|C. Taemss.
|, pp. 712; [text, in 67

chapters, in double columns, with heading] |

Sommige Derouten ofte Cour-
[

fen vande

Navigatie ende vaert / fo van Po;-
1 tugael

naer Indien / als van Indien weder nae Po2-

tugael; ...
| [15 lines]] , pp. 13-134.

[Part II. A.]: [ti'le-page] Een feker Ex
tract ende Sommier van

|

alle de Renten / Do-

meynen / Tollen / ...
|

... en incomften des

Coninghs van Spaengien ...
| [6 lines] |

Door Ian Huyghen van Linfchoten, uyt den

Spaenfchen |

. . .
|

. . . overghefet. | [copper

plate map of Hispania] |

t'AMSTELRE-
DAM.

] | By Cornells Claefz. oft
Water, in't Schrijf-boeck, by de Oude

Brugghe./ Anno Cla. la. XCVI.
| , p. [i.];

[blank], p. [ii.]; [dedication, with

heading] |

AENDE VVELGHEBORENE,
|
VERMOGHENDE, EDELE, ERNT-

FESTE,
|
HOOGHGELEERDE, WYSE,

ENDE VOOR-| fienighe Heeren, mijn
Heeren de Staten vande

|

Landen van Hol-

landt ende
|

Weft-vrieflandt.
| [signed] |

Ian

Huyghen -van Linfchoten <van Haerlem. /

[dated] |

. . . t' Enckhuyfen, &c. 1596-
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\ p. [ifi.]j [verse, in Latin, with heading]

|

AD
(

IO. HVG. LINSCOTVM
|

DE svo

HOC RATION VM HISPA-
|

NICARVM COMMEN-

TARIO.
| [7 lines]|, P- ['v> ]> t

text > w'^

heading] |

Een feecker Extract ende Som-
1

mier van alle de Renten/ Domeynen/ Tollen/

|[7lines]|,pp.i35-i47i [blank], p. 148.

[Part III.]: [title-page] | Befchayvinghe
van de gantfche Cufte

|

van Guinea, Mani-

congo, Angola, Monomotapa, ende tegen

over de Cabo de S. Auguftijn in Baafilien /

de eyghenfchappen des gheheelen Oceanifche

|
Zees; . . .

| [5 lines] |
Midtfgaders de

voojder befchiyvinge op de Caerte van
|

Madagafcar, anders 't Eylandt S. Laurens

ghenoemt / met de ont deckinge aller diooch-

|

ten / Clippen / mennichte van Eylanden in

defe Indifche Zee liggende/ als oock de

ghelegentheyt van't vafte landt vande Cabo

de boa Efperan^a, ...
[

... tot die Roo-

Zee toe / . . .
|

vande befchjyvinge ontbaeect /

hebdy in't boeck van Ian Huyghen van

Linfchoten int lange ;
|

Met oock alle de

navigation van alle vaerden die de Poatu-

gefche Piloten ...
| [7 lines] |

Volcht noch

de befchayvinge van Weft Indien int langhe /

met hare Caerte.
| [copperplate map, divided

into hemispheres] |

t'AMSTELREDAM.
| | By Cornells Claefx. op't VPater,

in't Schrijf-boeck by die oude/ Brugghe, A-
M. D. XCn. / , p. [i]; [text, with head-

'nsl I ?-fc Befchayvinge van Guinea/
|

Manicongo ende Angola/ ende vooats
|

tot

vooa by de C. de boa Speran$a, midtfgaders

|

de Eylanden in Zee ligghende/ als S.

Tome,
|
Afcencion, S. Helena, &c.

|
, pp.

[2] 82
; [list of plates and maps, with

heading] Waerfchouwinge vooa de Boeck-

binders / van hoe
|

ende waer dat de Figueren
ende Caerten die tot dit Boeck behooaen /

ghebonden moeten wefen. , p. [83];

[blank], p. [84]; [table of contents, with

heading] |

INHOVT DES BOECKS.
|

Regifter ofte Tafel vande Itinerario.
|

, pp.

[85]-[88] ;
| Regifter ofte Tafel vant

Reijfghefchaift ofte de
| Navigatie der Poatu-

galoyfers ende Spaengiaerden / van
|

die tot

huydens daeghs bekent en ondect zijn. | ,

pp. [89]-[9i]j [errata,
with heading] |

Sommighe fauten ofte erraten des Boecks

inden letter djuck ...
|

, p. [91].

[Parti.], p. 1 20 is wrongly numbered 112;

[Part II.], p. 98 is 97 ; [Part III.], p. 21 has

no number; 60 is wrongly numbered 59.

PLATES: 36 two-page Plates, i Portrait,

and 6 Maps ; designed by Linschoten and

engraved by Joannes and Baptifta van Doe-

tecum
; 5 of the maps engraved by Arnoldus

Florentinus and Henricus F. ab Langren ;

all with inscriptions in Latin and Dutch, the

former, as follows :

[Part I.] :
[

i
] |

Infill* et arcis Mocam-/

bique defcriptio . . .
| [6 lines] |

;
between

pp. 6 and 7.

[2] |

Malache incoUfermone et moribus

quam reliqui Indi cultioribus et magis comes.

/, etc.
;
between pp. 24 and 25.

[ 3 ] |

Habitus e China regno fretiofe ele-

gantie tt / rerum omnium affluentifsimum / ;

between pp. 32 and 33.

[4] |
Lectuli, et ratio, quibus Chine pro-

ceres primarij, ( Mandorinos vacant)/ ges-

tantur, cymbeq$, quibus ad oblectationem per

Jluvios vehuntur / ;
between pp. 32 and 33.

[ 5 ] |

Naves e China et lava velis ex

arundine / contextis et anchoris ligneis / ;

between pp. 32 and 33.

[6 ] Folding plate: |

AILHAE CIDADE
DE GOA METROPOLITANA DA
INDIAE PARTES ORIENTAIS QVE
ESTA EN 15 GRAOS DA BANDA DO
NORTE. ; size, 21% x 31 inches

; between

pp. 42 and 43.

[7] |

Indorum cafae, 'villa, et vici / circa

Guam, /; between pp. 44 and 45.

[
8

] Folding plate :
|

Fori Goenjii taberna-

rum mercium et mer-/ catorum . . .
|

. . .
|

;

size, 9% x 25 inches; between pp. 42 and 43.

[ 9 ] |

Naves feloces feu biremes, quibus

Bella et transportandis / mercibus utuntur

Lufitani, et eorum hastes Malabarei. / ; be

tween pp. 46 and 47.

[ 10 ] |

Hoc habitu, qui e Lufitanis Nobili-

tate aut dignitate clariores / in India fere

confpiciuntur per plateas obequitant. / ; be

tween pp. 46 and 47.

[ 1 1
] |

Hacforma Lufitanorum nobiliores

et qui opulen-/ tiores fe gejiari jubent/ ; be

tween pp. 46 and 47.

[
1 1

] |

Gestus et habitus tarn civium que

militum Lufitanorum in/oriente agentium,cum

publicum prodeunt. /; between pp. 46 and 47.
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[13] | Virginis Lufitane in India gestus

et / amiflus. /, etc. ;
between pp. 48 and 49.

[14] |

Ratio qua coelo pluvio it alias

Lu/itane gestantur / comuiantibus ante retro

et utriumqi famulis/ ;
between pp. 48 and

49-

[15] |

Lectuli quibus Vxores et Filie

Lufitanorum / contecte gestantur/; between

pp. 48 and 49.

[
1 6

] |
l.ufitana, templa noctu invifura,

comitata / marito, et Jitrvii. / ; between pp.

48 and 49.

[17] |

Habitus et fades Mercatorum

Goenfium Indorum, / qui mutandis mercibus

valde induftrij / , etc.; between pp. 58

and 59.

[ 1 8
] |

Bramenes cum mortuus est,fecun-

dum eorum legem crematur, uxor/autem

ejus, pr<r amort, fese <vi<vam in ignem cum

illo conjicit. / ;
between pp. 58 and 59.

[19] Nuptiarum ritus, et epule in

Proiiincia / Ballagate fupra Goam. / ;
be

tween pp. 58 and 59.

[20] Legati Regis Ballagatte in/urbe
Goa comitatus./; between pp. 58 and 59.

[21 ] | Agricola Indus Canaryn dictus./,

etc.; between pp. 58 and 59.

[22] ] Scaphe piscatorie Goenjium et

Cochinenfium altere exfolido trunco excava-

tae, ...
| [2 lines] |

;
between pp. 58 and 59.

[23] |

Naute Arabes quibus naves fuas

regendas Lufitani committunt /in quibus cum

uxoribus ut piurimum habitant. /, etc.; be

tween pp. 62 and 63.

[24] | JEthiopum e Mofambyque et con-

terminis regionibus icon/ [2 lines] | ; between

pp. 62 and 63.

[25] |

Cochini Rex elephante 'vectus,

cum procerum comitatu, / quos Nairos va

cant. /; between pp. 64 and 65.

[ 26 ] | Inquilini e Cananor Mahometan!

infectijf. / Lufitanorum bastes/, etc.; between

pp. 64 and 65.

[27] |

Pro'vincie Pegu incola auri ada-

mantum et rubinorum /ferax, . . .
|
, etc. ;

between pp. 64 and 65.

[28] |

Horrenda Idolorum effigies, . .

|
[2 lines] |

, etc. ; between pp. 66 and 67.

[29] |

Fructuum Mangas, Caius, lam-

bos, laquas, et Annanas, . . ./[2 lines]];
between pp. 76 and 77.

[30] |

Nuces Indicae, magni in India

usus et questuosae, . . ./[2 lines]],
etc. ;

be

tween pp. 80 and 8 1.

[31] |
Arundo Indica femoris pene /

habiti crafsitudine. /, etc.
;
between pp. 86

and 87.

[31] |
Arbor foli Indie nota, cui per

totum occidente fale flares, /. . ./; between

pp. 86 and 87.

[ 33 ] Folding plate :
|

Vera effigies et de-

lineatio Infills; Sanctae Helenae, . . .

|

. . .
|
;

size, izyio x 1 8% inches; between pp. 140

and 141.

[34] Folding plate :
|

Infula D. Helen*

facra cceli dementia et asquabilitate foli

|

ubertate et aquarum falubritate nulli fe-

cunda, . . . |[3 lines]] ; size, 14^4 x 20

inches; between pp. 140 and 141.

[35] I

^era effig'es et delineatio / Infu-

la, afcenscio nuncupate / [2. lines] [
;
between

pp. 140 and 141.

[36] Folding plate: |

A CIDADE DE AN-
GRA NA ILHADE lESV XPO DA TERCERA-QVE
ESTA EM 39 GRAOS.

[
; size, 19 x 33 inches;

between pp. 150 and 151.

The Plates have printed text on their

versos.

MAPS : [Part I] : [i] Folding map of

the world, in 2 hemispheres ; inscription, at

top: |

ORBIS TERRARVM TYPVS DE
INTEGRO MULTIS IN LOCIS EMEN-
DATUSauctore Petro Plancio 1594. | [and]

/ loannes a Duete-/cum junior fecit./, in

lower left-hand corner
;

with maps of the

constellations, upper and lower center; alle

gorical figures of Europa, Asia, Africa,

Magallanica, Peruana, and Mexicana in the

upper and lower margins; size, 15% x 22%

inches; scale, n inches = 180 at the equa

tor; between pp. 4 and 5.

This map, according to Tiele (M'emoire,

p. 92, note), properly belongs to the Latin

Edition of 1599.

[2] Eastern coast of Africa
; inscription,

at right-hand :
|

Delineatio Orarum / mariti-

marum, Terra <uulgo / indigetat<r Terra do

Natal, . . ./[io lines]]; size, 15 x 21%

inches; scale, 3 %Q inches = 150 Miliaria

Germanica
; between pp. 6 and 7.

[ 3 ] Map of the coasts of Abyssinia,

Arabia, and Hindustan; inscription, upper
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right-hand corner :

|

Deliniantur in hac ta- & An-
| golae ultra promontorium Bonae

tula, Ora maritime Abexix, freti Mecani: fpei usqj ;
. . .

| [7 lines] |
; size, 15% x

at. Marts Rubri : Arabia, Ormi, Perfia, 20% inches; scale, 3^0 inches = 150 Mili-

...
| [5 lines] |

; size, 151/2 x 20% inches; aria Germanica; between pp. 2 and 3.

scale, 2% inches i oo Miliaria Germanica ; [Part III.]: [6] South America and

between pp. 10 and n. the Antilles; inscription, upper left-hand:
|

[4] Map of the coasts of China, Ma- Delineatio omnium orarum totius / Australis

lacca, Sumatra, Java, etc.; inscription, upper partis America, diet* Peru'vi- / ana, . . . /

right-hand corner:
|

Exacta & accurata de- . . . cum omnibus Infulis Antillas / [12

lineatio cum orarum maritimarum turn et- lines] | ; size, i6m e x 2i%9 inches; scale,

jam/locorum terreftrium q-va in regionibus 3% inches = 200 Miliaria Germanica; be-

China Cauchinchina, Camboja / five Champa tween pp. 112 and 113.

...
| [8 lines]]; size, 15% x 20% inches; CONDITION: Size of leaf, 11% x 7%

scale, 214 inches = i oo Miliaria Germanica ;
inches. Bound in red crushed levant mo-

between pp. 22 and 23. rocco, gilt edges; by Bradstreet. Map [i]

[Part II.] : [5] Coasts of Guinea, mounted, other maps strengthened in the

Angola, etc.; inscription, center:
| Typus folds. A few of the plates extended on

orarum maritimarum Guineas, Manicongo, their upper margins.

Fine copies of this work with all the Maps and Plates are extremely rare, for the

reason, that, as stated by Muller, the book was so popular for a century after its pub

lication, that it was given to each ship sailing from Holland to India. The description

of America occupies pages 17-82 of the Third Part, of which two editions were pub
lished the same year. A full description of the book is given in Tiele's M/moire Bib-

liograpbique, pages 83113.
Of Part III. there are Two Editions, of which this is the First. They may be dis

tinguished, in part, by the different spellings of the following words in lines 1 1, 12, 15,

1 6, 2 1 of the title (those of the Second Edition being in parentheses) :
"
ontdeckinge

' '

(ontdeckinghe);
"

ghelegentheyt
"

(gheleghentheyt);
"
befchryvinge

"
(befchry-

vinghe);
"
Huyghen

"
(Huygen); "lange" (langhe); "oock" (ooc). The map

on the title-page of the Second Edition is by Hondius, but is not divided into two

hemispheres. The Second Edition has no page numbers.

Camus speaks highly of this work and considers it extremely interesting and instruc

tive, especially in the account it gives of the manners, usages, and productions of the

Indies and other countries. Its value is further enhanced by the learned notes of

Bernardus Paludanus (ten Broecke) of Enkhuizen, who was himself a great traveller.

De Bry made use of this work in Parts II., III., and IV. of the Small Voyages, but

much valuable matter was omitted; so that his edition is not held in as high esteem as

the original work.

The correct large folding map is divided into hemispheres, with an inscription at

the top :
|

ORBIS TERR^ COMPENDIOSA DESCRIPTIO Ex peritiffimorum

totius orbis Gaeographorum operibus defumpta. Antverpite, apud Joanem Baptijlam

Vrient. / with planispheres of the northern and southern heavens.
| Arnoldus, & Hen-

ricus Florentij a Langren fratres fculpserunt. |
; size, 16% x 23 inches; scale, II

inches = 180 at the equator; and should be found between pp. 4 and 5.
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OTHER COPIES : British Museum; Huth;
Boston Public

; John Carter Brown
;
Lenox

(2, both with First Edition of the Third

Part) ; and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES: Winsor, a: 457, note;

Sabin, 10, No. 41356; John Carter Brown,

Catalogue, i : 421, No. 503; Muller, Books

on America, p. 264, No. 2185. Tiele,

Memoire, pp. 83-91 ; Camus, Memoire, pp.

189, 197.

MONARDES, NICOLAS, (b. ,^.1578.)

IOYFVLL NEWES OVT OF THE NEW-FOVND VVORLDE. LONDON,

by E. Allde, by the afsigne of Bonham Norton, 1 596. [253]

Small 410. Third Edition in English.

Printed in black-letter ; with side-notes in

italics; 35 lines to the full page.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, A
(repeated), B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L,

M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z,
Aa to Yy, each 4 leaves ; total 1 84 leaves.

Leaves A 2 and A 3 (repeated) are marked

A ii. and A iii.
;
E 3 is E iii.

;
Hh 3 is

wrongly marked Ph 3 ; and Xx 3 has no

signature-mark .

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i leaf,

with signature-mark "A" in center of

recto, otherwise blank] ; [ title, as repro
duced

;
See No. 253], recto of [A 2];

[blank], verso of [A 2]; [epistle dedi

catory, with heading] |
If To the right <wor-

Jhipfull Mayster / Edwarde Dier Efquier,

lohn Frampton wi-
1

meth much health, . . .

|

...
| [signed] |

. . . John Frampton. /,
recto of [As] to recto of [A 4]; [blank],
recto of [A 4]; [text, with heading] |

THE FIRST PART OF THIS BOOKE
TREATETH OF THE

| thinges that are brought

from the Occidentall Indias
; which / ferue

for the vfe of Medicine, and of ...
|

. . . the roote called Mechoacan, .../...
|

. . . : made and compiled by Doc- / tor

Monardus, Phifition of
|

Seuill.
|

, recto of

folio i to recto of folio 32.

[Title] The Second parte of |

this Booke

I |

... wherein is treated of the

Tabaco, and of the Sa/afras, and of the
|

Carlo Sanao, . . .
| [4 lines] |

V^ritten by
Doflor Monardus / . . . / , verso of folio

32; [dedication, with heading] |

To his

Maiejlif. / [signed ]
Doftor Monardus.

| ,

recto of folio 33 ; [text of the second

part], verso of folio 33 to the verso of

folio 86.

[Title] |

THE THIRD
i
PARTE OF THE

ME- dicinall Hiftorie, . . . / [7 lines] |

IT Nonue ne-ivefy fet foorth by the / fayde
Doftor Monardus, . . .

| [2 lines] |
, recto

of folio 87 ; [blnnk] , verso of folio 87 ;

[text of the third part], recto of folio 88

to verso of folio 109; / The table of the

thinges that thefe / three bookes doe con-

taine.
[
, recto and verso of folio [no].

[Title in an elaborate type-ornament

border] |

A
|

Booke which treateth
| of

tivo medicines mo/2 ex- / cellent againft
all venome, which

|

are the Bezaar ftone,

& the hearbe
| Efcuerconera. / [ 8 lines] ]

Newly compyled by Doftor
|

Monardus

of Seuill. / 1574. |

Translated . . . into
|

Englifh, by lohn Frampton. 1 1580. |,
recto of

folio[inj; [blank], verso of folio
[i 1

1];

[epistle dedicatory, with heading ] | If To
the Ryght VVoorfhipfull, | Mayfter Edward

Dyer Efquier, / [3 lines] [[signed] John .

Frampton. / [dated ] |

. . . from London the

xv. of lune MDLXXX.
|

, recto of folio

1 1 2 to recto of folio 113; [dedication,
with heading] ^f To the right excellent

Ladie the / Duches of Beiar, . . .
| [3 lines]

|

... Doftor Monardus your Phifition,

wiflieth health, &c.
| , verso of folio 1135

[text], recto of folio 114 to recto of folio

138 ; [blank], verso of folio 138.

[Title] |
<4 THE DIA-

|

LOGVE OF
YRON,

| [2 lines] |

... the thing moft

necefTarie
|

for the feruice of man : . . .
|

[3 lines]j [conventional ornament] [2 lines]

|
, recto of folio 139; [blank], verso of

folio 139 ; [epistle dedicatory], recto and
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Xti-j' "

I

IOYFVLLNEWES
Out ofthe New-found

WorlJe.
Wherein arc declared, the rare and

fingulervertuesotdiuerjHerbs.Trees,
Planrcs, Oylesfic Stones, with their ap-

pluations, aftotll lotbevfi oftPbifickf, *s of

Cbimrgcry: which bring Vtellapplyed,b
r
ixg

/itch pre/ent rcmcdiefer all difeafcs , as may
fame altogether incredible : notwiih*
J o

Finding by pratticefoundout

to be true*

Alfo theportrafureoftficfaid Hearbs,
vcrie aptly deicribed:

by Jeba FramptonM trchanf.

tnta are aOO;o ti};<x orftcr boobes

treating cf tlje Brzaar ftone,ttje l^crb

Efcuejconcra , t^e pjopertic0 of irott"

and fetolc in spectcine,

lUfitof&turii).

V. V-'"

Printedby E.^4iide , by the afsigncof
"Bonbam Tfyrt

Ijp5.

'-*!

No. 253. TITLE-PAGE OF MONARDES' IOYFVLL NEWES ; 1596.
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verso of folio 140; [text], recto of folio

141 to the verso of folio 163.

[Title] |

THE
|

BOKE WHICH
TREA-

|

TETH OF THE SNOW, . . .

| [15 lines]], recto of folio 164 [wrongly
numbered 173]; [blank], verso of folio

164; [epistle dedicatory and
text],

recto

of folio 172 to verso of folio 187; [Latin

verse, with heading] |

In Laudem Doilifsimi

Nicolai Mo-/nardus Medici Hifpanienfis. |

[iz lines] |

FINIS.
|,

verso of folio 187.

Folio 52 is wrongly numbered 48 (cor

rect in the Lenox copy) ;
66 is 69 ; 98 is 103 ;

1 06 is 115; no and in are unnumbered;

132 is 133; 157 is 153!; 159 is 157; 164

is 173 ; and 165171 are omitted in the

numbering.
CONDITION : Size of leaf, j% x 5%

inches. Bound in dark blue straight-

grained morocco, gilt edges.

William Herbert's copy, with his autograph.

The author was one of the most distinguished Spanish physicians of his time.

This is the Third Edition, with additions, of the English translation of his book on

the curative plants of the New World ; the First and Second Editions having been

printed in 1577 and 1580 respectively. The work opens with a notice of Colum

bus' discovery, and among other curious things contains a long article on tobacco

(folios 33-45)-

OTHER COPIES : Boston Athenaeum
;

John Carter Brown
; Pequot ;

Lenox
5
Hoe

5

Long Island Historical Society ;
and the

Library of Congress.

Edition of 1577 : Boston Public; and

New York State Libraries.

Edition of 1 580 : Boston Public Library.

REFERENCES: Winsor, i : p. xxix. ; Sabin,

12, No. 49946; Lowndes, 3: 1583.

RALEIGH, Sir WALTER,
(b.

c. 1552,^. 1618.)

THE DISCOVERIE OF THE LARGE, RICH AND BEVVTIFVL EM
PIRE OF GVIANA. LONDON, Robert Robinfon, 1596. [254]

Small 410. First Edition.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 1f, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,

each 4 leaves
;

total 64 leaves.

LeavesD3, D 4, 3, E 4, F 3 ,
F 4 , G 3 ,

64, H 3, H 4, 13, 14, K.4, and 03 have no

signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-page,

as reproduced ; See No. 254], recto of A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedica

tory, with heading] |

TO THE RIGHT
|

HONORABLE ...
|

... Charles Howard,
knight of the Gar-|/*r, .../.../... And
to the Right Honorable

|

Sr Robert Cecyll

Knight, ... [2 lines] | [signed] [

W: R.
| ,

recto ofA 2 to verso of
^[ ; / To the Reader.

| [signed] |

W: R. /, recto of
^f

2 to verso of

i 4 i
| [text, with heading] |

THE DIS-

COVERIE/o? GVIANA.
|

, pp. [i]-ioi;

|

An Abftrail taken
|

out of certaine Span-

jardes Letters fo-/cerning Guiana and the

Countries lying | 'upon the great riuer Oren-

oque: iiuith / certaine rcportes alfo touching

/thefame. /An advertifement to the Reader.

| [signed] |

/f: R. / , pp. [1023-104; |

Letters taken at Sea by Captaine / George

Popham. 1594. |, pp. 105-112.

Page 13 is wrongly numbered 315 43
is 41 ; 59 is 57; 74 is 76; 78 is 74; 82 is

92 ; 83 is 93 ;
86 is 96 ; 87 is 97; and p.

1 02 has no number. In one of the Lenox

copies 107 is 07.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 714 x 5%e inches.

Bound in green levant morocco, gilt edges ;

by Stikeman.
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1596 Sir Walter Raleigh No. 254

DISCOVERIE
OF THE LARGE
RICRANDBEWTIFVL
EMPIRE OF GVJANA, WITH

a relation ofthegreatand Golden Citie

0/Mano a(W?/W; thefpanyards call El

Dorado) And the P;oumcr s otEmeri*,

tries,with their riuers, ad-

iojrning,

performed in the yeare i?p 5. by Sir

W. R*kgh Knight, Captaine of her

ies Guard, L*Warden
oi'the Sinnerties, and herHigh*

ocflc Lieutenant general!
oftheCountieof

CornewalJ.

Jmprinted at London by TZMbert'Robinfon.

No. 254. TITLE-PAGE OF RALEIGH'S DISCOVERIE OF GVIANA ; FIRST EDITION;

1596.
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No. 254 Sir Walter Rakigb 1596

Lefferts copy, with ex-libris.

There were three editions of this work printed the same year. This is the First

Edition described by Mr. Eames, in Sabin, Vol. 16, in which the differences of all

three editions are described at length.

The following, among thousands oftypographical differences, will assist in determining

the different editions of this work ; all of which are to be found in the Lenox Library :

First Edition (Sabin, No. 67551), line 14, page 21 reads:
|

. . . Nueuo reygno

de granada/.

Second Edition, First Issue (Sabin, No. 67552), line 6 of title-page reads :
|

. . .

City |. Same, Second Issue (Sabin, No. 67553), l'ne 6 of title-page reads:
|

. . .

Citie|. In both issues of this edition line 14, page zl (wrongly numbered 12) reads :

|

... Nueuo reygno de Granada/.

Third Edition (Sabin, No. 67554), l'ne ! 4> Pa8e 2I reads:
|

. . . Nueuo reyno

de Granada/.

In this work Raleigh gives an account of his second voyage (1595) and seems to

confirm the marvellous tales concerning the Spanish city of El Dorado, which he calls

by the Indian name " Manoa." Camus says he described the country with

the exactness of a person who had been born there, but that when he speaks of the

richness of Guiana he seems to have been seduced by false appearances and the

accounts of the natives and Spaniards, as he did when describing the Amazons and

the people whose faces seemed placed on their breasts. Another writer, with per

haps greater justness, says :
"

Raleigh takes the utmost pains to state what he saw with

his own eyes, what he was told by the Spaniards, or by the natives of the country, and

what he inferred of the great riches of Guiana, from their accounts compared with

his own observations."

This work was made use of by Hakluyt (Vol. 3) ; De Bry, Great Voyages,

Part VIII. ; Hulsius, Part V. ; and in many other collections of voyages. Garnett

includes it in his list of Three Hundred Notable Books (p. 40).

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (2); REFERENCES-. Sabin, 16, No. 67551;

Huth; John Carter Brown
;
Lenox (4); and Winsor, 3:114; Huth, Catalogue, 4 : 1 2 1 6 ;

Hoe Libraries. Collier, Rarest Hooks, 3:268; Asher, Bib

liographical Essay, p. 38.

SAVILE, Sir HENRY, (b. 1549, d. 1622.)

A LIBELL OF SPANISH LIES. LONDON, hbn Windet, 1596. [255]

Small 410. [woodcut of an armillary sphere], verso of

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 [A 2] ; |

To The Covr-
|

teous Reader.
|

leaves (the first, probably blank, lacking) ; [signed] |

Henrie Sauile
|

, recto and verso

B, C, D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves; total 28 of A3; [prefatorynote,beginning] |

THe
leaves. true Coppie of a letter found at

[

the facking

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [ i leaf, of Cales, written by [

Don Bernaldino Del-

probably blank], [A] ; [title, as repro- gadillo de Aiiel- / laneda, . . . / . . . fent

duced
;

See No. 255 ],
recto of [A 2] ; vnto Do-

|

ctor Peter Flares, . . . /[i4 lines]
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1596 Sir Henry Savile No. 255

A LIBELL OF
Spanifh Lies:

FOVNDAT THE
SackeofCales 9 difcourfing the fight in

the Weft IN D i E s
, twixt the Englifh Nauie

being fourteene Ships and Pinafles,and
a fleete oftvvem ie faileofthe king

ofSpaines, and ofthe death
of'Sir Francis Drake.

an anfwerc
bricfely confuting the

Spamfh lies , ..and a fhort Relation of the fight accor

ding to truth , written by Henrie Sarnie Efquire,

employed Captaine in one ofhcr Maic-
itics Shippes, in rhc fame feruice a-

gamft theSpaniard,

And alfo an Approbation ofthis difcourfe, by Sir
Ybemtt Sttfl-eruile ,

then Gcncrall ofthe Englifh fleete in that fcr-

uicc: Auowing the maintenance thereof, pcrfonally in

Armesagainft Don SerntlJtut , if hee (hall take

exceptions to that which is heere

fet downc;

Touching the
fight twixt both Nauies, or

iuftincthat which he hath mod falfely re

ported ill his vainc Printed letter.

ver.9.

LONDON
Printedby lehn pr/^r/,dwellingby PaulsWharfe

at the i]one of the CrofTcKeyes , and

arc thereto be folde* i 5 9 <S

No. 255. TITLE-PAGE OF SAVILE'S LIBELL OF SPANISH LIES; 1596.

| , recto of [A 4] ; [letter, with heading] Margo; de 1596. |

Anos.
|

, verso of[A 4]to

/ COPIA DE PN A / Carta, q embio Don p. 6; [privilege, signed] Gregoria Gutier-

Bernaldino/ Delgadillo de Auellaneda, Gene- rex/ Efcriuano./, pp. 6-7 ; [blank], verso

/ raldela Armada defuMaSeftad,/embiada of [84]; THE SPANISH
|

Letter

a! DoHiir Pedro Florez / [6 lines] | [signed] Englijhed. / , pp. 8-14 ; [license] |

/Don Bernaldino Delgadillo/ de Auellaneda. [signed] The Licenciat Don John Ber-

| [dated] |

. . . Dela Hauana. 30. de mudes of
| Figueroa. | By his Afsigne Greg-
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No. 255 Sir Henry Savile 1596

orie / Gutierrez Notarie. /, pp. 14-15; Owing to the blank and unnumbered

[translator's notice] |
, pp. 15-16; | page, between pp. 7-8, those following

THE
|

ANSWERE TO
|

The Spanifh letter. have the even numbers, beginning with 8,

|
, pp. 17-36;

|

THE MEETING
|

on the rectos, and the uneven numbers on

Of our Englifh Nauie and the
| Spanijh the versos.

fleete, and the order / of our encounter.
|

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5 inches,

[signed] Henrie Sauile./, pp. 3743
|

Bound in olive green morocco, gilt edges;
THOMASBAS

|

KERVILE KNIGHT, by Zaehnsdorf. Lettered on the front cover,

|

His approbation to
|

this Booke. [signed] at the top, |

LIBELL OF SPANISH

j

Tho. B.
|
, pp. 44-47

|

FINIS.
| [wood- LIES.

[ 1596. |
4

[
, and lengthwise on

cut of a ship under
sail], p. 47. the back

|

LIBELL OF SPANISH LIES.

1596. [.

Ives copy.

This work gives the first account, in print, of Drake's last voyage (1595-96).

Savile, according to Hallam, " Was the most learned Englishman in profane literature

of the reign of Elizabeth." This pamphlet was written to prove the falsity of the

statements made in a printed letter of Don Bernaldino Delgadillo de Avellaneda's

that fell into the hands of the British forces during the attack upon Cadiz. In it the

statement was made that " Frances Drake dyed in Nombre de Dios, for verie griefe

that bee bad lost fo many Barkes and men
"

'. Its most interesting portion, however,

relates to the acts of two of England's most notable heroes, Sir Francis Drake and

Sir John Hawkins. The Spanish letter is accompanied with an English translation

which, with the Answer, takes up somewhat more than half of the book.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (3, REFERENCES : Sabin, 18, No. 77289 ;

two of which, according to Collier, are Winsor, 3:81; Collier, Rarest Books, i:

imperfect); Bodleian; Huth; Boston Athe- 67 ;
also 4: 17 ; Bibliotheca Grenijilliana,

naeum
; John Carter Brown; and Lenox 2:641.

Libraries.

HULSIUS' COLLECTION
OF

VOYAGES

This work is usually catalogued under the factitious title :

SAMMLUNG VON SECHS UNO ZWANZIG SCHIFFAHRTEN IN VERSCHEIDENE FREMDE LXNDER

DURCH LEVINUS HULSIUM UND EINIGE ANDERE, AUS DEM HOLLANDISCHEN INS DEUTSCHE

UBERSETZT UND MIT ALLERHAND ANMERKUNGEN VERSEHEN. NuRNBERG, FRANCKFORT,

OPPENHEIM, UND HANOVER, 1598-1650.
This Collection is divided into Twenty-six Parts, which, with the various Editions

and Issues, make in all sixty-nine volumes ; all but five of which are in the set here

described.

Eight years after De Bry began the publication of his Great Voyages, Levinus

Hulsius, stimulated by the success of De Bry's work, began the publication of a simi

lar collection in quarto. Hulsius is credited with having exercised better judgment in

his selections and translations than the De Brys. This work consists of Twenty-six

AMERICANA
fj 601 ~\
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1598 Levinus Hulsius No. 2 5 6

Parts, which, with its various Editions and Issues, was published at intervals from

1598 until 1663, the date of the Fifth Edition of Part V. As it was published in

German and was of convenient size, it became more popular than the larger folio edi

tions of De Bry. The long interval between the publication of the first and last Parts,

with their various Editions (1598-1663), has made complete sets very rare, even

more so than those of De Bry.

Sets of this work in anything approaching completeness are of extreme rarity.

This set belonged to the late Henry Stevens, who spent many years in bringing it to

gether. It contains Sixty-four Parts, including the various Editions and Issues (out of a

possible collection of Sixty-nine parts), and is justly considered to be one of the most

complete sets in existence.

The sets in the British Museum, John Carter Brown, and Lenox Libraries are

approximately complete, and contain collectively but five Issues more than are to be

found in the one here described. The Huth Library has a complete set of the First

Editions only. Other sets, concerning which we have no definite information, are

in the Royal Library in Berlin, the City Library of Hamburg, and the private library

of the Earl of Crawford.

"The collection of Hulsius," said John Russell Bartlett, thirty years ago, "is

more rare than that of De Bry, and it is now extremely difficult to form a complete

set. Several of the voyages are the same as in De Bry's collection."

The following is a brief synopsis of the contents of the several Parts to which

we have appended a table, exhibiting the various Editions and Issues.

Part I. First Voyage of the Dutch to the East Indies ; March, 1595, to August,

1597.

Part II. Second Voyage of the Dutch to the East Indies under Van Neck ;

March, 1598, to May, 1600.

Part III. Attempts of the Dutch to Discover a Northeast Passage ; 1 594 to

1596.

Part IV. Ulrich SchmidePs Account of the Brazils ; 1534 to 1554.

Part V. Sir Walter Raleigh's Account of Guiana ; 1594 to 1596.

Part VI. The First Four Circumnavigations of the Globe :

Magellan; August, 1519, to September, 1522.

Drake; December, 1577, to July, 1580.

Cavendish; July, 1586, to September, 1588.

Olivier van Noort ; July, 1598, to August, 1601.

Part VII. Discoveries and Establishment of the Dutch on the Coast of Guinea
;

November, 1600 to 1602.

Part VIII. Voyages of the Dutch to the East Indies :

Under Gerard le Roy ; December, 1598, to June, 1602.

Under Wolfert Harmensz; April, 1602, to March, 1603.

Under Jacob van Heemskerck, April, 1 60 1, to 1604.

Under Jacob Cornelisz. van Neck, January, 1600 to 1603.

Under Wybrand van Warwijck ; 1602 to 1604.
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No. 256 Levinus Hulsius 1598

Part IX. Voyage of Admiral Van der Hagen to the East Indies and Transactions

of the Dutch in that Quarter; 1604-1605.

Part X. The Expedition of the Dutch Fleet under Admiral Cornelis Matelief, the

younger, to the East Indies; May, 1605, to March, 1608.

Part XI. (In two sections.) Dutch Expedition to the East Indies under Pieter

Willemoz. Verhoeff; 1607-1612.

Part XII. Accounts of the Attempts of the English and the Dutch to discover a

Polar Passage ; including the Last Voyage of Henry Hudson.

Part XIII. Raphe Hamor's Account of Virginia.

Part XIV. Captain John Smith's Account of New England.

Part XV. Captain Robert Coverte's Travels in the Interior of Asia; March,

1607, to April, 161 1.

Part XVI. Captain Willem Cornelisz. Schouten's Expedition to the Pacific ;

1615-1617.

Part XVII. Joris van Spilberghen's Expedition to the Pacific ; 1614-1616.
Part XVIII. Herrera's Account of the West Indies.

Part XIX. Samuel Braun's Five Voyages in different Parts of the World.

Part XX. Accounts of New England, Virginia, and the Bermuda Islands ; chiefly

extracted from Whitbourns's Discourse.

Part XXI. Enterprise of the Dutch in the Brazils.

Part XXII. Jaques 1'Hermite's Voyage around the World; 1623-1626.
Part XXIII. Voyage to Malta by the Brothers De Streitberg.

Part XXIV. (
i ) Voyage of Willem IJsbrantsz. Bontekoe van Hoorn to the East

Indies and China; 16181625. (
2
)
The Voyage of Dirck Albertsz. Raven to

Spitzbergen ; 1639.

Part XXV. Expedition of Hendrik Brouwer and Elias Herckemans to Chili ;

1642-1643.
Part XXVI. Danish Attempts to discover a Northwest Passage under Jens Munk.

TABLE EXHIBITING
THE SEVERAL EDITIONS AND ISSUES OF HULSIUS
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THE SEVERAL EDITIONS AND ISSUES OF HULSIUS (continued).



No. 256 Levinus Hulsius 1598

in den Orientalifchen
|

Indien Anno 1595,

1596, vnd 1597. |, pp. 9-72; [blank],

P- [73]-

Page 64 is wrongly numbered 6 3 ; page i

is on the verso of A ij. ; even numbers on the

recto pages throughout the volume.

PLATES : 9 Plates and 3 Maps, as follows:

[ i] In two compartments ; the left, with

inscription at top :
|

EIN WILDER MAN,
BEI C. BON./E

1
SPEI, in AFRICA.

| ;
the

right, with inscription at top: |EiN WILDER

MAN, VON MADAGASCAR
|
; each with 9 lines

of text engraved below
; facing p. 1 1 .

[2] The king of St. Mary's Island and

a warrior of the Bay of Antongil ; inscrip

tion at bottom :

|

INSVLA MADAGAS
CAR. ;

also other inscriptions ; 9 lines

of text engraved below; facing p. 15.

[3] |

ElN OBERSTER AVS DER INS:

SVMATRA.
| ; 5 lines of text engraved be

low; facing p. 21.

[4] |

DIE STAT BANTAM,
SAMPT IHRER GELEGENHEIT.

|
;

5 lines of text engraved below
; facing

P- 27-

[5] |

LEVT AVS DER INSEL
IAVA.

|
; 5 lines of text engraved below

;

size, 5 x 5% inches; facing p. 29.

[6] Three Chinamen and two Chinese

coins; inscription at the top: CHINESI.

|
; 6 lines of text engraved below

; facing

p. 31.

[7] |

SCHARMVTSEL DER STAT
BANTAM, MIT DEN HOLLEN-
DERN.

|
; 7 lines of text engraved below;

facing p. 36.

[8] |

EIN KONIG AVS DER INSEL
BALLY oder GALLE.

| ; 7 lines of text

engraved below
; facing p. 54.

[9] The Island of St. Helena; with

only two small ships in the foreground :
|

DIE INSEL S. HELENA.
|

;
6 lines of

text engraved below ; facing p. 63.

MAPS :
[

i
] Folding map of the World, in

two hemispheres ;
with six medallion por

traits : Vespuccius, Columbus, Drake, Del

Cano, Magellan, and Cavendish
; inscription

at top :

|

DESCRIPTIO TOTIVS ORBIS TERRJE

EX VARYS recentior : Autoribus, in hanc

formam redacta. An 1598- exc : Leuin :

Hulsius. F.
|
; size, 6Ke * 9'Me inches; scale,

91e of an inch = 5 of latitude at the equator ;

following title-page.

[2] Madagascar and the adjacent coast

of Africa
; inscription, at top :

|

DIE INSVL

MADAGASCAR, LAVRENTI GENAND.
|

; 5 lines

of text engraved below
; size, 5Vi x 5%

inches; scale, i%8 of an inch= 5 of latitude;

facing p. 19. This map is in its First state.

[3] Java, part of Sumatra, and adja

cent islands
;
with the route of Sir Francis

Drake shown by a dotted line
; inscription

at top :
|

DIE INSEL IAVA MAIOR.
| ; 5 lines

of text engraved below
; size, 4% x 5^4 inches

;

scale, nfte of an inch = 50 Miliiaria His-

panica; facing p. 43. The copper has been

divided and the two parts are here printed

together, as in the Fourth and Fifth Edi

tions. In this copy the right-hand margin
has been extended, and the key-marks, if

any existed, have been cut off. This map
is in its Second state.

Vignette map of the Eastern hemisphere,
as reproduced on title-page.

Each plate and map has engraved upon
its upper margin the number of the page

opposite which it should be placed in the

volume. That for plate [2] has disappeared
in this copy, the plate being inlaid.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5%
inches. Bound in olive green crushed

levant morocco, with gilt panelled sides,

gilt edges; by Pratt. Title-page extended

on inner margin; pp. 14-19, 62, and 68-

71, extended on inner margins; plate [9]
extended on lower margin ; map [

i
]
mounted

on inner margin and backed with muslin
;

plate [2] inlaid; map [3] and plate [8] ex

tended on outer margins.

In the second plate of this copy, the figure |
1 6

|
at the top right-hand corner

does not appear, probably for the reason that the plate has been mounted and the

part of the leaf originally containing these figures has been supplied with new paper.

This Part contains an account of the first voyage of Cornelis de Houtman to the

East Indies, from March, 1595, to August, 1597. The work originally appeared at
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CatccB pft faart
flgtttt

wetlUL.-

JL. Hulfii* Anno j j^ g,

No. 256 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART I.;

IST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1598.
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No. 256 Levinus Hulsius 1598

No. 2563. HEAD-PIECE, PAGE I, OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART I;

IST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1598.

Middelburg in 1597, and it was this first edition that Hulsius had translated into

German for this First Part. From the original edition were reproduced nine of the

twelve plates and the map of Java. To these were added the maps of the world and

Madagascar, and the plate, or map, of St. Helena. Another plate, that of the Erne,

much more successful than in the Dutch edition of 1598, did not appear until the

Second Edition (1599). On p. 45, third paragraph of sixteen lines, of this Edition,

the Eme, or Emu, is referred to, but not named.

This work was also printed in DeBry's Small Voyages, Parts III. and IV.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth;

John Carter Brown; and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 3; Sabin, 8, No. 33653; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 469, No. 558 ;

Brunei, 3 : 368 ;
Bibliotheca Gren*viUiana,

i : 352; Asher, Bibliographical Essay,

p. 17.

PART I. FIRST EDITION
;
SECOND ISSUE. 1598.

Not in the present collection.

There is, in the Lenox Library, a Second Issue of this Edition with numerous

differences, among which are the following : the third line of the title reads
|
... in

den Ori
| ; the imprint is in three lines ; and the dedication begins on the verso of the

title-page.

No. 256 <. TAIL-PIECE, PAGE 8, OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART I.;

IST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1598.
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ERSTE SCHIFFART. NVRNBERG, 1599. [257]

PART I. SECOND EDITION. 1599-

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, each 4 leaves
;

total

40 leaves. LeafB iij. has no signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as

reproduced; See No. 257], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A] ; [dedication, with

heading] |

Dem Geftrengen Ed-]len vnnd

Veften Veil Vlrich Mar-
|

fchalck von Ebnet/

zu Frenszdorff etc Meinem
] grofzgunftigen

Junckherrn. | [signed] |

Levinus Huljius./

[dated] |

Ex Mufeo Noriberga. j. die Feb-

uarij./Anno 1598. |,
recto and verso of

A
ij. ; [type-ornament tail-piece], verso

of Aij.; [preface, with heading] |

L.

Hulfius. Zum Gunftigen Lefer/ S.
|
, pp.

j-8
; [text, in 15 chapters, with heading] |

Befchreibung der Holllandifchen
|

Schiffarht/

in den Orientalifchen
|

Indien Anno fJ9S-

1596. vnd 1597. /, pp. 9-76- Page 15
is unnumbered; 21 is wrongly numbered

20; 26 is 62; 33 is 43 ; 36 is 63; 45 is

44; 48 is 47; 49 is 48; 52 is 15; 53 is

35 ;
and 60 is 66.

PLATES : 10 Plates and 3 Maps, identi

cally the same as in No. 256, except that:

[2] Faces p. 16. [6] Faces p. 30.

[3] Faces p. 23. [8] Faces p. 55.

[4] Faces p. 26. [9] Faces p. 62.

[10] Folding plate representing the Emu;

inscription, at top :
|

ABRIS DES VVVNDER-

BAREN VOGELS EME.
| ; facing p. 47.

MAPS :
[

i
]

Faces recto of A
ij.

[2] The plate is still entire; but it has

the dates
| I$g6 et /jp^/added below the

dotted route (between the island S. Brandoan

and the B. d Antongil ) ; and has a second

dotted route added, extending from the east

ern edge of the map, about 2z 30' S. Lat.

to the southernmost point of Madagascar,

with/^no 1598/ below it; with the name
|

C. S. Sebaftian/ added to the most southern

point of Madagascar, and the name/C. 5.

Roman /added on the East coast near the

southern end ; with
| J. de luan de Lixa

| changed to
| J. de Kan de Lixboa/; and

with the island and name \I do Cirne / Siue

Mauritij / added at the right, above the

Tropic of Capricorn ; facing p. 1 8. This

map is in its Second state.

[3] With plate undivided and without

key-marks ; facing p. 44. This map is in

its First state.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256.

This Edition has the added plate representing the " Erne," without the indication

of the page where it should be placed and without any inscription engraved below.

On page 48 it is named and described in 41 lines of the text, in which the first three

and last three lines agree with the First Edition, the intermediate lines being newly

added matter.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (12

plates and map, only) ; John Carter Brown ;

and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 3 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 469;
Bibliotheca Gren=villiana, 1:353.
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eft&eitwrtct i>er

We
SKcpfe

cr

Levinun) Hulfsium.

JjJb^ = I

No. 257. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART I. ;

20 EDITION ; I 599.
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1602 Levinus Hulsins No. 258

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546,^. 1606.)

ERSTE SCHIFFART. NVRNBERG, 1602. [258]

PART I. THIRD EDITION. 1602.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, each 4 leaves; total

40 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced ;
Stetio. 258 a], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication, with

heading, as reproduced; See No. 258 b']

([signed] |

Levinus Hulfius. [dated] |

Ex

Mufeo Noriberga I. die Febr. / Anno IJ(>8. /,

recto and verso of Az; [preface, with

heading] |

L. Hulfius. Zum Chriftlichen

Lefer/ S.
|

, pp. 1-8 ; [text, in 15 chap

ters, with heading] | Befchreibung der Hol-

landifchen
|

Schiffarth/ in die Orientalifche

Iiulien
|

Anno 1595. 1596. vnd 1597. |,

pp. 9-76.
PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically

the same as in No. 256, except that :

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; John
Carter Brown ; and Lenox Libraries.

[i] Faces p. 12. [3] Faces p. 22.

[2] Faces p. 16. [9] Faces p. 67.

[10] Same as in No. 257 ; faces p. 48.

MAPS : [i] Faces p. [4].

[2] The plate has been divided, the text

having been separated from the map. They
are both printed here, but a white line be

tween them is visible. A key-sign, for use

in bringing the two parts of the plate to

gether (a figure 3 reversed, or a script letter

E), shows on the left of each part, outside of

and touching the ruled border; facing p. 19.

This map is in its Third state.

[3] Same as in No. 257 ; faces p. 45.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
[2] extended on inner margin.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 4 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

470; Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, 1:353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ERSTE SCHIFFAHRT. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Wolfgang Ricbtern,

1606. [259]

PART I. FOURTH EDITION. 1606.

Small 4o.
COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves (the last

blank and genuine) ;
total 3 6 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 259 a], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [dedication, first page
as reproduced ; Set No. 259 A] | [signed] |

Leuinus Hulfius.
| [dated] |

. . . Ex
|

Mufeo

Norimbergze i. die Febr. Anno 1598. |
,

pp. 34; [preface, altered from Third

Edition, with heading] |

Zum kunftliebenden

Lefer.
|
, pp. 5-11; [text, in 15 chapters,

with heading] | Befchreibung der Hollindi-

fchen SchifF-
1

fahrt in die Orientalifche Indien /

Anno|i595. 1596. vnd 1597. |, pp. 12-70;

[i blank leaf], [liiij.]-

PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically

the same as in No. 256, except that :

[ i] Faces p. 12.

[ 2] Faces p. 1 6.

[ 3] Faces p. 22.

[ 4] Has the number
|
27

| changed to

|

28
|

in the upper right-hand corner, on the

copper; facing p. 28.

[ 5]
Has the number

|
29 | changed to

|
30 in the upper right-hand corner, on

the copper; facing p. 30.
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jnWm/6*Wt@0i$u
Wfcfw dW/wetcfc im SJtfartfo j?pc.auj?g<#

^wt^crfomm<n

9?ftcctttknnWgeo erf(druna /gartouwb

J.EVINUM HULSIUM,
7Vr//4 f^/

1

//'^

No. 258,*. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART I.;

30 EDITION ; 1602.
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1602 Levinus Hulsius No. 258

<Be?wwett/

mengc n o c^ fdgttcfj gftrucfr tocrDcn / f<m Dff.fyti

No. 258 FIRST PAGE OF DEDICATION OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES;

PART I.; 30 EDITION ; 1602.
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LEVINVM HVLSIVM.
Edicio quarteuq

i

M. DCVt
No. 259^7. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART I.j

4TH EDITION ; 1 606.
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1606 Levinus Hulsius

3

No. 259

lefett/ tmter

St

No. 259^. FIRST PAGE OF DEDICATION OF HULSIUS' COLLECTIONS OF VOYAGES;

PART I. ; 4TH EDITION ;
1 606.
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No. 259 Levinus Hulsius 1606

[ 6 ]
The old number

| 3 1
|

still remains,

but 3 hair-lines have been drawn through it
;

some indecipherable figures have been appar

ently engraved and in part erased from the

upper left-hand corner between the border

lines, and also above the border; facing

p. 32.

[7] Faces p. 38.

[9] This plate has been in part re-

engraved. The ship at the left has been

erased and three new ships, two of them

much larger, appear at the left, and the

letters A, B, C, D, and E have been added.

The letters refer to nothing in the descrip

tion or text of this Part, but to that of Part

VIII., the First Edition of which appeared
the year previous (1605). The portion of the

plate containing the text has been separated,

and a white line is visible between the parts.

Below the text, outside the ruled border,

a B has been engraved at the left and two

crossed arrows in the center. The number
in the upper corner has been altered from

1 63 |

to
|

68
; facing p. 62.

MAPS: [2] Same as in No. 2575 facing

p. 16.

[3] The map and text have been separated,

and each piece has a key-sign, a reversed

4, at the right outside the ruled border
;
the

number 44
|

in the upper left-hand corner

has been entirely erased (probably scraped
from the paper) ; facing p. 44. This map
is in its Second state.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 774, x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Title-

page extended on inner margin ; plate [ i ]

mounted
; plate [2] strengthened on the

inner margin.

In this Edition the paragraph describing the Erne, or Emu, begins on page 45. The

date on the title-page was originally printed thus:
|

M. D. VI.
|

. The C was after

ward introduced, sometimes with a pen, and sometimes with an inked type. In this

copy it seems to have been stamped in (See our reproduction). The John Carter

Brown copy appears not to have been changed.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

Carter Brown ; and Lenox Libraries. p. 4 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

470; Bibliotheca Grerpvilliana, i: 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546,^. 1606.)

ERSTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Hartmann Paltbenium, 1625.

[260]
PART I. FIFTH EDITION. 1625.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, each 4 leaves ; I, 2

leaves
;

total 34 numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 2603], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, first page as

reproduced; See No. 260
b~\, pp. [3]~9 ;

[text, with heading] Befchreibung der Hol-

lindifchen Schiff-
1

fart in die Orientalifche

Indien/ Anno
[ 1595. 1596. vnd 1597. ,

pp. 10-67; [blank], p. 68.

PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically

the same as in No. 256, except that:

[
i

]
Faces p. 14.

[
2

]
Faces p. 1 6.

[ 3 ]
Faces p. 24.

[4] Has
|

28
|

in the upper right-hand

corner on the copper ; facing p. 26.

[5] Has been reengraved; with
|
30 |

at

the upper right-hand corner on the copper ;

the inscription at the top is now a little

smaller, the L of LEVT is the same size as

the other letters
;
the inscription below in a

larger and broader letter; size, 47/4 x 5%

inches; facing p. 28.

[6] With the engraved numbers as in

No. 259; facing p. 30.
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/ (So to

; j 9 7- fcfc&oforomnt/iJwtc&f.

arfmt rary<0y

LEVINVM HYLSrVM.

^2

Anno M,DC.XXV.
No. 260^. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART I.;

5TH EDITION ; 1625.
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^nbtfti/ gfltifftger {

affo grnonnf / barwrnfr / tx$ ft* wifnitt 2to|Vfli

cr 6>onmn/

ton l(m Solino , Plinio , t>tib von ben ^ocfen bcfdjrictw

>i^ 2fttfl Taprobana , fp )^f Sumatra tit.

gcnannt /jun fftcn Alexanda Magni geftmbcn /rni)ft1rW(t)7itt)r
2Z '

atidj mrt

Frctum Herculjs,

aialem (tp au

Plato

mtt f - *

jrc cfyff nicfef

tfcr al$ ^cn Alexandriarn.obfir Damiatani tm

Jwrfomjmn fWnm /tton^antKnOK^Ba^ren/ j

Sues tm rot en CDfcfr ^cfii^rf /onbwon banncn mit fkiwn @c^;f#

No. 260

AMERICANA

FIRST PAGE OF PREFACE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;

PART I.; 5 EDITION; 1625.
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1625 Levinus Hulsius No. 260

[7] Has number changed from 36 |

to

| 30
|

in upper left-hand corner, outside

the border ; facing p. 34.

[8] Faces p. 50.

[9] Has
|

68
|

instead of
| 63 |

in upper

right-hand corner on the copper; facing

p. 60.

[10] Has, as in No. 259, |
40 |

in the

upper right-hand corner on the copper ;

facing p. 44.

MAPS: [2] Same as in No. 258.

[3] Same as in No. 259.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7yle x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. All the

plates and maps mounted ;
the folding map

backed with muslin.

This Edition has the description of the Emu on pages 42 and 43.

The various Editions of Part I. may also be distinguished by the first line of page

39, which reads as follows :

I st Edition :
|
Den 1 7 Septemb . . .

|

.

zd Edition :
] Ja fich dafur fSrchten . . .

|
.

3d Edition :
[ Jagt fchiffmit 26. . . .

|
.

4th Edition :
|
Es waren jhrer . . .

|
.

5th Edition :
|
fo wolten fie ...

|
.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; John REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer Libraries. p. 4; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i:

471 ;
Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, i: 354.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ANDER SCHIFFART. NURNBURG, bey Cbrijloff Locbner, 1602.

PART II. FIRST EDITION ; FIRST ISSUE. 1602.

[261]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 leaves;

i leaf marked (*), inserted between A and

Aij.; B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N,

O, P, Q, each 4 leaves (the last, probably

blank, lacking); total 65 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 261], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A] ; [dedication,

with heading] |

Dem Edlen Gelhen- gen
vnd Veften/ Veith Vlrich

|

Marfchalck/ von

Ebnet / zu Frentz-
|

dorflF/ !c.
| [his coat of

arms] | [3 lines of text] | [signed] |

Ltvinui

Huljtus. / [dated] | Noribergas 6. Oaober.

1601.
|

, recto and verso of (*); [text,

in 35 chapters, with heading] |

Ander theil

oder Schiffahrt/
|

So die Hollindifchen
|

8.

Schiffe in den Orientalifchen In-
|

dien

verricht welche An. 1598. im Martio ausz

Hoi-
1

landt gefahren/ vnd endlich im Jar

1600. mit grossem Reich-
|

thumb von

PfefTer / Mufcaten nusz / vnd andere Kauff-

man-
|

schafft wider heim koirien feind. . . .

[[2 lines]], pp. 1-126; [colophon] |

Ge-

druckt /.u Nurmberg/ bey |

ChriftofF Loch-

ner.
|
, p. 126; [i leaf, probably blank],

[Q^iiij. ].
The numbers 46 and 47 are

omitted in the pagination; and p. 102 is

wrongly numbered 103 ; XVI. is omitted in

the numbering of the chapters.

PLATES : 1 3 Plates and 2 Maps, as

follows :

[i] In two compartments; the upper,

with inscription in upper left-hand:
| Infula /

do Cerni / siue / Mauritij./ ;
with

|

1 3 |

at

upper right-hand corner on the copper ;

facing p. 13.

[2] The Hollanders landing on Tuban ;

the king on an elephant ; no inscription j

with 33 at upper right-hand corner on the

copper ; facing p. 32.

[3] The household of the king of

AMERICANA [618] CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 261 Levinus Hulsius 1602

Tuban
;

the king, reclining, holding an

audience with three Hollanders seated on a

rug ;
no inscription ;

with 35 at upper

right-hand corner on the copper ; facing

P- 34-

[4] A tournament in Tuban
; inscrip

tion at top : Ciuitas Tuban in laua Infula.

;
with

|
38 |

at upper right-hand corner on

the copper; facing p. 39.

[5] The city of Arosbay ;
two over

turned boats and Hollanders swimming
ashore

;
no inscription ; with

| 48 at upper

right-hand corner on the copper ; facing

p. 48.

[6] Inscription at top :
| Infula Am-

boyna. / ;
with 55 |

at upper right-hand

corner on the copper; facing p. 54.

[7] A conference between the Holland

ers and the king of Banda under a canopy
stretched between four palms ;

no inscrip

tion
;
with

|
63

|

at upper right-hand corner

on the copper ; facing p. 63.

[8] Hollanders with a pair of scales buy

ing produce from the natives ;
no inscription ;

with 64 at upper right-hand corner on the

copper; facing p. 64.

[9] In two compartments; the upper
with inscription at top :

| Infula Banda. /; the

lower with inscription at bottom :
|

Ciuitas

Nera./; with
|
71

|

at upper right-hand corner

on the copper; facing p. 70.

[10] Men, in the center, preparing the

skulls of enemies
;
with inscription over war

ship at top :
|

Coracora. /; with
|
73 |

at

upper right-hand corner on the copper;

facing p. 72.

[n] Game of football by the natives

of Banda; no inscription ;
with 76

|

at up

per right-hand corner on the copper ; facing

p. 76.

[12] Town of Gamma Lamme in Ter-

nate
;
with inscription at top :

|

Insula Ter-

nate. /; with
|

101
|

at upper right-hand

corner on the copper; facing p. 101.

[13] Nearer view of Gamma Lamme;
the king going to church ;

with inscription

at top :

|

Ciuitas Game Lame/ ;
with 106

|

at upper right-hand corner on the copper ;

facing p. 1 06.

MAPS : [i] Folding map of Sumatra,

Borneo, Java, and the Moluccas ; inscrip

tion at top :

|

iNsvL.ffi ittDix ORIENTALIS

ET MOLVC./E. \f. Leuinum Hulfium./; size,

6y10 x io^io inches; scale, 2V4 inches=i2o

Millaria Germanic; facing verso of (*).

This map is in its First state.

[2] Map of Madagascar ;
same as in

No. 257, but without the 5 lines of text

at the bottom ; size, 4V8 x 5% inches; scale,

i%6 of an inch = 5 of longitude ; facing p.

17. This map is in its Fourth state.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, j%s x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Title-

page extended on outer margin ; folding

map backed with muslin.

This Part contains an account of the second voyage made by the Dutch to the

East Indies under the command of Jacob Cornelisz. van Neck and Wybrand van

Warwijck. The vessels sailed in March, 1598, the last two returning in May, 1600,

with a great quantity of valuable spices. Hulsius appears to have consulted the sec

ond edition of this work, which appeared at Amsterdam in 1601. Some of the plates

are from the Dutch originals, others are the invention of the German artist. Brunet

says regarding the date of this part :
"

II serait singulier que cette i" partie n'eut paru

pour la premiere fois qu'apres les
3"=

et 5
e

part. Peut-etre en existe-t-il une edit,

anterieure a 1602." This Part corresponds with De Dry's Small Voyages, Part V.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Brown, Catalogue, i : 471, No. 559 ; Tiele,

Huth ;
and Lenox Libraries. Memoire, p. 136; Brunet, 3 : 368; Bib-

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius, liotheca Grenvilliana, i : 352 ; Asher,

p. 4; Sabin, 8, No. 33654; John Carter p. 19.
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o Me _
t>auggefarer/
roffe

.wtteffottujunfcmtO

v i N..UJ& .H: uJL siu M,

No. 261. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART II.; IST EDITION;

IST ISSUE ; l6oz.

Size of the original 6%, x 5%2 inches.
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No. 262 Levinus Hulsius 1602

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.
c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ANDER SCHIFFART. NVRNBERC, bey Cbriftoff Locbner, 1602. [262]

PART II. FIRST EDITION ; SECOND ISSUE. 1602.

Small 410. [2] Faces p. 33.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically [3] Faces p. 35.

the same as in No. 261. [4] Faces p. 38.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : identically MAP [2] Has the plate undivided ; the

the same as in No. 261, except that the leaf same as in No. 257 j facing p. 16. This

of dedication has been reprinted with slight map is in its Second state,

typographical differences as given below. CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5%
PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically inches. Bound same as No. 256. Folding

the same as those in No. 261, except that: map extended on outer margin and backed

with muslin.

The Second Issue differs from the First in having the Map of Madagascar in its

Second state instead of its Fourth ; and in the leaf of dedication, which has been reset

and shows the following differences, those of the Second Issue being in parentheses:

Recto of (*), line I : "Geftrenger vfi" (Geftreger vnd) ; line z: "gemeine"

(gemein).

Verso of
(*),

line 4: "fo Anno 1590" (fo Anno 1597); line u: "Gewurtze"

(Gewurtz) ; line 14: "hern/vnnd" (herjn/ vnd); line 16: "wollen.E.G. vnd

E." (wollen E. G. vnd) ; line 1 7 :
| dienflwillig . . . grofzgun- 1 ( |

E dienftwillig

. . . grofz- | ; line 19: "gutem" (guten) ; line zl: " Oftobr." (Odtob.).

The Lenox Library Hulsius (1877) says that but two copies of this dedication

are known, viz. : those in the British Museum and the Royal Library at Munich.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum
; John REFERENCES: Lenox, Hulsius, p. 4.

Carter Brown (?); and Lenox Libraries

(the latter with the dedication in
facsimile).

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ANDER SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT, 1605. [263]

PART II. SECOND EDITION. 1605.

Small 410. Schiffe in den Orientalifchen Indien
[

ver-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, richt/ welche Anno 1598. im Martio aufz

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, each Hoi-
|

landt gefahren/ vnd endlich im Jar

4 leaves; total 60 leaves. 1600. mil groflem Reich-
|

thumb von

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as Pfeffer/ Mufcatennufz/ vnnd anderer Kauff-

reproduced ;
See No. 263*2], recto of [A]; man-

1

fchafft wider heim komen feynd . . .

[blank], verso of [A]; [text,
with

([2 lines]], pp. 1-118. Page 5 o is wrongly

heading ] | [conventional head-piece, as re- numbered 05; and XVI. is omitted in num-

produced; See No. 263^]|Ander Theil bering the chapters.

oder Schiffahrt/
)
So die Hollindifchen

|

8.
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t mrt groffwiB

Succes fcer ^XrpfV

LEVINUM HULSIUM.
Editio Sccunda,

HUISI.I.

No. 263 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS* COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART II.; 20 EDITION; 1605.
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No. 263 Levinus Hulsius 1605

PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically

the same as those in No. 261, except that:

[9] Faces p. 65.

[10] Faces p. 67.

[ 1 1
]

Faces p. 71.

[12] Faces p. 95.

[13] Faces p. 98.

[i] Faces p. 12.

[3] Faces p. 33.

[4] Faces p. 38.

[6] Faces p. 50.

[7] Faces p. 58.

[8] Faces p. 59.

Map [i] Sumatra, etc.; with
|

Ceiram /
added at the east, outside border

; the city

of
|

SIAN at top, above the title
;
and

|

Ligorian / added, at the left, and above
' ' Pontiam

' *

;
other new names introduced

are: Mathan; Macafar; Damping and Pulo

panian ; facing p. [ ii.
].

This map is in its

Second state.

[2] Madagascar; with the plate separated

and a key-sign, a "3" reversed, added

at the lower left-hand side, outside the

border; facing p. 19. This map is in its

Fifth state.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7^6 x 5'9ie

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Plate

[8], facing p. 59, corner extended; map [i]
mounted on inner margin and backed with

muslin ; map [2] extended on lower outer

margin.

This Edition was entirely reprinted, and the maps are in different states from those

in the First, as noted in the collation.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown

;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 5 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

472; Bibliotheca Grcnvilliana, i : 353.

No. 263 . HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART II.;

ZD EDITION; 1605.

HULSIUS ir HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ANDER SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT, In verlegung Leuini Hulfti Wittib, 1615.

[264]
PART II. THIRD EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1615.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically
the same as that in No. 263.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; Set No. 264], recto of [A] ;

[blank], verso of [A]; [text, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

Ander
Theil oder SchifFahrt /

]

So die Hollandifchen

|

acht Schiffe in den Orientalifchen In-
|

dien

verricht / welche Anno 1598. im Martio

aufz
|

Holland! gefahren/ vnd endlich im

Jahr 1600. mil groflem |

Reichthumb von

Pfeffer / Mufcatennufz / vnd anderer Kauff-

|

manfcharft wider heim kommen feynd. . . .

[ [3 lines] |
, pp. i-i 1 8. Page 43 is wrongly

numbered 34. The headings of chapters

I., XI., XVII., XXL, XXIIL, XXIV.,
and XXV. are CAPVT instead of CAP.;
XVI. is omitted in the numbering ;

and

chapter XXIX. is wrongly numbered XXXI.
PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically the

same as those in No. 261, except that :

AMERICANA. VOL. II. 40 C623: CHURCH CATALOGUE
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o ranunf<p^ <cnc t f.

Suoccfs fer 3tcpfecr^f(t toirDf .

SD?ft efKc^oi inJef^m crflarung/ $<trfmt$

tEVINVM HVLSIVM.
EiiitioTertia.

No. 264. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART II.; 30 EDITION;

FIRST ISSUE; 1615.
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No. 264 Levinus Hulsius 1615

[8] Faces p. 58.

[9] Faces p. 64.

[10] Faces p. 67.

[i i]
Faces p. 70.

[12] Faces p. 94.

[13] Faces p. 100.

[i] Faces p. iz.

[2] Faces p. 30.

[3] Faces p. 32.

[4] Faces p. 34.

[5] Faces p. 44.

[6] Faces p. 50.

[7] Faces p. 58.

MAPS: [i] Same as in No. 263 j facing

. [ii.].
This map is in its Second state.

[2] Same as in No. 263 ; facing p. 16.

This map is in its Fifth state.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%6 x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. A few

letters missing in the side-note on page 1 6 5

plates [i], [2], [3], [4], [6], and [13] ex

tended on inner margins ; map [i] mounted

on inner margin and backed with muslin.

In this Issue sheet K is correctly printed. Although the number of pages is the

same as in the Second Edition, the text will be found to differ on nearly every page.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; and

Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 5 ;
Bibliotheca Grttrvilliana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ANDER SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT, In verlegung Leairti Hulfii Wittib, 1615.

PART II. THIRD EDITION; SECOND ISSUE. 1615.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically

the same as in No. 263.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : identi

cally the same as in No. 264, except that

the numbers 71 and 72 are omitted in the

pagination ;
and 79 and So are repeated.

Sheet K : the whole of this sheet is

wrongly printed. The text from the top

f P- 73>
I

auch v' l
I

to the 8 {h l'ne

of p. 76,
|

felben . . . kfinnen fich . . .
|

,

is a repetition of the part included in the

4th line from the bottom of p. 67 to the

end of p. 70. It then proceeds regularly to

the end of p. So, verso of [K iiij.],
the 6th

line of chap. 24, Becher . . . Javanifchen [

.

It then omits all in the First Issue to the

2ist line of the 25th chap., on the 79th

[repeated] page [leaf L], |

vnd den windt

. . . wir die
; from which point it agrees

with the First Issue to the end.

In other words, sheet K (pp. 73-80) is

a repetition of the text of the First Issue

from line 29 of p. 67 to the word " Arack"
in line 9 of p. 75. Sheet L. (pp. 79-86)
is a reprint of the First Issue, thus omitting
all of the text of that issue from the word

"Arack," in line 9 of p. .75 to and includ

ing the last line of p. 78.

This sheet K (pp. 7178, First Issue;

pp. 73-80, Second Issue) may be distin

guished by the following differences, those

of the Second Issue being in parentheses:

K, recto : begins, "auch rings" (auch

viel).

K, verso: begins, "kommen" ((wie

Kij., recto: begins, "das" (nem).

Kij., verso: begins, "ches" (andern).

Kiij., recto: begins, "ren/" (forn).

Kiij., verso: begins, "Sudweft" (Den

.2.).

[Kiiij.], recto: begins, "Den i." (wir).

[Kiiij.], verso: begins, "Den. 3."

(Den 8.).

PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically

the same as those in No. 264, except

that:

[3] Faces p. 33. [8] Faces p. 59.

[4] Faces p. 34. [9] Faces p. 64.

[5] Faces p. 44. [10] Faces p. 67.

[6] Faces p. 50. [n] Faces p. 70.

[7] Faces p. 58.
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[z] Same as in No. 263; facing p. 16.

This map is in its Fifth state.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% x 6 inches.

Bound same as No. 156. Map [i] mounted

on inner margin and backed with muslin.

[iz] The upper part of this plate is

poorly inked, the
|

101
| being invisible;

facing p. 94.

[13] Faces p. 98.

MAPS: [i] Same as in No. 263 ; facing

p. [ii. ].
This map is in its Second state.

Copies of this imperfect Issue are by no means uncommon. After some copies

were sent out the mistake may have been discovered and the sheets cancelled and

reprinted. It is uncertain which Issue is the earlier, for the incorrect sheet K is

sometimes found in sets of the Voyages with the later Editions of the other Parts.

OTHER COPIES : John Carter Brown
;

and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 5; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 473.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

WARHAFFTIGE RELATION. NORIBERC;E, durcb Cbiijloff Locbner, 1598.

[266]
PART III. FIRST EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1598.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 4 leaves,

without signature-marks; A, B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S,

T, V, each 4 leaves
;

total 84 leaves.

Leaf A ij. is marked A 2
; B ij.

is B 2 ;

C 2 is wrongly marked C 3 ; C 3 is C 5 ;

and D
ij.

has no signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title,

as reproduced; See No. 266a], p. [i.];

[blank], p. [ii.] ; [dedication, with

heading] |

Dem Geftrengen |

Edlen vnnd

Veften Veil Vlrich
|

Marfchalck von Ebnet/

zu FrenfzdorfF/ :c. Meinem grofzgunftigen

Junckhern. | [his coat of arms] | [signed] |

Levinus Hulfius.
[ [dated] Noribergae ex

Mufeolo, 10 Augufti, Anno 1598.
|

, pp.

[iii.]- [iv.] ; [preface] | [type-ornament

head-piece, as reproduced; See No. 266 />"]

|

Levinus Hulsius An den kunft-
|

liebenden

lefer,
|

, pp. [v. ]
to verso of [A iiij.];

[full-page woodcut of some Esquimaux,
with inscription at top, on the inner side

of the page, | Figur defz Wilden Manns
vnd Weibs fo in Engelland gebracht. | ], verso

of A
iij. ; [preface, with heading] | [ type-

ornament head-piece] |

Gerardus de Veer von

Amfterdam. L. S.
| [signed] |

Gerhardus de

Veer. I von Amfterdam. I , recto of B to

verso of B 2
; [text, in three parts, the

first with heading] | Befchreibung der Hollen-

difchen
|

vnd Seelendifchen drey Schiffarten

nach Mitternacht in Cathay vnd Chinam

zufahren/
|

Anno 1594. 1595- vnd 1596. |

gefchehen. |, pp. 1-13; [blank, and un

paged], verso of D
; [second voyage, with

heading] ] Befchzeibung der an-
|

dern Reifz

oder SchifFarht/ vmb
| Nordwegen/ Mofcaw

oder Tartaren/ mil voz-
|

haben einen Weg
nach Cathay vnd Chi-

1

na zu fuchen/ Anno
|

I S95- |> PP- '4-43! [third voyage, with

heading] Befchjeibung der dzit-
|

ten Reifz

oder Schiffart/ fo die Hoi-
1

lander vmb

Nordwegen/ Mofcaw vnd Tarta-
| rey/ mit

vorhaben einen Weg nach Cathay / vnd

China zufuchen/ Anno 1596 gethan, |
,

pp. 44-145; [ list of survivors, with head

ing] |

Vnd fein difz die Namen der zw61rF|

Manner/ fo zu Amfterdam wider ankom-

men.
[

, p. 146 ; [colophon] |

Gednickt

zu Nurnberg/ durch Chii-
|

ftoff Lochner/

In verlegung |

Lewni Hulfij, Anno/i$<)%. \
,

bottom of p. 146; [blank], p. 147.

Page [vii.] begins |

vnd von Oxonia in

Engeland geweft/ . . .
|.

Page 4 is wrongly numbered 5; 78 is

7 R; and 79 is 97. The blank page between

pp. 13 and 14 is not included in the pag-
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fcltjamoi Scgtjfarf/foWe
14nWfcOett twt> @eeI<fWf#etr c&ijfscaettSWtterttac&t/

nto 1594* typj. tmfc 1596. wrfcfy:
, Biarmiami>nt> Ruffiam.oNl

athay ^ China

vam Semblam , nD tag ianb m.&ttl.8o. Gfadu latitud. fo tttttn

mdnt Dag Groenlan d ft) / gefunixn : t>nb wag fttt <?<fa^t/ gw ^t);

t ffticfi in sm&tttfnbifc&et fprad) Bf^tt6cn/ fcittd) Gerharr d Ver. fo f<(^

Lcvinum Hulfium.

E, ImpenfisL.Hal/ij, ANNO M. . xcvm;.

No. 266 /?. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART III. ;

IST EDITION, IST ISSUE; 1598.
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1598 Levinus Hulsius No. 266

ination, thus causing even numbers to fall

on recto pages from p. 14 to the end of

the volume.

PLATES : 30 Plates, 4 Maps, and i full-

page woodcut, as follows :

[
i ] A compass, with names of winds,

enclosed in a square ;
and an ./Eolian head

in each corner
;
with the word

|

OCCIDENS.

|

at the top ; facing p. 3.

[2] Mariner's compass of overlapping

stars, with graduated and numbered scale

of points, the background shaded
;

with

/pag. 3
| faintly showing in upper right-hand

corner; facing p. 3.

[ 3 ] A polar bear hunt
;

in the fore

ground a boat, the crew dragging a bear

aboard with a rope around his neck, etc. ;

with
| pag : 6. / in the upper right-hand

corner; facing p. 6.

[4] A walrus hunt; in the foreground a

number of men chasing and killing walruses

with axes and spears ;
no inscription ; with

|

fag: 9. /in the upper right-hand corner ;

facing p. 9.

[5] A collision between two ships,

with several men in the water; inscription

on one of the ships: |

Gulden Windthundt / ;

on the other
|

Vice Admiral.
|

;
witli

| pag,
2 1

|

in the upper right-hand corner
; facing

p. 21.

[
6 ] A view in Nova Zembla

;
in the

center of the plate a ship, with 3 men lean

ing over the bulwarks pulling a fourth from

the water; inscription on the land at the

right
|

.AW* ZEMBLA/; with \fag. 25/
in the upper left-hand corner

; facing p. 25.

[7] Two Laplanders, with bows and

arrows; with reindeer and sledges in the

background ; inscription at the top :
|

SA-

MIVTI.
| ;

with
|
33 |

in the upper right-

hand corner; facing p. 33.

[ 8 ] The capture and cutting up of

whales, trying out of oil, etc. ; inscription

on the water:
|

WAIGATS . FRETVM NAS-

sow.
| ;

at the left, in front, a Laplander in a

sleigh drawn by two reindeer; with 35 |

in

the upper right-hand corner, outside the bor

der; facing p. 35.

[9] A bear hunt; in the foreground
a bear upon a man, who lies with his face

to the ground; another shooting the bear,

etc. ; with
|
40

|

in the upper right-hand

corner; facing p. 40.

[
i o

]
Two ships, and above them a par

helion of the sun
;

with
|
46

|

in the upper

right-hand corner
; facing p. 46.

[
1 1

] Two boatloads of men attacking
a polar bear which has an axe sticking in

his back ; inscription :
|

Bernlandt / on an

island in the center
;
with

|
48

|

in the upper

right-hand corner
; facing p. 48.

[12] A bear hunt
; 3 bears and 2 men

in the foreground ; inscription, lower left-

hand corner :

|

NOVA
|

SEMBLA.
| [and] |

Ins.

Orange / , on an island at the top ; with
|

58
[

in the upper right-hand corner; facing

p. 58.

[13] Ships in the ice ; a large ship at

the right with men clambering up its sides
;

axes lying on the ice; inscription, upper
left-hand corner :

|

NOVA SEMBLA
|

;
with

|

60
|

in the upper right-hand corner; facing

p. 60.

[14] A ship, lifted out of the water

by the ice, attacked by two bears
; inscrip

tion at top :
|

NOVA
|

.JEMBLA.
|

with number

|

62 /in the upper right-hand corner; facing

p. 61.

[ 1 5 ]
A bear in the foreground attacked

by three men; in the middle distance an

other bear eating from a tub ;
in the dis

tance men bringing material together for a

hut
;

with
| 65 |

in the upper right-hand

comer; facing p. 65.

[
1 6

]
Men putting up the frame of a

house ;
in the foreground, others dragging

No 266 b. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART III. ;

IST EDITION, IST ISSUE; 1598.
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No. 266 Levmus Hulsius 1598

timber on sleds
;

with
|
d/. / in the upper

right-hand corner; facing p. 67.

[17] Three men attacked by two bears

in the foreground j
in the distance a house ;

a sick man on a sled before the door
; with

| J2 /in the upper left-hand corner; facing

p. 72.

[ 1 8 ] An interior view of winter quar
ters

;
a fire in the center over which a pot is

boiling and before which a fox is roasting ;

a clock in the corner ; with
| /j

1 / in the

upper right-hand corner, outside the border;

facing p. 73.

[19] Winter quarters ;
a man standing

in the doorway ;
others in the foreground

tending fox-traps ;
with

| 77 / in the upper

right-hand corner
; facing p. 77.

[20] Winter quarters with the sun just

appearing after the Arctic night ;
at the

right men burying the dead
;
a man in the

barrel which serves as a chimney, and another

in the doorway, both shooting at a bear
;

with 90 |

in the upper right-hand corner ;

facing p. 90.

[21] Preparations for the return
;

a

group of men in the foreground digging
a boat out of the snow

;
others in the

background washing their clothing ;
shirts

drying on poles; with
|

101
|

in the upper

right-hand corner
; facing p. 101.

[22] Preparations for departure; two

groups repairing the boats
;
a man pulling a

board off the house
;
with

[ loj / in the

upper right-hand corner
; facing p. 103.

[23] Preparing a road and dragging the

boats to open water
;
the partially dismantled

house in the distance
;
a polar bear in the

lower right-hand corner; with
|

106.
|

in

the upper left-hand corner
; facing p. 106.

[24] Launching the boats which have

been dragged over the ice
; the house still in

the distance ;
with

|
107.

|

in the upper left-

hand corner; facing p. 107.

[25] Ice-bound; some of the crew pull

ing the boats ashore, others on land prepar

ing for a meal, catching birds, etc.; inscrip

tion at bottom: EYS ECK.
| ;

with
|

1 1 3.
|

in

the upper right-hand corner; facing p. 113.

[26] Two boats attacked by bears,

two of which in the foreground are eating
another which has been killed ; inscription

in center :
|

C. NASSOV
|

;
with

| 115. |

in

the upper right-hand corner; facing p. 115.

[27] A landing on the ice; men un

loading one of the boats
;

others in the dis

tance shooting a bear, building a fire, etc. ;

with
|

120.
|

in the upper right-hand corner;

facing p. 1 20.

[28] Two boats with sails spread; in

the distance men catching birds
;

with
|

123. |

in the upper right-hand corner ; facing

p. 123.

[29] Russians receiving the Hollan

ders
;

their two boats in the distance ;
with

1

1 26.
|

in the upper left-hand corner
; facing

p. 126.

[30] Hollanders receiving provisions

from the Russians ; a man leaning over the

bulwarks of the ship in the foreground hand

ing down a bag to others in a boat
;
with

|

134.
|

in the upper right-hand corner; fac

ing p. 134.

Full-page woodcut on p. [xiv. ], as noted

in the collation by pagination.

MAPS: [i] |

NOVA
|

ZEMBLA |;

two birds, with inscription :
|

Loms Pogel

oder Norts Papegaij. / , at the top in a small

compartment ; with
| pag. i

|

in the upper
left-hand corner ; size, 4^, x 5% inches

;

scale, iifte inches = 5 of latitude
; facing

p. i.

[2] |

NOVA
|

ZEMBLA
| ;

at the left the

fleet of seven Dutch ships and a Russian

ship ; inscription, lower right-hand corner :

|

RVSSIJE SIVE
|

MOSCOVIJE
|

PARS ;
with

/ 27 / in the upper right-hand corner ; size,

3
1!H x 5% inches ; without scale

; facing

p. 27.

[ 3 ]
The Polar Regions, upon an equi

distant polar projection ; eight small com

passes showing the variation of the magnetic
needle around the circumference ; with

|
51

|

in the upper right-hand corner
; size, $%

inches in diameter
; facing p. 51.

[4] Lapland ; in the upper right-hand
corner a Laplander with bow and arrows, with

two others carrying baskets on their backs ;

with
|
140 in the upper right-hand corner,

outside the borders
; size, 494, x 5% inches ;

no scale
; facing p. 140.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x s%
inches. Bound same as No. 256.
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This Issue of the First Edition is not numbered in the title as one of the series.

Most of the plates have engraved, in the upper corner, the number of the page where

they belong. Some copies are said not to have these numbers.

This Part, written by Gerrit de Veer, gives an account of the three voyages made

by the Dutch and Zealand vessels, in 1594-1596, to discover the Northeast

Passage beyond Norway and Muscovy toward China. De Veer sailed in two of

these expeditions and was an intimate friend of Willem Barentz, the pilot. The

narrative was first published in Amsterdam in 1598, from which Hulsius translated

it, with some abridgments, into German for this Part of his collection. The plates

are in great part free imitations of those in the original edition.

This narrative is more briefly given in the third section of Part III. of De Dry's

Small Voyages.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Huth

;

and Lenox Libraries. The latter with plates

[9-15], [17-19], and the polar map without

the page-numbers.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 5 ; Sabin, 8, No. 33655 j Tiele, Memoire,

p. 103 ; Brunei, 3:368 ; Ribliotheca Gren-

i/illiana, 1:352; Asher, p. 22.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DRITTE THEIL. NVRMBERG, durcb Cbiijloff Lochner, 1602. [267]

PART III. FIRST EDITION
;
SECOND ISSUE. 1602.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically

the same as No. 266
; except that the 2d

and 3d leaves are marked A
ij. and A 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 267], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication,

with heading] |

Dem Geftrengen/ Ed- len

vnd Veften Veit Vlrich Mar-
|

fchalck von

Ebnet/ zu FrenfzdorfF/ jc. Mei-
|

nem grofz-

gudftigen Junckhern. |[his coat of arms] |

[signed ] |

Levinus Hulfius. / [dated ]
Nori-

berge ex Mufeolo, 6. Februarii. 1602.
|

,

recto and verso of A
ij. ; [ preface] |

Levinus Hulfius, An den Kunftlieben-
|

den Lefer.
|

, recto of A 3 to verso of

[A iiij. (repeated)]; the rest of the volume

identically the same as No. 266.

Recto of [A iiij.] begins |

Abendt das

Fretum Magellanicum paflirt/ . . .
|.

PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically

the same as those in No. 266
; except that

they are here printed upon sheets a little

larger than a half-page instead of upon sheets

the full size of the printed page ;
and that :

[
i
]
Has the word

|

SEPTENTRIO. at

top ; facing verso of B 2.

[ 10] Faces p. 45.

[14] Faces p. 62.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7^1 x 5% inches.

Bound same as No. 256. Leaves [A] and

A
ij. extended on inner margins ;

A 3 and

[A 4] extended on outer margins ; plate [2]

extended on inner margin.

This Issue is identical with the First, except the title and three following leaves,

which have been reprinted. The marginal notes on the two reprinted leaves of Hul

sius' preface are principally in roman type, not in italics as in the First Issue.
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No. 267 Levinus Hulsius 1602

(Nit tt)m&afFtfC Relation-

cr wrcjKti

rep jar nadjetriantyr/ote^lnrio 1594. 1^95. wnb 15^6.
Q3?ie ftc Nordvvcgcn , Lappiam, Biarmiam, t>n6 Ruftram oCfr Mofccviam

nf3reic& Cathay wit> Cliina |u fommtn)

2(uc^ u>fe Jie&aeErcum Naflbvie,WaygacsjNovamScmblam*
tn&tasian^tbntertem so.Gradu

latitud;fo
nian rtrmeintfcas Gron

-grj[unt>ui ; . CDnli tas f!ir'gefa^v fccr crfc^rdcfli^ en 554m/ C

tfcunder/tmfc tern (r tjlJ/lTc a ufjgcft a:it en.

LEVINUAi HULSIUM.

ImpenfisLEVJNi HULSII. A

No. 267. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART III.;

1ST EDITION ; ZD ISSUE ; 1602.
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1602 Levinus Hulsius No. 267

Perhaps the reprint took place when it was determined to number the series.

Few Parts were numbered before 1602. This copy has Plates [2] and [6] (not

[8]), which are lacking in the Lenox copy.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; and

Lenox Libraries. The copy in the Lenox

Library has the title and three reprinted

leaves in facsimile from the Grenville copy

in the British Museum, which was once

thought to be unique.
REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 6.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, </. 1606.)

DRITTE THEIL. NVRNBERC, 1602.

PART III. SECOND EDITION. 1602.

[268]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q,

each 4 leaves ;
total 64 leaves. Leaf A iij.

is marked A 3 ; and Q ij.
has no signature-

mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title,
as

reproduced; See No. 268], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication,

with heading] |

Dem Geftrengen / Edlen vnnd

Ve-| ften Veil Vlrich Marfchalck von Ebnet/

zu Frenfz-]dorff/ ic. Meinem grofzgunftigen

|
Junckhern.

| [his coat of arms] | [signed]

/ Leuinus Hulfius. / , [dated] |

... In

Franckfurt denj. Augufti 1602. recto and

verso of A ij. ; [preface, with heading] |

Leuinus Hulfius, An den Kunftlieben-
1

den

Lefer.
|

, recto of A 3 to verso of C
j

[full-page woodcut, same as in No. 266],
verso of [B iiij.] ; [text, in three parts, the

first with heading] |
Befchreibung der Hol-

landifchen
|

vnd Seelandifchen drey Schiffar-

ten nach
|

Mitternacht in Cathai vnd Chinam

zufahren /
1

Anno 1594. 1595. vnnd 1596.

ge- |

fchehen. |, pp. 1-12; [text of the

second voyage, with heading] |

Befchrei

bung der an-|dern Reifz oder Schiffarth/

vmb Nordwegen / Mofcaw oder Tartarey /

mil ver-
|

haben einen Weg nach Cathay vnd

China
|

zu fuchen / Anno
| 1595. | , pp. 13-

37 ; [the third voyage, with heading] |

Befchzeibung der dlit-
|

ten Reifz oder Schif-

fahrt / ... I ... I ... mit vorhaben einen

Weg nach Cathay vnnd
|

China zu fuchen /

Anno 1596. ge- |

than.
|

, pp. 38-121.

Page-numbers 4, 106, and 1 17 are in the

inner comers ;
i is wrongly numbered 2

;

1 8 is 17; 44 is 45 ; 45 is 46; numbers 47
and 80-89 are omitted in the pagination;

and 96 is 97 ; even numbers on recto pages

from p. 46 to the end.

PLATES: Plates and Maps, identically the

same and with the same engraved page
numbers as those in No. 266, except that :

[ i
]
Has the word

|

SEPTENTRIO.
|

at

the top.

[ 2] Is omitted.

[4] Fac P- 7-

[5] Faces p. 19.

[6] Is omitted.

[7] Faces p. 29.

[8] Faces p. 30.

[9] Faces p. 34.

[ 10
]
Faces p. 39.

[ ii
]
Faces p. 41.

[12] Faces p. 45.

[13] Faces p. 45.

[14] Faces p. 49.

[15] Faces p. 5 1 .

[ 16] Faces p. 53.

MAPS : [2] Faces p. 21.

[3] Faces p. 3.

[4] Faces p. 116.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5>?i

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Page 7

extended on lower margin.

[17] Faces p. 56.

[ 18] Faces p. 58.

[ 19] Faces p. 59.

[ 20] Faces p. 71.

[
21

]
Faces p. 78.

[22] Faces p. 79.

[23 ]
Faces p. 91.

[24] Faces p. 92.

[25] Faces p. 97.

[26] Faces p. 101.

[ 27 ]
Faces p. 103.

[28] Faces p. 107.

[29] Faces p. 105.

[30] Faces p. in.
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No. 268 Levinus Hulsius 1602

er ttewen tm
arc/ foinc

l1cI)C.2Sic f?e Nordvvcgch, Lappiam,Biarmiam >

1595

na ju fpin IHCD)

.

$ FretuNairoviarjWaygatSjNovam Semblam,
tn J> t tifi tantt fcntcctm so.Gradu hti tud,fo man Oermeint tasG ronla^id fen/

'

LEVINVM HVLSIVM.
Sccunda edicio.

HutsiJ. M DCll,

No. z68. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART III. ;

20 EDITION ; 1602.
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1602 Levinus Hulsius No. 268

In this Edition, the text of the dedication differs from that of the First ; De Veer's

preface is omitted ; and the text of the voyage is much abridged. Plates [2] and [6]

of the First Edition are omitted.

In the pagination, numbers 8089 are omitted, but the text is complete, as the

catchwords and signature-marks show. The Lenox Library Hulsius says :
" There

are some errors in the pagination reverse of 43 is 45 and next page 46, reverse of

46 is 46 again and then 48, 49, &c. Next page to 79 is 90, 96 is 97."

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; John
Carter Brown ; and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 6
; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

475; Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DRITTER THEIL. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Erafmo Kempffern, 1612.

[269]
PART III. THIRD EDITION. 1612.

gen/ Mofcaw vnd Tartarey/ 1

mit vorhaben

einen Weg nach Cathay vnd China zu
|

fuchen/ Anno 1596. gethan. |
, pp. 3295.

PLATES: 30 Plates and 4 Maps, identi

cally the same as in No. 266, except that :

[i] Has
| Pag 2

|

and
|

2.
|

in the upper

right-hand corner, and
|

n
|

at the upper left-

hand corner, outside the border; with word

|

SEPTENTRIO
|

at the top ; facing p. 3.

[2] Omitted.

[3] Has
| pag: 6. /rudely altered to

/P"g- 5-/J facing p. 5.

[4] Has
| />.- p. /altered to|/a; //;

facing p. 7.

[ 5 ]
Has

| pag 2 1
1

altered to
| pag. 1 9 1 ;

facing p. 1 6.

Omitted.

33 | changed to

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, each

4 leaves; total 56 leaves. Leaf Aiij. is

marked A 3 ; and B iij.
is B 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 269], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication,

with heading] |

Dem Geftrengen/ Edlen

vnnd Veften
|

Veil Vlrich Marfchalck von

Ebnet/ zu Frenfz-
|

dorff / 1C. Meinem

grofzgunftigen | Junckherrn. | [his coat of

arms] [signed] |Leuinus Hulfius.
|, [dated ]|

... In Franckfurt den i. Augu- |

fti 1602.

] , recto and verso of A
ij. ; [preface,

with heading]] [type-ornament head-piece]

]

Leuinus Hulfius, An den Kunftlieben-
1

den Lefer.
|
, recto ofA 3 to verso of

[
B

iiij. ] ;

[full-page woodcut, same as in No. 266],
recto of [B iiij.]; [text in three parts, the

first with heading]] Befchreibung der Hol-

landifchen vnnd
|

Seelindifchen drey Schif-

farten nach Mitternacht
|

in Cathai vnd

Chinam zufahren/ Anno 1594. 1595. vnd
|

1596. gefchehen. | , pp. i-io; [the second

voyage, with heading] | Befchreibung der

andern Reyfz oder
]

Schiifarht / vmb . . .

Tar-
| tarey/ mit vorhaben einen Weg nach

Cathay vnd China zu
|

fuchen/ Anno 1595.

, pp. 1131 ; [the third voyage, with head

ing] | Befchreibung der drit-
|

ten Reifz oder

Schiffahrt/ fo die Hoi-
|

Under vmb Nordwe-

[6]

[7] Has

facing p. 25.

[8] Has
|
35

facing p. 26.

[9] Has
|
40

and with
| 5

p. 30.

[10] Has]

facing p. 33.

[n] Has
| Pag 40 [perhaps 46] |

in

upper right-hand corner, outside the border
;

the old number partly erased
; facing p. 35.

[12] Has
|
58 | changed to

| Pago 46.
|

;

facing p. 36.

Pago 19. | ;

changed to
| Pag. 30.

|
;

| changed to
| Pag 35 |

,

outside the border; facing

[
46 | changed to

| Pago 39. | ;
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No. 269 Levitius Hulsius 1612

Relation

twpen newen
t/ fb Diec<tmcii

atwn&r/afe 2(rwio 15-^4.
iw? ^"^^^ wrri'c&f.3Bfe (k

cn, Lapiam, Biarmiam, t>nl> KufTum o^cr Mofcoviam ft>or"

athay nt> Chi
N-ordwegcn, Lappiam,

fie ^6 Fretum Naflbvia;, Wajrgats, NovamScmb'Iam,
n&t'vnt.tOm8o. Gradu latitiid. fo tfltJn vevtltintO(J8 Gronlaod (c^/2<*

fu uDen-- X>n&WAS fur

VM H-VLSIVM:
Tcrtia cdicio.

No. 269. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART III. ;

30 EDITION ; 1612.
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1612 Levinus Hulsius No. 269

[13] Has
|

60
| changed to

|
Pag 48. /;

facing p. 40.

[14] Has
|
62 / changed to

| Pago 49. | ;

facing p. 42.

[15] Has
| Pag 51 [

in upper right-hand

comer, outside the border, and
|
65

|

altered

to
|
51. |

, inside the border; facing p. 43.

[
1 6 Has

| Pag. 53 |

in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and
|
67/

altered to
|
53.

[
; facing p. 45.

[17] Has
| Pag 36 /in upper right-hand

corner, outside border, and
| /^/altered to

|
56 |

, hardly legible; facing p. 47.

[18] Has
| 7J/ changed to

| Pago j<?./;

facing p. 50.

[19] Has
| Pag 66 / in upper left-hand

corner, and a new but illegible number over

the old one; facing p. 52.

[20] Has
| Pag 71

|

in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and
|
90

|

changed to
|
71.

|
; facing p. 60.

[21] Has
| Pag 78 / in upper left-hand

corner, outside the border, and
|

101
|

changed to
|
78.

| ; facing p. 63.

[22] Has
| Pag 7p / in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and a

line drawn through the old number; facing

p. 66.

[23] Has
| Pag 91 |

in upper left-hand

corner, outside the border, and
|

106
|

altered

to
| 91. | ; facing p. 69.

[24] Has
| Pag 92 |

in upper right-hand

corner, outside the border, and | 107 |

altered

to
| 92] ; facing p. 70.

[25] Has
| Pag 97. / in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and
| 113 |

altered to
| qj. / ; facing p. 74.

[26] Has
| Pag 101

|

in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and
|

1 1 5
|

altered to
|

101
|

; facing p. 77.

[27] Has] 120.
| changed to

| Pag 103.
|

;

facing p. 79.

[28] Has
| Pag 107

|

in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and the

old number blurred; facing p. 80.

[29] Has
| Pag 105

|

in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and
|

126.
|

altered to
| 105. |

; facing p. 82.

[30] Has
| Pago in

|

in upper right-

hand corner, outside the border, and
| 134. |

altered to
|

in. [almost illegible] ; facing

p. 86.

MAPS :
[ i]

Has
[ Pag 4

|

in upper right-

hand corner, and
| pag i

| changed to
|
3

|
,

the word "pag", erased, but still visible;

facing p. 4.

[2] Hss\Pag 24 / \n upper right-hand

corner, outside the border, and
|
^//altered

to
|

i.
|

; facing p. 19.

[ 3] Has
|
3

|

in upper left-hand corner,

and
| 51 | changed to

| Pag. 3
|

; facing

p. 3.

[4] Has
|
140

| changed to\Pago 143.
| ;

facing p. 92.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% x

inches. Bound same as No. 256.

In this Edition the text has been much abridged. The pages are numbered at the

top in the center. Plates [2] and [6] of the First Edition are omitted.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (26

plates and maps) ; John Carter Brown (28

plates and maps) ;
and Lenox Libraries

(the latter with 32 plates and maps).

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 7 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

475-
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No. 2 70 Levinus Hulsius 1660

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DRITTER THEIL. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, In Verlegung Chrijloff le Blon,

1660. [270]
PART III. FOURTH EDITION. 1660.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically

the same as in No. 169.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced ;
See No. 270 <z],

recto of [A];

[blank] verso of [A]; [dedication,

with heading] Dem Geftrengen/ Edlen vnnd

Veften
|

Veil Vlrich Marfchalck . . .
| [2

lines] [his coat of arms] | [signed] |

Levinus

Hulsius.
| [dated] |

... In Franck-
|

furt den

i. augufti i6oz
|

, recto and verso of A
ij. ;

[preface, with heading] j [type-ornament

head-piece, as reproduced ;
See No. 170 A]

|

Levinus Hulfms, An den Kunftlieben-
|

den Lefer.
|
, recto ofA 3 to verso of[B iiij.] ;

[full-page woodcut, same as in No. 266],
recto of [Biiij.]; [text, in 3 parts, the

first with heading] | [type-ornament head

piece, as reproduced ; See No. 270 r] |

Befchreibung der Holllndifchen vnnd
|

See-

l&ndifchen drey Schiffarten nach Mitternacht

| [2 lines] |

, pp. 1-10; [text of the

second voyage, with heading] Befchreibung

der andern Reyfz oder
|

SchifFarht/ umb

Nordwegen / Mofcaw/ oder Tar-
| tarey/ mit

vorhaben einen Weg nach Cathay vnd China

|

zu fuchen/ Anno 1595. |
, pp. 11-31 ;

[text of the third voyage, with heading] |

Befchreibung der drit-
|

ten Reifz oder Schif-

fahrt/ fo die Hollander
|

umb Nordwegen/
Mofcaw vnd Tartarey/ mit Vor-

|

haben

einen Weg nach Cathay vnd China
|

zu

fuchen/ Anno 1596. gethan. | pp. 31-95.

Page 49 is wrongly numbered 89.

PLATES : Plates and Maps, identically

the same as those in No. 266, except that:

[i] Is the same as in No. 269, but

bound with
|

ORIENS
|

at the top 5 facing

p. 2.

[
2

]
Is omitted.

[3] Is the same as in No. 269; facing

p. 4.

[4] Is the same as in No. 269 ; facing

p. 6.

[5] Is the same as in No. 269.

[
6
]

Is omitted.

[7] Has
| Pago 29. |

of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pago. 25. | j facing p. 24.

[8] Has
| Pag. 30. |

of Third Edition

altered to Pag. 26.
[

; facing p. 26.

[9] Has
| Pag. 35. |

of Third Edition

altered to
| Pag. 30. |

, and
| s|, outside

the border, erased
; facing p. 30.

[
10

]
Has

|
Pago 39.

|

of the Third Edi

tion altered to
|
Pago jj / ; facing p. 32.

[ 1 1
]
Has

| Pag. 40.
|

of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 35.

|
;
and

|
48

|

of

the First Edition entirely erased.

[12] Has
|
Pago 46. of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pago. 36.

|
; facing p. 36.

[13] Has
| Pag 48.

|

of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 40.

|
; facing p. 40.

[14] Is the same as in No. 269.

[15] Has Pag 5 1
|

of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 43. | , and the number

| 51.
| partially erased, the] i. [remaining;

facing p. 42.

[16] Has
| Pag. 53. |

of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 45. | ; facing p. 45.

[17] Has
| Pag. 36/of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 47.

|
, and

| 56 | partly

obliterated; facing p. 46.

[ 1 8
]
Has

|
Pago jS. /of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pago 30. /; facing p. 50.

[19] Has] Pag. 66/of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 32. /, the number at

right-hand corner erased; facing p. 52.

[20] Has
| Pag. 71

|

of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag : 60

|
, but with the

|
7 1.|

inside the border unaltered; facing p. 60.

[21] Hzs\Pag. 78/of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 6j./, but with the

|
78.

|

inside the border unaltered; facing

p. 63.

[22] Has|Pa. /p/of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 67. /, and the old num

ber, inside the border, entirely erased
; facing

p. 66.
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1660 Levinus Hulsius No. 270

So.Gradu latitud. fohtan m<in< 69 Gronla

: OOnb was far @tfa$t t^cv erf*

Q^
I.EV1NVM HVLSIVM.

QuartaEditio.

No. 270 <. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART III.;

4TH EDITION ;
1660.

AMERICANA C638:
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No. 270 Levinus Hulsius 1660

[23] Has
| Pag 68.

|

in the upper right-

hand corner, outside the border lines; and

the
| Pag 91 |

and
| 91. |

of the Third Edition

almost obliterated; facing p. 68.

[24] Has
| Pag 92

|

of the Third Edition

altered to
] Pag. 70. /, and

| 92 |

in upper
left-hand corner partially erased; facing p. 70.

[,25] Has
| Pag. 97. /of the Third Edi-

tion altered to
| Pag. 74. | , and the

|
97

|

below almost erased; facing p. 74.

[26] Has
| Pag. 101.

|

of the Third Edi-

tion altered to
| Pag. 77. /, and the

|

101
|

below partially erased; facing p. 76.

[27] Has
| Pag 103. |

of the Third Edi-

tion altered to
| Pag. 7p. /; facing p. 78.

[28] Has
| Pag 107

|

of the Third Edi-

tion altered to
| Pag. 80. /, and

|

o
|
below,

inside the border; facing p. 80.

[29] Has
| Pag 105 |

of the Third Edi-

tion altered to
| Pag. 82.

| , but with
| 105. |

unaltered; facing p. 82.

[3] Has
|

in.
|

of the Third Edition

altered to
| Pag. 86

|
, and

| Pago i n
|

out-

side the border erased; facing p. 86.

MAPS: [
i
]

Is the same as in No. 269.

[2] Has] Pag. 24. /of the Third Edi

tion altered to
| Pag. 19. /but with the [i]

inside the border unaltered
; facing p. 18.

[3] Is the same as in No. 269 ; facing

p. 2.

[4] Has
| Pag 143. |

of the Third Edi-

tion altered to
| Pag. 92. [

; facing p. 92.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, jy, x 51946

inches. Bound same as No. 156.

<&*

270^. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART III.;

4TH EDITION ; 1660.

This is a reprint of the Third Edition with variations in almost every page of the

text ; e. g., on page 95 in the Third Edition the last line is
| gewolt/ gezogen ift. |;

in this it is
|
wok / gezogen ist.

|
, etc.

270 c. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART III. ;

4TH EDITION ; 1 660.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum; John REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Huliius,
Carter Brown

;
and Lenox Libraries. p. 7 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

476; Bibliotheca Grenijilliana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

VIERTE SCHIFFART. NURNBERG, Durcb Cbrijiopb Locbner, 1599. [271]

PART IV. FIRST EDITION. 1599.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, each

4 leaves; total 56 leaves. Leaves Eij., Jij.,

Liij., and Oij., have no signature-marks;
and J iiij.

is J ij.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [tide, as re-

produced; See No. 271 a], recto of [A];
[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication, with

heading]|Dem Hochwurdigen Fflrften vnnd

Herm/ Herm lohan Philip. Erwehlten

BifchofF
|

zu Bamberg/ meinem gnedigen

AMMICANA VOL. II. 41 fj 639 ] CHURCH CATALOGUE



1599 Levinus Hulsius No. 271

Furften
|

vnd Henen.
| [

his coat of arras, as

reproduced; See No. 271 b] \ [signed] |E. F.

G.
|
Vnterthiniger |

Levinus Hulfius./, recto

of Aij. to recto of Aiij. ; [first preface,

with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece]

| Nothwendige Erinnerung an den
| gunftigen

Lefer. Levini Hulfii.
[
, verso of A iij. to

verso of [Aiiij.]; [second preface, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece, as re

produced; See No. 271 f] |

Vojrede Vlrich

Schmidels.
|
, recto of B ; [text, in 5 5 chap

ters, the first with heading ] ] [ type-ornament

head-piece] |

Schiftart von Antorff aufz
|

in

Hifpanien. |
, pp. 1103 i [colophon] |

Gedruckt zu Nurnberg/ Durch Chriftoph |

Lochner/ Im Jar 1599. |, p. 103. Page

90 is wrongly numbered 92 ;
and 89 is 19.

Page i is on the verso of B ; even numbers

on recto pages throughout the volume.

Chapter 9 is wrongly numbered 2
;

22 is

16; and 29 is 39.

PLATES : 1 5 Plates, i Portrait, and i

Map, as follows :

[i] Battle between Schmidel's men and

the Carendies, a tribe of Indians of Buenos

Ayres ;
in the foreground at the left two

natives, one shaded, the other white; in

scription at the top :
|

Carendies. / ;
with

Cap. 8.
|

in upper right-hand corner, inside

the border ; facing p. 7.

[ 2 ]
Buenos Ayres ;

the city at the left,

surrounded by an earth wall, with cannon

at the angles ;
at the right a gallows ;

in

scription, in upper left-hand corner :
|

Buenas

Aeres./; with
| Cap.g./'m upper right-hand

corner, inside the border
; facing p. i o.

[3] Attack and burning of Buenos Ayres

by the natives
;
the river in the foreground,

with four burning ships at the right and three

others discharging cannon at the left ; in

scription in upper left-hand corner :
|

Buenas

Aeres./ ;
with

| Cap : 1 1
|

in upper right-

hand corner, inside the border
; facing p. 1 1 .

[4] Four Tiembi Indians, a man, two

women, and a child ; one of the women cook

ing fish over a fire ; inscription at top :
|

TIEMBVS.
|
; with

| Cap.ij./m upper left-

hand corner, inside the border
; facing p. 14.

[ 5 ]
Natives and Europeans hunting ana

condas ;
in the river in the foreground, an

anaconda, with a man in its coils; another on

the bank; in the middle distance a third,

dead
; inscription in the upper right-hand

corner :
|

Macuerendas, / ;
with

| Cap: 17.

|

in upper left-hand corner, inside the border;

facing p. i 8.

[6] Man and woman of the tribe of

Carios, the former with a bow and arrows,

the latter with a basket of fruit
; inscription

at the top :
|

CARIOS.
| ;

with
| Cap. 20

|

in upper right-hand corner, inside the border ;

facing p. 23.

[7] Attack by natives and Europeans
on the city of Lampere ; inscription at the

bottom :
|

PARABOL : FLVS. / ; inscription

at the upper right-hand corner:
|
Lampere. / ;

with
|

21. Cap; /in upper left-hand corner,

inside the border
; facing p. 24.

[8] Battle between the natives and the

Europeans ; inscriptions of the three vil

lages :
| Peifennos./ NAPER fs./, and

|

/"AIEMBOS.
|
, respectively ;

with
| Cap: 23,

|

at the upper left-hand corner, inside the

border ; facing p. 31.

[ 9 ]
Attack on the city of Corpus Christ!

/Corpg CAri/ii/by the natives ;
at the right,

natives killing European prisoners in the

village of Tiembus
|

TIEMBVS
| ; inscription

at the top :
|

Flu : Parana sine Rio della

Plata : / ; with Cap. 28.
|

at up'per right-

hand corner, inside the border
; facing p. 3 5 .

[10] Shipwreck; the crew floating

ashore on masts, etc. ; inscription on the

river at the left :
|

Parana flu : siue / Rio

della Plata. / ;
with

| Cap: jo. /at upper

left-hand comer, inside the border ; facing

p. 39.

[
1 1

] Village ofthe Sherves
;
two tattooed

natives in the foreground, one a man with

some darts in his hand, the other a woman
with a basket of fruit on her head

; inscrip

tion at upper left-hand corner:
|

SCHERVES.
|

;

with
| Cap: j6. /at upper right-hand corner,

inside the border ; facing p. 50.

[12] Europeans and Jeperi attacking the

village of the Froemidiere ; inscription at

the upper left-hand corner : Froemidiere. / ;

with
|

C. 42.
|

above it, both inside the

border
; facing p. 64.

[13] Llama in the foreground being led

with a cord by an Indian, with a bow
;

in

scription at top: |

PACOS oder AMIDA. Ein

AMERICANA 6401] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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Indianifch Schaff. / ;
with

| Cap 44
]

at the

upper right-hand corner, inside the border ;

facing p. 71.

[14] Europeans and Carios attacking a

village of the Maigenos ; inscription at the

right: | Maigenos. /; with C. ^7. /at upper
left-hand corner, inside the border

; facing

p. 80.

[15] Wreck of a ship in the harbor of

Cadiz
j inscription at right-hand upper cor

ner:
[

CADIZ.
|

, the D poorly inked
; with

/ Cap: 54.
|

at upper left-hand corner, inside

the border
; facing p. 99.

PORTRAIT : Portrait of Ulric Schmidel

standing on a tiger; a coiled snake at the

left
;
a coat of arms at the right ; inscription

at top :
|

Contrafactur
|

Vlrichs Schmidels.
]

;

facing recto of B.

MAP : Folding map of South America

and the West Indies, printed on two
sheets :

[ i
] The upper sheet, the northern part,

with the inscription at the top, below the outer

border
|

NOYA ET EXACTA DELINEATIO
AMERIC/E PARTIS A^STRALIS. UPE EST.-

BRASILIA, CARIBANA, GYIANA regnum
Nouttm CASTILIA/ DEL ORO, NICARAGUA,
Insula ANTILLAS et FERf. Et Sub Tropico

Capricorni, CHILE, RIO DELLA PLATA,
TATAQOtiy, V FRET? MAGELLANICrJ Nori-

bergtf. per Leuinum Hulsium. Anno fjpp.

| ; size, 10 X iz% inches
; scale, 114 inches

= 100 Miliaria Germanica ; facing p. i.

[2] The lower sheet, with inscription in the

lower right-hand corner, in a rectangular com

partment with ornamental border :
|

In Chica

ngione, ad littora S. Juliani, Magellano
(an" JJ2O. / quando Fretum hoc per lufl-

No. 271 b. COAT OF ARMS IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART IV.;

IST EDITION ; 1599.

AMERICANA C642] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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rauit) homines apparuere procira / magni-

tudinis, 10. pedes longi. . . .
| [4 lines]

|
;
with an engraver' s mark, resembling FS,

in the lower right-hand corner of the rect

angle ; size, 8v& X 1 2<ft inches
; scale, 1%

inches = 5 of latitude
; facing p. i.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 51%,
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Maps
[ i

]
and [

2
]
backed with muslin. Plates

[
i
], [ 5 ], and [14] extended on outer mar

gins ; plate [ 9 ]
stabbed in the outer margin.

This Part contains an account of the voyage of Ulrich Schmidel, of Straubing, to

Brazil and the Rio de la Plata, from 1534 to 1554. De Bry had published the nar

rative in Part VII. of his Great Voyages this same year, but very incorrectly, espe

cially in the names of places. Hulsius called attention to these errors and gave

notice that his translation was based upon another copy, which he claimed to be the

original, inasmuch as it contained, "the Portrait of the author and several other

Prints and because I have found the several names which he mentions in the maps
now extant and have found them to be correct." Camus, who compared the

two versions, says :
" C'est dans la seule traduction d'Hulsius qu'on peut lire et

entendre le voyage de Schmidel." p. 86.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Huth

;

John Carter Brown
; and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 7; Sabin, 8, No. 33656; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 1:476, No. 559 ; Brunei,

3: 368 ; Bibliotkeca Grenwlliana, i: 352 ;

Asher, p. 34.

No. 271 c. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART IV.;

IST EDITION; 1599.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

VIERTE SCHIFFART. NORIBERG^E, 1602. [272]

PART IV. SECOND EDITION. 1602.

Ffirften vnnd
|
Henn/ Herm lohan Philip.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically
the same as No. 271, except that all the

leaves have their correct signature-marks.
COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 272 a], recto

of [A]; [blank], verso of [A]; [dedica

tion, with heading] |

Dem Hochwurdigen

...
| [2 lines] | [his coat of arms] | [signed]

/
'

Leiiinus Hulfius. / , recto of A ij. to recto

of A
iij. ; [first preface], verso of A iij.

to verso of [Aiiij.]; [conventional tail

piece, as reproduced ;
See No. 272 4], verso

of
[Aiiij.]; [second preface, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece, as repro-

AMERICANA
64311 CHURCH CATALOGUE
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1554 6igAnno i5?4in A
rnericam oDfr ^'UJWivcft/to; Brafiliaioiit) Rio della Plata^

frtf(fcrung wt& (Err

No. 273 //. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART IV.;

30 EDITION ; 1612.

AMERICANA 646;] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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ftigen Lefer.
|

Leuini Hulsii. /, pp. 3-5 ;

[conventional tail-piece, as reproduced;
See No. 273 4] |

, p. 5 ; [second preface,

with heading] [conventional head-piece] |

Vonede Vlrich Schmidels.
|
, p. 6

; [text,

in 55 chapters, the first with heading] |

[type-ornament head-piece] |

Schifffahrt von

Antorffaufz in
| Hifpanien. | , pp. 7-104;

|

Befchlufz.
| [10 lines] ENDE.

|
, p. 104.

Chapter 29 is wrongly numbered 39 ; 50

is
|

I.
|

.

PLATES : identically the same as those in

No. 271, except that all the plates are turned

[9] Faces p. 38.

[10] Faces p. 42.

[n] Faces p. 52.

[12] Faces p. 66.

[13] Faces p. 72.

[14] Faces p. 82.

[15] Faces p. 100.

[i] Faces p. 14.

[2] Faces p. 14.

[3] Faces p. 16.

[4] Faces p. 1 8.

[5] Faces p. 22.

[6] Faces p. 26.

[7] Faces p. 28.

[8] Faces p. 34.

PORTRAIT: Faces p. [i].
MAP: Faces p. [2].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7/i x 51916

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
backed with muslin.

lengthwise of the page and face as follows :

In this Edition the dedication is omitted. The especial feature of this Edition is

the running-title, which reads :
|

Vierdte Schiffart.
| ; except on pages 7 and 8, where

it is, |
Vierdte Schifffahrt.

|

.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; John REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

Carter Brown ;
Lenox

;
and Ayer Libraries. p. 8 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 478 ;

Bibliotheca Greipviltiana, 1:353.

No. 273 b. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES

PART IV. ; 30 EDITION; 1612.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

VERA HISTORIA, ADMIRAND^ CVIVSDAM NAVIGATIONS, QVAM
HVLDERICVS SCHMIDEL, . . . AB ANNO 1534. VSQVE AD ANNVM
1554. IN AMERICAM . . . CONFECIT. NORIBERCJE, 1599. [274]

PART IV. LATIN EDITION. 1599.

Small 410. COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, reproduced; See No. 274], recto of [A];
D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4 _

[blank] , verso of [A] ; [ dedication,

leaves
;

total 52 leaves. with heading] |

REVERENDISSIMO ET

AMERICANA C647H CHURCH CATALOGUE
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SDtmtorfee S?*$rfttmtfr

uiana? to 2faKr(c0/ot>cr ticftcn SlWt/t>w<r Der
ttinotttali Qtlt%(n: o wwlfdj CJrtno 1 5 P4. i 5 ^ y.

ont)(m 2Co(gcf>omm-nrrn/.>frrn wlthno Ra

legh <tn<m (fnglifc^cn^iifcr/bffucfct.wcrDcn
: (frf ft^ au^cfcftl fdnrr

fc^^nf -ant> affd/wfc finer tRi&fr(4nWfcfjmfrH(frung gemacfe^

Jbvjrtum Hulfiftm.

MO ICiX,

No. 275^. TITLE-PACE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART V.;

IST EDITION; 1599.
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Essequibo river ; inscription over the city :

|

MANOA odel DORADO.
|

;
with

|
7 |

in upper

right-hand corner ; facing p. 7.

[4] Country of the Amazons in the

month of April, when they allow the men to

associate with them
;
no inscription ;

with

|

1 1 in the upper right-hand corner ; facing

p. II.

[ 5 ]
Two men suspended by the feet

from the branch of a tree
;
Amazons shoot

ing at them with arrows
;
one kindling a fire

under them ;
no inscription ;

with
| 14

|

in

upper left-hand corner; facing p. 14.

[
6 ]

Headless natives of Guiana ;
two in

the foreground ; others, with huts, animals,

etc., in the background ;
no inscription ;

with
[

1 5 |

in upper left-hand corner
; facing

p. 15.

MAP : Folding map ;
Northern part of

South America
; identically the same as the

upper sheet in No. 171 ;
with the inscrip

tions unchanged ; facing p. i .

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7?!, x 5%.
Bound same as No. 156. Map backed

with muslin.

This Part contains an abridgment of Sir Walter Raleigh's account of the rich

kingdom of Guiana, in America, which he visited in 1595; and which was first

published at London in 1596 (our No. 254). It also appeared in De Bry's Great

Voyages, Part VIII., in 1599.
" From Hulsius' reference, p. 12, it appears that this Part V. was published before

Part IV. He says he had the manuscript, and would print it at the first opportunity.

In his preface he apologizes for the many extraordinary things in the work, and refers

to others equally strange vouched for by persons of good authority especially a man

who neither ate nor drank for 7 years."

The map which accompanies this Part was probably made for one of Hondius'

atlases, not for Raleigh's book.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Huth;

John Carter Brown ;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 8
; Sabin, 8, No. 33658; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 1:478, No. 560; Bru-

net> 3 : 37i Bibliotheca Greirvilliana, i:

352 ; Asher, p. 38.

No. 275 b. TAI^-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES;

PART V.; 1ST EDITION; 1599.

AMEHICANA CHURCH CATALOGUE
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Verahiftoria,

ADMIRANM; CVIVS-
dam nauigationis^quamHuL
dericus SchinideljStraubingenfiSiabAnno1^4*
ufqueacfannum 15/4. in .Americana vel nouum
Mundum , iuxtt Brafiham & Rio della Plita, confcdt. Quid
per hofceannos ij.ruflinuerit.q'jam VJtias & quam mirandas

regiones ac homines vidciit. AbipfoSchmidclio Germanice,

.defcripta: Nunc veto, cmendatis & corrcflis Vrbiuin, Regio-
num & Flaminatnnominibns, Adieftaetiamtabula

Gcographica, figuru & alijj notation!*

bus tjuibufdaminhancfor*
jmam rcdufta*

NORIBERG^.
ImpcnfisLcvmiHulflj. ) f 9 ^

No. 274. TITLE-PACE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART IV.;
LATIN EDITION; 1599.
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ILLV-
I

ftrifsimo Principi ac Domino, Dom
ino 10-

|

HANNI PHILIPPO, Epifcopo

Bambergenfi, &c.
|

. . .
| [his coat of arms]

| [signed] V. C.
|

Additifs :
|

Levinus Hul-

fius.
|
, pp. 1-2; [preface by Hulsius,

with heading] LEVINI HVLSII neceflaria

admonitio
|

ad Benevolum Leflorem.
|

, pp.

3-5; [preface by Schmidel, with head

ing] |
Pra-fatio Hulderici Schmidelij. |

, p. 5 ;

[text in 55 chapters, the first with head

ing] |
Navigatio ex Antuerpia in Hifpaniam.

|, pp. 6-101 ;
| Epilogus. | [12 lines]]

[type-ornament] |
, p. 101 ; [blank], p.

[,02].

PLATES : identically the same as those in

No. 271, except that :

[8] Faces p. 32.

[9] Faces p. 3$,

[
i o

]
Faces p. 40.

[12] Faces p. 62.

[13] Faces p. 68.

[ 14] Faces p. 78.

[15] Faces p. 96.

[ i
]

Faces p. 13.

[2] Faces p. 12.

[3] Faces p. 14.

[4] Faces p. 16.

[5] Faces p. 20.

[6] Faces p. 24.

[7] Faces p. 26.

PORTRAIT: Faces p. i.

MAP : Faces p. 2.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7V4

inches. Bound same as No. 256.

backed with muslin.

x 5%
Map

Only two Parts were published in Latin, this and Part V.; both of which

appeared the same year.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum : John

Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 7 ; Sabin, 8, No. 33657 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 478 ;
BibliotAtca

Grcn-villiana, 1:353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.
c. 1546, d. 1606.)

KVRTZE WVNDERBARE BESCHREIBVNG. DESZ GOLDREICHEN
KONIGREICHS GVIAN^E IN AMERICA. NURNBERG, durcb Cbrlftoff

Locbner, 1599. [275]

PART V. FIRST EDITION. 1599.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

each 4 leaves (the last, probably blank,

lacking); total 12 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title-

page, as reproduced ;
See No. 275 a], recto

of [A]; [blank], verso of [A]; [pre

face, with heading] [

Levinus Hulsius dem

Gunftigen |

Lefer S.
|

,
recto of A

ij.
to

recto of A iij. ; [text in six chapters, the

first beginning] | Caput I.
|

DEr Wolge-
borne Herr/ Herr Walther Ra-

|
legk/ Rit-

ter/ Ift bey diefer expedition oder
|

Schiffarth

eigner Perfon geweft/ drey Jahr |

nach ein

ander/ nemblich/ Anno 1594. 1595. vnd
|

1596 ... |, [etc.], pp. i -:6; [con
ventional tail-piece, as reproduced ;

See

No. 275 A], p. 1 6
j [table of places men

tioned in this book, giving latitude and longi

tude, with heading] ]

Tabel der Orthern fo

in difem Buch-
|

lein gedacht feind/ . . .
|

[4lines] |
, p. [17]; [ colophon ]|Gedruckt

zu Nurnberg/ durch Chri-
|

ftoff Lochner/

In verlegung |

Levini Hulsij. [, p. [17].

Page i is on the verso ofA iij. ;
even numbers

on recto pages throughout the volume.

PLATES : 6 Plates and i Map, as follows :

[
i
]

Natives of the region of the Gulf of

Paria, living in huts built in trees and on

islands
; inscription at top :

|

MARE del

NORT. / ;
with

|

.*>
|

in upper right-hand

corner
; facing p. 4.

[
2

]
Natives with bows and arrows, hunt

ing sloths and other animals ; inscriptions

designating animals :
|

Simi Vulpa. Haute.

Armadillo./; with
|
5

j

in upper right-hand

corner ; facing p. 5.

[3] Walled city of Manoa on the banks

of
|

LACVS SALSVS
|

PARIME.
|

; natives drag

ging and carrying boats overland from the

AMERICANA C649] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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flurge

umar fo 2(mcrtca/ot>ermft)m^c(t/t)ne<r

^Equinottfali gclegmt 00 mwlfc^ 5lttn0 t 5^4. i 5 ? 7.

l frfnrr

ntbtrilm er

Lvv'mum Hulfium.

Koribcrgar, impen fis I v i N r H vin *,

MO XClX,

No. 275/1. TITLE-PACE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART V.;

IST EDITION; 1599.
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Essequibo river ; inscription over the city :

|

MANOA odel DORADO.
|

;
with

|
7 |

in upper

right-hand corner ; facing p. 7.

[4] Country of the Amazons in the

month of April, when they allow the men to

associate with them ;
no inscription ;

with

|

1 1
|

in the upper right-hand corner ; facing

p. ii.

[ 5 ]
Two men suspended by the feet

from the branch of a tree ;
Amazons shoot

ing at them with arrows
;
one kindling a fire

under them ;
no inscription ;

with
|
14

|

in

upper left-hand corner} facing p. 14.

[6] Headless natives of Guiana ;
two in

the foreground ; others, with huts, animals,

etc., in the background ;
no inscription ;

with
|

1 5 |

in upper left-hand corner ; facing

p. 15.

MAP : Folding map ;
Northern part of

South America ; identically the same as the

upper sheet in No. 271 ;
with the inscrip

tions unchanged ; facing p. i .

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7?i 8 x 5%.
Bound same as No. 256. Map backed

with muslin.

This Part contains an abridgment of Sir Walter Raleigh's account of the rich

kingdom of Guiana, in America, which he visited in 1595; and which was first

published at London in 1596 (our No. 254). It also appeared in De Bry's Great

Voyages, Part VIII., in 1599.
" From Hulsius' reference, p. 12, it appears that this Part V. was published before

Part IV. He says he had the manuscript, and would print it at the first opportunity.

In his preface he apologizes for the many extraordinary things in the work, and refers

to others equally strange vouched for by persons of good authority especially a man

who neither ate nor drank for 7 years."

The map which accompanies this Part was probably made for one of Hondius'

atlases, not for Raleigh's book.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ;
Huth

;

John Carter Brown
5
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 8
; Sabin, 8, No. 33658; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 1:478, No. 560; Bru-

net, 3:370; Bibliotheca Gren-villiana, i:

352 ; Asher, p. 38.

No. 275 b. TAH.-FIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;

PART V.; IST EDITION; 1599.

AMMICAMA CHURCH CATALOGUE
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

KVRTZE WVNDERBARE BESCHREIBVNG, DESZ GOLDREICHEN
KONIGREICHS GVIA1SLE IN AMERICA. NURNBERG, durch Cbrijiof

Locbner, 1601. [276]

PART V. SECOND EDITION ;
FIRST ISSUE. 1601.

Small 410. With side-notes in italics.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

each 4 leaves
;

total 1 2 leaves. Leaf C ij.

is wrongly marked C iij.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 176 a], recto

of [A] ; [blank], verso of [A] ;

[preface,
with heading] |

Zum Gunftigen

Lefer S. / , recto of A ij. to recto of A 3 ;

| [conventional tail-piece, as reproduced ;

See No. 376*] |
, recto of A3; [text,

in 6 chapters, the first beginning] | Caput
I.

|

DEr Wolgeborne Herj / Herj Walther /

Ra-
|
legk / Ritter / Ift bey diefer expedi

tion oder
|

Schiffarth eigner Perfon geweft /

drey Jar |

nach einander/ nemlich/ Anno

'594- '59S- vnnd
I '596. I ["f-]

pp. 1-17 ; [table of places, with heading]

|

Tabel der Orthern fo in difem Buch-
|

lein

dedacht feind / . . .
| [4 lines] |

, p. [i8]j

[colophon] |

Gedruckt zu Nurnberg/
durch Chri-

|

ftoff Lochner / In verlegung

|

Levini Hulsij. |
, p. [18] ; [blank],

p. [19]. Page i is on the verso of A 3 ;

with even numbers on recto pages through

out the volume.

PLATES: identically the same as in No.

275, except that :

[4] Has the
|

1 1
|

in the upper right-

hand corner altered to
|

i -i
\
, which is in

distinct; facing p. ii. This plate is in its

Second state.

MAP : Faces the verso of the title-page.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5 'Me

inches. Bound same as No. 256.

In the First Issue of this Edition sheet C is found as it was originally printed.

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown;
and Lenox Library.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hultiut,

p. 8
j John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

479-

No. 276 b. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;

PART V.; 20 EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1601.

PART V. SECOND EDITION
;
SECOND ISSUE. 1601.

Not in the present collection.

There is a Second Issue of this Edition in which sheet C has been reprinted. The

following differences will aid in the identification of the two Issues (the Second being

in parentheses) :

AMERICANA 652 ] CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 276 Levmus Hulsius 1601

rdtfcs Gui
nea
x 5$>6.pw^m^Boli*ommJ)mn/JP)inn WALTH ER o Ralegh
mn igttfd&m JXitttr/ ^fu^i toortxn - grfUtdj aud t<f^f frtnor

wc^^dK^^cn/boraiid lodocusHon-
dius.

thoriboscrfMro.

u.

Noribcr^c, Impenfis

I.

No. 276 <>. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART V. ;

20 EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1 60 1.
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1601 Levinus Hulsius No. 276

Page 13 has 33 lines (36 lines) ; p. 14 has 33 lines (35 lines) ; p. 15 has 23 + 3

lines of text (17 + 7 lines); p. 1 6 has 30 lines (32 lines).

The Lenox Library Hulsius describes the Second Issue, as follows : "Title, preface,

and text to page 1 1 exactly alike, but the sig. C has been reprinted. Note these

variations on each leaf. Page 1 3 has one more marginal note and 3 more lines of

text. Page 14 in last marginal note has page 86 (ist issue 68). It has no sig.

(ist issue C
iij.).

The contents of pages differ, of course, to the end so that page

17 has only 7 lines (ist issue 13 lines). The Tabel has probably been also reprinted

tho' there is no apparent variation. The contents of lines are generally the same

in both issues (Var. in 3 instances on p. 14). Some words are differently spelt.

Map and 6 plates as described above."

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (*.
c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DIE FVNFFTE KVRTZE WVNDERBARE BESCHREIBVNG, DESZ
GOLDREICHEN KONIGREICHS GVIAN^E IN AMERICA. NORIBER-

GJE, Typis Chrijlophori Locbneri, 1603. [27?]

PART V. THIRD

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C,
each 4 leaves

;
total 1 2 leaves. Leaf A iij.

has no signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION:
[title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 1770], recto

of [A] ; [blank], verso of [A] ;

[preface, with heading] |

Zum Gunftigen

Lefer[S. , recto of A ij. to recto of [A iij.] ;

[conventional tail-piece, as reproduced ;

See No. 277*] , recto of [Aiij.]; [text

in 6 chapters, the first beginning] |

CAPUT

1.
1

DER Wolgeborne Hen / HEn
|

Walther

Ralegk / Ritter / id bey difer Ex-
| pedition

oder Schiflfarth eigener Perfon
| geweft / drey

Jar nach einander/ nemlich/
|

Anno 1594.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown

;
and Lenox Libraries.

EDITION. 1603.

1595. vnd 1596. . . .
| , [etc.], pp. 1-17;

[table of places, with heading] |

Tabel der

Ortern / fo in difem Buchlein
| gedacht feind /

...
| [4 lines], p. [i8]j [colophon]

|

Gedruckt zu Nurnberg/ durch Chriftoff

Lochner /
1

In verlegung Levini Hulsii. [[type-

ornament]], p. [18]; [blank], p. [19].

Page i is on the verso of [Aiij.]; even

numbers on recto pages throughout the

volume.

PLATES : identically the same as those in

No. 275.

MAP : Faces the verso of [A].
CONDITION: Size of leaf, ^%s x 5%

inches. Bound same as No. 156. Map
backed with muslin.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 9 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

480; Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, i : 353.

No. 277 b. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;

PART V.; 30 EDITION; 1603.

AMERICANA
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No. 277 Levinus Hulsius 1603

eid|&Guiana in Sfmertcaoiwmum2M/

rKm<Sn3
r nat>m m barau Jodocus

chonbusfljfi<irtf

Lockneri,

wcfT"E
No. 277 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART V.;

30 EDITION; 1603.
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1612 Levinus Hulsius No. 278

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.
c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DIE FVNFFTE KVRTZE WVNDERBARE BESCHREIBVNG, DESZ
GOLDREICHEN KONIGREICHS GVIANLE IN AMERICA. FRANCK-

FVRT AM MAYN, bey Erafmo Kempjfern, 1612. [ 2?8]

PART V. FOURTH EDITION
;
FIRST ISSUE. 1612.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

each 4 leaves ;
total iz leaves. Leaf Biij.

is marked B 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 278 a], recto

of [A]; [blank], verso of [A]; [pref

ace, with heading] |

Zum Gunlligen Lefer

|S. |,
recto of Aij. to recto of Aiij.;

[text in 6 chapters, the first beginning ]|

[type-ornament head-piece, as reproduced 5

See No. 278*] CAPVT I.
|

DER Wolge-
borne Her!/ HErj

|

Walther Ralegk/ Ritter/

ift bey diefer
| Expedition oder Schiffarth

eigener |

Perfon geweft / drey Jar nach einan-

|der/ nemlich/ Anno 1594- '595- vnd

1596. . . . \, \_ttc.}, PP- 1-17; [
table

of places, with heading] Tabel der Oerter/

fo in diefem Buchlein gedacht leind/ . . .
|,

[4 lines]] , p. [18]; [blank], p. [19].

Page i is on the verso of A iij. ;
even

numbers on recto pages throughout the

volume.

PLATES : identically the same as those

in No. 275, except that :

[
i

]
Faces p. 3.

[ 3 ]
Has the

|
7

| changed to
|

6
|
; facing

p. 8.

[4] Has the
|

n
| changed to

1

12
|

; facing

p. 12.

[ 5 ]
Has the

|

1 4
| changed, but is illegi

ble; facing p. 13.

[
6

]
Has the

|

1 5 | changed to
|

1 6
1

.

MAP : Faces the verso of [A].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5%

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
backed with muslin.

In this Edition the vignette on the title-page is cracked from top to bottom.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (?) ;
REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

and Lenox Libraries. p- 9 5 John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

480.

No. 278*. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART V.;

4TH EDITION; 1ST ISSUE; 1612.

PART V. FOURTH EDITION ;
SECOND ISSUE. i6iz.

Not in the present collection.

There is a Second Issue of this Edition, which is the same in all respects as the

First, except that the vignette on the title-page is the same as that used on the title-

page to Part XIX. (See our reproduction, No. 311). The map is of the north

half of South America only, with the date I 599. It has the six plates as usual.

There is a copy of this Issue in the Lenox Library.
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No. 278 Levinus Hulsius

fc gtinttte

1612

Sfrnenca aDer

THEROK.ALECH diicm j

udjfcin 6cfd)ric6cn/ tarau^Jodocus Hondius,

ttj rn.it cincr <D7f5er(an&ifdjcn (Erf(arunfj gwnadjf.

Authonbus erfKU(f.

No. 278 <?. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART V. ;

4/TH EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1612.
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1612 Levinus Hulsius No. 279

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DIE FVNFFTE KVRTZE WVNDERBARE BESCHREIBVNG, DESZ
GOLDREICHEN KONIGREICHS GVIAN^ IN AMERICA. FRANCK-

FVRT AM MAYN, bey Erafmo Kempfern, 1612. [279]

PART V. FOURTH EDITION ;
THIRD ISSUE. 1612.

Small 410. [4] Has the
j

1 1
| changed to

|

1 2
| ;

faces

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, p. n.
each 4 leaves; total 12 leaves. LeafBiij. is [5] Has the

|

1 4 | changed, but is illeg-

marked B 3. ible; faces p. 9.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title-page, [6] Has the
1

1 5 | changed to| i6|; faces

as reproduced; See No. 279], recto of p. 16.

[A] ; otherwise identically the same as MAP : Faces the verso of [A],
in No. 278. CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7^4 x s^fte

PLATES: identically the same as those inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
in No. 275, except that: mounted on inner margin and backed with

[3] Has the
| 7 | changed to

|

6
|

. muslin.

This Issue differs from the others only in the vignette on the title, which is here

the new plate reengraved from the original plate. This had been gradually sepa

rating in the twelve years during which the four editions had been printed, and it

probably became useless while the first impressions of this fourth edition were being

struck off.

The new plate differs from the old one in having no trees in the background ; the

figures are slightly varied ; it has the engraver's mark at the bottom ; and it is besides

more deeply shaded than the first.

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown; REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

Lenox; and Ayer (?) Libraries. p. 9; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, 1:480.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DIE FVNFFTE KVRTZE WVNDERBARE BESCHREIBVNG, DESZ
GOLDREICHEN KONIGREICHS GVIANJE IN AMERICA. FRANCK-

FVRT AM MAYN, In Per/agung Cbrijtoff le Blon, 1663. [280]

PART V. FIFTH EDITION. 1663.

Small 410. (2) Has a different type-ornament head-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, piece to the preface, as reproduced (See No.

each 4 leaves; total 12 leaves. 2 80 4).

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: identi- (3) Reads:
|

CAPuT. 1.
1 , not

|

CA-

cally the same as in No. 278, except that : PVT 1.
1

.

(i) It has a new vignette on the title- (4) Page i, line 3, reads
|

. . . eygener |
,

page (See reproduction, No. 280 a).
not

|

. . . eigener |
.

AMERICANA
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No. 279 Levinus Hulsius 1612

Guian* fit America ofccr

Ditfrr Detlmea^Equinodialigef^ettt
. nt) if o 6. wnDfm^EBof^orneti^mit/^

THERO KALECH dncm
naI<tttnitvc;

irtnt(^<if(/ mt'f <m(f ?Rtt)crf5nl)tf*m (Erf[5mjj gtmac^f

^ufr* 8c^rac^f/n&a

Audioribus erflarff.

No. 279. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART V.;

4TH EDITION; 30 ISSUE; 1612.
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1663 Levinus Hulsius No. 280

( 5 )
PaSe * 7 nas a conventional tail- [4] Has the

|

1 1
|

altered to
|

i o
| ; faces

piece, as reproduced (Set No. z8or). p. 10.

(6) Table of places, p. [18], line a, [5] Has the
|
14

|

altered to| la
|

; faces

reads
|

. . . feyn |
, not

|

. . . feind
|

;
and p. la.

line 3 reads
|

. . . hinaufwarts . . .
|
, not [6] Has the

|

1 5 |

altered to
|

1 6
|

;
faces

|

... hinaufFwarts . . .
|.

n. 16.

PLATES: identically the same as those in CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% e x 51^0
No. 275, except that : inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map

[i] Has the
|

*
|

altered to
| Pag. 4

|
, extended on inner and outer margins and

the figure upright. backed with muslin
; plates facing pages 5

[3] Has the
|
7

|

altered to
|

6
|

;
faces and 10 extended in outer margins.

p. 6.

This Edition is a reprint of the entire Fourth Edition, which it closely resembles,

but it may be distinguished by the variations given in our collation.

OTHER COPIES : The only other com- REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius, p.

plete copies we can locate are those in the 10; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :48i;

British Museum and the City Library at Bibliotheca Gren--villiana, i : 354.

Hamburgh. The Lenox Library has a copy,

but with the title-page and text in facsimile.

No. 280^. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES;

PART V. ; 5TH EDITION ; 1663.

No. 280 f. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES

PART V.; ;TH EDITION; 1663.
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uiana* IUWM

THERO R.ALECH <nmt n^t<ir(/ tiutttom : (

^fcH fdtw noton in <9mS5fi<J}lrinlKfi*rWv ftotan Jodocus Houdtus

<ftw*3iK*n^ad/ mit rtner 9MXrt*nWc6cn grffarun <ma0fr

Chriftoff leBlon>

NO. 280*. T.TLE-PAGE OF HuLS.Us' CoLLECT.ON OF VOYAGES ;
PART V. J

JTH EDITION ; 1663.

CHURCH CATALOGUE
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1599 Levinus Hulsius NO. 281

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (*. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

BREVIS & ADMIRANDA DESCRIPTIO REGNI GVIAN^E, AVRI ABVN-
DANTISSIMI, IN AMERICA. NORIBERCJE, Cbrijlopborus Locbner, 1 599.

[281]
PART V. LATIN EDITION. 1599.

Small 410. p. [13]; | [colophon] |

NORIBERG/E
|

Ex-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, each cudebat Chriftophorus Lochner, Anno/
4 leaves; C, a leaves; total 10 leaves. Epoch* Chrifstianx ch /j. xdx. /, page

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-page, [13] ; [blank], p. [14]. Page 2 is

as reproduced ; .SV*No.i8i],rectoof [A]; wrongly numbered 6.

[ blank], verso of
[A] ; [ preface, with head- PLATES : identically the same as those in

ing] |

L. H. Benevolo Leftori
|

S.
|
, recto of No. 275, except that:

A 2 to verso of Aj ; [text in 6 chapters, [i] Faces p. 2 [wrongly numbered 6].
the first beginning]| Caput Primum-X^O" [2] Faces p. j.

BILIS ac generofus Baro GVALTHE-/ [3] Faces p. 4.

RVS RALEGH, Equcs auratui expeditio-/ [4] Faces p. 6.

nifeu navigation! huic tribus continuis an-/ [5] Faces p. 10.

nis, nempe 1594. fjgj fif 1396 propria/fua [6] Faces p. n.

persona prafuit, & peritos induftriosque / MAP. Faces verso of Aj.
nautas aliosque artificesfecum babuit :.../, CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%e * 5% inches.

[rtr.] , pp. i 12
; [table of places] |

Bound same as No. 256. Map extended on

TABVLA LOCORVM, StfORPM/iN inner margin and backed with muslin.

LIBELLO HOC MENTIO FIT:. . ./[4 lines] |
,

This was the second and last of the Latin Editions published by Hulsius. All the

copies of this Part in the Lenox Library, as well as those here described, lack the

lower sheet of the map; concerning which, Hulsius says:
" Bohn in this collec

tion of Lord Lindsay's 1st Editions in German says that the lower part of the map
with date 1602 is also in the copy of Part 5, but it does not belong to any ed. of

1599." p. 8 -

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown; REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

and Lenox Libraries. p. 8; Sabin, 8, No. 33659; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 48 1 .

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

SECHSTE THEIL. NURMBERC, Jurcb Cbriftopb Locbner, 1603. [282]

PART VI. FIRST EDITION. 1603.

Small 410. COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, reproduced; See No. 28212], recto of [ A];
D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves; H, 2 leaves; [blank], verso of [A]; [dedication,

total 30 leaves. Leaf [Aiij.] has no signa- with heading] Dem Geftrengen |

Edlen vnd

ture-mark. Veften/ Ludwig Veil
|

Fuchfz/ von Bim-

AMERICANA
\_ 662 ~\
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No. 281 Levinus Hulsius 1599

Brevis &admirandadefcriptio

REGNI GVIANyE, AVRI
ABVNDANTISSIMI, IN AMERICA.
SEY'NOVOORJJE. SVB LINEA ^Q^INOCTI

fiti : Quod nuper admodum , Annis nimirum

Per Generofum Dominum,

Dn. qVALTHERVM
tern Anglttm dctcttutneft:

duobwlibeUu tomprehenfi :

Ex quibus

it) tdditA explications

Kane verb in Latinum .(ermonem Yrandata > Se ex variii

authoribushmcinde dcclarata,

Impenfis LEVJNJ

No. 281. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PARTY; LATIN EDITION; 1599.
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1603 Levinus Hulsius No. 282

bach/ Ffirftlichen Pfeltz :
| Newburg : Raht/

^c. Meinem grofz- | gunftigen Junckherrn. |

[
his coat of arms, as reproduced ;

See No.

282 i] | [signed] |

Leuinus Hulsius.
\,

recto

of Aij. to recto of [Aiij.]; [preface,

with heading] |

Leuinus Hulfius, Zum Kunft-

lieben-
|

den Lefer. |, verso of [Aiij.];

[text of the 4 voyages, the finst with head

ing] |

Kurtze vnnd Warhafftige befchrei-
|

bung/ der wunderbaren/ damals vnerhorten

|

Schiffahrten Ferdinand! Magellan! eines

Portugale- 1

fifchen Edelmanns / fo mit feinem

Schiff Victoria genent/ den gant/.en Erdt-
|

kreifz vmb gefegelt hat/ vnnd ift difz/ wie

Ortelius in feinem Theatro
|

Orbis fchreibt/

die erfte SchifFahrt/ welche den Erdkreifz
|

vmb fegelt hat.
|

, pp. 1-8 ; [text of the

second voyage, with heading] |

Kurtze vnnd

Warhafftige befchrei-
| bung der weit be-

rfihmten Schiffart des Capitain |

Francifci

Draconis Engelandeis/ welcher der ander

gewe- |
fen/ der den gantzen Erdkreifz/ mit

feinem Schiff vmbfahren. In Engli- |

fcher

fprach befchrieben/ durch Richard Hata-

klyut. |

Suche in der Charten n. i.
|

, pp.

9-20; [text of the third voyage, with

heading] |

Kurtze vnnd Warhafftige befchrei-

| bung der Schiffart/ So Thomas Candisch/

ein
[
Engelifcher Edelmann / vmb das gantze

Erdkreich
| gethan / welcher der dritte ift /

fo folche Schiffahrt ffirgenom- |

men / vnd

was fich zugetragen hat.
|, pp. 11-36;

[text of the fourth voyage, with heading] |

Kurtze vnnd Warhafftige befchrei-
| bung

der Wunderbaren Schiffart/ Oliuarii von
|

Noort, Niderlinders / welcher der vierte

gewefen/ fo
|

den gantzen Erdtkreifz vmb
fahren hat.

|
, pp. 37-53; [colophon]|

Gedruckt zu Nurmberg/ durch Chriftoph |

Lochner/ In verlegung Levini Hulsij. | 1

Cl3 ID CH.
|
, bottom of p. 53; [

blank
],

p. [54]. The number 33 is omitted and

number 43 is duplicated in the pagination.

Text with marginal notes.

PLATES: 9 Plates and 6 Maps, as

follows :

[
i
]
The island of Matan or Mathan,

with Magellan's two ships ; inscription, at

the top :

|

INSVLA MATHAN.
| ; inscription

below one of the ships: | Victoria./ ; facing

p. 6.

[
i

]
A sea-fight between two ships ;

inscription, below one :
|

Caca Fogo. / ;
be

low the other:] Caca Plata./; facing p. 14.

[ j ]
Events of Drake's visit to Ternate ;

the king's four boats returning to the

shore; the king in his palace receiving

Drake; Drake's ship aground, with some

of the cargo thrown overboard, etc.
; inscrip

tion, at the bottom:
|

INSVLA TERNATE.
| ;

facing p. 1 8.

[4] Drake's ships on the coast of Brazil
;

the crews ashore building a boat, working

upon casks, fishing, etc.; inscription, at

top, within the border :
|

ISOLA DE S.

SEBASTIAN.
| ; facing p. n.

[5] Drake's ships on the coast of Pata

gonia ;
the men hunting penguins and sea-

lions
;

others blacksmithing, etc. ; inscrip

tion, at top, below the ruled border :
|
PORT

DESIRE.
| ; facing p. 23.

[6] Natives of Patagonia, etc.; inscrip

tion, at the top, between the double-rule

borders:
|

DELINIATIO FRETI MAGELLAN-
ICI.

| ; facing p. 24.

[7] A battle between the Spanish and

the English on the island of Puna
;
a burn

ing village, burning boats, etc.
; inscription,

at the top, between the double-rule borders :

|

INSVLA PVNA.
|
; facing p. 17.

[8] Van Noort' s ships at anchor; the

crews landing and attacking a city on the

island of Principe; inscription, at top, below

the ruled border :
|

ISOLA DEL PRIN
CIPE.

|"5 feeing p. 37.

[ 9 ] Van Noort' s ship, with Indians in

canoes bringing cocoanuts, etc.
; inscription

at the top, between the border lines :
|

ISOLA
DE LOS LADRONES.

|
; facing p. 46.

MAPS: [i] Folding map; Africa, north

of the equator ; inscription in the lower left-

hand corner, above the scale of miles :
|

Per

Leuinum Hulsium A: 1602. /; with|N? i.|

in lower left-hand corner, inside the border
;

size, S'/id x i4?ie inches; scale, H4 inches =
150 Miltaria Germanica; facing verso of

[Aiij.].

[2] Folding map; South America, south

of 23 30' south latitude; the same as that

used in Part IV.
; with the alterations in the

second and later editions of that Part
; the

inscription in the lower right-hand corner
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Relation 6nt>

torbar ft
w t>fer cjiffartcw / frjcmafcttrrfcfjl.

Ferdinand Magellani pcrtusalefcrs/mltSebaftiano
de Cano,

Francifci Draconis (Jti^dantJcrft.

Thoma Candifch (Jttcjefatt&rr&.

Oliuarij DonNoort, CI7Jbtrlan6<r9.

ttnrn anthor ifaus b6 fprac?)(n iufamen getragtn / n& mft notfgtn iah&t

wit J><rfmifl.

LEViHUM HULSIUM.
tao Velfcolij dmtUn durjiaus

^__
louo

{ 4mliui. weritoi^-,
fcJcocor VlCTORJA'.furu

.. Mure

Conue/uunt rciu.s nominA (epe Siai .

N R*C t( RC ft

lit>ENS IS CLOLLECTORJV M.pciii.

No. 282/7. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VI.;

1ST EDITION ; 1603.
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having the date 1602 at the end
;
with

|

N? 2.
|

in the lower left-hand corner, inside

the border ; size, 7"?\s x i zvi inches
; scale,

i% inches = 5 of latitude; facing verso of

[Aiij.].

[3] Folding map; south part of Asia

and of the East Indies ; inscription, in the

lower right-hand corner :
|

Per Leuin. Hul-

sium A". 1602. /; with
|

N? 3. |

in the lower

right-hand comer, inside the border; size,

Sift, x i 2Vi inches
; scale, % of an inch = 5

of latitude ; facing verso of [A iij. ]
.

[ 4 ] Folding map ; Africa, south of the

equator, and part of Brazil (completing
No. [i ] ) ; inscription at the bottom and at

the right, close to the border :
|

Per Leuinum

Huliium A'. 1602. / with
|

N 4. |

in the

lower right-hand corner, inside the border;

size, 6% x 14% inches; scale, i% inches

= 10 of latitude; facing verso of [Aiij.].

[5] Map of southern Mexico, the Isth

mus, and Central America
;

either a part

of another map or copied thoughtlessly from

another, as the two lower inscriptions :
|

MARE DEL
|

and
|

LIN EA AEQVINOCTIALIS
SIVE

|

are incomplete ; three names outside

the ruled border at the top ; size, 4iVi x faAa

inches
; scale, ufte of an inch = 5 of lati

tude
; facing verso of [A iij.]

.

[6] Folding map ; South America, north

of 23 30' south latitude (completing No.

[
2
]) ;

the same used in Part IV.
;
the in

scription unchanged, the last line reading :
|

Noriberga. per Leuinum Hulsium. Anno.

I599- 1 i s'ze> 9*% x ' z% inches ; scale,

iVi inches = 100 Millaria Germanica
; fac

ing verso of [Aiij.] .

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7Aa x 51^0
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Maps
[14] and [6] extended on inner margins
and backed with muslin. Maps [3] and

[6] extended on upper, lower, and outer

margins, and Map [3] on lower margin.

No. 282 b. COAT OF ARMS IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VI.;

IST EDITION ; 1603.
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This Part contains accounts of the four voyages around the world by Magellan,

Drake, Cavendish, and Van Noort. They may also be found in De Bry's Grands

foyages, Parts IV., VIII., and IX.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum;
Huth ; John Carter Brown

;
and Lenox

Libraries.

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius, p.

10 ; Sabin, 8, No. 33660 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 481, No. 561 ;

Brunei, 3 : 370 5
Bibliotkeca Grenvilliana,

i : 352; Asher, p. 43.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (*. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

SECHSTER THEIL. FRANCOFVRTI, 1618. [283]

PART VI. SECOND EDITION. 1618.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identi

cally the same as that in No. 281, except that

the signature-marks on leaves C 3 and G 2

have roman letters and arabic numerals.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 283], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [dedication,

with heading] |

Dem Geftrengen/ Edlen

vnd Veften/
| Ludwig Veit Fuchs/ von

Bimbach/ Furftli-
|

chen Pfaltz : Newburg :

Raht/ ic. Meinem grofz-
| gunftigen Junck-

herzn. [his coat of arms
] | [ signed ] |

E. G.

vnd E.
|

Allezeit Dienftwilliger |

Leuinus

Huljius./, recto of Aij. to recto of [Aiij. ];

[preface, with heading] |

Leuinus Hulfius,

zum Kunftlieben-
|

den Lefer.
| , verso of

[Aiij.]; [text of the four voyages, the

first with heading] Kurtze vnnd Warhafftige

Befchrei-
1 bung/ der Wunderbahren / damals

vnerh&rten
|

Schiffifahrten Ferdinandi Magel
lan! eines Portugalefi- fchen Edelmans/ fo

mit feinem Schiff Victoria genent/ den

gantzen Erdtkreifz vmb gefegelt hat/
|

[2 lines], pp. 1-8
; |

FINIS.
|

, bottom

of p. 8
; [text of the second voyage, with

heading] |

Kurtze vn Warhafftige Befchrei-

bung der weitberuhmpten Schifffahrt defz

Capitain |

Francifci Draconis Engellanders /

welcher der ander gewe- |

fen/ der den

gantzen Erdtkreifz/ mit feinem Schiff vmb-
fahren. In Engli- 1

fcher Sprach befchrieben /

durch Richard Hataklyut. |

Suche in der

Charten n. i. |, pp. 9-20; [text of the

third voyage, with heading] |

Kurtze vnnd

Warhafftige Befchrei-
1 bung der Schifffahrt /

fo Thomas Candifch/ ein
| Engelifcher Edel-

man/ vmb das gantze Erdreich gethan/ |

welcher der dritte ift fo folche Schifffahrt

furgenommen/jvnd was fich zugetragen hat.

|, pp. 21-36 ; [text of the fourth voyage,

with heading] |

Kurtze vnnd Warhafftige

Befchrei-
| bung der wunderbahren Schiff

fahrt/ Oliuarii vo
|
Noort, Niderlinders /

welcher der vierdte gewefen/ 1

fo den gantzen

Erdtkreifz vmbfahren hat.
|

, pp. 37-53 ;

|

ENDE.
|
, bottom of p. 535 [blank] ,

p. [54]. Page 33 is wrongly numbered 34;

35 is omitted; and 43 is duplicated in the

pagination.

PLATES : identically the same as those

in No. 282, except that :

[i] Has
|

6.
|

in the upper right-hand

corner, outside the border lines.

[2] Has
| 13. |

followed by |

XV
| , the

latter badly inked, both in the upper left-

hand corner, outside the border lines.

[3] Has
|

1 8.
|

in the upper right-hand

corner, outside the border lines.

[4] Has'
|

xxii.
|

in the upper right-hand

corner, between the border lines.

[5] Has
|

xxiil.
|

in the upper left-hand

corner, outside the border lines.

[6] Has
|
24. |

in the upper right-hand

corner, between the border lines.

[7] Has
|

xxvii.
|

in the upper left-hand

corner, between the border lines.
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Relation fmfc 95efc$trtlwn3

fcer&orffcn trier $<ffMwtt/fofematetw

Ferjiaandi Magellan; port <jal<fs/m(t ScbaRiino de Clno.

Francifci Draconis fiincsctlau&8.
Thomx Candifchfiinc?tJI(inbcrs.

OH u ar ii ^onNo ort,07 i&crfnnlicrs

wer vmb Dm gan^at

LEV1NUM HUJLSIUM.
. cao Vcliuolis dmbiui Cumbits OrLcm

louo K'e iut.t
db.cla.j~rc.to.

'

IPOCorVlcTOJUA.Junt mt

Conueniunt reius ncmina. jepc

FRANCO
IMPENSlS HVLSIAN1S. M. DCXVill*

No. 283. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;
PART VI.;

2D EDITION
;

1618.
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[8] Has
|

xxvin.
|

in the upper left-hand The numbers on plates [4], [6],
and [9]

corner, outside the border lines. are much blurred and almost illegible.

[9] Has
| 47 |

in the upper left-hand CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% x $!%

corner, between the border lines. inches. Bound same as No. 256.

The Second Edition is quite different from the First. The pages, while generally

containing the same matter, vary much in the contents of their lines and in the posi

tions of the signature-marks.

OTHER COPIES : John Carter Brown ; REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

and Lenox Libraries. p. 10
; John Carter Brown, Catalogue,

1:48*.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546,^. 1606.)

SECHSTER THEIL. FRANCKFVRT, bey Hartmanno Palthenio, 1626. [284]

PART VI. THIRD EDITION. 1616.

Small 4to. From page j (leaf B) to the end, this

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identi- Edition is the same as the Second. Six

cally the same as that in No. 183. words:
|

. . . f&glen/ welches als es dem
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as K&nig |

, which follow Occident (the last

reproduced; See No. 284], recto of [A]; word on p. 2, of Second Edition) have been

[blank], verso of [A] j [dedication, inserted in the Third Edition, and the last

with heading] |

Dem Geftrengen/ Edlen vnd paragraph of the page is otherwise slightly

Veften/
|
Ludwig Veit Fuchs/ von Bimbach/ altered.

Furftli-
|

chen Pfaltz : Newburg : Raht/tc. PLATES: identically the same as in No.

Meinemgrofz- | gunftigen Junckherm. |[his 283.

coat of arms] j [signed ] |

E. G. vnd E.
|

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7V4x 5% inches.

Allezeit Dienftwilliger |

Leuinus Hulfius.
|
, Bound same as No. 256. Title-page ex-

recto of Aij. to recto of [Aiij.]; tended on inner margin; maps [1-4] and

[preface, with heading] |

Leuinus Hulfius, [6] mounted on inner margins and backed

zum Kunftliebenden Lefer.
| , verso of with muslin

; [2] extended on outer margin ;

[Aiij.]; text of the first voyage, with [3] extended on lower and outer margins;

heading identically the same as that of the [6] on outer margins; and [5] on lower

Second Edition, except that the words Schif- margin.

fahrten and genennt are as here given, in

stead of Schifffahrten and genent.

This Edition differs from the Second only in sheet A, which has certainly

been reprinted. If the rest of this Part has been reprinted, it is such an exact copy
that we have been unable to discover any differences.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; John REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries. p. 1 1

; John Carter Brown, Catalogue,

1:482; Bibliotheca Greniiilliana, 1:353.
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urge /

tw fcarffenwer cfcijfafjitfen/ fo/ema(^ t>er^

Tctdin^ncTi Magclu
ni ty

Francj
ebaftiano de^no,

L.B V IN UM H

No. 284. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VI. ;

30 EDITION ; 1626.
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

SIEBENDE SCHIFFAHRT. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Wolfgang Ricbtern,

1603. [285]
PART VII. FIRST EDITION. 1603.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, A (re

peated), B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M,
N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aato Ee,

each 4 leaves
; Ff, 2 leaves ; total 1 1 8 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-page,

as reproduced; See No. 285], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of[A]; [dedication, with

heading]] Dem Edlen/ Geftren-
| gen vnnd

veften/ Ludwig Veil Fuchfz/ von
|

Bim-

bach/ Furftlicher Pfaltz Newbur. Raht/ Jc.
|

Meinem grofzgunftigen Junckhenn. | [his

coat of arms] | [signed] |

E. G. vnd E.
|

All-

zeit dienftwilliger |

Leuinus Hulfius.
| , recto

of Aij. to recto of [Aiij.]; [preface, with

heading] |

Leuinus Hulfius zum Kunftlieb-

enden
|

Leler.
|,
verso of [Aiij.] to verso of

[Aiiij.]; [text with heading] | [conven
tional head-piece] |

Kurtze Relation/ oder
|

warhafftige Hiltorifche Befchreibung defz
|

Goldtreichen KSnigreichs Guinea, fonrt das

Goldtge- ftadt von Mina genannt/ welches

in Africa gelegen / In welcher
|
von der

Eynwohner Aberglauben/ Handlung vnnd

Sprache: . . .
| [j lines] |

, pp. 1-128; |

ENDE|, p. 128.

PLATES: 18 Plates and i Map, as follows:

[i] In two compartments: eight heads

of men in the upper compartment, with in

scription above, within the double borders:

|

CAPITA HOMINVM. Manfs Haubter.

; eight heads of women in the lower com

partment, with inscription above :
|

CAPITA
MVLIERVM. Wetbs Haubter. /; with

|

N.

l Pag. 3 1
|

in upper right-hand corner,

between border lines; facing p. 31.

[2] Three men, the one to the right with

a bundle of grass on his head
;
no inscrip

tion; with
|

N. 2.
|

in the upper left-hand

corner, and
| Pag. 32.

|

in the upper right-

hand corner, both inside the border; facing

p. 32.

[3] Three women, the one at the right

with a child in her arms ; no inscription ;

with
|

N". 3 |

in the upper left-hand corner,

and
] Pag. 35

|

in the upper right-hand cor

ner, both inside the border; facing p. 35.

[4] A ship, with natives in a canoe bar

tering ; one on the deck of the ship admiring
himself in a mirror; no inscription; with

/ N". 3^4 |

in the upper left-hand corner, and

/Pag.jf/in the upper right-hand corner,

both inside the border; facing p. 55.

[5 ]
Natives in groups around the market

place, their wares before them
;

in the center

a Hollander holding open a roll of cloth
;
no

inscription; with
|

N". 4.
|

in the upper left-

hand corner, and
| Pag . 64

|

in the upper

right-hand corner, both inside the border;

facing p. 64.

[6] Religious ceremonies of the natives;

in the lower left-hand corner three men, the

one at the right beating a drum ; no inscrip

tion ; with N 5 A. |

at top and to the

left, and
| Pag. 69

|

in the upper right-hand

corner, both inside the border ; facing p. 69.

[7] Illustrations of various customs of

the natives; the king's house in the middle

distance, with a drum and water-pot before

it; no inscription; with N". 5.
|

in the upper
left-hand corner, and

| Pag. 80
|

in the upper

right-hand corner, both inside the border;

facing p. 80.

[8] Three natives, the middle one with

a shield; a burning village in the distance;

no inscription; with
|

N". 6.
|

in the upper
left-hand corner, and

| Pag. 95. |

in the

upper right-hand corner, both inside the

border; facing p. 94.

[9] Punishments of the natives; two men
in the foreground, one with a club, the other

with a spear, about to execute a criminal;

no inscription ;
with

|

N". ?. /in the upper
left-hand corner, and

| Pag. ////in the upper

right-hand corner, both inside the border;

facing p. in.

[10] Fishing customs of the natives; no

inscription; with
|

N 9.
|

in the upper left-
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hand corner, and
| Pag: Ijf/'m the upper

right-hand corner, both inside the border;

also
|

A^ /o/at bottom, near the center, in

side the border; facing p. iji.

[
1 1

]
Some animals of Africa ; an ele

phant in the lower right-hand corner; no

inscription; with
|

N. li. /?./ in the upper
left-hand corner, and

| Pag. 143. /
in the

upper right-hand corner, both inside the

border; facing p. 143.

[12] The plants of the country, |

Bana

nas, /at the top, |

Ananas/at the bottom;

two natives planting in the background; one

making a fire in the foreground ; with
|

N.

14. I'm. the upper left-hand corner, and
|

/j//in the upper right-hand corner, both

inside the border; facing p. 151.

[13] The native custom of conferring

nobility ; an ox tied to a post in the center ;

no inscription ;
with

|

N. 16. /in the upper

left-hand corner, and
| Pag. 159. /in the upper

right-hand corner, both inside the border;

facing p. 158.

[ 14] Funeral customs of the natives; the

corpse on the shoulders of two men in the

lower right-hand corner ;
no inscription ;

with
|

N". //. /in the upper left-hand corner,

and
| Pag. IfI / in the upper right-hand

corner, both inside the border ; facing p. 171.

[15] Native ceremonies on the death of

the king; killing servants to serve him in

the other world
;
a number of heads on spears

in the foreground, under a roof; no inscrip

tion
; with Pag. 174. / in the upper right-

hand corner, inside the border; facing p.

174-

[
1 6] The island of St. Thomas, and ships

at anchor; inscription, at the top: |

Insola S.

Thoma. inuenta A", fjjo./, with
| Pag. 189.

|

in the upper right-hand corner, inside the

border; facing p. 185.

[17] The city and castle of Mina
;

in

scription :
|
Melato. / in the lower right-hand

corner; with
|

N". //, in the upper left-

hand corner, and
| Pag . IQI, /, in the upper

right-hand corner, both inside the border;

facing p. 191.

[
1 8

]
The King of Cape Lopo Gon-

salves on his throne receiving guests; no

inscription ;
with

|

N". IQ et 20. /, in the upper
left-hand corner, and

| Pag . 227 /, in the

upper right-hand corner, both inside the

border; facing p. 227.

MAP : Folding map ; Africa, north of

the equator; the same as that used in Part

VI.
; inscription, in the lower left-hand corner :

/Per Leuinum Hulsium A". 1602/; size,8%

x i4^ie inches; scale, i^ 9 inches = 150

Milliaria Germanica; facing the verso of

[Aiiij.].
CONDITION: Size of leaf, 794, x 51^6

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Fold

ing map extended on inner margin and

backed with muslin.

This Part contains an account of the voyage made to Guinea, in Africa, by Pieter

de Marees, in 1 600-1 602. It appeared in Part VI. of De Bry's Small Poyages a few

weeks before the appearance of this Edition of Hulsius, which lacks the vocabulary

printed by De Bry. The plates, Tiele says, are free imitations of those in De Bry's

edition. Hulsius moved from Nuremberg to Frankfort early in 1603, where he

died early in 1606.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Huth;

John Carter Brown; and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. iij Sabin, 8, No. 33661; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 1:483, No. 562; Tiele,

Memoire, p. 148; Brunei, 3:370; Biblio-

theca Gren<villiana, 1:351; Asher, p. 47.
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mgwel) Gumcam,in Africa gcfegen/ fo fort*

rt)f/ftje(cJcd

cr|iinDcn/on

ten

cor

ionWf^ff <3prac kf^rtc^n/Daficm
ifmfd^cn ^nt>cAnno 1 60 2..wi

LEV1NVM HYLSIVM.

No. 285. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VII.;

IST EDITION ; 1603.
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

SIEBENDE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Wolfgang Richtern,

1606. [286]
PART VII. SECOND EDITION. 1606.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, A
(repeated), B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L,

M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa
to Ee, each 4 leaves ; Ff, 2 leaves ;

total 1 1 8

leaves. Leaf A iij. has no signature-mark;

C, Aa 3, and Bb have roman letters; and

Bb ij. is wrongly marked B ij.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 286], recto

of [A]; [blank], verso of [A]; [dedica

tion, with heading] |

Dem Edlen / Geftren-
1

gen vnnd veften / Ludwig Veil Fuchfz / von

|

Bimbach/ Furftlicher Pfaltz Newbur.

Raht / jc.
|

Meinem grofzgunftigen Junck-
henn.

| [his coat of arms] [signed] |

E. G.

vnd E.
|

Allzeit dienftwilliger |

Leuinus Hul-

fius.
|,

recto of Aij. to recto of [A iij.];

[preface, with heading] |

Leuinus Hulfius

zu dem Kunft-
|

liebenden Lefer.
| , verso of

[Aiij.] to verso of [Aiiij.] ; [text, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

Kurtze

Relation / oder
| warhafftige Hiftorifche Be-

fchreibung defz
|

Goldtreichen K6nigreichs

Guinea, fonft das Goldtge- |

ftadt von Mina

genannt / welches in Africa gelegen / In

welcher
|

von der Eynwohner Aberglauben /

Handlung vnd Sprache : . . .
| [3 lines] |

,

pp. 1228.
PLATES : 1 8 Plates and i Map, identically

the same as those in No. 285, except that

Plate [8] faces p. 95.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% x s lMo
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
mounted on inner margin and backed with

muslin.

The Second Edition is a page-for-page reprint of the First. Though the contents

of the pages are the same, the positions of the signature-marks, contents of the lines,

paragraphs, and especially the marginal notes, prove it to be a reprint. The type is

also newer and more distinct.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown ; and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 1 1
; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

484; Bibliotbeca Grenijilliana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546,^. 1606.)

SIEBENDE SCHIFFAHRT. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Egenolf Emmeln,

1624. [287]

PART VII. THIRD EDITION. 1624.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q,

R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Ff, each 4
leaves ; total 1 1 6 leaves. Leaf S iij.

is

wrongly marked S
ij. ;

Aa
iij. is Aa

ij. ;
and

X
ij. and Aa

ij. have no signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 287*1], recto

of [A] ; [blank], verso of [A];
[preface, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece]] Leuinus Hulfius zu dem Kunft-

|

liebenden Lefer.
| , pp. 1-3 ; [text,

with

heading] | [conventional head-piece, as re-

AMERICANA C674H CHURCH CALALOGUE
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X
1606

nMM^tifrft*'
Guineam,tn Africa gtlCgCfl/ (0 frit'

llWjW at<r fon j^iun <r(t rccfct erfwnb^r/

'aftcmttjwq;
Anno i^oz.

LEVINVM HVLSIVM*

EVI NI

M. DQV
No. 286. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VII.;

ZD EDITION ; 1606.

AMERICANA
[67S] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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produced; See No. z87A]|Kurtze Relation/

oder
| warhafftige Hiftorifche Befchreibung

defz
|

Goldreichen Konigreichs Guinea /

fonften das Gold-
1 geftadt von Mina genannt/

welches in Africa gelegen. . . .
|

4 lines] |,

pp. 4-231; |

ENDE.
| [conventional tail

piece, as reproduced; See No. 287 r] |
,

p. 132. Pages 1-5 are numbered in the

center at the top ; page 5 3 is wrongly num
bered 63; 98 is 96; 192 is 102; 223 is

221
; and the numbers 87 and 88 are

omitted in the pagination.

PLATES : 1 8 Plates and i Map, identi

cally the same as those in No. 285, except

that :

[ i
]
Has

| Pag . 31./ altered to
| Pag. 34./ ;

facing p. 34.

[2] Has
| Pag. j^/altered to

| Pag. JJ./;

facing p. 35.

[3] Faces p. 39.

[4] Has
[ Pag. JJ. /altered to

| Pag. jp. /;

facing p. 59.

[5] Hasina.?. 64. /altered to\Pag. 6?./j

facing p. 67.

[6] Faces p. 73.

[7] Has
|

N j. /altered to
|

A"? j B/, and
|

Pag. 80. / to / Pag. 83. / ; facing p. 83.

[8] Has
| Pag. pj./altered to

| Pag. ioo./\

facing p. 100.

[9] Has
| Pag. ///./altered to

| Pag. 116.

| ; facing p. n 6.

[10] Has|#? 9 /altered to
|

AT? 8. 9. IO./,
and

| Pag: 131/10 \ Pag: 136 / \ facing p.

136.

[n] Has
|

N n. rj./ altered to [A
7? //.

12. 13. /, and
| Pag. 14.3. /to

| Pag. 147. /.

facing p. 147.

[12] Has|Ar? I4-/ altered to
|

N 13. 14.},

and
| /y/ / to

| 736 / ; facing p. 156.

[13] Has] ff 16. /altered to
|

N 13- i6/,

and
| Pag. /jp. / to

| Pag. 163. / ; facing p.

163.

[14] Has
[A'? //./altered to| AV/7- i8./,

and
| Pag. ///. / to

| Pag. 175. / ; facing

p. 175.

[15] Has
|
Pag. //^ /altered to

| Pag. 179.

\ ; facing p. 179.

[16] Hzs\Pag. 189. /altered to\Pag. 193.

\
; facing p. 193.

[17] Has
| Pag. igi. /altered to

| Pag. 196

|; facing p. 196.

[18] Has] Pag. ^//altered to| Pag. 231.

\
; facing p. 231.

MAP : Faces the verso of [A].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7Vfc

x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Plate

[9] extended on outer margin; map backed

with muslin.

In this Edition the dedication is omitted, and the figures on the plates have been

changed to make them correspond to the positions they here occupy.

The Bitliotbeca Grenvilliana (1:353) describes the Third Edition of this Part

as follows: "Part VII. Franckfurt, 1613. Third Edition. Complete, 52 pages,

I Map and 4 Plates;" in consequence of which the edition described above is en

tered as the Fourth Edition. We are informed by Mr. Alfred W. Pollard, of the

British Museum, that this is an error ; the book there described being another copy

of the Second Edition of Part X.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; John

Carter Brown
;
Lenox

;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 12; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

484; Bibtiotheca Grenvilliana, i: 354.

4

No. 287 b. HEAD-PIECE m HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;
PART VII. ;

3D EDITION ; 1624.

AMERICANA 6?6 ] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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Gtuneanvftl Africa

wti

HVLSIVH

INCOLA. GVJNEJt,

No. 287 (Z. TlTLp-PAGE OF HuLSIUS* COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART VII. ;

JD EDITION ; 1624.
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No. 287 c. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES;
PART VII.; 30 EDITION; 1624.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546,^. 1606.)

ACHTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT, bey Wolfgang Ricbtern, 1605. [288]

PART VIII. FIRST EDITION. 1605.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves ; H, 2 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ; total 30 leaves.

Leaf A
iij.

is marked A 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-page,

as reproduced; See No. 288 a], p. [i];
[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with heading]

| [conventional head-piece, as reproduced ;

See No. 288*] [

LEVINVS HVLSIVS
|

Zum
Kunftliebenden Lefer.

|
, pp. 3-5 ; [text,

in 1 8 chapters, the first with heading] |

CAPVT I.
|
Kurtzer Bericht von dem

Gefellfchaffthandel deren
[

aufz Holland/

Seeland vnnd andern Particularn /

fie fich mit einander
| verglichen.

58 ;
|

ENDE.
| [conventional

as reproduced ; See No. 288 <] |
,

[i blank leaf], [Hij.].
PLATES : 6 Plates and i Map, as follows :

[i] The Island of St. Helena; four

ships in the foreground ;
with

|

68
|

in the

upper right-hand corner, inside the border ;

facing p. 12. This plate was used in the

first Three Editions of Part I. , and was then

altered, and lettered, referring to the text of

vnnd wie

I PP;
6-

tail-piece,

p. 58;

Part VIII. ;
in this condition it was used in

the Fourth and Fifth Editions of Part I.

[
2

]
The Island of Mauritius

; inscrip

tion, in upper left-hand corner :
| Infula do

Cerni/ siue/ Mauritij / ; with
| 13 |

in upper

right-hand corner, inside the border
; facing

p. 19. This plate, which was engraved for and

first used in Part II., is in two compartments.

[ 3 ] Folding plate ; part of the coast of

Java ;
a number of ships in the harbor

;

inscription, in large ornamental letters, at the

top and to the left :
|

INSOLA BANTAM
|

and at the right
| 1AVA/, with

|

FIG. 111./
in upper right-hand corner, inside the border

;

facing p. 26.

[4] The Islands of Ternate, Tidore,
and Gillolo

;
a compass in the lower left-

hand corner
; inscriptions on the three

islands:
|

INSVL^E
|

TERNATE
| ,

|

IN-

SVL^|TIDORE|, and
|

GILLOLO
|

;

with
|

IIII. FIG :
|

at the top, inside the

border; facing p. 31.

[5] The Island of Amboyna ; two na

tives of the island in a small compartment
in the upper right-hand corner

; inscription,

in the left-hand center : I INSVLA I AM-

AMERICANA C678] CHUXCH CATALOGUE
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n 0U4ntorn iwb@#I4n

JLEVINVM HVLSIVM.

2>^ Colkaoris, Anno .M. DCY,
No. 288 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VIII.;

IST EDITION ; 1605.
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1605 Levinus Hulsius No. 288

BOYNA.
| ;

with
| Fig : v

|

in the upper
left-hand corner of the small compartment ;

facing p. 32.

[ 6 ]
A sea-fight ; three ships, lettered A,

B, and C
;
no inscription 5

with
| Fig vi

|

in upper left-hand corner, inside the border;

facing p. 41.

MAP : Folding map of Borneo, Suma

tra, Java, the Moluccas, etc. ; inscription,

at the top, inside the outer ruled border :
|

INDLE ORIENTALIS ET

MOLVOffi. |/. Ltuinum Huljium. / ; size,

6% x io%6 inches ; scale, zya inches =120
Millaria Germanica; facing p. [2]. This

is the same map as that used in Part II.,

Second Edition.

CONDITION : size of leaf, 7% x 5% inches.

Bound same as No. 256. Plate [3] backed

with muslin ; [
6

]
extended on inner mar

gin ; folding map mended on outer margin
and backed with muslin.

No. 288^. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VIII.;

1ST EDITION; 1605.

This Part contains short accounts of the voyages of Gerard le Roy, Wolfert

Harmensz, Jacob van Heemskerck, Jacob Cornelisz. van Neck, and Wybrand van

Warwijck to the East Indies from I 599 to 1604. Hulsius in the preface to the reader

states that he would have treated the$e voyages more at large, but full accounts had

not arrived.

OTHER COPIES;: British Museum ; Huth;

John Carter Brown ; and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 12; Sabin, 8, No. 33662; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 484, No. 563 ; Bru-

net> 3 : 37 Bibliotheca Grenvitliana, i :

352; Asher, p. 52.

No. 288 c. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;

PART VIII.; IST EDITION; 1605.

AMERICANA 680 3 CHUKCH CATALOGUE
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.
c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ACHTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Mattbis Beckern, 1608.

[289]
PART VIII. SECOND EDITION. 1608.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : a, b, c,

d, e, f, g, each 4 leaves; total 28 numbered

leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-page,

as reproduced; See No. 289*2], p. [i]j

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with heading]

I [type-ornament head-piece as reproduced ;

See No. 289 b
] |

Dem Gfinftigen Lefer

Gluck
[

vnd Heyl. |
, pp, 35 ; [text, with

heading] | [type-ornament rule] |

Kurtze Be-

fchreibung etlicher Reyfen fo
|

die Holl- vnd

Seelander in die Oftindien
|

von Anno 1599.

bifz Anno 1604. ge- | gethan haben.
|

, pp. 6

565 IENDE. |, p. 56.

PLATES : 6 Plates and i Map, identi

cally the same as those in No. 288, except

that:

[i] Faces p. 8.

[2] Faces p. 15.

[3] Faces p. 24.

CONDITION : Size

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Page 9

extended on lower right-hand corner; p. 55

strengthened on lower right-hand corner;

map and folding plate backed with muslin.

[4] Faces p. a 8.

[5] Faces p. 34.

[6] Faces p. 41.

of leaf, TV! x 5%

In this Edition the whole narrative seems to have been revised, as many portions

of the text are rewritten or additions made from other accounts.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; John

Carter Brown
;
Lenox

;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 12
; John Carter Brown, Catalogue,

i 1485 ; Bibliothtca Grenwlliana, i : 353.

No. 289^. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART VIII.;

ZD EDITION ; 1608.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS.
(b.

c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ACHTE SCHIFFAHRT. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN,
Le Blon, 1640.

PAJIT VIII. THIRD EDITION.

In yerlegung Cbrijlophori

[290]

1640.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically

the same as in No. 289.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-page,

as reproduced ; See No. 290 a], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with heading
1

]

| [conventional head-piece, as reproduced ;

See No. 190 A] |

Dem Gunftigen Lefer

Gluck
|

vnd Heyl. | , pp. 3-5 ; [text, with

heading ] | [ type-ornament rule ] |

Kurtze

Befchreibung etlicher Reyfen / fo
|

die Holl-

vnd Seelander in die Oft Indien von
|

Anno

1599. bifz Anno 1604. gethan |

haben.
|

, pp.

6-56 ; |

ENDE.
| , p. 56.

PLATES : 6 Plates and i Map, identically

the same as those in No. 288, except that :

AMERICANA 6811] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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cftffart

6i(? Sfano

LeuinumHulfmm.

SSctfcW tm 93crfc^tmg Leuini Hulfij

M. DC, VIII.

No. 289 a. TITLE-PACE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART VIII. ;

20 EDITION; 1608.
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ctcr

fo We fpolfttobcriw&
n^on2(nnoi79^^5(

gc t!;att: CUD irae )jmti auffDeufc(6m

Levinum Hulfium.

C tf H J s y o ^ H OR i L E BL ON,

M. DC. XL.

No. 290 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART VIII. ;

30 EDITION ; 1640.
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[ i ] Faces p. 8.

[i] Faces p. 14.

[3] Has
| Pag . 23. /inserted in the upper

left-hand corner, inside the border; facing p.

22.

[4] Has
| Pag. 28. /inserted in the upper

left-hand corner, inside the border; facing p.

28.

[5] Has
| Pag. 33.

[

inserted in the upper

right-hand corner of the small compartment;

facing p. 32.

[6] Has
| Fig vi

|

altered to
|
Pag. 9. | ,

which may be read 91, as the i. of the vi.

is but partially erased
; facing p. 8.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, ^ya x s'We
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Folding

plate [3] and map backed with muslin.

Not more than two editions were published of any of the succeeding Parts.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; John

Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 12; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

485 ; Bibliotheca Gren=villiana, i : 353.

No. 290 b. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART VIII. ;

30 EDITION ; 1 640.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

NEVNDTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Wolfgang Rhbtern,
1606.

[291]
PART IX. FIRST EDITION

; FIRST ISSUE. 1606.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B,

C, D, E, F, each 4 leaves
; G, 2 leaves

;

total 26 numbered leaves.

Leaf F
ij. is marked F 2.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 2910], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [dedication, with head

ing] |

Dem Edlen / Geftren-
| gen vnd Ehrn-

veften Sigifmundo Mar-
|

fchalck von Ebnet
zu Wingarts-gerenth / Jc. mei-

|

nem grofz-

gunftigen Junckhern.
| [ his coat of arms, as

reproduced ; See No. 291 A] | [signed] |

E.

G. vnd Ehrnv.
| Dienftwilliger |

Ifaacus

Genius, M.
|

, pp. 3-5 ;
_

[preface, with

heading] |

Dem gunftigen Lefer.
| , p. 6

;

[text in 1 2 chapters, with heading] | [type-

ornament head-piece, as reproduced ; See No.

291 f] |

Grundliche Erklarung/ |

was fich

mit den Holl-vnnd Seellndern in Oft-Indien /

Anno 1604. vnd 1605. vnder dem
|

Ad
miral Steffan von der Hagen/ zu-

| getragen.

l PP- 7-5'5 [blank], p. 52.

PLATES : 4 Plates and i Map, as follows :

[i] The Island of Mozambique ; inscrip

tion, near the top: [ Mozambique/, with

six Dutch ships at the right; and
|
^/in

the upper left-hand corner, inside the border

lines; facing p. 24.

[2] Folding plate; City of Goa; in

scription, in a compartment at the right :
|

Die stadt/'vnd inful / Goa fampt / ein thail

Ban / des <vndfalfet / te / ; facing p. 32.

[ 3 ]
The Island of Amboyna ; inscrip-

AMEKICANA [684;] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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fief; mttfceti ggolfctouft
.t>mer tern Act.

anfommm.

LEVINIHVLSU f<ffgfn

DC. VI.

No. 29 1 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART IX. ;

1ST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1606.
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tion, at the top, divided by the mountain

top :
|

AMBO- INA. / ; facing p. 42.

[4] Folding plate: Island of Tidore,

with inscription, at the right :
|

TIDORE. / ;

facing p. 48.

MAPS :

[
i
] Folding map of the southern

part of Asia and the East Indies
; inscription,

in the lower right-hand corner:
|

Per Leuin.

Hulsium A? 1602. /N? 3.
|

; size, 8% x 12%

inches; scale, % of an inch = 5 latitude
;
fac

ing p. [2]. This is the same map as that

used in Part VI.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 51%,
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
and folding plates backed with muslin, and

extended on inner margins ; plate [
2

]
ex

tended on lower margin.

No. 29 1 b. COAT OF ARMS IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART IX. ;

IST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1606.

No. 291 c. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART IX.;

IST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1606.

AMERICANA [686] CHURCH CATALOGUE
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This Issue has no page numbers on the plates.

This Part, probably written by Isaacus Genius, contains an account of the second

voyage made to the East by the Dutch and Zeelanders in 16041605, under the

command of Steven van der Hagen. This narrative is also to be found in De Bry's

Small Voyages, Part VIII., in which is given a more detailed account of the

expedition.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Huth

;

and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 13; Sabin, 8, No. 33663; Tiele, Me-

moirc,p. 170; Brunei, 3: 370; Bibliothcca

Greipvilliana, 1:351; Asher, p. 60.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

NEVNDTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Wolfgang Ricbtern,

1606. [292]

PART IX. FIRST EDITION
;
SECOND ISSUE. 1606.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES AND PAGI

NATION : identically the same as in No. 291.
PLATES : 4 Plates and i Map, identically

the same as in No. 191, except that :

[
i
]
Has

| pag 24
| engraved in the upper

right-hand corner, on the copper.

[i] Has
| pag 32 | engraved in the cen

ter, at the top, on the copper.

[ 3 ]
Has

| pag. 42
| engraved in the upper

right-hand corner, on the copper.

[4] Has
| pag : 49 :

| engraved in the

lower left-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 48.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
and folding plates extended on inner and

lower margins and backed with muslin.

In the Second Issue the plates have page numbers, | pag 24 |
, etc., engraved on

the coppers. In other respects it is identical with the First Issue.

OTHER COPIES : John Carter Brown ;

and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : John Carter Brown, Cata

logue, 1:486.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

NEVNDTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Erafmo Kempffern,

1612. [293]
PART IX. SECOND EDITION. 1612.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, each 4 leaves
;

total 24 numbered
leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 293], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with heading]

| [type-ornament head-piece] |

Dem gunfti-

gen Lefer.
|

, p. 3 ; [text,
in 12 chapters,

with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece]

|

Grflndliche Erklirug/ was fich mit den

Holl-vnd Seelindern
|

in Oft-Indien / Anno
1 604. vnd 1 605. vnter

|

dem Admiral Steffan

von der Hagen / zu-
| getragen. |

, pp. 4-48.

AMERICANA. VOL. II. 44 C687: CHURCH CATALOGUE
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miral^tcffan ootiDcr^cn 5u^c(ragett/i?nl)

tt)k fie cuMic^ in ^nfiabgdoffcncm April!

M. DC. XIL
No. 293. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ;

PART IX. ;

ZD EDITION; 1612.
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No. 293 Levinus Hulsius 1612

PLATES : 4 Plates and i Map, identically

the same as in No. 291, except that :

[
i
]
Has

| pag 24
|

of the First Edition,

Second Issue, altered to \pag zi.
|

; facing

p. zi.

[2] Has
| pag 32 |

of the First Edition,

Second Issue, altered to
| pag 23 | ; facing

p. 22.

[ 3 ] Has
| pag. 42

|

of the First Edition,

Second Issue, altered to
| pag. 37 | ; facing

P- 37-

[4] Hzs\pag: 49 : [of the First Edition,

Second Issue, altered to
| pag 40. | , the par

tially erased 9 making it appear to read
|

pag 40.9 | ; facing p. 42.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% e x 51%,

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
and folding plates backed with muslin.

In this Edition the dedication is omitted. The plates in this copy do not appear

to have the same page numbers as those in the Lenox Library copy.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; John
Carter Brown ; Lenox and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 1 3 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

486 ;
Bibliothtca Grenvilliana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ZEHENDE
1608.

SCHIFFAHRT. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Matthis Beckern,

[294]

PART X. FIRST EDITION. 1608.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : a, b, c,

d, e, f, each 4 leaves
5 g, 2 leaves j

total

26 numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-

page, as reproduced ; See No. 294 a], p.

[i] ; [blank], p. [2]; [preface, with

heading] | [type-ornament rule] |

Dem Gun-

ftigen Lefer wunfchet der Author
|

Gluck

vnd Heyl. |
, pp. 3-6 ; [text, with head

ing] | [type-ornament rule] |

Zehende Schif-

fahrt oder Reyfe der Hoi-
|

Under vnd See-

lander in Oftlndien/ befche-lhen vnder dem

Admiral Cornells Matelief dem
| Jungen

etc.
|

, pp. 7-52 ; |

ENDE.
| [conven

tional tail-piece, as reproduced ; See No.

*94*]> P- 5*-

PLATES : 4 Plates and i Map, as

follows :

[ i
]
Two Malays, a man and a woman

;

inscription, at top :
| Malayoi / ; facing p. 10.

[2] Folding plate of the city of Malacca

on the Island of Sumatra ; the Dutch fleet

in the foreground } inscription, at bottom :
|

SVMATRA
|

; engraver's mark
|

I. D.
| ,

in the lower left-hand corner
; facing p. 12.

[3] The Island of Ceylon ;
a ship in the

upper right-hand corner ; inscription, in the

upper left-hand corner :
|

INSEL CEILAN

|
; facing p. 40.

[4] An island, with village and trees ;

three ships in the foreground and one at the

left
;
no inscription ; facing p. 40.

MAP : Folding map of a part of Asia

and the East Indies; inscription, lower right-

hand corner :
|

Per Leuin. Hulsium A 1602.

|
j

with
|

N 3. |

in the lower right-hand

corner
; facing p. 7. This is the same

map as that used in Parts VIII. and IX.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5% inches.

Bound same as No. 256.

This Part contains an account of the voyage made by the Dutch and Zeelanders

to the East Indies in 1605-1608, under the command of Cornells Matelief, the

younger. This narrative was not published by De Bry.
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1608 Levinus Hulsius No. 294

fcer ofl4ntwfctmb rcWntw inOft 3n>

io8.
Oritw mif | roetjcn c^iffcn aoHff

fammcit ^cBrac^ttntnD 6cfc^n'c6ctt aufj^

: in 93crfcguttg Leuini Hulfij

M DC. VUL
No. 294/2. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART X. ;

IST EDITION ; 1608.
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No. 294 Levinus Hulsius 1608

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Huth;

John Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 13 ; Sabin, 8, No. 33664 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 1:486, No. 565 ; Tiele,

M'emoirc, p. 108 ; Brunei, 3:370; Biblio-

theca Gren-villiana, 1:35*5 Asher, p. 61.

No. 294 b. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART X. ;

IST EDITION; 1608.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ZEHENDE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Erafmo Kempffern,

1613. [295]
PART X. SECOND EDITION. 1613.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically

the same as in No. 294.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-

page, as reproduced} See No. 295 a], p.

[i]; [blank], p. []; [preface, with

heading] | [type-ornament rule] |

Dem Gfln-

ftigen Lefer wunfchet der Author
|

(illicit

vnd Heyl. |
, pp. 3-6 5 [text, with head

ing] | [type-ornam ent rule] |

Zehende

No. 295 b. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART X. ;

2D EDITION; 1613.
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fcfett/&tf$e(jm t>wcr fceroSfomfrolCorndisMatdfef
tern 3ungm/ fomft^pfff0rc

fturcftctton IWfea&nt

^cmpffcrn/ln 9&rrrraungLeuini Hulfij

M, DC. XIII.
No. 295 <. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART X. ;

20 EDITION; 1613.
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No. 295 Levinus Hulsius 1613

Schiffahrt/ oder Reyfe der
|

Hollander vnd

Seelander in Oft Indien /
1
befchehen vnder

dera Admiral Cornells Ma-
|
telief, dem

Jungen etc.
|
, pp. 7-52 ; |ENDE. | [con

ventional tail-piece, as reproduced ;
See No.

295 4], p. 52.

PLATES : 4 Plates and i Map, identi

cally the same as in No. 294, except that :

[i] Has
| Pag. ii

| engraved in the

upper left-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. ii.

[2] Has
|

12
| engraved in the lower

right-hand corner, on the copper.

[3] Has
|
40

| engraved in the upper

right-hand corner, on the copper.

[4] Has 41 | engraved in the upper

right-hand corner, on the copper.

MAP : Faces p. 6.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 51^0

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Page 51

extended on lower outer corner ; map backed

with muslin.

The preface, text, signatures, words in the lines, and head-lines, which vary on

every page from those in the First Edition, show this to be a reprint.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; John REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

Carter Brown ;
Lenox

j
and Ayer Libraries. p. 1 3 ; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

487; Bibliotbeca Gren<villiana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (t. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

EYLFFTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Era/mo Kempffern, 1612.

[296]
PART XI; FIRST SECTION. FIRST EDITION. 161*.

of Calicut receiving the Dutch Admiral
;
in

scriptions: | Kay: In Calikuth /and
|

Admiral

|

below the two; with
|

PAG. 15
|

at the

top ; facing p. 52.

[4] Folding plate representing the island

of Petre, with Dutchmen building a boat,

in the lower left-hand corner ; inscription,

on the island :
| Inftl He de Petre. / ;

with
|

Pag 64. / in the upper left-hand corner ;

facing p. 64.

[5] Folding plate representing the King
of Goa visiting the fleet ;

his boat, covered

with an awning, in the foreground ; inscrip

tion over the king's boat:
|

Der konig <von

Goer / (the G reversed), with
| Pag : 72. /

in the upper left-hand corner ; facing p. 72.

[6] Folding plate representing a battle

between the Hollanders and the natives ;

inscription on the land over the fort, in the

upper left-hand corner :

| Veftung Na/iau. / ;

with
| Pag: <)(). / in the upper right-hand

corner; facing p. 98.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x pVi

inches. Bound same as No. 156. Plates

[5] and [6] strengthened on inner margins ;

plates [2-5] extended on outer margins.

Small 4to. Printed with marginal notes.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ;
total 52

numbered leaves. Leaf B ij.
is marked

B*.
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title,

as

reproduced; See No. 196], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [text, with heading]]

[conventional head-piece] | Eylffte Schiffart

oder Reyfe der Holl-
|

vnd Seelinder in Oft

Indien / gefchehen vn-
|

ter dem Admiral

Peter Wilhelm
|

Verhuffen / jc. |,pp. 3-102;

[i blank leaf], [N iiij.].

PLATES : 6 Plates, as follows :

[
i
]

Natives catching water, which is

dropping from the branches of a tree
;

in

scription, upper right-hand corner :
| Infel

Elfero./; with
|

PAG. 8
|

in the upper right-

hand corner ; facing p. 8.

[2] Folding plate representing the island

of Mozambique attacked by the Dutch fleet
;

inscription, on the island :
|

Stat Mozam-

bintjue./} with
|

PAG. 75
|

in the upper

right-hand corner; facing p. 27.

[ 3 ] Folding plate representing the King

AMERICANA CHURCH CATALOGUE
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fylfftt

No. 296

No. 296. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XI. ;

1ST SECTION; ist EDITION; 1612.
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No. 296 Levinus Hulsim 1612

The Lenox copy contains a map and seven plates, some of which are probably

inserted, as the map Insults India Orientalis et Molucte and the plate of St. Helena

are not usually found with this Part ; both having already appeared in Part VIII.

This Part, translated by Gotthardt Arthus, contains an account of the voyage to

the East Indies made under the command of Pieter Willemsz. Verhoeff, from 1607

to 1612, for the purpose of taking the Moluccas from the Portuguese. De Bry

published an account of the same voyage in Part IX. and Supplementum of the Small

Voyages.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Huth;

John Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsiut,

p. 14; Sabiu, 8, No. 33665 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 487, No. 566 ;

Tiele, Memoire, p. 174; Brunei, 3 : 370;
Bibliotheca Grenwlliana, i : 352 ; Asher,

p. 63.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

EYLFFTE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Hartmanno Paltbenio,

1623. [297]
PART XL; FIRST SECTION. SECOND EDITION. 1623.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, each 4 leaves
;

total 48 numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced ; See No. 297]. In the text,

there are no variations from the First Edi

tion. The marginal notes, being in smaller

type in this Edition, allow the type page of

the text to be about one fourth of an inch

wider; thus permitting the 100 pages of

text of the First Edition to be condensed

into 94 pages.

PLATES : 6 Plates, identically the same

as in No. 296, except that :

[2] Has
|

PAG. 75
|

altered to
|

PAG.

7|.

[3] Has
|

PAG. 25 |

altered to
|

PAG.
50 | ; facing p. 50.

[4] Has
[ Pag 64. /altered to

| Pag 60 / ;

facing p. 60.

[5] Has Pag: 72. / altered to
|
Pag.

67. /; facing p. 66.

[6] Has
| Pag: 99. /altered to

| Pag:

93- 1 > faci"g P- 9 2 -

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7VS, x 5% inches.

Bound same as No. 256.

This Edition is a reprint of the First Edition.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown

;
Lenox

;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hultiui,

p. 14; John Carter Brown, Catalogue,

i = 488 ;
Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, \ : 353.

AMERICANA [695H CHURCH CATALOGUE
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M.OC.XXUI.

No. 297. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XI. ;

IST SECTION; 20 EDITION; 1623.
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No. 298 Levinus Hulsius 1613

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

EYLFFTER SCHIFFART ANDER THEIL.

Erafmo Kempffern, 1613.

FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey

[298]

PART XL; SECOND SECTION. FIRST EDITION; FIRST ISSUE. 1613.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q,

R, S, T, V, X, each 4 leaves ; total 84
numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; toNo.igS], p.[i]; [blank],

p. [a]j [dedication, in Latin verse, with

heading ] [ [conventional head-piece ] |

AD
STRENVVM AT-

|
QVE VIRTVTE

BELLICA PRJE-
\

STANTISSIMVM VIRVM,
DN. IOHAN-

|

NEM VERCKivM Lipfienfem, e

longinqua, difficili,
|

memorabili peregrina-

tione, rebus prseclare terra mariq; | geftis, ad

fuos Menfe Septembri, Anno 1612. glo- |

riose reuerfum.
| [signed] |

M. Man. Schel-

lenbergius Scholtt / Friburgenfis Rector. /,

pp. 3-4; [text, with heading] [conven
tional head-piece] | Eylffter Schiflfifahrt ander

Theil /
1

Das ift /
| Verfolg vnd Continuirung

der Reyfe |

von den Holl-vnd Seelindern in

Oft-Indien vn-
|

ter dem Admiral Peter-

Wilhelm VerhufFen / ic.
[ gefchehen. | , pp.

5-67 ; [half-title] | [type-ornament head

piece ] | Folgen etliche Colloquia vnd Ge-

fprich / in Teutfcher / Malaifcher
|

vnd

Madagafcarifcher Spraache / befchrieben / al-

|

len denen fo die Oft-Indianifche Reyfen
oder Schiffarten einmahl felbft zu verrichten

vnd zu thun gefin- |

net / fait nutzlich / vnd

nothwen-
| dig zu lefen. |, p. 68; [text,

in double columns, the first head-line ] |

Teutfch.
| [the second] | Malays. | , pp.

69-167; [blank], p. [168].
PLATES : 4 Plates, as follows :

[ i ] Folding plate representing the town

of Labetacke attacked by the Hollanders ;

inscription, at the top :
|

Statt Labetacke / ,

and
| fag: 5 /, in the upper right-hand

corner ; facing p. 4.

[2] Folding plate representing the meet

ing of the Portuguese and Hollanders
;

Europeans chasing natives in the distance ;

inscription (the last three letters in part

obscured by the tower of the castle) :
| Veftung

Naf \_fau~\\, with \pag. ?/, in the upper

right-hand comer
; facing p. 6.

[ 3 ] Folding plate representing an attack

on the city and castle of Schlangen ; a man
in a boat giving a box to one on shore, in

the lower left-hand corner ; inscription, over

the castle on the top of the hill :
| Veflung / ,

with
[ fag 28 / in the upper right-hand

corner; facing p. 28.

[4] Folding plate representing a mar

riage procession in Java, with three men on

horseback, in the foreground ; no inscrip

tion; \pag:^2./'ai the upper right-hand

corner; facing p. 42.

CONDITION : Bound with Part XL,
Section I.

This Section, also translated by Arthus, contains an account of the same voyage as

that in First Section of this Part, and continues the narrative to 1612.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; John

Carter Brown
;
Lenox

;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 14; Sabin, 8, No. 33665; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i 1488; Tiele, Memoire,

p. 174; Brunet, 3:370; Bibliotheca Gren-

'villiana, i 1352; Asher, p. 63.

AMF.RICANA C6973 CHURCH CATALOGUE
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fo wn i>w

to orbe n/6etiebett et(i$en 5oUo quictt tnb 0efpre4en/ inHfu t faer / Wafaffc^ec
bn 3Jja6ajnfcarifcl)et iiprarf) iff^rieBtn/(lm fo tcr jDjfJnManffc^en Otcjfc |?(^ gctnw

fii|J nutj rn6 n
lnit)cn^ig j (cfen/ tc.

HvLsn

M:DCXIII
No. 298. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XI. ;

20 SECTION; IST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1613.
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No. 299 Levinus Hulsius 1613

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

EYLFFTER SCHIFFART ANDER THEIL.

Erafmo Kempffern, 1613.

FRANKFVRT AM MAYN, bey

[299]

PART XI. ;
SECOND SECTION. FIRST EDITION

;
SECOND ISSUE. 1613.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES AND PAGI

NATION : identically the same as in No.

298.
This Issue differs from the First only in

the vignette on the title-page, which is the

one used in Part XII. ;
a Samoyed in a

sledge drawn by three reindeer (See repro

duction, No. 300 a). This vignette is much

too large, and the twelfth line of the title

overlaps the incorrect plate.
The correct

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (?) ;

and Lenox Libraries.

vignette is pasted over, but does not entirely

cover it.

PLATES : identically the same as in No.

298, except that:

[i] Faces p. 5.

[2] Has
|

. . . fol 55 |

in the upper

part of the plate, at the left, probably erased

from the copper ; facing p. 7.

CONDITION : Bound with Part XL,
Section I., Second Edition.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 14.

PART XI. ;
SECOND SECTION. SECOND EDITION. 1623.

Not in the present collection.

A Second Edition, under the date of 1623, of which we find no other record, is

noted in the Bibliotbeca Grenvilliana (1:353 >
which has been copied by Brunei and

Graesse). It is described as "complete, 167 pages, and 4 plates. These two Parts

contain 4 more plates than Asher mentions." In order to make sure of the exist

ence of this Second Edition, we have communicated with Mr. Alfred W. Pollard, of

the British Museum Library, to whom we are indebted for other courtesies, who

informs us that "The second edition of part z of Part XI. of Hulsius is at G. 6561/6

[its press-mark]". The Second Editions of the two sections of this Part are so rare

that sets usually have the First Editions included to make them more complete.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546,^. 1606.)

ZWOLFFTE SCHIFFAHRT. OPPENHEIM, bey Hieronymo Gallern, 1614. [300]

PART XII. ; FIRST EDITION ; FIRST ISSUE. 1614.

heading] | [conventional head-piece, as re

produced; See No. 288 A] |

An den gun-

ftigen
|

Lefer.
|

, pp. 3-15 ; [Hudson's

voyage, with heading] [conventional head

piece, as reproduced; See No. 290 A] |

Hiftorifche Relation
|

vnd Entdeckung der

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, each 4 leaves; I, 2 leaves
;

K, 4 leaves ; total 3 8 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 300/7], p.

[i] 5 [blank], p. [*]; [preface, with Newen Schif-
|

fahrt/ gegen NordOften/

AMERICANA C 699 3 CHURCH CATALOGUE



1614 Levinm Hulsius No. 300

vber die Amerifche In-
|

feln/ in Chinam

vnd lapponiam fuhrende/ fo von einem
|

Engellender mit Nahmen Heinrich Hudfon

new-
|

lich erfunden worden.
| , pp. 16-19 ;

[Dutch voyages, from Linschoten, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] Ey-

gentliche vnd kur-
|

tze Andeutung oder

Vermeldung der
|

Infeln vnd Oerter/ fo von

den Hollandern hiebevor in Verrichtung

der Mitnachtigen SchitFahrten entdeckt
|

worden/ aufz H. Johann Heygens von

Lintfchot-
|

ten Befchreibung genommen.
, pp. 2023; [conventional tail-piece,

as reproduced ; See No. jooA], p. 23;

[De Quir's voyage to Terra Australis in

cognita, with heading] [conventional head

piece ] |

Difcurfz / oder Relation einer wun-
1

derbarlichen Supplication / Ihr. K6-
| nigl.

Majeftt. in Spanien/ von einem Capetein |

Petrus Perdinandes de S^uir genandt / Belan-

gendt die Ent-
1 deckung defz funffteri Theils

der Welt/ Terra Aujiralis in- / cognita ge
nandt/ vnd deflen vberaufz groflen Reich-

thumb vnd Fruchtbarkeit / :c.
[ vbergeben.

, pp. 24-37 j [voyage to Siberia, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

Be

fchreibung der Ian-
|

den Siberien/ Samoge-
dien vnd Tin-

| gefien/ mit Andeutung der

Wege vnd Reyfen / fo aufz
|

der Mofcaw

gegen Morgen vnd Mitternacht dahin fuh-
|

ren / wie fie von den Mofcovitern taglich |

gebraucht werden.
[, pp. 38-48 ; [second

voyage to Siberia, with heading] [conven
tional

head-piece] |
Itinerarium, oder

|

Kurtze

Befchreibun- ge der Wege vnd WafTer-

flufle/ fo aufz
|

der Mofcaw gegen Morgen
vnd Mitternacht lauf-

|

fen/ in Siberien/

Samojeden vnd Tingoefien fuhren/
|

wie fie

taglich von den Mofcowitern ge- braucht

werden
i\ [ 7 lines] , pp. 49-67 ; [ blank],

p. [68].

[Title-page to
plates] j Folgen etliche

|

Mappen oder Land- Taffeln / vnd Kupffer-
stuck/ darinn die Gelegenheit der Landt-

schafften / davon in dicfer
| obgefetzten

Schiffart Meldung gefchehen/ eigentlich |

abgebildet vnd fur Augen geftellet |

werden.

|

In Kupffer geftochen vnd an Tag gegeben |

Durch
| Johann-Theodor de Bry. | [conven

tional ornament, as reproduced ;
See No.

273 i] |

Gedruckt zu Oppenheim bey Hie-

ronymo Gallern/
1

In verlegung Levini Hulfii

Wittib.
| |

Im Jahr 1614. |, recto

of[K]; [plates and explanatory text, as

described below], verso of [K] to verso of

[Kiiij.].
PLATES : 4 Plates, 3 pages of explana

tory text, and 3 Maps, as follows :

[
i
]
Plan of Warthusz Island

; inscrip

tion, at top (outer margin) ,
on the copper :

|

Extra hanc infulam exigua quxdam et /

fcapulafa infula alia cernitur poflea mare /

apectam ad infulam pifcatorum ufj) excar-

rii./; verso of [K].
[
2
] Explanation of the plate of Warthusz

Island, with title :

|

I.
|

Abrifz der Infel
|

Warthufz in Lap- | penlandt. | ; i st line of

text ending
" Nachrich-

"
; recto of K ij.

No. 300 b, TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XII. ;

1ST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1614.

AMERICANA [700] CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 300 Levinus Hulsius 1614

fcftreftimig

ttfer We Sfoterffcfje >fefn to <jtnam tmfrSwnfom/

incognita gcnanbt /

cr^o@amp;
in ter garfort?gritgm.

M, Gathardum Arthufen ton^At^if,

LivmiHai 1 1 1

No. 300 a. TITLE-PAGE OK HUI.SIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XII. ;

1ST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1614.
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1614 Levinus Hulsius No. 300

[ 3 ] Plan of Kilduyn Island, with in

scription, in lower right-hand corner (inner

portion), on the copper : Delineatia <vera In-

fula / Kilduyna facta a lo- / hannes Hugoni
Lint-/schotano, Anno 1594. /; verso of K ii.

[4] Plate representing a portion of the

island of Kilduyn ; inscription, in the upper

right-hand corner (inner portion) :
|

Vera

genuina indubitataque demonstratio / et con-

ditto flationis marina atque mapa / harum

Infultt Kilduyn, ad i>i<vum des- / criptae

postquam anchoris ibi jactis appu- / limus,

ipso menie lulij Anni 1594 /'per / loannem

Hugonis a Linschoten. / ; recto of Kiij., the

signature-mark being on the verso.

[ 5 ] Explanation of the map of Kilduyn
Island (verso of Kij.), with heading :

|

II.
|

Kilduyn ein Infel in Lappenlandt. |
;
the id

line of text ending "Lap-"; verso of Kiij.

[6] Description of the plate of the

Samoyeds' idols, etc., with heading : III.

|

Der Samojeden
|

G6tter vnd Schlit- ten-

fahrt.
;

20 lines of text, the ist ending

"woh-"; recto of [Kiiij.].

[7] Plate; idols of the Samoyeds, etc.;

in the foreground, a sled drawn by three

reindeer, the sled and reindeer at the outer

margin of the plate ; verso of [Kiiij.].
MAPS : [ i

] Folding map of the north

part of Russia
; inscription, at top :

|

Tabula

Septemtrionalis Rufsia; Samoithix et Tin-

gojiif, quemadmodum ea ab 'vniiierfali Ruf-
sia Separata et ab Ifaaco Mafsa defcripta

eft./; size, 5 X 13^9 inches; no scale;

facing p. [2].

[2] Folding map of Lapland and the

country to the east
; inscription in German,

upper left-hand corner
;

in Latin, lower

right-hand corner
;
the latter :

|

Vera delin-

eatio to-/tiui tractus ex Hollandia / Septen-

trionem <verfus per /fretrum Nafsouicum, ad

flu<vi- / um Oby ducentes, ex Annotatione /
loannis Hugouis Lintfchottani, / de Annis

1594 et 1393. etc. /; size, 5% x 1 3% inches
;

scale, n^ia inches = 60 Milliaria German-

tea ; facing p. [2],

[ 3 ] Folding map of Greenland, etc.
;

inscription, upper right-hand comer :
|

TAB
ULA NAFTICA, / qua reprafentatur ora

maritime / meatus, ac freta, noviter a / H
Hudfono Anglo ad Caurum / supra No<vam

Franciam / indagata Anno 1612. / ; size,

S
7
/s x 1 3W inches

; scale, <%.<> of an inch = i

of latitude ; facing p. [
2 ] .

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7^0 x 51%,,

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Three

folding maps backed with muslin
; map [ 3 ]

extended on upper margin, the graduated
border being supplied in facsimile.

In this Issue the plate of the Samoyeds worshipping their idols is on the verso of

[K iiij.].
The copies in the John Carter Brown and Lenox Libraries seem to be bound

differently from this one.

It should be noted that this copy has the signature-mark K
iij.

on the verso 'of

the leaf instead of its recto.

This is a translation of Part X. of De Bry's Small Voyages, containing an account

of Hudson's voyages in search of the Northwest and Northeast Passages ; the attempts

of the Dutch to discover a Northeast Passage to the East Indies ; etc.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;

Huth
; John Carter Brown

; Lenox
; and

Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 14; Sabin, 8, No. 33666; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 489, No. 567 ;
Bru-

net, 3 : 3 70 ; Bibliotheca Gren<villianat i :

352; Asher, p. 65.
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No. 301 Levinus Hulsius 1614

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.
c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ZWOLFFTE SCHIFFAHRT. OPPENHEIM, bey Hieronymo Gallern, 1614. [301]

PART XII. FIRST EDITION

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically

the same as in No. 300.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: identically

the same as in No. 300.

PLATES : 4 Plates, 3 pages of explanatory

text, and 3 Maps, identically the same as in

No. 300, except that:

[i] Is on the verso of [Kiiij.].

[2] Is on the recto of K ij.

SECOND ISSUE. 1614.

[3] Has the inscription in the outer por

tion
;
and is on the recto of K

iij.

[4] Is on the verso of K ij.

[5] Is on the verso of K iij.

[6] Is on the recto of [Kiiij.].

[7] Is on the verso of [K].
MAPS : identically the same as those in

No. 300.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 51^0

inches. Bound same as No. 156. Maps
backed with muslin.

This Issue is identical with the First, except that sheet K has the plates and de

scriptions differently arranged, i. e., the plate of the Samoyeds worshipping their idols

[7] is on the verso of K instead of [K iiij.] ; the plate Vera genuina indubitataque,

etc. [4] , is on the verso ofK
ij. ; and the plan or plate Delineatio vera Inful<e Kilduyna,

etc. [3], is on the recto of Kiij., i.e. [3] takes the place of [2], and vice versa.

The Lenox Library copy differs from this. It is the same as the First Issue, ex

cept that the plate Delineatio vera [3] precedes the plate fora genuina [4].

OTHER COPIES: Lenox Library. REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

P- 'S-

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (*. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ZWOLFFTE SCHIFFAHRT. OPPENHEIM, bey Hieronymo Gallern, 1627. [302]

PART XII. SECOND EDITION. 1627.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically

the same as in No. 300.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION:
[title-

page, as reproduced ;
See No. 302], p. [i]j

[blank], p. [2] ; [preface, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

An den

gunftigen| Lefer.
|
, pp. 3-15 ; [Hudson's

voyage, with heading] | [conventional head

piece]! Hiftorifche Relation] vnd Entdeckung
der Newen Schif-

1

fahrt / gegen NordOften/

vber die Amerifche In-
|

feln / in Chinam
vnd lapponiam fuhrende / fo von einenr I

Engellinder mit Nahmen Hcinrich Hudfon

|

newlich erfunden worden.
|, pp. 16-19 ;

[Dutch voyages, from Linschoten, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] | Eygendt-
liche vnd kur-

1
tze Andeutung oder Vermel-

dung der
|

Infeln vnd Oerter/ fo von den

Hollandc.'n hiebevor
|

in Venichtung der

Mitnlchtigen SchirFahrten entdeckt
|

worden /

aufz H. Johann Heygens von Lintfchot-
|

ten Befchreibung genommen. |
, pp. 20-23;

[De Quir's Voyage to Terra Australis

incognita, with heading] \ [conventional head

piece] Difcurfz / oder
[

Relation einer wun-|
derbarlichen Supplication / Ihr. K6-

| nigl.

Majest. in Spanien / von einem Capetein |

AMERICANA. VOL. II. 45 C703H CHURCH CATALOGUE



1627 No. 302

MDC XX VII.

No. 302. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XII.;

20 EDITION ; 1627.
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No. 302 Levitius Hulsius 1627

Petrui Ferdinandes de S^uir genandt/ Be-

langendt die Ent-
| deckling defz ffinfften

Theils der Welt/ Terra Aufiralis in-/cognita

genandt / vnd deffen vberaufz groflen |

Reich-

thumb vnd Fruchtbarkeit / Jc.
| vbergeben. |

,

pp. 2437 ; [voyage to Siberia, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

Beschrei-

bung der Ian-
|

den Siberien / Samogedien
vnd Tin-

1 gefien / mit Andeutung der Wege
vnd Reyfen / fo

|

aufz der Mofcaw gegen

Morgen vnd Mitternacht dahin|fuhren/ wie

fie von den Mofcovitern taglich | gebraucht

werden.
|

, pp. 38-48 ; [second voyage to

Siberia, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |
Itinerariiem, oder

|

Kurtze Beschrei-

bun-
1 ge der Wege vnd Waflerflufle / fo aufz

|

der Mofcaw gegen Morgen vnnd Mitter

nacht
|

lauffen / in Siberien / Samojeden vnd

Tingoefien fuhren /
|

wie fie taglich von den

Mofcowitem ge- |

braucht werden /
| [7

lines] |, pp. 49-67 ; [blank], p. [68].

[Title-page to plates] | Folgen etliche|

Mappen oder Land-] Taffeln/ vnd Kupffer-

ftuck/ darinn die
|
Gelegenheit der Landt-

fchafFten / davon in diefer
| obgefetzten

SchifFart Meldung gefchehen / eigent- |

lich abgebildet vnd fur Augen geftel- |

let

werden.
|

In Kupffer geftochen vnd an Tag
gegeben |

Durch
| Johann-Theodor de Bry. |

[conventional ornament] |

Gedruckt zu Op-

penheim bey Hieronymo Gallern /
|

In Ver-

legung Levini Hulfij Wittib. |Im Jahr

1627.
|

, recto of [K]; [plates and ex

planatory text, as described below], verso

of [K] to verso of [Kiiij.]. Page 31 is

wrongly numbered 13.

PLATES : 4 Plates, 3 pages of explana

tory text, and 3 Maps, identically the same

as in No. 300, except that:

[i] Has inscription in the inner portion.

[2] The i st line of text ends, "Nach-".

[3] Has inscription in the outer portion.

[5] The 2d line of text ends "in".

[6]
Has 21 lines of text, the ist ending

"Obi".
MAPS : identically the same as in No.

300.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7^ x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. The
three folding maps backed with muslin.

This Second Edition is one of the rarest Parts of Hulsius' collection. The plates

and descriptions are arranged as in the First Issue of the First Edition, but are reprinted

showing slight differences as indicated above.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; John

Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 15; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

490; Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DREYZEHENTE SCHIFFAHRT. HANAW, 1617. [303]

PART XIII. FIRST EDITION
;
FIRST ISSUE. 1617.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves; K,
2 leaves; total 38 numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 303], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [preface,
with heading]

| [type-ornament head-piece] |

An den gfin-

ftigen Lefer.
|

, pp. 3-5 ; [text in 2 parts,

the first with heading] | [type-ornament head

piece] |
Warhafftiger difcurs von dem jtzi-

gen Zuftandt
|

vnd gluckfeeligen fortgang

des Landts Virginien bifz
|

auff den 1 8.

lunii des 1614. Jahrs. |, pp. 6-59; [text

of the second part, consisting of 3 letters

from Virginia, with heading] | Folgen nun

etliche
|

Mifliven/ fo ich fo kurtz/ als ich

jmmer gek&nt / vnnd die Matetia hat leiden

w511en /
|

wie droben in der Relation ver-

fprochen/ aufz
|

dem Engelifchen hinzu ge-

fetzet.
|
, pp. 60-76.
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1617 Levmus Hulsius No. 303

in
rftnbrttcjw@$M$tj f>oft tornjgfgtfi

<8rt Relation,

erfn / bmd> (Him \(tyafct t(r HUlo rico.iJi

PJciateFidcjG'auJofc

AM HO M.DCXvL
No. 303. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XIII.;

IST EDITION; IST ISSUE; 1617.



No. 305 Levinus Hulsius 1617

PLATES : 4 Plates and i Map, as follows : the upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

[i] Pochahontas being persuaded to go feeing p. 50.

on board the English ships, at the left
;
no MAP : Folding map of New England,

inscription;
|
Pag: 10. /in the upper right- reengraved from the earliest state of Smith's

hand corner, on the copper ; facing p. i o. map found in a few copies of his Description

[2] Conference between the English ofNeio England ; title, at top, on the copper :

and Indians; two ships at the right ; inscrip- |

NEW ENGLAND.
|

Die mercklichflen
tion:

| Matxkot/, at the left, below a village; dheile, alfo genennet / Durch den Durchl:

with \pag : i6./ in the upper left-hand corner, <und mechtigen Priny.cn <vnd/h.h. Carolus,

on the copper; facing p. 16. Prinzen <von grofz Britannien. / ;
Smith's

[3] Conference between the English and portrait in the upper left-hand corner, en-

Indians
;
a chief addressing a crowd of na- circled by an inscription, with six lines of

lives; inscription: |
Capt : Argal/ , above a verse in German below; with English arms

man seated on a rug ; with
| pag : 20 / in at the top, and at the right of the inscription ;

the upper right-hand corner, on the copper; size, n%e x 13^8 inches; scale, i% inches

facing p. 20. 10 leagues; facing p. 6.

[4] Ralph Hamor visiting Powhatan ; CONDITION : Size of leaf, Tfax 5% inches,

an Indian in a canoe in the foreground, at Bound same as No. 256. Map backed with

the left; no inscription; with
| pag: jo/ in muslin and extended on inner margin.

This Part contains a translation of Hamor's True Discourse of the Present State of

Virginia, London, 1615 ; which was republished by De Bry in Part X. of the Great

Voyages, in which the three interesting letters written by sailors engaged in the ex

pedition were omitted. Hulsius' copy of Smith's Map of New England reappears in

Parts XIV. and XX.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum
; Huth; Brown, Catalogue, 1 14.90, No. 568 ; Brunei,

John Carter Brown
; and Lenox Libraries. 3:370; Bibliotheca Greniiilliana, 1:352;

REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius, Asher, p. 68.

p. 15; Sabin, 8, No. 30122; John Carter

PART XIII. FIRST EDITION
;
SECOND ISSUE. 1617.

Not in the present collection.

There is a Second Issue, which differs from the First only in the title-page and

the two following leaves. The following collation will show the differences :
[title-

page] Dreyzehende Schiffahrt
| [5 lines] |

Stldte vnd Veftunge . . .
| [3 lines] |

. . .

getaufft vii mit einem
| [3 lines] |

Teutfch ubergefetzt |
. . .

| [copperplate engrav

ing]]. . .| |
ANNO M DC XVII.

|
; p. [z], blank; p. 3, the capital E of

the preface fills five lines, and has no wide blank space below ; signature-mark, A ij.

(not Az); catchword, |
feits

| ; p. 4, line 3 reads, |. . . Henn Thomas Schmid
|

(not). . . Herrn Thomas Schmidt|); catchword, | daffel|(not|daffelbige |); p. 5, line

I J reads, [
werde. Vale & fruere.

|
; signature-mark, A iij. (not A3); p. 6, first mar

ginal note, has 5 lines (not 4); the second, 3 lines (not 2); and the third, z lines (not i).

This Second Issue is the rarer. The John Carter Brown Library has a copy, prob

ably the only complete one in this country. That in the Lenox Library has these

leaves in facsimile from one of the two copies in the British Museum. In one of the

British Museum copies "the title-page and sheet A belong to an edition of 1617,

having catchwords on the recto of each leaf; the rest to an edition of the same year

wanting those catchwords." The Lenox Library has both of these editions.
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1617 Levinus Hulsius No. 304

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

VIERTZEHENDE SCHIFFART.

Paltbenio, 1617.

FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, Bey Hartman

[304]

PART XIV. FIRST EDITION. 1617.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves (the

last, probably blank, lacking) ;
total 36

leaves. Leaf C ij.
is marked C 2.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced ; See No. 304 a], recto of [A] ;

[blank], verso of [A]; [preface, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

Den

Ehrnhafften Pa-
1

tronen vnnd Handelern der

Landt-
|

fchafft von New Engelland/ in den

Statten/ Lon-
|

den Briftaw/ Exceter/ Pli-

mouth / Dartmouth/ Baitable/
1 Totneys/ !c.

Vnd in alien anderen Statten vnd Ha-
|

ven /

in dem K&nigthumb Engel- |

landt.
|

[signed] |

Ewer dienftwilliger | Johan
Schmidt.

|
, recto of A ij.

to verso of Aiij. ;

[list of names, in double columns, with

heading] [type-ornament head-piece, as

reproduced; See No 304 A] Dieweil diefes

Buch was gedrucket/ |

ehe Ihr Furftliche

Hoheit hatte verendert die Na-
|

men/ ift

mein Bitte an den Lefer/ durch zufehen;

diefe Ver-
|

zeichnufz/ welche klarlich an-

zeiget / die Vberein-
| ftimmung der alten

vnd newen
|

Namen.
| , recto and verso of

[A iiij.]; [text,
with heading] | [conven

tional head-piece] | Eygentliche vnd grund-

|

liche Befchreibung des newen
| Engel-

landts.
|

Zufamen getragen durch
|

Herrn

Capitein Johann Schmidt.
|

, pp. 1-62
;

| [conventional tail-piece] | [colophon] |

Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am Meyn/ Bey |

Hartman Palthenio 1617.
|

, p. 62.

PLATE : i Plate and i Map, as follows:

Beasts and birds of New England ;
a

porcupine in the center ; no inscription ;

with
|

N 28
|

in the upper left-hand corner;

facing p. 28.

MAP : Smith's Map of New England ;

identically the same as that in No. 303 j

facing p. i.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5 %a

inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
backed with muslin and extended on inner

margin.

This is a translation into German of Captain John Smith's Description of New

England, London, 1616. Hulsius reengraved Smith's map, but omitted the names in

the lower corners, Smith's title, and the verses. Some of the explanations are given

in German. This map is also to be found in Parts XIII. and XX.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Ruth; REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsiut,

John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer p. 16 ; Sabin, 8, No. 336675 John Carter

Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, 1:492, No. 569; Bru-

net 3 ! 37; Bibliotheca Gretruilliana,

i: 352; Asher, p. 72.

No. 304,5. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XIV.;

IST EDITION ; 1617.
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No. 304 Levinus Hulsius 1617

mtytffte

ccJju Stiffen bcvcii Orte gc^a&r.

fwr^m ifcarj^/wre e? /Jme auff to*

(Win Sietyria Dcr ^)tf?orfat aup'Drm Stt^

am

No. 304 a. TITLE-PAGE of HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XIV.;

1ST EDITION ; 1617.
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1628 Levinus Hulsius No. 305

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

VIERZEHENDE SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, 1628. [305]

PART XIV. SECOND EDITION. 1628.

Small 4to. was gedrucket/ |

ehc Ihr Furftliche Hohcit

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically hatte verandert die Na-
1

men/ ift mein

the same as in No. 304, except that the Bitte an den Lefer/ durch zufehen/ diefe

blank leaf liiij. is genuine, and leaf Cij. is Ver-
|

zeichnufz/ welche klarlich anzeiget/

properly marked.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

die Vberein-
| ftimmung der alten vnd

newen
|

Namen.
|

, recto and verso of

reproduced; See No. 305], recto of [A]; [Aiiij.j; [text, with heading] | [conven-

[ blank], verso of [A]; [preface, with tional head-piece] | Eigentliche vn grund- |

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

Den liche Befchreibung defz newen
| Engellands. |

Ehrnhaffte Pa-
|

tronen vnd Handlern der Zufammen getragen durch Her;n Capitein

Landfchafft
|

von New Engellandt/ in den Johann Schmidt.
|, pp. 162.

Statten/ Londen/
|

Briftaw/ Exceter/ Pli-

mouth/ Dartmouth/ Bailable/
[ Totneys/ ?c.

vnd in alien andern Stltten vnd
|

Haven/ in

dein KSnigthumb Engel- |

landt.
| [signed]

recto

PLATES : i Plate and i Map, identically

the same as in No. 304, except that in the

plate the number
|

28
|
, in the upper left-

hand corner, has been erased, and Pag.

28. / engraved in its place.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 xi6 x s^le

Bound same as No. 256.

Ewer dienltwiliger
|
Johann Schmidt.

of A
ij. to verso of A

iij. ; [list
of names,

in double columns, with heading] | [type- inches.

ornament head-piece] |

Dieweil diefes Buch

This is a page-for-page reprint of the First Edition, but with variations on every

page, especially in the running-title at the top of the verso pages ( |

des newen

Engellands. | , in the First Edition, and
|

defz newen Engellands. |,
in the Second),

as well as in the contents of many paragraphs, lines, etc.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth;

John Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 1 6
; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

493; Bibliotheca Grenvilliana, i : 353.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (i.e. 1546, </. 1606.)

FVNFFZEHENDE SCHIFFART. HANAW, 1617.

PART XV. FIRST EDITION. 1617.

[306]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves; K, a

leaves; total 38 numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 306], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with head

ing] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

An den

Gunftigen Lefer.
|, pp. 34; [text, with

heading] Warhafftiger vnd zuvor nie er-

horter
|

Bericht eines Engelifchen/ welcher/

nach deme er in
|

einem Schiff die Auffart

Genandt in Cambaia dem euflerften
|

Theil

Oftlndiens Schiffbruch gelidden/ zu Landt
|

durch viele vnbekandte K6nigreich vnnd
|

grofle Statte Gereifet. , pp. 5-75-

"XVIII." is omitted in the numbering
of the chapters.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5% in

ches. Bound same as No. 256.
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No. 305 Levinus Hulsius 1628

rftwtt furfien ^Difcur^ / Wicc^^nwauff bet

angen/ ottwgfraM|fofi3<f(t3cn/nb Der <4n^
nufj tt It6 vdt(/i6 wle-8 1

e90 tafcteft bffc&affetj/alTcsnc4ft

(Setrwcft ^u Srancffurfam S^at)tt / 3tt^<rl^uttg

No. 305. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XIV.;

20 EDITION ; 1628.
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1617 Levtnus Hulsius No. 306

Iffcfjett/ thermittfttem@c(ji|f/Ne Suffartge*

nayDf/:c-vnfCr (Japifcin Robert Covecte.

cDwr^a'nmXw^a^er D?ir^ij?onVn u

Picuce Fides Gauclct.

Anno M. DC. XV II.

No. 306. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XV. ;

IST EDITION ; 1617.
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No. 306 Levinus Hulsius 1617

This Part contains a translation, from the English, of an account of Captain Robert

Coverte's voyage to Camboja, his shipwreck, and his subsequent travels by land

through Persia and Mongolia. The original edition first appeared in London in 1612,

and was followed by a second and a third edition in 1614 and 1631, respectively.

This work was translated two years later by De Bry for the second section of Part XI.

of the Small Voyages. Asher says De Bry's translation is full of mistakes, and that

the plates "are of course mere 'fancy pictures' there being nothing of the kind in

the Original." He further states that the present edition is "as close as possible

'a true translation.'
"

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ;
Huth

;

John Carter Brown
;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 16
j Sabin, 8, No. 33668 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 493, No. 570 ;

Brunet, 3 : 370 ;
Bibliotheca Gren<villiana,

i: 352 ; Asher, p. 76.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d, 1606.)

FVNFFZEHENDE
Blon, 1648.

SCHIFFART. FRANCKFVRT,

PART XV. SECOND EDITION.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically

the same as in No. 306.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced; See No. 307*1], p. [i]j

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with head

ing] | [type-ornament head-piece, as repro

duced
;

See No. 307 A] |

An den Gunftigen
Lefer.

|
, pp. 3-4; [text, with head

ing] | Warhafftiger vnnd zuvor nie er-

horter
|

Bericht eines Engelifchen/ welcher/

in verlegung Cbrijiopbel le

[307]

1648.

nach deme er
|

in einem Schiff die Auffart

genandt in Cambaia dem euf-
|

ferften Theil

Oft Indiens Schiffbruch gelitten/ zu
|

Land

durch viele vnbekandte K5nigreich vnd
|

groffe Static gereifet. |
, pp. 575.

|

CAP. XVIII.
|

is wrongly numbered
|

CAP. XIV.
|

and
|

CAP. XIX.
|

is omitted in

the numeration.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%8 x 5% in

ches. Bound same as No. 256.

In this Edition a number of pages have no catchwords. Of Parts XVI. to XXII.,

inclusive, but one Edition of each was published.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; John
Carter Brown

;
Lenox

;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 1 6 j John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

493 ;
Bibliotheca Gren<villiana, i : 353.

No. 307 b. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES
; PART XV. ;

20 EDITION; 1617.
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wrote affttift Q^rtc^t cwe

InCambaia,

^rwc^afrireet

rnc^gfrr(jb/derfrl&ai Jftfrogw

AflttoM.DC.XLYm-

No. 307 <. TlTLE-PAOE OF HuLSIUs' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; ?ART XV. ;

ZD EDITION ; 1648.
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS.
(/>.

c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DIE SECHTZEHENDE SCHIFFFAHRT.
laum Hofmann, 1619.

FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durch Nico-

[308]

PART XVI. SOLE EDITION. 1619.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4 leaves
;

M, 2 leaves (the last blank and lacking) ;

total 46 leaves. Leaf C ij. has no signature-

mark.

COILATION BY PAGINATION:
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 308], p.[i]j [blank],

p. [2]; [preface, with heading] | [con
ventional head-piece] |

Vorrede.
|

, pp. [3]-

[6] ; [text, with heading] [ [conventional

head-piece] |
Journal /

1

Oder
| Befchreibung

der wunderbaren Reife
|

Wilhelm Schouten

von Hoom in Hoi-
|

land / im Jahr 1615.
16. 17.

|

verrichtet.
| [5 lines] |

, pp. 7-90;

[i blank leaf], [Mij.]. Page 56 is

wrongly numbered 59; and 62 is 26.

PLATES : 5 Plates and 4 Maps, as fol

lows :

[i] Hollanders in a rowboat attacking
a native catamaran

;
the Dutch ship in the

distance, at the right ;
no inscription ;

with

|

L. A
|

in the upper left-hand corner, on

the copper; facing p. 42.

[2] Cocos Island
; Dutch ship in the

foreground and native boats at the right ;

inscription, at the left, near the top of the

plate :

|

Cocos Eylandt / IJle de Cocos. / ;
with

|

L. B
|

in the upper left-hand corner, on the

copper; facing p. 48.

[3] Hoorn's Island; the Dutch ship in

the bay; Hollanders in a boat attacking
Indians in canoes in the foreground at the

left; inscription, at top, in the center:
|

Hoornfe Eijlandt / IJle de Hoorn / ; with
|

L. C
|

in the upper left-hand corner, on the'

copper; facing p. 52.

[4] Natives of Tierra del Fuego; a group
in the foreground at the left under some

palms ; a man in a boat at the right ;
no

inscription ;
with L. D

|

in the upper right-

hand corner, on the copper; facing p. 62.

[5] Battle between the Indians and Hol

landers
; natives at the right under palm-

trees, etc.
;
no inscription ;

with
|

L. E.
[

in

the upper left-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 74.

MAPS : [i] Folding map of the two

hemispheres ; Magellan and Schouten being
crowned with laurel by winged figures, one

on each side of an armillary sphere at the

top; their two ships, the
|

Victoria /and the

Eendracht/, in the upper corners
;
on either

side below, vignette portraits of Drake, Van

Noort, Cavendish, and Spilberghen; with]

Pag. j. /in the center at the bottom; size,

6Wx Biifte inches; scale, 3^, inches = igo

of longitude at the equator ; facing verso of

A
iij.

[2] Folding map of Tierra del Fuego,
etc. ; inscription, in a panel at the bottom :

|

Carte der durchfahrt fa JVil. Sch. neben dem

freto Magellanico/Anno 1616. gefunden. / ;

with
|

20. / in the lower left-hand corner
;

size, 6% 6 x 8% inches
; scale, % of an inch

= i of latitude
; facing p. 20.

[3] Folding map of the west coast of

South America and a part of New Guinea,
with Schouten's route across the Pacific,

etc. ; inscription, in a panel at the bottom :
|

Caarte darin der Zujdze der <weg gezeiget,

den Wilhelm Schouten/gefahren, beneben den

Infulen <vnd landenfo er/ darin angetroffen./s

size, 6^4 x 1 5% inches
; scale, ^ of an

inch = 5 of latitude
; facing p. 30.

[4] Folding map of New Guinea
;

in

scription, in a panel at the bottom :
| Befchrei

bung Nouif Gi/inete, ivie /die won Wilhelm

Schou- / ten <vmbfahren. /; with
| 8j. /in the

lower left-hand corner, inside the border
j

size, 5i?i x ioy2 inches; scale, % of an

inch = i of latitude; facing p. 82.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7^ x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Maps

[3] and [4] extended on inner margins and

backed with muslin.
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No. 308 Levinus Hulsius 1619

This Part contains an account of the voyage around the world of Willem Cor-

nelisz. Schouten in 1615-1617 ; the narrative of which, one of the most popular of

its day, passed through many editions. De Bry made use of it in Part XI. of his

Great Voyages.

In consequence of the exclusive privileges granted by the charter of the Dutch East

India Company to traders, no other merchants were permitted to pass round the Cape

of Good Hope or through the Straits of Magellan to trade in eastern lands. This

expedition was therefore fitted out to search for another passage, and thereby gain

access to them without infringing these privileges.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,OTHER COPIES: British Museum
; Htith;

John Carter Brown ; Lenox ; and Ayer
Libraries.

p. 16; Sabin, 8, No. 33669; also 19, No.

7795^) John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i :

494, No. 571; Brunei, 3: 370; Biblio-

thtca Grenvilliana, i : 352; Asher, p. 79.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.c. 1546, </. 1606.)

DIE SIEBENZEHENDE SCHIFFART.

Hofern, 1620.

PART XVII. SOLE EDITION. i6zo.

FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Joban

[309]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, each 4 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ;
total 48 leaves.

Leaf L ij. is marked L 2
;
L

iij.
is L 3 ;

M ij.
is M i

;
and K ij. has no signature-

mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 309], p. [i] ;

[blank], p. [a]; [preface, with head

ing] [type-ornament head-piece] |

An den

grofzgunftigen Lefer.
|

, pp. 3-5; [con
ventional tail-piece], p. 5; [text, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

Warhafftige befchreibung der wunder-
1

baren Reife/ fo von Henn Georgio von

Spil- | bergen i durch die Magellanifche
StrafTe

|

in der Suder See venichtet
|

worden.

|, pp. 6-93; |

ENDE. |, p. 93;

[blank], p. [94]; [i blank leaf],

[M iiij.]. Page 38 is wrongly numbered 48.

PLATES : 8 Plates, as follows :

[
i
]
The Island of Mocha, off the coast

of Chile, with two natives leading a llama in

the foreground, at the right ; inscription :

|

LA MOCHA
|
,
in the center, at the top;

with
|

P. 26.
|

in the upper right-hand corner,

on the copper ; facing p. 26.

[2] The Island of Santa Maria, with

five ships at anchor in the foreground ; in

scription :
|

S. MARIA.
| , at the top, in the

center of the plate ;
with

|

P. 29 |

in the

upper right-hand corner, on the copper ; fac

ing p. 28.

[ 3 ] Valparaiso ; five Dutch ships at

anchor ;
a burning Spanish ship in the

background ;
two natives in the lower left-

hand corner; with inscription: |VAL PAR-
YSA

|

in the center, at the top ;
with

|

P.

34.
|

in the upper right-hand corner, on the

copper ; facing p. 34.

[4] The harbor of Quintero; with five

Dutch ships at anchor ; two natives in

the lower left-hand corner ; inscription :
|

QVINTERO
|

, at the top, on the copper ;

with |P. 35. |

in the upper right-hand cor

ner
; facing p. 34.

[5] The harbor of Callao, with eleven

ships at anchor, and inscription :
|

CALIOV
DE LIMA

|

at the top ; with
|
42

|

in the

upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 42.

[6] The harbor of Paita; with two

men on a raft with a condor in the lower

right-hand corner; with inscription :|

PAYTA
|

at the top ;
with

|

P. 46.
|

in

AMERICANA CHURCH CATALOGUE
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. xx.

No. 309. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XVII. ;

SOLE EDITION; 1620.
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No. 309 Levmus Hulsius 1620

the upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 46.

[ 7 ]
The harbor of Acapulco, with five

ships at anchor in the foreground ; inscrip

tion: AQVAPOLQVEj, at the top ; with|
P. 60

|

in the upper right-hand corner, on

the copper ; facing p. 60.

[8] The Ladrone Islands, with two

natives standing and another seated, in the

lower left-hand corner; with inscription: |

I.

LADRONES.
|

at the top ;
with

|

P. 66
|

in

the upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 66.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 51*510

inches. Bound same as No. 256.

Each of the plates in this copy has the number of the page where it should be

placed. It is said that some copies occur in which the plates do not have these

numbers.

This Part contains an account of Joris van Spilberghen's voyage around the world,

made in 16141618. It also appeared in Part II. of DeBry's Great Voyages.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huthj REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer p. 17; Sabin, 8, No. 33670; John Carter

Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, 1:495, No. 572; Tiele,

Memoire, p. 63 ; Brunei, 3:370 ; Biblia-

theca Grenvilliana, 1:352; Asher, p. 83.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.c. 1546,^. 1606.)

ACHTZEHENDER THEIL. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, durcb Jobann Friederith

Weijfen, 1623. [310]
PART XVIII. SOLE EDITION. 1613.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES :
)

: (, 4
leaves (the last blank and genuine) ; A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,

Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to li, each 4
leaves ; total 132 leaves. Leaf Piij. is

marked P 3 ; R iij. is R iji. ; Cc iij.
is Cc 3 ;

and Ffij. is Ff if.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title, as

reproduced ; See No. 310] , recto of [):(] ;

[blank], verso of [):(]; [preface,
with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

Vorrede des Autoris/
1

an
|

PAVLVM DE
LAGVNA,

|

der Rechten Licentiaten/ vnnd
des KSniglichen hohen

|

Indianifchen Raths

Prafidenten.
| [signed] |

E. E. vnnd H.
[

Vn-

terdienftwilliger |

Antonius von Herrera &c.

|
, recto of

)
:
( ij. to verso of

)
:
( iij. ; [ i

blank leaf] , [):( iiij.] ; [text, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] Achtze-

hender Theil Americae.
| Befchreibung |

Dero Infulen vnd defz feften Landes
|

defz

hohen oder groflen Meers/
|

fo man nennet
|

Weft Indien/
1

Durch
|

Antonium von Her

rera, den oberften Gefchicht-
|

Schreiber in

Indien vnd Caftilien. , pp. 1-202
; [type-

ornament tail-piece ] | 1
, p. 202; [list

of names, with heading] |

Verzeichnufz
|

der

|

Praefidenten / Rahten / Secretarien / vnnd

Fifcalen/
1

welche vom erften Anfang/ als

die Indien erfunden worden / . . .
| [2 lines]

|pp. 202209 ; [type-ornament tail-piece]

[

ENDE.
[
, p. 209 ; [text of two voy

ages, with heading] RELATION
|

oder
|

Bericht
| Zweyer Caravellen/ fo der K6nig

von
| Hifpanien im Jahr 1618. im Octobri/

von Lifabona vnter dem Capitain Herrn

lohann von More abfahren lafTen/ den Pafz

des de la Maire, gegen Suden/zu befuchen
|

vnd zu entdecken.
|, pp. 210-250; [vo

cabulary, with heading] Erklirung |

Etlicher

W6rter/ fo in der Sprache etlicher Infulen
[

diefer Weftlndien gebrauchlich feynd. |
, pp.

251-256; |

ENDE.
|, p. 256. Page 86

is wrongly numbered 96; 117 is 119; and

120 is 122.
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MAPS : 14 Maps, as follows :

[ i
]
North and South America, the East

Indies, Spain, etc. ; inscription at the top, on

the copper :
|

DESCRIPTION DE LAS YN-
DIAS OCCIDENTALS/, and

|

i
|

in the

lower right-hand corner, inside the border
;

size, 5V6 x 7Vi inches ; scale, %8 of an inch =
10 of latitude ; facing p. 5.

[
2

]
Part of North America, Central

America, the West Indies, etc.
; inscription,

in the upper left-hand corner:
|

DESCRIP-

CION DE LAS/YNDIAS DEL NORTE/,
and

|

2
|

in the lower right-hand comer, on

the copper ; size, 5Vi x 7% inches ; scale,

114 inches = 10 of latitude
; facing p. 12.

[3] The West Indies, part of South

America, etc. ; inscription, in the lower

right-hand corner :
|

DESCRIPTION DEL /

DESTRICTO DEL AVDI / ENTIA DE
LA ESPANOLA. / , with

|
3

|

in the lower

right-hand corner, on the copper; size, 5% x

7ft9 inches ; scale, i% inches = 10 of lati

tude ; facing p. 14.

[4] Part of Mexico, and Central Amer
ica ; inscription, in the upper right-hand cor

ner :
|

DESCRIPCION DEL DESTRICTO

/ DEL AFDIENCIA DE NVEVA ESPANA

|
, with

|
4 |

in the lower right-hand corner,

on the copper; size, 5^ x 7%e inches; no

scale ; facing p. 42.

[5] Part of Central America; inscription,

in the lower left-hand corner :
|

DESCRIP
TION DEL DESTRICTO DEL / AVDI-
ENCIA DE LA NrEPA GALICIA/, with

| 5 |

in the lower left-hand corner, on the

copper ; size, 5%, x 7V4 inches
;
no scale ;

facing p. 60.

[ 6
] Honduras, Costa Rica, etc. ;

in

scription, in the lower left-hand corner :
|

DESCRIPCION DEL AVDIENCIA / DE
GVATIMALA

\
, with

|

6
|

in the lower

right-hand corner, on the copper ; size, 5% x

715$ 8 inches ;
no scale ; facing p. 66.

[ 7 ]
South America

; inscription, in the

lower right-hand corner: DESCRIPCION
DE LAS / TNDIAS DE MEDIODla. /,

with
|
7

|

in the lower right-hand corner,

iVi of an inch = 10 of latitude; facing

p. 8 1.

[
8 ] Panama, etc. ; inscription, in the

lower left-hand corner :
|

DESCRIPCION

DEL AVDIENCIA/DE PANAMA/,
with

|

8
|

in the lower left-hand corner, on

the copper ; size, 5% x 7^4 inches ;
no scale ;

facing p. 83.

[ 9 ]
New Granada ; inscription, in the

lower right-hand comer:
|

DESCRIPCION
DEL APDIENCIA / DEL XVEVO REINO

| , with
|
9 |

in the lower right-hand corner,

on the copper; size, 5<ji<, x 7K inches; no

scale
; facing p. 88.

[10] A part of Ecuador, etc. ; inscrip

tion, in the upper left-hand corner:
|

DE
SCRIPCION DEL AVDIENCIA / DEL
QV1TO/ ,

with
|

10
|

in the lower right-

hand corner, on the copper ; size, 5 % x 7^9

inches
;
no scale ; facing p. 100.

[ 1 1 ] Peru, etc.
; inscription, in the lower

left-hand corner :
|

DESCRIPCION DEL
DESTRIETO / DEL AVDIENCIA DE
LIMA / , with

|

1 1
|

in the lower right-

hand corner, on the copper ; size, 5%, x 7K
inches ;

no scale
; facing p. 116.

[
1 2

]
A part of Chile ; inscription, in the

lower left-hand corner:
|

DESCRIPTION
DEL AVDIENCIA/DE LOS CHARCAS./,
with

|

12
|

in the lower right-hand corner,

on the copper ; size, 5%6 x 7# inches
;
no

scale ; facing p. 130.

[13] Chile ; inscription, in the lower

right-hand corner :
|

DESCRIPCION DE
LA/PROVINCIA DE Ctf/Z,/,with

|
13

in the lower left-hand corner, on the copper ;

size, s%9 x 7<H inches ; no scale ; facing

p. 136.

[14] Southern part of Asia, and the

East Indies
; inscription, in the upper right-

hand corner:
|

DESCRIPCION DE LAS
INDUS/DEL PONIENTE/, with

| 14]
in the lower right-hand corner, on the cop

per ; size, 5^ x 7# inches ; scale, % of an

inch = 10 of latitude ; facing p. 154.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7ya x s
JIH

inches. Bound same as No. 256.

on the copper ; size, 5% x 7% inches ; scale,

This Part contains a description of the West Indies taken from Antonio de Herrera's

La description de las Indias occtdentales. It is also to be found in De Bry's Great

yoyages, Part XII., which appeared the following year.
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The fourteen maps in this Part are similar to those in De Bry, but are on a

reduced scale.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,
John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer p. 17; Sabin, 8, No. 33671; John Carter
Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, 1:4.95, No. 573 > Brunei,

3:370; BMiotheca Gren-villiana, 1:352;
Asher, p. 86.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.c. 1546, </. 1606.)

DIE NEVNTZEHENDE SCHIFFARTH. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Hart-

manna Paltbenio, 1626.

PART XIX. SOLE EDITION. 1626.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4
leaves ; O, 2 leaves ;

total 54 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced; See No. 311], p. ['];

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, in verse, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

An
den Chriftlichen Lefer. |, pp. [s]-7;

[text of five voyages, the first with heading]

|

Die Erfte Reyfe/ |

Nach den Infuln/ vnd

|

Landfchafften Canaria/ Madera/
|

Palma/

Mafo/ Bracho/ S. Mattheo/ Banfa Loanga/

Congo/ ic.
|

, pp. 8-105 i [copies of

documents, the first with heading] | [type-
ornament rule] |

Die Erfte Vrkondte.
| , verso

of O to verso of O
ij. ;

|

Gott allein die

Ehre.
|

, verso of O
ij.

PLATES : 6 Plates, as follows :

[ i ] Folding plate ; a scene in Angola ;

in the middle distance women working in

the fields
; in the foreground at the left two

palms ;
no inscription ; with

| *fol 1 7
|

in

tlie upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 1 6.

[2] Folding plate; the Castle of Mina;
four ships in the foreground ; inscription, at

the top :
|

MINA
| ;

with
|
*fol. 48 / in

the upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 48.

[ 3 ] Folding plate ;
the Fortress of

Nassau
; Dutch and Spaniards in the fore

ground ; inscription | Veftung Nassaiv/, the

last three letters hidden by the tower of the

fortress
;
with \pag. 7

|

to the right, at the top,

and with
|

*
igfch. fol. 55 / to the left, both

on the copper; facing p. 54. Used before

in Part XL, Section 2.

[4] A collection of huts, illustrative

of various native customs
;
no inscription ;

with
|

N J. / in upper left-hand corner,

|

*
li) sch. fol 63 / in center at top, and

/ Pag, So / in upper right-hand corner, all

on the copper; facing p. 62. The points

of interest are lettered with reference to the

text of Part VII. , where it was used before.

[5] Folding plate; natives celebrating
a victory over their enemies; at the left

three women with wreaths ; at the right

three men, two of whom have human heads

on poles; no inscription; with
|

*
fol. 6p /

in upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 68.

6] Folding plate; the Port of Caliz
;

a wrecked ship in the foreground, the crew

struggling in the sea
; inscription |

CALIZ.
|

over the town, to the right ;
with

[ Cap : 34. /
in the upper left-hand corner, and

| *igfch.

fol. gj / in the upper right-hand corner,

both on the copper; facing p. 94. Used

before in Part IV.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7y2 x 5"^ 8

inches. Bound same as No. 256.
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SOLE EDITION ; 1626.
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This Part contains an account of the five journeys of Samuel Braun or Brown, of

Basle, to Africa and its provinces, Congo, etc. It is also to be found in De Bry's

Small Voyages, Part I., Appendix to Congo.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth;

John Carter Brown ; Lenox j
and Ayer

Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 17; Sabin, 8, No. 33672; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i : 496, No. 574 ;

Brunei, 3:370; Bibliotheca Grenvilliana,

1:351.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

ZWANTZIGSTE SCHIFFFAHRT.

Hoffmann, 1629.

FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey Wolfgang

[312]

PART XX. SOLE EDITION. 1629.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, each

4 leaves ; P, 2 leaves ;
total 5 8 numbered

leaves. Leaf A ij.
is wrongly marked A.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 312], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with head

ing] |
[conventional head-piece] Voriede

|

An den gunftigen |

Lefer.
|

, pp. 3-7 ;

| [conventional tail-piece]! , p. 7; [ac

count of New England, with heading] |

[conventional head-piece] |

Der Erfte Theil /

|

Von dem Newerfun-
|

denen/ oder Newen

Engelland. , pp. 8-38; [account of Vir

ginia, with heading] [ [type-ornament head

piece] | Zweyter Theil/
1

Von der Landtschafft

|

VIRGINIA. |, pp. 39-101 ; [
account

of Bermuda, with heading ]
| [ type-ornament

head-piece] |

Der Dritte Theil /
|

Von Ber

muda/ oder
|

Summers Inful.
|
, pp. 102-116;

IENDE. |, P . ne.

Page 82 is wrongly numbered 86 ; 86

is 84 ;
and 62 is illegible.

PLATES: 3 Plates and i Map, as fol

lows:

[ i ] Beasts and birds of New England 5

with
|

N s8 / in upper left-hand corner, on

the copper; facing p. 38. Used before in

Part XIV.

[2] Folding plate; inhabitants of Vir

ginia ;
four figures of women, each with in

scription below, the inscription at the left

being |

Wie die wether von / Damafonguepaic
ihre / Kinder tragen. / ; facing p. 56.

[ 3 ] Folding plate ;
inhabitants of Vir

ginia; four figures of men, each with in

scription below, the inscription at the left

being |

Ein Zauberer. / ; facing p. 5 7.

MAP: Folding map; Smith's map of

New England; size, 11^0x13% inches;

scale, i% inches = [io] leagues; facing p. 8.

Used before in Parts XIII. and XIV.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%e x 5%
inches. Bound same as No. 256. Map
extended on inner margin and backed with

muslin.

This Part contains a translation of Whitbourne's Difcourfe and Difcouery of New

found-land, and an Account of Virginia and the Bermuda Islands probably taken from

Smith's General! Hijlorie. These accounts had appeared the year before in the

German edition of De Bry's Great Voyages, Part XIII. Plates [2] and [3], which

are very rare, are reduced copies of those in De Bry's Great Voyages, Part I., where,

however, each figure is on a separate plate.
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pftoata

fcn&eU ^cr anMf(MR Virginia,tw& Dr3ttfc( Bar-

muda.ticrcnmati w^ro fdjkdjtc i>nttb t>m)cOfomm<nc

ian&f crfafjmt icu|t /
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OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth;

John Carter Brown
;

Lenox
j and Ayer

Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 18; Sabin, 8, No. 33673 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, i :497, No. 575 ;
Bru-

net, 3 : 370 ;
Bibliotheca Grenvilliana,

1:352; Asher, p. 91.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546,^. 1606.)

DIE BIN VND ZWANTZIGSTE SCHIFFFAHRT.

bey Wolfgang Hoffmann, 1629.

PART XXI. SOLE EDITION. 1629.

FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN,

[313]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, each

4 leaves
; R, 2 leaves; total 66 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced; See No. 313], p. [i] ;

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with heading]

| [conventional head-piece] |

Dem Chriftlichen

vnd gutwilligen Lefer wunfchet Typogra-

| phus, Gluck / Heyl vnd alle Wohl-
|

fahrt.

|, pp. [3] -6; [text in four parts, the first

chapter of the first part, with heading] [[type-
ornament head-piece] Das Erfte Capitel. |

Von dem vnderfcheyd der Sprach / vnd der

V&lcker in
|

Brafilien : von dem Erdreich vnd

der Gelegen- |

heit folches Landes.
| , pp.

7-37 ; [text of the second part, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

Be-

fchreibung von Er-
| oberung der Statt S.

Saluator
|

in Brafilia.
|
, pp. 38-114; [text

of the third part, with heading] | [conven
tional

head-piece] | Gunftiger Lefer / ?c.
|

Ob ich wol nicht zweiffele / es werde in vor-|

hergehender Relation Johan Georgen Alten-

burgs /
1

der gantze Verlauff der Eroberung
vnnd Verlufts / respective, [[13 lines] | , pp.

115-121; [explanation of plates, with

heading] | 1

Nun folget die Erklarung der

Ziffer.
|
, p. 122

; [text of the fourth part,

with heading] [type-ornament head-piece] |

Befchreibung von Er-
| oberung der Span-

nifchen SilberFlotta /
1

wie folche von dem
General Peter Peters Heyn / in

|

Noua Hi-

fpania / in der Inful Cuba im Baja Ma-
1

tanckha/ift erobert worden|Anno 1628.
|,

pp. 123 127; [list of treasure, in double

columns, with heading] | 1

General Carte

aller eroberten Gutter / wie I fie vnder die

Weft-Indifche Compagny- 1

en aufzgetheilt.

|, pp. 128-131 ; |NOTA.
| [12 lines]

l> P- '3'i [blank], p. [132].

Page 32 is wrongly numbered 24; 80 is

82
;
and 117 is 115.

PLATES : 3 Plates, i Portrait, and i

Map, as follows :

[ i
]
Cannibals torturing and cutting up

prisoners ;
in the foreground a man who has

been tarred (?) and feathered, being dragged

by ropes to the place of torture; no inscrip

tion
; facing p. 24.

[2] Folding plate of the Bay of Todos

os Santos
; inscriptions: |

S. SALVADOR , and

|

BAYA DE TODOS LOS SANCTOS
[etc.] ;

with 122.
|

in the upper right-hand

corner, on the copper ; size, 51^0 x 8i%6

inches; facing p. 122.

[3] Folding plate, representing the Span
ish fleet in the harbor of Matanzas, the

Dutch fleet outside. Theships are numbered,
and the inscription in the center of the plate

is
|

Drucken Landt/, with
|

1 2 3 . in the upper

right-hand corner, on the copper, inside the

ruled border; size, 5% x 8% inches; facing

p. 122.

Plates [i]
and [2], from De Bry's Great

Voyages, Part XIII., correspond in character

to [2] and [3], described above, and are often

found substituted for them. The De Bry

plates have been inserted in this copy and are

here described to show the difference
; they

are as follows :

De Bry folding plate, representing the

Spanische Silberflotta (the same as plate

[3]) ;
with a portrait of Admiral Heyn in

the upper left-hand corner, and a portrait of

Admiral Lonq in the upper right-hand
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fomncpcti ^anDtf$<(Ft^raptt<il/ Arocric*
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corner; also an inset map of the islands of

Cuba and Jamaica in the lower left-hand

comer; size of the entire plate, y?i x 15%
inches; facing p. [132]. This is identically

the same as plate No. [2] in No. 174.

De Bry folding plate, representing the

Bay of Todos os Santos, with a view of

the town of San Salvador in the background,
and in the foreground a naval engagement

(the same action represented in plate number

[ 2] ) ;
with an inset map of the harbor in the

lower left-hand corner
; size of the entire

plate, 7H x 14% inches; facing p. [132].
This is identically the same as plate No. [i]
in No. 174.

PORTRAIT : Portrait of Heyn, with in

scription, around the bust:
|

MAGNANiMO
VlRO D. PETRO HElNIO PETRIDJE, SOciET:

INDiJE OCCIDENTAL^ PERMis: A. PRov:
CONpcED: PR.ffiFECTO CLASSI STRENUis:

f.
I
, and 4 lines engraved below ; facing p.

[]
MAP: North and South America, etc.;

with inscription, at the top: |

DESCRIP
TION DE LAS YNDIAS OCCIDENT-
ALIS

| j size, 5%6 x 7% inches ; scale,

% 8 of an inch = 10 of latitude
; facing p. 6.

Used before as map No. [i in Part XVIII.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, y% x 6 inches.

Bound same as No. 256. Plates racing pp.

122 and [132] backed with muslin.

This Part contains a general description of Brazil and its capture, the taking of

Porto Bello, and the capture of the Silver Fleet, at Matanca, by Pieter Pietersz. Heyn,
in 1628.

"
Perhaps no success ever made so great a sensation in Holland as the capture of

the Spanish Silverfleet at Matanca by P. Heyn, in 1628. All the little political

pamphlets of those times, which have come down to us, on whatever subject they

treat, and even historians who did not write under the immediate influence of the

universal enthusiasm, all unite in praising Piet Heyn. The admiral did not enjoy his

glory long: he died in August 1629. This important capture not only enriched

Holland, but inspired the West-India-Company with new courage ; for immediately

afterwards they began to elaborate the privileges of the colonists of New-Netherland ;

it was with the money gained in this affair, that the Company in a great measure de

frayed the enormous but useless expenses of their North-American colony." Muller,

Books on America, p. 100.

This Part is illustrated by three plates, two of which are reduced reproductions

of the De Bry plates, which are often substituted for them.

De Bry is supposed to have made use of the second and third sections of this Part

in the fourteenth and fifteenth sections of Part XIV. of the German edition of his

Great Voyages, which appeared the following year.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsiui,

John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer p. 18; Sabin, 8, No. 33674; John Carter

Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, i :498, No. 576; Tiele,

Memoire, p. 81; Bnmet, 3 : 370; Bibliotheca

Grenvilliana, i : 351 ; Asher, p. 91.
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.c. 1546,^. 1606.)

DIE ZWEY VND ZWANTZIGSTE SCHIFFART.

1630.
PART XXII. SOLE EDITION.

FRANCKFORT AM MAYN,

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4

leaves; O, 2 leaves (the last, probably blank,

lacking); total 54 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 314]], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [description of the fleet,

with heading] | | Befchreibung der

Flotta/ von eilff Schiffen/ fo
|

Anno 1623.

von Printz Mauritzen von Naflaw aufz-
| ge-

fchickt worden.
|

, pp. 35; [text, with

heading] |

Diurnal /
1

oder
|

Ordenliche/ aufz-

fuhrliche Befchreibung/ einer gewal- | tigen

SchifFahrt/ mil eilff Schiffen/ vmb die
|

gantze Welt.
|

, pp. 6-114.
The numbers 9-16 are omitted in the

pagination; p. 49 is wrongly numbered 50;
and 101 is 201.

PLATES : 7 Plates and i Map, as follows :

[ i ] Natives of Tierra del Fuego ; three

savages, one with a child In her arms, at the

left; two others gathering shells, at the right;

with
|

Num. II zum 28 blatl.
|

in the upper

right-hand corner; facing p. 54.

[2 ]
The Island ofJuan Fernandez

;
with

inscription, at top, on the copper :

|

Die Inful

loan Fernando, hinder dem Konigreich Chyli.

\
; vrith\Num: HI Zum 34. blatt. /above

the border line; facing p. 62.

[3] Harbor of Callao and the burning

Spanish fleet; inscription, at the top, on the

copper :
| Vorflellung ivie die Spanifche Sckiff

find verbrendt ivorde zu CALAO
|

;
with

|

Num: IV Zum 43 blatt / in the upper right-

hand corner, outside the border line
; facing

P- 74-

[4] Plate in two compartments; the

upper a chart of the coast of Peru, with

inscription :

|
Landtafel, der See-cuft von der

Mittag /seitte des Calao de Lima, bis an die

1630.

Nord- /feitte der Bay binder der Inful Pisca

tores. /in the upper right-hand corner, on the

copper; the lower compartment, a view of

the Island of Piscatores, with inscription :

/Ent'werfung der Ree, oder fchtflandung
kinder der Inful Piscatores. /; with

|

Num :

V. /Zum jo. blatt. /in the upper left-hand

corner of the upper compartment, on the

copper; facing p. 86.

[5] Plate in two compartments; the

upper a map of the Island of Puna, at the

mouth of the river Guayaquil, etc.
;

with

inscription |

PVNA
|

on the island; the

lower compartment, a view of the bay and

town of Puna, with inscription :

|

Verzeichnus

der Ree, oder fchijjtandung iinder PVNA.
| ;

with
|

Num : VI zum 52 blatt. /at the top in

upper compartment, on the copper; facing

p. 88.

[6] The harbor of Acapulco; with in

scription, at the top, on the copper :
|

Ver-

zeichnusdeshafensAcApyLCO./; with
|

Num:
VII. zum 36 blatt. / in the upper right-hand

corner, outside the border line; facing p. 94.

[7] The fleet at anchor before one of

the Ladrone Islands, with inscription: |

Ver

zeichnus der Ree, da die Nafsatuifche Flat

gelegen ift,
<vnder der/Inful Guagan, dem

Mittag zu, ein -von den Ladrones infulen. /;

with
|

Num: VIII. zum jp blatt. /at the top,

outside the border line; facing p. 99.
MAP : The Straits of Magellan ; inscrip

tion, in a compartment to the left :
|

TERR^T.
DEL FVEGO

|

Pars Australis. / Die Mittd-

gige feitt, des / bisher vnbekandten / landts

del Fuego. / Abgerifsen <vnd <ver- / zeichnet,

durcb/ loannem a tValbeck. /; v/it}i\Num:
I zum 24 blatt. / in the upper left-hand

corner, on the copper; facing p. 48.
CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7%, x 51%,

inches. Bound same as No. 256.

This Part contains an account of a voyage around the world made in the years

1623-1626, by Jacques I'Hermite. This version is probably that attributed to

Adolf Decker, of Strasburg, who translated the work into German from the Dutch
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am

ANNO M. PC. XXX.

No. 314. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XXII.;

SOLE EDITION; 1630.
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narrative of Johannes van Walbeeck. De Bry's account of the same voyage, which

appeared in Chapter 9 of the second part of Part XII. of the Latin edition of his

Small Voyages, is only a resume of the Dutch edition. In the German edition of

this same Part, however, it is less abridged than in the Latin.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Huth; REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

John Carter Brown, Lenox; and Ayer p. 18; Sabin, 8, No. 33675; John Carter

Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, 1:498, No. 577; Tiele,

Memoire, p. 73; Brunei, 3:370; Biblio-

theca Grenvilliana, 1:352; Asher, p. 96.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (.c. 1546,^. 1606.)

DIE DREY VND ZWANTZIGSTE SCHIFFAHRT, FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN,

bey Wolfgang Hoffmann, 1632. [3 I 5J

PART XXIII. FIRST EDITION. 1631.

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: (:), A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,

Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Gg, each

4 leaves (the last blank and genuine) ;
total

114 leaves. Leaf H
iij. is wrongly marked

iij.
H.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 315^], recto of [(:)];

[blank], verso of [(:)]; [preface,
with heading] | [conventional head-piece,

as reproduced ;
See No. 3156] |

An den

Gunftigen Lefer.
|

, recto of (:) ij.
to recto

of [(:)iiij.] ; [blank], verso of [(:) iiij.];

[text, with heading] | [conventional head

piece, as reproduced; See No. 315 r]

| Eingang zu diefer Maltefifchen
| Reyfe. |

,

pp. 1222;
|

Schlusz. [conventional tail

piece, as reproduced ; See No. 315^]
|
,

p. 122; [table of contents, with heading]

| [conventional head-piece] |

Innhalt/ Oder

| Regifterliche Anzei-
| gung aller denck-

wurdiger Sachen/ de-
|

rer in diefem Malte

fifchen Reyszbuchlein Mel-
1 dung befchehen/

auch auff welchem Blat
|

ein jedes zu finden

fey. |
, recto of [Ee iiij.]

to verso of Gg iij. ;

[i blank leaf], [Ggiiij.].
PLATES : 6 Plates and 2 Maps, as follows :

[
i
] City and harbor of Messina

; in

scription, at the top :

|

MESSINA.
|

;
with

|

fag : II. / in the upper right-hand corner,
on the copper; facing p. n.

[] City and harbor of Palermo; in

scription, at the top :
|

PALERMO.
|

;
with

I PaS : 37 / m th upper right-hand corner,

on the copper ; facing p. 36.

[3] City and harbor of Catana; a vol

cano in the distance ; inscription, at the top :

|

CATANA
|

; with
| pag. 41. /in the

upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 40.

[4] City and harbor of Naples; the

Castle St. Martin on an eminence; inscrip

tion, at the top :
|

NAPOLI
| ; with

| pag :

182. / in the upper right-hand corner, on

the copper; facing p. 182.

[5] Plate in two compartments; the

upper, a view of the city of Puteoli
;
with

inscription, at the top :
|

PVTEOLI
| ;

the

lower, a view of the entrance of a cave,

called the Cav of Dogs ; inscription, at the

top and to the left:
|

ANTRUM LETHALE,
Grotta de li cani / ; with pag. 202. / in

the upper right-hand corner of the upper

compartment, on the copper; facing

p. 202.

[6] View of Cajeta and Mola
; two

men in the foreground at the left; inscrip

tion, to the left :

|

CAIETA.
|

, and to the

right: |

MOLA.
| ;

with
[ pag. 212 / in the

upper right-hand corner, on the copper ;

facing p. 212.
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No. 315^. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XXIII.;

IST EDITION ; 1632.

MAPS :

[
i
] Folding map of the Island of

Malta; inscription, in a panel in the lower

left-hand corner:
|

MALTA
|

olim / ME-
LITA.

| ; with
| fag. 65. / in the upper

right-hand corner, on the copper ; size,

6m x 9/4e inches ; scale, 2% inches = 8

miliaria ; facing p. 65.

[ 2 ] Folding map or plan of the city of

Valetta on the Island of Malta
; inscription,

at bottom, on the copper :
|
VALETTA,

die netve Statt in Malta. /; with
| fag. 72 /

in the upper right-hand corner, on the

copper; size, 6%6 x 10% inches; scale, i

inch = 500 Werktchu oder 100 schrit ; facing

P- 7*-

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 6 inches.

Bound same as No. 256. Map [2] backed

with muslin.

No. 3 I 5 f. HEAD-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XXIII. ;

IST EDITION; 1632.

This Part contains Johann Friederich Breithaupt's account of the voyage to Malta

made by the brothers De Streitberg.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsiut,

John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer p. 19 ; Sabin, 8, No. 33676; John Carter

Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, i :499, No. 578; Brunei,

3:370; Bibliotheca Greifvilliana, i : 352;

Asher, p. 103.

No. 3 1 5 d. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XXIII. ;

IST EDITION ; 1632.
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b.c. 1546, </. 1606.)

CHRISTLICHE HELDEN INSEL MALTA. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, bey

Wolfgang Hoffmann, 1632. [S 1 ^]

PART XXIII. SECOND EDITION. 1632.

Small 410. allezeit gantz dienftgefliffener |
Johann Fried-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: ):(, 4 erich Breithaupt. [dated] |

Gcben in der

leaves; ):( ):(, 2 leaves; A, B, C, D, E, Kayferlichen Hoff-| ftatt/ vnd Hauptfeftung

F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, defz hoch-
|

loblichen Ertzhertzogthumbs Oe-

T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff,
|
fteneich / Wien. 15. Junij/ Anno 1627.

|
,

Gg, each 4 leaves (the last blank and verso of
) :(iij.

to verso of ):():(ij. ;
re-

genuine); total 126 leaves. Leaf H
iij.

is mainder of the volume identically the same

wrongly marked
iij. H. as No. 315.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [engraved PLATES : 6 Plates and z Maps, identi-

title-page, as reproduced; See No. 31612], cally the same as in No. 315, except that:

recto of [):(]; [blank], verso of [):(]; [2] Faces p. 37.

[printed title-page, as reproduced; See [3] Faces p. 41.

No. 316*], recto of [):(ij.] ; [blank], CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7
7A x 5%

verso of
[):(ij.]j [dedication, with head- inches. Bound same as No. 256. En-

ing] | [conventional head-piece, same as graved title-page extended on outer margin ;

our reproduction, No. 263 A] |DenenWohl- plate [i] (facing p. n) extended on upper,

edelgeboraen / Geftren- gen vnd Veften
| lower, and outer margins ; plates [2] (facing

Georg Wilhelm vnd
| Ludwig Wilhelm p. 37), [3] (facing p. 41), [4] (facing p.

Gebrudern von
| Streitberg zu Ahorn / 182), [5] (facing p. 202), [6] (facing p.

Sachfengrfin/ Cauls-
|

dorff/ Schernegg vnd 212), are mounted
; maps [i] (facing p. 65)

Gattendorff/ 2c.
| [5 lines] | , recto of and [2] (facing p. 72) extended on upper,

):(iij. ; [preface, with heading] |

Vonede. lower, and outer margins and backed with

| [signed] |

E. E. E. W. W. W. G. G. G.
|

muslin.

This Edition differs from the First only in its title and preliminary leaves, which

are fully described in the collation. Of the remaining numbers of this series, only

one edition of each Part was published.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,
Carter Brown; Ayer; and Lenox Libraries. p. 19; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i:

500; Bibliotheca Greni>illiana, i : 352 (as

another copy of the First Edition).

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (b. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DIE VIER VND ZWANTZIGSTE SCHIFFAHRT. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN,

bey Pbilippo Fiuet, 1648. [31?]

PART XXIV. SOLE EDITION. 1648.

Small 410. (the last, probably blank, lacking); total

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : )(, 4 48 leaves. Leaf):():( ij.
is wrongly

leaves; ):():(, 2 leaves; A, B, C, D, E, marked
) (:)(ij.

F, G, H, I, K, 4 leaves
; L, 2 leaves
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No. 316 Levinus Hulsius 1632

MALTA,

No. 316*. FIRST TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XXIII.;

20 EDITION ; 1632.



1632 Levinus Hulsius No. 316

MALTA,
tt epgemftcger

gewlicj)w &I)cn0t>nb fc&anen ^e^imcn

[n rtnefbn&ertoe $on9?<

nrtrndncm n>ogImeHKrtt>cn 98nfcrnc^fc^/

No. 316 b, SECOND TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES;

PART XXIII. ; 20 EDITION ; 1632.
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No. 317 Levmus Hulsius 1648

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; Set No. 317], recto of [)(];

[blank], verso of [)(]; [dedication,
with heading] [conventional head-piece] |

Dem Ehrnveft / Vorachtbaren vnd
|

Wohl-

vornehmen Herin Peter Neefen /
|

Vorneh-

men Kauff- vnd Handelsmann
|

in Franckfurt

am Mayn / meinem vielgunftig-
1

vnd Hoch-

geehrten Henn. [signed] | Christophel le

Blon
| [dated] |

Geben Franckfort am Mayn
den s.

| Tag defz Hornungs |

im Jahr 1648.!,
recto of

) ( ij. to recto of ):():( ; [ blank] ,

verso of ):( ):(j [preface, with head

ing] |

Kurtze Eriinnerung |

an den Lefer.
|

,

recto and verso of [):( ):(ij.]; [text of

Bontekoe's Voyage, with heading] | [type-
ornament head-piece, similar to reproduction
No. 306^] | Befchreibung der wunderbar-

lichen
| Reyfe Wilhelm Ifzbrands Bontekuhe

|

von Horn.
|

, pp. 1-65 ; [blank], p.

[66]; [Raven's Voyage, with half-title] |

Befchreibung der Reyfe | gethan von dem
Commandeur Dirck Al-

|

berts Raven/ nach

Spitzbergen/ in dem Jahr 1639. |

zu Dienft

der L. Herien Bewinthabere/ der
|

Grun-

landifchen Compagnie zu
|

Horn.
|

In wel-

cher erzehlet wird fein ellender
|

SchifFbruch

|

fein grofler Jammer aufFdem
| Eyfe / vnd

endlich auch feine fr61iche ErlSsung. |

Mil

noch andern denckwurdigen Gefchichten /
1

Alles werth zu lefen.
|
, p. [67] ; [blank],

p. [68]; [text, with heading] [conven
tional head-piece] | Befchreibung der Reife /

gethan von
|

dem Commandeur Dirck Al
berts Ra-

|

ven nach Grunland Anno 1639. |,

pp. [6g]-75 ; [Accounts of the suffering

in Spitzbergen, with heading] | Folgen noch

etliche wunderliche / vnd
| denckwurdige

Gefchichten.
|

Kurtze Erzehlung/ aufz der

Verzeugnufz
[

der Perfonen/ welche auff

Spitzbergen im
|

vberwintern geftorben feynd.

1

Anno 1634, | , pp. 76-81 ; |
ENDE.

| ,

p. 81
; [blank], p. 82; [i blank leaf,

lacking], [Lij.].
PLATES : 9 Plates and i Portrait, as

follows :

[i] Folding plate, representing a native

village in Madagascar; three natives danc

ing while a Dutchman fiddles; no inscrip

tion; with
|

Pa: 10
\

in the upper left-hand

corner, on the copper ; facing p. i o.

[2] Folding plate in four compartments ;

the blowing up of one of the ships, shown

in four stages ;
no inscription ;

with
|

1 3
|

in the upper right-hand corner, on the cop

per ; facing p. 12.

[3] Folding plate in two compartments;
in the upper, men in two boats, catching

gulls; in the lower, the men all transferred

to one boat and catching flying-fish ;
no in

scription ;
with

|

1 6
|

in the upper left-hand

corner, on the copper; facing p. 16.

[4] Folding plate, representing the first

landing of the Hollanders after their wreck ;

the boat in the foreground, covered with

the sail; inset view, in upper right-hand

corner, of men building fires, others with

torches; no inscription; with
|

21
|

in the

upper left-hand corner, on the copper; rac

ing p. 20.

[5] Folding plate in two compartments;
the upper, a map ;

the lower, an attack by the

natives on the Hollanders
;

their boat, with

awning, in the foreground ;
no inscription ;

with
|
24

|

in the upper left-hand corner, on

the copper ; facing p. 24.

[6] Folding plate in two compartments ;

the upper, an island, a man standing on a

hill in the center ;
the lower, two boats ap

proaching a fleet, a man sitting on the top

of the mast of the larger boat ; no inscrip

tion
;
with

|
27

|

in the upper left-hand corner,

on the copper ; facing p. 26.

[7] Folding plate, representing a storm

at sea at night; men on a wreck to the

right; no inscription; with
| 57 |

in upper

right-hand corner, on the copper, hardly

distinguishable on the black cross-hatching

of the plate; facing p. 56.

[8] Folding plate, representing a landing

in Madagascar; at the left, men twisting a

rope ;
no inscription ; with

| jp/ in the upper
left-hand corner, on the copper ; racing

p. 58-

[9] Folding plate, representing another

shipwreck; the ship bottom upwards with

men upon it; others on a floating mast,

etc. ;
no inscription ;

with
|
7 1

|

in the upper

right-hand corner, on the copper; facing

p. 70.

PORTRAIT : Portrait of Bontekoe ;
with

inscription, in upper part of oval border:
|
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jefjU t to>crt)f n.

SuBcn barjii notbwcnDtgcn ^upfferflucfm.

x 4

No. 317. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XXIV.;
SOLE EDITION ; 1648.
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WILLEM YSBRANTZ BONTEKOE
VAN HOORN

|
i
with

|

i
|

in the upper
left-hand corner, on the copper ; facing verso

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7?ie x 6 inches.

Bound same as No. 256.

This Part contains two narratives :
(

I ) that of Willem IJsbrantsz. Bontekoe's

voyage to the East Indies and China in 1618-1625 ; and (2) the voyage of Dirck

Albertsz. Raven to Spitsbergen, in 1634-1639.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; REFERENCES: Lenox Library, Hulsius,

Huth; John Carter Brown; Lenox; and p. 10; Sabin, 8, No. 33677; John Carter

Ayer Libraries. Brown, Catalogue, i : 500, No. 579; Tiele,

Memoire, p. 226; Brunet, 3: 370; Biblio-

theca Greti'villiana, i : 352; Asher, p. 105.

HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (i.e. 1546,^. 1606.)

DIE FVNFF VND ZWEYNTZIGSTE SCHIFFFAHRT.

MAYN, bey Cbriftopbel Le Blon, 1649.

PART XXV. SOLE EDITION. 1649.

FRANCKFVRT AM

BY SIGNATURES :

) (, 4
2 leaves (the last, probably

Small 410.

COLLATION

leaves; )()(,

blank, lacking) ; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
each 4 leaves (the last blank and genuine) ;

total 38 leaves. Leaf E ij. is wrongly marked

E 2
;
G ij. is G 2

;
and H ij.

is H 2.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title-

page, as reproduced ;
Set No. 3 1 8 a] , recto

of [)(]; [Wank], verso of [)(];

[dedication, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

Dem Ehrnveften
|

Hochweifen

vnd
| Wohlvorfichtigen |

Herm Johan Georg

|

Grambfen Sch&ffen vnd defz Rahts /
|

in

defz H. Reichs Statt Franckfurt
|

am Mayn.

|

Meinem grofzgunftigen vnd gebietenden |

Henn.
| [signed] |

E. Ehrnveft vnd Henl.

| Dienftergebener | Chriftophel le Blon,

Buch-
|

handler.
| [dated] |

. . . Geben in

Franckfurt am
| Mayn/ den 2. Aprilis 1649.

|, recto of )(ij. to verso of
[)(iiij. ];

[preface, with heading ]|[conventional head

piece] | Erinnerung an den Lefer.
|

,
recto

and verso of )()(; [blank leaf];

[text of Brouwer's voyage, with heading] |

[conventional head-piece] |

Hiftorifche be-

fchreibung der Reyfe fo
|

vom Herren Gen

eral Henrich Brawer nach
|

den Cuften von

Chili wegen der Weft-Indifchen
| Compania

in dem 1642. vnd foigendem | Jahr ver-

richtet worden.
|

, pp. 1-31 ; )

ENDE.
|

[conventional tail-piece] |, p. 31; [de

scription of the Island of Formosa, with

heading] [type-ornament head-piece]!

Kurtze beschreibung der Infel Formofa
|

Genandt / in Indien / Nahe bey dem Konig-
reich

|

China gelegen/ vnd von der Ein-

wohner wunderlichen
|

Sitten. &c. , pp. 32-

33 ; [description of Formosan customs, by

George Candidium, with heading]

|

Kurtze befchreibung der Infel Formofa

geftelt durch
| Georgium Candidium diener

des G&ttlichen
|

Worts alda.
| , pp. 33-47 ;

[type-ornament tail-piece], p. 47 ;

[map of part of China and Japan, printed

upside down in this copy], p. 48 ; [de

scription of Japan, with heading] [type-

ornament rule] |
Erklirung defz machtigen

Konigreichs | Jappan. |
, pp. 49-62 ;

|

ENDE.
| [

conventional tail-piece, as repro

duced; See No. 31 8 b] \, p. 62; [i blank

leaf], [Hiiij.].

Page 51 is wrongly numbered 151.
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M. DC. XL IX.

No. 3 1 8 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HUI.SIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES ; PART XXV. ;

SOLE EDITION ; 1649.
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PLATES : i Plate and 3 Maps, as follows :

Folding plate of a llama
;
some natives

of Chile and the travellers ;
their ship to the

right 5
no inscription ;

with
| Pag. 8.

|

in

the upper right-hand corner, on the copper;

facing r/. 8.

MAPS :
[

i
] Folding map of the Gulf

of Ankaos, on the coast of Chile; inscription,

in a compartment in the lower right-hand

corner :
|

GoLFO de ANKAOS
|

Oder den /
Grosen Meerbusen / won Chilove.

|
;
with

|

P. 17
[

in the upper right-hand corner, on

the copper ; size, 7 x 9^0 inches
j
no scale;

facing p. 1 6.

[2] Folding map of the country at the

mouth of the river Baldivia ; inscription, in

a compartment in the lower right-hand cor

ner :
[ Abbiltung <vnd Ent- / deckung defz

flu/es /BALDIVIA. | ;
with

|

P. 39 /in
the upper right-hand corner, on the copper;

size, 6^ x 99i inches ;
no scale ; facing

p. 28.

[3] Map of portions of China, Corea,

Japan, and the Philippine Islands
;

with

inscription, in the lower right-hand corner,

on the copper: |

OCEANVS
|

CHINENSIS
|
;

with
[ Pag. 48 in upper right-hand corner;

size, 6ft x 5U inches; scale, i%6 inches

= 70 Milliaria Germanica sub. latitud, 70;

p. 48.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%,, x 51154,,

inches. Bound same as No. 256.

No. 318 b. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XXV.;
SOLE EDITION; 1649.

This Part contains two narratives :
(

i
) a voyage to Chile under the command of

Hendrick Brouwer, in 1643.

(2) A description of Formosa by G. Candidas, and of Japan by C. le Blon, taking

the place of the description of the Island of Jesso appended to the Dutch edition of

Brouwer's voyage.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; p. 20 ; Sabin, 8, No. 33678 ; John Carter

John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer Brown, Catalogue, i : 501, No. 580 ; Tiele,

Libraries. Memoire, p. 213; Brunei, 3:370; Bibli-

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Huliiuj, othera Grenvilliana, 1:352; Asher, p. 109.
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HULSIUS or HULSE, LEVINUS. (*. c. 1546, d. 1606.)

DIE XXVI. SCHIFF-FAHRT. FRANCKFVRT AM MAYN, Bey Cbrijlopboro Le Blon,

1650. [319]
PART XXVI. SOLE EDITION. 1650.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: ):(, A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, each 4 leaves

;
total

36 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced ; See No. 3 1 9 a] , recto of [):(];

[blank], verso of [):(]; [dedication,

with heading] [conventional head-piece] |

Dem Wol-Edlen vnd Veften,
|

MICHAELI
LE BLON,

|

Hochl6bl. Cron Schweden

Refiden-
|

tenin Grofz-Britannien:
|

Meinem

geehrten/ gunftigen/ infonders lieben Herm

|

vnd Hertz-werthen Bruder.
| [signed] |

Meines geehrten Henn vnd Bruders
|

Freund-

Schuld-vndDienftwilligfter|CHRiSTOPHORUs
LE BLON,

|
Burger vnd Buchhindler

|

dafelb-

ften
|, recto of ):(ij.

to verso of [) :(iiij.] j

[ preface, with heading] [type-ornament

head-piece] |

Vonede an den gunftigen Lefer.

|, pp. 1-4; [description of map, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

Erinnerung defz Autors / wegen der Garten

Groenlandts.
|

, p. 5, and upper portion of

p. 6; [text, with heading] ([type-orna
ment rule] |

Deutliclie Erlauterung defz

Alt- vnd Newen
|

Groen- oder Grunlands.

|, pp. 6-35 ; | Folget nunmehro die

Reyfz-Befchreibung/ als das Hauptwerck

gegenwirtiger Schiff- fahrt. |, pp. 36-46;

| [conventional tail-piece, as reproduced ;

See jig*]], p. 46; [text, with head

ing'] | [conventional head-piece] |

Kurtze

Befchreibung |

Defz Landes/ fo vn-
|

ter

Greenland gerechnet/ vnd gemei- niglich

Spitzbergen genannt wird : wie dafTelbe
|

erftlich erfunden worden / fampt beygefugter

eygentlicher An- zeig defz dafelbft gewohn-
lichen Wallfifche-

| fangs. |, pp. 47-60;

[description of plates, with heading] | [type-
ornament head-piece] |

Bericht fiber bey-

ligende vier Kupffer- 1 Figuren / wie diefelbige

recht zu verftehen :
|

Vornemlich die/ fo

eygentlich zum Wallfif-Fang | geh6rig. |
,

pp. 6 1 -6 1
; [directions to binder, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] [

Be

richt an den Buchbinder/ wohin er die

Kupf- | fer-Figuren einhefften foil.
| [6 lines]

|, p. 63; [conventional tail-piece, as

reproduced; See 3 19 A] |, p. 63; [blank],

p. [64].
PLATES: 10 Plates and i Map, as

follows :

[i] Folding plate, representing the skull

of a narwhal, viewed from above
; inscrip

tion, in the upper left-hand corner : Das

obere Theil vom KopfF defz Einhorns
|

wie

folches oben auff zu fehen. , and
|

i
|

in the

upper right-hand corner; facing verso of

[):(iiij.].

[2] Folding plate, representing the skull

of a narwhal, viewed from below
; inscrip

tion :
|

Bedachtes obere Theil, von innen

oder
|

vnden her zu fehen.
| ;

with
[

2
|

in

the upper right-hand corner
; facing verso

of[):(iiij.].

[3] Rear view of the skull of a nar

whal
; inscription below, in a scroll : Das

Hindere Theil vom KopfF des Einhorns /fo-
|

gegen dem nacken oder hals zu sehen/ ist j.

Schuch vnd 2. zohl breit. ith
|

the upper right-hand corner
; facing verso of

[):(iiij.].

[4] Plate in two compartments ; the

upper representing a narwhal
; inscription

below: Fifch/ fo von den Iflandern Nar-

wal genant/ tregt einen zahn
|

oder horn/

welchen man Einhorn nennet.
| ;

the lower

representing three different views of the skull

of the narwhal
; inscription below: Kopff

des fifches Narwal. mil einem fronc : feines
|

zahnsoderhorn.lang4. Schuch. |; facingp. 16.

[5] Three Greenlanders, a man, a

woman, and a child, each with a spear, the

man with a bow also
; inscription, below :

|

Wilde Groenlander mit feim Weib vnd

kindt.
| ; facing p. 26.

[6] Folding plate, representing t. walrus

and its young one
; inscription, in the lower

right-hand corner :
|

Wallrufsch.
|

; facing

p. 48.
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<Dfe XXVI.

t fgen/jc. bcfcldBt tvorttn/ mifioxtjm (fefffmjia* DcmFreto ottttr

^ii3*/p&fonfjufc3<!/i'm&iUi)Cfrdjcn/oOnicfc(5cwii0<3cn

115 </ fo r o cnKi lib o n America a& fcf)
d'Dc/ n& l|

o cine

Lfi BLOV.

M DC L.

No. 319^. TITLE-PAGE OF HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XXVI.;

SOLE EDITION ; 1650.
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[7] Folding plate, representing whale-

fishing in the Arctic regions ;
three boats

attacking a whale
;

a man smoking a

pipe, at the extreme left
;
no inscription ;

with
|

i
|

in the upper right-hand corner,

and the same in the upper left-hand corner,

both on the copper 5 facing p. 60.

[8] Folding plate, representing a whale

just dragged ashore
;
a man upon it prepar

ing to begin the work of cutting it up ;

two capstans in the foreground ; inscription:

|

Wallfisches weyblin fampt Denen winden

damit der Walfifch an Landt Gebracht

Wirt. vith in the upper right-hand

corner, on the copper; facing p. 60.

[9] Folding plate, representing the try

ing-out works of a whaler, with a man in the

lower left-hand corner coopering a cask
;

with|j/inthe upper right-hand corner;

facing p. 60.

[i o] Folding plate, representing a whale,
with a piece of whalebone below

; marked
G

;
with

|
4

|

in the upper right-hand corner;

facing p. 60.

MAP: Folding map of Greenland, with

numerous inscriptions, including one in the

upper left-hand corner, inside an ornamental

border :

| Mappen [

fiber
|

Gruenland.
|
; size,

S^Wa X I4$ie inches
; scale, 2 inches = 10

of latitude
; facing p. 4.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% e * 6 inches.

Bound same as No. 456. Map backed

with muslin.

No. 319^. TAIL-PIECE IN HULSIUS' COLLECTION OF VOYAGES; PART XXVI.;
SOLE EDITION ; 1650.

This Part contains an account of the Danish voyage made by Jens Munk to Hud
son Strait to discover a Northwest Passage, in 1619-1620; followed by a de

scription of Greenland, edited by C. le Blon.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; Brown, Catalogue, i: 502, No. 581 ; Tiele,

John Carter Brown; Lenox; and Ayer Memoire, p. 279; Brunei, 3: 370; Bibli-

Libraries.

REFERENCES : Lenox Library, Hulsius,

p. 20; Sabin, 8, No. 33679; John Carter

otheca Grenvilliana, i : 353; Asher, p.

in.

In the catalogues and bibliographies which have been cited in connection with this

set, a number of plates and maps will be found mentioned concerning which there are

doubts as to their properly belonging to the volumes in which they are sometimes

found. We are again impelled to remark that the mistakes of printers and binders

have caused no end of trouble in determining what constitutes an original and perfect
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copy of the different Parts of such works as the De Bry and Hulsius Voyages, etc.

To further increase the difficulty, collectors, in their zeal or ignorance, have often

times been at great pains to insert plates, portraits, maps, etc., not properly belonging

to these works.

Cataloguers and bibliographers also have often catalogued copies having such added

matter without indicating the inserted material, and their successors have been

put to no end of trouble in arriving at the exact truth respecting them. This set of

Hulsius, it is believed, contains all of the plates and maps that belonged to the volumes

as they were originally issued ; as Mr. Henry Stevens, who formed it, spared no

pains to consult and collate all copies that came under his observation.

LAS CASAS, BARTOLOME DE. (b. 1474, d. 1566.)

NARRATIO REGIONVM INDICARVM PER HISPANOS QVOSDAM
DEVASTATARVM VERISSIMA. FRANCOFVRTI, Sumptibtts Tbeodori de Bry,

1598. [320]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : ) ( , A,

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,

P, Q, R, S, each 4 leaves (the last blank

and genuine) ;
total 76 leaves. Leaf S 3

has no signature-mark ;
and

) ( 3 is wrongly
marked

)
: (3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as

reproduced; See No. 320], recto of [)(];

[blank], verso of [)(]; [dedication,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

ILLVSTRISSIMO PRIN- CIPI AC
DOMINO, DOMINO

|

FRIDERICO IV.

COMITI PALATINO
|

AD RHENVM,
S. . . .

| [z lines] | [signed] |

loan. Theo-

dor. & loan. Ifrael de Bry |

ciues Franco-

fordienfes.
| [dated] . . . DaUe Anno

falutis recuperatse 98. Calendis
|
February. |

,

recto and verso of
) (

2 ; [preface to the

reader, with heading] |
Pncfatio ad Leflo-

rem. /, recto of
) ( 3 to verso of [) ( 4] ;

[argument, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

COMPENDIOSJE HVIVS
NAR-

|

RATIONIS ARGVMENTVM.
|

, p. i
; [Las Casas' prologue, with head

ing] |

PROLOGVS FRATRIS|BAR-
THOLOM^I DE LAS

|
CASAS, VEL

CASAI, EPISCOPI: AD
|
Illuftriffimum,

...
|

... Philippum Dominum noftrum.

|
, pp. 2-4 j [text, with heading]

|

IN-

DIARVM DEVASTATIO
|
NIS, ET

EXCIDII BREVISSI-
|

MA NARRATIO.
|

,

pp. 5-104 ;
|

Quodfequitur, pars eft epif-

tolce, qua a quodam, qui / his peregrination-

ibus adfuit fcripta eft,
in qua re- / cenfet,

quae a quodam Capitaneo, in lllis regioni- /

bus, quas pertranfiit, patrata funt. . . . /

[iz lines] |

LITTERJE.
|

, pp. io4-nz ;

AVTHOR.
|

Inter ea remedia, qux Dominus

Bartholomew de las Cafas, Regif <vrbis /

Chiapenfis Epifcopus, in concilia Pralatorum,

& litteratorum, erudi- /lorumq) 'viroru, ad

Indiarum reformationem Valladolidx Anno

mil- / lejimo quingentejimo quadragefimo fee-

undo, fuae Maieftatis authori- / tate, congre

gate, retulit, oflauum ordine erat, quod fe

quitur; . . ./ [7 lines]/, pp. 113-130;

|

PROLOGS EPISCOPI BARTHOL-
OM&I/de las Cafas, -vel Cafai ad . . .

Phi- /lippum, Principem Hifpania, Domi-

/ num noftrum. /, pp. 130134 ;
|

SVMMA DISPVTATION1S INTER FRA-
TREM / Bartholomaum de las Cafas <vel

Cafaum Epifcopum, & / Doflorem Sepul-

uedam habita.
\
, pp. 134-137 ;

|

PRO
LOGS DOCTORIS SEPVLVEDAE I ad

Dominos congregatos. /, pp. 137-138; |

PROLOGS EPISCOPI CHIAPENSIS/ad
Dominos congregatos./, pp. 138 141 ;

[blank], p. [i 4z]; [i blank leaf], [S 4].
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REGIONVMj
INDICARVM PERf
HlSPANOS Q.V.OSDAM {

itluftataturm vetiffima : prius quidera. ,

peiEt>ifcopumBa:tholcmiumCa(aum,
Dttioae Hifpanohi Hilpanice confcripta,

Ct Aaao 1551 Hifpali . Hi-

Ipamci,Anno verohc
iji> Latiniej-

cufa,
'

coprx. rt,

Sumptibus Thcodoii deBrj,
annisSaudi rypis.

D,xcriti.
Ef-

No. 320. TITLE-PAGE OF LAS CASAS' NARRATIO REGIONVM INDICARVM; 1598.
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No. 320 Bartolome de Las Casas 1598

PLATES : 1 7 Copperplates in the text,

on pp. 10, 12, 17, 23, 28, 36, 38, 40, 47,

5. S3> 55. 59> 86 9 Z > 95. IZ 3- Each of

these plates has the number of the page in

the lower right-hand corner, on the copper;

the first, on p. 10, has also] lodo. a Winghe
in. /under the number.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 6 inches.

Bound in half brown calf.

This is the first Latin translation, with the earliest impressions of the plates, of

Las Casas' BreuiJJtma relation, and three others, preceded by a brief introduc

tion, mainly a quotation from Lipsius, commenting on the Spanish atrocities.

This is the first edition containing the famous series of 17 plates (besides the en

graved title), all illustrating the cruelties practised upon the Indians by the Spaniards,

as related by Las Casas. They are of course imaginary, the artist never having been

in America.

They each fill about two-thirds of a page, and were engraved by the brothers

De Bry after drawings by Jodocus a Winghe. They were reprinted many times.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) ; REFERENCES

Huth ; John Carter Brown; Halsey j
New 3, No. 11283.

York State
;
and Ayer Libraries.

Winsor, 2 : 342 ; Sabin,

LINSCHOTEN, JAN HUYGEN VAN. (. 1563, </. 1611.)

IOHN HVIGHEN VAN LINSCHOTEN. HIS DISCOVRS OF VOYAGES
INTO YE EASTE & WEST INDIES. LONDON, hbn VVolfe, 1598. [321]

Small folio. Printed in black-letter
;

in

double columns
;

with occasional side-notes

in roman. The date is found in the imprints
of the title-pages of the second and third

parts.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : i leaf

without signature-mark (probably imposed
as [Qq 8]); A, 4 leaves; B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, each

6 leaves
; R, 8 leaves ;

*
S, 2 leaves

; S, T,

U, X, Y, Z, Aa, each 6 leaves ; Bb, Cc,

each 4 leaves
;
Dd to Pp, each 6 leaves

;

Qq, 7 leaves
;

total 234 leaves. Leaves

li 2 to Oo 4 are marked li ij., li iij.,

liiiij., etc.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [engraved

title, as reproduced ;
See No. 321], p. [i.];

[blank], p. [ii.] ; [dedication, with

heading] |

To the Right VVorshipfull
IVLIVS CAESAR Doftor of the Lawes, JuJge

of the High Court of Admiralty, / [3 lines]

| [signed] |

IOHN WOLFE.
|

, recto of A
to recto ofA 2

;
|

TO THE READER.
|,

verso of A 2 to recto of [A 4] ; [blank],
verso of [A 4]; [text in 4 books, the first

with heading] |

THE FIRST BOOKE.
I

> PP- i-i97i [blank], p. [198].

[Title-page] |

THE SECOND
|

BOOKE.
|

The true and perfea defcrip- tion

of the whole coaft of Guinea, Manicongo,
An-

1 gola, Monomotapa, and right ouer

againft them the Cape |

of S. Auguftin in Bra-

filia, with the compafle of the whole Ocean

|
Seas, ...

|

...
|

... Together alfo with

diuers ftrange | voyages made by the Hol

landers : . . .

| [2 lines] [

Likewife a further

Defcription of the Carde of Madagafcar; . . .

|.
. .

|.
. . and the filiation of/the Countrey

of the Cape de Bona Speranza, pafsing . . .

[2 lines] |

... to the red fea : . . .
| [2 lines]

alfo the voiages that the Portingall |

Pilots

haue made into all places |

of the Indies.
|

Extracted out of their fea Cardes, bookes,

and notes of great experience. And tranf-

lated into Dutch by I. Hughen van Lin-

fchoten. I And now tranflated out of Dutch
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into Englifli by W. P. / [map of Congo] |

LONDON
| Imprinted by John Wolfe./

1598. |, recto of *S2; [blank], verso

of Si; [text, with heading] THE
SECOND BOOKE |, pp. [197^295
[wrongly numbered 259]) [blank] , p.

[296].

[Title-page] THE THIRDE
|

BOOKE.
|

The Nauigation of the Port-

ingales into
|

the Eaft Indies, containing

their trauels by Sea, into
| Eaft India, and

from the East Indies into Portingall, /

[ 3 lines] |

... as alfo of
|

al the coaft of

Brafilia, and the
|

Hauens thereof.
|

With a

defcription of the Firme land and the Hands

of the Spanifh |

Indies lying before it,

called Antillas, . . .
| [10 lines] |

Tranf-
lated out of Dutch by W. P.

| [map of the

two hemispheres] |

LONDON Printed by

John Wolfe, 1598.!, recto of Dd;

[
blank

] , verso of Dd
; [text] |

The third

Booke.
|, pp. 307-447 ; [blank], p. [448]-

[Title-page] |

THE FOVRTH
|

BOOKE.
|

A moft true and certaine Ex-
j

traft and Summarie of all the Rents, De-

maines, Tolles, Taxes, ...
|

... incom-

mings of the King of Spaine, through- |

out

all his Kingdoms, ...
|

... as they are

collected out of the
| original! Regifters of

his
|

Chamber of ac-
| compts. | [3 lines]

|

Translated out of Spanifh into Low-Dutch

by lohn Hughen |

of Linfchoten.
[

and out of
Dutch into Englijh by W. P. /[map of

Spain] LONDON
| Imprinted by John

Wolfe. / 1598. |
, p. [449] ; [ blank],

p. [450] ; [text] |

The fourth Booke. ,

PP- [4S> 46*.

Page 12 is wrongly numbered 10; 57
is 56 ;

86 is 88; 112 is 102; 295 is 259;

327 is 337; 336 is 318 ; 344 is 442; and

457 is 475.

PLATES : 3 Plates and 1 3 Maps, as fol

lows :

[i] Folding plate ; inscriptions in Latin

and English, at top ;
the English : The I/land

of Set Helena . . ./[$ lines] |
; also, dated

in the center at the top :
|

ANNO Dm. 1598

|
; size, 14% x 19^9 inches; between pp.

\^^ and 173.

[2] Folding plate ; inscriptions in Latin

in English, at top ;
the English :

]

The true

defcription, and fcituation of the I/land S'

Helena, on the Eaft, North, and Wefl-

/fydes, . . . / ; also, in lower right-hand cor

ner :
| Imprinted at London by John Wolfe /

Grauen by Raygnald Elftrak / j and, in

lower left-hand corner : 1 71 & 17 j | | die,

11% x 1 8% inches; between pp. 172 and

'73-

[3] Folding plate ; inscription, at the

left :
|

THE TRVE
| Description | of the

ISLAND of/ Ascension . . . / Alines] | ; and,

in lower right-hand corner :
|

Printed at

London by/ lohn Wolfe / Grauen by William

Rogers./; size, 10^x13^4 inches; be

tween pp. 174 and 175.

Folding plate ; identically the same as

the preceding, except that the page numbers

/ 174. & 775. / appear on the plate in

center near the bottom.

MAPS : [i] Folding map ; inscription,

at top :
|

TYPVS ORBIS TERRARVM
;

and, at the bottom : QVID El POTEST
VIDERI MAGNVM IN REBVS HV-
MANIS, CVI AETERNITAS

|
OMNIS,

TOTIVS QVE MVNDI NOTA SIT
MAGNITVDO. CICERO: ; size, 11%
x 19% inches; scale, %e of an inch = 10

of longitude at the equator ;
between the

verso of
[
A 4] and p. i . This map is much

cut down at the top, and the inscription at

the bottom is cut off.

[2] Folding map ; inscription, at left :
|

The discription of the / Islandes, and Castle

of/ Mozambique, lyeinge / vppon the borders

of/ Melinde, . . .
| [4 lines] | ; and, in lower

left-hand corner :
|

Printed at London by

lohn Wolfe/Grauen by William Rogers/;

size, 7<ft9 x 9% inches ; no scale
; facing

p. 8.

[3] Folding map ; inscriptions in Latin

and English, in upper right-hand corner ;
the

English: |

The defcription of the coast of

Abex, The ftraights of Meca, othertuife

called / the Red Sea, the coastes of Arabia,

Ormus, and Perjia, to the Riuer of Sinde /

of the Riuer Indus, of Cambaia, India, and

Malabar, The Hands of Ceilon, Cho- / ra-

mandel, and Orixa, The Riuer Ganges, and

the kingdome of Bengala, . . .
| [4 lines] |

;

another, near the bottom at the left :
|

Im

printed at London by / lohn Wolfe / Grauen
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Reduced ; original 9'% x 6A<s inches.
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by Robert Beckit /'; and, in lower right-hand

corner:
|

b. 12. &. 13. | ; size, i4i<H6 x 20^,

inches; scale, 2^4 inches = 100 Miliaria

Germanica; between pp. [12] and 13.

[4] Folding map ; inscriptions in Latin

and English, at the lower right-hand corner
;

the English :
|

The defcription or Caerd of the

Coaftes of the Countreys folloiv- / ing called

Terra do Natal, all the Coast of Sofala,

Moxam-/biquc, Melinda, and the Hand of
Saint Laurence, . . .

| [6 lines] |
;
and also,

in lower right-hand corner :
| Imprinted at

London /by lohn Wolfe/; and
|

a. 12. &.

13.'; size, i4'';in x 21% inches; scale,

3$i inches = 150 Miliaria Germanica;
between pp. [12] and 13.

[5] Folding map ; inscriptions in Latin

and English, in upper right-hand corner
;
the

English :
|

The treiu defcription of all the

Coafts of China, Cauchinchina Cam- / boya,

Sy'ao, Malacca, Arraacan, and Pegu, . . .
\

[4 lines] [
; also, near the top in the center :

/ Printed at London by / John Wolfe / fjpg / ;

and, in lower right-hand corner :
|
32 and

33
|

; size, 141^10 x 191^0 inches; scale,

2%e inches = 100 Miliaria Germanica;
between pp. 32 and 33.

[6] Folding map ; inscriptions in Latin

and English, in center :
|

The defcription of
the Coaft of Guinea, Manicongo, and An

gola, / and fo proceeding forwards beyond
the Cape de Bono. Speranza, . . .

| [2 lines] |

. . . and Cape S. Auguftine, lying on the Coaft

/ of Bra/ilia, together with all the I/lands,

namely S. Thomas, / S. Helena, the llande

of the Afcention, and others, . . .
|

. . .
| ;

and, below :

| Imprinted at Londo /by lohn

Wolfe. / R. E. fculpsit. /; size, 15% x 2o%a

inches; scale, 314 -inches =150 Miliaria

Germanica
; after the title-page of the

Second Book.

[7] Folding map ; inscription, in lower

right-hand corner :
|

The defcription of the

'whole coafl lying in the / South feas of

America called Peru, beginning at / Rio de

Plata, .../.../.. .to the Cape / ofFlorida,

...
| [8 lines] ; also with Latin inscrip

tion in upper left-hand corner
; size, 1 5% x

2i"He inches; scale, 3 inches = 200 Mili

aria Germanica ; between pp. 216 and

217.

[8] Folding map of Africa, on two

sheets ; inscription, in upper right-hand

corner of upper sheet : A difcripfion of

jSLgipt from Cair downeward
| [3

1 lines of

references, in double columns
] |

; and, center

of lower sheet, at the right :

|

Printed in

London /by lohn Wolfe/ Grauen by Wil

liam / Rogers /; size, 247^3 x 17 inches;

scale, 3% inches = 200 leagues; preceding

the title-page to the Third Book.

[9] Folding map ; inscription, in upper

right-hand corner :
|

INSVLAE MOLVCCAE
celiberrimie / funt ob Maximam aromatum

copiam quam totum terr- /'arum orbem mit-

tunt: harum precipue funt Ternate, Ti- /

doris, Motir Machion et Bachion, . . .
| [6

lines] ;
and right-hand side, just below

center :

| Imprinted at London by / lohn

Wolfe. / Grauen by Robert Beckit./; size,

i 5H x 2i?i inches; scale, 2 inches = 100

Miliaria Germanica; between pp. 328 and

329.

Small maps in the text as follows :

[10] |

I. S. Laurentij. | ; p. 7.

[n] SVMATRA INSVLA]; p. 32.

[12] IAVA| MAIOR | ; p. 33.

[13] SANCTA|HELENA|;p. 173.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, nVi x 7^4

inches. Bound in red levant morocco,
tooled border, broad gilt inside borders,

gilt edges ; by Bradstreet.

In the Epistle Dedicatory, the publisher says :

"About a Tweluemonth agoe, a learned Gentleman brought vnto mee the Voy
ages and Nauigation of John Huygben van Linfcboten into the Indies written in the

Dutche Tongue, which he wiflied might be tranflated into our Language, becaufe hee

thought it would be not onely delightful!, but alfo very commodious for our Englijh

Nation. Vpon this commendation and opinion, I procured the Tranflation thereof

accordingly, and fo thought good to publilh the fame in Print, to the endc it might
bee made common and knowen to euery body."
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Speaking of voyages that had been made, he says :

" The Author of this Booke, lobn-Hugb Linfcbote of Harlem was one, that con

tinued in India for the mofl part of nine yeares, and had good oportunity of fure and

certaine intelligences by reafon of his feruice vnder Vincentius da Fonfeca, a Fryer

Dominican, & by K. Philip created Archbijbop of all India. This Man Hugh Lin

fcbote behaued himfelfe fo honeftly and warily during the time of his abode there,

that he was not onely in high fauour of his Lord and Maifter, but he was alfo fingu-

larly and generally beloued of all the Inhabitants of the places where hee was moft

reliant. He did moft diligently and considerately obferue and colleft together all

occurrents and accidents that happened in his memory & knowledge, and the fame

hath committed to writing in the Dutch Tongue with all faithfulnes, to his owne euer-

lafting praife, and to the benefit of his Countrey, together with the feuerall Mappes
and defcriptions of the Countreys, Cities and Totones, & all the commodities therevnto

belonging. Which Booke being commended, by Maifter Richard Hackluyt, a man
that laboureth greatly to aduance our Englijh Name and Nation, the Printer thought

good to caufe the fame to bee tranflated into the Englijh Tongue." Preface to the

Reader.

" This inestimable book, a treasure of all the knowledge and learning relating to

the East- and West-Indies and the navigation thither, at the end of the 1 6th cen

tury, has been in the highest esteem for nearly a century," says Muller, "and was

given to each ship sailing to India, as log-book. Hence the many editions (6 in

Dutch, 3 in French, i in Latin) ; . . . this is also the cause that fine copies, espe

cially with all the plates and maps, are so very rare. ... A large part of the book

is occupied by translations of original Spanish and Portuguese documents on geog

raphy, ethnography, statistics, navigation, etc., and also in these respects the book is

of the highest importance and authority. . . . The description of America occupies

the pages 17 to 82 of the 3 d part." (1872), No. 2187.
This English translation is by William Phillip. It is rarely found in good condi

tion, with all the maps. In addition to his own voyages, Linschoten added sailing

directions taken from the accounts of Spanish and Portuguese navigators.

The maps for the English edition were reengraved in England, and the inscriptions

should be in Latin and English. In the Dutch, French, and Latin editions they are

in Latin and Dutch. These are often found inserted in the English Edition. Of

especial interest are those of the world, of the Antilles, and of South America.

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown; REFERENCES: Winsor, 3:205; Huth,
New York State

; American Geographical Catalogue, 3 : 851; Sabin, 10, No. 41374;

Society; Lenox; Long Island Historical John Carter Brown, Catalogue, i : 449,

Society ; Pennsylvania Historical Society No. 527.
Libraries

; and Library of Congress.
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HAKLUYT, RICHARD, (b. c. 1552, d. 1616.)

THE PRINCIPAL NAVIGATIONS, VOYAGES, TRAFFIQVES AND DIS

COVERIES OF THE ENGLISH NATION. LONDON, George Bijbop, Ralph

Newberie, and Robert Barker, 1599-1600. 3 vols. in ^, small folio, viz. :

[322]
VOL. i. SECOND ISSUE. 1599.

Printed in black-letter, with side-notes in

the same
; 58 lines to the full page.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : *, **, A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,

P, Q , R, S, T, U, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz,
Aaa to Ddd, each 6 leaves

; Eee, 3 leaves
;

total 315 leaves. Leaves G 4, L 4, Q 4, and

Gg 4 have signature-marks ;
Uu 2 is wrongly

marked Vu z
;
and Uu 3 is Vu 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 3220], recto of [*];

[blank] , verso of [*] ; [epistle dedica

tory, with heading] <4 TO THE
RIGHT

|

HONORABLE MY SINGV-

|

LAR GOOD LORD, THE LORD
|

CHARLES

HOWARD, Erie of Notingham, | [4 lines] |

[signed ] |

Your honours moft humble alwayes

|

to be commanded :
|

Richard Hakluyt
Preacher.

| , recto of * z to verso of *
3 ;

[preface, with heading] If A preface to

the Reader as touching |

the principall Voy
ages and difcourfes

|

in this firft part. |
, recto

of [* 4] to verso of * 2
; [errata, with

heading] | ^f Pojlfcriptum. /[6 lines] |
, verso

of * 2
; [complimentary verses, in Greek

VOL. 2.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES :
*

,
8

leaves; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K,

L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z,

Aa to Cc, Aaa to Rrr, each 6 leaves
;

total

266 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 322 A], recto of[*];

[blank], verso of [*] ; [epistle

dedicatory, with heading] |

TO THE
RIGHT HONORABLE

j

Sir Robert Cecil

Knight, principall Secretarie to
|

her Maieftie,

. . . [z lines] | [ signed] |

Your Honors

moft humble
|

to be commanded,
]

Richard

Hakluyt preacher. |
, recto of * 2 to verso of

and Latin], recto and verso of **3j

[contents, with heading] ^f A Catalogue
of the Voyages of

|

this firft volume, made
to the North and

|

Northeaft quarters. | ,

recto of [** 4] to verso of [** 6]; [text,

with heading] |

THE FIRST VOLVME
OF THE

| principall Nauigations, Voyages,

Traffiques, |

and Difcoueries of the Englim

nation, made to
|

the North and Northeaft

quarters of the World,
|

with the directions,

letters, priuiledges, difcourfes,
|

and obfer-

uations incident to the fame.
| , pp. 1-606

;

[poem, with heading] |

AD SERENISSI-
MAM ELIZA-

|

BETHAM ANGLLE
REGINAM|THEODOR. BEZA.

| (%*)
[[14 lines] |

The fame in Englim. | [24

lines] |
, p. 606. Page 49 is wrongly

numbered 46; 194 is 294 (correct in some

copies); 196 is 169; 198 is 168; 205 is

203 ;
206 is 204; 278 is 276 ; 493 is 593 ;

559 is 459 ; and 605 is 608. In some

copies 73 is 87; 510 is 486; and 511 is

487. The Voyage to Cadiz (pp. 607-

619, followed by a blank leaf) is not in

this volume.

1599.

*4; [contents, with several headings, the

first ]|Tf A Catalogue of the English Voy

ages |

made by and within the Streight

of Gibraltar, to the
|

South and Southeaft

quarters of the world, con-
|

teined in the

firft part of this fecond volume.
|
, recto of

[* 5 ]
to verso of [* 8

] ; [ text, with head

ing]] THE SECOND VOLVME OF
THE

| principall Nauigations, Voyages,

Traffiques, and
| Difcoueries of the Engli/h

nation, made to the South and South- / eaft

quarters of the world, within the Straight of

Gibraltar, / 'with the Directions, Letters,

Priuiledges, Difcourfes, and / Obferuations
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PRINCIPAL NAVI
GATIONS, VOYAGES,
TR.AFFICLVES AND DISCOVE-

ngli/k Ration, made by Sea or oner-es

land ,
to the remote and fartheft diftant quarters ofthe

Earth,at any time within the compafle of thcfe 1600 ycrcs:
Oiuidcd into three feuerall Volumes.accordingto the

pofiaons of the Regions , whcreunto they
were dircftcd.

The firft Volume contained! the worthy Difcoueries,

&c. ofthe Engltjh toward theNorth andNortheaftbySea,asof

great RiuerO,with the mighty Empire ofRuflia,

the Cttyim SctjGewgia,Armtw*,Mtdia, Ftrfa'Boghar inBaftn*,
and diucrs kingdomes ofTartaria:

Together with many notable monuments and teftimonics

ofthe ancient forren trades}and ofthe warrclikc and other

fliippingofthisRealmeofg/4iinfomicrages,

PVhereunto it annexedalriefe Commentary ofthe trueftateoflftznd,
and ot the Nbrthren Seas and lands fituate that-way': Asalfothe

XV meoiotabkdefeitofthc^wjTjhugc^rnjJa.Annoi J88.

J j^o^ . .

f The fecond Volume comprehendeth the princijpall
Nauigations, Voyages, Traffiques, and difcoucries o[ihc-Eng/;J!>

Nation made by Sea or oner-land, to the South and Soiuh-eaft

parts ofthe World, as well within as without the Straight of

C*AiWwr,t any tioie withinthe compafle of thcfe itfoo.

ycrcs: Diuidcdinto twofcucialpafts.&c.

f By RICHARD HAKLVYT Preacher, and fomctimc Stu-

dentof Chrifl-Church in Oxford.

mprinted at London by (jeorge'BiJhop,
Qalpb &lerie and d>erf Barker.

ANNO

No. 3 22 a. TITLE-PAGE OF HAKLUYT'S PRINCIPAL NAVIGATIONS; VOL. i;

2D ISSUE ; i 599.
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incident to the fame.
|, pp. 1-312;

[text continued, with heading] |

THE
SECOND PART OF THIS

|

Second vol

ume containing the principal Nauigations, |

... of the Englifh nation, made
|

to the

South and Southeaft quarters of the world

without the Straights of Gibraltar, .../...

|

... about the cape of Buona Efperanfa,
and fo to Goa in the East / Indies, and like-

wife . . .
|

to Sumatra, to the chanell of

VOL. 3.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : (A), 8

leaves
; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, each

6 leaves
; K, g leaves ; L, M, N, O, P, Q,

R, S, T, U, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz, Aaa to

Zzz, Aaaa to Cccc, each 6 leaves
;

total 442
leaves. Leaves Aa 3 and [Aa4] have been

transposed by the binder in this copy.
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 322 r], recto of

[W] 5 [blank], verso of [(^)];~
[ epistle dedicatory, with heading] |

To the

right honourable fir Robert Cecil
| knight,

principall Secretary to her Maieftie, . . .
|

[2 lines] | [signed] RICHARD HAKLVYT,
Preacher./, recto of {As) to verso of

(A3) ; [contents, with heading] | ^ A
general Catalogue diuided, ...

|

... into

14.
| fpecial branches, briefly conteyning all

the Voyages, Nauigations, | Traffiques, and

Difcoueries of the Englilh nation, and . . .
|

. . . of ftrangers, . . . which
|

haue been

Sincapura ouer againft |

the city of Malacca,
and to di-

|

uers other places. |
, pp. 1204.

PART I. Page 1 14 is wrongly numbered

126 ; 115 is 127 ; 249 is 243 ; and 254 is

252.

PART II. Page 6 is wrongly numbered

318 ; 7 is 319 ; 14 is 326 ;
16 is 328 ; 17

is 29 ;
18 is 730 ; 19 is 331 5

20 is 32 ;

ai is 333 ;
and 23 is 335. In some copies

in is no ;
and 155 is 143.

1600.

performed to euery part of America hitherto

knowen or difcouered
| by any Chriftian :

whereunto are annexed ... all the
|
Patents,

difcourfes, ruttiers, letters, aduertifements,

inftructions, obfer-
| uations, and other partic

ulars incident or belonging to
[

the forefaid

Voyages. [, recto of (A 4) to verso of

[(AS)]; [text, with heading] |

THE
THIRD AND LAST

|

Volume of the

principall Nauigations, Voyages, | Traffiques

and Difcoueries of the Englilh Nation
|

made to the Northweft, Weft, and South-

weft
[ parts of the World, with the Letters,

Priuileges, Difcourfes, Obferuations, and

other
| neceflary things concern-

| ing the

fame.
|, pp. 1-868.

Page 99 is wrongly numbered 101 (cor

rect in some copies) ;
106 is 104 (correct in

some copies); 550 is 534; 608 is 680;
and 617 is 671. Page 359 is 259 in some

copies.

THE SO-CALLED MOLINEAUX-WRIGHT MAP.

FIRST STATE.

MAP : A Map of the World, printed on

two sheets. This map, drawn upon Merca-

tor's projection, has two inscriptions; the

first, in a panel at the lower left-hand corner

of the right-hand sheet, is as follows -./Thou
hast here (gentle reader) a true hydrographi-
cal defcription of fo much of the world as

hath / beene hitherto difcouered, and is comne

to our knowledge : 'which ive haue in fuch

fort performed, y' / all places herein fet

do'wne, haue thefame portions and diftances
that they haue in the globe, being ther- / in

placed in y fame longitudes and latitudes

'which they haue in this chart ; <which by the

ordinarie sea- / chart can in no 'wife be per

formed. The ivay to finde the pojition, or

courfe from any place to / other herein de-

fcribed, differeth nothingfrom that 'which is

ijfed in the ordinarie sea cha- / rt. But to

finde the dijlance ; if both places haue the

fame latitude, fee honv many degrees of/ the

meridian taken at that latitude are contayned

betiueene the t-ivo places, for fo many fcore /

leagues is the diflaunce. If they differ in

latitude, fee ho'we many degrees of the merid

ian / taken about the midst of that difference

are conteyned befweene ; them and fo many

fcore / leagues is the diftaunce. /.

AMERICANA C754] CHURCH CATALOGUE



THE
SECOND VOLVME
OF THE PRINCIPAL NA
VIGATIONS, VOYAGES, TRAP-
fiques

and Diicoueriesofthe
Sngtifli ^\(^//o,made by

Seaorouer-land ,to the South and South-cart
garts

of the

World,at any time within the compafle ofthefe i
tfod.yeres:

Diuided into two feuerall parts :

Whereof the firft contained! the perfonall trauejs, &c.

oftheEwg/j/fc, through and within the Straight ofGibraltar9tojfl-

ger,7##j3nd Tripolu in Barbtry, to \^flexam!ria and Ctiro in AEgypt , to the Ifles

u(SicilJa,Zante)C<india,'Rj>odM>Cjprtu,znd Cbiofa the Citic ofCoMftaxtixoptefo diutr. pans

cfes4jiam'*>!>r,to Syria
and Armenia,\.o lertifttlemflnd otherplaces in ItuLa ; As alfoto A-

ratiet,do\\nc t}\eR.i\icrofEnphrater,toBalyloiiand Balfarat *nd fo through thef.

Jian gu!ph to Ormttz-, Cbaul, Goa t and to many lUands adioyning vpon the

South parts otiAfu; And likewife from Coa to Canibaia, and to all the

dominions ofZclabdim Echebxr the great//0r, to the mighty
Riuer o(Gages,to Bengala, Aracanftscola, and hon~

dtri^o Pegu^o lamahai in the kingdomc ofSi*

am > and almoll to the very fion-

tiersof China.

e

ofthe EngHJk 2vktfwtf,maJe without the Streight ofGilral

I4r,tqthe
Jflands ofthe s/ceres,ofPortoSanto^aderaflnd the Canariest

to tnelungdomes otBartxrytv> the IflcsofCefo fenlejto the Riucrs ofSent^ajGam,
l*<t}Mtdr<tbumb<tfln& Sierra Leoaafo the coaft ofGuinea and Htnia'fo the Iflci

ofS.Thome and S.mi<t!lclcii<t,to the parts about the Cape ofBuomtEfpe*

ri^i,to Quittwcnl nccrc Mct(anl>iyiejio the Iflcs ofComoro and

Z<w7^ijr,to the citie ofGoa,beyond CtfiComorifo the Illc*

oCJi>ail"tr,ComeiTt>h,Md'Pulo Piiutoaiyto the

maine land ofM/i-,and to the king*
dome of lunfalmn.

jByRiCHARD HACKLVYT Prcacher,andfomimcStu.
dent ofChrift-Church inOxford.

mprinted at London by Ge

$(alph fywbery, and Robert Barker,

ANNO ijpp*

No. T,Z2 b. TITLE-PAGE OF HAKLUYT'S PRINCIPAL NAVIGATIONS; VOL. 2; 1599.
Reduced ; original 9% x 5% inches.
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The second inscription, in a panel at the is fcarce fa much as .600 /. Two sheets,

upper right-hand corner of the same sheet, joined; size, 1 6% x *5H inches; scale, Hi

reads as follows :
|

// appeareth by the dif- of an inch = 10 of longitude; facing p. i.

couerie of Francis Gaulle / a Spaniard, in the CONDITION: Size of leaf, 11^x7%
yeare 1584 : that the fea betiue- / ene the inches. Bound in old calf, with gilt center

'west part of America and the east of AJia / ornament. With a small map of the world

(which hath bene ordinarily fet out as a in z hemispheres, with inscription at bot-

ftraight / and named in most maps the torn :
|
IWolfe excu. W. Rogers sculp. / ;

Jlreight of Anian ) is / aboue 1200 leagues size, jVi x 4% inches, pasted on verso of

ivide at the latitude of38 degr. / And that [(A)] of Vol. 3 ; |

Pro Rogers Potts. 1652.
the diftance betnueene cape Mendocino and / John Potts ...

|

in old handwriting, on

cape California ivhich many maps and sea- the upper margin of the title-page.

charts/make to be 1200. or IJOO. leagues

This is a much enlarged edition of Hakluyt's collection of voyages published in

1589. The third volume relates entirely to America. It contains reprints of Lau-

donniere and Hariot, and other works, the originals ofwhich are now exceedingly rare.

The voyage to Cadiz, which appears in Volume I., is found in three distinct issues,

as follows : (l) [Text, beginning with a seven-line engraved initial A] [

A brief and

true report of the Honorable voyage vnto
| Cadiz, I 596. of the ouertbrow of the kings

Fleet, and of the winning, / facking, and burning of the Citie, with all other accidents

of
| moment, thereunto appertaining. |, pp. 607-619 [p. 608 wrongly numbered 605] ;

|
The end of the firft volume

| [conventional tail-piece, two cupids holding a wreath,

etc.] |, p. 619; [blank], p. [620]. Page 607 contains 53 lines of text divided into

8 paragraphs. Signature-marks [Eee 4] to [Fff4]. Letterpress, 59 lines to the

page, corresponding to the rest of the volume.

(z) [Text, beginning with an eight-line engraved initial A, with heading in

smaller type than the preceding, but with same line endings] |

. . . Honourable . . .
|

[3 lines] | , pp. 607-617 [wrongly numbered 417 ; with p. 608 wrongly numbered

605] ;
|

The end of the firft volume
| [conventional tail-piece, basket of flowers] |,

center of p. 617 ; [blank], p. [6 1 8]. Page 607 contains 63 lines divided into 10

paragraphs. Signature-marks [Eee 4] to [Fff 3].

(3) [Text, with same heading as above, beginning with a black-letter A, in a

mortised border eight lines in height], pp. 607-620; [l blank leaf], [d 2]. Page

607 contains 52 lines divided into 7 paragraphs; p. 620, correctly numbered, has no

tail-piece. Signature-marks : a, b, c, d, each 2 leaves, the last blank.

The first volume of this set is of the Second Issue, which is dated i 599 instead of

1598. In this Issue the honorable voyage to Cadiz, 1596, of thirteen pages, is

omitted ; the volume stopping at page 606, which has the catchwords :
|

A briefe
|

.

The z6th to 28th lines of the title-page of the First Issue read :
|
Armada, Anno 1588.

and the famous viftorie
|
atchieued at the citie of Cadiz, 1596. / are described.

|
.

Pages 607-619 contained the voyage to Cadiz, which was suppressed by order of

Queen Elizabeth after the disgrace of the Earl of Essex in I 599. Copies of the

original issue and of each of the reprints of the Voyage to Cadiz are in the Lenox

Library. In that containing the Second Issue (2) is a copy of the rare so-called

Molineaux-Wright map, in its Second state.

AMERICANA
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THIRD AND LAST
VOLVME OF THE VOY
AGES, NAVIGATIONS, TRAF-
fiques,

and Difcoueries ofthe
Snglifb 3\(ation, and in

iome few places,\vherc they hauenoc been,ofllrangcrs,per
formed within and before the time ofthcfe hundred yceres,to all

pirts of:hc Nmfound world cfesfmeric*,Qt the tVe/l Indies, from 73.

deg(ce*ot Northcriyto j/.ofSouthcrly latitude:

As namely to Engronland,
MetA

Incognita,
Tterra de Labradorflew/ounillandfVp TJwgrand bay, the g
renee,and the Riuer olCanada to Hocbclag/i and */tf#<y,along the coaft of/i

tecfo the ihores and niaincs ofVirgimaaQd Fl?rid*,znd on the Welt or backhdc ofihcm

both, ro the rich and pleafant countries o^Nttemt TSifcajtjCibolatJigitex, Cicntc,

Quiuirajio the 1 5 .prouinccs ofthe kingdomc ofNftv Mexicans the

bottomc ofthe gulfe of California^nd vp the

Riuer ofBuota Gtua:

And likewife to all the yles
both fmall and great lying before the

cape of Floridx,Thel!<iyofMcxico,i.n&Ti(rr&frma,to the coafts and Inlands

ofNeweSpaineiTicrrafrmaiWdGutanti, vp the mighty Riucrsof Orenoque,
Dtfftkibe,

and Moriumm, to eucry part ofthe coaft ofBrjjll , to the Riaer ofPlate ,

through the Screights ofM<telltn forward and backward,and 10 die

South ofthe laid Strcights as farrc as {/.degrees:

Andfrom thence on the backfidc ofAmerica, along the coaftcs.h arbours,

and capes of ChiliferutNiciHagmt,NtteHiiEfy*nn<tJ<3uex G*licia
t CitltM<a>t

California,T^>Ht jlltio^ind more Northerly as farre as 43 .degrees:

Together with the two renowmed, and profperous voyages ofSirFrmcu Drake
and M.ThomaiCMJi(h round about the circumference ofthe whole earth, and

dmcrs other voyages intended and fci forth for that courlc.'

Co'Jettedbj RICHARD HAKLVYT Preaicber, utdfemetimtf
ftudent ofQuirt-Church in Oxford.

^ Imprinted atLondon by Cfeorge'Bi/bopfRglfe
Ne'frberiCjZnd ROBERT BARKER,

ANNO Dou. i6"oo.

No. 322^. TITLE-PAGE OF HAKLUYT'S PRINCIPAL NAVIGATIONS; VOL. 3; 1600.

Reduced ; original 9% x 5'/i inches.
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Hakluyt's Principal! Navigations was the fruit of a life devoted to promoting the

cause of English colonization and commerce by disseminating knowledge about, and

stimulating interest in, all the less known or recently discovered parts of the world.

This great repository of explorations, travels, and adventures " within the compasse

of these 1500 years" was aptly styled by Mr. Froude "the prose epic of the

modern English nation."

The crowning glory of this copy is the rare so-called Molineaux-Wright map, in

its First state, found in the third volume.

This map exists in a Second state, with a long inscription, concerning Magellan's

Straits, placed near the lower edge in the center of the left-hand sheet, and is as

follows :
| By the difcouerie of S* Francis Drake made in the yeare /1577. the slreigbts

of Magellane (as they are comonly | called) feeme to be nothing els tut broken land

and Hands / and the fouthwest coast of America called Chili toas /found, not to trend to

the northwestwards as it hath beene / defcribed but to the eastwards of the north as it

is heere /fet doiune ; which is alfo confirmed by the voyages and / difcoueries of Pedro

Sarmieto and Mr Tho: Candijh A" 1587. |.

We are able to trace thirteen copies of this map, of which three are in this country :

the Lenox Library ; Ayer ; and Ives-LefFerts-Hoe copies. The remaining ten are

apparently, with a single exception, all in public libraries in Great Britain, as follows :

British Museum (4) ; Admiralty Library ; Cambridge University; Eton College;

Middle Temple ; Christy-Miller ; and Trinity College, Dublin. The Hoe copy,

one of those in the British Museum, and the copy here described, are in the First

state ; concerning the state of the others we have no definite information.

A full-sized facsimile of the map in its First state was issued by the Hakluyt Soci

ety to illustrate Markham's Voyages and Works of John Davis (1880) ; and of its

Second state, in Nordenskjold's Facsimile Atlas (Stockholm, 1889).

OTHER COPIES : Copies of this work in 129-131 ;
also p. 75, No. 174; Quaritch,

various states, but without the map, are to Catalogue of Geography, p. 73 ; John Carter

be found in most of the large libraries. Brown, Catalogue, 1:434-448, No. 525 ;

REFERENCES: Hoe, Catalogue, 2:303; Lowndes, 2:971; Brunei, 3:18; Bibli-

Winship, Cabot Bibliography, p. 57, Nos. otheca Grenvilliana, 1:295.

GALVANO or GALVAO, ANTONIO. (*. 1503, d. 1557.)

THE DISCOVERIES OF THE WORLD. LONDINI, Impensis G. Bishop,

1 60 1. [323]

Small 410. Printed in black-letter, with [blank], verso of[A]; [epistle dedicatory,

side-notes in roman ; 40 lines to the full with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

page. TO THE RIGHT
|
HONORABLE, SIR

j

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C, Robert Cecil! Knight, principall Se-
|

cre-

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4 tarie to her Maieftie, ...
|

...
|

... one

leaves
; O, 4 leaves (the last, probably of her Maieflies moft honorable /priuie

blank, lacking) ;
total 56 leaves. Counfell. / [signed] |

Your Honors Chap-
COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as /', .../.../ RlCHARD HAKLVYT.

|
,

reproduced; See No. 323], recto of [A] ; [dated] |

. . . From London
|

this 29.

AMERICANA
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No. 323 Antonio Galvano 1601

THE
DISC OVER IBS
ofthe World from their

firft
original!

vnto the

ytere ofour Lord

Briefly written in the Por-

tugall tongue by A N T o N i E

GALVANO, Gouernour of
Ternate.tlie clnefc Jlland

efibt<JMlcos:

Corrcded , quoted , and now

glijh ^-Richard

ofClmftchurchm mfl

Oxford.

LQNT> I N I.

ItDpenfis G.Bifhop.

No. 323. TITLE-PACE OF GALVANO'S DISCOVERIES; 1601.
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of Oftober
|

1061.
| , recto of A 2 to according to / the courfe of times from the

recto of [A4]; [blank], verso of [A4]j flood
|

-vntill the yeere of grace / 1555.
|

,

[second dedication, with heading] |

Francis pp. 1-97; [blank], p. [98]; [i leaf,

de Soufa Tauares <onto the / high and probably blank], [04].
mightie Prince Don / IOHN Duke of/ CONDITION : Size of leaf, 61%, x 5%
Aueiro. /, recto of B to verso of 82; inches. Bound in blue polished morocco,

[text, with heading] |

An excellent Treatife with title on the front cover, gilt inside

of ANTONIE
|

GALVANO Portugall, contain- borders, gilt edges ; by Zaehnsdorf, 1895.

ing M^/moft ancient and moderne difcou- Pages 1-2 extended on inner margin.
cries of the

|

world efpecially by nauigation,

In this work is given a valuable chronological list of all the discoveries, ancient and

modern, made down to the year 1555. The writer, who may be styled the founder

of historical geography, spent the early part of his life in the East Indies, where he

distinguished himself in an expedition which reduced the Moluccas to Portuguese rule.

He includes his own experiences in the latter part of this work, which was first pub
lished in Portuguese at Lisbon in 1563, a few years after the author's death. The

original edition was so rare even in Hakluyt's time that he says he could never get

sight of a copy. There is a copy in the British Museum, and also one in the John
Carter Brown Library. Hakluyt, in his Epistle Dedicatorie, says: "The worke

though fmall in bulke containeth fo much rare and profitable matter, as I know not

where to feeke the like, within fo narrow and ftreite a compafle." And again :

" Now touching the translation, it may pleafe you fir, to be aduertifed that it was

firft done into our language by fome honeft and well affefted marchant of our nation,

whofe name by no meanes I could attaine vnto, and that as it feemeth many yeeres

ago. For it hath lien by me aboue thefe twelue yeeres. In all which fpace

though I haue made much inquirie, and fent to Lisbon, where it feemeth it was

printed, yet to this day I could neuer obtaine the originall copie; whereby I might
reforme the manifold errours of the tranflator."

Hakluyt's translation was reprinted with the original Portuguese text from the

John Carter Brown copy, under the editorship of Vice-Admiral Bethune, in 1862

(Hakluyt Society, Publications, No. 29).

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (2); REFERENCES: Quaritch, /Joa^A List, 1 88,

Huth
; John Carter Brown

; Connecticut No. 541 (the copy here described) ; Winsor,
Historical Society ; American Geographical 3 : 32, also 4: 14 j John Carter Brown, Cata-

Society ; and Ayer Libraries. logue, 2:1, No. I.

LINSCHOTEN, JAN HUYGEN VAN. (b. 1563, d. 1611.)

VOYAGIE, OFTE SCHIP-VAERT. FRANEKER, By Gerard Ketel, 1601.

[324]

Small folio. First Edition. Printed in K, 2 leaves
;

total 46 leaves. Leaf
iij.

has

black-letter, in double columns, with side- no signature-mark; and ()ij. is wrongly
notes in the same. marked ()iij.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES:
g, ( # ), COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves; reproduced; See No. 324], recto of [J;

AMERICANA
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No. 324 Jan Huygen van Linscboten 1601

[blank], verso of []; [dedication, with

heading] |
VERMOGENDE, |

EDELE,
HOOGH-GHE-| LEERDE, WYSE, VOOR-

SIENIGHE
|

SEER DISCRETE HEEREN, MYN
HEEREN DE

|

STATEN GENERAEL, DER VE-

REENICHDE NEDERLANDT-) fche Provintien :

. . .
|

. . .([signed] 1

1AN HVYGEN VAN

LINSCHOTEN.
|, [dated] . . . Ghedaen

1

1' Enchuyfen den i. lanuarij, Anno 1601.
|,

recto of ij.
to recto of

[ iij.]; [ode, with

heading]]
VAYGATS,

|

Ofte
|

De Straet van

Naflau.
| [ 5 lines] | [signed ] |

V. M. E. / Onder-

danighen Dienaer / C. TAEMSSOON van

Hoorn.
|,

verso of [ iij.]
to verso of ($);

[ten sonnets, the first with heading] | Op de

Voyagie ofte Schipvaert
|

Van
|

I. H. VAN

LINSCHOTEN,
|

BY NOORDEN OM
DOOR VATGAT, / nu de STRATE VAN

NASSAUVV.
| [the last, signed] |

E. VOR-
STIVS.

|
, recto of () ij. [wrongly marked

(#)iij.] to verso of [(#)iv.]j [preface,

with heading] [VOYAGE OFTE SCHIP
VAERT

|

VAN IAN HVYGHEN VAN
LINSCHOTEN, VAN BY NOORDEN OM,
DOOR DE ENGTE VAN NASSAV, TOT VOOR-]
BY DE REVIER OBT, VAN VVEGHEN SYN

EXCELLENT1E MAURITIUS DE
|
NASSAU, . . .

tot
|

twee verfcheyden Reyfen, als name-

licken, de laren 1594. ende 1595. | [5

lines] |
, recto'of folio i to verso of folio z

;

[text, with heading] [VOYAGE OFTE
|

SCHIPVAERT VAN
|

IAN HVYGHEN VAN

LIN-|SCHOTEN, VAN BY NOORDEN OM DOOR

DE
|

ENGTE VAN NASSjr, TOT VOORBY DE

REVIER oar, &c. |d'eerftemael, Anno 1594.

|,
recto of folio 3 to recto of folio zj ;

[blank], verso of folio Z3 ;
|

DE
TVVEEDE

|

REYSE OFTE SCHIP-

|VAERT VAN IAN HVYGEN
|

VAN
LINSCHOTEN, ALS OPPER-COMMIS|
van vveghen fijn Excell"'. ende de Heeren

Staten Generael, by Noorden-om, door de

Straet van Naffau, ofte d'Engte van Vaygats,

|

Anno 1595.
|

,
recto of folio Z4 to verso

of folio 37;
|
CONCLVSIE, OFTE

NAE-REDEN.
|

, recto of folio 38;
|

EXTRACT VVT T' REGISTER DER

RESOLVTIEN VAN MTN HEEREN/DE STATEN
GENERJEL DER VEREE-

|

NICHDE NEDERLAN-

DEN,
| [signed] |

C. AERSENS.
| [type-orna

ment
tail-piece] | [colophon] ]

Ghedruct tot

Franeker, | By GERARD KETEL,
| 1

Vooz Ian Huyghen van Linfchoten /
|

refidee-

rende binnen Enchuyfen. |

Anno 1601.
|

[type-ornament], verso of folio 38. Folio

13 is wrongly numbered 31.

PLATES: 14 two-page Plates and i Map.
These are all colored by hand, and have in

scriptions in Latin in the upper left-hand

corners, and in Dutch in the upper right-

hand corners; the Latin, as follows:

[i] In three compartments ; inscription:

/ Vera apparitio regionis five infulae qua /

feptentrionale Jive frigidum promontorium /

dicitur, ad ocularem iniuitum delineate.

/ per loannem Hugonis Linfchotanum / loan,

a Doet. Bapt. a D : fecerunt. / ;
between

folios z and 3.

[z] In three compartments ; inscription:

/ Vera apparitio et afpectus promontoriorum

gun / Noortcaep, et Noortkyn <vulgb, una cum

infula, quant / Kegor ji<ve Piscatarum in-

fulam 'vacant, et adjacente /continente Ward-

huyfia, . . .
| [z lines] |;

between folios 3

and 4.

[3] In three compartments ; inscription :

|

Vera apparitio et aspectus infula / Kilduynae,

totius videlicet plaga lit- / toralis qua ad

orientem est, una / cum regione Tiribirija,

...
| [3 lines] | ;

between folios 4 and 5.

[ 4 ] |

Vera genuina indubitataque demon-

stratio / et conditio flationis marina atque

mapa- / liorum Insulte Kilduyn, ad <vi<vum

descrip- / tee, postquam anchoris ibi jactis

appuli- / mus, ipso menu lulij Anni millesimi

/ quingentesimi nonaguesimi / quarti, \

. . .

|
;
between folios 4 and 5.

[5 ]
In two compartments ; inscription :

|

Vera aspectus delineatio regionum omnium

qua mediaefunt / inter Kegoram,Ji<ve insulam

Piscatorum, et insulam / Kilduynam, . . .
|

. . .
| ;

between folios 5 and 6.

[6] In five compartments ; inscription:!

Vera apparitio, et aspectus Candenoefia, et

ejus quoque regio- / nis, qua promontorio

Siuetenoejio ad orientem est, una cum / o'vis,

ostiisque infula Toxaria etc, . . .
[ [z lines]

|
;
between folios 5 and 6.

[7] In five compartments, with two in

scriptions, the first :
|

Vera apparitio et afpec

tus regionis atque ortt, qua est inter /
Toxariam et Pitsoram flu<vium, una cum

AMERICANA CHURCH CATALOGUE



1601 Jan Huygen van Linsoboten No. 324

aspeHu astiorum / Colcoco'va et Pitfani fiu-

minum, / . . .
\

;
between folios 8 and 9.

[ 8 ]
In four compartments, with two in

scriptions, the first :

|

Vera apparttio et

afpectus partis occidentalis freti Nafso'vici, /

una cum afpectu Vaygatsia feptentrionali, et

terra fir-ma ad / austrum sita, . . .
| ; be

tween folios 9 and 10.

[ 9 ]
In two compartments ; inscription :

|

Verus aspectus freti Nafso'vici, prout / trans-

na'vigantibus ab utroque littore fese /fpec-

tandum prabet, . . .
|

. . .
|

j
between

folios ii and 12.

[
i o

]
In four compartments, with an inset

having separate title ; inscription :
|

Vera

apparttio et afpectus partis orientalis freti

Naffb- / <uici, una cum regime littorali

orientali Vaygatfia, infu- / la Maelfonia, et

regionis qua Maelfonia ad orien- / tern est,

...
|

...
| ;

between folios 13 and 14.

[
1 1

] |

Vera delineatio insula Ordinum,

quatu- / or circiter miliaribus a freto Nasso-

'vico / diitantis, una cum adjacente regione,

/juxta ocularem inspectionem exprefsa, /

|

... 1594. / j
between folios 1 3 and 1 4.

[12] In four compartments, one with a

separate title
; inscription : Vera apparitio

et afpectus infularum Auraicarum, Mau- /

ritia, et nova Walachria, x. circiter aut

xii. miliaribus ad / occidentem a freto Naf-
so'-vico distantium, ...

|

...
| 5

between

folios 17 and 18.

[13] Folding plate, with several inscrip

tions; the Latin one in the lower left-hand

corner :
|

Vera delineatio Marts Infularum

Portuum et littorum / Septentrionalium ab

Insula Toxar per fretum NaJ/o- / viacum

feu Arcticum in mare Tartaricum ultra flu-/

men Obi protensa eo quo anno 94. jufsu

Amplis- / simorum ordinum detectafuntjitu,

fub aufpicijs / Illuftrifsimi Principis Mau
ritij a Najfou marts / prafecto etc, a lohanne

Hugonis Linschotio. / loann. a Doeteckum,

Baptista a Doet. fecerunt. / ; between folios

19 and 20.

[14] In four compartments; inscrip

tion :
|

Vera deliniatio etjitus infula/ Ward-

huyfia . . .
| [2 lines] Anno 1594. / ; the

three lower compartments, with inscription,

upside down
;
between folios 21 and 22.

MAP : Folding map, with three pictorial

insets, each with a title
; inscription in

upper left-hand corner:
| Waerachtige 'ver-

thooninge ende ge- / legentheyt <van de Cuften,

ftreckin- / gen ende courfsen, 'van Hollant

af, / be Noorden om door d" Enckte 'van /

Nafsau, tot 'voorby de Reiiier Oby / gelyck

als het alles geannoteert / ende be'varen is

geiveejl, door / Jan Huygen 'van Linfchoten

de /jaren *van 151)4. ende 1595. etc. / ;

between folios 23 and 24; size, ny3 x i3%
inches ; scale, y3 of an inch = i of latitude.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 11% x 7H
inches. Bound in vellum, with gilt center

ornaments. Title-page extended on outer

and inner margins; folios 2, 3, 7, 8, 12,

20, 36, 37, and 38 strengthened on inner

margins.

The map is unlike the plates in its general style, they, for the most part, being

outlines of the coasts, showing their elevation such views as would naturally be

found in a coast-pilot. This map may have first appeared in another work. One

of the pictorial insets, representing a native being drawn on a sledge by three reindeer,

was copied by De Bry and Hulsius.

This work contains a description of the first two voyages to the north by Willem

Barentsz, in 1594 and 1595, in which Linschoten took part. De Bry gives an

account of these in his Small Voyages, Part X.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; Huth ;

and John Carter Brown Libraries.

REFERENCES: Muller, Books on America,
No. 2064 ; Tiele, Memoire, p. 1 90, a.
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No. 325 John Brereton 1602

BRERETON, JOHN. (/. 1603.)

A BRIEFE AND TRVE RELATION OF THE DISCOVERIE OF THE
NORTH PART OF VIRGINIA. LONDINI, Imfenjts Gear. Bifhop, 1602.

[325]

Small 410. First Impression. Printed time of ftay. | , pp. 12-13 ; | [type-orna-

in black-letter, with side-notes
; 39 lines ment head-piece] |

A briefe Note of the

to the full page. fending another barke
|

this prefent yeere

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, 1602, by the honourable / knight, Sir WAL-
each 4 leaves; total 11 numbered leaves. TER RALEGH,

|

for the fearching out of

Signature-mark B 3 is in roman instead of his|Colonie in Virginia./, p. 14; ([con-

black-letter, ventional head-piece] A Treatife, conteining

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as important inducements \for the planting in

reproduced; See No. 325], p. [i]; thefe parti, and finding a pa/age / that way

[blank], p. [2]; [dedication,
with head- to the South fea and China./, pp. 15-24;

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

To the
|

FINIS.
| [type-ornament tail-piece] | ,

honourable, Sir WALTER
|
RALEGH, Knight, p. 24.

Captaine of for / Maiefties Guards, Lord CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6i%8 x 5%
Warden of the

|
Stanneries, Lieutenant of inches. Bound in dark green levant mo-

Corniuall, and
|

Gouernour of the lile
|

of rocco, inlaid with red and tan levant, red

Itrfey. / [signed] |

Your Lordfhips to com- levant doublure with gilt border, gilt edges ;

mand,
|

lohn Brereton./, pp. 3-12; A by the Club Bindery, 1902. Signature-

briefe Note of fuch commodities as we faw| marks clipped on pages 3, 5, and n, and

in the countrcy notwithftanding our fmall / head-lines clipped on pages 9, 10, and 16.

This is the earliest English publication relating to the history of the New England

coast, and was written by one who accompanied the first party of English who landed

in New England with the intention of settling there. The original site of Gosnold's

Fort on Cuttyhunk Island, where he spent a season, was identified in 1897, and a

monument which has been erected there was dedicated Sept. I, 1903. This is the

site of the first English settlement in New England, and the second in America.

The original volume forms a rare bibliographical treasure. There were two

impressions of this book, both dated 1602, of which this is the first.

Until recently but two copies of this Impression were known, that in the John

Carter Brown Library and the present copy ; the former was from Lord Chancellor

Hardwick's library. In December, 1902, a third copy, lacking the title-page,

turned up in London. It has since been acquired by Mr. F. R. Halsey, of New

York.

A facsimile reprint, which appeared serially in the Bibliographer, was subsequently

issued separately, in 1903, with an introductory note by Luther S. Livingston, in an

edition limited to 520 copies.

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown; REFERENCES: Bibliographer, i: 331

and Halsey Libraries (the latter with the et seq. ; Winsor, Earliest Printed Sources of

title-page in facsimile).
Ne<w England History, p. 3 ; Winsor, Nar

rative and Critical History, 3 : 187.
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1602 John Brereton No. 325

Briefc and true Relation o"
R

the Difcoiierieofthe North

partof/
/

<z
; beinga

moft ple.ilant ,fruitfull

and commodious
(bile:

Made this prefentyeere i6ox,by
Captains Btrtboli.mtw Gofnold , Cap-
Mine BartMavemtnGilbtTt, anddiucrs

other gentlemen their aflbeiats, by the

permiflion of the honourable knight,
Sir W A LT B R RALEGH, &c,

Writtenty Af.Iohn Brereton
one ofthe voyage.

Whereunto is annexed aTreatife,

contetning important inducements for

the planting in thofe parts, and

apaffage that way
to the South fca,'

and China.

writtnly M. Edward Hayes, t*tnt;emtn

I O N D lit I,

Jmpenjis Gcor. Bifliop.

No. 325. TITLE-PAGE OF BRERETON'S BRIEFE AND TRVE RELATION;

1ST IMPRESSION; 1602.
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No. 326 John Brereton 1602

BRERETON, JOHN. (/. 1603.)

A BRIEFE AND TRVE RELATION OF THE DISCOVERIE OF THE
NORTH PART OF VIRGINIA. LONDINI, Impends Gear. Bijbop, 1602.

[326]

Small 410. Second Impression. Printed

in black-letter, with side-notes
; 39 lines to

the full page.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, each 4 leaves ; total 24 numbered

leaves. Signature-marks B 3 and F 3 are in

roman instead of black-letter.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; Set No. 3*6], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [dedication, with head

ing] [conventional head-piece] |

To the

honourable, Sir WALTER
|
RALEGH, Knight,

...
| [4 lines] [signed] |

. . .
|

Ikon Bre

reton. / , pp. 3-12 ; |

A briefe Note of

fuch commodities as we faw
|

in the coun

try, ...
|

...
|

, pp. 12-13 i
] [type-

ornament head-piece] |

A briefe Note of the

fending another barke
|

this prefent yeere
1602. ...

| [3 lines] |
, p. 14;

| [con
ventional head-piece] |

A Treatife, contein-

ing important induce-
|

ments for the plant

ing in thefe parts, ...
| [2 lines] |

, pp.

15-24; |

FINIS.
| [type-ornament tail

piece] |
, p. 24 ; | [type-ornament head

piece] |

Inducements to the liking of the

voyage inten-
|

did towards Virginia in 40.

and 42. degrees / of latitude, written 1585.

by M. Richard / Hakluyt the elder, fome-

time ftudent of
|

the Middle Temple. | ,

pp. 25 36; [half-diamond-shaped type-

omament tail-piece], p. 36;
[ [con

ventional head-piece] |

A briefe note of

the corne, fowles, fruits and
|

beads of the

Inland of Florida on the backefide of
|

Vir

ginia, taken out of the 44 chapter of the

difco-
| uery of the faid countrey, begun by

Per- / nando de Soto gouernour of Cuba, / in

the yeere of our Lord
| 1539. |

, pp. 37-
38 ; [conventional tail-piece], p. 38;

| [type-ornament head-piece] |

A Note of

fuch commodities as are found in
[

Florida

next adioining 'vnto the South part of Virgi-

|
nia, taken out of the defcription of the

faid countrey, |

written by Mouniieur Rene

Laudonniere, / who inhabited there two

Som- mers and one winter.
|

, pp. 3940 ;

I [type-ornament tail-piece] , p. 40 ;

I [type-ornament head-piece] |

A briefe ex-

traft of the merchantable commo-
|

dities

found in the South part of Virginia, ann.

1585.
|

and 1586. Gathered out of the

learned worke of
|

matter Thomas Herriot,

which was there
|
remaining the fpace of

ele-
|

uen moneths. |, pp. 4145; [type-
ornament tail-piece], p. 45; -[[conven
tional head-piece] |

Certaine briefe teftimonies

touching fundry rich
|

mines of Gold, Siluer,

and Copper, in part found and in
| part

conftantly heard of, in North Florida, and

the Inland
|

of the Maine of Virginia, and

other countreys there vnto
|

on the North

part neere adioining, gathered out of
|

the

works, all (one excepted) extant in print, |

of fuch as were perfonall trauellers in thofe

countries
|

, pp. 46-48 ;
FINIS.

| [half-

diamond-shaped type-ornament tail-piece,

same as on p. 36] |
, p. 48.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 71^0 x 6

inches. Bound in red levant morocco, blue

levant doublure, watered-silk fly-leaves, gilt

top ; by Lortic Freres
;
enclosed in brown

levant morocco case. Several leaves have

uncut front and lower margins.

The Lefferts-Kalbfleisch-Isham copy, with Lefferts ex-libris.

Winsor in his Earliest Printed Sources of New England History confuses this copy

with those of the First Impression. This Impression has twelve leaves more than the

First, and besides the Inducements contains extracts from Laudonniere and Harlot.
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^^fi^&sWPii!
*Kfeac9a<.Bgia<

Briefc and true Relation off;^?-.SV^B
the Difcoucricofthe Norn,' HW^Y-jf

partofr^iswjbemga f.'$%*
HK>ft pi CJUnt,fruitful!

aadcoontadMBt
MM

Made this prefentyeere 1 602 , by *m
Optamc JMUflKw Gtf*>U , Cap- B^'T,^?;*!
taine 4ttA4OTKGh'6m, and diners

^ '-^'^^--^i'^ ('

other gentlemen their iflbcists, by the fe{^W.; v'^
perrDifltonoF

the honourable knight, fj^^SrvlS
Sir WALTER RALEGB.&C.

tj A/.IohnBrereton

Whereunto is annexed aTreariTe,
.

tnducnncats for ihe pbnting in cbofc

s.ind finding a poff^gc

way to (be South fca,

L O N D I N I,

Imffnja Gcor. Biftjop,

^^ rx^ v"'^.^

^^^gi^^^^Qg^g^^?.t; r

"feaiaB sa^i i

No. 3*6. TrrLE-pACE OF BRERETOS'S BRIEFE AXD TR^-E RELATION ;

SECOND IMPRESSION; 1602.
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OTHER COPIES : British Museum (3,

one imperfect) ; Harvard University ; John
Carter Brown (Brinley-Kalbfleisch copy) ;

Lenox
;
and Ayer (Brinley-Church copy)

Libraries.

REFERENCE : Bibliographer, i (Jan.,

1902), adv. p. i.

NOORT, OLIVIER VAN. (*. 1568, d. 1612.)

NEVWE SCHIFFART WARHAFFTIGE VND EYGENTLICHE BE-
SCHREIBVNG DER LANGWIRIGEN SORGLICHEN VND GEFAHR-
LICHEN REYSE. FRANCKFVRT, durcb Mattbxum Becker, 1602. [327]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,
each 4 leaves; total 60 numbered leaves.

The first three leaves of each sheet are

marked [A], A2, A3, etc.
; except sheets

O and P, which have roman numerals.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 327], p. [i]j

[blank], p. [2] ; [Vorrede an den Lefer,

with heading] |

An den grofzgunftigen Lefer.

1
1 PP- J-45 [ text > w'tn heading] |

War-

hafftige vnnd eygentliche Befchrei-
1 bung

der langwirigen / f6rglichen vnd gefahrlichen

|

Schiffarth/ fo Oliuier von Noort / General

Oberfter vber vier
|

SchifFe / aufF welchen 248.

Mann/ mil Kriegfzruftung vnd Pro-| fiantlt

nach NotturfFt wol verfehen gewefen/ durch

das gefehrliche Fretum Magcllanum, vmb
die gantze Kugel der Welt in dreyen |

Jaren ;

wunderbarlich gethan vnd verrichtet hat/

darinn alles/|fo jm diefe zeit vber begeg-
net / vmbftindiglich auff-

| gezeichnet / vnd
erzehlet worden.

|, pp. 5-119; [blank],

p. [120].

Page 1 10 is wrongly numbered "01 1
"*

;

and 1 14 is 1 16.

PLATES : 1 3 folding Plates and 2 folding

Maps, as follows :

1.
| Ifola del Principe / ; facing p. 8.

2.
|

Princen Infel / ; facing p. 9.

3. I

Rio IAVERO
| ; facing p. 12.

4. |

S. Sebaftian Inf.- / ; facing p. 14.

5. \I:S. Clara/; facing p. 17.

6.
|

Porto de Seyro / ; facing p. 19.

7.
|

Schlacht mit den ivilden in der

ftrafsen Magallanj / ; facing p. 24.

8.
|

/ la Mache / ; facing p. 36.

9.
I

/. l^drones <vnd Volker / ; facing

p. 62 (should face p. 64).

10.
|

/. Ladronet / ; facing p. 64.

n.
|

La Baye la baye /; facing p. 68.

12.
| Conterfactur der lappaner. / ; fac

ing p. 85.

13. |
Schlacht for Manille. / ; feeing

p. 88.

MAPS : [i] Folding map ; inscription, at

top:|FRETVM MAGELLANNICVM,
isnd deJTen eigentliche Befchreibung, fo die

hollender durch fcbifft *und auch der leng

befchreiben. / ; size, 6H x uifti inches;

facing p. 4.

[2] Foldingmap; inscription: [BORNEO
INSULA

[
; size, 5%, x 8<ft inches

; scale,

2% inches = 70 Miliaria Germanica ; facing

p. 91.

Plates 1-8, 10, 12, and 13 are numbered

in the upper right-hand comer, on the cop

per ; plates 9 and 1 1 in the upper left-hand

corner. The folio number is also given on

each.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5 "Kg

inches. Bound in red crushed levant

morocco, gilt edges; by Pratt.

This work is written in the form of a journal, and with the exactness of detail

that would naturally be looked for in a navigator's log-book. Van Noort was the

commander of a fleet of four vessels which set out from Holland in July, 1 598, and

found a route to the Indies by way of the Straits of Magellan. Passing through

the Straits, he voyaged along the coasts of Chile and Peru as far as 13 40' north
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Olivier van Noort

fcfjrd&tmg Dcr l<M$tt>iti$tn/fir$li$m wife

gcfdgrficftett ptcpft / fo O L i v i E R oit N o 6 R T ,

No. 327. TITLE-PAGE OF VAN NOORT'S NEVWE SCHIFFART ; 1602.
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No. 327 Olivier Van Noort 1602

latitude, and then turned westward across the Pacific ; returning to Rotterdam in

August, 1 60 1 .

In this translation, which is abridged from the Dutch, the translator announces

that he gives only an extract in which will be found the principal events. De Bry

probably made use of this translation in his Great Voyages, Part IX.

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown 455; also 2:6, No. 14; Sabin, 13, No.

Library. 55433 j Tiele, Memoire, p. 31 ; Camus,
REFERENCES: Winsor, g : 407, note 6

; Memoire, pp. 121-126.

John Carter Brown, Catalogue, 1:398, No.

CHAMPLAIN, SAMUEL DE. (b. 1567, d. 1635.)

DES SAVVAGES, OV, VOYAGE DE SAMVEL CHAMPLAIN, DE
BROVAGE, FAIT EN LA FRANCE NOVVELLE, L'AN MIL SIX CENS
TROIS. PARIS, Claude de Mmstr'ail, [1603]. [327 A]

Small 8vo. First Edition. Printed with

side-notes, in italic.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: , A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves
;

total

40 leaves. Leaf A iij. has no signature-

mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION:
[title,

as

reproduced ;
See No. 327 A], recto of [];

|

Extraia du Priuilege. / PAr Priuilege

ilu Roy donne a Paris le 15. de Nouem-|
hre, 1603. figne Brigard. II ell permis au

Sieur de
| Champlain de raire imprimer . . .

| [i
6

lines] |
, verso of [] ; [dedication,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece,

with cupid in the center and a bird on the

wing at each end] |

A TRES-NOBLE,
HAVT

|

ET PVISSANT SEIGNEVR, MeiTire

Charles de Montmo-
| rency, Cheualier des

Ordres du
| Roy, Seigneur d'Ampuille, & |

de Mem, Comte de SegOdigny, |

Vicomte

de Meleun, Baron de
|
Chafteau-neuf, & de

Gonnort, I Admiral de France & de Breta- 1

gne. | [signed] |

Voftre tres-humble &
|

obeif-

fant feruiteur
|
S. CHAMPLAIN.

|
, recto and

verso of a
ij. ; [verse, with heading] |

LE
SIEVR DE LA FRAN- CHISE AV DISCOVRS

DV
|

Sieur de Champlain. | [
1 6 lines] | [signed] |

De la Franchife. , recto of a iij. ; I [type-

ornament head-piece] |

TABLE DES CHA-
|

PIT RES.
|
, verso of a iij.

to verso of [a lii/.] ;

|

FIN.
|
, verso of [a I'M/.] ; [text

in

13 chapters, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

DES SAVVAGES,
|

ov
|

VOY
AGE DV SIEVR DE

j Champlain, faift en 1'an

1 603.
|

, folios 1-36; |

FIN.
|
, verso of

folio 36.

Folio 27 is wrongly numbered 29; and

28 is 27. Contents of chapters precede the

chapter numbers.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6Vi x 3%
inches. Bound in brown morocco, gilt

edges. Leaves closely trimmed; head-lines

and folio-numbers from folios 30 to 36

cut into.

Of this work there are two Editions, this without date on the title-page being the

earlier. The Second Edition, a copy of which, in the Harvard University Library,

is said to have been printed anew, has the date 1604 on its title-page.

This is an account of Champlain' s first voyage to Nouvelle France, or Canada, in

1603. Amyar de Chastes, governor of Dieppe, having received from Henri IV.

a grant of territory in Canada, decided to have the country explored with a

view to selecting a place for a settlement to which he could remove himself and fam

ily. Champlain was invited by him to accompany the expedition. He had no
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[1603] Samuel de Cbamplain No. 327A

SAVVAGES,
0V,

VOYAGE DE SAMVEL
CHAMPLAIN, DE BROVAGE,
fait en la France nouuclle,

Fan mil fix cens trois:

CON T ENANT
its mttup, facpndcYiure, manage?, guerres, k habi

tations des Sauuagcs de Canadas.

J>c la defcouncrtc de plus dt qnatie ceftS cinquanttf
licui's dans Ic

pai's des Sauuages. Qufls peuptes y ha/-

bitcnt, dc$ animauk qui s'y trouucnt , Hes. nuicr
law,iflts& tones, &: <yjds atbres & fruits eD

JDcta cofte4'ArcaAc, des tetrcs que 1'on y a

t, & do pluCcuri iiiiuts qui y font, fcloa tc

A PARIS,
^z CIATOB oi MON jt R'ceti, tenant

bbucique en la Conr dn Palais, au nom de Jcfus.

PRIVILEGE DY
No. 327 A. TITLE-PAGE OF CHAMPLAIN'S DES SAVVACES; [1603].
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No. 327 A Samuel de Cbamplain [1603]

difficulty in obtaining the consent of the king, who required him to bring back a de

tailed report of his explorations. The expedition left Honfleur March 15, 1603,

and after a tempestuous voyage of forty days reached Tadoussac. From this point

Champlain first explored the Saguenay for thirty or forty miles, and then proceeded

up the Saint Lawrence to the falls above the present site of Montreal. Returning to

Tadoussac, he explored the shores of the Gulf, secured a valuable cargo of furs, and

began his return voyage. He reached France September 20, 1603, and must have

lost no time in preparing this narrative of his voyage, as the Privilege bears the date

of November 15, 1603.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Bib- REFERENCES: Winsor, 4: 130; John

liotheque Nationale, Paris; John Carter Carter Brown, Catalogue, i, No. 25;

Brown; Lenox; and Hoe Libraries. Harrisse, Nouvelle France, No. ib.

ACOSTA, JOSE DE. (b. 1540, </. 1599.)

THE NATVRALL AND MORALL HISTORIE OF THE EAST AND
WEST INDIES. LONDON, by Val : Sims, for Edward Blount and William

Afpley, 1604. [328]

Small 4.10.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4

leaves ; B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M,
N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to

Pp, each 8 leaves ; a, b, each 4 leaves (the

last, probably blank, lacking); total 308

leaves. Leaf Ee 4 is marked D 4.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [page

containing signature-mark A, otherwise

blank], recto of A; [blank], verso of A;
[title, as reproduced; See No. 328],

recto of[A 2] ; [blank], verso of[A 2];

-[dedication, with heading] |

To the right

Honorable Sir Robert / Cicill Knight, . . .

| [2 lines] |

... one of his Highne/e moft

honourable/ Privie Counfell.
| [signed] |

Tour

Lardjhips moft devoted / E. G.
|
, recto of

A3; [epistle to the reader, with heading"!

|

The Authors advertifement
|

to the Reader.

|
, verso of A3 to verso of

[
A 4]; [text in

7 books, the first with heading]|THE FIRST

BOOKE| of the Natural! and Morall
|

Hiftorie

of the Ea(t and
[

Weft Indies.
|
, pp. i -8 1

;

[

THE
|

SECOND BOOKE|[ 2 lines
]|, pp.

82-1 15; [
note to the reader, with head

ing ] |

An advertifement to the
|

Reader.
|

,

p. [116]; [text of the third book, with

heading] |

THE |THIRD BOOKE |[z

lines] |
, pp. [ii7]-2O2; [text of the

fourth book, with heading]] THE |FOVRTH

BOOKE
| [2 lines] |

, pp. 203-326 ;

[prologue, with heading] |

A Prologue to

the Bookes following. , pp. [327]-[3z8];

[ text of the fifth book, with heading] |

THE FIFT BOOKE
| [2 lines] |

, pp.

329-430 ; [text of the sixth book, with

heading] |

THE
|

SIXT BOOKE
| [2 fines]

|, pp. 431-494; [text of the seventh

book, with heading] |

THE
|

SEVENTH
BOOKE

| [2 lines] | , pp. 495-590;
|

FINIS.
|, p. 590 ; [index, with heading]

|

A Table of the moft remarkable things

/contained in this Natural! and Mo- /rail

Hiftorie of the Indies.
|
, recto of a to recto

of b 3 ;
|

Errata.
\ [ 24 lines

;
22 in double

columns] |
, verso of b 3 ; [i blank leaf,

lacking], [b4]. Page 45 is wrongly num
bered 47; 48 is 50; 178 is 179; 179 is

178; the numbers 187188 are duplicated

in the pagination ; 372 is 374 ; 373 is 375 ;

376 is 378 ;
and 377 is 379. The running-

title on p. 99 is "lib. i." instead of lib. 2.;

on p. 131, "lib. 2." instead of lib. 3.; and

on pp. 205, 209, 213, 217, 221, "lib. 3."

instead of lib. 4.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5%
inches. Bound in blue crushed levant

morocco, gilt edges ; by Pratt. Mended
on upper margin of title-page ;

with tops of

letters in facsimile.
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1604 Jose de Acosta No. 328

NATVRALL
and Morall Hiftorie of the

Soft
and

ffcft
Indies.

In creating ofthe remarkeable things ofHeaven, ofthe
Elements, Mettalls, Plantsand Beafts which are pro
per to that Counfry : Together with the Manners,

Ceremonies, Lawes, Governeraents, and Wanes of
the Indians.

Written in
Spani/b fy

the R. F. lofeph Aco,fta, and

tranjlatedintoEngliJh by 15. G*

LONDON
Printed by Val: Sims, for Edward BlouttJ and William

*~4Jj>lej. 1604.
No. 328. TITLE-PAGE OF ACOSTA'S NATVRALL AND MORALL HISTORIE OF THE

EAST AND WEST INDIES; 1604.
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No. 328 Jost de Acosta 1604

Henry Stevens copy, with ex-libris.

Acosta was a missionary in Peru from 1571 to 1 576, after which he lived in Mexico

for two years. He was a careful and accurate observer of all that he saw, and his

work is of great intrinsic value. Part of the work was written during his stay in Peru,

and it was completed after his return to Spain. His Historia Natural y moral de las

Indias, a work of standard authority, attained great popularity, and was translated into

nearly every European language. This, the first English edition, is supposed to have

been translated by Edward Grimston. It was reprinted by the Hakluyt Society in

1880.

OTHER COPIES : Copies are to be found

in most of the large libraries.

REFERENCES: Winsor, 2:420; Field,

Indian Bibliography, p. 2, No. 8.

GARCILASSO DE LA VEGA, surnamed THE INCA.
d. c. 1616.)

1540,

LA FLORIDA DEL YNCA. LISBONA, per Pedro Crasteeck, 1605. [329]

Small 410. Text and Table printed in

double columns.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES:
^f,

10 leaves;

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N,
O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, aa to ee,

Ff, gg, Hh, ii to xx, each 8 leaves
; yy, 6

leaves; total 368 leaves. Leaf G 2 is

markedG z ;
and Ff 5 has no signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 329], recto of
[^f] ;

[ blank ] , verso of
[ ^f ] ; [ leaf of privi

lege], recto and verso of fa ; [dedica

tion, with heading] |
AL ECCELENTISSI-

|MO SENOR DON THEODO-
|

fio de

Portugal, Duque de Bargan^a,
|

. . .
|

[signed] |

El Ynca Garcila/o de la Vega.

|
, recto and verso of

^f 3 ; [note to the

reader, with heading] |

PROEMIO AL
LETOR.

| , recto of
Tf 4 to verso of [^ 9] ;

[i blank leaf], [fie]| [text in 8

parts, 6 books] |
LIBRO PRIMERO

|

DE LA HISTORIA DE LA
|

FLORIDA

DEL YNCA.
| [ 8 lines ] I , recto of folio i

to verso of folio 27 ; | [P]RIMERA
PARTE

|

DEL LIBRO SEGVNDO
| [i

lines] |
, recto of folio 28 to recto of folio 90 ;

|

SEGVNDA PARTE
|

DEL LIBRO
SEGVNDO . . .

| [2 lines ] , verso of

folio 90 to recto of folio 139 ;
|

LIBRO
TERCERO

| [2 lines] |
, verso of folio 139

to verso of folio 223 ; |LIBRO QVARTO
| [2 lines] |

, recto of folio 224 to recto of

folio 256 ;
|

PRIMERA PARTE
|

DEL
LIBRO QVINTO . . .

| [2 lines] |,
verso

of folio 256 to recto of folio 274 ;
|

SE
GVNDA PARTE

|

DELQVINTO LIBRO
...

|

... |,
verso of folio 274 to verso

of folio 307; |

LIBRO SESTO DE
|

LA

HISTORIA DE LA FLORIDA
|

DEL YNCA.
| ,

recto of folio 308 to recto of folio 351 ;

|TABLA DELOS CAPITVLOS.
|, verso

of folio 351 to verso of [yy 5] ; [i
blank leaf], [yy6].

Folio 30 is wrongly numbered 39 ; 42 is

43 ; 61 is 57 ; 75 is 65 ; 82 is 84 ; 93 is

91 ; 101 is 102
; 106 is nz ; 112 is no

;

113 is in ; 146 is 145 ; 160 is 161 ; 200

is 199; 236 is 336; 242 is 224; 251 is

35' 5 57 is *97i "63 53 5 *94 *64>

29715287; 30715 301; 308 is 830; 309
is 292; 310 is 293; 311 is 293; 335 is

293; and 344 is 364. There are also

numerous errors in the head-lines.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x 4% inches.

Bound in red morocco, gilt edges ; by
Bedford.
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1605 Garcilasso de la l/ega No. 329

LA FLORIDA
DEL YNCA-

HISTOIUA DEL ADELANTA-
do Hcrnando de Soto, Gouernador y capi-
tan general delReyno dclaFlorida,ydc
otros hcroicos caualleros Efpanoles e

Indiosj efcrita por el Ynca GarcilatTo

de la Vega ,eapitan de fu Mageftad,
natural de la gran ciudad delCoz-

co, cabe^a de los Reynos y

prouincias del Peru*

Con hcencra de lafanca Inqitificion.

EN LI SBO N A.

Imprcflo por Pedro Crasbccck.

A NO i6oj.

No. 329. TITLE-PAGE OF GARCILASSO DE LA VEGA'S LA FLORIDA DEL YNCA ; 1605.
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No. 329 Garcilasso de la Vega 1605

The Brinley-Ives copy.

Of this work there are two issues, one without date on the title-page. It is not

known which issue is the earlier. Some copies contain four pages of errata, which

were probably added later.

This is a contemporary narrative of Hernando de Soto's Conquest of Florida, and

the second to be published. The work is based upon the relations of eye-witnesses

and was written forty years after the events which it narrates, and with the professed

object of doing justice to the memory of De Soto. Field, in his Indian Bibliography

(pp. 144145), devotes a long note to this author and his works.

Garcilasso de la Vega, the author, was the son of one of the conquerors of Peru,

by his wife, Chimpa Ocllo, a granddaughter of the great Inca Tupac Yupanqui, the

last native monarch of Peru. He was proud of both paternal and maternal origin,

and assumed the Spanish name of the first, while he was careful to assert his Incarial

descent. He was a gentleman of refinement, and possessed of much learning, speaking

Spanish and Quichua from infancy. A descendant of the proud race of the Incas, he

was a most industrious and careful historian of the evil fortunes of his race, as well as

a chronicler of the victories of its conquerors.
" The third of the original accounts [of De Soto's expedition] is the Florida del

Tnca of Garcilasso de la Vega, published at Lisbon in 1605, which he wrote forty years

after Soto's death, professedly to do his memory justice. The spirit of exaggeration

which prevails throughout the volume has deprived it of esteem as an historical authority,

though Theodore Irving and others have accepted it. It is based upon conversations

with a noble Spaniard who had accompanied Soto as a volunteer, and upon the written

but illiterate reports of two common soldiers, Alonzo de Carmona, of Priego, and

Juan Coles, of Zabra. Herrera largely embodied it in his Historia general."

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (3); REFERENCES: Fiske, Disco-very ofAnter-

Boston Public; John Carter Brown; Lenox; tea, 2:307, note; Winsor, 2:290; Stevens,

and Ayer Libraries. Historical Collections (1886), No. 158.

MONTS, PIERRE DU QUA or GUAST, Sieur DE. (b. 1560, d.

1611.)

COMMISSIONS DV ROY . . . AV SIEVR DE MONTS. PARIS, par

Philippes Pati/on, 1605. [33O]

Small 8vo. France.
| Enfemble Its defenfes premieres &

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C, fecondes a tous autres,/de trafiquer auec les

D, E, each 4 leaves; 20 numbered leaves. Sauuages defdites terres. /Auec la verifica-

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as tion en la Cour de Parlement a Paris.
|

reproduced; See No. 330], p. [i]; [ending] . . . Donne a
|

Fontainebleau le

[blank], p. [2]; [text, with heading] |

huiftiefme iour de No-]uembre; 1'an de

COMMISSIONS DV ROY
|

ET DE MON- grace mil fix cens trois :
|

Et de noftre regne

SEIGNEVR
|

1' Admiral, au fieur de Monts, le quinziefme. Signe, |
HENRY, Et plus

pour |

T habitation es terres de Lacadie
|

bas, Par le Roy, |

POTIER. Et feelle fur

Canada, & autres endroits
|

en la nouuelle fimple queue de|cire iaulne.
|, pp. 3-12;
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1605 Pierre du Gua Monts No. 330

I Commifeion de Monfeigneur T Admiral. /

[ending] |

. . . A Fontainebleau le der

nier iour
| d'Oftobre, 1'an de grace mil fix

cens trois.
| Signe, CHARLES DE MONTMO-

|

RANCY. Et fur le reply, Par Monfei-]

gneur 1' Admiral, figne, Degennes Et feelle

|

du feel des armes dudit Seigneur. , pp. u
18; |

DEFENSES DV ROY/'PREMIERES
ET SECONDES/a tous fes fubiefis, autres

que le Jieur de Monti / & fet affociey,. De

traffiquer de Pelleteryes / & autres chafes

auec les Sauuages, de /'
'

eftendue/'du pouuoir

par luy donn'e audit Jieur de Monts, / ay tie

/' affocier auecques les Eftrangers, pour /

foubs leur nom, ou en quelque autre forte &
/maniere que cejbit, troubler en icelle traitte/

leditJieur de Monts &fes ajfociez. Surgran-/
des peynes. / [ending] |

. . . Donne a
|
Paris,

le 1 8. Decembre, 1'an de grace mil
|

fix cens

trois. Et de noftre regne le quin- |

ziefme.

Ainfi signe, HENRY. ...
|

... Par le

Roy, POTIER. ...
|

... |, pp. 19-13 ;
|

Secondes defences. / [ending] |

. . . Donne
|

a Paris le vingt deuxiefme iour de lanuier,
|

COMMISSIONS

tAtkn es terns dc Lacadic

Canada,&autres en-

droitsenk nouuette

France.

Enfcmblc les dcfenfps premieres& fecon

des a tous autres , de trafiqucr auec

les Sauuages defdites cerres.

. kHccU^crijtctttlon en ItCottrdebarkment * tdritt

A PARIS.

ParPhilippcsPatiflbn.

AuecPcnniffioo.

No. 330. TITLE-PAGE OF MONTS' COMMISSIONS; 1605.
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No. 330 Pierre du Gua Monts 1605

Tan de grace mil fix cens cinq, & de ral du Roy, Pour iouir par 1'Impetrant & |

noftre
| regne le feiziefme. Signe HENRY. fes Aflbciez, de 1'effeft & contenu. A

|

... Par le Roy, POTIER. . . .
|

. . .
|

, Paris
|

en Parlement, le 16. Mars, 1'an mil

pp. 23-18;
|

DECLARATION DV fix cens
| cinq, Signe Dv TILLET. . . .

|

/{OK /[ending] |

Donne a Paris le huiftiefme . . .
| , pp. 3536 ;

|

Extraift des regiftres

iour de Feb-
[
urier, Tan de grace mil fix de Parlement.

| [ending] |

. . . Fait en Par-

cens cinq. Et de noftre regne le feiziefme. lemtnt, le i6./Mars, ran milfix cens cinq.

Ainfi figne, |

HENRY. ... Par le Roy, | Ainfi signe,/Dv TILLET.
|
, pp. 37-39 ; |

POTIER. . . .
|.

. . |, pp. 19-34; Extraift de la permiffion. | [signed] | Signe,

[second declaration of the king; ending] |

MiRON.
|

Etau deflbubs, LE IAY.
| [dated] |

. . . Donne
|

a Paris le 29. iour de lanuier, . . . FaieJ le feptiefnu iour/ d' Apuril mil

['an de grace |

mil fix cens cinq, Et de noftre fix cens cinq./, p. 39 ; [blank], p. [40].

regne le
|

feiziefme. Ainfi signe, HENRY, CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6%, x 3%
...

|

... Par le Roy, POTIER. Et au
|

inches. Bound in red calf, gilt edges; by
deflbubs. Regiftre ouy le Procureur gene- j

Bedford. Binding broken.

The Deane copy. Laid in is a holographic letter by Samuel F. Haven, present

ing this copy to Mr. Deane.

Another edition was printed the following year.

These letters-patent, granted to Sieur de Monts, made him lieutenant-governor of

Acadia for ten years. They confirmed the claims granted by his commission of 1603,

and made Acadia extend from central New Brunswick to southern Pennsylvania, or

between the 4oth and 46th degrees of latitude.

In April, 1604, Sieur de Monts set sail from France accompanied by Champlain.

They doubled the coast of Nova Scotia and decided to settle on what is now known

as Dochet Island, just within the St. Croix River. Here they built several houses, and

passed the winter in great suffering, losing nearly half of their party by death. In the

spring, after examining the coast as far south as Cape Cod, the settlement was trans

ferred to the other side of the bay, to the place now known as Annapolis, but to

which De Monts gave the name Port Royal. In 1 798 some of the foundation-

stones of De Monts' house were discovered on Dochet Island, thus setting at rest

the exact locality of the settlement.

This Edition was unknown to Brunei and Graesse, who record only that of

1606. It was reprinted in Lescarbot's Histoire de la Nouvelle France.

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown W. F., Dochet
(St. Croix) Island, in Royal

Library. Society of Canada, Transactions, ad series,

REFERENCES: Winsor, 4: 136; Har- vol. 8, sec. 4.

risse, NouvelU France, No. 14; Ganong,
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1605 James Rosier No. 331

ROSIER, JAMES. (*. 1575, d. 1635.)

A TRVE RELATION OF THE MOST PROSPEROVS VOYAGE MADE
THIS PRESENT YEERE 1605, BY CAPTAINE GEORGE WAY-
MOVTH. LONDON, Impenfis Gear. Bijhop, 1605. [33 1]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C,

D, E, each 4 leaves
;

total 20 unnumbered

leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 331], recto of [A] ;

[blank], verso of [A];
-

[conventional

head-piece] |

To THE READER.
| [signed] |

Tour friend I. R.
|

, recto and verso of A 2
j

[text, with heading] [conventional head

piece] |

A TRVE RELATION
|

of Caf-
taine George Waymouth his

| Voyage, made
this prefent yeere

|
1605 : in the Difcouerie

of/the North part of
| Virginia./, recto of

A3 to recto of [4]; [blank], verso of

[E4]-
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7x5 inches.

Bound in red levant morocco, gilt edges ; by
Bedford; enclosed in a straight -grained
brown morocco solander case.

The Drake-Kalbfleisch-Lefferts copy.

Rosier sailed with Bartholomew Gosnold to New England in 1602, and again with

George Weymouth in 1605. Brereton's Brief and True Relation and this work have

been termed "The Verie Two Eyes of New- England Historic."

This is an account of Weymouth' s voyage to the coast of Maine and the beginning

of England's interest in that colony. It was reprinted in the Publications of the

Gorges Society, No. 3, and in Vol. 8, third series, of the Massachusetts Historical

Society's Collections,

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; John

Carter Brown (Brinley copy) ; Lenox
;

New York Historical Society ; and Ayer
Libraries.

REFERENCES : Winsor, Earliest Sources

of New England History, p. 4 ; Sabin, 1 7,

No. 73288 ; Quaritch, General Catalogue,

5, No. 29700; Winsor, 3:81,191; John
Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2, No. 41.

NICHOLL, JOHN. (J. 1607.)

AN HOVRE GLASSE OF INDIAN NEWES. LONDON, for Nathaniel! Butter,

1607. [332]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, each 4 leaves
; F, 2 leaves ; total,

22 unnumbered leaves.

Leaves D 4 and E 4 have signature-

marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [half-title]

|

An Hower-glaflTe of /</z/Newes. [[wood
cut of an armed sailing vessel

] |

A
[

, recto

of A; [blank], verso of A; [title, as

reproduced; See No. 332], recto of [A2J;

[blank], verso of [A 2]; [dedication,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

To the right Wormipfull Sir
|

Thomas Smith

ofLondon Knight, ^-/uernour of the worfhip-
full compa- |

nie of Marchants of London,
tra-

| ding the Eaft Indies.
| [signed] |

Tours humble in all dutie : / John Nicholl.

|, recto and verso ofA 3; | [conventional

head-piece] [

To the Reader
] [signed] |

Thine

to the befl of his power : / lohn Nicholl.
|
,

recto of [A 4] ;
| [type-ornament head-
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aa^ag^^^L^^s^jgailJSSgjSgSPai

ntf/2ffilk^fCf3^&&}a&&uais

l-?Si'>r;-!'Ait
Where he difcouercd <fo miles vp

a moft excellent Ritier; to

gether
with a moft

fertile land.

Written l>y I A Mil ROSIER.
4 Qeatlemjmmfiojtd

LONDINI
Impen/is GEOR. BISHOP

1605.

No. 331. TITLE-PAGE OF ROSIER'S TRVE RELATION; 1605.
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1607 John Nicboll No. 332

A N
Houre Glafsc of In

dian Newes.
o R

A true and tragical! difeourfe > (hewing the

moft lamentable mifcries,anddiftrcficd Calami -

tiet injuredby 6"} Engltfhmcnjvhicb werefern
for a fupply to the planting in Guiana in

they care". I6oy.

rfiionotfndtngtkefaideplacet werefor wantofvie

tuall.lefta-fhorc in Saint Lucia, an Ifland ofCaniballs,
or Men-waters in the Wcft-Indyes,vnder the Cen-

duft ofCaptain Sen-Iohns,ofall which faid

number,onely a 1 1 arc fuppofed to be

ilillliuing,whcrcof4.arc lately
returndinto ne

land.

Company.

Homo es? humani nilate oftentan ftttt*

L O TfD O N
Printed for Nathaniel! Butter,and are to bee

oWe at hi sShop neere Saint Aujlent Gate,
I '6 o 7*
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No. 332 John Nicboll 1607

piece]] [Latin poem, 8 lines, signed] |

I. C.
|

lift men, which were fent for a fupplie |

to

[and poem, 4 lines, signed]] H. S. / [type- the planting in Guiana, in
|

the yeare 1605.

ornamenttail-piece] |,versoof [A4]; [text, |,
recto of B to recto of [Fz]; |

FINIS,

with heading ] | [conventional head-piece] |
, recto of

[
F 2] ; [ blank] , verso off F 2] .

|

A
|

True and Tragical! Difcourfe,
| Jhe<uj- CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x 5Vie inches.

ing the moft lamentable miferies, / and Bound in red levant morocco, gilt edges ;

diftrefled calamities, injured by 67. Eng-| by Bedford.

The Lefferts copy, with ex-libris.

The woodcut on the half-title is the same as that in Rich's Newesfrom Virginia,

London, 1610, and that on the title-page of Smith's True Relation, London, 1608.

The author started with a band consisting of sixty-seven Englishmen to establish

a colony in Guiana in 1605; was wrecked, rescued by Spaniards, and imprisoned as

a spy ; and finally reached England in 1607, where he published this sad account of

his adventures and the sufferings of his companions.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2, one REFERENCES: Sabin, 13, No. 55183;

imperfect) 5 Huth
;
and John Carter Brown Collier, Rarest Books, 3:56-58.

Libraries.

SMITH, Captain JOHN. (b. 1580, d. 1631.)

A TRVE RELATION OF SVCH OCCVRRENCES AND ACCIDENTS
OF NOATE AS HATH HAPNED IN VIRGINIA. LONDON, for lobn

Tappe, by W. W., 1608. [333]

Small 410. Fourth Issue.
\_\ 2] ; [blank] , verso of [^ 2] ; [text,

COLLATION ay SIGNATURES: A, 4 leaves; with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

\, 2 leaves (inserted between A 2 and A3); A
|

True relation of fuch occurrences
|

and

B, C, D, E, each 4 leaves; total 22 un- accidents of note, as hath hapned in Vir-/
numbered leaves. ginia, fmce the firft planting of that Collony,

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: i leaf /'which is noiv refident in the South part/
with signature-mark A, otherwise blank

; thereof, till the laft returne.
|

, recto of A 3

[title, as reproduced; See No. 333], to verso of
[
E 4] ;

|

FINIS.
| [type-oma-

recto of [A 2] ; [blank], verso of [A 2] ;
ment

tail-piece] |
,
verso of [E 4].

[preface, with heading] [ [type-ornament CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5?18

head-piece] |

To the Courteous Reader.
|

inches. Bound in half red cloth,

[signed] [

/. H. / , recto of ^ to recto of

The Drake-Deane copy.

This is Captain Smith's first book, and the earliest work relating to the colony
established at Jamestown, Va., in 1607. It was entered for publication at the

Stationers' Office, August 13, 1608. The Note to the Reader contains an apology
for having first published this pamphlet under the name of Thomas Watson. This

copy contains the corrected title-page giving the author's name as "
Captains Smith

CoroneII of thefaid Collony."

There are four issues of the title-page of this work. The three earliest differ only
in the tenth and eleventh lines, which read as follows :

AMERICANA 779 ] CHUKCH CATALOGUE



1608 Captain John Smith No. 333

T JR. V E RE-
lation of fuch occur

rences and accidents ofnoateas
ha;h hapned in Virginia fincc the firft

pla nting of that Collony , which is now
re fident in the South part thcrcof,till

the laftrcturncfrom
thence.

Writtenty Captune Smith CoronetioftheftidCottony, to A

iend ofhis in England,

Printed for lofaTtppt, and arctobccloldc attheGrey^
hound in Piufcs-ChnrcH-yatd, by W. W*

\ 6 o 8

No. 333. TITLE-PAGE OF CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH'S TRVE RELATION; 1608.
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No. 333 Captain John Smith 1608

(1) I
Written by a Gentleman of thefaid Collony, to a worjbipfull/ friend of his in

England. |
.

(2) |
Written by Th. Watson. Gent, one of the /aid Collony, to a / worjbipfull

friend of his in England.].

(3) |

Written by Captaine Smith one of the faid Collony, to a/ worjbiffull friend of

his in England, i
.

(4) Has the final corrected title-page (See our reproduction) issued with a

Preface on pages 3-4. Of variety ( 2) there is a copy in the New York Historical

Library ;
of each of the others there are copies in the Lenox Library.

The work was reprinted with bibliographical notes in Arber's collected edition of

Smith's Works, in the English Scholar's Library, Westminster, 1884, and again in

1895. In the same work (pp. cxxxii. and cxxxiii.) will be found a very full list of

English books, from 1609 to 1630, relating to the colonies.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (a); REFERENCES: Smith's Works (Arber's

Harvard University; Boston Public (prob- reprint), i, pp. cxxx, 2; Winsor, 3: 153;

ably the Barlow copy) ; John Carter Brown; John Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2, No. 67 ;

New York Historical Society (2) ;
and Lenox Lowndes, 5: 2421, 2787; Collier, Rarest

(3) Libraries. Books, 4 : 207 ;
Bibliotheca Grenvilliana,

x: 668.

[USSELINCX, WILLEM.] (b. 1567, d. 1647.)

VERTOOGH, HOE NOOTWENDICH, NVT ENDE PROFIJTELICK
HET SY VOOR DE VEREENIGHDE NEDERLANDEN TE BEHOV-
DEN DE VRYHEYT VAN TE HANDELEN OP WEST-INDIEN.

[1608]. [334]

Small 410. Leaf B begins, "nen"; ends, "landt-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, each flieden."

4 leaves ; C, 2 leaves ;
total i o unnumbered Leaf 82 begins, "deur"; ends,

leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [text, with

ist page, as reproduced; See No. 334],
recto of A to verso of [C 2].

Leaf A begins, "Vertoogh"; ends,

"ende". "va".

Leaf A 2 begins,
"
onderganck "; ends, Leaf [C 2] begins, "hem"; ends,

"fchijnt". "Ameu."
Leaf [As] begins, "wt"; ends, CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% by 6 inches,

"comen.". Bound in brown polished calf, uncut edges.

Leaf [A 4] begins, "Wanneer"; ends,
" Mij-".

As the title indicates, this is a dissertation to prove how necessary it is for the

United Provinces to reserve the liberty of trading with the West Indies, and first sug

gests the formation of the West India Company. It is the original of the Excellent

Discourse, printed in the rare English edition of L'Hermite's Relation, 1625.

" tfelue."

Leaf [83] begins, "is"; ends, "dat".

Leaf
[
B 4] begins, "ondertuflen" ; ends,

"goede".
Leaf C begins,

" converfatie
"

; ends,
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[1608] Willem Usselincx No. 334

Vcrtoogh, hoc nootwcndtch,nut cncJe pro*
fijtelick het fy voordc vcrccnighdeNcderlanden

te bthouden de Viyhcyt van te handclcn op Wtii.

/<fc,lnden vrcdc mcttcn Coninck,

van Spaignen.

Ttmten tltrtellctt totlt tnrten oeii oo?fp?onc6/ aen*
tanrb/boo^tganrbenbegbebuecttbept tan befe tnlandrfthc

@o|log(je: t nert enbe ghenegbenthept bet bpantwn baeif

cop niebtteooen bebbcn/aljS mebe ben flanbt befit bcteenitb*
beUanben/rn tan Uiaft fp bare mibbelrn/marftt/ewbe boc,

'

tuecenDe Defeoojlog^e/foo manutlicb robe (tatutafltlkfe mrDefjebbcno^
t;ijr/ni&e brtijtiDen morten too) (jet flhrtueIt harder upantocn: >oo falmeii
sorfe nioetcn bebennrn Datttr n op t obetn lf)o[t& norljlLariot trr XDIreIt en if

/ oat mrctDrt oo;fafie ijtcfr efjrfxiD t cm be toatrftfjotitiXnafie Sale-

tA.capU.fbncr fpjtubtn/tetfifrtfn trnnnen/al0 Defe

lOJaet{jpff(jht:l>cn vyantwortbckcntbyzynerRe.
dencjhoe wel-dat hy in rherte valfch is:Wanneer by zijn ftemme vriendctick

ghelooft hem nk t.wanr fcucngrouwclen zijn in zijn herte: hft
.

wen-vyantnemmcrmcer,wantgeIijckalshctYferalnjt
werfer verroeft,fo

t Ict hy ooc zijnc trekcn nict.glteni int I ;,tetf.Dc vyant ghccft wci gocde
Voorden,cnde beclaecht u fcer,en ftelt hem vricndclick : Can dacr toe

poclt
wcenen,macr in t'herte dcnckr hy hereby u indcn cuyl brenghe : cnde cri jjghc

hy ruym.foo en can hy uwes bloers nict ladt wordcn. Dm nil te bctiltjfen baj

btfc toacrfrfiouVuingfje befe Hanocn Uoojnemtlitb arngaet/ fa! baer toe tiiet

btrljalrti brn oojfpzonfU nothgtburrtclifpt&eferoojloge/notgititlangebm
amonfcttjpmiacn.'biefukic tsibat icbnietenmrpne bat eenighe l)ii?oiffi

bfrftalcn ban eenigft/bif Up Ijaet in tpwnnie/onberfabrittbe gtecirgrpt/ few

Btetirhcpt/tojaerbgwrirDrpt/ trouloofl^ept enbe bebjorl) fqubni mogentet-

ghelebni too?ben. fBaccfal afenlifUuw feaflften tan Ijaer ontroutoe enbe

6eb?6rftCboet ludtbeii mibbH hct fclitim batfe ons( nu meenf fonbtt te bjen

geen) alt mebe aenUriifen ben mibbfI bte top Iicbbrn ant on* bar tcntiensi t<

taapencn enbe Iiare firirfjcii te otuga en/om alfoo beboo^5 \0aecfrboiODtnQe
torlint toertb te nioaljen legrrlKn.
lat ban ftaer ontroutoe rn brbjcrft aengaet fdonnoottitTi bact eytrtipplen

ijanfebeTfialen/oetoplebateenrnpeghelitben/bieniaer entmtwat fit8 i

befe gnlanbtfrFje ^ojlogfte heeft toegbeD?o5ften ( <rb late ftaen uwt fn ftott-

tort ynen ftertnncrtjJtibetiBt in Europa enbeAmenca is gepaffeert) genoegg
Ibe6ent isr/bat be ^paenfrfte reg?ringfic 13 gfjegrpnot op bft Macchiavclifchc

foptfrarnr/ nanuhcfc/^at ttn ^iiiccGn tornU en bcli ooj t te maten ban

ft

No. 334. FIRST PAGE OF USSELINCX'S VERTOOGH ; [1608].
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No. 334 WilUm Usselincx [1608]

The title is printed at the top of leaf A, no separate title-page having been issued.

There was another edition printed the same year, of which there is a copy in the

Lenox Library.

The writer of this pamphlet, who is styled by Jameson as "the Lesseps of the

seventeenth century," was the founder of the famous Dutch and Swedish West

India Company, and wrote a number of tracts on trade with these islands. He here,

more than anywhere else, explains his views regarding commerce with America. It

is one of the best Dutch economic tracts of the seventeenth century. In it he en

deavors to show what wealth can be obtained from the West India trade and how

the Dutch may obtain a share in it, and that the gain to be derived arises rather from

the natural products of the country than from its precious metals. With great

discernment he shows the disadvantages of slave labor from an economic point

of view.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown (with half-title) ;

New York
REFERENCES : Jameson, Willem Usselinx,

in American 'Historical Association Papers,

State (i); Lenox
j Library of Congress; vol. z, No. 3, p. zoz, No. 6; Winsor, 4:

and Ayer Libraries. 416} Muller, Books on America, i: 177,
No. 1544; Asher, Neiv Netherlands, pp.

73-97; also p. 90, No. 34.

COMBES, SIEUR DE.

COPPIE D'VNE LETTRE ENVOYEE DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE.
LYON, par Leon Savine, 1609. [335J

Small 8vo.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B,
each 4 leaves

;
total 8 numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 335], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [text, with heading]]

[type-ornament head-piece] | Coppie d'vne

Lettre enuoyee de la noituelle / France, ou

Canada, par le Sieur de / Combes, Gentil-

homme Poi- / fieuin, a <vn /fan amy. /

[signed] |

Voftre plus affectionne
| feruiteur,

|

DBS COMBES.
| [ dated ]|DeBreft en Canada

j

ce 13. Feurier. 1608.
[, pp. 3-15;

|

[type-ornament rule] | PERMISSIOjj. | [4

lines] | [dated] |

. . . FaiS ce 19. Feurier,

1609.
| [signed] |

DE VILLARS.
|, p. 15;

[blank], p. [i 6].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6ivie x 39i8

inches. Bound in maroon levant morocco,

gilt edges ; by Lortic.

The John Carter Brown Library has only a manuscript copy of this exceedingly

rare tract. Harrisse (1872) has contented himself by copying his title from Brunei.

Graesse (1869) also did the same. Winsor (1884) cites Brunei and Lenox as well

as Sabin. Sabin copies from Harrisse, even following him in his mistaken spelling of

Sieur, viz., "Sier."

This work was reprinted in 1905, with an English translation and facsimiles of

the first and lasl pages, by Dr. Samuel E. Dawson, of Ollawa, from ihe copy in ihe

Lenox Library ; in which the first lines of pp. 1 1 and I 2 have been clipped by the

binder, about one half of the line on each page being missing. They read as follows:

AMERICANA VOL. II. 50 C783] CHURCH CATALOGUE



1609 Sieur de Combes No. 335

p. ii, | fruifts, force pierrieries, & toutes autres richefles, | ; p. iz, |

cofte du Leuant

au grand Ocean de Nord, du co-
|
fte . . .

|
.

Doctor Dawson, who is an acknowledged authority on all questions relating to the

history of exploration in Canada, while admitting the genuineness of the work, says :

"The narrative of the voyage is plainly fabulous. . . . The descriptions of nautical

matters prove that the author was not a sailor, and it is evident he was never on the

coast of Canada. . . . There are passages which read like extracts from '
Sinbad, the

Sailor,' and the yarn of this Canadian Sinbad, written in the year Champlain founded

Quebec, must pique the curiosity of every Canadian. ... If, as Lord Bacon says,

COP PIE

D'VJSfE LETTRE
E NVO Y E E DE LA
NOVVELLE. FRANCE, OV
Canacla,par

le Sieur de C6bes,Gen/r

tilhomme Poideuin3a vn fien amy.

En taquefo font brieftcment defiritcsJet

, excellences)f$ richcjfis
<ltt

y tnfcmble l<tft$on ^ maun dt

ccuxqvi I'kabiteM, la
gloire desFran-*

te$erance qtfily ade rendrs

qM Cbrcfttennc,.

Par

Auccl?ermifllon <3es Supcticurr..

No. 335. TITLE-PAGE OF COMBES' COPPIE D'VNE LETTRE; 1609.
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No. 335 Sieur de Combes 1609

' a mixture of a lie doth always add pleasure,
' we have a new and abundant source of

pleasure available in the story of the Sieur de Combes."

OTHER COPIES: We know of but one

other copy, that in the Lenox Library.

REFERENCES : Dawson, Brest on the !$ue-

bec Labrador (Royal Soc. of Canada, Trans

actions, 2d ser. , Vol. n, sec. 2), pp. 1-30

(of the separate) ;
Lenox Library, Jesuits,

p. 3 ; Brunei, 1:177.

[GRAY, ROBERT.] (/. 1609.)

A GOOD SPEED TO VIRGINIA. LONDON, by Felix Kyngftonfor William

Wtlbie, 1609. [336]

Small 410. Printed in black-letter, ex

cept sheet A and the upper part of leaf B.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4
leaves (the first blank and genuine) ; B, C,

D, each 4 leaves ; total 1 6 unnumbered

leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf], [A] ; [title,
as reproduced ; See

No. 336], recto of [A 2]; [blank], verso

of [A 2] ; [epistle dedicatory, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

TO THE
RIGHT

|

NOBLE AND HONO-
|

RABLE

EARLES, BARONS
j

and Lords, and to the

Right VVorfliipfull | Knights, Merchants and

Gentlemen, Aduenturers
|

for the plantation

of Virginia, all happie and
| profperous

fuccefTe, which may either
| augment your

glorie, or increafe
| your wealth, or pur-

chafe
| your eternitie.

| [signed] |

Your Hon
ours and VVor-

| Ihips in all affectionate
|

well wifting, |

R. G. /[dated] |

From mine

houfe at the Northend of
|

Sithes lane Lon

don, April 28. Anno 1609. |,
recto of A 3

to recto of[A 4] ; [ blank] , verso of [A 4] ;

[text, with heading] | [type-ornament rule]

|

GOOD SPEEDE TO
|
Virginia. | lojhua.

17. 14. |,
recto of B to recto of [04];

[blank], verso of [04].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6%x 5M inches.

Bound in dark blue crushed levant morocco,

gilt edges ; by Bedford.

This work, which is in the form of a sermon, was published to encourage settlers to

go to Virginia. It seems to be the Third printed tract relating to that colony ; the

First being Smith's True Relation (our No. 333), published the year before; and

the Second, Nova Britannia (our No. 338), published in February, 1609. The

dedication, which is signed with the author's initials only, is dated April 2 8th, and

the tract was entered at Stationers' Hall, by Robert Gray, on the 3d of May. The

writer expresses his regret that he is " not able, neither in perfon nor purfe, to be a

partaker in the bufinefle."

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) ;

Huth
; John Carter Brown

; Lenox ;
New

York Historical Society ; Halsey ;
and Ayer

Libraries.

REFERENCES : Brown, Genesis of the

United States, 1:293-302; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 2: 32, No. 84; Huth,

Catalogue, 2: 619; Sabin, 7, No. 27837;

Collier, Rarest Books, 4: 208-210.
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1609 Robert Gray No. 336

A
GOOD SPEED

to
Virginia.

ESAY 41.4.

HefhaOtiotfailenor
be diJcourAgeb titi bebaut

fttiudgementin the earth, andthe Jles
tart

for
bit law*

RrintedbyFEL f x KYN o s

inland are to be fold at his (hop at the fignc

ofthe Greyhound in Pauls Church

yard. 1 6 op*

No. 336. TITLE-PAGE OF GRAY'S GOOD SPEED TO VIRGINIA; 1609.
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No. 337 Richard Hakluyt 1609

HAKLUYT, RICHARD, Translator, (b. c. 1552, d. 1616.)

VIRGINIA RICHLY VALVED, BY THE DESCRIPTION OF THE
MAINE LAND OF FLORIDA, HER NEXT NEIGHBOVR. . . .

WRITTEN BY A PORTVGALL GENTLEMAN OF ELVAS. LONDON,

by Felix KingjJon for Matthew Lotunes, 1609. [337D

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q,

R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, each 4 leaves
; Aa,

2 leaves
;

total 94 leaves. Leaf B 4 has a

signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title,

as reproduced; See No. 337], recto of

[A]; [blank], verso of [A] ; [epistle

dedicatory, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

TO THE RIGHT
|

HON-
OVRABLE, THE

|
Right Worfhipfull

Counfellors, and
|

others the cheerefull ad-

uenturors for
|

the aduancement of that

Chriftian|and noble plantation in
|

VIRGINIA.

| [signed] |

Richard Hakluyt. |
, recto of

A 2 to verso of [A 4] ; [text in 44

chapters, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] [

A RELATION
|

OF SVCH
THINGS, AS

|

DON FERDINANDO DE
SOTO,

|

the Adelantado of Florida parted

in feeking to con-
| quer the faid Countrey :

...
| [4 lines] |

, pp. 1-180. With head

lines
|

The difcouerie of Florida, / on the

verso pages, and
|

next adioyning to Vir

ginia, /on the recto pages j caption to Chap.
xi. in. omitted.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7x5% inches.

Bound in blue levant morocco, gilt edges ;

by Riviere. With the initials "H G" and

"T/4o: LeigA'" written in ink at top of

the title-page, and "Nan habemus hie per-

manentem ci*vitatem
* *

on back of the title-

page.

We have here a description of the country south of Virginia. The companion

tract, Lescarbot's Nova Francia (our No. 341), describing the country north of

Virginia, was issued the same year. Alexander Brown thinks that both of these

works were published under the auspices of the Virginia Company.
The original text (Rela$lam verdadeira, etc.), of which this work is a translation,

was printed in 1557 at Evora, Portugal, and gives us the best account of De Soto's

expedition to Florida. It was translated by Hakluyt with a view of inducing settlers

to go out to the new colony of Virginia. This translation is among the rarest of

Hakluyt' s works. It is usually cited in English as the Narrative of the Gentleman of

Elvas ; but just who the "gentleman of Elvas" was is uncertain; by some he is thought

to have been Alvaro Fernandez, by others Hernando de Soto himself. A copy of the

original edition, of which but two copies are known, is in the Lenox Library, the

other being in the British Museum.

This work was reprinted by Peter Force in his Tracts, Vol. 4, No. i.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown ; New York State

;
Lenox ;

New York Historical Society ;
Hoe

;
and

Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Hoe, Catalogue, 2 : 307 ;

Brown, Genesis of the United States, i : 279,
No. 84; Quaritch, General Catalogue, 5,

No. 28485 ; Winsor, 2 : 289 ; John Carter

Brown, Catalogue, 2: 33, No. 86.
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1609 Richard Hakluyt No. 337

VIRGINIA
richly valued,

the defcription ofthe maine land of
/V4,her next neighbour:

Out ofthe fourc yceres con tin uall trauelland dhcouerie,

for aboue one thoufand miles Bad and Weft, of
Don Ferdintndo de Sot0,znd fixe hundred

able men in his companie.

Whertnaretrulyobferuedtherichesanetfertilnietifthofipdrts^

abounding with things neceffarie,fleafant,andprofitable

for the life ofman: with the natures andat
fro-

fitionsofthe Inhabitants.

Written by a Portugall gentleman of /^,emploied ilk

all the aftion,and tran flared out ofPortugefe
by RICHARD HAEIVVT.

AT LONDON
Printed byPBtix K r H o $ T o N for c^/4//^p L<wtKtt

andare to be fold at the figne ofiheBifliops
head in Pauls Churchyard.

1609*
No. 337. TITLE-PAGE OF HAKLUYT'S VIRGINIA RICHLY VALVED ; 1609.
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No. 338 Robert Johnson 1609

[JOHNSON, ROBERT.] (/. 1609.)

NOVA BRITANNIA. OFFERING MOST EXCELLENT FRVITES BY

PLANTING IN VIRGINIA. LONDON, for Samuel Macbam, 1 609. [338]

Small 410. Printed in black-letter
; pref- nour of the Companies of the

|

MOSCOVIA

ace and headings in roman. and Eaft INDIA
|

Merchants Peace, health
|

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 and happinefle in
|

CHRIST.
| | [signed]

leaves (the first blank and lacking) ; B, C, |
R. I.

|
, recto and verso of A 3 ; [text,

D, E, each 4 leaves (the last blank and with heading] | [
conventional head-piece]]

lacking) ;
total 20 unnumbered leaves. NOVA BRITANNIA.

|
Offering moft excellent

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank fruites
| by Planting in VIR-

|

GINIA.
|
, recto

leaf with signature-mark A on its recto, of [A 4] to recto of [3]; |

FINIS. |,

otherwise blank], A; [title, as repro- recto of [3]; [blank], verso of [E 3];

duced
;
See No. 338], recto of [A ]; [i blank leaf], [E 4 ].

[blank], verso of [Ai]; [epistle dedi- CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6% x 5 inches,

calory, with heading] [ [conventional head- Bound in red levant morocco, gilt edges ;

piece] |

To the Right Worfhipfull, Sir
| by Bradstreet. Closely trimmed at top,

THOMAS SMITH, of London / Knight, one some of the letters of the title-page and run-

of his Maiefties Councell for
|
VIRGINIA, ning head-lines being slightly clipped,

and Treasurer for the Colonie,
|

and Gouer-

Lenox Library duplicate copy.

This pamphlet was entered at Stationers' Hall, Feb. 1 8, 1609, and is an earnest

appeal in behalf of the Virginia Company. It is in the form of a discourse by one

of a party of adventurers returned from Virginia and assembled in London.

Mr. Luther S. Livingston, who has made a very careful comparison of some thirteen

copies of this work which have come under his eye, has found no fewer than six dif

ferent editions. They may be distinguished by the following differences :

(1) The title-page has a head-piece with the royal arms; the second line reads,

|OFFRING MOST | ; after the sixth line is a medallion vignette between two single

rules.

The head-piece of the dedication has a human figure, without legs, flanked by two

beasts with human heads, the same as that on the title-page of Keymis* Relation (See

our reproduction, No. 250); the verso of this leaf reads, |
THE EPISTLE,! [12

lines] |

NOVA
]

; the epistle being unsigned.

The recto of [D 4] contains three paragraphs ; lines 20 and 21 read, |
vs: As alfo

foj euery Planter and Aduenturer fhalbe infer-
|
ted in the Patent by name : This

ground beeing laid wee
| ; verso, line 28, |

lead : Now if any thinke that wee fhalbe

tied to a continual
|

. Copy : Lenox Library.

(2) Has no head-piece on the title-page; line 2 reads,
|

OFFRING MOST
| ;

line 6 is followed by a woodcut of an armed ship under Ml sail. Head-piece of

dedication as in (i) ; the verso reads, |

THE EPISTLE, | [12 lines] |
R. I.

|

NOVA
|

.

Recto and verso of [D 4] as in (i). Copies : Edward Crane (Ives-Lefferts copy);

F. R. Halsey ; and John Carter Brown Libraries.
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NOVA BRITANNIA.

OFFERING MOST
Excellent fruiccs by Planting in

VIRGINIA.

Exciting all fuch asbe wellaffetfed

to further thelame.

o N

Printed for S A M v * i M A t v A M,andaretobcfoldat

his Slwp inPauls Church-yard,atthe
ine of the Bulrhead,

No. 338. TITLE-PAGE OF JOHNSON'S NOVA BRITANNIA; "OFFERING"

EDITION; 1609.
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(3) Has the same title-page as (2). Head-piece of dedication with rose in

center surmounted by a crown; the verso reads as in (z). Recto and verso of

[04] as in (i). Copies: Robert Hoe (with blank leaf at end) and John Carter

Brown Libraries.

(4) Has the same title-page as (2), except line 2, which reads, |
OFFERING

MOST
[

. Head-piece of dedication as in (3); the verso reads, [THE EPISTLE.]

[12 lines] |

R. 1.
1

; but has no catchword. Recto of [04] contains 3, not 4, para

graphs; lines 20 and zi read,
|

vs: As alfo euery Planter and Aduenturer (hall bee

infer-
1
ted in the Patent byname: This ground being hide, wee|; verso, line 28,

|

leaft. Now if any think that we Ihal be tyed to a continual
|

. Copy : Alfred T.

White, Brooklyn, N. Y.

(5) Has the same title-page as (4). Head-piece of dedication as in (3) ; verso

reads, |TnE EPISTLE
| [i z lines] |

R. 1.
1 ; but with no catchword. Recto of [D 4]

same as (3) ; verso, line z8, |
at leaft. Now if any thinke that we mail be tyed

to a conti-|.

,(6)
Has the same title-page as (4). Head-piece of dedication as in (3); the

verso reads,
|

THE EPISTLE
| [ 1 2 lines] |

R. I.
| ; but with no catchword. The recto

of
[D 4] contains 4 paragraphs ; lines 20 and z i read, |

uerne vs.
|

This ground bee-

ing laide, wee purpofe pzefently to
| ; line z i beginning the fourth paragraph. In

this edition the words, |
... As alfo foz euery Planter and Aduenturer fhalbe infer-

1

ted in the Patent by name : . . .
| , of the previous editions are omitted ; verso, line

z8, as in (5). Copies: Lenox; New York Historical Society (z; the Hawkes

and King copies) ; and the copy here described.

In the editions having three paragraphs (1-5), the third paragraph on the recto

of [D 4] begins:
" Firft you fliall vnderftand, that his Maieftie hath gran- 1

ted vs an

enlargment of our Charter, with many ample p:i- 1 uiledges, wherein we haue Knights

and Gentlemen of good | place : Named foj the Kings Counfell of Virginia to gou-

erne
|

vs : As alfo foj euery Planter and Aduenturer flialbe infer-
1

ted in the Patent by
name: . . .

|,
etc. In the edition (6) the clause "As alfo," etc., has been

dropped; the words preceding it form a complete paragraph; and those following it

begin a new, or fourth, paragraph.

As the new charter was not signed by the King until May Z3, 1609, it would

seem that the editions dropping this sentence must have been printed after that date.

This work was reprinted by Peter Force in his Tracts, Vol. I, No. vi.

OTHER COPIES: Besides those named REFERENCES: Brown, Genesis of the

above there are copies in the British Mu- United States, 1:24.1-243; also 2:932;
seum

;
Huth

; Library of Congress; Vir- John Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2:35, No.

ginia State Library ;
and Ayer Libraries. 89; Huth, Catalogue, 3:751.
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LESCARBOT, MARC. (*. 159, c. 1

HISTOIRE DE LA NOWELLE FRANCE.

630.)

PARIS, Chez lean Milot, 1609.

[339]

Small 8vo. First Edition.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : a, e, 7,

each 8 leaves ; A, 8 leaves (with two leaves,

numbered 10 and ioij., inserted between

leaves [Av.] and [Avj.]); B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R,

S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz, AAa to Iii,

each 8 leaves ; KKK, 4 leaves
;

total 470
leaves. Leaves G 4, K 3, 04, Ff4, Nn4,
and Rr 4 have no signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title, as

reproduced; See No. 339], recto of [a];

[blank], verso of [a]; [5 dedications,

the first with heading ] [

AV ROY TRES-
CHRETIEN

]

DE FRANCE ET DE
|

NAVARRE HENRI IIII. [signed] |

MARC
LESCARBOT. |, recto of a

ij.
to verso

of e ij. ;
|

SOMMAIRES
|

DES CHAPITRES

| pour fervir de Table des matieres con-
|

tenues en cette Hiftoire.
|
, recto of e

iij. to

recto of [Tvij.]; |AV LECTEVR|, verso

of [T vij.] to recto of [T viij.] ;
|

Extraifl

du Priuilegc du Roy. / [signed] |

Parle Roy
en fon Confeil,

|
Signe, BRIGARD.

|
, verso

of [Tviij.]; |

PREMIER LIVRE|,
pp. i-z28

8 [SECOND LIVRE |, pp.

229-655; |

BEATISSIMO
|

DOMINO
NOSTRO

|

PAP^E PAVLO V. PON-
|

TIFICI MAXIMO.
| [signed] |

. . . IOANNES

IDE BIENCOVR. |, pp. 656-659;
|

TROISIEME LIVRE
|

, pp. 660-888;

| [tail-piece] |

Acheve d' imprimer chez

Fran$ois lacquin |

le 28. Feburier 1609. |,

p. 888.

Pages 1-9, numbered; p. 10, un

numbered; 2 leaves inserted, numbered 10

and ioij. ; regularly numbered thereafter;

p. 311 is wrongly numbered 321.

MAPS: 3 copperplate folding Maps, as

follows :

[i] |FIGVRE DV PORT DE
GANABARA AV BRISIL , at top;|
/. Millot, excudit, / Auec priuilege du Roy/,
lower left-hand corner; single-rule border;

size, 31^6 * 6"A inches
;
no scale

;
be

tween pp. 206 and 207.

[2] |FIGVRE DE LA TERRE,
NEVVE, GRANDE RIVIERE DE
CANADA, ET COTES DE L'OCEAN
EN LA NOVVELLE FRANCE

|
,
at top ;

/ Ian fcvelinc fecit I Millot excudit

MARCVS LESCARBOT nunc primum delinauit,

publicauit, donauit Auec priuilege du Roy/,
at bottom

;
two-line border

; size, 7x1 6%
inches

; scale, % of an inch = i of latitude
;

facing p. 236.

[3] FIGVRE DV PORT ROYAL
EN LA NOVVELLE FRANCE. Par

Marc Lescarbot. fdop. /, across the top ;
|

Jan fiuelinckfculp I. Millot excudit Auec

Priuilege du Roy /, near lower edge ; size,

59i x 9% inches ; no scale
; facing p. 480.

CON DITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 4^ e inches.

Bound in red crushed levant morocco, gilt

over marbled edges ; by Lortic Fils. With

"Stephen J. W. Tabor" written in ink at

top of title-page.

Lescarbot sailed with Poutrincourt from Rochelle in May and arrived at Port Royal,

Nova Scotia, in July, 1 606. He spent a year with Sieur de Monts, and when the

latter's privilege was revoked, reembarked for France, where he arrived in October,

1607.

This very important and reliable work on the early French settlements in Canada

is divided into three books: the first gives an account of the voyages of Verrazano,

Laudonniere, Gourgues, and Villegagnon; the second contains the voyages of

Cartier, Roberval, De Monts, Poutrincourt, and the first voyages of Champlain ;
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and the third contains an interesting description of the manners and customs of

the Indians.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (2, REFERENCES: Winsor, 4:149; Huth,
both imperfect); Huth; Boston Public; Catalogue, 3:839; Sabin, 10, Nos. 40169

John Carter Brown; Pequot ;
New York and 40174; Harrisse, Nou'velle France,

State; Lenox; Columbia University ; Library Nos. 16 and 17.

Company of Philadelphia ;
Peter A. Porter,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.
;
and Ayer Libraries.

H I S T O I R E
t? R. A N C

Conten&tl&havigattbns, de"c6.uvertes , & haSi-

utibnsjsitesparYes Francois
6s Indes Occident*

tales 8tNpu\reiIeJPraacXquz I'iyoru 8f autho-

ntddehozRois^-es--Slirddeiis > &les div:erfe*

fprtnnes d'rteax en

depui$Centans

En quoytftcontprije l'rijfoire'Mor4lc,-frd.tHrele,&"Gei-

trr4pki4ttt.'de-l<t{lite province: ^/f
'

O 4 V* P '

/I

r MARC L E 5 'C, A R B
t

b t jid-v$c*t in ftrltfatnti
Ti&otn ecuUtrc j'vne f<rtte Jtt thofetici rtciters.

Multa renafcrcntur. qux iarn cscufcte , cid^ntqutf.

A P A R.I S

'Chez 1 1 A-N M i-t of, tetiint fabotiuqac fuf ks'degreS
dcfi

grand' fillc du Palais;

M. DC. IX.

A?EC px/ritEae or. zn-fr

No. 339. TITLE-PAGE OF LESCARBOT'S HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE; 1609.
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LESCARBOT, MARC. (* 159, d. c. 1630.)

LES MVSES DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE.

1609.

PARIS, Chez lean Millot,

[340]

Small 8vo. COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C, reproduced ; See No. 340], recto of [A];
D, each 8 leaves; E, 4 leaves; total 36 [blank], verso of [A]; [dedication,

leaves. Leaf A iij.
has no signature-mark ;

with heading] |

A
|

MONSEIGN EVR
|

and Diij. is wrongly marked C iij.
MESSIRE NICOLAS

| BRVLART, SEIGNEVR
|

LES MVSES
DE LA NOVVELLE

FRANCE.

A MONSEIGNEVR
L CHANCEJLLfER,

v/fvij rieridum
feragft

l<x<t nitHtHi antt

Trittt felt

j ^Iti t*6 1 , ffir hs

^a*,. falls ^i P&&

M. r>. e, i

jfvtc frrvtltgt
da ^.

No. 340. TITLE-PAGE OF LESCARBOT'S MVSES; 1609.
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de Sillery Chancellier de France & de

Navarre.
| [signed] |

MARC LESCARBOT.
|

,

recto of Aij. to verso of [Aiij. ]; [text,

with heading] |

LES MVSES DE LA
|

NOVVELLE FRANCE
|

Au Roy. |[ist poem,

with heading] |

ODE PINDARIQVE | prc-

fentee a fa Majefte en No-
|

vembrc mil fix

cens fept. |
, pp. 1-66.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 4Me
inches. Bound with No. 339.

This work, though it has independent signature-marks and pagination, is usually,

as in this case, bound at the end of the author's Hijioire de la Nouuelle France.

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

NOVA FRANCIA: OR THE DESCRIPTION OF THAT PART OF
NEW FRANCE, WHICH IS ONE CONTINENT WITH VIRGINIA.

LONDINI, Imponsis Georgii BIJhop, 1609. [341 ]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: [1], 2

leaves (the first, probably blank, lacking) ;

11, 111, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K,
L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z,
Aa to Pp, each 4 leaves

; Qq, 2 leaves ;

total 164 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i leaf,

probably blank], [1]; [title, as repro

duced; See No. 341], recto of [If a];

[blank], verso of
[ \ 2] ; [epistle dedica

tory, with heading] | [type-ornament head

piece] |

TO THE BRIGHT
|

STARRE
OF THE NORTH,

|

HENRY Prince of

Gmif/BRiTAiNE.
| [signed], |

P. ERON-
DELLE.

I
, recto and verso of ^[ ;

|

To
the Reader. / , recto and verso of 11[ z

;

|

The Table of the contents
| of the Chap

ters./ , recto of HI 3 to verso of [HI 4];

[text, with heading] |

Noua Francia. /
The three late voyages and plan- |

tation of

Monfieur De MONTS, of Monjieur / ~Du

Pont graue, and of Monfieur De Poutrin-

court,
|

into the Countries called by the

Frenchmen La Cadia, ly- | ing to the South-

weft of Cap Breton ; together with an
|

ex

cellent feuerall Treatie of all the commo-
|

dities of the faid Countries : and ma-
|

ners

of the natural! inhabitants
|

of the fame.
|

,

pp. [i]-i36; [the second book, with

heading] |

The fecond Booke ofthe Hiftory |

of Noua Francia, containing the fajhions and

|

maners of life of the people there,
|

and the

fertility of the Lands and / Seas mentioned

in the \former Booke./, pp. 137-307 5

|

The Errata.
| [4 lines] |

, p. 307 ;

[blank], p. [308].

Page 162 is wrongly numbered 190;

173 is 177 ;
212 is 202

; 213 is 113 ; 216

is 116
;
222 is 221 ; 226 is 126

;
261 is

259 ;
and 264 has no number. In the

Lenox Library copy of the Hebb edition,

p. 163 is 1 6.

CONDITION . Size of leaf, 7%6 x 5^
inches. Bound in half maroon crushed

levant morocco, gilt edges ; by David.

Page 261 (wrongly marked 259) extended

on outer margin ;
with side-notes and some

letters of the text in facsimile.

This is a translation of Lescarbot' s Histoire de la Nouuelle France, from the 3151

chapter of the Second Book to the end of the Third and last, but the author's name

does not appear on the title-page nor in any part of the volume. It was undertaken

at th suggestion of Hakluyt by Pierre Erondelle, a native of Normandy, who was a

French schoolmaster in London and afterwards a stockholder in the Virginia Com

pany. As Erondelle says in the preface :
" To the end, that comparing the goodneffe

of the lands of the Northerly parts heerein mentioned with that of Virginia, which
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NOVA FRANCIA:
Or the

DESCRIPTION
OF THAT PART OF
N&vv FRANCE,

"tohich ismie continent 'toith

VIRGINIA.
Described in the three lateVoyages and Plantationmadeby

Monpettr de Monts, Monfieur du Pont-Graue, and

Monjieur dePoutrincourt, into the countries

called by the French menLa Cadie,

lyingto the South\vcft of

CafeBreton.

Together with an excellent feuerall Treatie ofall the commodities
o fthe fsid conn tries, and mans of the natural!

inhabitants ofthe fame.

Translated ottt ofFrenchintoEnglijbby
P E

L 6 N D I N I,

GBORGII BISHOP.

'.1609.

No. 341. TITLE-PAGE OF LESCARBOT' s NOVA FRANCIA; 1609.
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. . . muft be far better, by reafon it Hands more Southerly, neerer to the Sunne,

greater encouragement may be giuen to profecute that generous and godly aftion, in

planting and peopling that Country, to the better propagation of the Gofpel of Chrifl,

the faluation of innumerable foules, and general! benefit of this land, too much peftered

with ouer many people." It contains much the best portion of Lescarbot's work,

and is faithfully translated, even the very elaborate headings of the chapters being

retained.

There is a title-edition, without date, bearing the imprint of Andrew Hebb (See

No. 342). The present edition is the rarer of the two. It was reprinted in

Osborne's Collection of Voyages and Travels, Vol. z, pp. 795.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Har- REFERENCES: Winsor, 4:151; Huth,

vard University; Lenox; and New York 3:839; Field, Indian Bibliography, No.

Historical Society Libraries. 916 } Rich, p. 28, No. 113.

LESCARBOT, MARC. (. 1590, </.c. 1630.)

NOVA FRANCIA OR THE DESCRIPTION OF THAT PART OF
NEW FRANCE, WHICH IS ONE CONTINENT WITH VIRGINIA.

LONDON, for Andrew Hebb, [1609]. [342 ]

Small 410. CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5%
COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identi- inches. Bound in the original vellum. With

cally the same as in No. 341. |

Nova
|

Francia
|

on gilded label at top of

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as back, and
|

Noua Francia
| lengthwise of

reproduced; See No. 342]; otherwise iden- the back.

tically the same as in No. 341.

This copy differs from the foregoing only in having a different title-page, which

varies in many respects from the dated one (our No. 341). The map which is

sometimes found in these two editions does not properly belong with them, but is

inserted from the French edition.

This copy, which is bound in the original vellum, seems to disprove the statement

which has been made that the Epistle Dedicatory and Address to the Reader do not

belong to this edition ; though both are lacking in the copies in the Lenox Library

and British Museum.

Andrew Hebb, according to the Stationers' Register, published books from 1625
to 1640. From the same source we learn that on May 6, 1625, the widow of

Thomas Adams assigned to him all the books, parts of books, and copies belonging to

her late husband. Several works with his imprint have, as in this case, no date of

publication, a fact which has led to considerable difference of opinion regarding the

date to which they should properly be assigned. We have therefore placed this work

directly after the original edition published by Adams.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Carter Brown
;
Lenox

; Library of Congress;
Massachusetts Historical Society; John and Newberry Libraries.
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NOVA FRANCIA
Or the

DESCRIPTION
OFTHAT PARTOF
NEW FRANCE,

which is one continent with

VIRGINIA.
Defcribed'in the three late Voyages and Plantation

made by Monfteur de L^fents^Menfienr an Pmt-GrM^nad
Mmfiturdt /'wimwoiirf.intothe countries called

By die French-men Z.C*tfr, ly.

ing to the Southweftof

C4ft Breton.

Together with aa excellent feuerjll Treatie of all tht commoditiu
ef the (aid countries, and miners of the natural]

inhabitants of the fame.

Tr*fl*ttd eat ef French tato
Smglifr by

P. E.

LONDON,
Printed for Andrew Htbbt and are to be fold at the Cgns

ofiheeUin?/J Church-yard.

No. 342. TITLE-PAGE OF LESCARBOT' s NOVA FRANCIA; [1609].
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LINTON or LYNTON, ANTHONY. (/. 1609.)

NEWES OF THE COMPLEMENT OF THE ART OF NAVIGATION.

LONDON, Felix Kyngjton, 1609. [343]

Small 410. Printed in roman
j
the text defender of the Faith, Sec.

\ being Mathema-

enclosed in ruled borders, with separate spaces ticians, Merchants, Nauigators, Trauel- /

for running head-lines, pagination, and side- lers, &c. And alfo to all other, furtherers

notes ; the latter spaces unused. and fauourers of
| Geographic, Nauigation,

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, and Difeoueries; and to
|

euerie of them,

C, D, E, F, each 4 leaves (the last blank refpeftiuely ;
ANTHONIE

|

LYNTON Parfon

and genuine) ; total 24 leaves. of Worth, in the Coun- / tie of Suflex,

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title,
as ivi/heth health, and all / true happine/e. /

reproduced; See No. 343], recto of [A] ; [signed] |

Yours Antho. Linton. /[dated] |

| [conventional ornament] |

The Con- . . . From my ftudie in Worth this 14.

tents.
| [10 lines] | [conventional ornament] No-

|

uemb. 1608. , pp. 1-44 ; |

The

|, verso of[A]; [text,
with heading] |

TO Authors farewel to his Epiftle. | [8 lines] |

ALL AND
|

SINGVLER THE SVB-
|

FINIS.
|

, p. 44; [i blank leaf] , [F4].
IECTS OF THE MOST

|

HIGH AND MiGHTiE CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5% inches.

PRINCE,
|

IAMES by the grace of God, King Bound in blue crushed levant morocco, gilt

of Great Bri- / taine, France and Ireland, edges ; by Lortic Freres.

Drake, Gilbert, and the other navigators who came to America are mentioned on

p. 10, as follows :
" Yea and by Nauigation, the huge conuexitie of the whole world,

within little more then thefe 30. yeares laft paft, hath been by our Englijh nation

twice failed about. Once, by the worthie Sir Francis Drake Knight, and the fec-

ond time, by the worthie Thomas Candijb Efquire, both pafling thorow the Straits

of Magellan, into the South fea, and fo coafting from thence the Wefterne fliore of

the New world, vnto California, pafled from thence vnto the Moluccan Hands, and

from thence by laua, and by the Cape, De bona Efperanza, and returned againe aliue

into this Realme of England, with riches and renowne. A voyage neuer yet before

this day performed (for any thing I know to the contrarie) by any other, of what

nation foeuer, but only by Magellan the Portugale. ..."
The author, who had just returned from a voyage to the north of Asia, says he

"added the longitude of 50. or 60. degrees of good difcouery, vnto the alreadie

knowne longitude". He merely enumerates the items of " Newes " which he

brought home. The greater part of the book is taken up with instructions how to

find the longitude of any place "without the help of any Ecclipse."

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (4) ;
REFERENCES : Sabin never saw a copy,

Lenox ; and John Carter Brown Libraries. and Lowndes, Hazlitt, the Bibliotheca Gren-

villiana, and Graesse give the title without

comments.
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1609 Anthony Liuton NO. 343

NEWES
OF THE COM
PLEMENT OF THE ART

OF NAVIGATION.

AND OF THE MIGHTI E,

Empire oataia.

TOGETHER WITH THE
Straits of Anita.

By A. L.

The principall Contents whereof fol-

in the next
page.

eXT IOKDO tf.

Imprinicd by F t 1 1 x KINGSTON,

No. 343. TITLE-PAGE OF LINTON'S NEWES OF THE COMPLEMENT OF THE ART

OF NAVIGATION ; 1609.
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No. 344 William Symonds 1609

SYMONDS, WILLIAM, (b. 1556, d. c. 1616.)

VIRGINIA. A SERMON PREACHED AT WHITE-CHAPPEL. LONDON,

by I. Windet,for Eleazar Edgar, and William Welby, 1609. [344]

Small 410. |them. | [signed]] Yours moft heartily affeiled

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, in / the caufe of Virginia. / WILLIAM Si-

D, E, F, G, H, each 4 leaves; total 32 MONDS.
|,

recto of A a to recto of [A 4];

leaves. Leaf B 3 has no signature-mark. [blank], verso of [A 4] ; [text, with

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as heading] VIRGINEA
|

BRITANNIA.
|

A
\

reproduced; Set No. 344], recto of [A]; SERMON PREACHED AT
|

WHITE
[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedica- CHAPPELL, IN THE

|
prefence of many the

torie, with heading] |

TO THE RIGHT Aduentu-
1 rers, and Planters for] VIRGINIA.

NO-|BLE, AND WORTHIE
|

ADVAN- [GENESIS 12.1.2.3. |, pp. 1-54; [blank],
CERS OF THE STANDART

|

of CHRIST, among [ H 4]. Page 5 1 is wrongly numbered 1 5.

the GENTILES, |

the Aduenturers for the CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7^e x sVt,

Plantation of
|
VIRGINIA, W. S. prayeth |

that inches. Bound in half red morocco, red

Nations may blefle them, |and be blefled by top; by Bradstreet.

The Murphy-Lefferts copy.

This was the first sermon preached before the Company of Adventurers to Vir

ginia, and was probably delivered preparatory to the expedition which left England

the latter part of May, 1609, under Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George Somers, and

Christopher Newport, with seven ships and five hundred men. Although the

preacher had declined the request that he should go to Virginia himself, he seeks to

obviate all objections to his decision.

The writer, speaking of Virginia in the epistle dedicatory, says: "This land, was

of old time, offered to our Kings. . . . Q. Elizabeth (whofe ftorie hath no peere

among Princes of her fexe) being a pure Virgin, found it, fet foot in it, and called it

Virginia. Our moft facred Soueraigne, in whom is the fpirit of his great Anceftor,

Conftantin the pacifier of the world, and planter of the Gofpell in places moft remote,

defireth to prefent this land a pure Virgine to Chrift. Such as doe mannage the ex

pedition, are careful! to carry thither no Traitors, nor Papifls that depend on the Great

Whore. And now Right Worthy, if any aske an account of my vocation, to write

and Preach thus much ; I anfwere : that although I could not fatisfie their requeft that

would haue me goe; yet I could not omit to fhewe my zeale to the glory of God."

Symonds may afterwards have changed his mind, for from some Observations of his

printed in Captain John Smith's Generall Historic of Virginia, 1624, it would seem

that he was for a time resident in that colony. He looked over Smith's Map of Vir

ginia and aided him in procuring its publication at Oxford.

For other sermons of this nature see Crashaw, 1610, and Copland, 1622 (our

Nos. 345 and 390).

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Boston REFERENCES: Brown, Genesis of the

Public Library ; John Carter Brown ; Lenox; United States, 1:282-291; also 2:1029-

Library of Congress ;
and Ayer Libraries. 1030.
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1609 William Symonds No. 344

SERMON
PREACHED AT
WHITE-CHAPPE L, IN THE

prefencc of many , Honourable and

WorfhipfuU,the Aduenturers and Plan

ters for V i R G i N i A,

PVBLISHEDFORTHEBENEFIT
AMD VSB OB THJICOLONYJPLANTED,

And to bcc Planted there, and for the Ad-
uancemen: oftheir CHRIS*

T i A N Purpofe.

ttiAuSvMONDs, Preacher at Saint

SAVIORS in Stutjnwke.

I v D 6.22.23.
Haue compaffion offomc, in putting ofdifference :

Andother faue with feare,pulling them out ofthe fire.

L O N D O N

Printed by I. WIN DBT, forEtE AZ.AREDG AR, and

\ i and are to be fold in Paules Church-

yard'at the Signeofdie Windmill.

1609.
No. 344. TITLE-PAGE OF SYMONDS' SERMON; 1609.
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No. 345 William Crasbaw 1610

CRASHAW, WILLIAM. (*. 1572, d- 1626.)

A SERMON PREACHED IN LONDON BEFORE THE RIGHT HONOR
ABLE THE LORD LAVVARRE. LONDON, for William Welby, 1610. [345]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 4 leaves

without signature-marks (the first, probably

blank, lacking) ; A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,

I, K, L, each 4 leaves (the last, probably

blank, lacking) ;
total 48 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i leaf,

probably blank]; [title, as reproduced ;
See

No. 345], p. [i.]i [blank], p. [ii.];

[dedication, beginning] |

TO
|

THE
THRICE

|
HONORABLE, GRAVE,

|

RELIGIOVS, THE LORDS,
|
KNIGHTS, BVR-

GESSES,
|

now happily aflembled in
|

PAR

LIAMENT :
| [etc.], p. [iii. ]; [blank], p.

[iv.]; |

To THE PRINTER. |[signed] Your

friend L. D. [Launcelot Davis?] |,p. [v. ];

[errata, 10 lines] |
, p. [vi. ]; | [text,

with heading]!A |

SERMON PREACHED
|

in London before the right honou- rable

the Lord Laivarre, Lord Gouernour
|

and

Captaine Generall of VIRGINEA, and
|

others

of his Maitjlies Counff11for ibat/Kingdoms,
and the reft of the ad-

|

uenturers in that

plantation. |

LVK. zz. 32.
| [3 lines] |

,
recto

of A to recto of [Lz]; [blank], verso

of [L z] ; [scriptural texts], recto of[L 3 ];

[blank], verso of [L 3]; [
i leaf, prob

ably blank], [L 4 ].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6i% x 5%
inches. Bound in brown calf, blind tooled

gilt over red edges ; by Riviere.

The Barlow-Kalbneisch(?)-Lefferts copy.

Grosart, a prominent editor of Elizabethan literature, says: "There is no nobler

sermon than this of the period ".

It was entered at Stationers' Hall, March 19, 1610, as "A Sermon preached by

Master Crashawe intitled a Newe yeres Gifte to Virginia ". In the work as printed,

this title appears only in the running head-lines.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ;
Lenox ;

and Library of Congress.

REFERENCES : Brown, Genesis of the

United States, i : 360-375.

RICH, RICHARD. (/. 1609-1610.)

NEVVES FROM VIRGINIA. THE LOST FLOCKE TRIVMPHANT.

LONDON, by Edw: Allde, to befolde by hbn Wright, 1610. [346]

Small 4111.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B,

each 4 leaves (the last, probably blank,

lacking) ; total 8 unnumbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [wood
cut of sailing vessel], recto of A;
[blank], verso of A; [title,

as repro

duced; See No. 346], recto of [Az];

[blank], verso of [Az]; [conventional

head-piece] |

To the Reader.
| [signed] | Thy

louing Country-man. / R R./, recto and verso

of A 3 ; [text, with heading] |

OF THE
HAPPY A

|

riuall of that famous & worthy

| knight Sir Thomas Gates and well
|

re

puted and valiant Captaine Newport into

England. |
, recto of [A 4] to verso of B 3 ;

/FINIS./, verso of 63; [i leaf,

probably blank], [84].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6*A x 5^0

inches. Bound in green levant morocco,

gilt top ; by David.
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1610 William Crasbaw No. 345

SERMON
PREACHED IN
LONDON before the

right hono
rable the Lord L A.VV A R REjLordGoucr-
nour ana Captaine General! of V i R o i N E A,
and others of his Maieflies Counfell for that

Kingdoiiic, and the reft ofthe Aducn-
turers in that Plantation.

AT THE SAID LORD GENERALL HIS
leauc taking of Eita LAND his NatiucCountrcy,

and departure for V i R GI N E A,
F E B R. 21. 1609.

ByW. CHASHAW Bachelar of Diuinftie,
and Preacher at the Temple.

Wherein both the.lawfulnefle of that A&ion is

maintained, and the riecefliry thereofis alfodemon-
ftrarert, not fo muclvgiic ofthe grounds of P a L i c 1 1,

as of H u M A N i T Y/E q_u 1 1 T, and
CHRISTIANITY.

Talcen from his mouth, and publifhcdby dircflion.

Daniel 1 1. 3.

Yhythtt tuna maty to ri$M<ufnefli,J!illp>iiua thtflurufa tutrmituer.

LONDON,
Printed for miltamWtlby, and arc to be fold

in PaulsChurch-yard thciignc
oftheSwan. 1610.

No. 345. TITLE-PACE OF CRASHAW'S SERMON; 1610.
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No. 346 Richard Rich 1610

The Drake-Kalbfleisch-Lefferts copy.

For nearly a score of years the copy of this tract in the Huth Library was thought

to be unique. This one was discovered in the Drake Library and sold in 1883. It

was bought by Mr. Kalbfleisch, and has since passed into the present collection.

It is believed to be the only copy of the original edition in this country. It has been

reprinted several times, notably by Quaritch (1874), in an edition of twenty-five

copies; and by J. O. Halliwell-Phillipps (1865), in an edition of twenty-five, in

tentionally reduced to ten copies.

It is written in twenty-two eight-line stanzas of doggerel verse, and contains some

interesting scraps of information concerning the colonies of Bermuda and Virginia, from

the latter of which the author had just returned. Its account of Sir George Somers*

shipwreck on the " Bermoothawes " renders it interesting to the Shakespearean stu

dent. The woodcut on the recto of the first leaf is the same as that on the title-page

of Captain John Smith's True Relation.

In the preface the author says : "I am a Soldier, blunt and plaine, and fo is the

phrafe of my newes : and I proteft it is true. If thou aske why I put it in Verfe ? I

prethee knowe, it was onely to feede mine owne humour : . . . But I intreat thee

to take this as it is; and before many daies expire, I will promife thee the fame

worke more at large". The following gives a very good idea of the character of the

versification :

[i]
" It is no idle fabulous tale,

nor is it fayned newes :

For Truth herfelfe is heere arriu'd,

becaufe you mould not mufe.

With her, both Gates and Newport come,

to tell Report doth lye :

Which did deuulge vnto the world,

that they at Sea did dye.

[2]
" Tis true that Eleauen monthes and more,

thefe gallant worthy wights :

Was in the Shippe (Sea-venture nam'd)

depriu'd Virginia's fight.

And brauely did they glyde the maine,

till Neptune gan to frowne :

As if a Courfer prowdly backt,

would throwe his ryder downe.

[9]
" And in the mid'ft of difcontent,

came noble Delaware :

He heard the greifes on either part,

and fett them free from care.

He comforts them and cheeres their hearts,

that they abound with ioy :

He feedes them full and feedes their foules,

with Gods word euery day.'
'
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1610 Richard Rich NO. 346

*

Newes from
Virginia.

The loft Flockc

Triumphant.

With the happy Arriuall of that famous and

worthy Knight S
r Thomas Gates .-and the well

reputed & valiant CaptaineM** Chrf-

jtopher ^ewforte^ and others,

into England.

y With the maner of their cfiftreflc in the

Hand of Deuils (otherwife cafled&rwr&nrcrj

where they remayned 42. weekcs,&builded
two PynaCesjin which they returned

into Vttgiwi.

By R. Rfch> Gent, one ofthe Voyage.

LONDON
Printed by Edit: Mdc, and are to bcfoldeby R&rt

Wright atChrift-Church dore. 1 61 o.

No. 346. TITLE-PAGE OF RICH'S NEWES FROM VIRGINIA; 1610.
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No. 346 Richard Rich 1610

OTHER COPIES: The only other copy
known is in the Huth Library.

REFERENCES: Brown, Genesis of the

United States, i : 420-426 (a reprint, with

bibliographical notes); Sabin, 17, No. 70889;

Huth, Catalogue, 4: 1247.

VIRGINIA, COUNCIL FOR.

A TRVE AND SINCERE DECLARATION OF THE PVRPOSE AND
ENDS OF THE PLANTATION BEGVN IN VIRGINIA. LONDON, for
I. Stepney, 1610. [347]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, each 4 leaves (the first and last blank,

and genuine); total 16 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf], [A]; [title, as reproduced ;
See No.

347], recto of [A 2]; [blank], verso of

[A 2]; [text, with heading] A true and

fincere declaration
|

of the purpofe & ends of

the Plantation begun |

in Virginia; of the

degrees which it hath
|

receiued
;
and meanes

by which it hath
|

bene aduanced : And the

refolution and
|

conclufion of his Mate/lies

Councell of that
| Colony, for the conftant

and patient profe- 1

cution thereof, vntill by
the mercies of

|

God it (hall receiue a fruitful

harueft to the
| Kingdome of Heauen, and

to this Com-
1

mon-wealth.
|, pp. [i]-26; ,

|

The Table of fuch as are required |

to

this Plantation.
[ , p. 26; [i blank leaf],

[D 4].

Page 4 has the head-line
|

The purpofe
and end/, and is without page number.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x s% tt

inches. Bound in red levant morocco; by
the Club Bindery, 1899.

Kalbfleisch-LefFerts Copy.
This is the first tract bearing the endorsement, |

Sett forth by the authority of the

Ga-/uernors and Councellors ef-
|

tablifhed for that Plantation./. This tract "ex

plains the unsatisfactory condition of the colony by reference to the incompetence of

previous governors, furnishing perhaps the best historical narrative which was issued

by the company during the first period of the plantation. It also holds out the

promise of improved conditions under Gates and De La Warr, who are to be shortly

sent to Virginia with a complete outfit of men and provisions.'
'

Kingsbury.

It was written between the sailing of the fleet of Sir Thomas Gates, Sir George

Somers, and Captain Newport, and the time when they arrived from Bermuda ; as

the account of the tempest is given in this tract (p. 17), but no account of their safe

return from the Bermudas :

" But to come home to our purpofe : that which feemes to dilharten or make our

firft grounds in this fupplye ; arifeth from two principal! fources, of which, one was

caufe of the other ; Firft, the Tempejl : and can any man expect an anfwer for that ?

next, the abfence of the Gauernor, an effect of the former, for the lofle of him is in

fufpence, and much reafon of his fafetye againft fome doubt ; and the hand of G O D
reacheth all the Earth ".

Alexander Brown, who has given great attention to the subject, believes that this

work contains more historical information regarding the foundation of Virginia than

any other publication of the authorities, or any authorized by them.
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1610 Council for Virginia No. 347

A
TRVE AND SINCERE
declaration of thepurpofe and ends

of the ^Plantation begun in Virginia,
ofthe degrees which it hath recciued ; and mcanes by
which itkittb beene tdtfonced : tndtberejoluthttond
conclufion ofhisMAitflies Couticelotthat Colo

ny , for the con ftan t and patient profecudon there-

of, vnrill by the mercies of GOD it (hall

retr'&titc A fruitfulhaweft to the king-
dome ofheoften , and this Com*

moh-Wcalth.

Sett forth by the authority oftbefy-
uernors andCouncellors ef-

tablifhcd for chat Plantation.

t/fwordfpoken induefeafon,itltk$afplesef

offibter. Prouer. 25.1 1.

ftArt it nothing elftjbut tt
betraying fthefac

torswhich reafm ofitreth. Wil". 1j.li.

AT LONDON.
Printed for /. Stepney, and are to be fold at the figne

ofthe Crane in Pottles Churchyard,
x 610.

No. 347. TITLE-PAGE OF A TRVE AND SINCERE DECLARATION; 1610.
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No. 347 Council for Virginia 1610

The work ends with a list of professional men and artisans required by the

plantation.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; and London, i: 33; Brown, Geneiis of the

Harvard University Libraries. United States, i : 337-353 (complete re-

REFERENCES : Kingsbury, Introduction print),

to The Records of The Virginia Company of

VIRGINIA, COUNCIL FOR.

A TRVE DECLARATION OF THE ESTATE OF THE COLONIE IN
VIRGINIA. LONDON, for William Barret, 1610. [348]

Small 410. laration of the eftate in
|

VIRGINIA.
[

, pp. i-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 68.

leaves (the first, probably blank, lacking) ; B, The head-lines run as follows :

C, D, E, F, F (repeated), H, I, each 4 leaves ; / A true declaration / of Virginia. / ,

total 36 leaves. In the series of signature- pp. 2 21
j

|

A true Declaration / of Virginia .

marks F is repeated and G omitted. |, pp. 12-68.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i leaf, CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7vi x 554,

probably blank], [A]; [title, as repro- inches. Bound in dark brown crushed

duced; Set No. 348], recto of [A 2]; levant morocco, gilt edges; by Riviere; in

[blank], verso of [A 2]; [text,
with head- a black morocco solander case. Head-lines

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

A true dec- clipped on pp. 3 and 4.

This tract was written at a time when many were advocating the abandonment

of the Virginia colony, and is an earnest plea for its continuance. It gives us the first

account of the shipwreck of Sir George Somers, Sir Thomas Gates, and Captain

Newport, in 1609, upon the Bermudas or Somers Island. It was reprinted by Peter

Force in his Tracts, Vol. 3, No. I.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; REFERENCES : Brown, Genesis of the

Harvard University ; Lenox; and John Car- United States, i: 427; Quaritch, General

ter Brown Libraries. Catalogue, 5, No. 19761.

DE LA WARR, THOMAS WEST, jd (or I2th) Baron, (b. 1577,

d. 1618.)

THE RELATION OF THE RIGHT HONOVRABLE THE LORD DE-
LA- WARRE. LONDON, by William Hall, for William Welbie, 1611. [349]

Small 410. of [A 2]; [text, with heading], |

A
|

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, SHORT RE-
|

lation made by the
|

Lord

each 4 leaves; C, 2 leaves; total 10 un- De-La- Ifarre, to the Lords
|

and others

numbered leaves. of the Counfell of Pirginea, / touching his

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i blank -vnexpefted returne home, and of- / terwards

leaf], [A]; [title, as reproduced; See deliuered to the generall Aflembly |
of the

No. 349], recto of [A 2] ; [blank], verso faid Company, at a Court holden / the twenty
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1610 Council for Virginia NO. 348

A
TRVE DECLA
RATION OF THE

eftate of the Colonie in

VIRGINIA,
With a confutation of fuch fcan^

dalou^rcportsashaue tended to the dif-

gracc offb worthy ancnterprifc.

Published, by aduife and direction of

Councell of VIRGINIA.

Printed fot WiUi(m
:

l

Barret,m& are to be (bid

>c the blackcB care in Pauls Church yard, ,

i 6 I 6.

No. 348. TITLE-PAGE OF A TRVE DECLARATION OF THE ESTATE OF THE COLONIE

IN VIRGINIA; 1610.
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No. 349 Thomas West, Baron De La Warr ten

fiue of June, |

16 n.
|

Publifhed by authority CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% x 5%,
of

|

thefaid Counfell. / , recto of [A 3] to inches. Bound in dark blue crushed levant

recto of [C 2] ; [ blank] , verso of [C 2] . morocco ;
in a case.

Lord De La Warr took a most active interest in the establishment of Protestant

colonies in America. He was in Virginia from March, 1610, to June, 1611, and

died while on his return here in 1618. His great services in behalf of the colony

THE
RELATION'OF
the Right Honourable the Lord

e*La'Warre, Lord Gouernour

and faptaine^ Generall of the

(jolon'te
y flanted

in

VlRGlNEA.

LONDON
Hall, for

Pauls Church,
yeardattheSigneofcheSran.

16 II

No. 349. TITLE-PAGE OF DE LA WARR'S RELATION; 1611.
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1611 Thomas West, Baron De La Wan NO. 349

were officially acknowledged by the Crown, the Virginia Company, and the Colony

itself. Alexander Brown writes : "If any one man can be called the founder of

Virginia (/. e., this country) I believe that he is that man."

In this tract, which was published by authority of the " Counsell
" of Virginia,

he gives an account of the wonderful fertility of the country and what he accomplished

during his short stay there. " It is of value as forming, with Hamor's narrative four

years later [our Nos. 365 and 366], a surprisingly accurate and satisfactory treatment

of the development in the colony during these years." Kingsbury.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
j
Bos

ton Public ; John Carter Brown
j
Lenox

j

Library of Congress j Halsey j
and Ayer

Libraries.

REFERENCES : Kingsbury, Introduction

to The Records of the Virginia Company of

London, 1:33; Brown, Genesis ofthe United

States, 1:477-483 (complete reprint); also

z: 1048.

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE-FRANCE. PARIS, Chez lean Millot, 1 6 1 1 .

[35]

Small 8vo.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : a, e, I,

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N,

O, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to

Zz, AAH to Iii, each 8 leaves
; KKk, i

leaf; total 465 leaves. LeafEeiiij. is wrongly
marked Ff

iiij. ; Vv is Vu
;
Vv iij. is Vu iij. ;

Iii is Iii
; and Iii

iiij.
has no signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 350], recto of [a],

[blank], verso of [a]; [3 dedications, the

first with heading] |

AV ROY
|

TRES-
CHRETIEN DE FRANCE ET DE
|
NAVARRE, LOVIS XIII.

| [signed] |

MARC LESCARBOT
|

Veruinois. /, recto of

aij. to verso of e;
|

SOMM AIRES
|

DES CHAPITRES
| pour fervir de Table

des matieres
|

contenues en cette Hiftoire.
|
,

recto of eij. to verso of [Ivij.] ; | Apres
s'enfuivent LES MVSES

[

DE LA NOVVELLE-

FRANCE.
|

, verso of
[ivij.] ;

|

AV LEC-

TEVR./, recto of [Iviij.]; |

Extrait du

Priuilege du Roy. / [signed] |

Par le Roy en

fon Confeil.
| Signe, BRIGARD. [dated] |

. . . Donne a Paris le 27. iour de Novembre,
Tan degra-|ce 1608. . . . , verso of

[Iviij.];
-

[text, with heading] |

PREMIER
LIVRE DE I L' HISTOIRE DE LA NOV-

VELLE
| FRANCE, CONTENANT LES

|

Navi

gations & decouvertes des
| Francois, fouz

1'authorite de noz Rois en la Terre neuve

de la
| Floride, jufques au

|
40. degre.

|, pp. 1-141 ; [blank], p. [142];
SECOND

|

LIVRE . . .
| [2 lines] |

Conte-

nant les voyages fails fouz le Sieur de|Ville-

gagnon en la France An-
1 tarctique du Brefil.

|, pp. 143-217 ; [blank], p. [218];

|

TROISIEME LIVRE
| [2 lines] |

Con-

tenant les navigations & decouvertes des
|

Fran9ois faites dans les Golfe &
| grande

riviere de Canada.
|, pp. 219-429 ; [blank],

p. [430]; |QVATRIEME|LIVRE. . .

|

...
|

CONTENANT LES VOYAGES
|

des Sieurs

de Monts & de
|

Poutrincourt.
|
, pp. 431-

615; [blank], p. [616] ; |
CINQ-

VIEME LIVRE. . . |[2 lines] |Contenant
ce qui s'y eft exploite depuis notre

|

retour

en 1'an 1607. jufques a hui 1611.
|, pp.

617647 ; [page number and head-line,

only], p. 648; SIXIEMEJLIVRE
CONTENANT

|

LES MOEVRS ET FACONS

|

DE VIVRE DES PEVPLES DE de la Nouvelle-

France, & le rapport des|terres & mcrs dont

a efte fait mention es
|

livres precedens. [
, pp.

649-877; [conventional ornament], p.
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No. 350 Marc Lescarbot 1611

Page 94 is wrongly numbered 49 ; 165

is 195; 201 is 301; 326 is 336; 469 is

468 ; 493-496 are repeated ;
and 703 is 70.

Page 763 lacks the shoulder-note, "Liv.

VI."

MAPS : 3 Maps, identically the same as

those in No. 339 ; [i] facing p. 196, [2]

facing p. 225, and [3] facing p. 434.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6% x 4%8 inches.

Bound in old mottled calf, gilt edges.

Upper corner of the third map extended.

H I STOTRE
DE LA NOVVELLE*

FRANCE
Contenant JeS navigations,dccouvcrtes;& haW-

tationsftir.es psr lei Frarxjois cs Indes Occiden-

tales & NoUveHe-FriricVfouil'avctu 6tautho

tite'dchczR.oysTrcs-Chieciens.&lesdiverfeS
fortunes d'iceux eh 1'execution dcceschofes*

dejniis cent am jufqucs a hui.

fit quo? (ft ctmprtfi P'ffiftvire Marale^^tiirtle,^ Gto+

!tfrovi^ce:^/fvec Its Tobits

e d'icellr.

Par MARC LESCXRBOT Advocat en

T6moin oculalrc d'vne panic dd$ choics ici rccicccs.

Muliarcniifientitr qut jam eeciJere cadmtyut.

5eeon4Edition,reveucjcorv:ge'c,& aujmtntec pal fAuthear./

A PARIS
Chez 1 E A N M r L i. o T

, devant S. Bartrielemi aux troi*

Ct)ronncs-:Etcnfarjounoucfur les degrezdela'

Cillc. du Palais.

M. D C XI.

AVEC PRIVILEGE Vr ROX,

No. 350. TITLE-PACE OF LESCARBOT'S HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE; 1611.
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1611 Marc Lescarbot No. 351

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

LES MVSES DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE. PARIS, lean Millot, 1611.

Small 8vo.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4
leaves ; B, C, D, E, each 8 leaves (the last,

probably blank, lacking) ; total 36 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION:
[title] |

LES MVSES
|

DE LA NOVVELLE
|

FRANCE.
|

A MONSEIGNEVR
|

LE
CHANCELLIER.

|

Auia Pieridum peragro
loca nullius ante / Tritafalo /[vignette]

|

A PARIS
|

Chez IEAN MILLOT, deuant S.

Barthele-
| my, aux trois Coronnes : Et en

fa boutique |

fur les degrez de la grand' falle

du Palais.
| |

M. DC. XI.
|

Auec

Privilege du Roy. / , p. [
i
] ; [

blank
] , p.

[a] ; [conventional head-piece] |

A
|

MON -

SEIGNEVR
|

MESSIRE NICOLAS
|

BRV-

LART SEIGNEVR
|

de Sillery, Chancellier de

|

France & de Navarre.
| [signed] |V6tre tres-

hurable & tref-
|

obeiflant ferviteur
|

MARC
LESCARBOT

|

Veruinois. /, pp. 3-6 ; [text,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

LES MVSES DE LA
|

NOVVELLE-FRANCE.

|, pp. 7-65 ;
| |

/,' AVTHEVK.
N'AYANT PEV / eftre prefent au commence

ment de Tim-/preflion, quelques fautes font

furue-fnues en icelle, telles que fenfuit. /[ 29

lines, in double columns] |
, p. 66. Pages

4776 are wrongly numbered 3766.
CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6% x 4^ inches.

Bound with No. 350.

QUIROS, PEDRO FERNANDEZ DE. (b. 1560, rf. 1614.)

RELATION . . . VON DEM NEW ERFVNDNEM VIERTEN THEIL
DER WELT . . . TERRA AVSTRALIS INCOGNITA. AVGSPVRG, bey

Cbryfojlomo Dabertzbofer, 1611. [35 2]

9 ; I f conventional head-piece] |An gut-

hertzigen Lefer.
j , p. [10]; |

ENDE.
|
,

p. [10].
CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7146 * 5% inches.

Bound in dark blue crushed levant morocco,

gilt edges ; by Cuzin
j

in a flap and slip

case.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 6 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title, as

reproduced; See No. 352], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A] ; [text, with heading]

| [conventional head-piece] |

Relation von

dem new
|

erfundtnen Theil der Welt.
| ,

pp. 1-9 ; [conventional tail-piece], p.

Of the original folio edition in Spanish, 1610, there is a copy in the Grenville

Library of the British Museum ; and of the quarto edition in Spanish, of the same

date, there is a copy in the Public Library at Melbourne.

In this work De Quiros gives an account of the discovery of the southern conti

nent, or Terra Australia incognita, and endeavors to induce the King to equip vessels

to go thither and settle the country. 'It was included by De Bry in Part X. of the

Small Voyages ; by Hulsius in Part XII. of his Collection; and in the Journael van

de Nassausche Float (our No. 300).

OTHER COPIES: British Museum and John Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2:51, No.

John Carter Brown Libraries. in
; Brunei, Supplement, 2: 360; Leclerc

REFERENCES: Sabin, 16, No. 67354; (1878), No. 1986.
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No. 352 Pedro Fernande^ de Quiros 1611

enR

(cm new

f?e pDflr &HlDafF!l terra-Auftralis incognita g^nannf

n
tnft t>c

ANNO M DC.

No. 352. TITLE-PAGE OF QUIROS' RELATION; 1611.
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1612 John Floyd No. 353

[FLOYD, JOHN.] (b. 1572, d. 1649.)

THE OVERTHROW OF THE PROTESTANTS PVLPIT-BABELS.

[Sr. OMER], 1612. [353]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,

Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Ss, each

4 leaves; Tt, 2 leaves; total 166 leaves.

LeafX has two signature-marks ; and Ss 2 is

Sf2.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 353], P- [']>

[blank], p. [2]; [preface, with heading]

|

TO THE RIGHT
|

HONORABLE
|

AND
|
VVORSHIPFVL,

|

THE STVDENTS
|

of the Common Law in his Maiefties / Innes

of Court. /THE PREFACE.
| [signed] |

Your] in all Chriftian duty, /I. R.
| , pp.

3-62 ; | [text, with heading] |

THE
|

OVERTHROW
|

OF THE
|

PVLPIT-
BABELS

|

of English Minifters. |, pp.

63-3x8; |A TABLE
|

OF THE
|

CHAP
TERS

|

AND SECTIONS
|

handled in

this Booke.
| , recto of Tt to recto of

Tt 2
5

|

Faultes efcaped in the Printing.

|
, verso of Tt 2.

Page 144 is blank
; 174 is wrongly num

bered 147 ; 238 is 138 ;
and 326 is 316.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% x sVt,

inches. Bound in brown crushed levant

morocco, gilt edges ; by Pratt.

The writer of this work, a famous Jesuit preacher, wrote many controversial trea

tises, which he published under initials and the pseudonyms Daniel a Jesu, Hermannus

Lcemelius, George White, and Annosus Fidelis Verimentanus.

References are made to Virginia at pp. 23, 96, 1 1 3, and 319-324; and to Crashaw's

sermon to the Virginia Company. At pp. 321 and 322 occurs this choice bit of

early American history: "Truly I heard a Gentleman of Honour fay, that he heard

it from the Lord De-la-Warc himfelfe, that making meanes in both Vniuerfityes to

moue Minifters to goe with him this Apoftolicall iourney, yet he had gotten no more

then one; which one as I haue heard alfo credibly reported played the man. For

when a troop of fome Englifli had arriued in Virginia, being in great diftrefle, hauing

nothing left to Hue on but a few peafe, which fpent they were to digg theyr dynners

out of the ground; the peafe being at the fire, the Sauages came vpon them, whom

the Minifter exhorting in the Lord to fight valiantly, himfelfe remayned to be Cooke:

and not to be idle whileft others were fighting, fet fharpely on the peafe-pottage, and

deuoured greedily (for he had fafted long againft his will) that poore pittance, shew

ing himfelfe no lefle valiant then they were, who as they all fought for him, fo did he

eate for them all."

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
and

Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCE : Dictionary of National

Biography, 19: 344-345-
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No. 353 John Floyd 1612

THE

OVERTHROW
OF THE

PROTESTANTS
P V LP IT-BABE LS,

C O N V I N C I ,N G

their Preachers of LTING & RATLING,
to make the Church of ROME fecme

myfticall Babell .

PARTI.CVLJLJILY
confuting W. Crashawes Sermon at the

Crofle,j)rM
ted as the patterne to

iufttfy
the reft .

vv i T H
a Preface to the Gentlemen ofrhe Innes ofCourt, fiiewing

whatvfe may be made of this Treatife.

TO G E A i H E a

with a difcouery of M .Crafhawesffmt : andan Anfacrc
to his lefttites Ghojpctl.

By I.R. Student- ill Diuinity.

lob. 15. V. 4>

Shewing you to be forgers of lyes,& maiotcynersof falfe dofltlnc*

^b Vno difce omnes. Learne all the feft by one

Imprinted Anno M, DC. XII.
No. 353. TITLE-PAGE OF FLOYD'S OVERTHROW OF THE PROTESTANTS

PVLPIT-BABELS ; 1612.
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1612 Henry Hudson and others No. 354

HUDSON, HENRY, and others.

DESCRIPTIO AC DELINEATIO GEOGRAPHICA DETECTIONS FRETI.

AMSTERODAMI, Ex officina Hejftlij Gerardi, 1612. [354]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 3 leaves,

without signature-marks (the first blank and

genuine) ; A, B, C, D, E, each 4 leaves
;

F, i leaf; total 24 leaves. Leaf A has no

signature-mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf]; [title,
as reproduced; See No. 354],

p. [i.]; [woodcut] [8 lines of Latin

verse], p. [ii.]; [account of Hudson's

voyage, with heading] |

Relatio / Super de-

teftione novi ad Cau- rum tranfitus, fupra
terras Americanas, in

|

Chinam atq; laponem
dufturi.

|

Ab H. Hudfono Anglo recens in-

<venti. / , pp. [ iii. ]-[ v.] ; [blank] ,

p. [vi.]; [introduction, with heading]] In

traftatus fequentes Prolego- |

mena ad Leto-

rem.
| [signed] | Hejfelius Gerardus AITu-

menfis
| Philogeographus. |

, recto of A a to

verso of [A 4] ; [account of De Quir's

voyage, with heading] |

Relatio / Memo-
rialis, five libelli fupplicis Majeftati Sua

|

oblati per Capitaneum Petrum Ferdinandez

de Quir, / Super |

Detectione quart* Orbis

Terrarum partis, /cut nomen Auftralis in

cognita, eiufq; immen-/Jis opibus & fertili-

tate.
|

, recto of B to recto ofC 2
; [wood

cut, with inscription] |
Sirmoiedarum, trahis

a rangiferis protraflis infidentium ; / Nee nan

Idolorum ab yfdem cultorum effigies. /, verso

of C a ; [description of Siberia, etc. ,

with heading] | Apographum / Defcriptionis

regionum Sibe-
[

riae, Samojediae, atque |

Tingoefiif. / Vna cum itineribus e Mofcovia,
Ortum

|

& Aquilonem verfus, eo ducentibus,

prout a
|

Mofchis quotidie frequentantur. |
,

recto of C 3 to verso of D 2
; [further

description, with heading] ITINERVM
a/yj FLVVIORVM/ Ortum & Aquilonem
verfus e Mofcovia in

| Siberian], Samojediam,
& Tingoefiam ducentium, prout |

a Mofchis

quotidie frequentantur, |

brevis defcriptio. |

[6 lines] |
, recto of D 3 to recto of F

j

[
blank

],
verso of F. The blank leaf was

probably imposed as [F2]; and pp. [iii.]

[vi.] were perhaps printed as an afterthought
and inserted between leaves [A] and A 2.

MAPS : 3 Maps, as follows :

[i] Folding map, northeastern part of

North America, printed on two sheets ; in

scription, upper right-hand corner : TAB-
VLA NAFTICA, / qua reprafentantur or<t

maritime, / meatus, acfreta, noviter a / H
Hudfono Anglo ad Caurum / supra No<vam

Franciam / indagata Anno 1612. / ; with

the arms of England at top, in the center
;

panel with 12 lines of Latin verse in the

lower left-hand corner; size, 9% x 21%

inches; scale, 2y8 inches = 10 of longi

tude; facing p. [vi. ]. Copied by Hulsius

in Part XII.

[2] Folding map, both hemispheres ;
in

scription, lower left-hand part of western

hemisphere: |

Terra per Petrum / Fernandez

de S^uir recens de-/tecta, olim Vero fub
nomine / TERRM AVSTRJLIS / INCOGNITSE

celebrata. /; size, 5% X ioiy, e inches; scale,

5V6 inches = 180 of longitude at the

equator ; facing verso of [A 4].

[3] Folding map, northern part of Rus

sia
; inscription, at top :

|

Caerte <van't

Noorderste Russen, Samojeden, ends Tingoe-

sen Landt : alsoo dat vande Russen afghete-

kent, en door Isaac Massa iiertaelt is. /;

with Dutch key to Russian names, in panel

in upper left-hand corner; size, 6m x 18

inches ; no scale
; facing verso of C 2.

Copied by Hulsius in Part XII.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, yi^a x 51%,,

inches. Bound in maroon crushed levant

morocco, gilt top ; by David ; in red

morocco solander case. Map [3] mended

and strengthened on upper margin.

This is a collection of voyages edited by Hessel Gerritsz, a native of Assen in

Holland, and one of the most distinguished cartographers and publishers of his day.
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No. 354 Henry Hudson and others 1612

He took advantage of the popular interest in Hudson's third and fourth voyages to

exploit his own views on the finding of a Northwest Passage to Asia.

In addition to the account of Hudson's voyages are given the articles printed by

De Quiros to the King of Spain, relative to his discovery of Terra Australis ; and two

accounts, by Isaac Massa, of the countries lying to the north of Russia. It contains

Defcriptio ac delinedtio
Geographic*

DETECTIO
NIS FRET I,

five, TR A N S ITV S ad Occafum,
fuprarcrrns Amcricanas ,

in Chinam

aiq ; laponcm duduri,

Kecens itrve/ligati
ab M. Hcntica Hudfono Anglo.

Item,

NarratioSER.
MO REGI HISPANl^fatfa,

fupcr traftu,in quinta Orbis tcrrarum partc,cui
AVSTRIALI^E INCOGNITA

nomcn cft,rcccns dcflo,

fer Capitaneum Pttrum Terdinttndtz, degttfr,

Voa cum iefcnpaone .

Tawe SAMOIEDARVM & TINGOESIORVM.
iaTattanaadOrtum Freo Waycatsfit*, nuper^ Impeoo

AMSTERODAMl

ExofficinaHcflfclij Gerardl. Anno 1612.

No. 354. TITLE-PAGE OF HUDSON'S DESCRIPTIO AC DELINEATIO GEOGRAPHICA; 1612.
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1612 Henry Hudson and others NO. 354

the first printed accounts of Hudson's discoveries in the northern part of America and

the first map of Hudson Bay and the adjacent country. Two editions, with text

differently arranged, appeared in 1612, and a third in 1613.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
; Huthj REFERENCES: Winsor, 3:103-104; Huth,

John Carter Brown
;
Lenox (the 3 editions) j Catalogue, 2:744; Sabin, 8, No. 33490;

Hoe; and Ayer Libraries. Lowndes, 2: 1134; Tiele, Memoire, p. 181 c.

[JOHNSON, ROBERT.] (/. 1612.)

THE NEW LIFE OF VIRGINEA : . . . BEING THE SECOND PART
OF NOVA BRITANNIA. LONDON, by Felix Kyngston for William Welby,
I6lz - [355]

Small 4to. couia and Eaft Indie Companies, one of
|

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 his Maiefties Counfell for firginea, /'and

leaves (the first, probably blank, lacking) ; B, Treafurer for the Colony :

|

Peace and health

C, D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves
;
total 28 leaves. in

|

Chrift.
| [signed] |

R.I.
|

, recto of A 3

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i leaf, to verso of [A 4] ; [text, with heading] |

probably blank], [A]; [title,
as repro- THE NEW LIFE OF

|

VIRGINEA.
|

,

duced; See No. 355], recto of [A 2]; recto of B to verso of [64].

[blank], verso of[A 2]; [epistle dedicatory, CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7 x 5H inches.

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

TO Bound in green crushed levant morocco,

THE RIGHT VVORSHIPFVL AND
| gilt top 5 by Bradstreet. Leaves closely

VVORTHIE KNIGHT SIR
|

THOMAS trimmed on upper margins, cutting into

SMITH of London, Gouernour of the
[ Mof- some of the running head-lines.

Though published anonymously by the Council for Virginia, the authorship of this

tract is generally attributed to Robert Johnson. It was issued as the Second Part of

Noua Britannia (our No. 338), and was written with the object of stimulating im

migration to Virginia. To do so more effectually this writer divides his work into

three parts :
" The firft is nothing elfe but a briefe relating of things alreadie done

and past; The fecond, of the prefent eftate of the bufineffe; And the third doth tend as

a premonition to the planters and aduenturers for the time to come ". " Our Colonie

confifteth now of feuen hundred men at leafl, of fundrie arts and profeffions, fome more

or lefle, they Hand in health, and few ficke, at the (hips comming thence, hauing left

the fort at Cape Henry, fortified and kept by Captaine Dauies, and the keeping of

James towne to that noble and well deferuing Gentleman Matter George Percie. The

Colonie is remoued vp the riuer foure-fcore miles further beyond James towne to a

place of higher ground, ftrong and defencible by nature, a good aire, wholefome and

cleere (vnlike the marifh seate at James towne') with frefti and plentie of water fprings,

much faire and open grounds freed from woods, and wood enough at hand."

It was reprinted by Peter Force in his Tracts, Vol. i , No. VH.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; REFERENCES: Kingsbury, Introduction

Harvard University ; Boston Athenaeum
;

to The Records of the Virginia Company of

John Carter Brown
;
Lenox

;
Hoe

; Library London, 1:33; Brown, Genesis of the

Company of Philadelphia ; Library of Con- United States, 2: 558; Huth, Catalogue,

gress; Halsey ;
and Ayer Libraries. 3: 752; John Carter Brown, Catalogue,

2:60, No. 142.
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No. 355 Robert Johnson 1612

THENEW LIFE
ofVirginea:

DECLARING THE
FORMER SVCCESSE AND PRE-

fcnt cftatcofthat plantation,being the fecond

part of T Britannia.

Publifliwl by the authentic of hisMaiefties

Counfell of Virgi

LONDON,
Imprinted by

ftltx Kyngtfon for William fr*%,dwel!ing atthe

fignc
ofthe Swan in Pauls Churchyard. 161-3,.

No. 355. TITLE-PAGE OF JOHNSON'S NEW LIFE OF VIRGINEA ; 1612.
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1612 Marc Lescarbot No. 356

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE-FRANCE.

Small 8vo.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identi

cally the same as in No. 350.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 356 ], rectoof [a] ;

otherwise identically the same as in No. 350.

MAPS: 4 Maps, as follows: f_i], [a],

[3] identically the same as those in No.

PARIS, lean Millot, 1612.

[356]

339 ; facing pp. 196, 214, and 454

respectively.

[4] With inscription :
| figure et de

scription de la / terre reconnue et habitee par

/ let Franfois en la Floride / [i lines] |
;

facing p. 66.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6uH x 414

inches. Bound in old calf.

This is the Second Issue of the Edition of 1611, being printed from the same

type, and differs from it only in the date on the title-page and in lacking the list of

errata which have been corrected in the text.

In this edition there is a slightly different arrangement from that of 1609. Some

chapters were added relating to the doings of Roberval, Carder, Champlain, and

others between 1607 and 1610. In the Muses some new pieces of verse were

added, but nothing abridged. The fourth map made its appearance in this edition

for the first time.

OTHER COPIES : Rothschild
; Harvard REFERENCES : Pilling, Algonquin Lan-

University ; John Carter Brown; Lenox
5 guages, p. 310; Rothschild, Catalogue, 2:

Library of Congress ; and Ayer Libraries. 44*, No. 1964.

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

LES MVSES DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE. PARIS, lean Milkt, 1612.

[357]

Small 8vo. cally the same as in No. 351, except that

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identically the title is dated 1612 instead of 1611.

the same as in No. 351. CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6i^ x 4%
COLLATION BY PAGINATION: identi- inches. Bound with No. 356.
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No. 356 Marc Lescarbot 1612

H I ST OIRB
DE LA NOVV

FR A NC E

Contenantles navigatlons,dceoavKs,&
tubf-

tatibnsfattcsparlesFraocofcesIodcsOccidcn-

talcs & Ndtmllc-lFtMicefouzl'avceu &autho-

rite dcnozRoysTrcs- Chteticps,&le$.divfcs

Fortunes d iceux en I'ex^cution de cescKof^,

depuis centans jofquesihui.

itiU&*j/HWtK
(y Figures

d'icelk.

PatMARC HSCABBOT Advocat ca

Timoinoculaite d'vntpamc
des chutes ici

UuttartiutfteitturqU*
umttnlert <fotf

Seconds tdilionireveueVrr.seet* aUjmerit^e pa* TAothotfi

A PARIS
Chez ISAM MULCT ,<fevanr S. Bartheleipi Itttctt&i*
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1612 Peter Martyr No. 358

MARTYR, PETER, in Italian PIETRO MARTIRE ANGHIERA.
(b. 1455, d. 1526.)

DE NOVO ORBE, OR THE HISTORIE OF THE WEST INDIES.

LONDON, for Thomas Adams, 1612. [35^3

Small 410. whole worke.
|

, recto of folio i to verso of

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 leaves folio 6
; [Peter Martyr's dedication, with

(the first blank and lacking) ; B, C, D, E, heading] [ ^ To the moft noble prince and

F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, ra-/tholike King, Charles, ...
|

...
|

T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Sf, each 8 leaves ; [dated ] |

. . . From Madrid, the day |

total 324 leaves. Leaf Ff 2 is wrongly before the Calends of Ofto-
|
ber, In the

marked F 2. yeere of
|
Chrift, 1516. |

, verso of folio 6

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i blank to verso of folio 7; [text in 8 books,

leaf], [A]; [title, as reproduced; See the first with heading] |

The fyrft Booke

No. 358], recto of [A 2]; [blank], verso of the Decades of the Ocean, \iuritten by

of [A 2]; [dedication, with heading ]|
Peter Martyr of Angleria Milenoes, / [3

ILLVSTRISSIMO ATQVE OR-
|

NA- lines] |
,
recto of folio 8 to verso of folio 3 1 8.

TISSIMO yiRO, IVLIO
|
CAESARI, Equiti Folios 5 and 14 have no numbers ; 24

aurato, Summo Scacarij
|
Cancellario,

\

is wrongly numbered 42 ; 27 is 29 ; 29 is

[2 lines] | [signed] [

Michael Lok
|

, recto 27 ; 59 is 56 ; 90 is 84 ; 99 is 97 ; 131 is

of A 3 to verso of [A 4] ; |

To the 139; 132 is 133; 133 is 126; 155 is 148;
Reader. / [signed ] |

M. Lok. /, recto of B and 223 is 203.

to verso of B 2
; [extracts from Richard CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x 5^0 inches.

Eden, with heading] |

Certaine Preambles Bound in green crushed levant morocco,

here folloive, ga- / thered by R. Eden here- gilt over red edges.

tofore,for the better i;-/derftanding of the

The Decades of Peter Martyr were the first, and for many years the only, history

of the New World. Hence its important position in the literature of American his

tory; this being indeed in many respects the sole contemporary source of information

concerning the discovery and conquest of America. The work passed through many

editions, an enumeration of which may be found under our No. 35 (p. 86).
"

Hakluyt, after publishing his great collection of voyages, 1598-1600, induced

various editors to translate such important works of this character as he had not

included in his three volumes, Michael Lok undertaking Peter Martyr, which was

finished in time to be entered at the Stationers' Hall for copyright of the Decade by

Thomas Adams, gth April, 1612. The copyright of the first three Decades having

come into the hands of George Bishop, who died in 161 1, his widow assigned, with

the consent of the Stationers' Company, his stock of copyrights (33 or more) to the

said Thomas Adams, who, as above, completed the work in the eight Decades by

reprinting the first three and adding the remaining five. On June 22, 1621, Andrew

Hebb took up his freedom in the Stationers' Company, but no books appear to have

been entered for his copyright until the 6th of May, 1625, when the stock of copy

rights of Thomas Adams appear entered to him by assignment from the widow of

Adams. This book is not in the recorded list of that date, but as there is no previous

entry to Hebb, it is pretty certain that Hebb's title could not have been issued prior
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No. 358 Peter Martyr 1612

OR,

THE HISTOR1E OF
the weft/<##, Concayning thea<5les

^idaduentwesofthSpsaiyafdcSf'^hich bane

conquered and peopled thofe Countries,

inrichedwithvarietie of pleafant re-

Ution ofthe Manners^ Ceremonies^

Limes, Governments ^ and,

Wanes ofthe Indians.

fimprifed in
eight 'Decades.

ittenby Peter Mtrtyr a WQanoife ofsfngkria, Chcifc

Secretary to the Emperour Charles the fift,

2nd of his Priuie Councell.

Y/hereof three, haue beene formerly tranflated in

to Englifli, by ^ Eden, whereunto the other

Hue, are newly added by the Induftrie, and

painefullTrauaHeof M. Z^Gent.

la the hMicteseftheLordarc.allthe corners of
the earth. Pjal. 95:.

LONDON
Printed for Thomas Mam*

1612.
No. 358. TITLE-PAGE OF PETER MARTYR'S DE Novo ORBE; 1612.
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1612 Peter Martyr No. 358

to 1625; and the fact of the four pages Latin Dedication to King James being omitted

tends to prove this, as James died in 1625. This chronology is important, because

certain American bibliographers and collectors have of late assigned various dates to

Hebb's issue, even as far back as 1597, and calling it the _/&*/ edition, but a compari

son with Adams's title disproves this. Hebb continued to have books entered to him

till 1637. Hazlitt is therefore probably in error in assigning [1640] as the time of

this issue. It is possible that the title issued by Michael Sparke senior, called 'The

Second Edition,' and bearing date 1628, may have been prior to that of Hebb, and

that Sparke may have got possession of Adams's remainder, and subsequently sold the

whole or part of it to Hebb, or they may have shared it, as Sparke had done, with

the great works of Purchas, Capt. John Smith and others. If Sparke' s title was later

than Hebb's, he may have forgotten Adams's edition of fourteen years previous, and,

regarding Hebb's as the first edition, called his own the second. There is no

doubt all three editions are from the same original stock, and are identical in all re

spects except the titles, and the two leaves of Latin Dedication which appear only in

Adams's edition." HENRY STEVENS.

Copies of the Adams, Hebb, and Sparke editions are in the Lenox Library.

This is the first complete edition of Peter Martyr's Decades in English. In

his address "To the Reader," Mr. Lok says of his book:

" We are chiefely to confider, the induftry, and trauailes of the Spanyarde, their

exceeding charge in furnifhing fo many fhippes, for this intended expedition, their

continuall fupplyes to further their attemptes, and their actiue and vndaunted fpirites,

in executing matters of that qualitie, and difEcuitie, and laftly, their conftant refolution

of Plantation. All whiche, may bee exemplary vnto vs, to performe the like in our

Virginea, whiche beeing once throughly planted, and inhabited with our people, may
returne as greate benefitte to our Nation in another kinde, as the Indies doe vnto the

Spanyard : for although it yeeldnot golde, yet, is it a fruitful! pleafant countrey, re-

plenimed with all good thinges, neceflary for the life of man, if they be induftrious,

who inhabite it."

OTHER COPIES: Huth; John Carter REFERENCES: Winsor, i: xxiii., note

Brown; Lenox; Hoe; Philadelphia Library n; Stevens' s Historical Collections (1886),

Company ; Pennsylvania Historical Society ; No. 304.

Halsey; and Ayer Libraries.

SMITH, Captain JOHN. (b. 1580, d. 1631.)

A MAP OF VIRGINIA. WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE COVN-
TREY, THE COMMODITIES, PEOPLE, GOVERNMENT AND RE
LIGION. OXFORD, by Jofepb Barnes, 1612. [359J

Small 410. Two Parts in one volume. inserted between leaves [*] and * a
; A, B,

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: [Part I.], C, D, E, each 4 leaves. [Part II.], A, B,

*, 4 leaves
;

i leaf, without signature-mark, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, each
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No. 359 John Smith 1612

4 leaves
; P, 2 leaves (the last blank and

substituted in this copy) ;
total 8 3 leaves, as

follows: [Part I.], 25 leaves; [Part II.],

5 8 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION-. [Parti.]:

[title,
as reproduced; See No. 3593], recto

off*]; [blank], verso of [*]; [dedi

cation, with heading]] TO/THE RIGHT
VVOR-

|

SHIPFVLL THOMAS WAT
SON, /AND IOHN BINCLEY, ESQTIERS:

| [2 lines] | [signed] |

PHILIP FOTE.
|
, recto

of inserted leaf; [blank], verso of in

serted leaf; [preface, with heading]] TO
THE HAND, [signed] |

T. A[bbay].|,
recto of * 2

; [blank], verso of * 2
;

[glossary of Indian words, with heading] |

Becaufe many doe defire to knowe the

maner of their
| language, I haue inferted

thefe few 'wards. / ,
recto of *

3 to recto

of [* 4]; [blank], verso of [* 4 ];

[text, with heading] THE DESCRIP
TION OF

|

VIRGINIA BY CAP-/
TAINE SMITH.

|
, pp. 1-39 ; [blank],

p. [40].

[Part II.]: [title,
as reproduced; See

No. 359*], recto of [A]; [blank],
verso of [A]; |

TO THE READER.
|

[signed ] |

T. ABBAY.
| , recto and verso of

A 2; [text, with heading]] THE PRO
CEEDINGS OF THE ENGLISH / Colony

in Virginia, taken faithfully out of the

writings / of Thomas Studly Cape-
marchant, Anas Todkill,

|

Doflor Ruflell,

Nathaniel Powell, William Pheti-
| place,

and Richard Pot, with the laboures of

other dif- / erect obfer'vers, during their

residences. / , pp. 1-109 i [note to Captain

Smith, beginning] CAptaine Smith I re-

turne you the fruit of my la- hours, as

M' Crojhaiv requefted me, which I be-
1

flowed in reading the difcourfes, & hearing

the
|

relations of fuch which haue walked,

& obferved the
|

land of Virginia with

you. . . .
| [signed] |

Your friend / VV. S.

[William Symonds] |
, p. no; [i blank

leaf],[P 2
].

MAP: Folding map of Virginia, with

inscription, on scroll at the top :
|

VIR
GINIA

| ;
and at bottom :

| Difcouered

and Difcribed by Captayn John Smith /
Grauen by William Hole 1606 / ;

the figure of a savage in the upper right-

hand corner, with inscription below :
|

The

Safquef- ananougs / are a Gyant like

pea- pie & |

thus a- tyred / ;
in the upper

left-hand corner, a representation of Pow-

hatan sitting in state, with inscription un

derneath:
|

POWHATAN
|

Held this flate

& fajhion 'when Capt. Smith / 'was deliuered

to him prifoner / 1607 / ;
with the date 1606

below the scale, and that of 1607 under

the picture of Powhatan ;
with Smith' s coat

of arms in the lower right-hand corner, but

without the motto ; size, 1 2% x 1 6% inches
;

scale, 2iyu inches =115 leagues ; facing verso

of [*4]. This map is in its Second state,

as described below.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5%
inches. Bound in red crushed levant

morocco, gilt edges ; by Bedford. Title-

page extended on upper margin, with a

few letters in facsimile
;

leaf * 2 mended

on upper margin and lower inner corner
;

*
3 and * 4 extended on the inner margins ;

A-[D 4] mended on upper margins, with

some letters in facsimile; E-[E 4] are

mended on upper margins ; map backed

with muslin. In the Second Part, leaves

A to p. 10, and p. 95 are mended on

upper margins.

This book appears to be complete without the leaf of dedication, as the signature-

marks show. The leaf of dedication, as here described, is signed by Philip Fote,

who says :

/ hope you will pardon me for preferring your Worships with this little Snake ;

bowbeit, it is not mine by Birth, yet it is by Gift, and purcbafe from the Pre/e. I

ejteeme of it as the beft gift I can giue, and I cannot giue it to any, to mee more deare

then your felues, and toorthie Progenie, Friends, and Well-wiliers to this notie allion,

for whofe recreation, and true fatisfaflion, I haue occajioned the Imprefsion, which if

it giue you content, my charge and paines is highly recompenced."
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MAP OF VIRGINIA

WITH A DESCRIPTI
ON OFTHE COVNTREYJHE

CommoditiesjPeoplcjGovcrn-
mcnt and

Religion.

Written by Captaiat Sun H,femetimes Ga

veruour ofthe Country,

VVHEREVNTO IS ANNEXED THE
proceedings ofthofe Colonies jfince their firft

departure from England,with the difcourfes,

Orations,and relations ofthe Salvages,
and the accidents that befell

them in all their lourrues

anddifcovencs.

TAKEN TAlTHTVLLr *A S THEF
ntre \vrttten out ofthe nntwgs of

DOCTOR RVSSELL. RICHARD WIEFIN.
THO.STVDIEY. W i it. PHET T i P L AC t.

ANATOOKILL. NATHANIEL POWELL.
KlCHAKOPoTS.

And the relations ofdivers other diligent obfcr vers trierej

prefeKt then,ttK(lnov> many oftiiem m England.

Bj VV. S,

OXFORD,
Printed by Jofcph Barnes;, 1 5i2.

No. 359 a. TITLE-PACE OF CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH'S MAP OF VIRGINIA; 1612.
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No. 359 Jobn Smith 1612

One of the copies in the Lenox Library has another dedication. It is addressed :

|
To the Right Honourable S r

. Edward j iemer Knight, Baron Beaucbamp, and

Earle
|

of Hartford, Lieutenant to his moft excellent
[ Maiejiie, in the Countries

of Somerfet and/ Wiltlhire, my Honourable good |

Lord and Maifter.
| [21 lines] |

[signed] |

JOHN SMITH. .

Both of these dedications appear to be inserted, and we know of no other copies

having either of them.

As indicated by the title, this work is divided into two Parts. The First was written

by Smith himself, and is a topographical description of the country, giving a full account

of its soil, climate, and productions, as well as of the native Indians. The Second

Part, compiled by W. S., i. e. William Symonds or Simmonds, gives an account of

the colony at Jamestown from 1 606 to 1612.

That this work was printed at Oxford instead of London is accounted for by the

fact that many members of the Stationers' Company of London were also members of

the Virginia Company. It was not, therefore, in the interest of the Company to

publish such books and maps; and, as it could not be published in London without

a license, Smith was compelled to look elsewhere for a publisher. It is well known

that Crashaw, Symonds, and Purchas were in sympathy with Smith, and it was doubt

less through their influence that this tract was printed by the single hand-press at

Oxford, which usually produced only sermons, theology, and other learned works.

The entire work, with some changes and the introduction of new matter, was

reprinted in Smith's General! Historie, 1624 (pp. 21-108); and abridged by Pur

chas in his Pi/grimes, Vol. 2. It was first reprinted entire by Edward Arber, in

Smith's Works (English Scholar's Library; Westminster, 1885), but without either

of the dedications described above.

The Map of Virginia which accompanies this work is found in 8 distinct states.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Wilberforce Eames of the Lenox Library, who has made

a special study of the works of Captain John Smith, we are enabled, for the first time,

to give the distinctive points of each issue, as follows:

(1) In this state the map has not Smith's coat of arms or motto in the lower right-

hand corner; and is without the date 1606 below the scale; or that of l6of under

the picture of Powhatan. It should be observed that as this map naturally lies before

the reader the north is at the right hand and the west at the top.

(2) This state includes the additions of the coat of arms (without the motto) and

the dates 1606 and 1607.

(3) The motto is now under the coat of arms; and the degrees of latitude and

longitude have been added, as well as four new names : Ta uerne rs roade, winstons

lies, Broo kes Forest, and Gunters Harbour.

(4) In this state the new name Sparkes/'content is first seen, with the first word

abpve the hill and the second below it; also Demo crites/tree and Burtons/ Mount,

the two words of the latter being separated by the tree and mountain.

(5) This state is the same as the Fourth, but the page numbers 1692 and 1693 have

been added in the two upper corners. This is the true Purchas map, as it has refer

ences to Smith.

AMERICANA f 829 ~\
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1612 John Smith No. 359

THE

PROCEEDINGS OF
THE ENGLISH COLONIE IN

Virginia fincc their firft
beginning from

England in the ycare of our Lord 16061

Ai8tbitjrifl*t*6l* , with alltheir

Accidents that befellthem in their

loHrn'uj axdDifcwtrict.

Alfo the Salvages difcourfcs, orationsand rclattow
ofthe Bordering neighbours/, and how they be

came fubicct to the EnglUh.

ingtvn tbtfuJamentall cutfesfiH* wbtnct
bautfl>raigf mxy mife.

tin to
thtvitdertitlicrs,aHdfcandalsto the

bufmtffei talynfaA*
fuUyastbty vtert'.vrilttn-iutef tbtvn'itiw ofTboxut

StHdley the firftfrovantwn^ir.^Anm T'od(lttk Wditt
Xubanhll Pawtll,

, t

<m<u AbbajtTl>tsHoft,Ricb:pttn antt

the Llourt ofdiwi ttber dili-

lefidtnti in

JiJentin

England that were attors in thu-

By W. S,

OXFORD,
Prbtc4 by Jofcph Barnes*

No. 359 b. SECOND TITLE-PAGE OF CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH'S MAP OF VIRGINIA; 1612.
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No. 359 John Smith 1612

(6) We here have Page 41 / Smith in the lower right-hand corner ; Sparkes /

content is changed to Sparkes / Vaylley ; and three new names are added, as follows :

Fetherjlones / Baye, Boilers tush, and Sparkes /poynt.

(7) This state has the new names Elands
/
C: , Dotenes dale,an& Wajbeborne j C : ,

but with the dates 1692 and 7<5pj still unchanged ; but the name Boilers busb has

been changed to Boolers busb.

(8) In this last state of the map the Purchas page numbers have been changed from

1692 and 1693 to /<5p0 and 1691. In all other respects this state is like the Seventh.

Of this map the Lenox Library has fourteen copies (either loose or in the works of

Purchas and Smith), representing each of the states here described, except the seventh,

which is in the present collection (See our No. 411).

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (a,

one without the map) ;
Huth

;
Harvard Uni

versity; Boston Public
; John Carter Brown;

Lenox (2); Halsey; Library of Congress;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES: Brown, Genesis of the

United States, 2 : 596-601 ;
Smith's Works,

Arber's reprint, i : 41-174 ; Pilling,

Algonquian Languages, p. 470 ; Quaritch,

General Catalogue, 5, No. 29714; Winsor,

3 : 156-157 ; 167-168 5 Norton, Literary

Gazette, May i, 1854.

CHAMPLAIN, SAMUEL DE.
(J>. 1567, d. 1635.)

LES VOYAGES . . . OV, IOVRNAL TRES-FIDELE DBS OBSERVA
TIONS FAITES ES DESCOVVERTVRES DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE,
PARIS, lean Berjon, 1613. [360]

4to. First Edition.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : a, e, each

4 leaves
; I, 2 leaves

; A, B, C, D, E, F,

G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T,
V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Sf, each 4 leaves

; Tt,
i leaf; a to f, each 4 leaves; g, 2 leaves;

total 201 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 360], recto of [a];

[blank], verso of
[a]; [dedication] [con

ventional head-piece] |

AV ROY.
| [signed]

/SIRE, / Voftre tref-humble, tref-obeiflant
|

& tref-fidele feruiteur & fubiect.
|

CHAM-
PLAIN.

|
, recto and verso of a

ij. ; [second

dedication] | [conventional head-piece] |

A
LA ROYNE REGENTE

|

MERE DV ROY.

| [signed ] |
MADAME,

| Voftre tref-humble,

tref-obeiffant/@ tref-fideleferuiteur &'fubiect.

|
CHAMPLAIN.

|
, recto and verso of a iij. ;

[16 stanzas, with heading] | |

AVX
FRANCOIS, SVR LES

| voyages du fieur

de Champlain. | [ending] |

L'ANGE Parif.
|
,

recto of [a iiij. ]
to verso of e; [ode] | \

A MONSIEVR DE CHAM-
1 plain fur fon

liure & fes cartes marines.
|

Ode.
| [ending]

|

Motin.
|

, recto of e ij. to recto of e iij.

| |SOMMAIRES DES CHAPITRES
|
, verso of eiij. to verso of I;

| [conven
tional head-piece] |

EXTRAIT DV PRIVI
LEGE.

|,
recto of

[iij.]; [blank], verso of

[I ij.] ; [text, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

LES VOYAGES
|

DV SIEVR
DE CHAMPLAIN

|

XAINTONGEOIS CAPI-

TAINE
|

ordinaire pour le Roy, |

en la marine.

| [12 lines] |

LIVRE PREMIER
|, pp. 1-160;

|

Fin des voyages depuis i" an 1604. iuf-

ques en 1608.
| [conventional tail-piece] |

, p.

1 60; | [conventional head-piece] |

LES
VOYAGES

|

FAITS AV GRAND FLEWE
|

SAINCT LAVRENS PAR LE
|

fieur de Cham-

plain Capitaine ordinaire
| pour le Roy en la

marine, depuis |

1' annee 1608. iufques en

1612. |LIVRE SECOND.
| [4 lines] [, pp. 161-

270; [tail-piece],
center of p. 270;
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1613 Samuel de Cbamplain NO. 360

LES VOYAGES
DV SIEVR DE CHAMPLAIN
* XAINTONGEOIS, CAPITAINE

ordinaire pour Ic Roy,
en la marine.

V1VISEZ EN DEVX LITRES.
ou,

JOURNAL TRES-FIDEI.E DBS O

tioasfaites es defcouuertures
del* 2^ouuelle France : tarn en la dcfm~

ptio
des terreSiCoftestriMeres$ort$JhauresJtur$ hauteurs,drphjieurs

dedinvfom de la guidf-aymant-tquen la creace despeuplesjeurfuper-

Jliti9n tfifon de viure& deguernyerMfichidcquAntittdefigures.

Enfemble'deux cartes geografiques:la premiere feruantaJana*

uigacion,dreflee felon les compas qui nordeftent,fur lefquels

les marmiers nauigent: i!autre en fon vray Mcridien, auec fes

longitudes & latitudes: a laquelle eft adioufte le voyage du.

cleftroift qu'ont trouue^lcsAnglois, audcflvis de Labrador,

depuislcy3
e
.degrede latitude, iufques au 63. enl'an

cerchansvn chejnin pat ieNoxd, pour aller ala Chine.

A PARIS,
Chez IEANBERJON, rue S. lean de Beauuais, au Cheual

volant,& en fa boutique au Palais, a la gallene
des prifonniers.

M. DC. XIII.

^AVEC PRIVILEGE V% ROr.

No. 360. TITLE-PAGE OF CHAMPLAIN'S VOYAGES; 1613.



No. 360 Samuel de Cbamplain 1613

| [conventional head-piece] |

LE TROI-
SIESME

|

VOYAGE DV SIEVR DE
|

Cham-

plain en 1'annee 1611.
|

, pp. 271-319;

/ INTELLIGENCE DES DEVX / cartes

Geograffiques de la nouuelle France. / , pp.

320-325 ;
|

TABLE DES MATIERES.

|, pp. [326]-[3 3o]i_|FIN. , p. [330];

[half-title] |
p.VATRIESME]VOYAGE DV

|

Sr DE CHAMPLAIN
|

CAPITAINE OR

DINAIRE POVR|LE ROY EN LA MARINE, ET

|

Lieutenant de Monfeigneur le Prince
|

de

Conde en la Nouueile France, |fait
en 1'annee

1613. | %* |, p. [i]; [blank], p. [2];

[dedication, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

A TRES-HAVT,
|

TRES-
PVISSANT ET TRES-|EXCELLENT
HENRY DE BOVRBON

|

Prince de Conde,

premier Prince du fang, premier |

Pair de

France, Gouuerneur & Lieutenant de fa
|

Majefte en Guyenne. | [signed] | fref-humble

fif tref-affecJionn'e feruiteur / SAMVEL DE

CHAMPLAIN. |, pp. 3-4; [text, with head

ing] [conventional head-piece] |
QVA

TRIESME VOYAGE DV
|

SIEVR DE

CHAMPLAIN, CAPITAINE
|

ordinaire pour le

Roy en la marine, & Lieutenant
|

de Mon

feigneur le Prince de Conde en la Nouuel-
1

le France, fait en Tan 1613. | 1
, pp. 5-

515
|

FIN.
|, p. 51; |

TABLE DES
CHAPITRES DV

|
O.VATRIESME VOYAGE.)

p. 52.

Pages 23, 34, 89, and 119 are blank;

p. 69 is wrongly numbered 66; and 286 is

289.

PLATES AND MAPS : 3 folding Plates and

8 folding Maps, as follows :

PLATES: [i][The French surprised by
the savages]; facing p. 137.

[2] [Defeat of the Iroquois by Cham-

plain]; facing p. 232.

[3] [An Iroquois fort]; facing p. 255.

MAPS: [i] |

Port Royal/; facing p. 22.

[2] |

Isle de sainte Croix / ; facing p. 35.

[3] \Malle Barrel; facing p. 88.

[4] \Le Beau port;/ facing p. 118.

[5] | port fortune /; facing p. 132.

[6] \
Quebec/j facing p. 176.

[7] Map, with inscription at upper left-

hand corner:
|

Carte geographique de la /
Nouelle franfe en fonaray marietta/ ; size,

9% x I3V& inches; scale, 2% inches = 10

longitude ; facing p. 240.

[8] Folding map, printed on two sheets;

inscription, across the top: |

CARTE GEO-
GRAPHIQVE DE LA NOVVELLE
FRANSE FAICTTE PAR LE SIEVR
DE CHAMPLAIN SAINT TONGOIS
CAPPITAINE ORDINAIRE POVR
LE ROY EN LA MARINE, \faict len

1612.
| ;

at lower left-hand side;
|

Dauid

pelletier fecit /; size, i6%x 30 inches; scale,

i%a of an inch i of latitude ; between pp.

320 and 321. This map contains, in its

lower portion, insets showing
| figures

del

montaignais /figure des sauuages almouchi-

cais /, different forms of fruits, etc.

There are smaller maps and plates in

the text, at pp. 8, 9, 17, 26, 30, 38, 64,

70, 80, 99, 172, 187, 293; and a wood

cut on p. 325 ;
on p. 9 the correct map is

pasted over an impression of that which

appears on p. 8, wrongly printed on this

page.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 9% x 6i^
inches. Bound in red crushed levant mo

rocco, panelled sides with corner ornaments,

gilt inside borders, gilt edges; by Cham-

bolle-Duru. Map [8] has the two sheets

pasted together and mounted on a guard,

with left-hand side mended.

The Pratt Copy.
This is the second printed volume of Champlain's voyages, and contains the

journals, maps, etc., of its author's four voyages to America, in 1604, 1610, 1611,

and 1613, the latter of which is not mentioned on the title-page. The volume deals

very fully with the natural history of the country, its soil, and products, and is espe

cially minute in its description of the manners, customs, and habits of the Indians. In

this edition the text is much fuller than in that of 1632; on the other hand, what

appears in that edition after page 2 1 1 is not to be found in this.
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1613 Samuel de Cbamplain No. 360

This work contains a large folding map, the result of Champlain's surveys along

the coast of Massachusetts and Maine during the summer of 1604 and 1606, in

which, for the first time, the coast-line of New England is given with approximate

correctness. It is also the first map of this coast in which any attempt was made to

lay down its latitude and longitude. This map is rarely found with the work and is

often defective. Sabin says that the maps in different copies vary in their spelling and

references.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) j

Harvard University ; John Carter Brown ;

Lenox; New York Historical Society; Hoe;
Cornell University; Peter A. Porter; and

Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES: Winsor, 4: 131; Sabin, 3,

No. 11835; Harrisse, Noii-velle France,

No. 17.

HARCOURT, ROBERT, (b. c. 1574, d. 1631.)

A RELATION OF A VOYAGE TO GVIANA.
W. Welby, 1613.

LONDON, by lobn Beak, for

[36i]

Small 410. First Edition. Printed with

marginal notes.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4 leaves
;

total 44 leaves. Leaf I 3 has no signature-

mark.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 361], recto of [A];
[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedi

catory, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |
4 To the high and

| Mighty

Prince, CHARLES, Prince / of GREAT BRIT-

AINE :
| [signed] |

Your Highnefle |

mod
humble deuoted feruant,

|

ROBERT HAR-
COVRT.

| , recto of A 2 to recto of [A 3] ;

[blank], verso of [As]; [preface, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] | *4j3
To the Readers,

|
ADVENTVRERS,

FAVORERS,
|

and wel-willers to the Plan

tation in GVIANA.
| [signed ] |

R. H.
|
,

recto of [A 4] to verso of [64];
[text, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |

A RELATION
|

OF A VOY
AGE TO

|

Guiana performed by Robert/
Harcourt of Stanton Harcourt in the

|

Coun-

tie of OXFORD
| Efquire. /, pp. [i]-63 ;

|

If The names of the Riuers falling into the Sea

from / Amazones, to Dejequebe, and of the

feuerall Nations
| inhabiting thofe Riuers.

|
,

p. 63; [ notes, with heading ] [ type-

ornament head-piece ] [

The Plantation in

Guiana is moft eafie
|

to be performed, at Is

at large exprejfed in the former / Treatife :

And may in briefe appeare by thefe notes

fol-/loaning, nuhich are here added for the

better comfort / and incouragement of the

Aduenturers and Planters of/ the meaner

fort, /, pp. 64-66 ; [ Articles, beginning] |

[type-ornament head-piece] | 1
FOraf-

much as it hath pleafed his / Excellent

Maieftie, for the planting and inha-
| biting

of all that part of Guiana, or continent
|

of

America, lying- betweene the riuer of Ama- /
zones, and the riuer of Deffequebe, to grant

his / gracious Letters Patients to Robert

Harcourt of Stanton Harcourt in the

County of Oxford Efquire, . . .
|
, [ etc. ] ,

PP- [7]-7ii I

FINIS. |, p. 71;-
[blank], p. [72].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5 inches.

Bound in red levant morocco, gilt edges ;

by Bedford. Head-lines and marginal notes

clipped on numerous leaves ;
lower margin

cut into on second leaf of preliminary matter,

taking away the author's name and signa

ture-mark.
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No. 36! Robert Harcourt 1613

RELATION
OF A VOYAGE

TO G V I A N A.

DESCRIBING THE CLIMAT,
Scituation,tcrtilitie,prouifions and commodities

of that Country, containing feuen Prouihces, and

Other Signiories within that Territory : Together,
with the manners, cuftomes, bchauiots, and

difpoficiont ofthe people>

'Pcrformedby ROBERT HAR-COVRT, of

Stanton Harcourt Efquirc~>.

The Pattern: for the Plantation of which Country,,
bit (JWaiettie hathgranted to thejaid R.o^ E RT

HARCOTRT vuder the Great Scale.

NOME 14.7,8.

The L<tJ whteh we voalkfd thor<r# toffarch it
t
it'a verjgooA Land.

Iftht Lordloue vs,he will bring v> into this Unhand witgins
it Vt'

AT LONDON

Printed by IOHN B'EALE, for W. WBLBY, and,

we CO DC fold at his fliop in Pauls Church yard at the

figncofthcSwan. 1615,
No. 361. TITLE-PAGE OF HARCOURT'S RELATION OF A VOYAGE TO GVIANA; 1613.
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The Ives copy.

This voyage was begun March 23, 1608-9, and the author returned to Bristol

February 2, 1609-10. The preface gives a sketch of the other settlements made

or attempted in America by the Spanish and English.

The Second Edition appeared in 1626. The First Edition contains the Patent

of Guiana granted to Harcourt (pp. 67-71). This is omitted in the Second Edi

tion (though called for on its title-page); but it has some additions not to be found

in the First. His account was reprinted entire in the sixth volume of the Harleian

Miscellany, and in part by Purchas in the fourth volume of his Pi/grimes.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) j

Harvard University (?) ; Boston Public;

John Carter Brown
;
Watkinson

;
Lenox

;

and Library of Congress.

REFERENCES: Brunei, 3:39; Bibliotheca

Grexitilliana, i : 300; Sabin, 8, No. 30296;

Stevens, Nuggets, i, No. 13x6.

[JOURDAIN or JOURDAN, SILVESTER.] (b , d. 1650.)

A PLAINE DESCRIPTION OF THE BARMVDAS, NOW CALLED SOM-
MER ILANDS. LONDON, by W. Stansby,for W. Welby, 1613. [362]

Small 410. Text printed in black-letter.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, each 4 leaves ; G, 2 leaves
;

total 26 unnumbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [tide, as

reproduced ;
See No. 362], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedi

catory, with heading] |

TO THE TRVLY
HO-

|

NORABLE AND RIGHT WOR
THY KNIGHT SIR THOMAS SMITH,

|

TREAS
URER for the Colonies and Com-

| panics

of VIRGINIA : and Gouernour of Muf-
|

couia, Eaft-India, North-weft Paflage,
|

and

SOMMER Hands
| Companies, /[signed] |

Tour Seruant in Chrift lefus. / W. C.
| ,

recto of A 2 to verso of [A 4]; |

|

To the Reader.
| [9 lines] | , verso of

[A 4]; [text, with heading] | [conven
tional head-piece] |

A DISCOVERY
|

OF
THE BARMV-

1
DAS, NOW CALLED

|

THE SOMMER
|

Hands.
I

, recto of B to

recto of [D 3] ; [blank], verso of [D 3];

| [conventional head-piece] |

AN AD
DITION SENT HOME BY

|

THE

LAST SHIPS
|

from our Colonie in the
|

Barmudas / , recto of [04] to verso of

[
F 4] ; | [type-ornament head-piece] |

A
Copie of the Articles which Mafter

[

R.

MORE, Gouernour Deputie of the Sommer

Hands, | propounded to the Companie that

'were there 'with him to bee / fubfcribed

iinto, 'which both hee and they fubfcribed

the fe- / cond of Auguft, in his houfe, Anno
1612. 'which about the /fame time he fent

into England to the 'worjhipfull Companie /

of the Adventurers. /, recto of G to recto

of [G 2] ; FINIS. /, recto of [G 2] ;

[blank], verso of [G 2].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7^ e x 5%
inches. Bound in red levant morocco, gilt

edges ; by Bedford. With stamp of the

"Bibliotheca Bodleiana" on the verso of

the title-page.

The Bodleian-Lefferts copy.

This tract is a reprint, with additions, of A difcovery of the Barmudas otberwife

called the He of Divils . . . by Sil Jourdan, London, 1610.

This work contains a vivid description of the shipwreck of Sir George Somers and
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No. 362 Silvester Jourdain 1613

A PLAINS
DESCRIPTION
OF THE BARMVDAS,
NOW CALLED SOMMER

HANDS.

With the manner of their difcouerie

ANNO itfop by the fliipwrack
and admirable dcliucrancc

of S\rThn#Gat(tt and Sir George Smnmers t wherein

are trulyfaforth the commtditiet and profit if

CO VN THE.

WITH
'n Addition , or more amfie relation of

diucrs other rcmarkcable matters concerning thofc

Hands fincetben experienced, lately fent

Jrm thence fa me ofthe Colonie now
there ididcnu

ECCIESIASTES 3: If.

Cod hath mode euery thin? beautiful! in his time.

LONDON,
Printed by W. staHtyJotW. Welty.

1*13.
No. 362. TITLE-PAGE OF JOORDAIN'S PLAINE DESCRIPTION OF THE BARMVDAS ; 1613.
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his men on the Bermudas, an event which is thought by some to have suggested to

Shakespeare the idea of The Tempest.

It was reprinted in Hakluyt' s Collection of Early Voyages ; (180912), Vol. 5 ;

by Peter Force in his Tracts, Vol. 3, No. in.; and in Lefroy, Memorials, I : 14-21 ;

63-64.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown; Lenox; Hoe; Library Com

pany of Philadelphia ;
and Public Library,

Hamilton, Bermuda.

REFERENCES : Brown, Genesis of the

United States, 2: 620; Lefroy, Memorials,
i : xii.

; John Carter Brown, Catalogue,

2: 62, No. 143.

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

NOVA FRANCIA. GRVNDLICHE HISTORY VON ERFVNDVNG DER
GROSSEN LANDSCHAFFT NOVA FRANCIA. AUGSPURG, bey Cbryfo-

Jiomo Dabertzbofer, 1613. [363]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES:
(?), A,

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4
leaves ; total 48 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [rubri

cated title, as reproduced ;
See No. 363],

recto of
[(?)] ; [blank], verso of [(?)];

[epistle dedicatory, with heading] | [conven
tional head-piece] |

Dem Hoch Ehrwurdi-
|

gen in Gott/ vnd Geiftlichen Henn/ Henn
|

Georgen / Abbt defz weitberuhmbten Gotts-

|

haufz Weingarten / Meinem gnadigen
Henn.

| [signed] |

E. Gn:
|

Allzeit Dienft-

willig
[ Vnderthlniger | Chryfoftomus Dabertz-

hofer/
|

Buchdrucker dafelbft.
| [dated] |

. . . Datum Augfpurg/ |

den 17. Mertzen/

welchs ift der Sontag |
Laetare, Anno 1613.

|,
recto of (?)ij. to verso of [(?) iiij.] ;

[text, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |

Grfindliche Hiftory |

Von Erffindung
der

| groflen Landfchafft / Noua Francia,

oder
|

New Franckreich / genandt / auch von

Sitten
|

vnd Befchaffenheit derfelben wilden

|
Volcker.

|, pp. 1-7; |[text, with heading]

[type-ornament] | Vonj Schiffarten/ welche

Hauptmann |

Jacobus Siuartier in vorge-
meldte newe| Welt verricht.

|, pp. 7-14 ;

[text, with heading] | [type-ornament] |

Wie

Hen MarggrafF De la Roche fich auch
|

vnderfangen Nouam Franciam, oder New
j

Franckreich weiter zu entdecken.
|
, pp. 14

42 ; [text, with heading] | [type-ornament]

|

Wie der Her? von Pontrincourt fonft Bien-

/ cour genannt/ fambt dem Authoie difz

Buchs die
|

Raifz in Nouam Franciam oder

New Franckreich ange- |

nommen / vnd von

Parifz hinwegk | gezogen. |
, pp. 42-81 ;

[letter,
with heading] |

BEATISSIMO DN.

NO-|STRO PAPJE PAVLO V. PONT1-

|

FICI MAXIMO.
| [signed] |

Vestras Beati-

tudinis filius humillimus ac deuotiflimus
|

lOANNES DE BlENCOVR.
|, pp. 81-83;

[letter,
with heading ] |

Schreiben defz Henn
loannis Biencour, an

| jhz B&pftl. Heyligkeit
Paulum defz Na-

1

mens den Funfften.
|

[signed] |

E. H.
| Diemuetigfter vnnd gehoi-

famfter|gantz ergebner Sohn. |Ioannes Bien-

cour.
|
, pp. 83-86 ;

|

Difes ift der jnnhalt

defz Frantzofifchen getruckten Buchs. . . .

| [4 lines] |

ENDE.
|

, p. 86. The numbers

62 and 63 are repeated in the pagination.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5<Ke

inches. Bound in green crushed levant

morocco, gilt edges ; by Joly. Page 8 1

has a hole through the inner portion.

This is a translation of portions of the Paris edition of 1612.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John Carter Brown; Lenox; Cornell University;

Library of Congress ;
and Ayer Libraries.
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tor gvoficti

Francia,

nonnt/ aucbvon <5iften

No. 363. TITLE-PAGE OF LESCARBOT'S NOVA FRANCIA; 1613.
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1613 Alexander Wbitaker No. 364

WHITAKER, ALEXANDER, (b. 1585, d. c. 1617.)

GOOD NEWES FROM VIRGINIA. SENT TO THE COVNSELL AND
COMPANY OF VIRGINIA, RESIDENT IN ENGLAND. LONDON, by

Felix Kyngjiottfor William Welby, 1613. [364]

Small 410. WORSHIPFVLL SIR
|

THOMAS SMITH,
COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C, KNIGHT, TREA-

|

furer of the Englifh

D,E, F,G,H, I, each^leaves; total 3 6 leaves. Colonie in Virgi- |

nia : . . .|. . .
| [signed]

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as
|

ALEXANDER WHITAKER.
|
, recto and verso

reproduced; See No. 364], recto of [A]; of D 2
j [text, with heading] | [conven-

[blank], verso of [A] i [first dedication, tional head-piece] |

GOOD NEWES
|

FROM
with heading] | [conventional head-piece]! VIRGINIA.] 1

ECCLESIASTES n. i.
| Caft

TO THE RIGHT
| HONORABLE, MY thy bread <vpon the ivatert .- for after many

\

VERY GOOD LORD, RAPH LORD
|

daies / thou Jhalt finde it. /Audi hofpes

VRE, Lord Prefident of Wales: .. .
| [alines] contemnere opes fef te quo'q; dignum / Finge

| [signed] |

W. CRASHAVVE.
|

, recto of A 2 Deo
|

, pp. 1-44. Page 27 is 2j.

to recto of D; [blank], verso of D; CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6i x s 1^

[second dedication, with heading] | [con- inches. Bound in brown antique calf, gilt

ventional head-piece] |

TO THE RIGHT
|

over red edges ; by Riviere.

The Barlow-Ives copy.

Whitaker went to Virginia in 161 1, and became preacher to the colony at Hen-

rico, so called after Prince Henry, eldest son of James I. It was Whitaker who had

the honor of celebrating the first legal union between England and America, by sol

emnizing the marriage of the famous Princess Pocahontas with John Rolfe.

Speaking of Whitaker, Professor Tyler says:
" The habits of the pulpit clung to

him at his writing-table ; and the book which he wrote for the enlightenment of Eng
land concerning Virginia, has the form and tone of a hortatory sermon; a 'pithy, godly

exhortation,' as old Crashawe called it
[in

the "Epistle Dedicatorie"], 'interlaced with

narratives of many particulars, touching the country, climate, and commodities.' . . .

In presenting to the motherland the claims of Virginia upon her interest and pity, he

gives a clear and well wrought sketch of the country, the climate, and the Indians,

expressing himself throughout the whole book in the diction of an earnest, simple-

minded, scholarly man, although without any shining superiorities in thought or style."

History of American Literature, i: 47.

In the " Epistle Dedicatorie" of thirty-four pages Crashawe, after praising the au

thor very highly, goes on to say,
" I therefore hereby let all men know . . . that a

Scholler, a Graduate, a Preacher, well borne, and friended in England, not in debt nor

difgrace, but competently prouided for, and liked, and beloued where he liued, not

in want, but (for a fcholler, and as thefe dayes be) rich in pofleffion, and more in

poffibilitie, of himfelfe without any perfwafion (but God's, and his owne heart) did

voluntarily leaue his warme neft, and to the wonder of his kindred, and amazement

of them that knew him, vndertooke this hard, but in my iudgement, heroicall refolution

to go to Virginia, and helpe to beare the name of God vnto the Gentiles."

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; Huth; REFERENCES: Winsor, 3:157; John

John Carter Brown; Lenox; Library ot Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2: 69, No. 161;

Congress; Halsey ;
and Ayer Libraries. Rich, 32:135.
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No. 364 Alexander Wbitaker 1613

GOOD
NEWES FROM
SENT TO THE COVNSELL

and Copipany ofV i R o i N i A, rcfidcnt

in England.

jFROM ALEXANDER WHITAKBR, THE
Mini fter of H E N R i c o in

Virginia*

WHEREIN ALSO IS A NARRATION
pfthcprclcnt State ofthacCoumrcy, and

ear Colonies there.

Pcrufed and
publiftied by direction

from that Counjeti,

a Preface prefixed offome matters

teucbingthat Plantation, very requifttt

tt be made

LONDON,
Imprinted by Felix Kyngtfon forWiii'AtaW E L BY, and are to be fold at his Shop in

Paulf Church-jardat theftgneoftht
S^anne

No. 364. TITLE-PAGE OF WHITAKER'S GOOD NEWES FROM VIRGINIA; 1613.
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1615 Ralph Hamor No. 365

HAMOR, RALPH. (/. 1609-1628.)

A TRVE DISCOVRSE OF THE PRESENT ESTATE OF VIRGINIA.

LONDON, by lobn Beakfor William Welby, 1615. [365]

Small 4to. First Issue.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, each 4 leaves (the

last blank and lacking) ;
total 40 leaves.

Leaves A3, F $, H 3, and K 3 have no

signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; Sef No. 365], recto of [A];
[blank], verso of [A]j [epistle dedi

catory, with heading] |

TO THE TRVLY
|
Honorable, and right worthy Knight, |

r Thomas Smith, Goueraour of the Eaft

India, / Mufcouia North-weft palTages,

Somer Iflands
[ Companies, and Treafurer

for the firft / Colony in VIRGINIA.
[ [signed]

|

At your commaund to be difpofed off; /
RALPH HAMOR.

|
, recto of A a to recto of

[A3]; | [conventional head-piece] |

To
the Reader.

| [signed] |

RAPHE HAMOR.
|
,

verso of [A3] to verso of [A 4] ; [text,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

A
|

TRVE DISCOVRSE
|

of the prefent

eftate of Virginia, and
|

the fuccefle of the

affaires there till the
j

18 of lune. 1614.
|

,

pp. 1-47 ; | [conventional head-piece] |

The Lefferts copy.

This is the Issue having thirteen lines in the last paragraph of page 60, as follows :

/ But I much more mufe, thatfofew ofour En-/glijb Minifters that werefa hot againft

the Sur- /pits andfubfcription : come hither where neither /fpoken of. Doe they not

either wilfully hide their / Tallents, or keepe them felues at home forfeare of/ loafing

afew pleafures ? Be there not any amongft / them of Mofes his minde, and of the

Apoftles, that /'forfooke all to follow Chriji? But I referre them / to the ludge of

all hearts, and to the King that Jhall/ reward euery one according to the gaine of his

Tal- / ent. But you my cofen, holds fajl that which your / haue, and I though my

promife of 3 yeers feruice to / my country . . . /, etc., as in the Second Issue. In

the other issue these lines were cancelled, and twelve others, containing other matter

of a non-critical nature, were substituted.

The Lenox Library has a copy of each issue.

To the Reader. |, pp. [4g]-5o ; [letter,

with heading] |

To the R. and my moft

efteemed
|
friend M'. D. M. at his houfe at

|

F. Ch. in London.
| [signed] |

Thomas
Dale.

| [dated] |

From lames towne in Vir

ginia |

the 18 of lune, 1614.
|

, pp. 51-59;

[letter, with heading] |

To my verie

deere and louing | Cofen M. G. Minifler of
the B. F.

|

in London.
| [signed] |

Your
moft deere and louing cofen

|

Alex. Whita-

kers. /[dated] | Virginia lune 18. 1614.
|

,

pp. 59-61;
|

The coppie of the Gentle-

mans letters
|

to Sir Thomas Dale, that

after maried Poivha- / tans daughter, con

taining the reafons mou- / ing him there

unto.
| [signed]] At your commaund moft

willing |

to be difposed off'\Iohn Rolfs./,

pp. 61 68; [continuation of the text], pp.

68-69;-
1

FINK. /, p. 69 ;_
| |

Er-

rata. /[8 lines]] |
, p. [70]; [i blank

leaf], [K 4].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6i%6 x 5%9

inches. Bound in red levant morocco, gilt

edges; by Bedford.
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No. 365 Ralph Hamor 1615

A TRVE
DiSCOVRSEOFTHE
PRESENT ESTATE OF VIR
GINIA, and the fuccdTe of the affairtt

there till the 18 of fane. 1614,

TOGETHER.

WITH A RELATIONOFTHE
feueraliEnglifhTownesand forts, theaffii-

rcd hopes of that countric and the peace
concludcdwitb the Induns.

The Chriftening offrwjtaAw/daughter
and hermanage with an Englifl)-m4nt

Written by RAP HE HAM OR theyoh-

gcr;
late Secrecaric in thac Colony.

Algett tpti
nan ardct.

Printed at London bylons BEALE for Wit-
11 A M W E L E Y dwelling at the Sgnc of the

-

No. 365. TITLE-PAGE OF HAMOR'S TRVE DISCOVRSE ; 1615.
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1615 Ralph Hamor NO. 366
N

HAMOR, RALPH. (/. 1609-1628.)

A TRVE DISCOVRSE OF THE PRESENT ESTATE OF VIRGINIA.

LONDON, by lobn Bealefor William Welby, 1615. [366]

Small 410. Second Issue. CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5% inches.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically Bound in half brown morocco. Title-page

the same as in No. 365, except that leaves strengthened in lower right-hand corner
;

F 3 and H 3 only have no signature-marks. leaves A z and [A 4Jand pp. 35-54, and 61

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: identi- strengthened in the lower right-hand corners
;

cally the same as in No. 365, except that
pp. 33, 43, and 45 extended in upper outer

p. 56 is wrongly numbered 55. corners ; pp. 3* and 33 with marginal notes

in ink in contemporaneous handwriting.

There were Two Issues of this same year, a fact apparently not recorded by any

bibliographer until Mr. H. N. Stevens discovered it in 1 898. The differences occur

on p. 60.

This copy is of the variety in which the last paragraph on page 60 is in 12 lines,

and reads :
|
Sir Thomas Dale (with whom I am) is a / man of great knowledge

in Diuinity, and of a good \ confcience in all bis doings: both which bee rare
/ in a

martial! man. Euery Sabbath day wee preach /
in the forenoone, and Chatechize in

the after- / noone. Euery Saturday at night I exercife in Sir
/
Thomas Dales houfe.

Our Church affaires bee I confulted on by the Minister, andfoure of the j moj} religious

men. Once euery monetb wee haue / a Communion, and once ayeer a solemn Faft.
|

For me, though my promise of $ yeers feruice to my j contry be expired, yet I will abide

in my vocation / [catchword] heere,/here vntill I be lawfully calledfrom hence. And

fo I betaking vs all vnto the mercies of God in Chrift / lefus, I reftfor euer. /.

The Difcourfe brings the story of the Virginia colony down to June 1 8, 1614, and

contains an account of the christening of Pocahontas and her marriage to Rolfe.

"The evident object of the writer was to give such an account of the condition

of the colony of Virginia as should induce adventurers to embark their money, their

persons, or both, in the undertaking. . . . The author certainly shows that the

colony was flourishing on i8th June, 1614, and that, especially by the marriage of

Powhatan's daughter with an Englishman, it was likely to continue at peace with the

Indians. . . . The author twice mentions the calamity which befell Sir George

Somers at the Bermudas, . . . once in the address to the reader, and again on

page 1 6 of the body of the work. The production is poorly composed, yet not

without some affectation of fine writing ;
in order, perhaps, to prove Hamor's quali

fications as secretary, and his fitness to be continued in the office." COLLIER.

A letter by John Rolfe at the end gives his reasons for marrying Pocahontas :

"for the good of this plantation, for the honour of our countrie, for the glory of God,

for my owne faluation, and for the conuerting to the true knowledge of God and lefus

Chrift, an vnbeleeuing creature, namely Pokabuntas."

De Bry included this work in Part X. of his Great Voyages, and Hulsius in Part

XIII. of his collection.
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No. 366 Ralph Hamor 1615

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) ;

Massachusetts Historical Society j
Boston

Public
j John Carter Brown

; Pequot ;

Lenox (2) ; Columbia University ; Halsey ;

Hoe
; and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Brown, Genesis of the

United States, 2: 746; Winsor, 3:157;
Field, Indian Bibliography, No. 642

*
;
Col

lier, Rarest Books, 2:116-118.

HERNANDEZ, FRANCISCO,
(b. 1530, d. 1587.)

QVATRO LIBROS. DE LA NATVRALEZA, Y VIRTVDES DE LAS
PLANTAS, Y ANIMALES >VE ESTAN RECEVIDOS EN EL VSO
DE MEDICINA EN LA NVEVA ESPANA. EN MEXICO, Viuda de

Diego Lopez Daualos, 1615. [367]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : If^f, A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,

P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz, Aaa
to Ddd, each 4 leaves

; Eee, 2 leaves
; total

106 leaves. Sheet Kk is marked KK
;

leaf

A 3 is marked A 2
;

the third leaves of Qq,

Xx, Yy, Zz, Aaa, Bbb, Ccc, and Ddd have

signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as reproduced j
See No. 367], recto of

[Iflf];- [blank], verso of
[|fIf] ;

[privilege to print] | [type-ornament head

piece] | [signed] |

El Marques de Guadal-

cazar.
|

Por mandado del Virrey. |
Pedro de

la Torre./, recto of IT If 2; [other priv

ileges to print and approvals], verso of

If If 2 to verso of [Iflfs]; [dedication,
with heading] |

A nueftro R. P. M. Fr.

Her-
|

NANDO BACAN PRIOR PROVINCIAL
|

de la Prouincia de Santiago de Mexico,
de la Orden de los Predicadores, y Cathe-

dratico lubilado de la Cathedra
|

de Vif-

peras de Theologia en efta vniuerfidad Real.

| [signed] | Muy humilde hijo de V. P. R.

|

Fr. Francifco Ximenez. / , recto of [Tf fl" 4] ;

[note to the reader, with heading] |

AL
LECTOR.

| , verso of [114] to recto of

A; [type-ornament tail-piece], recto of

A; [two woodcut illustrations, enclosed

by a border of type-ornaments], verso of

A; [text in 4 books, the first with head

ing] |

Parte Primera del Libro prime- |

ro

de la materia medecinal de la Nueua Efpafia,
en

| que fe trata de los Arromaticos.
|
, recto

of folio i to verso of folio 71 [wrongly
numbered 70]; |

LIBRO SEGVNDO,
|

DE LA MATERIA MEDECINAL DE LA
|

NVEVA

ESPASA, EN O.VE SE TRATA DE
|

de la yeruas

que tienen fabor agudo y mordaz.
|

, recto

of folio 72 [wrongly numbered 71] to verso

of folio 123 [wrongly numbered 122]; |

Libro Tercero, de la Materia
|

MEDECINAL
DE LA NVEVA

| Efpana. |
, recto of folio 1 24

[wrongly numbered 123] to verso of folio

168 [wrongly numbered 177]; |

Quarto

Libro, de la materia
|

MEDECINAL DE LA

NEVEVA
|

ESPASA.
|

, recto of folio 169

[wrongly numbered 178] to verso of folio

194 [wrongly numbered 203]; [table,

with heading] |

TABLA de los medica-

mentos fim-
1

PLES QVE EN ESTA OBRA SE

|

CONTIENEN.
|

, verso of folio 194 to recto

of Eeeij. ; | If ERRATAS.
|, recto and

verso of Eee
ij. ; | If FINIS. | [conventional

tail-piece] |
, verso of Eee ij.

Folio 5 is wrongly numbered 4 ; 7 is 6 ;

8 has no number; 23 is repeated; 36 is 32;

147 is 149; 151-160 are omitted; 169 is

wrongly numbered 178; 194 is 203; and

201 has no number. The head-line on the

recto of folio marked 177 reads
|

Del libra

Quarto. / instead of
|

Del Libro tercero. /.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, jyt x 5
T/ie

inches. Bound in full brown levant mo
rocco, gilt center ornament (H. Harrisse's

cipher) , gilt inside borders, gilt edges ; with

Henry Harrisse's book-plate |

EX LIBRIS
|

|

NOV. EBORAC.
| pasted on inside of

front cover.
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1615 Francisco Hernande{ No. 367

J** QVATRO LIBROS. **;

DE LA NATV-
RALEZA, Y VIRTVDES DE LAS
plantas, yanimales queeftan receuidos enelvfo
ae Medicina en la Nueua Efpana s ylaMcthodo, ycorrcc-

cion,y preparation ,quepara adminiftrallas fc rcquiere
con lo que el DoGor Francifco Hernandez efcriuio

e\> en lengna Latina . c\>

MVY VTIL Pv*ll^ TODO GENHRO DE
gente q Ttiue en eftaciasy Pueblosy do no ay Medicostni Botica.

$ TraduzidO) y aumentados machos iimples, y Compneftos
y otros muchos fecretos curatiuos , por Fr. Francifco Xi-

menez, hijodel ConucntodcS. Domingo de Mexico,
Natural de la Villa de Luna del-Reyno de Aragon.

^ ANrt R.. P. MaffJtroFr.HernaxdoBic{antPtioT Provincialdff

h Prouincia de SSftiago de Mexico e \d Orden de ItsPredicadoret)

y CatbedrAtico Jubiladode Jbeologia en la
fttiuerfidad Real.

*v T |' ^rj*^^^^i^^i^w /v

E* Mcxico
t
en cafa del* Vittdn de Diego Lope^Dautlos. 1615.

^ Vendcfe en la tienda de Diego Garrido,en la efquina de
la calledeTacuba.y enla Porteria de S.Domingo.

No. 367. TITLE-PAGE OF HERNANDEZ' QVATRO LIBROS; 1615.
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No. 367 Francisco Hernande^ 1615

The Harrisse copy, with his ex-libris and manuscript notes.

The following is a transcript of a manuscript note by Henry Harrisse, on the

second fly-leaf.

" The origin of this work is as follows:

"
Philip II sent to Mexico his physician Francifco Hernandez of Toledo, to study

and defcribe the natural history of the country (
Amb. Morales, Antiq. Hispan. Madrid,

1792, 410, Vol. i). On his return to Spain he composed his work and had many

plates representing plants and animals engraved, the originals or models of which were

preferved in the College of the Company of Jesus in Madrid, whilst the MSS., form

ing three volumes for the plants and one for the animals, were placed in the library

of the Escorial (Leon Pinelo, Epitome, p. 128). Hernandez died without publish

ing his work.

" Nardo-Antonio Recchi, of Monte Corvo, in the Kingdom of Naples, who became

afterwards physician to Philip II, was entrusted with the task of examining anew all

the materials left by Hernandez, and of preparing for the prefs an abridgment of the

part relating to Medicine and Pharmacy. Recchi returned to Italy, but died before

he had time to publish his abridgment. This abridgment
' moderado y reuifto por el

Doctor Valle, y con fu firma vino a las yndias y ami
(su. i. e. F. Ximenez) poder

por extraordinarios caminos.' (infra.
' al lector,' 1st page).

"The present is a translation into Spanish of Recchi's abridgment, made by Fray

Francifco Ximenez, who had the good sense to preserve the Mexican names. It is

extremely rare. I could find no other copy either in France or in Spain. There is

one in the Royal Library at Munich, and another in the Bibliotbeca Browniana

(N? 105). [John Carter Brown, Catalogue, Pt. 2, 2d ed., p. 75, No. 175.]

"Long after Recchi's death, his manuscript fell into the hands of Prince Federigo

Cesi, who presented it to the Academy of the 'Lincei'. It is worthy of notice,

however, that a Ms. said to be the original in Recchi's handwriting was sold at the

Libri sale of 1859 (N? 1229) [perhaps No. 891, Stevens' Bitl. Historica, 1870].
At all events the text, with additional notes and descriptions written by several Italian

botanists of great renown, was published at Rome, under the title of: Nova plantarum,

animal, ft mineral, mexicanorum bijloria ex Fr, Hernandez primum compilati, dein a

Nardo Ant. Reecho in volumen digesta, a J. Terentia, J Fabro et Fabio Columna

illustrata. Romae, MDCLI (sed 1648). in folio. [John Carter Brown, Catalogue,

Pt. 2, 2d ed., pp. 290, 291, No. 716, with a good note.]
" The original MSS. of Hernandez were supposed to have been destroyed with the

Library of the Escorial in 1671, when a copy in Hernandez's own handwriting was

difcovered by Munoz in the library of the Jesuit's college at Madrid, and immediately

published under the title of Opera cum edita, turn inedita, Madrita ex typ.

Ibarrae btered. 1790. 3 vols. small folio. [John Carter Brown, Catalogue, Pt. 3,

Vol. 2, p. 305, No. 3376.]
"It would prove interefting to compare these three versions of the same work and

to afcribe exactly Recchi's and Ximenez's parts, alterations and additions. The

prefent, however, has a great advantage over the other editions, as by preserving all
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1615 Francisco Hernande{ No. 367

the Mexican names of plants, it possesses a philological value of great importance.

No dictionary of the language or languages of New Spain can be complete without

the words which can be found only in Francifco Ximenez's version of Recchi's

abridgment of Hernandez's book.

H. H.

"PARIS, OCT. i? 1871."

OTHER COPIES: British Museum;
Royal Library; Munich; John Carter Brown;
and Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES: Brunei, 3: 119; Rich,

(1832) 33, No. 140.

HUGHES, LEWIS. (/. 1620.)

A LETTER, SENT INTO ENGLAND FROM THE SVMMER ILANDS.

LONDON, by I. B.for William Welby, 1615. [367 A]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B,

each 4 leaves (the first blank and genuine) ;

total, 8 unnumbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf], [A]; [title, as reproduced; See

No. 3670], recto of [A a] ; [ blank] ,

verso of[Az]; [text, with heading] | [con
ventional head-piece] |

The coppie of a Letter

written by |

Lewes Hughes, Preacher of Gods

Word/'m the Summer Hands, to his friends]

in England./ [signed] |

Yours as his owne,
|

Lewes Hughes. / [dated ] |

From the Summer

Hands this zi. of December. 1614. |, recto

of A 3 to recto of
[
B 4] ; [blank] , verso

of[B 4].
Head-lines :

|

The Coppie ofa Letter,fent/,

on verso pages, and,
| from Summer Hands.

|
, on recto pages.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 71%, x }Vt

inches. Unbound. Upper part of first line

of title and of page-headings, except on verso

of A3, cut into; page-heading of verso of

B 3 reads : I The Coppy of a Letterfent/.

The Rev. Lewis Hughes was the first clergyman appointed to go to Bermuda by

the Virginia Company in 1612 ; and was a companion and councillor of Governor

Richard Moore. He was imprisoned in 1615 for opposing the six governors, and

was one of those whose opposition to some parts of the English Liturgy finally led to the

adoption, in 1620, of the liturgy of Guernsey and Jersey. He appears to have been

a bearer of certain grievances to England about 1621, after which his connection with

the colony ceased. Lefroy in his Memorials reprints much of this tract.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; and

Lenox Libraries.

REFERENCES : Brown, Genesis of the

United States, i: 759; Lefroy, Memorials,

i: 750; z: 577-5 80 -
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No. 367 A Lewis Hugbes 1615

A LETTER,
Sent into England

from die SvMMEiV
llAKD*.

Written by M. Lewes

Printed atXo& by 7;B.
twttrt t hftldit ha(bop *t the(igpeoftk Swatuic

yatd,

No. 367 A. TITLE-PAGE OF HUGHES' LETTER, SENT INTO ENGLAND FROM THE

SVMMER ILANDS ; 1615.
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1616 Pierre Biard No. 368

BIARD, PIERRE. (b. 1567, d. 1622.)

RELATION DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE, DE SES TERRES, NATVREL
DV PAIS, & DE SES HABITANS. LYON, Louys Muguet, 1616. [368]

Small i 21110.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES :
-)-, A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P,

Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, 7., Aa to Hh, each

6 leaves ; li, 2 leaves ;
total 1 94 leaves.

RELATION
DE LA

NOVVELLE
FRANCE.DE SES
TERRES, NATVREL DV
Pais , & de fes Habiuns,

ITEM,
Du voyage dcs Peres Icfuices aufdi&es

contrcps,& de ce qn'ils y oni faid

tulques a leur prinfe par
les Anglois.

' FAICTE
Par lc P. P i E R R B BIARD, Grenoblo

de la Compagme dc 1 1 s T s.

L TO AT,

Chez LOVYS MVCVET ,

me Mcrciere.

en

M. T>CXVl,

Aucc Priuilege da Roy.

Sheets A and Cc each have a signature-

mark on the fifth leaf
;
M 3 is wrongly

marked M 4 ;
and Ffj is marked Ff5.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 36 8 a], recto of [f];

[blank] , verso of
[ f] ; [dedication to

the King, with heading] [type-ornament

head-piece] [

AV ROY.
| [signed ] j

De vojire

Maje/ie, / Tres-humble, & tres-obeilTant
|

fubjeft, & feniiteur,
|

PIERRE BIARD.
|,

recto

of f 2 to recto of f 3 ; [ preface, with

heading] | [type-ornament rule] |

AVANT-
PROPOS.

|,
verso of f 3 to verso of [f 6] ;

[text, with heading] | [type-ornament

head-piece] |

RELATION DE
|

LA NOV
VELLE

|
FRANCE, 77 LE VOYAGE

DES
|

PERES IESVITES
]

en icelle.
| |

,

pp. 1340 [wrongly numbered 338]; |

FIN.
I , p. 340; -

[table of contents, with

heading] [type-ornament head-piece] |

TABLE DES
|

CHOSES PLVS
|
REMARQVA-

|

BLES.
|
, recto of Ff 5 to verso of li

;
|

FIN.
| [type-ornament tail-piece], recto of li

;

PRIVILEGE.

MICHEL
Co Y S S AR D.Vice-

Ptouincial de la Compagnie de

IE s v s en la Prouince de Lyon , per-

met (iniuant le Privilege donne par les

Roys tres-Chsefticns a la inefme Ccm-

pagnie; a Lows MVCVET de

faire imprimer,& vendre la Relation de

ia Nouuellc France en Canada, & ce

pour lc tcrme de quatce am. Faj& a

Lyon,ce 13. delanuiet 1616.

M. COYSSARD.
No. 368,7. TITLE-PAGE OF BIARD'S RELATION; No. 368 b. PRIVILEGE IN BIARD'S RELATION;

1616. 1616.
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No. 368 Pierre Biard 1616

[privilege to print, as reproduced; See CONDITION: Size of leaf, 5% x 3^6 inches.

No. 368*], recto of [lizj; [blank], Bound in the original vellum. With some

verso of [lia]. Pages 263 and 264 are re- writing, in ink, on the front and back fly-

peated in the pagination. leaves, and a library stamp on the title-page j

Chapters 11-17 are wrongly numbered pp. 317-330 lacking in this copy.

J 2-1 8 ;
1 8 is 21 ; 19 is 20; 20 is 21

;
21-

28 are 23-30; 29 is 32; 30 is 31; 31 is

3 2; and 33-37 are 34-38.

Signatures L and Cc seem to be printed on a different kind of paper from the rest

of the volume, it being much more discolored or darker than other portions of the

book. This copy bears on the title-page the stamp of the "
Bibliotheque de L'Ar

[senaV]
" and "Jean Pierre E[ ]." The copy here described was offered for

sale by Nijhoff, at the Hague, in 1902.

In the Kalbfleisch-Lenox copy, which was presented to the New York Public

Library in 1898, by Mr. Alexander Maitland, and in the Ayer copy, the Privilege

varies in the line-endings from our facsimile, and reads:
|
MICHEL COYSSARD, Vice-

|

Prouincial de la Compagnie de
| IESVS, en la Prouince de Lyon, permet, (fuiuant le

Priuilege d one par les Roys |
tres-Cresftiens a la mefme Compa- | gnie) a Lows

MVGVET de fai-
1

re imprimer, & vendre la Relation de la
|

nouuelle France en Canada,

& ce pour |

le terme de quatre ans.
|
Faict a Lyon, ce

| 23. lanuier 1616.
|

. In the

Ayer copy, however, the syllable "Pro" at the beginning of the second line has

dropped out. These differences in the Privilege were first pointed out by Mr. Lenox

in the Lenox Library, Jesuit Relations, p. 4.

O'Callaghan issued a "presque en facsimile" reprint (Albany, 1871), in an edition

limited to twenty-five copies. His text was taken from a copy of the original then

owned by Rufus King, of Jamaica, L. I., but now in the Library of the New York

Historical Society. The Privilege in his reprint is like that in our reproduction.

The Burrows Brothers Co. in their reprint (in Jesuit Relations, Vols. 3 and 4) had

recourse to the copy of Biard in the Bibliotheque Nationale, of Paris, for their repro

duction of the title-page, but used the Lenox (now Ayer) imperfect copy for the text.

Biard was born at Grenoble, France, in 1565. While teaching theology at Lyons,

in 1611, he was appointed, with Ennemond Masse, to found a mission in Acadia.

They reached Port Royal June 12, 161 1. Hampered in their efforts by the settlers,

they began a settlement on Mount Desert Island, which they named St. Saviour.

Here they were taken prisoners by Samuel Argal, carried to England, where they

were set at liberty, and returned to France in 1614. So ended the first Jesuit

mission begun under French auspices. Biard died at Avignon in 1622. Masse, who

was born in 1574, returned to Canada in 1625, and died at Sillery in 1646.

OTHER COPIES: Bibliotheque Nationale REFERENCES: Thwaites, 'Jesuit Relations,

(supposed to be perfect), Paris ; Lenox 3:285-289, No. XIV. ; Winsor, 4:300;

(Ellis-
Kalbfleisch copy) ;

New York His- Lenox Library, Jesuit Relations, p. 4; Leclerc

torical Society (Rufus King copy) and Ayer (1878), No. 2482; Harrisse, Nou-velle France,

(formerly Leclerc-Lenox copy, title in MS. No. 30.

facsimile) Libraries. There appears to be no

copy in the British Museum.
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1616 Captain John Smith No. 369

SMITH, Captain JOHN. (b. 1580, d. 1631.)

A DESCRIPTION OF NEW ENGLAND. LONDON, by Humfrey Lownes, Jor

Robert Clerke, 1616. [369]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : If, A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves;

i leaf, without signature-mark ;
total 41

leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced j
See No. 369], recto of [If];

[blank], verso of [If]; [epistle dedica

tory, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |

TO THE HIGH
|

HOPEFVL
CHARLES, |

Prince of Great Britainc. /

[signed]] Your Highneffe true / andfaithfull

feruant, / lohn Smith.
|

, recto and verso of

Tf 2
; [dedication, with heading] | [type-

ornament head-piece] |

TO THE RIGHT
HO-

|

nourable and worthy Lords,
| Knights,

& Gentlemen, of his Ma- / iefties Councell,

for all Plantations and difcoueries ; efpe-

cially, of
|

New England. / [signed] |

Your

Honours, in
|

all honeft feruice, |

/. S. /,

recto and verso of If 3 ;' [dedication, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

To
the right VVormipfull Ad-

|

uenturers for

the Countrey of New Eng-/land, in the

Cities of London, Briftow, Exceter, / Plim-

outh, Dartmouth, Baflable, Totneys, / &c.

and in all other Cities and
| Ports, in the

Kingdome | ofEngland. / [signed] |

Yours to

command, / lohn Smith.
| , recto of [If 4]

to recto of A ; [complimentary verses,

by various writers, to Captain Smith], verso

of A to verso of [A 4]; [text, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

A
DESCRIPTION OF

| New-England, by

Captaine |

lohn Smith. / , pp. [i]-6i ; |

FINIS. / [colophon] |

At London printed

the 1 8. of lane, in / the yeere of our Lord

1616.
| , p. 61

; [complimentary verses],

pp. [6ZH63]; [blank], p. [64];

[leaf of names, with heading] | [type-orna
ment head-piece] |

Becaufe the Booke was

printed ere
|

the Prince his HighneiTe had

altered the names,
|

I intreate the Reader,

perufe this fche-
|

dule
;
which will plainely

mew
|

him the correfpondence of
|

the old

names to the
|

new.
| , p. [65]; [blank],

p. [66].
MAP : Folding map of New England ;

inscription, at top :
|

NEW ENGLAND
|

The most remarqueable parts thus named /

by the high and mighty Prince CHARLES, /
Prince ofgreat Britaine/ ;

in the upper left-

hand corner, a portrait of Captain John

Smith, encircled by a band inscribed
|

THE
PORTRAICTUER OF CAPTAYNE
IOHN SMITH/ ADMIRALL OF NEW
ENGLAND.

|
,
with 8 lines of verse below

;

in the lower right-hand corner :
|

A Scale

of Leagues / Obfernied and defcribed by Cap-

tayn John Smith. / 1614] \
in the extreme

lower right-hand corner : / London / Printed

by lames Reeue / ; in the lower left-hand

corner:
|

Simon Pafsaus fculpsit. / ;
with the

name >f the printer changed to
|

...
|

. . .

lames Reeue/ , but the last line of the in

scription still reads, |

Prince of Great Brit

aine /; size, n%x 13% inches ; scale, iiifta

inches = i o leagues ;
at end of volume.

This map is in its Sixth state, as described

below.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x 57^, inches.

Bound in white vellum, gilt panelled sides.

Marginal notes in old handwriting on several

pages, and a note in ink on p. [64].

This is the first book which bears on its title-page the name " New England,"

which had up to this time been called North Virginia.

In 1614 Smith sailed along the New England coast from Penobscot to Cape Cod

in search of whales and mines of gold. The voyage was in most respects a failure,

but it gave him an opportunity to write this tract, the general object of which is to

show the advantages likely to accrue to adventurers in New England. Smith says

(P-3) =
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No. 369 Captain Jobn Smith 1616

A
DESCRIPTION

ofJAeB> England:

OR
THE OBSERVATIONS, AND
difcoueries, of Captain lohn Smith (Admiral!
of that Country) in the North of America^ in theyear

efwr Lori 1614: with thcfucceffe of Jixe Ships,
that wentthe nextyewe 16151 andthe

accidents befell him among the

Frtneb men efwarrr.

With the proofc of the prcfent benefit this

Coumreyaffoords: whither this prcfentycare,
1 6l6, eifjot -vulHHtttrj Shift aregone

to makffurther trjall.

At LONDON
Printed by Hamfrey Lownes, for Rtt>ert Clerke^ and

are to be (ould ac his houfe called the Lodge,
in Chancery lane, ouer againft Lin-

colneslnnc. 1616.

No. 369. TITLE-PAGE OF SMITH'S DESCRIPTION OF NEW ENGLAND; 1616.
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1616 Captain John Smith NO. 369

" New England is that part of America in the Ocean Sea oppofite to Noua Albyon

[i.e., California] in the South Sea; difcouered by the moft memorable Sir Francis

Drake in his voyage about the worlde.
' '

In the dedication to Charles I., then a boy of fifteen and Prince of Wales, he says

of the map :
" I heere prefent your Highnefs the defcription in a Map ; my humble

fute is, you would pleafe to change their Barbarous names, for fuch Englijh, as Pof-

terity may fay, Prince Charles was their Godfather." But " Becaufe the Booke was

printed ere the Prince his Highnefle had altered the names," a leaf containing the

old and new names was printed. Of this leaf, with type-ornament head-piece,

heading of 7 lines, and 4 columns of names, printed on one side only, we are only

able to trace three other copies : that in the Boston Public Library ; that in the

Library of Congress ; and the Brinley copy, now in the collection of A. T. White,
of Brooklyn, N. Y. Of this leaf two facsimiles have been made, one by Charles

Deane, the other by Dodd, Mead & Co., in 1900. The former may be distinguished

by a line in manuscript in the first column, probably in the handwriting of Thomas

Prince. The latter has the word FACSIMILE printed under the first column.

Smith's map of New England, which Winsor terms " the earliest thoroughly
accurate map of Massachusetts Bay ", is found in nine or more states, all printed from

the same plate. Some of the distinguishing features are as follows :

(1) [1616] In this state the names
|

P. Trovers j and
|
Gerrards Us /do not

appear. Of this issue we know of but two copies : the Prince copy, in the Boston

Public Library (imperfect), and that in the Lenox Library. The latter of these,

which is in fine condition, does not have the date 1614 under the scale. The

map in Hulsius' Collection of Voyages, Parts XIII., XIV., and XX., is a very close

imitation of the map in this state. Other facsimiles have been published.

(
i a) It is possible that some copies, otherwise corresponding to this state, con

tain the date 1614.

(2) [1616-1620?] With the names
|

P. Travers /mA
\

Gerrards Us/, but

before the addition of Smith's coat of arms.

(3) [1616-1622 ?]
Has Smith's coat of arms, but not the motto.

(4) [1624 ?] This state has the motto,
[

vincere est viuere / , in a scroll, close

to the coat of arms. The degrees of latitude on the western margin, and the degrees
of longitude at the top and bottom, are here given for the first time. Before the

addition of the name
| Paynes Us/. The line

|
Robert Clerke excudit. / is partly rubbed

out, but still visible.

(5) [1626?] With the inscription | Paynes ////and the cross-hatching on the

larger side of Smith's armor in the portrait. This is the last state in which the place

and printer's name appear as
|
London / Printed by Gear : Lota / .

(6) [1627] This state has the name of the printer changed to
|

. . . I . . .

lames Reeue/, but the last line of the inscription still reads, |
Prince ofgreat Britaine/.

(7) ['631 ?]
In this state the last line of the inscription reads, \nowe King of

great Britaine /; and the following new names have been added : Martins lie;

P. Reeves ; and P. Wyntbrop. The name
|

Salem / appears above
| Cape ANNA

|

in

the bay; and the names Francis lie, Clairhorns Us, and P. Saltonftale take the
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No. 369 Captain John Smith 1616

places of Fullerton Us, Gary Us, and P. Marry. The bay opposite Clairborns

Us is enlarged, and the islands increased in number from 8 to 1 8. The word NEW
is added just above the word Plimoutb. The names P. Standisb and Wefts Bay are

both new. This state is before the addition of the large coat of arms of the Council

for New England in the center of the map.

(8) [1632] This state has the large coat of arms of the Council for New
England in the center; to the northwest of " Talbotts Bay

" two rivers or branches

of the bay are for the first time represented extending nearly northward ; the name

/ Salem / is taken out of the bay and placed in its proper position. The name Cbarl-

ton is new. This state still lacks the school of codfish at the northeast of "
Cape

IAMES."

(9) ['635?] This state has the school offish, and the three-line inscription

under the compass, referring the reader to Wood's New England Profpect, of 1634.
"The River CHARLES" is extended to the western edge of the map, and the follow

ing new names are added : Water-tovine; New towne ; Medford; Charles Towne ;

and Saugus, near or above the north bank of " The River CHARLES " ; and Softon ;

Roxberry ; Winnijime ; and Dorcbefter, near its south bank; the latter name taking

the place of Cbeuyot bills, at the west of the hills, in the former state. Figures of

trees, houses, and animals are inserted both above and below the river.

It is probable that the various states of the map were inserted from time to time in

the unsold copies of Smith's works. This map has been fully described, in several

works, especially in the following :

Mr. Lenox's Curiosities of American Literature in Norton's Literary Gazette,

n. s., Vol. I, pp. 134-135 ; 218-219 ;
also issued separately on blue writing-paper.

Winsor's Memorial History of Boston, 1:52 ; reprinted in Arber's edition of Smith's

Works in the Scholar's Library, Westminster, 1895. A more detailed description

of the different changes made from time to time in this map will appear under Smith's

Description of New England, in Sabin's Dictionary, Vol. 20 (soon to be published).
The map in this copy is in its Sixth state, in which the name of the printer has been

changed to
|
...

|
... lames Reeue /; and the last line of the inscription still reads,

/ Prince ofgreat Britaine /.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (3, two REFERENCES: Brown, Genesis of the

imperfect); Harvard University; Boston United States, 2:781-781 ; Winsor, j: 194-
Public (2) ; John Carter Brown; Rhode 2I i

; Winsor, Earliest Sources, p. 5 ; Col-
Island Historical Society; Halsey ; Library Her, Rarest Books, 4:59-60.
Company of Philadelphia ; Library of Con

gress ; and Ayer Libraries.
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1617 George Abbot No. 369 A

[ABBOT, GEORGE], Archbisbap of Canterbury, (b. 1562, d. 1633.)

A BRIEFE DESCRIPTION OF THE WHOLE WORLD. THE FOVRTH
EDITION. LONDON, for lobn Browne, 1617. [369 A]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q,

R, S, T, V, X, Y, each 4 leaves; total 88

unnumbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i blank

leaf, except for signature-mark A on its

recto] ; [title, as reproduced ;
See No.

369 A], recto of [A 2] ; [blank], verso of

[A 2] ; [text,
with heading]] [conventional

head-piece] |

A BRIEFE DESCRIP-
1

TION
OF THE WHOLE

|

WORLD.
| , recto

of A 3 to verso of Y 3 ;
|

VNIVERSI-
TIES.

|
, recto and verso of [Y4]; |

FINIS. |, verso of [Y 4].

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6% x sWo
inches. Bound in morocco ; by Riviere.

The latter part of this volume (verso of [Q 4] to verso of
[
Y 3] ) is devoted to

America; the settlement of Virginia and the "Summer Hands" being noticed on

leaf V i.

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE-FRANCE. PARIS, Adrian Ptrier, 1617.

[370]

leur gene- / ral de fes finances. / [signed] |

MONSEIGNEVR,
|

Votre tres-humble &
tres-

|

obeifiant ferviteur
|

MARC LESCAR-

pp. 1114; I [type-ornament

Small 8vo. Printed with marginal notes

in italics.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: a, e, i,

each 8 leaves ; o, 4 leaves ; A, B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R,

S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz, Aaa to

Mmm, each 8 leaves ; total 491 leaves.

Leaf Aa
ij. is wrongly marked A

ij. ; Oo iij.

is Ooij. ;
and Llliij. is Lllilj.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; Set No. 370], p. [i];

[blank], p. [2]; [dedication, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

AV ROY
|

TRES-CHRETIEN
|

DE FRANCE ET DE
|

NAVARRE LOVYS
|

xm.
|

Due de Milan,
|

Comte d'Aft, Seigneur de
|

Genes.
|

[signed] |
SIRE,

|

De votre Majefte |

Tres-

humble, tres-obeif-
| fant, & tres-fidele

fujet. |

MARC LESCARBOT.
|

de Veriiin. /,

pp. [j]-[io] ;
| [type-ornament head

piece] |

A / MONSEIGNEVR MESSIRE /
PIERRE IEANNIN Chevalier, / Baron de

Montjeu, Chagnj, et/Dracj, Con/filler du

Roy en fes Can- /feils d' Ejlat, &* Conterol-

BOT.

head-piece] |

A LA FRANCE.
| [signed]

|

M. LESCARBOT.
|

, pp. 15 -[22 ] ;
|

[type-ornament head-piece] |

SOM-
MAIRES

|

DES CHAPITRES
| pourfervir

de Table des matieres
|

contenues en cette

Hiftoire.
|
, pp. 23-^4]; | Apres fuivent

LES MVSES DE
|

LA NOVVELLE-FRANCE
|

,

P- [54] i- | \AV LECVEVR. /, p.

jj ;_ |

M
I

VL
|

TA RE
|

NASCEN
|

TVR QV^E
|

IAM CECI
|

DERE CA
|

DENT
|
QV

|

E
| [arranged in diamond

shape], p. [56]; [text in 6 books, the

first beginning] | [conventional head-piece]

|

PREMIER LIVRE DE
|

L' HISTOIRE
DE LA NOV-

|

VELLE FRANCE ... [i

lines] |, pp. i -[926] [wrongly numbered

97o] ; [errata, with heading] |

FAVTES
SVRVENVES EN

| I'lmpremon, de la pre-

fente Hiftoire.
| [20 lines], p. [917];

[blank], p. [928].
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No. 369 A George Abbot 1617

A
Briefe Defcription

of the whole
World.

VVherein is particularly
defcribedall the

Monarchics,Empires and Kingdomes of

the fame, with their Academies.

Newlyaugmentedand enlarged 3

with their feuerall Titlesand

fcituations thereunto

adioyning.
-

Thefanrtb Edition.

At London

Printed for lohtt Broiwiej and are to be

(bid at his Shoppe in Saint Dttntfans

Churchyard in Fleet-ftreecc.

i<Ji7.

No. 369 A. TITLE-PAGE OF ABBOT'S BRIEFE DESCRIPTION OF THE WHOLE WORLD ;

4TH EDITION ; 1617.
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1617 Marc Lescarbot No. 370

Page 136 is wrongly numbered 138;

174 is 17; 306 is 304; 381 is 38; 574 is

5945 959 ' s 939i 9*7 is 0675 numbers

481-484 and 741-780 are omitted in the

pagination.

The preliminary pages are numbered on

the recto of each leaf only, with the excep
tion of p. 14, which is numbered; head

lines irregular.

MAPS: [i] Folding map j inscription, in

lower right-hand corner :
| Figure et defcrip-

tian de la / terre reconue et habitee par / lei

Franfois en la Floride / et audefa, gifante

par les / 30-31 -et $*-degrez / and, at

top :
|

DE LA MAIN DE M. MARC. LES

CARBOT./; double-rule border; size, 6yt
x 8^, inches; scale, uft8 of an inch = i5(?);

facing p. 64.

[2] Folding map ; inscription, at top :

|

FIGVRE DV PORT DE GANABARA
AV BRISIL

| , and, in lower left-hand

corner :

|

/. Millot excudit / Auec priuilege
du Roy / ; single-rule border

; size, 311^8 x

6iV4a inches; no scale
; facing p. 190.

[3] Folding map; inscription, across

the top :
|

FIGVRE DE LA TERRE,
NEVVE, GRANDE RIVIERE DE
CANADA, ET COTES DE LOCEAN
EN LA NOVVELLE FRANCE

| ; and,

across the bottom :
|

Ian fweimc fecit

I Millot. excudit / MARCVS LESCARBOT

nunc primum delineauit. publicauit. donauit

Auec priuilege du Roy/; single-rule

border
; size, 7?i a x 1 7 inches ; %j of an

inch = i of latitude; in facsimile in this

copy; facing p. 224.

[4] Folding map ; inscription, across the

top :
|

FIGVRE DV PORT ROYAL EN
LA NOVVELLE FRANCE. Par Marc
Lescarbot. 1609. / ; and, near lower edge :

|

Jan fivelinck fculp I. Millot excudit

j Auec Priuilege du Roy/; single-rule

border; size, 5V4 x 9^4 inches; no scale;

facing p. 440.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 44
inches. Bound in the original vellum, en

closed in a red levant morocco solander case.

Map [3] in facsimile.

This is the almost unknown early issue of the best edition of Lescarbot' s great work,

having the title dated 1617. Except for the title-page it is identical with the well-

known 1618 edition.

This earlier form seems not to have come under the eye of any modern bibliogra

pher. Harrisse, Sabin, and Winsor knew it only by report.

It is the best and only complete edition of Lescarbot's most important work, con

taining many more pages than the others, and bringing the narrative down to the time

it was published. It received the last touches of Lescarbot's hand, and may there

fore be considered the most desirable of them all. It differs in arrangement from the

previous editions, and contains in addition an account of the second voyage of Pou-

trincourt. Lescarbot differs from him, however, in his dispute with the Jesuits, and

takes sides with the latter.

Les Muses, bound in at the end, is dated 1618.

OTHER COPIES : Rothschild ; Halsey ;

and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : American Historical Re-

<vieiv, 6: 671692; Rothschild, Catalogue,

2 : 444, No. 1965.
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No. 370 Marc Lescarbot 1617

HISTOJRE-
DE LA KOVVELLE-

FRANCE.

Contenantles navigations, dccduyeftes,&ha-
'bitarions faitespades Fiangois'cs Iqd^Occi-
xlentales&NouvelIe-France,p.ar (xmmuffioit

dc noz Roys Ties-Chretiens , Seles divcrfes

fortunes d'iceux en 1'executton dc ccschofes,

dcpuis centamjuifqucsahui.

JLn ejuoy eft cornprifefhifloire Morale, Ntturele ,&
(jeograpljiquejlesprBvihca'cj decfiies : ayec

let Tables& Figures necejfAires. \

Par MAR c... L s c A fe B'OT Adyocat enJatlemeat
T dmoin oculaire d vne aiue des chofcsicUecWcs.-

Ti t'Jiffrne Editim enrictne de flufaun diofa-fngitlintf,
i

tutre U ftnte it I'H^ane,

A PARIS,
Chez ADRIAN P E R i E R k rue faint

Iacques/au Compasd'or." --
. .

-
I,, _ !_.,

.M. PC. XV II.

No. 370. TITLE-PACE OF LESCARBOT'S HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE-FRANCE ; 1617.
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1618 Marc Lescarbot No. 371

LESCARBOT, MARC. (b. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

LES MVSES DE LA NOWELLE FRANCE. PARIS, Adrian Perier, 1618.

[371]

Small 8vo. Printed in italics, with side-

notes in roman.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, each 8 leaves; E, 6 leaves; total 38

numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title] |

LES MVSES
|

DE LA NOVVELLE
[

FRANCE.
|

A MONSEIGNEVR
|

LE CHANCELLIER.
|

Auia

Pieridum peragro loca nullius ante / Trita

folo. / [woodcut] |

A PARIS,
|

Chez

ADRIAN PERIER, rue faint
| Jacques, au

Compas d'or.
| |

M. DC. XVIII.
|

,

p. [i]j [blank], p. [2]; [dedication,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

A
|

MONSEIGNEVR MESSIRE / NICOLAS

BRVLART
| Seigneur de Sillery, Chan- /

cellier de France & de / Navarre. /[ signed ]

|

Votre tres-humble & tref-
|

obeiflant fervi-

teur
|

MARC LESCARBOT
|
Vervinois. f , pp.

3-6; [text, beginning] | [conventional

head-piece] |

LES MVSES DE LA
|

NOVVELLE-FRANCE.
|

, pp. 7-76 ;

[tail-piece], p. 76.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 4Vi

inches. Bound with No. 370.

LESCARBOT, MARC. Q>. 1590, d. c. 1630.)

HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE-FRANCE. PARIS, Adrian Perier, 1618.

[372, 373]

Small 8vo.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : a, e, I,

each 8 leaves
; 6, 4 leaves ; A, B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R,

S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz, Aaa to Mmm,
A to E, each 8 leaves (the last two blank and

genuine, the last used as a paste-down) ;

total 532 leaves. Leaf Biiij. is marked

Blij/. ; Ziij. is Z ii/. ; Ooiij. is Ooij.; Tt is

T ; Kkk ij.
is KKK

ij. ;
Kkk

iij.
is KkK

iij. ;

Kkkiiij. is KKK iiij. ;
and Lll

iij. is Lllilj.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced 5
See No. 372], p. [i] ;

[blank], p. [2]; [dedication, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] [

AV ROY
|

TRES-CHRETIEN
|

DE FRANCE ET
DE

|

NAVARRE LOVYS|XIII. |Duc de Milan,

[Comted'Aft, Seigneur de Genes.
| [signed]

|
SIRE,

|

De votre Majefte
|
Tres-humble,

tres-obeif-
|
fant, & tres-fidele fujet.

|

MARC
LESCARBOT.

|

de Vervin./ , pp. [s]-[io];

[dedication, with heading] | [type-ornament

head-piece] | A/MONSEIGNEVR MESSIRE

\

PIERRE IEANNIN Chevalier, / Baron de

Montjeu, Chagnj, et Dracj, Confeiller du

Roy enfes Cm- /frill d" Eftat, & Conterolleur

gene-/ral defes Finances. /[signed]\ MON
SEIGNEVR,

|

Votre tres-humble & tres-
|

obeiflant ferviteur] MARC LESCARBOT.
|, pp.

11-14 i [type-ornament head-piece] |

A
LA FRANCE.

| [signed] M. LESCARBOT. |,

pp. i5-[2i]; [type-ornament tail-piece],

p. [22]; [contents, with heading] | [type-
ornament head-piece] |

SOMMAIRES
|

DES CHAPITRES
| pour fervir de Table

des matieres
|

contenues en cette Hiftoire.
|
,

pp. 23-[54] ;
| Apres fuivent LES MVSES

DE
|

LA NOVVELLE-FRANCE , p. [54] ;

[preface, with heading] |

AV LECTEVR. /,

p. 55; M|VL|TA RE|NASCEN|TVR
QVM

|

IAM CECI
[

DERE CA |DENT |

QV
|

E
| [arranged in diamond shape], p.

[56]; [text in 6 books, the first with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

PRE
MIER L1VRE DE

|

L' HISTOIRE DE
LA NOV-IVELLE FRANCE CONTENANT LES
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Nos. 372, 373 Marc Lescarbot 1618

I navigations & decouvertes des Francois es FLORIDE.
| , pp. 1970 ; [errata, with

j

terres neuves de P Occident depuis le tren- heading] |

FAVTES SVRVENVES EN
|

|

tieme degre jufques au quarantieme : &| 1'Impreflion, de la prefente Hiftoire.
|
, p.

leur habitation au pais dit aujourd'hui |

LA [971]; [blank], p. [972].

H I S T O I RE
DE LA NOVVELLE-

FRANCE.

Conrepantlcs navigations , decouvertes,& ha

bitations faites par Ics Francois es Indcs Occi-

dentales & Nouvclle-Ftancctpar commifliou

dcnoz Roys Tres-Cbtctiens , &lesdivcrfc

fottunes d'iccux en 1'execimon.de ccs chyfes,

depuis centans jufqucsahui.

EH ejutj eft comprife fkiftoire
Martie , Nttiirete ,^

(jcographiciue
ctesprovinces cy

Je'crites : aveo

lei Taffies& Figures necefltirts.

Pat MARC LESCARBOT Advocat cnPatlemenc
T &noin oculaiie d'vnc paitie

dcs chofcs icii;it<fes4

Itiijitfmt Edition tnrtcbU de flujitint fhofei

ttre U fttitt de
'

A PARIS,
Chez ADRIAN P i R IE R , ru faint

Ucques, au Compas d'or.

~M DC, XVUI.

No. 372. TITLE-PAGE OF LESCARBOT'S HISTOIRE DE LA NOVVELLE FRANCE; 1618.
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1618 Marc Lescarbot No. 372, 373

[Title] I

LES MVSES
|

DE LA NOV-
VELLE

|

FRANCE.
|

A MONSEIGNEVR

j

LE CHANCELLIER.
|

Auia Pleridum

peragro loca nullius ante / Trita fold. /

[ printer' s device] |

A PARIS,
|

Chez ADRIAN

PERIER, rue faint
| Jacques, au Compas d'or.

| |M. DC. XVIII.
|, p. [i]; [blank],

p. [2]j [dedication, with heading] |

[conventional head-piece] |

A
|
MONSEl-

GNEPR MESSIRE / NICOLAS BRVLART
|

Seigneur de Sillery, Chan- / cellierde France&
/ de Navarre. / [signed ] |

Votre tres-humble

& tref-
1

obeiflant ferviteur
|

MARC LESCARBOT

/ Vervinois. / [text, with heading] [conven

tional head-piece] |

LES MVSES DE LA
|

NOVVELLE-FRANCE.
|
, pp. 7-76;

[type-ornament], p. 76; [2 blank leaves],

[Evij., Eviij.].

With the exception of p. 14 the versos

of the preliminary matter are unpaged ; page

136 is wrongly numbered 138 j 174 is 17 ;

306 is 304; 481484 are omitted in the

pagination; 574 is 594; 741780 are

omitted in the pagination; 959 is 939;
and 967 is 067.

MAPS : [i] Folding map, with inscrip

tion, in the lower right-hand comer :
| Figure

et description de la / terre reconue et habit'ee

par / les Francois en la Floride / et audefa,

across the top .
\

DE LA MAIN DE M.
MARC. LESCARBOT. / ;

also inscription,

at the left-hand portion of the plate ; size,

6ift x 8 inches ; scale, iifte of an inch 15;
facing p. 64.

[2] Folding map, with inscription, across

the top: |

FIGURE DV PORT DE GANA-

BARAA7BRISIL/; and, in lower left-hand

corner :
|

/. Millot excudit / Auec priuilege du

Roy/; size, 31%, x 6%e inches; no scale;

facing p. 190.

[3] Folding map, with inscription, across

the top: [

FIGURE DE LA TERRE NEVVE,
GRANDE RI7IERE DE CANADA, ET
COTES DE V OCEAN ENLA NOVVELLE
FRANCE/ ;

coat of arms in the upper left-

hand corner; inscription, across the bottom :

/'Ian fiuelincfecit IMillot excudit MARCVS
LESCARBOT nunc primum delineauit, publi-

cauit, donauit. Auec priuilege du Roy / ;

size, 6iMe X 1 6iiHa inches ; scale, 2}4 inches

= 5 of latitude ;
between pp. 224 and 225.

[4] Folding map, with inscription, across

the top: |

FIGVRE DV PORT ROYAL EN
LA NOWELLE FRANCE. Par Marc

Lescarbot. 1609. / ; size, 5% x 9% inches ;

no scale ;
between pp. 440 and 441.

CONDITION : size of leaf, 6% x 4%
inches. Bound in old vellum.

gifante par les /30-31- et j2- degrex / ;

The Cardinal Huetins-Gallatin copy, with their ex-libris.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (2); REFERENCES: Pilling, Algonquian Lan-

John Carter Brown; Lenox; Hoe; and guages, p. 311; Winsor, 4:150; Field,

Ayer Libraries. Indian Bibliography, No. 915 ; Harrisse,

Nou<velle France, No. 31 ; Graesse, 4:175.

RALEIGH, Sir WALTER. (*. c. 1552, d. 1618.)

A DECLARATION OF THE DEMEANOR AND CARIAGE OF SIR

WALTER RALEIGH. LONDON, Bonham Norton and lobn Bill, 1618. [374]

of A; [blank], verso of A; [title,

as reproduced ;
See No. 374], recto of

[A2]; [arms of Great Britain], verso

of [A 2]; [preface, beginning] | [conven
tional head-piece] |

ALthough KINGS
|

be

not bound to giue |

Account of their Afti-
|

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, z

leaves; A (repeated), B, C, D, E, F, G,

H, each 4 leaves; total 34 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [signa

ture-mark A in mortised ornament], recto

AMERICANA [8623 CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 374 Sir Walter Raleigh 1618

A
DECLARATION
OF THE DEMEA
NOR AND CARIAGE OP
SIR WALTER RALEIGH,
Knight,afwellin his Voyage,as

in, and fithcncc his Returne ;

<i/lndofthetruemotives andinduce*
mcnts wfaichoccafioned His Maicftie

toProceedindoix? lattice vpon him,

LONDON,
Printed by BONHAM NORTON
and I o H N BILL, Printers to the

Kingsjiton Excellent MAieftic**
M.DC.XVIII.

No. 374. TITLE-PAGE OF A DECLARATION OF THE DEMEANOR AND CARIAGE

OF SIR WALTER RALEIGH; 1618.
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1618 Sir Walter Raleigh No. 374

cms to any but GOD
|
alone; . . .

|, [etc.], Maieftie himfelfe
|

did oft perufe and reuife,

pp. 1-7; [blank], p. [8]; [permission as forefeeing the
|

future euents
;

. . .
|,

to Raleigh to make a voyage "into thefaid [etc.] pp. 25-63 ; [colophon] | 4^ Im-

South parts, or other parts of America", printed at LONDON by |

BONHAM NORTON

beginning] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

and IOHN
|
BILL, Printers to the Kings |

IAMES, by the grace |

of GOD, &c. To all/ moft Excellent Maieftie.
|

ANNO 1618.
|,

to 'whom thefe prefents /Jhall come, to bee p. 63; [blank], p. [64] Page [44] is

read, / heard, or feene, and to euery of blank.

them / greeting. . . .
| [and ending] |

Per CONDITION: Size of leaf, Syt x 6?4

breue de priuato | Sigillo. |
, pp. 9-24 ; inches. Bound in green crushed levant

[text, beginning] |

THis CommhTion fo morocco, with gilt center and corner orna-

drawne and fra-
|

med (as you fee) his ments, uncut edges; by Riviere.

The spelling
"
Ralegh" (pronounced Rawley) is that which Sir Walter adopted

on his father's death, in 1583, and persistently used afterwards. The name has been

spelled in a variety of other ways. The form "Raleigh
" he is not known to have

employed.

Raleigh was beheaded on the morning of Oct. 29, 1618. This book, which

appeared November 27th, was written by Lord Bacon, and is an attempt to justify

King James's conduct in causing Raleigh to be put to death. The King himself made

very material changes in the manuscript after it had been prepared by Bacon, as

appears in a letter from Bacon to the Marquis of Buckingham, dated Nov. 22, 1618,

in which he says :
" We have put the Declaration touching Raleigh to the press,

with his majesty's additions, which were very material, and fit to proceed from his

majesty."

This edition, which is a reprint of the first, contains 63 instead of 68 pages, space

having been gained by printing pages 45-63, which contain the same matter as

pages 45-68 in the other editions, in smaller type. Pages 143 agree with the

earlier editions nearly line for line.

The Lenox Library has copies of the three different editions.

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown; REFERENCE: Sabin, 16, No. 67550.
Lenox ;

and Hoe Libraries.

STUCLEY or STUKLEY, Sir LEWIS, (b , d. 1620.)

THE HVMBLE PETITION AND INFORMATION TOVCHING HIS

OWNE BEHAVIOVR . . . AND THE SCANDALOVS ASPERSIONS
CAST VPON HIM. LONDON, Bonbam Norton and lobn Bill, 1618. [374 A]

Small 8vo. LEWES STVCLEY.
|

, pp. 1-17 ; [colo-
COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, phon, as reproduced; See No. 374 AA],

each 4 leaves (the first blank and genuine) ; p. [18] .

C, ^ leaves
; total 10 leaves. CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6i<H x $V*

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i blank inches. Bound in morocco; by Riviere.

leaf], [A]; [text, with heading, as re- Front edges very much stained and frayed

produced; See No. 374 A; signed] |

Tour with wear and age.

Malefties loyall Subiect / and Seruant, /
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No. 3 74 A Sir Lewis Stucley 1618

The author of this volume was appointed keeper of Raleigh on his return from the

Orinoco, in which capacity his supposed unfair conduct made him intensely unpopu
lar. This pamphlet is his defence in that affair. Of Raleigh he says :

" For he

hauing a Commiffion, to go into thofe parts of America, vnpoffefed by any Chriftian

Prince in league with your Maieftie, and no where elfe, either to plant or trade, hee

TO THE KINGS
moil Excellent Maieftie.

The humble petition and infbr-

motion ofSir Lewis Stuclcy,lCg^, Wee*

admiral!ofDcuonjoucbing his oTbncbeha-*

ttiouritt the charge committed Imto kirn,for
the-, bringing rypofSir Waiter

'Raleigh^
and thejcandalous affrerfans (aftrvpon him

for the
fame.,.

Eingdetcrred by yourMa-
iefties more important af-

faires, From any hope, of
rcdreflc of thofe fcarre^aft

vponmy reputation b'jrSir
waiter tudeigh at his death,

without fome reroonftracc
of tHc bufincffc made by

my fclfci I haue prefumcd to offer to youcxnod

No. 374 A a. FIRST PAGE op STUCLEY'S PETITION; 1618.
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1618 Sir Lewis Stucley No. 3 74 A

made his defigne for the Riuer of Oreonoque, where he knew the Subiects of the King

of Spaine were already planted, which, as he confefled vnder his hand to your Maieftie,

hee concealed from you ; and this vnder pretence of his gold mine, which he did

apparantly to this end, to break the League, and to imbroyle the two States."

Imprinted at L o N D o N by
BONH A M NO RTON and IOHN

Printer* to the Kings
moft Excellent Maieftie.

AMMO

No. 374 A b. COLOPHON OF STUCLEY' s PETITION; 1618.

CHAMPLAIN, SAMUEL DE. (b. 1567, d. 1635.)

VOYAGES ET DESCOVVERTVRES FAITES EN LA NOVVELLE
FRANCE, DEPVIS L'ANNEE 1615. IVSQVES A LA FIN DE L'AN
NEE 1618. PARIS, Clavde Collet, 1619. [375]

Small 8vo. Printed with marginal notes. COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [en-
COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: a, A, B, graved title], recto of [a]; [blank],

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, versoof [a]; [printed title, as reproduced;

Q, R) S, T, each 8 leaves; V, 8 leaves See No. 375], recto of [aij.]; [blank],

(the last two blank and lacking); total verso of [aij.]; [dedication] [conven-
168 leaves. tional head-piece] |

AV ROY.
| [signed]
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No. 375 Samuel de Cbamplain 1619

I
SIRE,

|

Voftre tref-humble, |

tres-fidele &
obeiflant

|

feruiteur & fubject,
|

CHAM-
PLAIN.

|
, recto of aiij. to verso of

[a vi.] ;
| [type-ornament head-piece] |

PREFACE. |, recto of [avij.] to recto

of
[aviij.]; |

PAR grace & Priuilege
du Roy, il eft|permis a CLAVDE COLLET,

|

Marchand Libraire en noftre Ville de
|

Paris, d'Imprimer ou faire Imprirner | par
tel Imprimeur que bon luy fern-

|

blera vn

liure intitule, Let voyages Gf def- / couuer-

tures faitei en la nouuelle France, depuis /
F ann'ee l6fj. iufques a la fin de Fannee

1618. par/le Sieur de Champlain, . . . /,

[etc., signed] |

DE CESCAVD.
|

,

verso of [aviij.]; [text, with heading]

[[conventional head-piece] |

VOYAGE Df
SIEVR/de Champlain, en la nouuelle/

France, faift en I'annee, 1615. | ,
recto of

folio i to recto of folio 119; [tail-piece],

VOYAGES
ET DESCCVVERTVRES

FAITES EN LA NOVVELLE
France, depuis I'annee 161

j. iufques
a la hn tie I'annee 1618.

*Par It Sieur de
ChamplairiyCappitaine

ordinairefour te Roy en la Merdu Ptnant.

Ou fontdcfcritsles
moeursjCouftumes^abitSj

fa^onsde guerroyer, chafles
, dances ,feftins,&

enterrementsdediuerspeuplesSauuages,&de
plufieufs chofes remarquablesqui luy font arri-

ueesaudit pai's ,auec vne defcription dcla beau.
tc\fertilite, & temperatufed'iceiuy.

A PARIS,
Chez CLAVDE COLLET, auPakis,efl la.

gallcrie dcs Prifonniers.

M. D. C. X 1 X.

Auec Pnutlege du Roy*

No. 375. TITLE-PACE OF CHAMPLAIN'S VOYAGES; 1619.
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1619 Samuel de Cbamplain No. 375

recto of folio 119; [blank] , verso of folio

119; | [ type-ornament head-piece] |

CON
TINUATION

'

/des 'voyages & decouuertures

/failles en la nouuelle France / par [edit

Sieur de Champlain,/Cappitaine pour le Roy

en la / Marine du Ponant ran 1618.
|

,

recto of folio 120 to recto of folio 158 ;

|

FIN.
|

, recto of folio 158 ; [blank],

verso of folio 158.

Folio 71 is wrongly numbered 41 ;
and

118 is 1 1 6.

PLATES : 2 folding plates, and 4 full-

page plates, as follows :

[i] Folding plate representing the French

attacking the Iroquois fort ; with
|f4.4. / in

upper right-hand corner; facing the verso

of folio 44.

[2] Folding plate representing the In

dians' methods of hunting deer
j
with

| fj2

|

in upper right-hand corner; facing verso

of folio 52.

With 4 full-page plates : on the recto

of folio 23, the versos of folios 87 and 99,

and the recto of folio no.
CONDITION : 6% x 4% inches. Bound

in red crushed levant morocco, panelled

sides, with corner ornaments, gilt inside

borders, gilt edges ; by Lortic Fils.

This is Champlain's third work, in which he describes the events from 1615 to

the date of writing.
" It describes his introduction of the Recollect Fathers as missionaries to the

Indians, his exploration of the Ottawa, Lake Nipissing, Lake Huron, and Ontario
;

the attack on the Iroquois fort in the State of New York
;

his winter among the

Hurons ; and it contains his incomparable essay on the Hurons and other neigh

boring tribes. It has Brule's narrative of his experiences among the savages on the

southern borders of the State of New York, near the Pennsylvania line, and that of

the events which occurred in the settlement at Quebec ; it contains illustrations of

the dress of the savages in their wars and feasts, of their monuments for the dead,

their funeral processions, of the famous fort of the Iroquois in the State of New

York, and of the deer-trap." WINSOR.

The plates, illustrative of scenes in Indian life, are beautiful specimens of the

engraving of the period.

OTHER COPIES : John Carter Brown ;

Lenox ; Halsey ; Hoe
;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES: Winsor, 4:13*5
risse, Nou<velle France, No. 32.

Har-

SCHOUTEN, WILLEM CORNELISZ. (b. 1567, d. 1625.)

NOVI FRETI, A PARTE MERIDIONALI FRETI MAGELLANICI, IN

MAGNVM MARE AVSTRALE DETECTIO. AMSTERODAMI, Apud

Guilielmum lanfonium, 1619.

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4

leaves; total 52 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 376], recto of [A];

heading] |

PRAEFATIO
|

Ad benevolum

Leftorem.
|

, recto of A 2 to verso of [A 3];

[poem, with heading] |

CARMEN
|

GRATVLATORIVM
|

GVILIELMO
SCHOVTENIO

|
Hornano, in Patriam Re-

duci.
| [signed ]

Nicolaus a Waflenaer Am-

[blank], verso of [A]; [preface, with Jtero-fdamenfis: Medicus. /, recto and verso

AMUICANA
fj
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No. 376 Willem Cornells^ Scbouten 1619

NOVI FRETI,
APARTE MERIDIONALI FRETI

Magellanici,in Magnum Mare Auftrale

D E T E C T I O
Fa&a laboriofiflimo & periculofiflimp

itinere a Guittelmo
Cornelij Schoutenio Hornano ,

Annis i6iy, 1616, & 1^17, totum
Orbem terrarum circum-

navigante.

AMSTERODAMI,
Apud Guilielmamlanfonium.

No. 376. TITLE-PAGE OF SCHOUTEN'S NOVI FRETI; 1619.
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1619 Willem Cornells^ Scbouten No. 376

of [A 4]; [text, with heading] |

DIA-
RIVM

|

VEL
|

DESCRIPTIO
|

LABORIO-
SISSIMI,

|

& periculofiffimi itineris, |

a
|

GVILIELMO CORNELII/Schouten Hornano

Batavo, fafti : annis
|
1615, 1616, & 1617.

|
, pp. 1-95 [wrongly numbered 87] ; |

///;' Deo Jit laus & gloria in fecula. / FINIS/

Tabella, in gratiam eorum, qui traftus
|

pyxidis Nauticse ignorant. Numerus interior

'ventorum traltus, exterior horas / diet &
noliis dejignat. /[ woodcut of a compass],

p. 95 ; [list of the 32 winds, with head

ing] |

Hie numerus traftus in pyxide defignat

&
|

referri debet ad numerum interiorem.
| ,

p. [96] ;- |

FINIS.
I

, p. [96].

Pages 94 and 95 are wrongly numbered

82 and 87.

PLATES : 5 folding Plates and 4 folding

Maps, as follows :

[i] Folding plate of Port Desire, with

reference letters A to N
; on the verso,

descriptive text, with heading :
|

Notatio lo-

corum nonnullorum in Tabula
| fubfequenti,

de Porto Dejire. /; with signature-mark D4
on the lower margin ; size, 5% x BV's inches

;

facing p. 22.

[2] Plate of an Indian sailing canoe, with

signature-mark G 3 on lower margin ; size,

5% x 8% inches
; facing p. 46.

[3] Plate with the inscription |

Cocos

Eylandt | ,[etc.] ; size, 6x8% inches
; facing

P- 48-

[4] Plate with the inscription [

Hoornfe

Eijlandt
| IJle de Hoorn/, with reference

letters A, B, and C; on the verso, descrip
tive text, with heading :

|

Notatio locorum

in Tabula fubfequenti, |fcilicet, ftatione In-

fulae Horna. /; with signature-mark Ii

below
; size, 51^0 x 8% inches

; facing p.

59-

[5] Plate of the meeting with the Indian

kings, with reference letters A to L
;

on

the verso, descriptive text, with heading :

|

Notatio locorum prsecipuorum in Tabula
|

in hac fubfequenti. [
;

with signature-mark

14 below; size, 51^ x 8% inches; facing

p. 62.

MAPS: [i] Map of the world in two

hemispheres, showing Schouten's course,

with portraits of Magellan and Schouten

above, and of Drake, Van Noort, Caven

dish, and Spilberghen at the sides; with sig

nature-mark B on the lower margin ; size,

6U x 8nHe inches; preceding first page of

text.

[2] Map of Tierra del Fuego, with

titles in Dutch and French :
| Defcription de

nou'veau pasfage / *vers le zud du dejtroict

de / Magellan, dtcwutrt et pasfe / en fan

1616. par Guillaume / Schouten de Hoorn

Hollandois / ;
with signature-mark D 2

(al

tered by a pen to E) on the lower margin;

size, 6% x 8^ inches; facing p. 24.

[3] Map of the South Sea, showing
Schouten's course, with titles in Dutch,

French, and Latin
;

with signature-mark
F 3 on lower margin ; size, 6% x 1 6% inches;

facing p. 38.

[4] Map of Nova Guinea, with titles in

Dutch, French, and Latin; with signature-
mark K (altered by a pen to K 2 or K 9)

on the lower margin ; size, 5fte * 10%

inches; scale, 3% inches = 10 of longitude;

facing p. 68.

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7% x 5%
inches. Bound in original vellum.

The Ellis copy.

This is the first Latin translation of Schouten's voyage. Tiele says it was

probably made by Nicolaas van Wassenaer. The Latin version given by De Bry
in his Great Voyages, Part XII., is far inferior to this.

In this famous voyage, undertaken at the expense of some of the inhabitants of the

city of Hoorne, and principally by Isaac Je Maire, the father of Jacob, Le Maire and

Schouten sailed together, the former as director and the latter as skipper. Jealousies
arose on the return voyage, and the friends of Schouten hastened to publish this

narrative in his name, in 1618. Le Maire's account, based upon the same log-book,
did not appear until 1622. A full account of the various editions of the voyage may
be found in Tiele's Memoire, pp. 59-62.

AMERICANA [8703 CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 376 Will&m Cornells^ Scbouten 1619

" This was one of the most remarkable voyages ever undertaken, and contributed

largely to the science of cartography, by the number of new discoveries which marked

the course of Le Maire and Schouten in their circumnavigation of the globe.

Magellan in the Victoria
\_See

our Nos. 51, 56, and 74], Drake in the Pelican [See

our Nos. 413, 428, and 526], and Schouten in the Endracbt form three of the most

striking figures in geographical history."

OTHER COPIES: British Museum;
John Carter Brown

;
Lenox (2) j

and Hoe
Libraries.

REFERENCES: Sabin, 19, No. 77957;

Quaritch, General Catalogue, 5, No. 28843;

Muller, Books on America, i, No. 1957;

Tiele, Mimoire, p. 46, /.

SCHOUTEN, WILLEM CORNELISZ. (b. 1567, d. 1625.)

THE RELATION OF A WONDERFVLL VOIAGE.

for Natbanaell Nevvbery, 1619.

LONDON, by T. D.

[377]

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 2 leaves,

without signature-marks ; A, B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4 leaves ; total 46
leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 377] , p. ['];

[blank], p. ["] ; [dedication, with

heading] |

TO
|

THE RIGHT VVOR-
|

SHIPFVLL Sir THOMAS SMITH / Knight,
Gouernourof the Eaft Indian/Companie. &c.

/[signed] |

W. P.
|

, p. [iii.] ; [blank],

p. [iv. ]; [preface, with heading] | [con
ventional head-piece] |

THE PRFEACE.
|,

recto of A to recto of Az; [blank],
verso of Ai; [text, with heading] |

THE
|

RELATION OF A
|
Wonderfull Voiage

made by WILLIAM |

CORNELISON SCHOVTEN

of Home./ Shewing how South from the

Straights of
| Magelan, in Terra Delfuogo :

he found and dif-
[

couered a newe paflage

through the great |

South Seaes, and that

way fayled |

round about the world.
|

De-

fcribing what I/lands, Countries, People, and

ftrange |

Aduentures he found in his faide

Voiage. |, pp. [i]-8s [wrongly numbered

82] ; |

FINIS.
|
, p. 83 ; [blank], p.

Pages 37 to 83 are wrongly numbered

36 to 82. Head-lines irregular.

Number 36 is repeated in the pagination,

throwing the odd pages on the versos from

this point on to the end of the volume ; the

map on the title-page is repeated on p. 22.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6m x 4%
inches. Bound in red crushed levant

morocco, panelled sides, gilt edges ; by
Riviere. Front margin cut off title-page and

following leaf; head-line clipped on seven

leaves.

This is a translation from the Dutch by William Phillip, whose initials are signed

to the dedication, and gives an account of the voyage made by Schouten and Jacob

le Maire from June 14, 1615, to July i, 1617, in which the strait which bears the

name of the latter was discovered. It was one of the most important voyages made

during the latter part of the seventeenth century. In this voyage Cape Horn was

for the first time rounded from the east. No fewer than thirty-eight editions of the

work were printed in Holland alone between the years 1618 and 1766, and it was

translated into English and Spanish in 1619, the year after its first appearance in

the original Dutch.
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1619 Willem Cornelis{ Scbouten No. 377

THE
RELATION OF

iage
made byW I LL *AM

CORNBLISON SCHOVTEN ofHorne.

Shewinghow South from the Straights ofMagelan, in
Tefra DeLfuogo : hefound and difcoucred a newe paflage

through the great South Sea, andthat way fayled

round about theworld.

Dcfcribing what//lir, Cotaitriet.Peeple^nd ftrangc
Aducnturcshc foundin his iaide Palfage.

LONDON
Imprinted by r. D. for N ATH ANAELL NEWBER.Y, and

arc to be fold at thefigne ofthe Starrc, vndcr S. 'Petert

in Cornc-hill, snAin.
<

Popc-heftdv4lU]. 1619+

No. 377. TITLE-PAGE OF SCHOUTEN'S RELATION OF A WONDERFVLL VOIAGE; 1619.
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No. 377 Wilkm Cornells^ Scbouten 1619

At the place which he named "Maurice van Naflawes land," he says: "There

we faw extreame great Sea-Mewes, bigger of body then Swannes, their winges being

fpread abroad, were each of them aboue a fathom long. Thefe birds being vnaccuf-

tomed to fee men, came to our
fliip,

and fat thereon, and let our men take and kill

them." A similar experience is recorded of Sir George Somers and his crew when

they were wrecked on the Bermudas, in a Plaine Description of the Barmudas (our

No. 362), recto of C 2, and in Hughes, Plaine and True Relation (our No. 384).

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (3) ;
REFERENCES : Sabin, 19, No. 77962

John Carter Brown
5 Lenox; and Hoe Winsor, 8:410, note.

Libraries.

CHAMPLAIN, SAMUEL DE. (b. 1567, d. 1635.)

VOYAGES ET DESCOVVERTVRES FAITES EN LA NOVVELLE
FRANCE. PARIS, Clavde Collet, 1620. [378]

Small 8vo. PLATES : identically the same as in No.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically 375. The folding plates are mounted on

the same as in No. 375, except that leaf guards to open as double-page plates instead

[Vvij.] is blank and genuine. of being mounted on their edges as in No.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as 375.

reproduced; See No. 378], recto of [a] 5 CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6% x 49i

[blank], verso of [a]; otherwise identically inches. Bound in full red crushed levant

the same as in No. 375, except that the morocco, gilt edges; by Lortic Fils.

word
|

FIN.
| , on Folio 158 is omitted;

[i blank leaf], [Vij.].

This is a reissue of the 1619 Edition, and differs from it only in the date on the

printed title-page and some minor details ; the engraved title still bearing the date

1619.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; REFERENCES: Harrisse, Nou-velle France,
Huth

; Rothschild ; John Carter Brown
;

No. 3 3 ; Rothschild, Catalogue, 2 : 444,

Lenox; Hoe; Library of Congress; and No. 1966.

Ayer Libraries.

[MASON, JOHN.] (i>. 1586, d. 1635.)

A BRIEFE DISCOVRSE OF THE NEW-FOUND-LAND. EDINBVRGH,
Andro Hart, 1620.

[379]

Small 410. COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: [A], B, reproduced; See No. 379], recto of [A];
each 4 leaves (the last blank and lack- [blank], verso of [A]; [dedication,

ing); total 8 unnumbered leaves. with heading] [type-ornament rule
]|
TO
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1620 Samuel de Cbamplain No. 378

VOYAGES
ET DESCOVVERTVRES

FA1TES EN LA NOVVELLE
France, depuisl'annee 1615. iufques

a la fin de 1'anncc 1618.

fparlc Steurde C&amplatn,Cappitai#i
ordinairepour It Roy en U Merdu Pooant.

Ou font delcrirs les mccurSjCOuftumeSjhabits,

Faxons
de guerroyer, chafles , dances j feftins ,&

encerremcnts de diuers peuples Sauuages ,& de

plufieurs
chofcs remarquablesquiluyfontarri-

uees audit pa'is ,auec vne defcriprion dela beau-

tc,fertilte,& temperature d'iceluy.

A PARIS,
Chez Ci. AvotCoLLET, auPalais,enla

galleriedcsPrifonnieis.
M. D. C. X X.

Ay EC PRIVILEGE DV HOT.
No. 378. TITLE-PAGE OF CHAMPLAIN'S VOYAGES ET DESCOVVERTVRES; 1620.
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No. 379 John Mason 1620

BRIEFE DISCOVRSE
of the New- found-land,
with the fauatiorit temperature,

and commodities thereof

inciting our Nation to got

forward in that hope-

fullfloatation

Scire ttmm nWd ett , //?
te fcire hw fciat alter,

EDINBVRGH,
Printed by <JLndro Hart. 16 z o.

No. 379. TITLE-PAGE OF MASON'S BRIEFE DISCOVRSE ; 162(1.
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1620 John Mason NO. 379

THE RIGHT
|

WORSHIPFVLL SIR/ Nation to goe forward in
|

that hopefull
IOHN SCOTT

\ of Scots-Tar<vet,/K.mGHT. plantation begunne. / , recto of
[Aiij.] to

&c. [signed]] IOHN MASON.
|

, recto of verso of [B iij. ]; |

FINIS,
([tail-piece, with

[Aij.] ;
| [two type-ornament rules] |

To initials of the printer, "A H", at the bot-

the Reader.
| [signed] |

Thine and his torn], verso of [B iij.]
.

Countries in /part, not ivhollie his oiune. / CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6%8 x 41519
IOHN MASON.

|,
verso of [Aij.]; [text, inches. Bound in brown levant morocco,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece]! g''1 edges; by David. Upper margin of

A BRIEF DISCOVRSE
|

of the New- several leaves cut close, touching the head-

foundland with the
|
Situation, temperature, piece and head-line on the second, third, and

and commodities there- / of inciting our fifth leaves.

This work was reprinted by the Bannatyne Club in 1 867, and by the Prince Society,

in a Memoir of Mason, in 1887. Laing, who edited the former reprint, knew of

only three copies. A map of Newfoundland, made from Mason's surveys, is to be

found in Vaughan's Golden Fleece, London, 1626 (our No. 409).

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
and REFERENCES: Winsor, 8: 190; John

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh. Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2, No. 239.

[SCOTT, THOMAS.] (b. c. 1580, d. 1626.)

VOX POPVLI. OR, NEVVES FROM SPAYNE, TRANSLATED ACCORD
ING TO THE SPANISH COPPIE. [LONDON], 1620. [380]

Small 410. FROM SPAYNE
|

tranflated according to

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C, the Spanifli coppie. |
, recto of [A 2] to recto

each 4 leaves; D, 2 leaves; total 14 un- of [Da]; | | [type-ornament tail-

numbered leaves. Leaf A 2 has no signa- piece] |,
recto of [D 2] ; [blank], verso

ture-mark. of [D 2].

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7%, x 5%
reproduced; Set No. 380], recto of [A] ; inches. Bound in green crushed levant

[blank], verso of [A]; [text, with morocco, gilt edges; by Riviere,

heading] |

VOX POPVLI./QR. \

NEWES

This tract, directed against the Spanish marriage, contains a fictitious account of

Count Gondomar's reception at the Council of State on his return to Madrid in i6i8>

and was written by Thomas Scott, a chaplain to James I. It was widely received as

genuine history, but was suppressed by royal authority.

"3. As for their Weft Indian voyages, I withftand them in earneft becaufe they

begin to inhabit there and to fbrtifie themfelves ; and may in tyme there perhaps raife

an other England to withftand our new Spaine in America, as this old England oppofeth
our prefent State, and cloudes the glorious extent therof in Europe. Befides there

they trade for commodits without waft of their treafure, & often returne gould for

knives, glafies, or the like trifles, and that without fuch lofle of their Mariners as in

other places. Therefore I croft vvhatfoever intendements were projected for Vir-

ginea or the Bermudas ; becaufe I fee they may be hereafter really helpe full unto

AMERICANA
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No. 380 Thomas Scott 1620

POPVLl
OR,

NEWES FROM SPAYNE,
Cranflated according to the Spaniih coppie.

Which may feme to forwarnc both England
aad the Vnited ^rouinccs how farre to'

trull to Spanifli pretences.

Imprinted in the yciro 1^20.

No. 380. TITLE-PAGE OF SCOTT'S Vox POPVLI ; 1620.
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1620 Tbomas Scott No. 380

them, as now they ferve for draines to unloade their populous State, which elfe would

overflow its own bancks by continuance of peace, and turne head upon it felf or

make a body fit for any rebellion.

"And fo farre I prevayled herein, as I caufed moft of the Recufants who were

fliarers to withdraw their venters & difcourage the work, fo that befides private perfons

unable to effect much, nothing was done by the publike purfe. And we know by

experience fuch voyages and plantations are not effected without great meanes to fuf-

taine great difficulties, and with an unwearied refolution and power, to meete al

hazards and difafters with ftrong helpes and continual! fupplies, or elfe the under

taking proues idle." pp. [15-16].
For other copies and for references, see the following entry.

[SCOTT, THOMAS.] (b. c. 1580, d. 1626.)

VOX POPVLI. OR NEVVES FROM SPAYNE, TRANSLATED ACCORD
ING TO THE SPANISH COPPIE. [LONDON], 1620. [380 A]

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: identi- [blank], verso of [A]; otherwise

cally the same as in No. 380. identically the same as in No. 380.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6% x 514

reproduced ;
See No. 380 A] , recto of [A] ; inches. Bound in morocco ; Ijy Riviere.

This edition is identically the same as the foregoing, except that the title-page is

differently set (see reproduction); leaf A z has a signature-mark ; and on p. [27] the

type-ornament tail-piece is followed by | | [errata,
2 lines] | 1

.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; REFERENCE : Sabin, 19, No. 78376.

Boston Public; and Boston Athenaeum

Libraries.

VIRGINIA, COUNCIL FOR.

A DECLARATION OF THE STATE OF THE COLONIE AND AFFAIRES

IN VIRGINIA. LONDON, T. S., 1620. [381]

Small 410. First, or "Colonie," Edition. A
; [title, as reproduced ;

See No. 381],

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, rectoof[Az]; [blank], verso of[A 2];

^, C, C (repeated), D, E, F, each 4 [text, with heading] [conventional head-

leaves (the last blank and genuine); A, 2 piece] | By his Maiefties Counfeil
|

for VIR-

leaves ;
A (repeated), B, C, D, E, each 4 GINIA.

| [dated] ... 22 lunij. / 1620.
| ,

leaves; total 54 leaves. Leaf A 4 has a pp. i-n ; [seal, with inscription in the

signature-mark ; ^ 3 has no signature- border] |

* PRO * CONSILIO * SVO *
mark. VIRGINIA #

|
, p. [12]; [text, with

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [page heading] A
|

NOTE OF THE
| Shipping,

with signature-mark A in the center of the Men, and Prouifions
|

fent to VIRGINIA,

leaf], recto of A ; [blank], verso of by the
|

TREASVRER and COMPANY
|

in the
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No. 380 A Thomas Scott 1620

vox
O R

NEWES FROM SPAYNE,
tranflatcd according to the Spanifli coppie.

Which may ferye
to forewarn both England

and the United Provinces howfarrc
to truft to Spanifli pretences.

Imprinted in the yeare 1620.

No. 3 80 A. TITLE-PAGE OF SCOTT'S Vox POPVLI ; 1620.
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1620 Council for Virginia No. 381

DECLARATION
OFTHESTATE OF
theCoL ON IE and Affaires

m VIRGINIA:
WITH

and Summes aduentuted in

that A&ion.

By his Maieftics Counfcil for

VIRGIN/ A. it.luni . 1610.

LOWBON:
Printed by 7..

No. 381. TITLE-PAGE OF THE DECLARATION OF VIRGINIA; IST EDITION; 1620.
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No. 38!

yeere, 1619.

Council for Virginia 1620

-
1 Ships. | 1

, pp. i-

8; [text, with heading] | [type-ornament

head-piece] |

A
|

DECLARATION
|

of

the Supplies intended to be
|

fent to VIR

GINIA, in this
| yeare 16x0.

| By his

Maiefties Counfeilfar / Virginia. 1 8. lulij

1620. , pp. 916; | [conventional head

piece] |

The Names of the Aduenturers,
|

with their feuerall fums aduentured,
| paid to

Sir Thomas Smith, Knight, |

late Treafurer

of the Company /for Virginia./, pp. 1 30;

[ i blank leaf], [
F 4] ; [text, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

Names

of the Aduenturers,
|

with the Sums paid

by order to Sir
| Baptift Hicks, Knight. |

,

pp. 1-3;
| [conventional head-piece] |

The Names of the Aduenturers, with
|

the

Sums paid to Sir Edwin Sandys, Knight,

/ Treafurer of the Company for Virginia, /

from the 28. of Aprill, 1619. |

to the 27. of

lune, 1620.
|, p.4j [text, with heading]]

ORDERS
|

AND / CONSTITVTIONS,
| Partly collected out of his Maiefties

|

Letters Patents, and partly ordained vpon

[mature deliberation, by the TREASVROR,
|

COVNSEIL and COMPANIE of
|
VIRGINIA,

for the better gouer- | ning of the Aftions

and affaires of
|

the faid COMPANIE here in

| England refiding. Anno/ 1619. and 1620.

I I, PP- i-39 i I
FINIS./, p. 39;

[blank], p. [40].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7^e x 5%

inches. Bound in red morocco, gilt inside

borders, gilt edges ; by Zaehnsdorf.

The Inner Temple Library copy.

This is the First Edition of this tract : with separate paginations ; with the word
" Colonie" on the title-page instead of "

Colony
"

; and " T. S." in the imprint

instead of "Thomas Snodham", as in our next number. Each part was probably

issued separately and afterwards collected in the present form.

This work was reprinted by Peter Force in his Tracts, Vol. 3, No. v.

OTHER COPIES : Harvard University ;

John Carter Brown ; New York State
;

Lenox ; New York Historical Society ;

Halsey ; Library of Congress ;
and Ayer

Libraries.

REFERENCES : See No. 382.

VIRGINIA, COUNCIL FOR.

A DECLARATION OF THE STATE OF THE COLONY AND
AFFAIRES IN VIRGINIA. LONDON, Thomas Snodham, 1620. [382]

Small 410. Second Edition ; Second

Issue.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4
leaves (the first blank and genuine) ; B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, each 4
leaves (the last blank and lacking) ;

total

52 leaves. Leaf A 4 has a signature-mark,

and G 4 is wrongly marked G 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[

i blank

leaf], [A]; [title, as reproduced; See No.

382], recto of [A 2]; [ blank], verso of

[A 2]; [text, withheading] | [conventional

head-piece ] | By his Maiefties Counfeil
|

for

VIRGINIA.
| [dated] [22. lunij. 1620.

|
, pp.

i _g ;
_

|

A NOTE OF THE
| Shipping,

Men, and Prouifions fent to
|
VIRGINIA,

by the TREASVRER
|

and Company in the

yeere 1619.!, pp. 9-14;
| FINIS./

[seal of " His Majesties Council for Vir

ginia", with inscription in the border]]
* PRO * CONSILIO * SVO * VIRGIN-
Lffi* , p. 14; [text, with heading]]

[type-ornament head-piece] |

A
|

DECLA
RATION

|

of the Supplies intended to be
|

fent to VIRGINIA, in this
| yeare 1620.]

By his Maiefties Counfeil for/ Virginia. 18.

lulij 1620.
|

, pp. 1522 ; | [conventional

head-piece] |

The Names of the Aduentu-
|

rers, with their feuerall fummes
|

aduen

tured, . . .
|.

. .]. . .
|, pp. 23_S4;_|

ORDERS
|

AND / CONSTITVTIONS,
j

Partly collected out of his Maiefties
|

Letters
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1620 Council for Virginia No. 382

DECLARATION
OF THE STATE OF
the COLONY and Affaires

in VIRGINIA.
WITH

The 3\ames of the tyfduenturortj
and Summes aduentured in

chac Aftion.

By his Maieflie s Counfcil forV IR G iN i A.

22.
lunij i 6 a o-

LONDON:
Printed by Tboma* Sitodhdm I 6 2 o.

No. 382. TITLE-PAGE OF THE DECLARATION OF VIRGINIA; ZD EDITION;

20 ISSUE; 1620.
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No. 382 Council for Virginia 1620

Patent!, and partly ordained vpon [

mature

deliberation, by the TREASVROR, |

COVN-
SEIL and COMPANIE of

|
VIRGINIA, for the

better gouer- ! ning of the Aftions and

affaires of
|

the laid COMPANIE here in
|

England refiding. Anno/i6i<). and 1620.
|

, pp. 55 92 ; [Order in Coun

cil] j [woodcuts, representing both sides of

the seal of the Virginia Company] | By his

MaiejJies Councell for I Virginia, / [dated] |

. . . the fifteenth of Nouember.
|

1620.
|

,

PP- [93]-97i [blank], p. [98] ; [i

blank leaf] , [N 4].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 714 x 57,1,

inches. Bound in red levant morocco, gilt

panelled sides with corner ornaments, gilt

inside borders, gilt edges; by Zaehnsdorf.

This is the Second Issue of the Second Edition of this tract, paged continuously.

The matter contained in the First Edition ends on p. 93. This has additional matter,

viz., sheet N., pp. 93-97, containing proposals and inducements to planters, etc.,

" Giuen in a great and general! Quarter-Court, held the fifteenth of Nouember.

1620."

The First Issue of the Second Edition is identically the same as the copy here

described, but ends on p. 92. The Lenox Library has both issues of this Edition.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; John
Carter Brown ; Yale University ;

Lenox
;

New York Historical Society ;
and Library

of Congress.

REFERENCES : Records of the Virginia

Company of London, i : 89, and 141, No.

183; Quaritch, General Catalogue, 5, No.

29763.

VIRGINIA, COUNCIL FOR.

OBSERVATIONS TO BE FOLLOWED, FOR THE MAKING OF FIT

ROOMES, TO KEEPE S1LK-WORMES IN. LONDON, Felix Kyngston,

1620.

Small 410. Printed with side-notes, in

italic.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, each 4 leaves ;
total 1 6 numbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced; See No. 382 A], p. [i] ;

[blank] , p. [2] ; [text, with heading] |

[conventional head-piece] ADVICE FOR
|

MAKING OF CONVENI- ent roomes to lodge
Silk-wormes in,

|

and for the moft commodi

ous plan- / ting of Mulbery trees, to haue /
the beftleafe tofeed / them. / , pp. 3 11

;
|

The Lefferts copy, with ex-libris.

In this work, as appears to have been the custom of the time, the eggs of the

silkworm arc always called " silkworme seed."

On p. 19 we are informed "How to make SM-uiormes," as follows: "In the

Spring time, fliut vp a young Calfe in a little darke and dry ftable, and there feed it

onely with Mulbery leaues fome twenty dayes, meane while let it not drinke at all,

nor eate any other thing ; at the end of this time, kill it by ftrangling, and put it

AMERICANA 882 a] CHURCH CATALOGUE

[382 A]

FINIS./, p. 21
; [blank], p. [22]; [

[conventional head-piece] |

A 'valuation of
the Commodities / growing and to be had in

Virginia :

|

rated as they are there 'worth.

|
, pp. 25 28

; [conventional tail-piece],

p. 28. The numbers 7 8 are duplicated,

and 23-24 omitted, in the pagination.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5/i

inches. Bound in red morocco, gilt edges ;

by Zaehnsdorf. The last leaf of sheet D is

so bound as to precede the title-page.



1620 Council for Virginia No. 382 A

OBSERVA
TIONS TO BE
FOLLOWED, FOR THE

making of fit roomes, to keepe
Silk-wotmcs in:

FOR THE BEST MANNER OF
planting of Mulbery trees,to

feed them.

B?
for the benefit ofthe 2{oble Plantation

in

AT LONDON,
Imprintedby Felix Kingston. lao.

No. 382 A. TITLE-PAGE OK OBSERVATIONS FOR MAKING ROOMES TO KFEPE

SlLK-WORMES IN ; l62O.
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No. 382 A Council for Virginia 1620

whole into a tub, to rot there, and couer it all ouer with Mulbery leaues : out of the

corruption of this carcafe, come forth abundance of Silk-wormes, which you may take

vp with the Mulbery leaues, they fattening themfelues vnto them ; thefe fed and

handled according to art and common falhion, in their due time bring forth both filke

and feed, as others. Some, to lefien this charge, take onely the leg of a fucking

Calfe. . . . Confidering, that Bees are made but of the rottennefle of a young Bull

or Heifer, and according to the Scripture of the Lion, and that wee fee daily many
creatures come of putrifaftion : this is no improbable thing, and therefore is worth the

triall, to saue the labour and danger of fending Silk-worme feed by Sea, which to doe

well, would be changed euery foure yeeres, as you vfe to doe your graine that you
fowe."

Bonneil's treatise (our No. 389) is doubtless referred to in the opening portion

of this work, where it is said :

" We fend you thefe neceffary inftruftions aforehand,

till you receiue a hooke which mortly mall be purpofely printed for you, and ftore

fent, to teach all there, the exaft vfage and ordering of Silk-wormes."

OTHER COPIES: Harvard University and

John Carter Brown Libraries. Of A valua

tion of the Commodities (pp. 25 28) only:

Public Record Office, London ;
and Bodleian

Library.

REFERENCES : Records of the Virginia

Company, 1:138, Nos. 150, 151 ; Brown,
First Republic, p. 410; Winsor, 3:158,

note (date should read 1620, not 1629);

John Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2, No. 246.

WHITBOURNE, Sir RICHARD. (/. 1579-1627.)

A DISCOVRSE AND DISCOVERY OF NEVV-FOVND-LAND. LONDON,

by Felix Kyngston, for William Barret, l6zo. [383]

Small 410. First Edition.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4
leaves (the first blank and lacking); B, 4

leaves; C, 2 leaves
; D, E, F, G, H, I, K,

L, M, each 4 leaves; N, 2 leaves (the last

blank and lacking) ;
total 48 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i blank

leaf]; [title,
as reproduced; See No.

383], recto of [A 2] ; [coat of arms

of Great Britain] , verso of [A 2] ; [epistle

dedicatory, with heading] j [conventional

head-piece] |

TO THE HIGH
|

AND
MIGHTIE PRINCE,

|
lAMES, BY THE GRACE

OF
|
God, King of great Brittaine, France

and Ireland, Defender of the / Faith, &c. /
Most Dread Soueraigne, / [signed] [

Your

Maiesties most humble /and faithfull Subiect,

|

RICHARD WHITBOVRNE. i

, recto of A 3

to verso of [A 4]; [note to the reader,

with heading] [ [conventional head-piece]

To his Maiefties good / Subiefls. / [signed]

|

Your louing friend, R. W. / , recto of B
to verso of 82; [preface, with head

ing] i [conventional head-piece] THE
PREFACE, BE- ING AN INDVC-
TION TO

|

the following Difcourfe.
|
,

recto of B 3 to verso of C2; [text,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece]
A RELATION

|

OF THE NEVV-FOVND-

LAND, |

with a more ample difcouery of that

Countrey, then
|

euer was yet fet foorth to

the open view
; together with

|

the Briefes of

fuch preferments, as 'were there taken to /the

<vft ofyour Maieftie, by virtue ofa CommiJJion

/ <vnder the Broad Scale of the Admiraltie,
|

direlled to me RICHARD I WHITBOVRNE.
j

[signed] |

Richard Whitbourne.
\

, pp. i-

69; [blank], p. [70]; | [conven
tional head-piece] |

A conclufion to the

Reader, containing / a particular Defcrip-
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1620 Sir Richard Wbitbourne No. 383

DISCOVRSE
AND DISCOVERY
OF NEVV-FOVND-LAND, WITH

many reaibns to prooue how worthy and be-

uf.ciatta
Plantationmay there btma,di>

after a far beuer manner than

now it is.

TOGETHER WITH THE LAY-
ING OPEN OF CERTAINE ENQR-

mitiesand abufcs committed by fomc that trade

jothatCountrey, and the meant* laidc

downc for reformation

thereof.

i
Written by Capcaine 'TfykardWhitbournc

of

Exmouth/" the County ^"Deuoa, andpub.

liflxdlr) Authority

Imprinted at London by Ftlix K**gtfittt

William Barret,

No. 383. TITLE-PAGE OF WHITBOURNE'S DISCOVRSE AND DISCOVERY; 1620.
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No. 383 Sir Richard Wbitbourne 1620

tion, and relation
|
of fame things omitted CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5%

in the for- / mer Difcourfe. / [ signed ] |

inches. Bound in full red levant morocco,

R. W. / , pp. [7']-[74] j [i blank corner ornaments, gilt inside borders, gilt

leaf], [N ]. edges; by Pratt for H. Stevens, 1870.

The Stevens-Murphy-Ives copy.

This work was reprinted in i6zz and 1623 with additions. It was translated

into Latin and German and included in Hulsius' Collection, Part XX.

This work was written by the "Father of New-found-land," and bears the same

relation to that colony that the works of Champlain do to New France. The writer

was especially successful in directing the attention of English people to Newfound

land. A rough draft of his "Discourse," in MS., with many alterations in the

author's own hand, is still preserved in the British Museum (addit. MS. 22564).
The work is dedicated to King James I., and strives to impress upon that monarch

the desirability of colonizing Newfoundland. Whitbourne had made a previous

voyage there in 1580, had met Humphrey Gilbert at St. John's a few years later, and

afterwards made frequent voyages to and from the island. He said it was as familiar

to him as his own country.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum ; John REFERENCES: Winsor, 8: 188
; John

Carter Brown; Yale University; Pequot ; Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2:103, No. 247.

Lenox (2) ; Hoe ; Library of Congress ;
New-

berry ; and Ayer Libraries.

HUGHES, LEWIS. (/. 1620.)

A PLAINE AND TRVE RELATION OF THE GOODNES OF GOD
TOWARDS THE SOMMER ILANDS. LONDON, Edward All-de, 1621.

[384]

Small 410. fatisfie thee for the prefent : ere it be / long

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C, thou jhalt haue a larger relation thereof, /

D, E, F, each 4 leaves ; total 24 un- 'written by Captaine Nathaniel Butler, |

now
numbered leaves. Gouernour of thefaid Hands./ | |

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as [catchword] | QVESTI-|, verso of C;

reproduced; See No. 384], recto of [A] ; [questions and answers, with heading] |[head-

[blank] , verso of [A]; [text, with head- piece] |

QVESTIONS AND AN-
]

SWERS

ing] | [head-piece] A PLAINE AND CONCERNING THE
| heeping holy of the

TRVE
|

RELATION OF THE GOOD- Sabaoth day, and
j publick Exercifes

|

of

NES OF GOD TOWARDS THE Religion. |
, recto of C 2 to verso of [

F 4] ;

SVMMER
|
Hands, written by way of ex-

| 1

FINIS. / 1,
verso of [F 4].

hortation, to
|

ftirre vp the people there, to
|

The head-line on the recto of E reads

praife God.
|

, recto of A 2 to recto of C; Of the Lords Super.

[epistle
to the reader] | [ head-piece] |

To CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% x 5%
the Reader.

| CHrijlian Reader, let this little inches. Bound in red crushed levant

tafte/that I haue giuen thee of the good-/ morocco, gilt inside borders, gilt edges; by

neffe of God towards the Summer / Hands, Zaehnsdorf.
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1621 Lewis Hughes No. 384

A P L A I NE
AND TRVE RELATION
OF THE GOODNES OF GOD
towards theSommer Hands, written

by way ofexhortation, to ftirrc vp
'the people there to

praifc God.

WHEREVNTO ARE
ADDED CERTAINE CLVESTI-ONS AND ANSWERS CONGER-
NING THE KEEPING HOLY OF TflE

Saboth day, and publieke excrcifcs of

tf, miaenin tbeSamnter lltwds

firttitfaejitoftbc

HVCHBS Miniftcr of
Gods word.

Church, i 6 2 i.

No. 384. TITLE-PAGE OF HUGHES' PLAINE AND TRVE RELATION; 1621.
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No. 384 Lewis Hughes 1621

Hughes was a chaplain at the Bermudas, and had published in 1615 "A Letter,

Sent into England from the Summer Hands "
(our No. 367 A). In this account

he says: "The firft night that I lay in the Hand, which you call Coopers Hand

(whither the lazie-ftaruing-crue were fent, and with them, fome honeft induftrious per-

fons, though then much out of heart, and now liuing, and well, thanks be vnto God)
when I faw in euery Cabbin, Pots & Kettles full of birds boyling, and fome on Spits

rolling, and the filly wilde birds comming in fo tame into my Cabbin, and goe fo

familiarly betweene my feet, and round about the Cabbin, and into the fire, with a

ftrange lamentable noyfe, as though they did bemoane vs, and bid vs take, kill, roaft,

and eate them : I was much amazed, and at length faid within my felfe, furely the

tamenefle of thefe wilde birds, and their offring of themfelues to be taken, is a mani-

feft token of the goodneffe of God, euen of his loue, his care, his mercy and power

working together, to faue this people from staruing."

OTHER COPIES : We know of but one other copy, that in the British Museum.

CASAS, BARTOLOME DE LAS. (b. 1474, d. 1566.)

ALLEGATIONS PER CONFIRMARE QVANTO SI SCRIVE NELL'
ANNOTATIONI ALL' AVVISO DI PARNASO, AL NVMERO 57.

ANTOPOLI, Nella Stamperia Regia, 1621. [385]

Small 410. CHIAPA, |

In confirmatione di quanto fi

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, fcriue nel-
|

1' Annotation! all' Auuifo di

C, each 4 leaves (the last blank and lack- Par-| nafo, al numero 57. /, pp. 3-22;

ing); total 12 leaves. [i blank leaf], [C4].
COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7% * 57^,

reproduced; See No. 385], recto of [A]; inches. Bound in brown crushed levant

[blank], verso of [A]; [text, with morocco, gilt panelled sides with corner

heading] VITA
|

DI F. BARTOLOMEO ornaments, gilt inside borders, gilt edges ;

|

DALLA CASA,
|

VESCOVO DI by Lortic.

OTHER COPIES : There is a copy of this work in the Lenox Library.

NODAL, BARTOLOME GARCIA DE, and GON9ALO DE
(_/?. early iyth century.)

RELACION DEL VIAJE QVE FOR ORDEN DE SV MAG 1
? Y ACVERDO

DEL REAL CONSEJO DE INDIAS. MADRID, For Fernando Correade

Montenegro, 1621. [386]

Small 410. ture-marks (the last blank and lacking) ; a,

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: If, flf, b, each 8 leaves (the last blank and lack-

1[irir, each 4 leaves; A, B, C, D, E, F, ing); total 94 leaves.

G, H, each 8 leaves; i leaves, without signa- Leaf ^T^TIf 3 has no signature-mark 5
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1621 Bartolome de Las Casas NO. 385

ALLEGATIONS
PE R C O N F I R M A R E
Q_V ANTO SI SCR.IVE

Nell'Annotationi all'Auuifo diPar-

nafo 3 al numero / 7.

CAVATA DALLA VITA

DI F. BARTOLOMEO
Dalla Cafaj Vcfcouo di Chiapa

DESCRITTA
F.JUICHELE PIO BOLOGNESE
Lettore, t Teologo Dominicano*

pata con molte a/tre d'Huominitl-

luflri
di

quefto Ordine inPa-
uia I'anno I <r i

IN ANTOPOLI.
OO.IDC.XXI.

Neila S tainpcria Regia ,

No. 385. TITLE-PAGE OF LAS CASAS' ALLEGATIONS; 1621.
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No. 386 Bartolome Garcia and Gon$alo de Nodal 1621

RELATION
>DELVIAJE QVEPOR<
ORDEN DE SV MAG*

IYACVERDODEL REAL CCWSEJO]/ f . * *

de Indva . Hifieron. les Combines

"Rartclome
(farcia

de
Notte/^y ^orualo

r tie Nodal hermanos. na.iura.lcs deT?v*te\

-.a! ^afcufrtmtenio

o ie S .Vtefnfc

del de Mw

FEJRNAITOO

CautRtro Jefakiod* Sanhaao,Pnfu&nte\

en
efmijmo Ctmfcja .

COK PKJVIX,*O

I

Xt> Madruf. tor Ferrum> Coma, .

- A.nO.

No. 386. TITLE-PAGE OF NODAL'S RELACION ; 1621.
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1621 Bartolome Garcia and Goncalo de Nodal NO. 386

leaf A 5 has a signature-mark ;
E 3 and

E 4 are wrongly marked F 3 and F 4.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[title,
as

reproduced; See No. 386],rectoof [If];

[blank], verso of [If] ; [permission to

print, with heading] | [type-ornament head

piece] |

Fee de aprouacion. | [signed] |

luan

de Xerez./, recto of Tf 2 to recto of If 3;

[notice, with heading] |

Suma del priui-

legio. | [signed] |

luan de Xerez. /, verso

of f 3 ;_
|

TASSA.
| [signed] |

luan de

Xerez./, recto of [^ 4] ;
|

ERRATAS. /

[17 lines, signed] |

El Licentiado Murcia/
de la Liana. / , verso of [IT 4] i [dedica

tion, with heading] | [type-ornament head

piece] |

A DON FERNANDO
| Carrillo,

Cauallero del Abito de Santiago,
|

Prefidente

del Real Confejo |

de Indias.
| [signed] |

Bartolome Garcia
|

de Nodal.
| Gon$ lo

de
|

Nodal.
|
, recto of f If to recto of Tf If 2

;

[preface, with heading] |

AL LECTOR.
| , verso of IfIf 2 to verso of [Iff 4]; |

ADVERTENCIAS.
|
, recto of Iflff to

recto of Tflflf 2 ; |

Variation de la aguja. /,
verso of 1fl1f2 to verso of [Iflff 3]; |

Reglas parafaber la 'variation de la aguja /
al nacery poner del Sol. /, recto and verso

of [Hirir4]> t text> with heading] | [type-
ornament head-piece] | RELACION|
DIARIA DEL RE-| CONOCIMIENTO
DEL

|

nueuo Eftrecho de San Vicente,
| y

del de Magallanes. | , recto of folio i to

verso of folio 65; |

Laus Deo. ([type-
ornament tail-piece], verso of folio 65;

|

TABLA PARA SABER LAS/ horas que
tiene el dia artificial, . . ./[6 lines] |

,

recto and verso of folio i
; [text, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

RE-

LACION
|
SVMARIA DE

|

LOS SERVI-
CIOS DE LOS

| Capitanes Bartolome

Garcia de No-
| dal, y Gon9alo de Nodal

|

hermanos.
| , recto of folio 2 to recto of

folio u ; [type-ornament tail-piece], recto

of folio ii ; [text, with heading ] |
Seruicios

del Capitan Gon
| $alo de Nodal.

]
,
verso

of folio ii to recto of folio 14;
|

Los

nauios que las Capitanes Nodales ayu / daron

a rendir, / quemar, y tchar a fondo / en

treynta anas que ha que Jiruen afu/Mage-
itad./, verso of folio 14 to recto of folio

15; APRVEVAN ESTOS SER-

VICIOS,
|
cedulas, y titulos de fu Mageftad:

y patentes, | ordenes, y certificaciones de los

Genera-
| les, Almirantes, y Maefles de

|

Campo que fe figuen. | [text printed in

double columns], verso of folio 15; [i
blank leaf] , [b 8

].
Rude woodcuts in text of

folio 40, recto and verso, and verso of 42.

Errors in the numbering of folios : 17 is 14;

23 is 12; 40 is 36; 43-46 are 39-42; 51

is 31 ;
and 59 is 63.

MAP : Folding map, with inscription, in

the upper central portion : RECONOCI-
MIENTO DELOS ESTRECHOS

|

de

Magallanes y San Vicente Mandado hazer

par Su/M'g. en el Real Confeio de Indias

partieron de Li/boa en / 27. de Setienbre de

1618. yllegaron de buelta a San/ Lucar. a.

9. de Julio de i6l<). Cabo de dos Camuelas /
Bartolome gartia de nodal y Capitan Gon

calo de nodal. / Cofmographo Diego Ramires,

piloto luan manfo. /Echa par don Pedro

teixeira, Ealbernas, Cofmographo de Su

Mg. /; inscription in lower left-hand cor

ner: \Ide Courbesfculpfit./; size, I5%x i3'/ie

inches; scale, %e of an inch = i of latitude ;

facing verso of [TT114]-
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7i%9 x 5Vfc

inches. Bound in black levant morocco,

gilt inside borders, gilt edges ; by Pratt,

for H. Stevens, 1883. Map backed with

muslin and mounted on a guard.

This copy, as usual, has at the end a manuscript monogram, not easily read, but

probably
" B. G. N.", Bartholome Garcia de Nodal, and is presumably in his hand

writing.

The work gives an account of the Spanish expedition sent out by order of Philip III.,

immediately after the return of Schouten's expedition, for the exploration of the Ma
gellan Straits. The brothers Nodal sailed from Lisbon on the 2/th of September,

1618, and did not return until July 9th of the following year. They had with

them two Dutch pilots, Jan de Witte, named in the narrative, and Valentine Jansz,
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No. 386 Bartolome Garcia and Goncalo de Nodal 1621

who wrote another account of the same voyage, which is preserved in the archives at

The Hague. They had both been with Schouten on his voyage. The Strait Le

Maire was rechristened S. Vincent, which name it retained for some time on Spanish

maps.

The map accompanying this work is supposed to have been suppressed. It enters

more into detail than that of Le Maire.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (3) j

Huth
; John Carter Brown ;

Watkinson (no

map) ;
American Geographical Society ;

Library of Congress j
and Halsey Libraries.

REFERENCES: Winsor, 8: 412; Quar-

itch, General Catalogue, 5, No. 28846 ;

Sabin, 13, No. 55394; Leclerc (1878),
Nos. 1980 and 1981 j Tiele, Memoire, pp.

3iS 3*6-

SPARKE, MICHAEL, (b. ,
d. 1653.)

GREEVOVS GRONES FOR THE POORE.
1621.

LONDON, for Micbaell Sparke,

[387]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4
leaves (the first blank and lacking) ; B, C,

D, each 4 leaves
;

total 1 6 leaves. Leaf

D 2 is wrongly marked C 2.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i blank

leaf
] ; [ title, as reproduced ; See No.

387], recto of [A a] j [blank], verso of

[A a]} [epistle dedicatory, with heading]

| [conventional head-piece] |

TO THE
RIGHT

|
Honourable, Right Wor-

| ftiip-

full, and worthy Company of
|

the Virginian

and Sommer-Iland / Plantations.
| [signed] |

M. S. / , recto of A 3 to recto of [A 4] ;

[conventional tail-piece], recto of [A 4] ;

[blank], verso of [A 4]; [text, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

A
Diuifion of the eftate

|

of the Poore.
| ,

pp. [i]-aa ; |

FINIS. / [conventional

tail-piece] |
, p. 22; | [conventional head

piece] | [8 lines of verse] | [conventional

tail-piece]] , p. [23]; [blank], p. [24].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5 inches.

Bound in green crushed levant morocco,

gilt inside borders, gilt edges ; by Riviere.

Leaves closely trimmed on the upper mar

gins ; the title, head-lines, and many page
numbers cut into.

This is the first book with the imprint of Thomas Sparke, who on July 12, 1624,

entered at the Stationers' office Smith's Genera// Historic of Virginia, the first edition

of which he published. The work is dedicated to the Company of the Virginia and

Sommer-IIand Plantations, and is signed with Sparke's initials. He also published

Captain Luke Foxe's North-west Foxe, London, 1635 (our No. 429).

OTHER COPIES : we know of but one

other copy, that in the Ayer Library.

REFERENCES : Records of the Virginia

Company, i : 57, and 145, No. 222
; Bibliog

rapher, 1:409-419 (an interesting article

by Henry Plomer on Michael Sparke, Puri

tan bookseller
;
with facsimile of title-page

wrongly dated 1622).
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1621 Michael Sparke No. 387

GREEVOVS
CRONES

FORTHEPOORE.
'Done hy a Wett~wDer9 who wi/heth, That the

poore of ENGLAND might be fo
proui*-

ded for, as none (bould neede tovp a bevvin?J *
.- .-'. .'. _ . oo o

\vithinthisRealme.

The *Pcore a/ltitedare,

So that they perijhfaft :

Ifnow no order
tafyn be,

Then Ttyine comes at lafl.

Printedfor M i c H A B LL SPARKE.
1621.

No. 387. TITLE-PAGE OF SPARKE'S GREEVOVS GRONES ; 1621.
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No. 388 West India Company 1621

ORDERS
AND

ARTICLES
GRANTED BY THE
HIGH AND MIGHTIE LORDS

THE STATES GENERAL OF
THE VNITED PROVINCES,

Concerning the ere&ing ofa Weft India

Companie:

Together Tenth thePriuiledgestndrigbtt

giuenvnto theftme.

PRINTED ANNO, DOM.
M.DC.XX I.

No. 388. TITLE-PAGE OF THE WEST INDIA COMPANY'S ORDERS AND ARTICLES ; 1621.
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1621 West India Company No. 388

WEST INDIA COMPANY.

ORDERS AND ARTICLES . . . CONCERNING THE ERECTING OF
A WEST INDIA COMPANIE. Printed Anno Dam., 1621. [388]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B,
each 4 leaves ; C, 2 leaves (the last blank

and lacking) ;
total 10 unnumbered leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 388], recto of [A];
[blank], verso of [A]; [text, begin

ning] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

THe
States Generall of the vnited Prouinces,

vnto
|

all thofe that (hall fee thefe, greeting.
. . .

|, [etc.], recto of A 2 to verso of

C ;
[

FINIS.
| [ type-ornament tail-piece]

|
, verso of C ; [i blank leaf], [C 2].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 611^6 x 5

inches. Bound in red crushed levant

morocco, gilt inside borders, gilt edges ;

by Riviere.

This is probably a translation of the work described by Asher in his Bibliography

of New Netherlands (p. 98, No. 51). We know of no other copy.

BONOEIL, JOHN.

HIS MAIESTIES GRACIOVS LETTER TO THE EARLE OF SOVTH-
HAMPTON, TREASVRER, AND TO THE COVNCELL AND COM
PANY OF VIRGINIA. LONDON, Felix Kyngston, 1622. [389]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4
leaves (leafA, of errata, lacking); (a), 2

leaves
; B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L,

M, each 4 leaves ; total 50 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [blank],
recto of [A]; [errata, with heading]]

May it pleafe the Reader to amend the

faults
|

in Printing thus. |[io lines, besides

the heading], verso of [A]; [title, as

reproduced; Set No. 389], recto of [A 2];

[seal,
with inscription] |

BRITANLfli
* FRANCIS * ET *
SIGILVM * REGIS *
verso of [A 2]; [letter of King James,
with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

JAMES R. /, [beginning] Right trufty

and ivelbe- / loued, We greet you / 'well:

Whereas We / wnderftand, that the / Soyle

in Virginia | naturally yeeldeth ftore of ex

cellent / Mulbery trees, We haue taken into

/ Our Princely confideration, the great /

benefit that may groiv to the Aduen- / turers

and Planters, by the breed / of SMeivormes,

and fetting <vp / of Silkeivorkes in thofe

parts. . . .'/, [etc., ending] |

Giuen vnder

Our Signet, at our Palace
|

of VVeftminfter,

the ninth day of luly, in
|

the twentieth

yeere of our Raigne of
| England, France

and Ireland, and of Scot-
|

land the fiue

and fiftieth.
|

To Our right trufty and right

ivelbeloued Coufm and / Councellour, HENRY,
Earle of South-hampton, / Treafurer of our

Plantation in Virginia, and to / Our trufty

and ivelbeloued, the Deputy, and others /

of Our faid Plantation. / Virginia. |

Winde-

bank.
|
, recto of [Aj] to recto of [A 4] ;

[blank], verso of [A 4]; [letter of the

treasurer, etc. , with heading ] | [conventional

head-piece] THE
|

TREASVROVR
|

COVNCELL AND COM-|PANY OF
VIRGINIA, To THE

|

Gouernour and Coun-

cell of State
|

in Virginia refiding. ] [signed]

|

HENRY Southampton./, recto of
(a)

to recto

of [(a) 2]; [blank], verso of [(a) a];

[treatise on the art of making silk, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

TO
THE RIGHT

|

NOBLE COMPANY
|

OF
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No. 389 John Bonoeil 1622

HIS MAIESTIES
GRACIOVS LETTER TO THE
EARLE OF SO VTH-H AM P T O N,
Trcafurer , and to the Councell and Company of

Virgin*
A heere : commanding theprefcm fettittg vp

And the Letterofthe Treafurer, Councell,and Company, to

jhtGouer$urAttdCouncellof
State there,for thejlrift exe-

cutioa of hisMahftics Roy all Commands herein.

d Trt4t$ ofthe Art ofmiking Silke :.

OR,
Vireflfans for the makirtg oflodgings,and the hreeding,nourijhig^

and ordering of Sjlkcyvormes, and tor the planting of Mulbery
treet ,

audaU ther thingj belonging to the Si/kt Art.

J'ogether with inftrunionshow to plant and drefle Vines,and

la makeWine, andhow to dry Raifins, Figs,and other fruits,

and to fctOlmcs, Oranges, Lemons, Pomegranates,
Almondst and marty other fruits, &c.

And in the end , a Conclufion, with fundry profitable

remottjlraneesto the Colonies.

Set fooithfor the benefit of the two renowned and moft

hopefull Sifters, VirginiA, and the Summer.llands.
- i i. . ... i

. i . . i i
- ' .....

By lohn Bonoeil Frenchman/eruarit in thefe imployments
to his moft Excellent Maieftyof Great Brittame,

ia&nA the Summer-lUnds.

Publifhed by Authority.

London Printed by Felix Kyitgtfan. 162*.
No. 389. TITLE-PAGE OF BONOEIL'S His MAIESTIES GRACIOVS LETTER, ETC. ; 1622.
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1622 John Bonoeil No. 389

VIRGINIA,
|

health.
|

, pp. 1-88 5
| |

FINIS./ |, p. 88.

ILLUSTRATIONS: 4 full-page woodcuts,

as follows :

[
i
] | By this figure is (hewed the order,

to ranke the tables on the ckaffolds, for
|

to lay the leaues on, to feede the wormes

there.
|

; p. [ij].

[2] | By this figure is (hewed the man
ner to place the rods betweene the ta-

|

bles

for the Wormes to clime vp and fpinne their

filke.
|

; p. [14].

[ 3 ] | By this figure is (hewed the fafhion

of the Engine, how to wind off the filke
|

from the cods, with the furnaces and caw-

therns for that purpofe. | ; p. [15].

[4] | By this figure is (hewed the por
traits of the cods, and the Butterflies

|

comne forth of them, to engender and lay

their egs vpon blacke
| Serge, Chamblet,

Tammey or fuch like ftuffes as hath been

faid.
|

; p. [16].
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6itf6 x 5%

inches. Bound in red crushed levant

morocco, panelled sides with corner orna

ments, gilt inside borders, gilt edges; by
Pratt, for Henry Stevens, 1885. The leaf

preceding the title-page, containing the

errata, is lacking in this copy ;
but a close

reproduction of the same, in modern type,
is here given.

The verso of the first leaf of the Lenox Library copy contains a list

of errata, which reads as follows:

May it pleafe the Reader to amend the faults

in Printing thus.

Pag. line. Amend.

17. 17. feuen or eight weekes

66. 20. in Jlore of Scares

69. 19. millions of Mulberie trees

70. II. to this Silkeworme

ibid. 21. of the Silkewormes breeds

ibid. 30. the Silkewormes fpinning

76. 4. Jlreit rule

ibid. 1 8. onely Spaine

82. 4. and a ingentle them

fixe orfeuen weekes

in Jlore of Betters

millions of Mulbery feeds

to this Silke viorke

of the Silkewormes bredde

the Silkewormes camming

Jlreit rules

onely in Spaine

and engentle them

The Stevens-McKee copy, with ex-libris.

Efforts were early made in the Virginia Company to encourage the cultivation of

silkworms. So great was the interest taken in the subject by the Virginia Company
at home that on Nov. 9, 1621, the Court recommended the translation and printing

of the treatise on making silk written by Bonoeil, the French master of the King's

silk-works at Oatland, that it might be sent to the governor, council, and colonists in

Virginia (Brown, First Republic, p. 429).
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This is one of the earliest publications relating to that subject. The body of the

work, which is taken up with Bonoeil's treatise on the art of making silk, is prefaced

with the King's letter and that of the Earl of Southampton. Bonoeil says that several

of his countrymen were then in Virginia, having been sent there by the Virginia

Company, "to make filke and drefle Vines".

OTHER COPIES: British Museum (3);
Harvard University ; Boston Athenaeum

;

John Carter Brown
; Lenox j and Ayer

Libraries.

REFERENCES : Records of the Virginia

Company, 1:158, No. 347, also z : 102
;

Winsor, 3 :i58; Quaritch, Rough List, 188,
No. 1513.

COPLAND, PATRICK, (b. c. 1570, d. c. 1655.)

VIRGINIA'S GOD BE THANKED, OR A SERMON OF THANKS
GIVING. LONDON, by I. D. for William Sbeffard and lobn Bellamie, 1622.

[390]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4 leaves

(the last blank and genuine) ; A, B, C, D,

E, each 4 leaves ; ) (, z leaves (the last, prob

ably blank, lacking) ;
total 26 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced; See No. 390], recto of [A];
[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedica

tory, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |

TO
|

THE RIGHT
|

NOBLE AND
HO-

|

NORABLE EARLES, BARONS,
|

And
Lords

;
And to the right wormipfull | Knights,

Marchants, and Gentlemen, Adven-
|

turers

for the Plantation in VIRGINIA;
|

all happi-

neffe, externall, internal!,
|

and etemall in

Chrift lefus our|blelfed SAVIOVR.
| [signed]

|

In all humble dutie /to be commanded/
P. C.

| [dated] |

London this zz of
\
May.

1622.
|, recto of A 2 to recto of [A3];

[blank], verso of [A 3] ; [epistle, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

To the moft Illuftrious Knight, Sir
|

Thomas

Smith, the moft prudent |

Gouernour of the

Eaft-Indy Company, /eternal! felicity in the

Lord. / [signed] |

From your Royall lames,

this 24. of April 1620.
|

A Fauorite of your
Illuftrious dignity. |

Peter Pope./, recto of

A; [second epistle, with heading] | [type-
ornament head-piece] |

To the Wormipfull
and worthy | Captaine, Martin Pring,
Commander / of the Sea Nauy of the Eaft-
India Com-/pany in India.

| [dated] |

From
the lames Royall. 22. lanuary 1619. |,

verso

of A; [third epistle, with heading] |

[type-ornament head-piece] |

To the fame.

| [signed] |

Your Worfhips in all dutiful!

obedience.
|

Peter Pope. / [dated] |

From
the lames Royall, the 20. of May. 1620.],
recto of A 2

; [these letters are followed

by their Latin originals] , verso of A 2 to

verso of A 3 ; [blank leaf], [^4];
[text, with heading] [type-ornament rule]

| Virginia's God be thanked.
|

Pfalme,

107. verfe. 23. |
, pp. 1-36;

j

FINIS.
|

[between single rules], p. 36; [i blank

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6%6 x 5Via

inches. Bound in polished calf, red

sprinkled edges ; by Zaehnsdorf. Sheet

A appears to be inserted between [A 3] and

[A 4] ; lower edges of all leaves clipped,

some signature-marks being almost entirely

cut off; border of the outer edge of one

or two leaves clipped.

A Thanksgiving sermon, possibly the second, preached by order of and before the

Virginia Company of London. Copland was on July jd of the same year chosen by

the Company to be the rector of the intended college in Virginia. The terrible mas-
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VIRGINIA'S God be Thanked,

A SERMON OF
THANKSGIVING
FOR, THE HAPPIE

fucceffe of the -affayres in

VIRGINIA this Jail

yearc.

Preached |>y PATRICK COH.AND at

Sw-Church in Cbe.tpjldet
before theHonorable

V i R c i N i A C.O M P A N T, on Thurfday, the 1 8.

af*fpriff i<52. And now pnblifhcd by

rdlt COMPANY*

Hereunto are adjoyned fbme Epiftles,

writwn firft in Latine (and now Englifhed) in

thcEaft Indies by.Ptier Pepe, an Indian youth,

lerne iit the bay of B'cngala, who WAS frft taught

and converted by tKc fiid P. C. And after bap.

tizcd by Maftcr;oA/^w</,.D
T inI

* <t foment vffftmty Iffere the

Worfltipfult, the Saft India emp
3t S. Dft i Fan-Ghiirch ftrccte

Jon, December aa*

I 6 x 6.

Printed by 7, D.
and are to be Ibid at his (hop at the two Grey-

LounJs in Corntvhill, Hcere the Ryw

No. 390. TITLE-PAGE OF COPLAND'S VIRGINIA'S GOD BE THANKED; 1622.

Size of the original 6% x 31^6 inches.
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sacre of the white inhabitants by the Indians on Good Friday, 1622, and the revok

ing of the charter of the Virginia Company by James I. in 1624, prevented his going

to the colony to assume the duties of his appointment.

This sermon contains much useful information concerning the products of Virginia,

the condition of the colony, and its relations with the Indians. Copland refers in

it to Sir George Somers' shipwreck on the Bermudas and the marriage of John Rolfe

to Pocahontas.

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Essex REFERENCES: Records of the Virginia

Institute; Harvard University; John Carter Company, i : 56, note ; 155, No. 312; and

Brown; Lenox; Pequot; Hoe; and Ayer a: 91 ; Hoe, Catalogue, i : 317; Winsor,

Libraries. 3 : 166
; Brown, First Republic, pp. 450,451 ;

Lefroy, Memorials, i : 695 ; E. D. Neill,

Memoir of Rev. Patrick Copland, p. 52.

[CUSHMAN, ROBERT.] (b. c. 1580, d. 1625.)

A SERMON PREACHED AT PLIMMOTH IN NEW-ENGLAND DE
CEMBER 9. 1621. LONDON, by 7. D.for lobn Bellamie, 1622. [39*]

Small 410. |

Plimmoth in New-England, f Decem-

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, C, her i2. i6*i. |, recto of A 2 to verso

each 4 leaves; D, 2 leaves; total 14 leaves. of [A 4]; [text, with heading] |

A
|

Leaf B 3 has no signature-mark. SERMON PREACHED
|

at Plimmoth,

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as in New-England. / i . Cor. 10. 24.
|

Let no

reproduced; See No. 391], recto of [A]; man feeke his owne, But euery man ana- /

[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedi- then wealth./, pp. 1-19; [blank], p.

calory, with heading] TO
|

HIS LOVING
| [20].

FRIENDS, THE
|

ADVENTVRERS FOR
j

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x 5% in-

NEW-ENGLAND; rocET'ffE.R/WITH ALL ches. Bound with five other sermons in

WELL-WILLERS,
|

And well-wiftiers one volume, old sheep; in brown morocco

thereunto,|| Grace and Peace, &c. / [dated] solander case.

The Gardner copy.

This is the earliest printed sermon preached in New England. Though Cushman's

name does not appear on the title-page, there is every reason to suppose that he was

its writer. It contains some account of the state of the country and the condition of

the Indians. Cushman took an important part in securing a grant of lands in New

England and in procuring vessels and supplies for those who first came here. He

arrived at Plymouth on the 1st of November, 1621.

OTHER COPIES: Bodleian; Yale Uni- REFERENCES: Winsor, Earliest Sources,

versity (Dexter copy) ;
New York State (?); p. 7; Winsor, 3: 290; Dexter, Congrega-

Alfred T. White, Brooklyn, N. Y. (Deane tionalism, Appendix, p. 30, No. 521 ;

copy); and Ayer Libraries. Sabin, 5, No. 18132 (reprints).
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F

S E R M O N
PREACHED AT
PLIMMOTH IN
NEW-ENGLAND

December 9. 1621.
Inan aflerablieof his

, there

inhabiting*

WHEREIN IS SHEWED
the danger of felfe-loue, and the

Iwcetnefle oftrue
Fricndfliip.

r o G

WITH A PREFACE,
Shewing thcftatcof the Countrya

aM_Condition of $hc
SAVAGED

ROM. 12, 10.

Be Affcffioned w hue one exother with brotherly

lone.

Writteh in theycare

tOKD OX
Printed by /, D. for I o k N B E 1 1 A. n i E,

and are to be fold at his fliop at the two Grey
hounds in Cornc-hill , neere

ILittbmgt.
i 6 s *.

No. 391. TITLE-PAGE OF CUSHMAN'S SERMON PREACHED AT PLIMMOTH ; 1622.
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No. 392 Patrick Copland 1622

COPLAND, PATRICK, (b. c. 1570, d. c. 1655.)

A DECLARATION HOW THE MONIES . . . WERE DISPOSED,
WHICH WAS GATHERED ... AT THE CAPE OF GOOD
HOPE, (TOWARDS THE BVILDING OF A FREE SCHOOLE IN

VIRGINIA). LONDON, by F. K., 1622. [392]

Small 410. duced; to No. 391], pp. 1-7; [colophon])
COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 Imprinted at LONDON by F. K. i6iz|,

numbered leaves. p. 7; [blank], p. [8].
COLLATION BY PAGINATION :

[i
sheet CONDITION : Size of leaf, 71^5 x 6%

folded into fours, the first page, as repro- inches. In original red paper cover.

The Rev. Patrick Copland was chaplain of Captain Martin Pring's ship the

Royal James. While the ship was at the Cape of Good Hope, Copland, whom
Sir Thomas Dale, the late commander of the fleet, had interested in Virginia, collected

from the gentlemen and mariners of the ship the sum of 70 8s. 6d. toward the

building of a free school in Virginia. For his services in this matter the Virginia

Company, on October 24, 1621, admitted him a free brother in the Company, and

on the 3Oth decided that the school should be located at Charles City and be

named the East India School. The amount raised by Copland was increased to

jioo by the contribution of an unknown person, and the whole was turned over to

the treasurer of the Virginia Company, the Earl of Southampton. By additional

contributions the amount was afterwards raised to a total of
^

1 92 is. lod. To aid

the school, the Court added 1000 acres of land in Virginia.

OTHER COPIES: We know of no other and 539 ; Brown, First Republic, p. 442;

copy. E. D. Neill, Memoir of Re<v. Patrick Coj>-

REFERENCES : Records ofthe Virginia Com- land, p. 30 ; Lefroy, Memorials of the

pany, i : 57, 152, No. 289; also pp. 532 Bermudas, i : 696.

[MOURT or MORTON, GEORGE], Editor, (b. 1585, d. 1628.)

A RELATION OR IOVRNALL OF THE BEGINNING AND PRO
CEEDINGS OF THE ENGLISH PLANTATION SETLED AT PLI-

MOTH IN NEW ENGLAND. LONDON,/^ lobn Bellamie, 1622. [393]

Small 410. Second Issue. with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 leaves TO HIS MVCH /?-/fpeVed Friend, M r
.

(the first and last, probably blank, lacking) ; I. P. / [signed ]
Tours in the <way of friend-

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, each 4 Jhip, R. G.
| [dated] |

From Plimoth in
|

leaves; total 42 leaves. New-England. /, recto and verso of [A 3] ;

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [i leaf, [i leaf, probably blank], [A4]; [[type-

probably blank], [A] ; [title,
as repro- ornament head-piece] |

To the Reader.
|

duced; See No. 393], recto of [A 2]; [signed] [Thy friend, G. MOVRT.
|,

recto

[blank], verso of
[
A 2

]; [dedication,
and verso of B; | [type-ornament head-
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A Declaration hoj the monies(viz.

feuenty pound eight (hillings fixe

pence) were difpofcd ,
which was gathered

(by M. Patrick Copland, Preacher tn the Rm~
all lames) at the Cape ofgoodbofc, (towards the

building of a free Schools in Virginia) of the Gen*

tletaenandAfarrincrstnthefaid Smf: A lift ofrokofe
namesare -under tyecified,for Godtglmj, theircomfort,

andtheincoitragenuMofotbersttthafunhenngofthe
fame, or the like ftotu varkt.

Captaine Martin'

PatrickCopland,

George Baal
-j

Adam Dent-on /*

Thomas lohnsX
T#*r^m\j ShiiL^>i* v-



No. 393 George Mourt 1622

A
RELATION OR
lournall oftire beginning and proceedings
ofthe Englifli Plantation (erled at Vlimotb in N E w

E N c i A N D, by certaine Englifli Aduenturers both

Merchants and others.

With their difficult paflage^heirfafe ariuall, their

ioyfull building of, arid comfortable
planting

thenv

fclues ia the now well defended Towno
of N^w PLIMOTH.

AS ALSO A DELATION OF FOVRE
feutrall-difcoucrics fiiice'madc by fome of the

ljeve rcddcnt,

7. It* tourney tePvc KAN ox.rc K tktba&itetietijf tkt-InAiAnt grtft

tt/} King Mstlafoyf ; Maf/ttkeir-mefiig*, theaafoer and cuterfMtWttit

thy had of him.

II. InavolafemxdcbytcnoftkcmtotheKiVzfomeofNawfa, ivfiekg

a lay that hzabft Inmfelfe in the woods : wit/) [adj.accidents <u befell tfyeqij

in that vtyage.
III. Jot heir iotirnej tftbfKitfJtmefNv&lSclltt, in defence of their,

greatej} King Maffafbyt, againfl the Narrohiggonfcfs,- Mdto rttunft thy

fafpofeddeath of
their Interpreter Tifquancuin.

/// /. Their voyage to the Mati&diuf'cts)st/}dtkeh*tHt.crtaittmeKt thcrfr

With an anf ferto all fuchobieflionsasare any wayjnade

agairtft
the lawfulncllc ofnglifli plantations

in tliofe parts.

LONDON,
Priute4 for iohn KeHamie, and arc to be fold at his (hop at the two

Grflyhound.smCornlull neeretHc Rovall Exchange. i<JJ2

No. 393. TITLE-PAGE OF MOURT'S RELATION; 1622.
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piece] |

CERTAINE VSEFVL
|

ADVER
TISEMENTS SENT

|

in a Letter written

by a difcreete friend vn-
|

to the Planters in

Ne<w England, at their firft fetting \failefrom

Southampton, tuho earneftly dejireth / the

profperitie of that their new / Plantation. /

*** I [signed ] |

An unfained tuell-iviller / of

your happie fucceffe /in this hopefull voy

age, /I. R.
| , recto of B 2 to verso of

[64]; [text, with heading] | [type-orna
ment head-piece] |

A RELATION OR
|

IOVRNALL OF THE
|

PROCEEDINGS OF

THE
|

Plantation felled at Plimoth in
[

New
ENGLAND.

|
, pp. [i] 39;-- | [type-ornament

rule] | A|IOVRNEY TO PACKANOKIK,/
The Habitation of the Great King MAS-
SASOrr./A.s alfo our Meflage, the

f

Anfwere and intertaine- / ment <wee had of/
HIM.

|, pp. 40-48; | |A| |,

p. 48;
| [two type-ornament rules, the

lower one reversed
] |

A
|

VOYAGE MADE
BY TEN

|

of our Men to the Kingdome
of

|
NAVSET, to feeke a Boy that had

| loft

bimfelfe in the WOODS
;

|

With fuch Acci

dents as
|

befell vs in that
|

VOYAGE.
|

,

pp. 49-52 ;
|

A
| |

, p. 52 ;

| [type-ornament rule] | A| IOVRNEY
TO THE

|
Kingdome ofNAMASCHET

/ in defence of the Great King / MASSASOYT

againft the Nar- / rohigganfets, and to re

venge |

the fupposed Death
|

of our Interpreter

/ Tifquantum. /, pp. 53-56;
| 1

A
|

I
, P- 56 5 I

A
|

RELATION OF
OVR

| Voyage to the MASSACHVSETS,/
And ivhat happened there./, pp. 57-59 ;

| [type-ornament rule] |

A
|

LETTER SENT
FROM

| Ne<w-England to a friend in thefe

parts, |
fetting forth a briefe and true Dec

laration/of the worth of that Plantation;
|

As alfo certaine vfefull Directions
|
forfuch as

intend a VOYAGE
|

into tkofe Parts. / [signed]

/Your louing Friend/E. W. | [dated] Plim-

mouth in New-England/this 1 1 . ofDecember.

|i6i. |, pp. 60-64; |

REASONS

| |, p. 64; Reafons & confidera-

tions touching the lawfulnefle of remouing
out of

| England into the parts of America. /

[signed] |

R. C. / , pp. 65 [wrongly num
bered 85] to 72 ;

I

FINIS.
|, p. 72.

Printed marginal notes in the section
|

Reasons & considerations touching |

the law-

fulnesse of remouing out of
| England into

the parts of America. /and on page 10.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x
51/2 inches.

Bound in dark brown crushed levant mo

rocco, panelled sides with blind and gilt

tooling, gilt edges ; by Riviere. Hole in

leaf containing pp. 55-56 mended, part of

two words missing.

Of this book there are two Issues. In one, the heading of the text on page I

reads as given above, in the other as follows :
| [type-ornament head-pieceJ |

NEW-
ENGLAND

|
IN AMERICA. / OR / A RELATION OF THE

| beginning and

proceedings of the
| Englijb / Plantation in the North /pvrts of AMERICA, called

|

NEW-ENGLAND, |
now in his Maiejlies/ Dominions. |. This Issue differs from the

other only in this leaf, and is presumably the First Issue as the page-number on

page 2 is printed uniformly with those of the rest of the text, viz., over the blank

margin at the front of the leaf instead of over the text, as in the copy here described.

This is the first book published in Great Britain that gives an account of the plant

ing of the Plymouth colony. It is an interesting account of the life of the Pilgrim

settlements in the form of a journal from September 20 to December 1 1, 1621. It

is generally known as Mourt' s Relation, from the name subscribed to the preface.

It was doubtless written by Bradford and Winslow, and not intended for publication ;

but being sent to friends in London, was there printed. Dr. Cheever, who gave it

in his Journal of the Pilgrims in 1848, ascribes the initials I. P. of the epistle to John

Pierce, and those at the end, which he supposes to be a misprint for R. C., to

Robert Cushman.
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This work and Winslow's Good Neives, 1624 (See No. 403), give the earliest

accounts of the voyage of the Pilgrims in the Mayflower, their settlement at Plymouth,
and of the neighboring Indians, who had been nearly exterminated by a recent plague.-

The adventurous deeds of Miles Standish were also first made known in this Relation.

The work is an authority even at the present day. It was reprinted in Arber's Story

of the Pilgrim Fathers, London, 1897, pp. 395-505.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum
;
Har- REFERENCES : Winsor, Earliest Sources,

vard University; Boston Public; John Carter

Brown
;

Rhode Island Historical Society ;

Pequot ;
Lenox (2 ; both issues) ; Library

Company of Philadelphia (2) ; Library of

Congress; and Ayer Libraries.

p. 7; Winsor, 3: 1189-290; Quaritch,

General Catalogue, 5 : 2976, No. 29682 ;

John Carter Brown, Catalogue, 2: in,
No. 268.

NEW ENGLAND, COUNCIL FOR.

A BRIEFE RELATION OF THE DISCOVERY AND PLANTATION
OF NEW ENGLAND. LONDON, by John Haviland, to be fold by William

Bladen, 1622. [394]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4
leaves (the first blank and genuine) ; B, C,

D, E, each 4 leaves (the last blank and lack

ing) ; total 20 unnumbered leaves. Leaf

A 3 is marked A 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf], [A]; [title, as reproduced; See

No. 394], recto of [A 2]; [blank], verso

of [A 2]; [epistle dedicatory, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

TO
|

THE
PRINCE

|

his Highnefle. | |
, [signed]

|

Your Highnefle humble feruants,
|

The
Prefident and Councell |of NEW-ENGLAND.

|
, recto of A 3 to verso of

[
A 4] ; [text,

with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece]

|

A briefe
|

RELATION
|

OF THE DIS

COVERY
]

AND PLANTATION
|

of Nfw Eng
land. / I

, recto of B to verso of [C 4] ;

|

The Clime and condition of the / Coun

try, and the prefent eftate
| of our affaires

there./, recto of D to recto of [04];
[heading] | 1

The Platforme of the gou-

ern-/ment, and Diuifions of the Tern-
|

tories in generall. / |,
verso of [04]

to recto of [3]; [i blank leaf, lack-

ing], [E4].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x 5tt6 inches

at bottom, 7 x $% inches at top. Bound

in light brown crushed levant morocco,

gilt edges ; by Riviere.

This is an official publication of the Council for New England, giving a statement

of the early phases of New England history from 1607 to 1622.

It is one of the earliest and most important of the early books relating to the

discovery and colonization in Massachusetts.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) ;

Huth ; John Carter Brown
;
Lenox

;
Li

brary Company of Philadelphia 5 and Ayer
Libraries.

REFERENCES : Winsor, Earliest Sources,

pp. 6-7 ; Huth, Catalogue, 3 : 1026 ;

Sabin, 13, No. 52619.
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1622 Council of New England NO. 394

A briefe Relation

OF THE

DISCOVERY
AND PLANTATION

O F

NEW ENGLAND.-
AND

OF SVNDRY ACCIDENTS
THEREIN QCCVRRING, FROM

the yeere ofour Lotd M. DC.vu. to this

prefent M. D c. x x i r.

Together with the ftate thereofas now ftanckch ;

the general! forme ofgouernment intended ; and the

diuifion ofthe whole Terficorie into Coun

ties, Barouries, <3cc.

L ON DON,
Printed by John Hati/and, and are to be

foldby Wi LLIAM BLADE N,
M. D C. X x J J,

No. 394. TITLE-PAGE OF A BRIEFE RELATION OF NEW ENGLAND ; 1622.
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No. 395 Captain John Smith 1622

SMITH, Captain JOHN. (b. 1580,^. 1631.)

NEW ENGLANDS TRIALS. LONDON, William lones, 1622. [395]

Small 410. Second Edition.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B,

C, D, each 4 leaves ;
total 1 6 unnumbered

leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-

page, as reproduced; See No. 395], recto

of [A]; [blank], verso of [A]; [dedi

cation, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] TO THE MOST
|

HIGH AND
EXCEL-

|

LENT PRINCE CHARLES, / Prince

of Wales ; Duke of Cornwall, Yorke, /
and Albanie ; Marquis of Ormond, and

Rothfey ; / and Earle Palatine of Chefter ;

Heire of
|

Great Britaine, France, and
|

Ireland, Sec.
\ [signed] |

Tour HighneJJe

true and /faithfull feruant, / lo. Smith.
|

,

recto and verso of A a; [second dedi

cation, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |

TO THE RIGHT
|

HONOR-

The British Museum -Lefferts copy, with library-stamps and ex-libris.

The present work is an enlargement of the First Edition, which was printed in

1620, and was intended as a sort of sequel to the author's Description of New

England. Smith gives a short account of the settlement at Plymouth, and adds a letter

by William Hilton, dated December 20, 1621, which supplements Mourt's Relation.

This tract was issued in a facsimile reprint, of sixty copies, by John Carter Brown,

in 1867; and was reprinted by Peter Force in his Tracts, Vol. 2, No. 11. ; and by

Arber in his reprint of Smith's Works, l: 248-272.

ABLE AND
|

RIGHT WORTHY ADVEN-
|

turers, to all Plantations and Difco-
| ueries,

their friends and well-willers,
| efpecially

of Virginia and
|

Neiu England. /
*

1t
*

|

[signed] |

Yours to command,
|

lo. Smith. / ,

recto and verso of AS; [conventional

tail-piece], verso of A 3; [text, with

heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

NEW ENGLANDS
|
TRIALS, AND

PRE-
|

SENT ESTATE.
|
, TCCtO of

[
A 4] to

verso of [D 4] .

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6% x s%
inches. Bound in red levant morocco, blue

levant doublure elaborately tooled, gilt

edges ; by W. Pratt for H. Stevens & Son,

1888. With library stamps of the British

Museum on verso of title-page and bottom

of last page.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum (2) ;

John Carter Brown
;
Lenox (Brinley copy) ;

Library Company of Philadelphia ;
New-

berry ;
and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Winsor, Earliest Sources,

p. 6; Winsor, 3: an; Hazlitt, Collec

tions, id series, p. 563.

[WATERHOUSE, EDWARD.] (/. 1622.)

A DECLARATION OF THE STATE OF THE COLONY AND AF
FAIRES IN VIRGINIA. LONDON, by G. Eld, for Robert Mylbourne, 1622.

[396]

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [blank],
recto of [A] ; [two seals, placed side by

Small 4to.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, each 4 leaves (the last

blank and genuine) ;
total 32 leaves.

side, on upper half of page, with printer's

rule above and below, the first with in-

AMZRICANA C9073 CHUUCH CATALOGUE



1622 Edward Waterbouse No. 396

scription] |

BRITANLffi * FRANCIS heading] |

TO THE HONrable
|

COM
DEX # HIBERNI-ffi * SIGILVM * PANIE OF

|

VIRGINIA, [[signed] |

EDWARD
REGIS * MAGN./E *

| [the other with WATERHOVSE.
|
, recto of A 3 to recto of

inscription] |

SVO * VIRGINIA * PRO * [A 4] j [errata, with heading] |

Faults

CONSILIO* |,
verso of [A]; [title,

as in printing are thus to be amended, [[with

reproduced 5 See ^o. 396], recto of [A 2]; type-ornament border above and below],

[blank], verso of [A 2]; [epistle, with verso of [A 4]; [text, with heading]]

NEW ENGLANDS
TRIALS.

Declaring the faccefle of 80 Ships

employed thither within thefe eight yeares;

and the benefit ofthat Countrey by Sea
and

Withthe prefent
eftate ofthat happie Plan

tation, begun but by 60 weake men
in the JCAK 1620.

And how to build aFlecte ofgood Shippcj
to make.* littk Haute Rojdt.

Written by Captame/*/7Sm/r&,fometime$Go-
uernour ofVirginia and Adoairall

The fecond Edition.

LONDON,
Printed by WILLIAM IONES.

1622.
No. 395. TITLE-PAGE OF SMITH'S NEW ENGLANDS TRIALS ; 1622.
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No. 396 Edward Waterbouse 1622

DECLARATION
O F

THE STATE OF THE
Colony and Affaires ml^l RGINIA.

WITH
A RELATION OF THE BARBA-
rous Maffacreinthc time of peace and League,

trcacheroufly executed by the Natiuc Infidels

vpoii the Englifli,the 7* of c^lnrcAlaft.

Togctherwitb the names ofthofe that were then raaflacredj

tnatthcjriawfullheyres, by this notice giucn, may take order

far tht inheriting of tbtir Uudt And eft/ltfs
in

VIRGINIA

A TREATISE ANNEXED,
Writwnby that learned MathematicianMr

. Hejtrj

f, of the Norrhwcft paflage to the South Sea

ifeough die Continent of Virgini*, and

ABb a Commemoration offuchworthy BencfaQoi-s^s hauccon-
tribu ted the ir Chrifban Ch ari tic towards dieaduancement ofthe Colony.

intends to got
to VIRGINIA

Publflhed by Authorities

Imprint
cd at Londonby G.SIA* for Robert Melbourne, and are tobe

fold at his fl iop,at thegreat South doorc offanit. 1612.

No. 396. TITLE-PAGE OF WATERHOUSE'S DECLARATION; 1622.
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1622 Edward Waterbouse No. 396

A
|

DECLARATION
|

of the ftate of the

Colonie and
|

Affaires in VIRGINIA. / , pp.

1-34; [list
of names, with heading] |

Here following is fet downe a true
|

Lift of

the names of all thofe that were maf-|facred

by the treachery of the Sauages in
|

VIR

GINIA, the 22 March laft.
|

, pp. 35-43;

[blank], p. [44]; [treatise,
with head

ing] |

A TREATISE
|

OF THE NORTH
WEST

| Paflage to the South Sea, through
|

the Continent of VIRGINIA/and by Fretum

Hudfon. / [signed] |

H. B./, pp. 45-50 ;

|

A MEMORIALL OF
|
Religious Chari-

tie excercifed on
| Virginia to the glory of

God and good | example of men, thefe

three laft yeares, |
1619. 1620. 1621.

|

,

PP- 51-545 [' Wank leaf], [H 4 ].

BROADSIDE : folding sheet, with head

ing:! THE INCONVENIENCIES
|

THAT HAVE HAPPENED TO SOME
PER- 1 SONS WHICH HAVE TRANSPORTED

THEMSELVES
|

from England to Virginia,

without prouifions neceflary to fuftaine

themfelues, hath greatly kindred the Prog-

rejfe of that noble Plantation : For preuention

ofthe like diforders / heereafter, that no man

fuffer, either through ignorance or mifmfor-

mation
;

it is thought re-
| quifite to pub-

lifli this mort declaration : wherein is con

tained a particular of fuch necef-
| faries, as

either priuate families orJingle perfonsJhall
haue caufe to furni/h themfelues 'with, for
their better/fupport at their firfl landing in

Virginia j 'whereby alfo greater numbers may
receiue in part, / directions ho<w to prouide
themselues. / ; imprint at bottom :

| Imprinted
at London by FELIX KYNGSTON. 1 622.

|
;

size, isMiXioU inches; facing verso of

[A4]-
CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x s'/ie in

ches. Bound in brown crushed levant

morocco, gilt edges ; by Riviere.

This Declaration was collected from "the relation of some of those that were

beholders of that tragedy," and from the letters sent to the Virginia Company by

Waterhouse, who was secretary of the Virginia Company in 1621. It was written

to correct wrong impressions and to encourage the enterprise, and gives an account of

the massacre of March 22, 1622.

"No generous Spirit will forbeare to goe on for this accident that hath hapned to

the Plantation, but proceed rather chearfully in this honorable Enterprize, fince the dif-

couery of their bruitifh falfhood will proue (as mall appeare by this Treatife follow

ing) many waies aduantageable to vs, and make this forewarning a forearming for euer

to preuent a greater mifchiefe."

The broadside inserted before the text is a list of requirements published by the

Company before the massacre, in making preparations for the coming year. It gives

a list of necessary articles of " Afparrel!, fifluall, Armes, Tooles, and Houjhold

Implements," which with cost of passage and freight amounts to 20. As induce

ments to settlers it is stated that " whofoeuer tranfports himfelfe or any other, at his

owne charge vnto Virginia, mail for each perfon fo tranfported before Midfummer

1625. haue to him and his heires for euer fifty Acres of Land vpon a firft, and fifty

Acres vpon a fecond diuifion."

OTHER COPIES: British Museum;
Lambeth Palace

; Harvard University ; John
Carter Brown; Lenox; New York Historical

Society; Library of Congress; Halsey ;
and Hazlitt, Collections, 2d series, p. 635.

Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES : Records of the Virginia

Company, i: 152, No. 293; Brown, First

Republic, pp. 486-488; Winsor, 3 : 163 ;

AMERICANA CHURCH CATALOGUI



No. 397 Sir Richard Wbilbourne 1622

WHITBOURNE, Sir RICHARD, (fl. 1579-1627.)

A DISCOVRSE AND DISCOVERY OF NEW-FOUND-LAND. LONDON,

Felix Kingston, 1622. \ [397]

Small 410. Second Edition.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, 4
leaves (the last blank and lacking) ; B, C, D,

E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R,

S, T, each 4 leaves; total 76 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title, as

reproduced; See No. 397], recto of [A];

[coat of arms, with inscription ] |
jg HONI {g

SOIT S QVI gg MAL Y PENSE gg
|

[and] |

DIEV ET MON DROIT
|

, verso of [A];

[recommendation for the distribution of

the book], recto and verso of A 2
;

|

The
names of fome, who haue vndertaken to

|

helpe and aduance his Maiefties Plantation

in
|

the New-found-land, -viz. / [signed] |

R.

VV.
| , recto and verso of A 3 ; [blank and

lacking], recto and verso of[A 4]; [epistle

dedicatory, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

TO THE HIGH
|

AND
MIGHTIE PRINCE,

| IAMES, BY THE
GRACE OF

|
God, King of great Brittaine,

France
|

and Ireland, Defender ofthe/ Faith,

6fr . / [signed ] |

Your Majesties moft humble

/ and faithfull Subiefl, / RICHARD WHIT-
BOVRNE.

|
, recto of B to verso of B 2 ;

[dedication, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

fa his Maiefties good/SubieSs./

[signed] |

Your louing friend,
|

R. W. / ,

recto of B 3 to verso of [84]; [pref

ace, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |

THE PREFACE,
|

BEING AN

INDVC-
|

tion to the following |

Difcourfe.

|, recto of C to verso of [C4]; [text,

with heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

A RELATION
|

OF THE NEVV-FOVND-

LAND, |

with a more ample difcouery of that

Countrey, then
|

euer was yet fet foorth to

the open view ; together with
|

the Briefes of

fuch preferments, as lucre there taken to/

the vfe of your Maiejiie, by i/ertue of a

CommiJJion / under the Broad Scale of the

Admiraltie, |

directed to me RICHARD
|

WHITBOVRNE.
|
, pp. 1-71 [wrongly

numbered 101]; [blank], p. [72]; |

[conventional head-piece]] THE SECOND

|

MOTIVE AND INDVCE-
|
ment, as a louing

inuitation to all his Ma-
|

iefties Subiefts
;

mewing the particular charge for
| victualing

forth a Ship of 100. funs burthen, 'with

40. \perfons, for the aduancing of his Maief
ties moft hopefull/Plantation in the New
found Land ; and likewife

|

what yerely
benefit may accrue thereby vnto

|

fuch as

mall bee Aduenturers therein
;

as
|

alfo

fome other grants which will
|

bee granted
ijnto euery fuch / Aduenturer. / [ signed ] |

Euer thine for my Countries good, |

RICH

ARD WHITBOVRNE.
| , pp. 73-76; |

[conventional head-piece] |

A LOVING
IN-|VITATION TO ALL

|

HIS MAIES-

TIES
|

SVBIECTS.
|
, pp. 77-107 ; [conclu-

sion, with heading] | [conventional head

piece] |

A Conclufion to theformer Difcourfe,/

containing a particular defcription and
|

re

lation of fomthing omitted, touching the

Na-
|

tiues of that Countrey : As alfo of a

ftrange
|

Creature feene there ; and likewife

the reafon
| why I haue not fet forth a Map

of the New-found-/ land in this Booke.
|

[signed]|R. W. |, pp. [io8]-[iia] }

[letter,
with heading] | [conventional head

piece] [

A Letter from Captaine Ediuard

Wynne, Go-
|

uernour of the Colony at Ferry-

land, within the/ Prouince of Aualon, in

Newfound-land, vnto
|

the Right Honourable

Sir GEORGE CALVERT
| Knight, his Maiefties

Principall Secre-
| tary. luly 1622.

| [signed]

/ Your Honours mojt humble and /faitA-

fullferuant,/EDWAf.v WYNNE.
| [dated]]

Ferryland 28. luly 1621. |, pp. 1-4; |

Another Letter to Mafter Secretary Caluert,

\from Captaine Daniel Powell, itiho con-/

dueled the nenu fupply of men, that 'went

/for the Plantation, the laft Spring, dated

// Ferryland 28. luly 1622.
| [signed] |

Your Honours humbly / at command,
\

Daniel

Powel. [[dated]] Ferryland 28. [luly 1622.

1
1 PP- 5-7 j I [conventional head-piece] |

Another Letter to Mafter Secretary Caluert,
|

from Captaine Wynne, of the 1 7. of Aug-

AMERICAN A. VOL. II. 58 [9113 CHURCH CATALOGO*



!622 Sir Richard Wbitbourne No. 397

i

, t

i i

i

!

I

DISCOVRSE
AND DISCOVERY
OF NEVV-FOVND-LAND, WITH
many reafons to proouc how worthy and bcne-

ficiall a Plaittattonmaj
there bemade, afterafar

better manner than now it is.

TOGETHER WITH THE LAYING
OPEN OF CERTA1NE ENORMITIES

and abufes committed by Tome that trade to that

Cemtrej.attdthtmeanes laiddnnufir

reformation thereof,

Writtenby Captaine
- Exmoiuh,#/0 County

hjb:d by Authority.

Asalfo.aalnuintion: and likcwifcccrtainc Letters feat

from that Counrrey ; which arc printed in the

latterfartof thitBookf*

Imprinted at London by Felix King8.Qn.^6^^^

No. 397. TITLE-PAGE OF WHITBOURNE'S DISCOVRSE; 1622.
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No. 397 Sir Richard Wbttbourne 1622

H/?,/I 622. | [signed] |

Your Honours moft

hum-/ble, thankefull andfaith-/fullferuant,

|

EDWARD WYNNE.
| [dated] Ferryland

17.
| Auguft. 1622.

|
, pp. 8-12 ;

|

The
names of all thofe that (lay with

|

me this

yeere. |,p. 12 ; |

A Copy ofa Letter from
N. H. a Gentleman Ii-/uing at Ferryland
in New-found-land, to / a worthy friend

VV. P. of the 1 8. of Auguft, / 1622.
|

[signed] Your feruant to bee/ commanded,

|

N. H.
| [dated] | Ferryland, 18.

| Aug
uft. 1622.

|, pp. 13-15 ; [blank], p. [16].

Page 35 is wrongly numbered 3; 70 is

100 ; and 71 is 101.

BROADSIDE : Inserted is a broadside sheet,

containing the Bishop of London's request

to all Archdeacons, Deanes, Parsons, Vicars,

etc. , in the Diocese of London, to solicit

contributions in favor of Captain Whitbourne

to reimburse the expense of printing this

book
; signed

| George London. / and dated
|

. . . Giuen at my Palace at London, the

1 6. of September. 1622.]; size, 1214 x 6ya
inches ; strengthened in the folds with

muslin; inserted at the end of the book.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7Vi x 5^9
inches. Bound in green levant morocco,

gilt inside borders, gilt edges j by the Club

Bindery.

The LefFerts copy, with ex-libris.

This is the Second Edition, enlarged with " A Loving Invitation
' '

appended
instead of being issued separately. It also contains at the end 1 5 pages of letters

from Newfoundland, dated in 1622, and gives the only account of Avalon, the

colony founded by Sir George Calvert, and abandoned in favor of Maryland.

Inserted, at the end, is a broadside, one page folio, dated Sept. 16, 1622, and signed

by the Bishop of London, furthering a request from the Archbishop of Canterbury for

all clergymen to take up collections for the reimbursement of Whitbourne and the

advancement of the Newfoundland plantation. There were two editions of this

broadside, one, a copy of which is in the Lenox Library, having no printed matter

after the signature. The present copy reads as follows: [signed] |
George London./

Any Parator or other perfon that Jhall bring this Letter / with the Booke vnto any

Parijh, is agreed toithall for / bis paines therein beforehand, that none fucb Jhall re- /
ceiue any of the money that jbalte collefleJ, as abouefaid./.

OTHER COPIES : Boston Public
; John

Carter Brown ; Connecticut Historical So

ciety ; American Geographical Society 5

New York Historical Society; Hoe; Library

Company of Philadelphia ; Library of Con

gress ; and Ayer Libraries.

REFERENCES: Hoe, Catalogue, 5: no;
Winsor, 8: 188.

WHITBOURNE, Sir RICHARD, (fl. 1579-1627.)

A DISCOVRSE CONTAINING A LOVING INVITATION.
Felix Kyngston, 1622.

LONDON,

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves (the last blank

and genuine); total 28 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title,
as

reproduced; See No. 398], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedicatory,

with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

TO THE RIGHT|HONOVRABLE
HENRY LORD

|
CARY, Vifcount of Faulk-

land, Controller of I his Maiesties houfehold,

and one of his Ma- J iefties moft Honourable

AMERICANA CHURCH CATALOGUE



1622 Sir Richard WUtbourne No. 398

priuie/ Councell. / [signed] |

Your Lord/hips, for my Countries good, |

RICHARD WHIT-

in all duty and/ humbleneffe to be com- BOVRN E.
|,

verso of A 3 to verso of [A 4];

manded, /RICHARD WHITBOVRNE.
|,

recto [text, with heading] | [type-ornament head-

of Ai to recto of A 3;[ preface, with piece] |

A LOVING IN-
|

VITATION

heading] [type-ornament head-piece] |

TO TO ALL
|

his Maiefties louing Subiefts,
|

THE READER.
| [signed] |

Euer thine, for their generall good, /[signed] |

RICH.

A
DISCOVRSE
CONTAINING
A LOVING INVITATION
both Honourable, and profitable to all

fuchasfhallbc Aduenturers,either in pcrfon 5

purfeyfor
the aduancement ofhis <JMa-

ieftiet mofl bopefull Plantation in the

N B W-F O V N D-L A N D,

lately vndcrcakcn.

WRITTEN BY CAPTAINE
RICHARD WHITBOVRNE of Exmouth,

inthe County of Deuon.

Imprinted atLondon by Felix A)77#0#
in Patcr-noftcr-Row. 1622.

No. 398. TITLE-PAGE OF WHITBOURNE'S LOVING INVITATION; 1622.
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No. 398 Sir Richard Wbitbourne 1622

WHITBOVRNE.
|

, pp. 1-46; [i blank inches. Bound in green crushed levant

leaf], [64], morocco, with gilt center ornament, gilt

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 7Vie x 5% edges; by Riviere.

This tract was printed separately and afterwards appended to the 1622 and 1623

editions of the Discourse and Discovery of New-found-land (our No. 397).

OTHER COPIES: John Carter Brown; REFERENCE: Winsor, 8: 188.

and Lenox Libraries.

A TRVE RELATION OF THAT WHICH LATELY HAPNED
TO THE GREAT SPANISH FLEET, AND GALEONS OF TERRA
FIRMA IN AMERICA. LONDON, /r Nathaniel Butter, Nicholas Bourne, anil

William Shefard, 1623. [399]

Small 4to. A RELATION
|

OF THE SVCCESSE
|

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C, of the Galeons, and the whole
|

Fleet of

D, each 4 leaves (the last blank and sub- Terra Firma. / , pp. 1-26 [wrongly num-

stituted); total 16 leaves. bered z8]; | FINIS.), p. 26; [i
blank

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [title, as leaf], [D4].

reproduced; See No. 399], recto of [A]; Pages 5-26 are wrongly numbered 7-18.

[blank], verso of [A]; | [type-ornament CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 x S/ie inches,

head-piece] |

The Printer to the Reader. / Bound in dark brown crushed levant mo-

|
, recto and verso of A 2

; [text, rocco, panelled sides with gilt borders, gilt

with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

inside borders, gilt edges ; by David.

On the 22d of August, 1622, the whole fleet of Terra Firma assembled them

selves in the port of Havana. On Sunday the 4th of September they weighed anchor

and sailed. There were twenty-eight ships with their Admiral; eight galleons; three

pinnaces; and other attendants upon the fleet, with their consorts. A tempest arose

on Monday and continued until Tuesday. Those that were able put back to Havana.

Nine vessels were lost. On two galleons, called Our Lady of Allocha and Santa

Margarita, were 462 persons, 391 of whom were lost. No mention is made of the

number lost on the remaining ships.

We are unable to learn of any other copy, nor have we been able to find any

record of the work.

ALEXANDER, Sir WILLIAM, Earl of Stirling, (b.
c. 1567, d. 1640.)

AN ENCOVRAGEMENT TO COLONIES. LONDON, William Stansty,

1624. [400]

Small 410. COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4 leaf], [A]; [title-page, as reproduced;

leaves (the first, probably blank, lacking); See No. 400], recto of [A 2] ; [blank],

B, C, D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves; total 28 verso of [A 2]; [dedication,
with head-

leaves. Leaf G 3 has no signature-mark. ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

TO THE

AMERICANA Q 915 ] CHBRCH CATALOGUI



3 A True Relation No. 399

A'TRVE-

RELATION
OB THAT WHICH
LATELY RAPRED TO

ffie'great Spariifh Fket, tandj3a>

'cens pf Terrafirm* in JMcric4._

<w i r .H;

Many^ftrange^DeliuenesloLCaptaincs,
and Souldiers inthe tcoipeftrand other teuurk

able.Accidents, worthy the

A Catalogueof thofe perfons of account ^ which

cytnec pcriflied inihisTcmpeA,orwttcmira-
'

culoufly pr c fcritcd.

Faithfully tranflatedoutojtheSpani/h Ongi*
fcyririteddndtyllilbedin Madrid, Sc-

Vil, Lilhbone, Andether^ACa.

L O N D O X-
Printed fpr Nathamel Butter* Nicholas Bottru

No. 399. TITLE-PAGE OF A TRVE RELATION; 1623.
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Encouragement
TO

COLONIES
Sir WILLIAM ALEXANDER,

KNIGHT.
\jflttv erit turn Tiff/is,

deU3os Hero***

LONDON
Printed by William

X 6 a 4>

No. 400. TITLE-PAGE OF ALEXANDER'S ENCOVRAGEMENT TO COLONIES; 1624.
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1624 Sir William Alexander No. 400

MOST
|

EXCELLENT
|

PRINCE.
| [signe

|

Your Highnefle moft humble
|

and af-

feaionate Seruant,
|

W. A. / , recto of A 3

to recto of [A 4] ; [blank], verso of

[A 4]; [text, with heading] ([conven
tional head-piece] |

AN
|

ENCOVRAGE-
MENT

|

TO COLONIES.
|

, pp. 1-47 ;

_
| |

FINIS.
| | | , p. 475

-[blank], p. [48].

MAP : Folding map of New England;

size, 9% x 1 3ft, inches
; 4% inches =150

English Leagues; racing verso of [A 4].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6i?i a x 5

inches. Bound in light brown morocco,

gilt inside borders, gilt edges ; by Macken

zie.
|

Hen: C. Murphy |

written in ink on

front fly-leaf and
|

afterwards Earl of Stir

ling | following the author's name on the

title-page.

The Murphy-Kalbfleisch-Lefferts copy.

This is a record of the Earl of Stirling's unsuccessful attempt to found a Scotch

colony in Nova Scotia, to which he gave its name. It gives some account of the

French settlement in New France. Some copies bear the date of 1625. The

unsold sheets were reissued, without the dedication, in 1630, with a new title, as

The Mapp and Defcription of New England (our No. 414).

The map displays the country from Cape Cod to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and

contains the names of twenty patentees among whom the country was divided by

the Council for New England, at Greenwich, in the presence of the King, on Sun

day, June 29, 1623. An enlarged copy of this map may be found in the fourth

volume of Purchas. On this map, the Bay of Fundy is named Argals Bay. New

Brunswick and Nova Scotia are together called
|

NEW
]
SCOT-

|

LANDE
|
. The only

settlements indicated on it are Kebec and Tadoufac. Winsor, in his Narrative and

Critical History (3 : 306) , gives a reduced facsimile of the western portion of this map.

OTHER COPIES: Harvard; John Carter

Brown; and Columbia University
Libraries.

REFERENCES : Winsor, Earliest Sources,

p. 10 ;
American Antiquarian Society,

Proceedings, April, 1867, p. 96*; same,

October, 1875, P- S 1 (with facsimile of

map).

DONNE, JOHN. (b. 1573, d- l63 x
-)

A SERMON . . . PREACHED TO THE HONOVRABLE COMPANY
OF THE VIRGINIAN PLANTATION, 13. NOVEMB. 1622. LONDON,

Thomas lanes, 1624. [401]

Small 410. Second Edition. Printed

with side-notes. The letterpress is enclosed

in a single-rule border, with separate spaces
for pagination (at top) and side-notes.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, 4
leaves (the first blank and lacking) ; B, C,

D, E, F, G, each 4 leaves; total 28

leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf], [A]; [title,
as reproduced; See No.

40:], recto of [A a]; [blank], verso of

[A 2] ; [dedication, with heading] | [type-

ornament head-piece] [

TO
|

THE HON
OVRABLE

|
COMPANIE OF THE

|

VIRGINIAN PLAN-|TATION. |

[signed] |

Your humble Seruant
|

in Chrift

lefus,
|

IOHN DONNE.
|

, recto and verso of

AS; [text, with heading] | [type-orna

ment head-piece] |

ACTS. i. 8.
|

But yee

Jhall receiue power after that the/ HOLY

AMERICANA C9183 CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 401 John Donne 1624

SERMON
VPON

THE EIGHT
V ERE OF THE FlRST
CHAPTER OP THE ACTS

OF THI APOSTLI*.

Preached

To the Honourable Company of the

VIRGINIAN PLANTATION)

By

IOHN DONNE Deaneof Saint

) LONDON,

LONDON,
Printed for Thomas lanes, i 6 i 4.

No. 401. TITLE-PACE OF DONNE'S SERMON TO THE HONOVRABLE COMPANY; 1624.
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GHOST is come 'upon /you, and yee Jhall bee CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7149 x 5%

ivitne/es vnto / mec both in lerufalem, and inches. Bound in black levant morocco,

in all ludea, and in Samaria, and vnto the gilt inside borders, gilt edges ; by W. Pratt

/vttermoft part of the Earth. /, pp. 1-49 5
for H. Stevens & Son, 1899.

_
| 1

pans. / 1
, P . 49 5

-
[blank],

p. [S o].

The First Edition of this sermon appeared in 1622.

This is the second of a collection of sermons, by John Donne, published under the

general title:
|

FIVE
|

SERMONS
|
VPON

|
SPECIALL

|
OCCASIONS.

| (Viz,} \

i . A Sermon preached at Pauls Crofle.
|
2. To the Honorable the Virginia Com

pany | 3. At the Confecration of Lincolnes Inne / Chappell. | 4. The firft Sermon

preached to K. Charles /at S' lames, 1625. | 5. A Sermon preached to his Maieftie

at
| White-ball, 24. Febr. 1625. | \By IOHN DONNE Deane of'/ Saint Pauls,

London. / /LONDON,/ Printed for THOMAS ZONES, and are to bee
|

fold at the

Signe of the Blacke Rauen in the
|

Strand. 1626.
|

.

Donne was admitted into the Virginia Company of London, July 3, 1622. On

October 2d he was selected to preach the annual sermon before the Company, which

he did at St. Michael's Church, Cornhill, on the I3th of the following November.

" The Company had not succeeded in its trading ventures as well as the share

holders had expected it would. Such men as Lord Southampton, Sir Edward Sandys,

and Nicholas Ferrar were animated by a loftier ambition than the mere lust of gain,

and there were troublous times coming. Donne's sermon struck a note in full

sympathy with the larger views and nobler aims of the minority. His sermon may
be truly described as the first missionary sermon printed in the English language.

The original edition was at once absorbed. The same is true of every other sermon

printed during Donne's lifetime; in their original shape they are extremely scarce.

The truth is that as a preacher at this time Donne stood almost alone."

The Virginia Company was composed of a large number of the nobility, gentry,

London merchants, and clergy, and was begun partly as a commercial and partly as a

philanthropic or missionary undertaking. Owing to gross mismanagement during the

first ten years of its existence, it proved unsuccessful. This state of its affairs divided

its members into two parties, who opposed each other with great bitterness. It was at

this time that the saintly Nicholas Ferrar, called on to administer the estate of his' father,

found it necessary to look closely into the accounts of the Company, his father having

been one of its founders and largest shareholders. Ferrar and his enthusiastic friends

tried to bring the religious and missionary element of the enterprise into still greater

prominence than had been done even from the beginning, and it was no doubt through

his efforts, together with those of Lord Southampton, Shakespeare's early friend and

patron, who had been appointed treasurer in 1622, that an invitation was extended to

Donne to preach before the Company and urge the adventurers to influence the natives

by their godliness and religion.

OTHER COPIES : Boston Athenaeum. Republic, p. 490 ; Dictionary of National

REFERENCES: Records of the Virginia Biography, 15 1129.

Company, i: 161, No. 375; Brown, First
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No. 401 A Samuel Purcbas 1624

PURCHAS, SAMUEL, (i.e. 1575, d. 1626.)

PVRCHAS HIS PILGRIMES. IN FIVE BOOKES. LONDON, by William

Stansby for Henrie Fetberftone, 1624. 5 vols., folio, viz. : [401 A]

VOL. i. FIRST

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : If, a, A,

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,

P, Q, each 6 leaves ; R, 4 leaves (the last,

probably blank, lacking); S, 4 leaves; Aa
to Zz, Aaa to Zzz, Aaaa to Pppp, each

6 leaves ; Qqqq, a leaves
; a, b, c, each

4 leaves ;
total 496 leaves. Leaf R 3 has

no signature-mark ;
Vv z is Vu 2

;
and

leaf c is marked b.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [engraved

title, as reproduced; See No. 401 A a], recto

of [13; [blank], verso of [f];
[ printed title, as reproduced ;

See No.

401 AA], recto of [If 2] ; [blank], verso

of [If 2]; [epistle dedicatory, with head

ing] [conventional head-piece] |

TO THE
MOST

|

HIGH AND EX-
|

CELLENT
|

PRINCE,
|
CHARLES,

|

PRINCE OF/
WALES.

|

Moft Excellent Prince,
| [signed]

|

Your HighneiTe |

moft humbly |

deuoted
|

SAMVEL PVRCHAS.
| ,recto and verso of ^f 3 ;

| [conventional head-piece] |

To the Reader.

|, recto of [If 4] to verso of [1f 6] ;
|

| [conventional tail-piece] |
|
,

verso of [If 6] ; [table] | [conventional

head-piece] |

THE CONTENTS OF
THE

|

CHAPTERS AND PARA
GRAPHS

|

IN THE FIRST BOOKE OF THE
FIRST

|

PART OF PVRCHAS HIS
|

PIL

GRIMS./, recto of a to verso of [^5];

[conventional tail-piece], verso of \_A 5] ;

[table of maps, etc., with heading] | [con
ventional head -piece] | Maps and Peeces cut

in Brafse or Wood
|

in the former ten

Bookes.
|
, recto of [^6] ; [blank], verso

of [.46]; [text, with heading] | [conven
tional head-piece]] THE VOYAGES
AND PEREGRINATIONS

|

MADE
BY ANTIENT KINGS,

| PATRIARKES,

APOSTLES, PHILOSO-
|
PHERS, AND OTHERS,

TO AND
|

THOROW THE REMOTER PARTS
|

of the knowne World :
| Enquiries alfo of

Languages and Religions, efpecially/ of the

moderne diuerfified Profeflions of
|

CHRIS-

ISSUE. 1624.

TIANITIE.
|

THE FIRST BOOKE. /, pp.

1-186;
I

The end of the firft Booke./,

p. 1 86; [table] | [conventional head

piece] |

AN ALPHABETICALL]
TABLE OF THE PRIN-

|

CIPALL
THINGS CONTAI-

|

NED IN THE FIRST

BOOKE
|

of the firft Part of PVRCHAS
|

his

Pilgrims. /, recto of S to verso of [84] ;

| [conventional head-piece] |

A
|

DESCRIP-
TION OF ALL

|

THE CIRCVM-
NAVIGATIONS OF THE GLOBE.

|

THE
SECOND BOOKS./, pp. 1-1075

|

FINIS./ | [conventional tail-piece] j

|, p. 107 ; [blank], p. [108];

| [conventional head-piece] NAVIGA
TIONS AND

|

VOYAGES OF ENG
LISH-MEN,

|

ALONGST THE COASTS OF
|

AFRICA, to the Cape of GOOD HOPE,
and from

|

thence to the RED SEA, the

ABASSINE,
|
ARABIAN, PERSIAN, INDIAN,

|

Shoares, Continents, and
|

ILANDS.
|

THE
THIRD BOOKE./, pp. 109-332-,

!

[conventional head-piece] |

ENGLISH
VOYAGES BE-

|

YOND THE EAST-
INDIES, TO

|

THE ILANDS OF IAPAN,

CHINA, CAVCHIN -
|
CHINA, THE PHILIPINJE

WITH OTHERS
; |

AND THE INDIAN VAVIGA-

J70WS/FVRTHER PROSECVTED :
|

Their iuft

Commerce, nobly vindicated againft Turk-

ijh / Treachery, <victorioufly defended againft

Portugall Hoftility, / glorioufly aduanced

againft Moorijh and Ethnike Perfidie
;

| hope

fully recouering from Dutch Malignitie ;
|

iuftly maintayned againft ignorant and

ma-
|

licious Calumnie.
|

THE FOURTH
BOOKE./, pp. 333-592 [wrongly num
bered 602]; | [conventional head-piece]!

NAVIGATIONS, VOY-
|
AGES,

TRAFFIQVES, DISCO-
|
VERIES, OF

THE ENGLISH NA-
|

TION IN THE EASTERNS

PARTS
|

OF THE WORLD :
| Continuing the

EngliJh-Indian Occurrents, and contay-|

ning the Englijh Affaires with the Great

SAMORINE, in the
|
Perfian and Arabian

AMERICANA C921] CHURCH CATALOGUE



vori -unto cfocob.and he
tJc with tiny nation, r/al .'147 .

mng a Hiftorj' oftte

vcy^jes.& land

EnjliQunen&

is Wonders in Naturr&Tn:
r

diVaattia oCILm/w aworltl
of-

'

Intel totheTVarU,

Ports, ach conttnmyjiuc

SooW,
Sy SAMVELTVB.CHA5S.D.

No. 401 A a. ENGRAVED TITLE-PAGE OF PURCHAS' His PILGRIMES ; VOL. I; 1624.

Reduced ; original IIH x 7%e inches.



PVRCHAS
H I S

PILGRIMES
f*C FIVS 'BOOTES.

The firft, Contayning the Voyages and Peregrinations made.

fo ancient Kings , Tatriarjgt, Apoftles, Thilofophen t and
others ,

to andthorow the rempter parts of the knowne World :

Enquiries atfo ofLanguages and Religions ,
eJ^eciaHy oftbe

moderne diucrfiflcd Profcfflonsof
'CHRISTIANITIE.

The (econd , A 'Defcription of all the (jrcum-^fauhatiom
of the G L O B E.

The third, Nauigations andVoyage* ofEngli/k-men, alongft the: CoafU

ef Africa, to the Cafe o/Gopd Hope, andfrom thence to the Red Sea,
the Abaffine, i^rdun, Pcrfian, Indian, Shoares,

Continents , and Hands.

The fourth, Englifh VojAgei beyond the 6aft Indies, t$ theHands o/fapan,
China, CAitchinchin*, the Vkiliffin* with others , and the Indian Nauig4tions

further profecuted
: Their iuft Commerce, nobly vindicated againft T*rkifl>

Treacherie } viflorioufly deended againft Portuj*e Holtilitie
}

glarituflj
tdmutctd gait!?lMowift\<tnd Echnike TtrfiJie ;

hopcfoll)' recoucring from Dutch Malignitie; iuftly maintayncd

ai/unji lyiovmt and aalicwts Ctlanput.

The fifth , Nauigations, Voyages, TrafBqucs.Difcoflcries, ofthe Englijh Nation
in the Etflerneftrts ofthe Wtrld: continuingthe Engli(h'

- Indian ocfurrents,
andcomayning the gngh/b Affaires with the Great Samarine , in the Pi

and AtabuM 6ulfes, and in other^places of thcComincnt, and Ilands of and

beyond the Indies t the fortugalt Attempts , and T)utcl>
Difaftcrs,

diutrs Sta-fii/Hi with bath ; aidmat) other r

RE L A T i o N t.

The Firft Parr.

Vnttt Detis , Vna Veritas*

LONDON
Printed by Wittun Sttnsbj for Htnrie Fetherflone,

and are to be fold at his (hop in

Ptuls Church-yard at the figne
of the Rofe.

1625.

No. 401 Ai. TITLE-PAGE OF PURCHAS His PILGRIMES; VOL. i; 1625.
Reduced ; original 1 01%, x 6% inches.
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Gulfes, and in other places of the
|

Conti

nent, and Hands of and beyond the Indies :

the Portugall | Attempts, and Dutch Dif-

afters, diuers Sea-fights with
|

both
;

and

many other remarkable
|

RELATIONS.
|

THE
FIFTH BOOKE./, p. 593 [wrongly num
bered 603] to p. 736 [wrongly numbered

748]; | [conventional head-piece] |

AN
ALPHABETICALL

|

TABLE OF THE
PRIN-

|

CIPALL THINGS CONTAI-
|

NED IN THE FOVRE LAST
|

Bookes of the

firft Part of PVRCHAS
|

his Pilgrims. /, recto

of a to recto of [c 4] ;
|

FINIS.
|

, LON
DON,

|

Printed by William Stansbjfoi Henry

Fetherftone, and
|

are to bee fold at his Shop
in Pauls Church-

| yard at the figne of the

Rofe.
|

Anno 1615. |, recto of [04];

[blank], verso of [c4].

Page 41 is wrongly numbered 42 ; 46 is

28; 157 is 175; 1 22 is 132; 1 44 is 138;

193 is 19; 221 is 223; 222 is 224; 223
is 225; 224 is 226; 300 is 290; 358 is

348; 411 is 409; 503 is 505; 469-478
are omitted in the pagination ; 636 is 656 ;

643 is 645 ; and 643644 are omitted in

the pagination.

MAPS : i folding Map and 1 3 small

Maps in the text, as follows :

[
i
] Folding map of the Mogul Empire,

with inscription, in center, at the top :
|

A
Description

|

of EAST INDIA
| Conteyning th"

Em- /pire of the Great / MOCOLL. I

; size,

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : \, 2 leaves;

3-[Qqqq], 4 leaves; Rrrr, SOT,

Tttt, Vuuu, Xxxx, Yyyy, Zzzz, Aaaaa to

Zzzzz, Aaaaaa to Zzzzzz, Aaaaaaa to

Zzzzzzz, Aaaaaaaa to Qqqqqqqq, each 6

leaves; aa to ee, each 4 leaves; total 578
leaves.

Leaf Mmmmmmmm 3 is marked
Mmmmmmm 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title] |

PVRCHAS
|

HIS
|

PILGRIMES.
| JN FIVE

BOOKES. /The fixth, Contayning Nauiga-
tions, Voyages, and Land-

[ Difcoueries, with

other Hiftoricall Relations
|

ofAFRICA./The
feuenth, Nauigations, Voyages, and Difcoue
ries of'the/ Sea-Coafts and In-land Regions of

Africa, which is generally |

called ./Ethiopia:

10% x 14% inches; scale, i% inches = 100

Inglijh leagues; between pp. 578 and 579.

Maps printed with the text, with in

scriptions across the top, appear as follows :

[2] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Deferts

and Ifraels Pere- / grination therein./; p.

24.

[3] |

HONDIVS his Map of Saint PAVLS

Peregrination./; p. 57.

[4] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Chriflian

World./; p. 65.

[5] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Nauiga-
tion o/"./*Eneas the Troian.

|
; p. 71.

[6] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Roman

Empire./; p. 74.

[7] |

HONDIVS his Map of Alexanders

Expedition./; p. 85.

[8] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Chriftian

World./; p. 115.

[9] |

I haue heere added for the Read

ers profit and delight this Map |

of lapan,

publifhed by I. HONDIVS.
|

; p. 413.

[10] |

INSULT
|

INDIAE
|

orientalis

| [by Hondius], p. 700.

[n] |

CEILAN
|

infula
| ; p. 712.

[12] |

HONDIVS his Map of Perfia.
| ;

p. 724.

[13] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Eaft
Indies.

| ; p. 732.

[14] |

HONDIVS his Map of Africa.
| ;

p. 748.

VOL. 2. 1625.

by Englim-men, and others, / The eighth,

Peregrinations and Trauels by land in Palef-

tina, Natalia, Syria, / Arabia, Perjia; and

other parts of ASIA./The ninth, Peregrina

tions, and Difcoueries by Land, of Aflyria,

Armenia,
| Perfia, India, Arabia, and other

In-land Countries of Afia, by Englijh-men /
and others; Moderne and Ancient. / The

tenth, Prateritorum, or Difcoueries of the

World, fpecially fuch as in the other Bookes

are omitted./ 1

The Second Part.
[ 1

Unus Deus, Una Veritas. /
1 [ornament ]

| |

LONDON
|

Printed by William

Stansby for Henrie Fetkerflone, and are to

be fold at his mop in
|

Pauls Church-yard at

the figne of the Rofe.
|
1625.

| [enclosed by
two single rules at sides and a single rule at

AMERICANA C924] CHURCH CATALOGUE



No. 401 A Samuel Purcbas 1624

top and bottom], recto of
[*][]; [blank],

verso of [If]; [dedication, with heading] |

[conventional head-piece] |

TO THE HIGH
|

AND MIGHTIE [PRINCE, |
GEORGE,

|

Duke, Marquefle, and Earle of BVCKING-

HAM, |Vifcount VILLIERS, Baron of WHAD

DON,
|

Lord High Admirall of ENGLAND,

luftice /B/Eyre of all his MAIESTIES Forefts,

Parkes, |and Chaces beyond Trent
; /MASTER

of His MAIESTIES Horfe, KNIGHT of the /
moft Noble ORDER of the GARTER, and One
of

|

His MAIESTIES mofl Honorable Priuie /
COVNCELL.

| [signed ] |

Your Graces
| lowly

Orator
|

SAMVEL PVRCHAS
|

,
recto and verso

of If 2
; [text, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] [
NAVIGATIONS, VOYA-

|

GES, AND LAND-DISCO-
|

VERIES,

WITH OTHER HI-
[

STORICALL RELATIONS
|

OF

AFRIKE.
|

THE SIXTH BOOKE./ 1,

pp. 749-1860 ; I I

FINIS.
I I

,

p. 1860; [conventional head-piece] [

AN
ALPHABETICAL!,

|

TABLE OF THE
PRIN-|CIPALL THINGS CONTAI-

|

NED IN THE FIVE BOOKES
|

of the fecond Part

of PVRCHAS
|

his Pilgrims. /, recto of aa to

verso of [663] ;
|

FINIS.
|

, verso of

[
ee 3 ] ; | | [ printer' s device] |

|
LONDON, |

Printed by William Stansby
for Henry Fetherftone, and

|

are to bee fold at

his Shop in Pauls Church-
1 yard at the figne

of the Rofe.
|

Anno 1625.
| |

, recto of

[664]; [blank], verso of
[
ee 4 ]

.

Pages 858 to 1268 are wrongly num
bered 860 to 1270; p. 806 is 804; 885 is

5 8 5i 9'5 's 95 > 1076 is 1066; 1077 is

1067; 1113 is 1013; ii 94 is 119 84; 1241
is 1243; 1313 is 1013; 1366 is 1356;

1451 is 1452; 1463 is 14(14; 1526151536;

1535151525; 1569151570; 1637181636;

16391*51693; 1647151651; 1653151643;

1697151693; 1698151694; 1699151695;

1700151696; i8io!si8oi; 1856151858.
MAPS : 24 small Maps in the text, as

follows :

[i] |

The Map of the Kingdomc of Ma-

rocco, or Mamecos.
| ; p. 768.

[2] |

The Map of the Kingdome of Fez.

I
i P- 7i.

[3] |

HONDIVS hit Map of Barbaric and

Egypt- > P- 8l 7-

[4] |

HONDIVS his Map of Egypt. |
; p.

831.

[5] HONDIVS his Map of Congo. \
; p.

1006.

[6] Map of Abyssinia |

ABISSI-
|

NO-
RUM

|

RGENU
| ; p. 1026.

[7] |

HONDIVS hit Map of Afia.
|

; p.

lilt.

[8] |

HONDIVS his Map of Afia Minor.

I
5 P- "9*-

[9] |

HONDIVS his Map of Terra Sanaa.

I
i P- '*4-

[10] |

HONDIVS his Map o/Sicilia.
|

; p.

1220.

[n] |

HONDIVS his Map of Cyprus. |
;

p. 1221.

[12] I

HONDIVS his Map o/"Spaine. | ; p.

1231.

[13] |

HONDIVS hit Map of Italy. |
; p.

1235.

[14] |

HONDIVS his Map of Germanic. | ;

p. 1244.

[15] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Turkim

Empire. /; p. 1288.

[16] |

HONDIVS his Map o/~Hungarie.
|

;

P- '355-

[17] |

HONDIVS his Map of France.
[ ;

p. 1362.

[18] HONDIVS his Map o/Tranfiluania.

I 5 P- '3 6 3-

[19] |

HONDIVS his Map of Europe. |
;

p. 1369.

[20] HONDIVS his Map of the Ifraelites

peregrination in the Defart. / ; p. 1378.

[21] |

HONDIVS his Map of Candie.
| ;

p. 1384.

[22] |

HONDIVS his Map of Paradife.
| ;

p. 1436.

[23] |

HONDIVS his Map of Guinea.
|

;

p. 1558.

[24] |

HONDIVS his Map of Morea.
[ ;

p. 1836.

Illustrations in the text on pp. 908, 909,

911, 984, 1285, 1298, and 1474.
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VOL. 3. 1625.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : 4 leaves,

without signature-marks (the first, probably

blank, lacking) ;

*
, 6 leaves

; A, 4 leaves ;

B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O,

P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz,

Aaa to Zzz, Aaaa to Zzzz, Aaaaa, each

6 leaves
; Bbbbb, z leaves

;
aaa to hhh,

each 4 leaves ; iii, 2 leaves
;

total 602

leaves.

Leaf R 2 is wrongly marked Q 2
;
R 3

is Q 3 ;
Cc 2 is C 2

;
and the second leaf in

the Table, fff2, is Fff.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf] ; [title] |

PVRCHAS
|

HIS
|

PIL-

GRIMES.
|

IN FIVE BOOKES. /The firft,

Containing Peregrinations and Difcoueries,

in
|

the remoteft North and Eaft parts of

ASIA; called TAR-
|

TARIA and CHINA.
|

The fecond, Peregrinations, Voyages, Dif

coueries, of/ CHINA, TARTARIA, RVSSIA

and other the North and / Eaft parts of the

World, by Englt/h men / and others.
|

The

third, Voyages and Difcoueries of the North

parts of the World, by Land and Sea, in

ASIA, EVROPE; the Polare Regions, and in

the North-welt of| AMERICA. /The fourth,

Englilh Northerns Nauigations, and Dif-

foueries: / Relations of Greenland, Green

land, the North-weft paflage, |

and other

Arftike Regions, with later RVSSIAN Oc-

CVRRENTS.
|

The fifth, Voyages and Traucls

to and in the Ne<w World, /called AMERICA :

Relations of their Pagan Antiquities |

and

of the Regions and Plantations in the North

and / South parts thereof, and of the Seas
|

and Hands adiacent. / |

The Third

Part.
| 1

UnusDeus, UnaVcritas./ 1

[ornament] |

LONDON :
|

Printed by
William Stansby for Henrie Fetherjtone, and

are to be fold at his (hop in
|
Pauls Church

yard at the figne of the Rofe.
| 1625. [ [en

closed by two single rules at the sides and

a single rule at top and bottom], p. [i.];

[blank], p. [ii.]; [dedication, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] TO
|

THE RIGHT
|
HONORABLE, AND

|

RIGHT REVEREND
|

FATHER IN GOD:|IOHN,
, Lord Bifhop of LINCOLN E, Lord Keeper/

of the GREAT SEALE of/ ENGLAND, fife. /

[signed ] |

Tour Lord/hips / moft bounden, /
SAMVEL PVRCHAS. , pp. [iii.]-[v.]; [con
ventional tail-piece], p. [v.]; [blank],

p. [vi.]; [contents, with heading] | [con
ventional head-piece] THE CONTENTS
OF THE

|

CHAPTERS AND PARA
GRAPHS

|

IN THE SECOND BOOKE OF

THE SECOND
|

PART OF PVRCHAS HIS
|

PILGRIMS./, recto of* to verso of [A 3];

[conventional tail-piece], verso of [A 3];

[list of maps, etc., with heading] | [con
ventional head-piece] |

Maps and Peeces cut

in Brafse or Wood
[

in the laft ten Bookes.
|
,

recto of [A 4]; [conventional tail-piece],

recto of [A4]; [blank], verso of [A 4];

[text in 5 books, the first with head

ing] [conventional head-piece] PERE
GRINATIONS

i

AND DISCOVERIES
;

IN THE REMOTEST NORTH AND EAST
|

PARTS OF ASIA, CALLED TARTJRIA AND
|

CHINA. THE FIRST BOOKE. / | ,

pp. 11140; [conventional tail-piece] , p.

1 1 40 ; [table, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

AN ALPHABETICALL
|

TABLE OF THE PRIN-
|

CIPALL
THINGS CONTAI-] NED IN THE FIVE

BOOKES of the third Part of PVRCHAS
[

his

Pilgrims./, recto of aaa to verso of
[iii 2];

-
| |

FINIS.
| |

LONDON, |

Printed by William Stansby for Henry

Fetherjlone, and are to be fold at his Shop
in Pauls Church-yard at the figne of the

Rofe, 1625. , verso of
[iii 2].

The numbers 669698, 1007, and 1008

are omitted in the pagination ; p. 29 is num
bered 21

;
1 08 is 1 06; 137 is 157; 138 is

158; 139 is 159; 1 40 is 160; 217 is 221;
218 is 222; 220 is 200

; 278 is 276; 509 is

409; 637 is 643 ; 747 is 748; 810 is 804;

905 is 907 ; 906 is 908 ; 955 is 963 ; 976
is 979 ; 1041 is 1045 ; 1054 is 1052 ;

and

1085 is 1058.

PLATES : i Plate and 21 Maps, as

follows :

Folding plate, containing a small map of

Greenland in the center, surrounded on the

sides and bottom by engravings, in eleven

compartments, demonstrating the methods

of whale-fishing, the killing of walruses, etc. ;
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size, 1 1^4 x i 3He inches
; 1% inches = i of

latitude
;

mounted on a guard ; between

pp. 471 and 473.

MAPS: [i] Folding map, with inscrip

tion, across the top :
|

THE MAP OF CHI

NA
|

;
a

|

Picture of a China / ivoman / in

the lower right-hand corner
;
a picture of

|

MATHAEUS
|

RICIUS.
|

at the left side, just

above the center ;
and

|

A Picture of a /

Chinefe man / in the lower left-hand corner ;

size, 11% x 14^6 inches; scale, 2 inches =
5 of north latitude

; mounted on a guard ;

between pp. 400 and 401.

[2] Folding map, with inscription, in the

upper left-hand corner :
|

The North part of

| AMERICA] Contemning Newfoundland, new

Eng- / land, Virginia, Florida, new Spaine,

and / Noua Francia, iu>h y riche lies of

Hifpaniola, Cu/ba, Jamaica, and Porto

Rieco, on the Southland upon y Weft the

large and goodly Hand/ of California. The

bonds of it are the Allan- /tick Ocean ony
South and Eaft fidesyfouth /fea ony 'weft

fide and on y North Fretum Hudfon / and
Buttons baye a faire entrance toy neareft /
and moft temperate pafsage to Japa &
China / ; and, in the lower left-hand corner :

|

California sometymes suppofed to be a part

ofy ivefterne continent, / but fcince by a

Spanijh Charte taken byy Hollanders it is

found to be / a goodly Ilande: the length ofthe

west shoare hieing about 500 leagues /from

Cape Mendocino to the South Cape there of
called Cape S' Lucas

; / as appeareth both by

that Spanijh Chart and by the relation of
Francis / Gaule whcras in the ordinarie

Charts it is fett doiune to be 1700 Leagues. /;

in the lower right-hand corner :
|

R: Elftracke

fculpfit / ; size, n^i x 13% inches; scale,

i inch = 5 of longitude at 15 north lati

tude
;
mounted on a guard ; between pp. 852

and 853.

VOL. 4.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: If, 4
leaves (the first, probably blank, lacking) ;

Bbbbb 3-[Bbbbb6], 4 leaves; Ccccc to

Zzzzz, Aaaaaa to Zzzzzz, Aaaaaaa to Zzzzzzz,

Aaaaaaaa, each 6 leaves
; Bbbbbbbb, aaaa

to eeee, each 4 leaves; total 440 leaves.

Leaf Bbbbbb 3 is wrongly marked

Bbbbb 3; and Llllll is Kkkkkk.

Small maps in the text, as follows :

[3] |

HONDIVS his Map o/"Ruflia.
|

; p.

210 (incorrectly numbered 200).

[4] |

HONDIVS his Map of Tartaria.
| ;

p. 234.

[5] |

HONDIVS hit Map of China.
|

; p.

361.

[6] |

HONDIVS his Map of NORVVEGIA
and SVETIA.

| ; p. 620.

[7] |

HONDIVS his Map o/Denmarke.
|

;

p. 622.

[8] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Arctike

Pole, or Northerne World. / ; p. 625.

[9] HONDIVS his Map of BORVSSIA,

or PRVSSIA.
| ; p. 626.

[10] |

HONDIVS his Map of LIVONIA or

LlEFLAND.
I ; p. 627.

[n] I

HONDIVS his Map of LITHVANIA.

I
; P- 62 9-

[12] |

HONDIVS his Map O/"POLONIA. | ;

p. 630.

[13] |

HONDIVS his Map of TAVRICA

CHERSONESVS.
|

; p. 632.

[14] |

HONDIVS his Map of ISLAND.
| ;

p. 644.

[15] |

HONDIVS his Map of Mufcouia.

I i P- 778.

[16] |

HONDIVS his Map of AMERICA.

I i P- 857-

[17] |

HONDIVS his Map of Hifpaniola,

Cuba, &c. / ; p. 861.

[18] |

HONDIVS his Map of Florida.
| ;

p. 869.

[19] |

HONDIVS his Mapof New Spaine.

I
; P- 871-

[20] |

HONDIVS his Map of America

Meridionalis.
|

; p. 882.

[21] |

HONDIVS his Map of the MAGEL
LAN Streight. / ; p. 900.

Also many facsimiles of Mexican paint

ings, pp. 1067-1117.

1625.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [i blank

leaf], [If] ; [title] |

PVRCHAS
|

HIS
|

PILGRIMES.
|

IN FIVE BOOKES. / The

fixth, Contayning Englijh Voyages, to the

Eaft, Weft, |

and South parts of America :

Many Sea and Land Fights, Inuafions
|

and

Victories againft the Spaniards in tkofe parts,

and the / Spanijh Hands, and Coaft Townes
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on this fide ; Plantations
|
in Guiana, and

many Jtrangc aduentures of/ Engli/h-men

amongft the Americans. / The feuenth, Voy

ages to and about the Southerne America,
|

with many Marine Obferuations and Dif-

courfes of thofe Seas
|

and Lands, by Englifh-

men and others. / The eighth, Voyages to

and Land-Trauels in Florida ; Virginia, /
and other parts of the Notherne AMERICA,
French

| Plantings, Spanijh Supplantings ;

EngliJh-Virginian voy- | ages, and to the

Hands AZORES.
|

The ninth, Englilh Plan

tations, Difcoueries, Afis, and/ Occurrents,
in Virginia and Summer Hands, fince the

|

Yeere 1606. till 1614. |

The tenth, Englijh

Difcoueries and Plantations in New Eng
land, / New-found-land

;
with the Patent

and Voyuges to New
|

Scotland : Relations

alfo of the Fleets fet forth by |
Queene

ELIZABETH again/I the Spaniards. | |

The Fourth Part.
|

Unus Deus, Una

Veritas. / -
| [ornament] | |

LON
DON Printed by William Stansby for Henrie

Fetherftone, and are to be fold at his (hop

in
|

Pauls Church-yard at the figne of the

Rofe.
| 1625. | [enclosed by two single rules

at the sides and a single rule at the top and

bottom], recto of
[1[ z] ; [blank], verso

of [Hz]; [epistle dedicatory, with head

ing] | [conventional head-piece] |

TO THE
MOST

|

REVEREND FATHER \IN GOD,

|
GEORGE,

|

Lord Archb. of Canterburie

His Grace, |

Primate of all ENGLAND and

Metropolitan, / One of His MAIESTIES moft

. HONO-
|

RABLE PRIVIE Co VNCELL,
|

His

very good Lord.
| [signed] [

Your Graces

Chap. |

SAMVEL PVRCHAS. , recto of H 3

to recto of [If 4]; [conventional tail

piece], recto of [H 4] ; [blank], verso of

[IT 4] > [text, with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] |

ENGLISH VOYAGES,
|

TO
THE EAST, WEST, AND

|

SOVTH

PARTS OF AMERICA : MANY
|

SEA AND LAND

FIGHTS, INVASIONS
|

AND VICTORIES
AGAINST THE SPANIARDS IN

[

thofe parts,

and the Spanijh Hands, and coaft Townes

on\lhis fide; plantations in GVIANA, and

many / ftrange aduentures of Englijhmen

amongft the
|

AMERICANS.
|

THE SIXTH
BOOKE./, pp. 1141-1973;

| |

FINIS.
| |, p. 1973; [blank],

p. [1974]; [table, with heading] | [con
ventional head-piece] |

AN ALPHABETI-
CALL|TABLEOF THEPRINCIPALL
| things contained in the fine Bookes of the

fourth
|

Part of Purchas his Pilgrimes. |
,

recto of aaaa to recto of
[eeee 4] ;

|

FINIS. |, recto of [eeee 4];[ blank] ,

verso of
[eeee 4].

Page 1193 is wrongly numbered 1181
;

1235 and 1236 are omitted in the pagina

tion; 1245 is wrongly numbered 1241;

1246 is 1242; 1370 is 1368; 1424 is

14445 '435 >s '4'Si '459 is I ^5 1 > *^7
is 1453; 1468 is 1454; 1469 is 1453;

1530 is 1532; 1531 is 1551; 1532 is

1552; 1538 is 1528; 1718 is 1778; 1785
, is 1787; 1791 is 1719; 1799 is 1899;

1833 is 1829; 1887 is 18871; 1922 is

1924; 1943 is 1643; '97 is 1980; and

1971 is 1981.

MAPS : z folding Maps and 2 smaller

Maps in the text, as follows :

[
i
] Large folding map of Virginia, with

(VIRGINIA |

on a ribbon across the top;
and at the bottom, near the center,

| Dif-

couered and Difcribed by Captayn John
Smith / 1606 / Grauen by William Hole/.

In the upper right-hand corner is a picture
of a savage, with inscription beneath :

|

The

Safquef-/ ahanougs/are a Gyant likepeo

ple & |

thus a-/ tyred / ;
and in the upper

left-hand corner is a picture of Powhatan

sitting in state, with inscription beneath :
|

POWHATAN Held this ftate & fajhitn
'when Capt. Smith / ivas deliuered to him

prifoner / 1607 / ; page numbers 1692, at

the top, to the right of the cut of Powliatan,

and 1693, in extreme upper right-hand

corner; graduated border, which is cut

into on the top and right-hand side, and cut

off entirely on the left-hand side; size, 12% x

1 5% inches; between pp. 1690 and 1691. This

is Captain John Smith' s map of Virginia, and

is in its Fifth state, as described in No. 359.

[2] Folding map of NEW FRANCE, NEW
ENGLANDE, NEW SCOTLANDE, NEW FOVND

LANDE, etc.; with the page numbers 1872
and 1873 m upper corners; one-line bor

der; size, gi^ie x 137/46 inches; scale, 4%
inches = 150 Englijh Leagues ; mounted on

a guard; between pp. 1872 and 1873.
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Smaller maps in the text :

[ 3 ] \rtie Map o/England. |

ANGLIA
| ;

p. 1980.

[4] |

The Map of Great Brittaine and

Ireland.
]

ANGLIA Sco-
1

TIA et HIBERNIA| ;

p. 1981.

VOL. 5. SECOND ISSUE. 1626.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES:
^f, ^f^f,

each 6 leaves; A, 8 leaves; B, C, D, E,

F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S,

T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to Zz, Aaa to Zzz,

Aaaa to Pppp, each 6 leaves ; Qqqq, 8

leaves; Rrrr, Sfff, each 6 leaves; Tttt, 8

leaves
; Vuuu, Xxxx, Yyyy, each 4 leaves

;

Zzzz, 6 leaves; total 564 leaves.

Leaf If 2 is wrongly marked H 3 ; A 2 is

Aa 2
;
and Vuu 3 is Vw 3.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title] |

PVRCHAS his PILGRIMAGE. OR/
RELATIONS|OFTHEVVORLD|AND
THE RELIGIONS

|

Obferued in all Ages
and places Difcouered, from the CREATION

/vnto this PRESENT.
|

CONTAYNING A
THEO-|LOGICALL AND GEOGRA-|
phicall Hiftorie of ASIA, AFRICA,

|

and

AMERICA, 'with the / Hands adiacent.
|

De

claring the ancient Religions before the

FLOVD, the
|
Heathenifh, lewifh, and Sara-

cenicall in all Ages fince, in thofe parts |

profejfeJ, 'with their feuerall opinions, Idols,

Oracles, Temples, Priefts, / Fafts, Feafts,

Sacrifices, and Rites Religious: Their be-
1

ginnings, Proceedings, Alterations, Sefts,

Orders
|

and SVCCESSIONS.
|

With briefe

Defcriptions of the Countries, Nations,

States,
| Difcoueries; Priuate and publike

Cuftomes, and the most / remarkable Rarities

of NATVRE, or Humane
| induftrie, in the

fame.
|

The fourth Edition, much enlarged

with Additions, and illuftrated with Mappes

/through the <vohole Worke; And three =whole

Treatifes annexed, One of Ruffia and/
other Northeafterne Regions by Sr

. IEROME

HORSEY
;
The fe-

|

cond of the Gulfe of

Bengala by Matter WILLIAM METHOLD
;

|

The third of the Saracenicall Empire,
Tranflated out of

|

Arabike by T. ER-

PENIVS.
| By SAMVEL PVRCHAS, Parfon of

S'- Martins by | Ludgate, LONDON.
|

Vnus

Deus, Vnai feritas, / [ornamental rule] |

LONDON, / Printed by William Stansby

for Henrie Fetherftone, and are to be fold

at his Shop |

in Pauls Church-yard, at the

Signe of the Rofe.
|

1626.
| [enclosed by

two single rules at the sides and a single

rule at top and bottom], recto of [^f] ;

[blank], verso of [Tf] ; -[epistle dedi

catory, with heading] [conventional head

piece] |

TO HIS MOST
|

EXCELLENT
MA-

1 JESTJB,/ Charles
|

BY THE GRACE
|

OF GOD, KING OF
|

Great Brittaine, France

and
| Ireland, Defender of the

| Faith, &c. /

[signed] |

Tour iinworthy / Subiect, / Sam
uel

|

Purchas.
|

, recto and verso of ^[2

[wrongly marked Tf 3] ; [second epistle

dedicatory with heading] | [conventional

head-piece] [

TO THE MOST
|

REV
EREND FA-|THER IN GOD,

|

GEORGE
|

BY THE DIVINE
|
PROVIDENCE,

LORD
| Archbifhop of CANTERBVRIE, Pri-|

mate of all ENGLAND and Metropolitane, |

one of his Male/lies mojl Honourable /
Priuie Councell.

| [signed] |

Your Graces

vnworthy | Chaplaine, |

S. P. / , recto of

[Tf 3] to verso of
[If 4]; ([conventional

head-piece] |

To the Reader.
|

, recto of

[^ 5] to verso of [If 6]; [conventional

tail-piece], verso of
[f[ 6] ;

| [conventional

head-piece] THE CONTENTS OF
THE

|

SEVERALL CHAPTERS AND
|

PARAGRAPHS IN THESE |BOOKES ENSVING.
|
,

recto of ^f^f to recto of A3; [conven
tional

tail-piece], recto of A 3 ; [blank],
verso of A3; | [conventional head

piece] THE CATALOGVE OF THE
AVTHORS.

| , recto of [A 4] to verso of

[A 7] ;
| [conventional head-piece] [THE

NAMES OF MANVSCRIPTS, TRAV
ELLERS, AND OTHER AVTHORS,

|

the moft of which are publifhed in our

Bookes
| of VOYAGES, which together 'with

this / Impreflion is made publike. | , recto

and verso of [A 8];- [conventional tail

piece], verso of [A 8] ; -[text, with

heading] | [conventional head-piece] |

RELATIONS OF THE
| WORLD,

AND THE RELI-
|

GIONS OBSERVED IN

ALL AGES
|

AND PLACES DISCOVERED, FROM

|

THE CREATION VNTO THIS
|

PRESENT.
|
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Of the firft beginnings of the World, and

Religion :
|

and of the Regions and Relig

ions of BABYLONIA,
|
ASSYRIA, SYRIA,

PHOENICIA,
|

and PALESTINA.
|

THE FIRST

BOOKS./, pp. 1-87; [blank], p. [88];

| [ornamental rule] |

OF THE HE
BREW NA-|TION, AND RELIG
ION, FROM

|

THE BEGINNING THEREOF]
TO OVR TIMES.

|

THE SECOND BOOKE.
|,

pp. 89-122;
| [conventional head-piece]!

OF THE ARABIANS,
|
SARACENS,

TVRKES,|AND OF THE ANCIENT]
INHABITANTS OF ASIA MI-

|

NOR :

AND OF THEIR
|

RELIGIONS.
[

The Second

Booke./, pp. 223-342; [conventional

tail-piece], p. 342 ;
| [conventional head

piece]] OF THE ARMENIANS,]
MEDES, PERSIANS, PARTHIANS, SCYTH

IANS, TARTARIANS, CHINOIS, |AND OF
THEIR RELIGIONS.

|

The fourth Booke. / ,

pp. 343476; [conventional tail-piece],

p. 476; [conventional head-piece] OF
THE EAST-INDIES,

|

AND OF THE
SEAS AND

|

ILANDS ABOVT ASIA,
WITH

|

THEIR RELIGIONS.
|

THE FIFTH

BOOKE./, pp. 477-618;
| [conven

tional
head-piece] |

RELATIONS OF
THE

|

REGIONS AND RELIGIONS
|

IN AFRICA.
[

OF .EGYPT, BARBARIE, NV-

MIDIA,
|
LIBYA, AND THE LAND OF NEGROS, |

AND OF THEIR RELIGIONS.
|

THE SIXT

BOOKE./, pp. 619-723 ; [blank],

p. [724] ;
| [conventional head-piece] |

RELATIONS OF THE|REGIONS
AND

|
RELIGIONS IN

|

AFRICA. /OF ETHI

OPIA, AND THE
|

AFRICAN ILANDS
;
AND

|

OF THEIR XE-/LIGIONS. |

THE SEVENTH
BOOKE./, pp. 725-789; [blank],

p. [790]; | [conventional head-piece]!
RELATIONS OF THE

|

DISCOV
ERIES, REGIONS,

!

AND RELIGIONS, OF

THE
|

NEW WORLD.
|

OF NEW FRANCE,
VIRGINIA, /FLORIDA; NEW SPAINE, WITH

|

OTHER REGIONS OF AMERICA,
|

MEXI-

CANA, AND OF THEIR
|

RELIGIONS.
|

THE
EIGHTH BOOKE./, pp. 791-889; \

[blank], p. [890]; [[conventional head

piece] I

RELATIONS OF THE
|

DIS

COVERIES, REGIONS,
|

AND RELIGIONS,
OF THE

I

HEW WORLD. /OF CVMANA,
GVIANA, BRA-

1
SILL, CHICA, CHILI,

PERV, AND
|

OTHER REGIONS OF AMERICA,/
PERWIANA, AND OF

|

their Religions. THE
NINTH BOOKE. /, pp. 891-967 ; [con
ventional tail-piece], p. 967; [blank],

p. [968].

[Title] |

TWO
|
RELATIONS,

|

ONE
OF THE

j

NORTHEASTERNE
|

PARTS,

EXTRACTED OVT OF SIR IEROME
|

HORSEY

KNIGHT, His
| many yeeres obferuations and

experience |

in his frequent and Honourable

Em- /ployments to andfrom the Mufcouite
[

Emperours and the adioyning |

PRINCES.
|

THE OTHER, OF THE
|

SOVTH-
EASTERNE

| Parts, -viz.. GOLCHONDA,
and

|

other adiacent Kingdomes |

within the

Bay of
|
Bengala:/ Written by M^ Wil

liam Methold. / [vignette] | |

LONDON, |
Printed by William Stansby for

Henry Fetherjtone, and are to bee fold at

his mop |

in Pauls Church-yard at the figne

of the Rofe.
|

1626.
| [enclosed by two

single rules at the sides and a single rule

at top and bottom], p. [969]; [blank],

p. [970]; [epistle] | [conventional head-

piece]|Tothe Reader. , pp. [97]-[972];

| [conventional head-piece] |

EXTRACTS
OVT OF

|

SIR IEROME HORSEYS
|

OBSERVATIONS IN SEVEN-
|

TEENE YEERES

TRAVELS AND
|

EXPERIENCE IN RVSSIA,

AND
I

OTHER COVNTRIES
|

ADIOYNING.
|

Hauing before feene FRANCE and the Low
|

Countries by Sir EDWARD HORSEYS meanes,

and in the company and charge |

of Matter

William Mericke Agent \for the Company./,

pp. 973-991; [conventional head-piece]

(RELATIONS OF THE[KINGDOME
OF GOL-

|
CHONDA, AND OTHER

[

NEIGH-

BOVRING NATIONS
|

within the Gulfe of

BENGALA, |
Arreccan, Pegu, Tannajfery,

&c. / And the ENGLISH Trade in thofe
|

Parts, by Mafter WILLIAM
|

METHOLD.
|

,

pp. 993-1007; FINIS. |, p. 1007;

[blank], p. [1008].

[Title] |

THE
|

SARACENICAL
|

HISTORIE,
|

CONTAYNING THE
j

ACTS OF THE MVSLIMS
|

FROM
MVHAMMED TO

|

THE REIGNE OF ATABA-

CEfS/ltl THE SVCCESSION OF
|

NINE AND

FORTIE
|

EMPEROVRS.
|

Written in Arabike

by GEORGE ELMACIN, Sonne of ABVL1-

ASER ELAMID, the
|

Sonne of ABVLMA-
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CAREM iAi/Sonne of ABVLTIE.
|

AND
|

Translated into Latine by Thomas Erpenius;

by /his heires dedicated to the High and

Mightie Prince
|

FREDERIKE King of Bo

hemia, Count Palatine of Rhene, &c. Out

of whofe Librarie at
| Heidelberge, the

Arabike Copy |

was borrowed. Englifhed,

abridged, and continued to the end of the

Chalifa'i, /by Samuel Purchas. / [Greek

quotation] | [vignette] |
LONDON,

|

Printed by
William Stanity for Henry Fetherftone, and

are to be fold at his fhop |

in Pauls Church

yard at the figne of the Rofe.
|

1626.
|

[enclosed by two single rules at the sides

and a single rule at top and bottom], p.

[1009]; [blank], p. [1010]; [epistle]]

[conventional head-piece] |

To the Reader.
|
,

pp. 101 1 101 2; [text, with heading] | [con

ventional head-piece]) THE SARACENI-
CALL HISTORY, CONTAINING

|

THE ACTS OF THE' MVSLIMS FROM Mv-
HAMMED TO THE

|

RAIGNE OF ATA-
BACsevs IN

|

the Succeflion of forty nine
|

Emperours./Written in Arabike by GEORGE

ELMACIN,
|

Sonne of ABVLIASER ELA-

MID, / the Sonne of ABVLMACAREM
|

the

Sonne of Abultib./In the Name ofGod merci-

full^ mercy-Jheiving, / in iv/iom is my helpe.

|, pp. 1013-1047;
|

FINIS.
|

, p. 1047;

[blank], p. [1048]; [[conventional

head-piece] |

AN
|

ALPHABETICALL
TABLE

|

OF THE PRINCIPALL
|

THINGS CONTAYNED
|

IN THIS WoRKE.
|,

recto of Vuuu to recto of [Zzzz6]; [

FINIS.
| | [conventional tail-piece] |

,

recto of [Zzzz 6] ; [blank], verso of

[Zzzz6].
The numbers 141, 242, 635, and 636 are

repeated in the pagination ; 247 is 245 ;

474 is 475; 488 is 489; and 850 is 805.

The head-line on p. 885 reads " The ninth

Booke" instead of " The eighth Booke."

MAPS: i folding Map and 23 small

Maps in the text, as follows :

[i] Folding map, with inscription, across

the top :
|

THE MAP OF CHI NA
|

; in

the lower right-hand corner is a
|

Piflure of

a China / 'woman / ;
and in the lower left-

hand corner
|

A Picture of a / Chinefe man / ;

to the left, just above the center, is a portrait

of MATHAEUS I RICIUS. I

; numbered in

upper corners, 436 and 437; double-line

border
; size, 1 1% x 14% inches ;

mounted

on a guard; between pp. 436 and 437.

Small maps in the text :

[2] |

PARADISUS
|

, p. 1 6.

[3] Inscription, across the top :
|

TY-
PUS ORBIS TERRARUM

|
;
with Latin

quotation, across the bottom :
|

Domini eit

terra &plenitudo ejus, orbis terrarum, (Sfuni-

versi qui habitant in eo. Pfalmo 24.
|
, p. 39.

[4] |

HONDIVS his Map of ASIA
|, p. 43.

[5] |

PEREGRINATIO PAULI
| [2 lines in

Latin] |
, p. 76.

[6] |

HONDIVS his Map of Terra Sanfta.

|> P- 9i-

[7] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Turkish

Empire. / , p. 290.

[8] |

HONDIVS his Map of ASIA MINOR.

I
, P- 3 z6 -

[9] |

HONGIVS his Map of PERSIA.
|

, p.

385.

[10] |

HONDIVS his Map of TARTARIA.

I P- 47-

[n] |

HONDIVS his Map of China. / , p.

437-

[12] |

HONDIVS his Map of the EAST-

INDIA.
|

, p. 488 (wrongly numbered 489).

[13] |

HONDIVS his Map of Cyprus. |
, p.

585.

[14] |

HONDIVS his Map of lapan. |
, p.

588.

[15] ]

HONDIVS his Map of the Indian

Hands./, p. 605.

[16] |

HONDIVS his Map of Zeilan.
|

, p.

615.

[17] |

HONDIVS his Map of Africa.
| , p.

620.

[18] |

HONDIVS his Map of Egypt. |
, p.

630.

[19] |

HONDIVS his Map of Barbaric.
|, p.

668.

[20] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Kingdome

of Fez. |, p. 682.

[21] |

HONDIVS his Map of the Kingdome

of Morocco |
, p. 694.

[22]! HONDIVS his Map of Guinea. |, p.

7'5-

[23] HONDIVS his Map of the Abifsine

Empire. /, p. 738.

[24] |

HONDIVS his Map of Congo. |
, p.

764.
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Copperplate engraving of a Turkish croft pasted on inside of front covers ;
name

woman in text of p. 305. of "Jacobi Payer" written in ink on the

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 12% x 8Vi title-pages, and Lenox Library duplicate

inches. Bound in antique calf, blind tooled, stamp on the backs of title-pages. Title-

gilt edges 5 with ex-libris of George Ban- page of Vol. i extended on inner margin.

The Bancroft-Lenox Library copy.

This is one of the fullest and most important collections of voyages and travels in

the English language; a part of the third and all of the fourth volume being devoted

to voyages to America.

In this copy volumes 2, 3, and 5 are identical with Sabin's collation.

Volume I contains at p. 65 the uncancelled map, Desigiiatio Orbis Terrarum, and

not the map in two hemispheres usually substituted for it. The engraved title-page

is dated 1624. This volume also contains a fine example of the engraved title-page

with the date 1625. On leaf
[^j 6] is A Note touching the Dutch. Leaf Tt of Book

III. is paged as follows: 217, 218, 219, 220, 223, 224, 225, 226, 225, 226, 227,

228, corresponding to the Harvard and Lenox Library copies. Page 217 has the

signature-mark Tt. This copy lacks the blank leaf [R 4] toward the end of the first

book. The pagination of the third book is as follows: 109-220, 223-226, 225-332.

The head-line on p. 704 reads, "Hollanders lying deuices, to difgrace the Engliih."

This is the first impression of this page, as also of pp. 703-706. This copy has no

slips pasted over the head-lines of pp. 320, 359, etc., as mentioned by Sabin.

Captain John Smith's map of Virginia in Volume 4 has the page numbers 1692

and 1693 in the upper corners, and is in its Fifth state, as described in No. 359.

Purchas from 1613 to 1617 issued four editions of his Pilgrimage, or accounts of

the religious world. The present is an entirely different work. In this is contained

the substance of over twelve hundred separate narrators of the world's explorations,

telling their stories in their own language. Many of these men had been to the New

World. It contains much material that had not been previously printed. Volume 5,

a supplementary volume, consists of the fourth and best edition of his Pilgrimage, of

which the eighth and ninth books, pp. 791-967, relate to America.

The present copy of this volume appears to be the Second and more common Issue.

This differs from the earlier issue in the first six leaves, which were printed from a

resetting of the type, and in the location of the Contents and list of "
Maps and

Peeces cut in Brafse
"

as described below. The title-page reads as follows :

|
PVRCHASE his PILGRIMAGE.

|
OR

1
RELATIONS

|

OF THE WORLD
I.

AND THE RELIGIONS OBSERVED IN ALL AGES AND| Places difcouered,

from the CREATION
|

vnto this PRESENT.
|

IN FOPRE PARTS. /THIS FIRST

CONTAY-|NETH A THEOLOGICALL AND
|
GEOGRAPHICAL:. Hiftorie of ASIA, |

AFRICA, and AMERICA, with the
|

Hands adiacent./ Declaring the ancient Religions be

fore the FLOVD, the
| Heatbenijh, lewijh, and Saracenicall in all Ages Jince, in thofe

parts / profefled, with their feuerall Opinions, Idols, Oracles, Temples, | Priefts, Fajls,

Feajis, Sacrifices, y Rites Religious: Their Begin- / nings, Proceedings, Alterations,

Sects, Orders and
[ Suceejjions. / With briefe defcriptions of the Countries, Nations, States,

AMERICANA
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Difcoueries; Priuate
|
and publike Cuflomes, and the mod remarkeable rarities of

NATVRE,
|

or Humane Induftrie, in thefame./

Hereunto is alfo annexed certaine Ruffian obferuations by Sir JEROME
|
HORSEY, and

Indian Obferuations by Majier/ WILLIAM METHOLD.
|

The fourth Edition, much enlarged with Additions through the whole Worke;
|

By SAMVEL PVRCHAS, Par/on of S' MARTINS by/Ludgate, LONDON.
|
Vnus Deus, Vna

Veritas.
| [type-ornament rule] |

LONDON,
|

Printed by William Stansby for Henry Fetberjlone, and are to bee fold

at his (hop |
in Pauls Church-yard at the figne of the Rofe.

1
1626.

| [enclosed by two

single rules at sides and a single rule at top and bottom] .

The differences between the collation of this Issue and that described above, are as

follows : [
blank leaf ] , [

A I ] ; [title,
as above] , recto of [A 2] ; [ blank] , verso of

[A 2] ; [dedication
to the Archbishop of Canterbury] | [conventional head-piece]

|

TO THE MOST
|

REVEREND FA-
|

THER IN GOD, |
GEORGE

|
BY

THE DIVINE
|
PROVIDENCE, LORD

| Archbifhop of CANTERBVRIE, Pri-
1

mate

and Metropolitane of all ENGLAND, |
one of bis Maiefties moft Honourable / Priuie

Councell.
| |

MOST REVEREND, 1
That dutie which emboldned met at / my

firjl looking, and leaping out of the / Dungeon of Obfcuritie . . .
| [signed] |

Your

Graces / vnworthy Chaplaine, ]
Samuel Purcbas. / , recto of A 3 [wrongly marked

A 2] to verso of [A 4] ; [then as above to p. 968, after which follow the Contents

of Vol. I and list of " Maps and Peeces cut in Brafse
"

(sigs. a, A, each 6 leaves);

the rest of the volume agreeing with the collation already given] .

Winsor says that Purchas's "service to the cause in which he and Hakluyt were

so conspicuous workers, was great, but is not generally accounted as equal to that of

the elder chronicler."

" As for Mailer Hailuyts many yeeres Collections, and what ftocke I receiued

from him in written Papers, in the Table of Authours you mail find : whom I will

thus farre honour, that though it be but Materials, and that many Bookes haue not

one Chapter in that kind) yet that ftocke encouraged me to vfe my endeuours in and

for the reft. I was therein a Labourer alfo, both to get them (not without hard

conditions) and to forme and frame thofe Materials to their due place aud order in

this ^Edifice, the whole Artifice (fuch as it is) being mine owne. Traduce mee not,

nor let any impute to boafting what I haue faid of my fole working (I know there is

a v<e foil) but I am compelled to doe it to preuent an Obieftion of my promifed Euro-

feean fupply to my Pilgrimage. I confefle, I was too forward to promife, becaufe

others haue beene fo backward to affist : which I haue in former Editions fignified,

but to blind Eyes and deafe Eares. Whofe Librarie, whofe Purfe hath beene opened

to me, let his mouth be opened againft me alfo : Europe otherwife could not, nor now

vpon any price (it
is too late) can be Purchafed." To the Reader.

OTHER COPIES: Copies are to be found No. 66682; Winsor, 3:47; John Carter

in all the important American libraries. Brown, Catalogue, 2 : 119-131, No. 308 ;

REFERENCES : Hoe, Catalogue, 3 : 343- Allibone, 2 : 1706-1707; Lowndes, 4:

349; Winsor, Earliest Sources, pp. 13-14; 1010-2011 (Grenville copy).

Sabin, 16:115-124, Nos. 66683-86, also
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SMITH, Captain JOHN. (b. 1580,^. 1631.)

THE GENERALL HISTORIE OF VIRGINIA, NEW-ENGLAND, AND
THE SVMMER ISLES. LONDON, by I. D. and I. H. far Michael Sparkes,

1624. [402]

Folio. First Edition. Large-paper copy;
cut down.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : i leaf

without signature-mark; )(, 2 leaves; A,
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P,

Q, R, S, T, V, X, Y, Z, Aa to li, each 4
leaves ; total 127 leaves.

Sheets A to N contain signature-marks
on all four leaves, with the exception of

A 4, F 4, and K 2
;

sheets P to li are

marked on the first two leaves only.

COLLATION By PAGINATION : [engraved

title, as reproduced; See No. 402], p. [i.];

[blank], p. [ii. ]; [epistle dedicatory,

with heading] [conventional head-piece] |

TO
|

THE ILLVSTRIOVS
|

AND MOST
NOBLE

|
PRINCESSE, the Lady FRAN-

|
cis,

Duchefle of RICHMOND
|

and LENOX.
|

[signed] |

Tour Graces faithfull / and de-

<voted fervant, / IOHN SMITH.
|

,
recto and

verso of
) ( ; [preface, with heading]

| |"

A Preface of foure Poynts. | [signed] |

So I

ever reft yours to command,
j

IOHN SMITH.
[
,

recto of ) ( ] j [ poem, with heading] |

A
Gentleman defirous to be vnknowne, yet a

|

great Benefaftor to Virginia, his loue to the

Au-
|
thor, the Company, and Hiftory. |

[signed and dated] |

T. T. 1 624.
|

, verso

of
[ ) (

2
] ; [eulogistic poems, the first with

heading] |

Samuel Purchas of his friend Cap-

|

taine lohn Smith, and his Virginia. / ,

recto of A to verso of A 2
; [contents,

with heading] |

The Contents of the general!

Hiftory, divided into fix Books.
|

, recto of

A 3 to verso of fA 4] ; [text of the First

Book, with heading] |

HOW
|

ANCIENT
AVTHORS

| REPORT, THE NEW-WORLD,
|

Now called America, was difcovered : and

part |

thereof firft Planted by the ENGLISH,
called

| VIRGINIA, 'with the Accidents and /

Proceedings of the fame. / {2fe
The firft

Booke.
|

, pp.

head-piece]

[type-ornament
The fecond Booke. THE

SIXT VOYAGE. 1606.
|

To another part
of Virginia, where now are Planted our

Englijh Colonies, Whom God increafe and

preferue : Difcovered and Defcribed by

Cap- |

taine IOHN SMITH, fometimes
|

Go<v-

ernour of the Countrey. / , pp. 21 39;

[short list of Indian words, with heading] |

Becaufe many doe defire to know the man

ner
|

of their Language, I haue inferted

thefe few words.
|

, p. 40 ;
| [type-orna

ment head-piece] j2^ The third Booke.
|

THE PROCEEDINGS
|

AND ACCI
DENTS OF The Englifh Colony in Vir

ginia, / Extracted from the Authors fol-
|

lowing, by WILLIAM SIMONS,
|

Dotiour of

Di'vinitie. / , pp. 41-94; [verses, with

heading] |

Noiv feeing there is thus much

Paper here to fpare, that you Jhould not / be

altogether cloyed with Profe ; fuch Verfes as

my 'worthy Friends / befto'wed <vpon New

England, / here prefent you, becaufe 'with

honeflie / I can neither reiett, nor omit their

courtefies. / , pp. 95-96; | [type-orna

ment head-piece] |

THE FOURTH BOOKE.
TO MAKE PLAINE THE TRVE

PROCEE-
| dings of the Hiftorie for 1609.

we muft follow the exami-
|

nations of

Doftor Simons, and two learned Orations

pub- |

limed by the Companie ; with the

relation of the Right |

Honourable the Lord

De la Ware./, pp. 105-168; | [type-

ornament head-piece] THE FIFTH
BOOKE./THE GENERALL HIS
TORIE OF THE

|
BERMVDAS, now called

the Summer lies, from their
| beginning in

the yeere of our Lord 1593. to this prefent |

1624. with their proceedings, accidents and

prefent eftate.
| , pp. 169-201 ;

|

FINIS.
|,

p. 201
; [verses, the first with heading] |

To his friend Captaine Smith, vpon his
j

defcription of New-England. |
, pp. 201-

202
; | [type-ornament head-piece] |

THE
SIXTH BOOKE. / THE

!

GENERALL
|

HISTORIE
|

OF
|

NEW-ENGLAND.
[
, pp.

203-248 ; | FJNJS. / [large triangular

tail-piece], p. 248.

The verso pages of Books 1-3 have run-
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ning head-lines Lib. i, Lib. 2, etc. Lib. i is

omitted on pp. 4 and 6 ; Lib. 2, on p. 40 ;

and Lib. 3, on p. 96. Books 5 and 6 have

these head-lines on both rectos and versos ;

but they are entirely omitted in Book 4.

Lib. 5 is omitted on pp. 1 7 6, 20 1 , and 102.

PLATES : 2 Plates with maps, 2 Maps,
and i Portrait, as follows :

[
i ] Folding plate, with map, in ten

compartments ; map in lower center com

partment, with inscription, in upper left-hand

corner :
|

OULD
|

VIR GI
|

NI A ; in

upper right-hand corner :
|

A defcription of

part of the ad- / ventures of Cap : Smith in

Virginia. / ;
at the bottom,

|

Graven and

extracted out ofy general! hiflory of Virginia,
Ne--w England, and Somer lies, by Robert

Vaughan. / . The map is surrounded by

engravings in nine compartments, each with

inscription, as follows :
(

i
)

in upper left-

hand corner,
|

C: Smith bound to a tree to be

jhott to death / 1602. / ; (
2
)

at the top, |

A
Coniurer. / ; ( j )

at the top, |

Their Idoll

\; (4) at the top, |

A Preifl. / ; (5) above

the map, |

Their Coniuration about / C:

Smith s6o/ / ; (6) in upper right-hand

corner,
|

C: Smith taketh the King of Pa-

mavnkee prifoner 1608 / ; (?) at left-hand

side, |

Hovj they tooke him prifoner / in the

Oaze. 1607 /[and] |

C.- Smith bindeth a

faluage to his arme, /ftghtelh ivith the King

of Pamaunkee and / all his company, and

jlevj 3 of them. / ; (
8

)
in lower left-hand

corner, / C: Smith takes the King of Paf-

pahegh prifoner. A". 1609. / ; ( 9 )
in lower

right-hand corner,
| King Powhatan comands

C: Smith to be Jlayne, his / daughter Poka-

hontas keggs his life his thankfullnefs / and

how he fubiefted 39 of their kings, reade

y hiflory. / ; inscription, right-hand side,

between compartments : / The Countrey ivee

no<w call Virginia beginneth at Cape Henry

dijtant /from Roanoack 60 miles, ivhere

itjas Sr Walter Raleigh's plantation : / and

becaufe the people differ very little from them

of Powhatan in any / thing, I have inferted

thofe figures in this place becaufe of the con-

veniency. / ; size of plate, 10% x 131^6
inches

; of map proper, 4i%9 x fifto ; scale,

iVi inches = 10 Leauges ;
between pp. 40

and 41. This map is in its First state, as

described below.

[2] Folding plate, with map, in twelve

compartments ; map in center, with inscrip

tion, at the top :
|

The Summer Us. J . The

map is surrounded by engravings in eleven

compartments, each with inscription, as

follows : (i) |

S> Catherins /forte /; (2) |

Pembroks forte/ 5(3)] Kings Caftell South

ampton forte / ; (4) Devonshire Re-
doute / ; (5) |

S> George Tovjne / ; (6) |

Warvjicks forte/ ; (7) |

Riches Mount/;

(8) |

State houfe / ; (9) |

Smithsforte

Pagets forte/ ; (10) |

Penistons Redoute / ;

(n) |

Charles forte/; each engraving is

lettered, and an explanation of the letters is

given in the lower left-hand part of the

plate: | [10 lines] The difcription ofy land

/ by M" Norivood* / All contracted into this

order / by Captaine lohn Smith. / ; size of

map, 4^ x 51^6 inches
;
no scale

; between

pp. 1 68 and 169. This map is in its Second

state, as described below.

MAPS: [i] Folding map of
|

VIR
GINIA

|
; with the names Elands / C :,

Dovjnes dale, and Wajheborne / C': , and with

the Purchas numbers changed from 1692
and 1693 to 1690 and 1691 ; between

[A 4] and p. i. This map is in its Eighth

state, as described in No. 359.

[2] Folding map of
|

NEW ENG
LAND

;
with the motto

|

vincere est

viuere/'m a scroll close to the coat of

arms ; the line
|

Robert Clerke excudit /

partly nibbed out, but still visible
; but with

out the name Paynes Us ; between pp. 202

and 203. This map is in its Fourth state,

as described in No. 369.

PORTRAIT : the original portrait of the

Duchess of Richmond, with inscription :

|

The portraiture of the illustreous Princeise

Frances Duchess of Richmond / and Lenox

daugter of Thomas L 1
.' Howard of Bindon

fonne of Thomas Duke of Norfo* njuhofe

mother vjas Elisabeth daughter of Edward

Duke of Buckingham. Anno 1623 infculp-

tum a Guilh. Pafseo Londinum. / ; facing

recto of leaf
) (

.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 11% x 7?i 8

inches. Bound in light brown crushed

levant morocco, sides elaborately gilded

with small gilt stars, gilt inside borders,

gilt edges ; by Riviere.
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Besides the present copy this collection contains the editions of 1625, 1626, 1627,

and 1632, which differ from the copy here described only in their title-pages and in

the number and states of the maps and plates. There was also an edition of 1631,

the only known copy of which is in the Huth Library.

All copies seemingly lack pp. 97-104 (signature O), which Henry Stevens, with

his usual acuteness in bibliographical matters, proves never was printed. The manu

script, it appears from his explanation, was given out to two different printing-houses

to be put into type, as is shown by the apparent variations of the initial letters and by

the style of the headings on and after page 105. The gap in the volume was due to

a miscalculation in the number of pages that the first portion would take up ; supple

mentary verses were inserted to fill what would otherwise have been a blank leaf.

Owing to the various states of the title-pages, plates, portraits, and maps, few

copies are identically alike. One of the largest collections in this country, if not the

largest, is that in the Lenox Library, which contains no fewer than thirteen copies,

each showing some distinctive feature.

The engraved title-page of the First Edition (1624) was changed from time to time

to adapt it to the later editions, as follows :

(1) That of the edition of 1624 corresponds to the reproduction accompanying

this number.

(2) In the edition of 1626, line 8 of the title was changed to read
|

. . . 1626. /

instead of
|

. . . 1624. /; the date of the imprint was altered to 1626; the portrait

of King Charles was changed by the addition of a crown, and the inscription was re-

engraved to read
|

CAROLVS REX
|
, instead of

|

CAROLVS PRINCEPS
|

.

(3) The engraved title-page in the edition of 1627 differs from that of 1626 only

in the change of the date in the imprint from 1626 to 1627.

(4) The title-page of the 1631 edition is said to differ from that of 1626 only

in the change of date.

(5) The title-page of the edition of 1632 is found in Two states :

(a) In the First it differs from that of 1626 only in the lines of the imprint ; the

lines
|
I. H. for Micbael / Sparkes / 1626. / having been changed to

|
I. H. for

Edward
|

Blackmore
|

Anno 1632. /.

(^) The Second state has the same imprint as (a), but with the portrait of King

Charles altered to make him appear as a man of more mature years.

There is also a letter-press title-page, with the date 1625. The only example

known to us is in the present collection, a facsimile of which appears under No. 407.

The folding plate with the map of Quid Virginia is found in Three states :

(1) In this state it has the following names: Mountaynes foreft/ Mafons bujhe /

Waldens Oake/L: D : Lenox rock/ Mildmaids roade / Townfrows end'/

'

Segars grove

[and trees], Beaucbamps playne / L: Salvage Roc&e/znd Bedfords valley.

(2) In this state it has the names Davers lie/ P. Barkley/&n& printed by lames

Reeve ; but not the name Adams Sound.

(3) In this state it has the name Adams Sound and each of those already

given.
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1624 Captain John Smith No. 402

The plate with the map of The Summer Us is found in Three states :

(1) In this state the plate lacks the words Penistons Redoute, and Printed by

lames Reeve.

(2) Has Penistons Redoute, but not Printed by lames Reeve.

(3) Has both Penistons Redoute and Printed by lames Reeve.

Some copies have two portraits, one of the Duchess of Richmond and the other of

Matoaka (Pocahontas).
These are not usually found in the edition of 1624, but

sometimes appear in the later editions. Arber, in his reprint of Smith's Works in the

Scholar's Library, No. 1 6, does not reproduce them, showing that he did not con

sider them necessary to make a complete copy.

The portrait of the Duchess of Richmond in this copy is the original engraving.

There is a reproduction of this portrait which is closely copied from the original.

It may be distinguished from it by the design on the table-cover immediately over the

word illustreous in the title, which is not symmetrical, and by the lower edge of the

letter "w "
in the word " Howard" in the title, which is raised above the lower line

of the other letters of the same word. In the original the design on the table-cover is

perfectly symmetrical, and the lower edge of the letter "w" in the word "Howard"

aligns perfectly with its other letters.

This work, which is a compilation, contains substantially all of Smith's previous

works on America, together with abstracts from other writers. There are conflicting

opinions as to Smith's credibility as an historian. Arber in his preface and Brown in

his preface to the First Republic discuss this question. Tyler, in his History of

American Literature (1:37-38), says:

"After all the abatements which a fair criticism must make from the praise of Captain

John Smith either as a doer or as a narrator, his writings still make upon us the

impression of a certain personal largeness in him, magnanimity, affluence, sense, and

executive force. ... As a writer his merits are really great clearness, force, vivid

ness, picturesque and dramatic energy, a diction racy and crisp. He had the faults

of an impulsive, irascible, egotistic, and imaginative nature ; he sometimes bought

human praise at too high a price ; but he had great abilities in word and deed ; his

nature was upon the whole generous and noble ; and during the first two decades of

the seventeenth century he did more than any other Englishman to make an American

nation and an American literature possible."

OTHER COPIES: British Museum; Huth; REFERENCES: Hoe, Catalogue, 4:192;

John Carter Brown; Yale University ; Pe- Smith's Works, Arber' s reprint, i:cxxxi.,

quot ; New York State (no maps) ;
Lenox 274 ;

2 : 490 ; Pilling, Algonquian Lan-

(5, one large paper) ;
Columbia University ; guages, p. 470 ; Winsor, Earliest Sources,

Halsey; Hoe; Cornell University; Library p. 10 ; Winsor, 3:211, 163 ; Huth, Cata-

Company of Philadelphia 5 Library of Con- logue, 4: 1367.

gress ; and Ayer Libraries.
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No. 403 Edward Winslow 1624

W[INSLOW], E[DWARD], (*. 1595, d. 1655.)

GOOD NEVVES FROM NEW-ENGLAND. LONDON, by I. D.for William

Bladen and lobn Bellamie, 1624. [403]

Small 410. First Edition. To the Reader.
| [signed] |

Thine E. W.
| ,

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, recto and verso of [A 4]; [text, with

C, D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves
; K, heading] [type-ornament head-piece] |

2 leaves; total 38 leaves. Leaf G 2 is GOOD NEVVES
|

FROM
| New-England. |,

wrongly marked C 2 ; and K 2 has no pp. i 66 ;
|

FINIS.
|, p. 66; [post-

signature-mark, script, with heading] | [type-ornament head-

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as piece] |

A Poftfcript. | [10 lines] |
, p. 67

reproduced ;
See No. 403], recto of [A]; [wrongly numbered 59]; [blank], p.

[blank], verso of [A]; [epistle dedicatory, [68]. Page 67 is wrongly numbered 59.
with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] |

CONDITION: Size of leaf, 6m, x 5Vi8

TO|ALL WEL-WILLERS|AND inches. Bound in red crushed levant mo-
FVRTHERES OF

|

Plantations in New- rocco, gilt inside borders, gilt edges ; by
England : efpecially |

to fuch as euer haue or Bedford
;

in slip case. Leaves A 2 and A 3

defire to affift, the
| people of Plimoth in and pages 25 and 45 extended on upper

their iufl pro- / ceedings, Grace, and Peace, margins, and some letters supplied in fac-

bee/muliiplyed./ [signed] \

Tours in thisfer- simile ; leaves K and K 2 are in facsimile
;

uice, euer / to be commanded:/^. W.
|

, pages closely trimmed on upper margins, the

recto of A 2 to verso of A 3 ; [preface, tops of a few letters in the running head-lines

with heading] | [type-ornament head-piece] | clipped.

Inserted at the end of the copy here described is the leaf
|

A briefe Relation
|
of a

credible
| intelligence of the prefent eftate

|

of VIRGINIA.
| , which properly belongs to

the Second Edition. It has been suggested that copies of this leaf may have been

distributed among the booksellers and other known possessors of the First Edition,

and inserted by them in their copies.

In the Postscript the writer says: "IF any man defire a more ample relation of
the State of this Countrie, before fucb time as this prefent relation taketh place, I

referre them to the two former printed bookes: The one publijbed by the Prefident and

Councell/ir New-England [our No. 394], and the other gathered by the Inhabitants

of this prefent Plantation at Plimouth in New-England [our No. 393] : Both which

bookes are to be fold by lohn Bellamy, at his jhop at the three golden Lions in Corne-

hill neere the Royall Exchange."
This work was reprinted in Arber's Story of the Pilgrim Fathers, London, 1897,

pp. 509600.
The tract continues the record of the Plymouth colony from December 1 1, 1621,

where Mourt left it, down to September 10, 1623, when Winslow sailed for England.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; Bos- No attempt has here been made to distin-

ton Public ;
Massachusetts Historical So- guish the differences in the two editions,

ciety ; John Carter Brown
;
Yale University ; REFERENCES : Winsor, Earliest Sources,

Pequot; Lenox (ist Edition); Library Com- p. 7; Pilling, Algonquian Languages, p.

pany of Philadelphia; and Ayer Libraries. 531; Dexter, Congregationalism, No. 532.
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1624 Edward Winslow No. 403

GOOD
N E.VV E S
FROM NEW-ENGLAND:

o

A true Relation of things very re

markable ac the Plantation of T/iwotf?

in NEW -ENGLAND.

Shewing the wondrous providence
andgood-

ncsof G o p, in their prefervation and continuance,
ddrvcred from many apparent

Jeaths and

Together with a Relation offuch religious and

civill Lawes and Cuftoines, asare in praftifc arpongrt
the /ndiAns, -adjoyning to than at this day. As alfo

jybat Commodities are there (0 be rajjtdfor the

mamtenatice of that wdethtr Plant**

tions in ihf fatd Country.

Written by B. W, who hath borne a part in the

fore-named- troubles, and there liued fince.

their firft Arrivall.

.LONDON
Printed by /.D. for ffY///4w /.<<& and lohnBff^ie^nd

are to be (old at their Shops, at the ??//* infW/-Church'

yud> and at the three Gnldcn Lyons in Coin-hi!!,

ntt the Kg>'*'^ .\e/migf' l <5 t 4.

No. 403. TITLE-PAGE OF WINSLOW'S GOOD NEVVES FROM NEW-ENGLAND ;

1ST EDITION ; 1624.
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No. 404 Edward Winskw 1624

GOOD
NE WE
FROM NEW-ENGLAND:

o
(^

A true Relation of
tffirigs very re>

markabie,at:the Plantation ^of flimotb
in N -W - E N o L*A Nio1.

Shewing the wondrous providence and good-
ncs of G o D, in their prefcrvation and continuance,

being delivered from many apparaat
dsatht aitft dangers!

Together.with a Relation offuch religious and
civil I Lawcs and Cuftomcs^as are in pra^ife amnngft

the Indians, adjoyning to them at this day. As alfo

rph.it Commoditits. are there to be rajfedftr the

cerfrhtimd ether

in the fttid Country.

Written by E. w. .who hath bofne :a parrm the

fore-named trouble^ and there liued fince

their firft Arrivall.

WhcrcvntoTis'added by him a briefe Relation of a credible

iriteiljgencepf the prefent eftateiofVirgini**

L O ND 02V
Printed by 7.D.

are to be fold at theirShops, atthe^& iriP*J//-Chureli
and at the three Golden Lyons in

No. 404. TITLE-PAGE OF WINSLOW'S GOOD NEWES FROM NEW-ENGLAND;

ZD EDITION; 1624.
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1624 Edward Winslow No. 404

WflNSLOW], E[DWARD]. (b. 1595, d. 1655.)

GOOD NEVVES FROM NEW-ENGLAND.
Bladen and lobn Bellamie, 1624.

Small 410. Second Edition.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, E, F, G, H, I, each 4 leaves ; K, z

leaves ; )( 2, i leaf (probably imposed with

the title-page of this edition ; inserted be

tween K and [K.z]); total 39 leaves.

Leaf G z is wrongly marked C a.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title-

page, as reproduced ;
See No. 404], recto

of [A] ; [blank], verso of [A] ;

[epistle dedicatory, with heading] | [type-

ornament head-piece] |

TO
|

ALL WEL-
WILLERS

|

AND FVRTHERES OF
|

Plantations in New-England : efpecially |

to

fuch as euer haue or defire to affift, the
|

people of Plimoth in their iuft pro- /ceedings,

Grace, and Peace, bee / multiplied, /[signed]

/ Tours in this feruice, euer / to be com-

LONDON, by I. D. for William

[404]

manded : / E. W.
| , recto of A z to verso

of A 3 ; [preface, with heading] | [type-
ornament head-piece] |

To the Reader.
|

[signed] |

Thine E. W.
|

, recto and verso

of [A 4] ; [text, with heading] | [type-
ornament head-piece] |

GOOD NEVVES
|

FROM
| New-England. |

, pp. 1-66 ;
|

FINIS.
| , p. 66

; [type-ornament head

piece] |

A briefe Relation of a credible intelli

gence of the prefent eftate
|

of VIRGINIA.
| ,

pp. [6 7 ]-[68]; | FINIS./, p. [68];- |

[type-ornament head-piece] |

A Poftfcript. |,

p. 69 [wrongly numbered 5 9] ; [blank],

p. [70]. Pages 67 and 68 are unnumbered ;

and p. 69 is wrongly numbered 59.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 61^0 x 5"He

inches. Bound in light brown calf; by
Mackenzie.

L'HERMITE, JACQUES, (b. , d. 1624.)

A TRVE RELATION OF THE FLEETE WHICH WENT VNDER
. . . LE HERMITE THROVGH THE STRAIGHTS OF MAGEL-
LANE. LONDON, for Mercttrius Britannicus, 1625. [405]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : A, B, C,

D, each 4 leaves; E, 2 leaves; total 1 8 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION :
[title,

as

reproduced ;
See No. 405], recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [text, with

heading] | [type-ornament rule] A TRVE
RELATION

|

of the fuccefle of the Fleet

which went
|

vnder the Admirall laquis

L" Hermite / through the Staights of Magel-

lant, towards
|

the Coaft of Peru, and the

Towne of
|

Lima in the Weft-Indies. / , pp.

1-9 ; | [dedication, with heading] f [type-
ornament head-piece] |

To the Worjhipfull
the Maiors or Maifters of the / Weft India

Companie, which is graunted by the High /

and Mightie Lords, the States General! of

/the Vnited Prouinces. / , pp. 9-10;

[text, with heading] | [type-ornament head

piece] |

To all the Inhabitants of the vnited

|
Prouinces, the Author wifheth a true and

j right confederation and care of the / Com

mon-welfare. / , pp. 11-33 5 I

FINIS.
|

,

P- 33 ; [blank], p. [34].

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 7 % x 5%
inches. Bound in orange crushed levant

morocco inlaid with green, elaborately

tooled in gilt, gilt inside borders, gilt edges ;

by the Club Bindery, 1903; in flap and

slip case.

This is a translation of the Waeracbtigb verhael, van bet fucces van de Vlote,

printed the same year.

OTHER COPIES : British Museum ; and REFERENCE : Tiele, Memoire, p. 74.

John Carter Brown Libraries.
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No. 405 Jacques LHermite 1625

A True Relation
of the Fleece which went vnder the

Admirall Jaquis Le Hermite through
the Straights

ot Magel/aae
towards the

Coafts of Peru, and the Towneof
Limn in the Weft-Indies.

Witha Letter, Containingtbe prefent State

ofCaftilei Peru.

Hercvnto is annexed an excellent Difcourfc

Tfhich/heveth by cleare andftrong ^Arguments

how that itwas both neccflary and profitable for

the rnfad fnuwces to treSt* mft-ladi*

Company, and
eucry

true fubie& of

thefane ought
t advance it tfcor-

dingto
bitpower.

Written by a "Well-wilier of the

Common-wealth.

LONDON,
Printed for

'Britannic**.
No. 405. TlTLE-PAGS OF L'HERMITE's TuVE RELATION; l62J.
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1625 Virginia No. 406

VIRGINIA.

CONSIDERATIONS TOVCHING THE NEW CONTRACT FOR TO
BACCO. [LONDON], 1625. [406]

Small 410.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES: A, B, each

4 leaves (the last, probably blank, lacking) ;

total 8 leaves.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION : [title,
as

reproduced; See No. 406 ],
recto of [A];

[blank], verso of [A]; [text,
with

heading] |

CONSIDERATIONS
|

touch

ing the new Contraft for
|
TOBACCO, |

As

This tract relates to the regulation of

"Sommer Hands" colonies.

the fame hath been propounded | by Maifter

Ditchfield, and other
|

vndertakers,
| , pp. i

ii
;

|

FINIS.
|

, p. ii
; [blank], p.

[12]; [i leaf, probably blank], [84].
Page 7 is wrongly numbered 9.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, 6i?i x 5%a
inches. Bound in brown morocco. With
numerous erasures and corrections in ink on

almost every page, especially the first three.

the trade in tobacco for the Virginia and

SMITH, Captain JOHN. (.1580,^.1631.)

THE GENERALL HISTORIE OF VIRGINIA, NEW-ENGLAND, AND
THE SVMMER ISLES. LONDON, by I. D. and I. H. for Michael Sparkes,

1625. [407]

Folio.

COLLATION BY SIGNATURES : identically

the same as in No. 402, except that this vol

ume has 2 leaves, without signature-marks.

COLLATION BY PAGINATION: [engraved

title, as reproduced; See No. 402], p. [i.];

[blank], p. [ii. ]; [letterpress title, as

reproduced; See No. 407], p. [Hi.];

[blank], p. [iv. ]; otherwise identically the

same as in No. 402 ; except that this copy
has a slip of

| Errata/ [6 lines] |
, pasted at

the bottom of page 248.
PLATES : 2 Plates with maps, 2 Maps,

and i Portrait, identically the same as in No.

402, except that :

[i] Folding plate, with map of
|

OULD
|

VIR GI
|

NI A
|

; has the names Davers

Ile/P Barkley/and | printed by lames Reeve/;
but not the name Adams Sound

; between

pp. 20 and 21. This map is in its Second

state, as described in No. 402.

[2] Folding map of
|

VIRGINIA
|;

has

the new names Elands C: / Doivnes dale /
and

| Wajhebornc C:/; but with the Purchas

page numbers 1692 and 1693 in the upper

corners; between pp. 40 and 41. This

map is in its Seventh state, as described in

No. 359.

[3] Folding plate, with map of
|

The

Summer Us. / ; without the name Penistons

Redoute, or
|

Printed by lames Reeve /; be

tween pp. 168 and 169. This map is in

its First state, as described in No. 402.

[4] Folding map of
|

NEW ENG
LAND

[ ;
has the motto

|

sincere est viuere/;

the degrees of longitude on western margin ;

of latitude, at top and bottom
;
but not the

name Paynes Us; between pp. 202 and 203.

This map is in its Fourth state, as described

in No. 369.

PORTRAIT : the original portrait of the

Duchess of Richmond ;
as described in No.

402 ; facing recto of leaf )(.

CONDITION : Size of leaf, i I%B x 7 inches.

Bound in old calf, in red levant morocco

solander case. Book-plate of Sir Thomas

Hanmer of Hanmer, dated 1707, pasted on

back of engraved title, and book-plate of

Henry Edward Bunbury pasted on inside

of front cover.
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NO. 406 Virginia 1625

CONSIDERATIONS

TOVCHING
THE NEWCON-

TR AC T FOR
TOBACCOS

AS THE SAME HATH
beene propounded by Maifter

D I TCH FIB LD,andoihci
vndertakos.

Printed

No. 406. TITLE-PAGE OF CONSIDERATIONS TOVCHING THE NEW CONTRACT

FOR TOBACCO; i6zj.
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GENERALL HISTORY
O F

VIRGINIA,NE vv-E N G t A N D, and the S v M M E R

I L E s : with the names of the Acjventurers, Plan

ters, and Govcrnours, from their firft beginning,
An 1584. to this prcfcnc i a 5.

With the
Proceedings

of thofe

Severall COLONIES, and the Accidents
that befell them in all their lourncyes and

Discoveries.

The Maps and Defcriptions of all thofe Countries,
their Commodities, People, Government, Cuftomes,

and Religion yet knownc.

DIVIDED INTO S1XE BOOKES.

By Captaine
IOHN SMITH, fbmetimes Governour in thofe

Countries, and Admirall of NBW-EM

LONDON,
Printed by /. <D. and LH. for ^Michael Spar{ef.

No. 407. TITLE-PAGE OF SMITH'S GENERALL HISTORIE; 1625.

Reduced; original 91^0 x 5
T/in inches.



No. 407 Captain Jobn Smith 1625

The Hanmer-Bunbury copy, with ex-libris.

This copy has a printed title-page (as reproduced), which is thought to be unique,

as we are unable to find any record of a similar copy. It also has the engraved tide-

page with date 1624 ; the map of Quid Virginia in its Second state ; the map of

Virginia in its Seventh state; the map of The Summer Us in its First state; the map
of New England in its Fourth state; and the original portrait of the Duchess of

Richmond.

Edward Arber, after a "most searching criticism" of the writings of Captain John

Smith, summarizes his character as follows:

" One cannot read
[his] Works, without seeing that JOHN SMITH was some

thing more than a brave and experienced soldier. Not only in his modesty and

self-restraint, his moderation and magnanimity, his loyalty to the King, affection for

the Church, and love for his Country, did he represent the best type of the English

Gentleman of his day ; but he was also a man of singular and varied ability. His

manysidedness is seen, as he is a Captain of Artillery at Stiihlwessenberg and at

Kanizsa, in Hungary, in 1601 ; or while 'managing the fights' of the French pirate

ship, off the Azores, in 1 6 1 5 : as he is a Captain of Cavalry in the plains of Girke

in Hungary in 1 60 1, and the battle of Rothenthurm in Transylvania, in 1602: as he

is a Promoter, and the Saviour of the London or Southern Virginia Company in

1605-9 as ne 's l^e masterly Surveyor of inland Virginia in 1607-8 : as he is the

Discoverer of the Chesapeake Bay in 1608, and of the New England coast in 1614:
as he is the enthusiastic Advocate and the eloquent Historian of English Colonization

in America, 161430 : as he is the first landsman who ever described in print all the

parts, and all the working, <jf an English ship ; and who wrote our first Sea

Grammar in 1626 : not to speak of the History of the Sea which he did not live to

complete, and which is apparently now lost.

" Put all this beside the one single POCAHONTAS incident by which he is popularly

remembered, and one sees that the real JOHN SMITH is a far greater man than the

mythical one."
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